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 Prologue 


The Works



Spokes explores existence: the wild cosmos, the untamed
mind, and the social artifice which humanity has created.
This is the 5th book of Spokes of the Wheel: about the human
mind and its consequences.
The material presented in Spokes is cumulative. Topics
covered in early books are brought to further fruition later.
For fullest comprehension, read Spokes in order.
Clarity: The Path Inside
Unraveling Reality
Book 1: The Science of Existence
Book 2: The Web of Life
Book 3: The Elements of Evolution
Book 4: The Ecology of Humans
Book 5: The Echoes of the Mind
Book 6: The Fruits of Civilization
Book 7: The Pathos of Politics
Book 8: The Hub of Being
Clarity explains reality and how to become enlightened.
Unraveling Reality prefaces Spokes. The Science of Existence
roams the cosmos and introduces the natural world. The Web
of Life chronicles the wondrous diversity of life. The Elements
of Evolution tells life's history and explains how organisms
adapt. The Ecology of Humans assays the interfaces of the
human body. The Echoes of the Mind pivots on how people
feel, think, and behave. The Fruits of Civilization covers the
consequences of human endeavor. The Pathos of Politics
probes how polity has plagued humanity. Spokes culminates
with The Hub of Being, an exposition toward realization.
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Each chapter concludes with a synopsis. At the end of the
book is a conclusion. An extensive glossary is provided, followed by a biographical section.

For more information about Spokes of the Wheel, visit:
www.ishinobu.com. Research references for Spokes 5 are at:
www.ishinobu.com/spokes-5-notes/.



Headings



Spokes is heavily portioned, with symbolic conventions to
delineate the hierarchy of material.
 delineates untitled segments, or a return to a
subject after wandering off.
 demarcates subjects within a topical section.

 Introduction 
Psychology is the study of the human mind. The mental
and behavioral patterns of an individual comprise a person's
psychology.
The idea of a mind is a euphemism for mentation: mental
processing, which includes thoughts and emotions. The term
mind is too convenient not to be used, but it is a misdirection.
Your mind tells you that the world comprises objects in
motion. This object orientation obscures that the world is motion involving the appearance of objects which are more accurately portrayed as quantized processes in constant
transition. Energy, not matter per se, defines experience.
Social psychology studies the internal dynamics behind
interpersonal interactions. Whereas social psychology is on
mental states associated with sociality, sociology studies
group behaviors and societal dynamics.
Sociology bifurcates into 2 focal areas: macrosociology
and microsociology. Macrosociology studies societies. Microsociology is about how people behave when together: the artifacts of interacting social psychologies.
As an academic discipline psychology lacks a widely accepted paradigm. Since antiquity, history is littered with various schools of thought about what makes us tick. The
discordance continues to this day – awfully peculiar, considering that all the evidence lies within.
There are 2 basic camps of psychology: philosophical and
physiological. The philosophic approach employs introspection to plumb inner depths, taking into account observations
and life experiences to discern how the mind works.
In contrast, the empirical view eschews such rumination
as woolly. Empiricism supposedly relies solely upon observation, which is woolly indeed. While empiricists ostensibly
limit themselves to observing behaviors, philosophy – the
study and elaboration of concepts – must be applied to make
any sense of what has been observed. The mind is a symbolic
processor. Theories are inductive hypotheticals. Trying to understand the mind without reference to abstractions is like
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trying to apprehend electronics while studiously ignoring the
flow of electrons.

When a philosopher says something that is true, then it is trivial. When he says something that is not trivial, then it is false.
~ German mathematician Carl Friedrich Gauss

Historically, psychology theories have been framed by
perspectives on the natures of perception, mentation, and existence itself: psychology as natural philosophy.
The extensive failures of psychological theories, as with
other endeavors at understanding, owe to overlooking fallacies in assumptions. In accepting untrue premises about the
nature of the mind, its contemplators have promulgated facile nonsense. Such is the rich and sorry history of psychology.

One overarching fact overshadows psychology and sociology: people readily succumb to their biology. Many motivations and behaviors amply demonstrate that humans are just
another animal whose cunning is by no means exceptional.
The greatest ruse ever perpetrated is that people are rational, in the sense of being reasoning machines.* Human desires and behaviors are dominated by biological urges. The
inclinations of our minds follow our evolutionary descent.
And yet… there is something more at work within: an innate
desire and capacity to mentally escape the confines of the biological shell in which we all are encased – that there is an
elevated perspective and consciousness to which one may ascend.

* Rational and reason semantically dance as partners. Ultimately,
the terms come down to agreeable cognition which may pass as
good sense or sound judgment. There is intrinsic subjectivity in
the definition, albeit sometimes abetted by social consensus,
which is subjectivity amplified. The motivation behind almost all
reasoning is desire, not the cool indifference that typifies how people think of "rationality." Further, seemingly unsound judgment
that plays out to profit is commonly called "genius" – so much for
the metric of rationality.
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 Perception 
The eye that sees is not a mere physical organ, but a means
of perception conditioned by the tradition in which its possessor
has been reared. ~ American anthropologist Ruth Benedict

We understand ourselves and the world through our perceptual power. Perception is our gateway to all that we experience, and thereby the ecological device by which we
construe actuality.
The inborn bias to see the world in a particular way also irredeemably shapes our perception, and ultimately our knowledge
about the world. ~ American cognitive scientist Christof Koch
The world does not passively impose itself on our mind; rather, it has to be actively interpreted. ~ English developmental
psychologist Bruce Hood
Our unconscious doesn't just interpret sensory data, it enhances it. It has to, because the data our senses deliver is of
rather poor quality and must be fixed up in order to be useful.
~ Indian cognitive scientist Vilayanur Ramachandran
Sensation is the process of garnering information for the
mind. Sensation turns sensed stimuli into representational
patterns.*
Perception turns sensed patterns into symbols and makes
sense of them. Perception begins by matching a symbol with
recalled similars; pattern-matching from memory to categorize. This pattern-matching affords identification.
Perception then proceeds to derive meaning of identified
symbols, and to valuate them. Once a mind decides what
something is, it then determines if the symbol is worth any
more attention than it has already got. If not, the mind moves
on to the next abstraction.

* The physiological correlate of sensation – translating stimuli in
electrochemical nerve signals – is unavailing to understanding.
Moreover, perception as brain activity, however measured, is
meaningless. Neurobiology is not a science of any significance.
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Perception is a highly selective subconscious process
which fills in missing data bits with conjectures for contextual completion. Hence, the internal representations that
comprise our lives are nothing but fabrications.
Perception is a simulation, not reality itself. ~ American psychologist Charles Tart

 Illusions 
Under certain circumstances, perception distorts sensation to satisfy the mind's own inner logic. Illusions illustrate
how perception is a process of fabricating mental representations which are invariably expressionistic.

 The Moon Illusion 
Regardless of its elevation in the sky, the Moon's angular size
at the eye remains the same. Yet the horizon Moon may appear
to be nearly twice the diameter of the elevated Moon. ~ American psychologists Lloyd Kaufman & James Kaufman

The Moon appears much larger as it rises
over the horizon than when it is directly overhead. Many people think this is because the
Moon is closer to the Earth when rising – not
so.
The eye sees the Moon at the same size
regardless of azimuth. But when the Moon is on the horizon,
the mind figures it is farther away. This is because interposition cues, such as trees and buildings, indicate distance.
Overhead, there are no such distance cues. Consequently,
though the sensation is of a selfsame size, the perception is
that the Moon is more distant when on the horizon. To compensate for this incongruity, the mind inflates the size of the
Moon on the horizon.*

* Another Moon illusion involves pareidolia: promiscuously perceiving patterns where none exist. Whereas westerners see the
dark splotches on the Moon's surface as forming a face (the man
in the Moon), easterners see a rabbit pounding mochi (for rice
cakes) (in Korea and Japan), or making the elixir of life (in China).

Introduction
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The horizon Moon is perceived as larger because the perceptual system treats it as though it is much farther away. ~ Lloyd
Kaufman & James Kaufman


Italian psychologist Mario Ponzo posited the Ponzo illusion in 1911, based upon his insight that the mind judges an
object's size in a spatial context. His illustration
was of 2 parallel horizontal lines of identical
length, juxtaposed with converging lines which
suggest linear perspective. The eye perceives the
2 lines as the same length, but the mind lengthens the top line, even though it is not consciously perceived
as farther away.
Along the same lines, German sociologist Franz Carl
Müller-Lyer devised the Müller-Lyer illusion in 1889.
The original illusion was to ask viewers to place a mark
at the midpoint of the arrow shown. Invariably, the
mark is placed toward the tail.
The variation more commonly seen nowadays is
of 2 line segments: one with fins inwards, the other
with tails out. Both shafts are of equal length, but
the one with 2 tails is always perceived as longer.

A key goal of vision is to detect objects using any information
that happens to be available. ~ Vilayanur Ramachandran &
American cognitive scientist Diane Rogers-Ramachandran

To make sense of the world, the mind regularly infers.
Visually, the mind completes figures from partial sources.
The mind's bias is to see the image at
right as rings around a cylinder. But, with
mental effort, a different take is possible:
C-shaped metal arches, with sharp ends
facing forward.
The mind's completion algorithm is so
strong that it may override our knowledge of the
natural world. An impossibly elongated cat is seen in the figure at left.
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 Illusions of the Blind 
Some sightless people employ echolocation to identify objects. They too are subject to optical illusions. In one experiment participants were asked to pick up 3 boxes by a string.
The boxes all weighed the same but were of different sizes.
Sighted individuals invariably succumbed to size-weight illusion: the bigger boxes felt lighter. Blind study subjects did
not experience the illusion. But the ones who relied upon echolocation to first assess the boxes did.
Perception sets expectations and vice versa.

 Cultural Influence 
Culture affects perception. When viewing scenes, Westerners tend to focus on details – an analytic survey of objects.
In contrast, east Asians are more aware of contextual relationships: how objects are related to one another – a more
holistic style of perception.
People who live in areas with lots of buildings are constantly exposed to architectural angles. The Müller-Lyer arrow illusion works well on them. In contrast, those who are
not surrounded by angular architecture are less susceptible
to the Müller-Lyer illusion.

The shaping of a Weltanschauung (worldview) is partly
biological, partly cultural, and partly reflective of individual
psychology. Humanity's shared worldviews have determined
how societies, civilizations, and planetary ecology have been
molded. The results have been needlessly costly artifices at
the ultimate cost of self-preservation.
Industrialization has been viewed as a competitive economic necessity aimed at achieving better lives for those who
adopt it, whereas it has proven an engine of inequities and
irreclaimable environmental destruction. The positive perspective lingers as the mountain of facts supporting the negative outcomes grows: an example of cultural rigidity in
respecting traditional thinking.

Introduction
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 The Human Condition 
Our lives are not our own. We are bound to others, past and
present, and by each crime and every kindness we birth our future. ~ English novelist David Mitchell

Psychology and social psychology are studies of mental
ecology: the interfaces of internal and interpersonal interactions respectively. Sociology studies the behavioral ecology of
human tribes as superorganisms.
Organisms are not so much objects as they are processes
with environmental byproducts. Living is an ecological gyre.
Desire seeks gratification, however fleeting and thereby
repetitious. Though every measure of satisfaction is taken
entirely within one's own mind, its accomplishment is invariably an ecological exercise.

 Reality 
The proof is beyond the scope of this book, but an understanding about the nature of existence is critical to comprehending the mind, and thereby psychology.*
Nature – the exhibition of existence – is an entertainment
platform. Actuality emerges from a weaving of energetic immateriality.
A mirage is the real thing. It's just not what it looks like.
~ American spiritualist William Horden
The physicality of the world is illusory. As quantum physics instructs, the quantization of matter is an outgrowth of
localized energy fields coherently composed.
Abstraction is real. ~ German-born American educator and
artist Josef Albers

At root, energy is nothing more than an abstraction: an
overarching concept physicists use to describe invisible forces

* Spokes 5 extends only to the echoes of the mind. Fuller explanation of reality and the root of Nature is found in Spokes 8: The
Hub of Being; an introduction to which was had in Clarity: The
Path Inside and Unraveling Reality: Behind the Veil of Existence.
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which affect observable matter (which itself is made of energy). Underlying the proximate physicality of seemingly objective phenomena is a platform for shared subjectivity. The
coherent force behind Nature emergently (instantly and continuously) creates what we call existence.
This vast panoramic world is the reflection of the Ĉonsciousness. ~ Indian guru Nisargadatta Maharaj

Just as physical bodies are localized energy fields which
comprise an entangled fabric, a unified field of Ĉonsciousness
populates life with consciousness in granular form: whence
the appearance of sentient organisms.* Consciousness also
inhabits cells and organic molecules such as proteins. Any
entity which requires awareness of its environment to make
decisions possesses consciousness.
Consciousness is the platform for an individual's awareness. Awareness is the faculty for experiencing actuality.
Though the conduit may be not be sensed, seemingly individualized consciousness is always connected to the unitary
source: every consciousness entangled within the universal
field of Ĉonsciousness. Awareness is expressed through the
mind, which fabricates the dualities of mind-body and selfother which we experience as the world.
No psychologist can claim that science has been able to describe how a human mind can construct conscious experience.
~ American psychologist Matt Tompkins
Just as our lives at their epitome are pure entertainment,
Nature is the platform for entertaining Ĉonsciousness:
whence the majestic mirage we experience.
* Consciousness is similarly actualized as a diversity from a unicity
as occurs with all forms of matter-energy as expressly explored in
physics. The same mechanism of natural localization and quantization that physics posits for the appearance of matter is how the
unified field of Ĉonsciousness populates individual consciousnesses in mind-bodies. Existence is an infinite diversity which is
paradoxically gyrally entangled. As science has amply demonstrated, our everyday comprehension of Nature is a laughable
simplification. So much goes on behind our awareness and beyond
what empirical science can show us or explain – hence the need
to set the record straight with Spokes.
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Matter-energy is an entangled unity. But the mind conveys to us an illusion of physicality, mischievously masking
the energy which propels Nature.*
Matter and mind are not separate. They are aspects of one
energy. Look at the mind as a function of matter and you have
science. Look at matter as the product of the mind and you have
religion. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

 The Mind 
The mind conducts a grand ruse that fosters endless
phantasms which take ethereal form as ideas, emotions, and
beliefs. Paying heed to the fabrications that come to mind is
the source of mental illness. Silencing the mind sufficiently
to appreciate the distinction between actuality and reality is
mental health.
The Collective – the mass of humanity – are deluded believers in what their minds feed them, and so are subject to
suffering from their ignorance. There are 2 facets of ignorance: lacking relevant information (fact-ignorance or fignorance), and having the wrong worldview (perspectiveignorance, or pignorance). Pignorance is the root problem,
which can be cured through diligent self-control aimed at living in meditation and thereby elevating one's level of consciousness to enlightenment and beyond.
The mind is not just the conveyor of sensation and a tool
for problem-solving (willmind). Instead, through felt emotional deficits, a self-activating agent of the mind (nattermind) preys upon the Collective: fabricating fears and hopes
through fantasies.
There is no such thing as peace of mind. Mind means disturbance; restlessness itself is mind. ~ Indian guru Nisargardatta
Maharaj
* Electrochemical brain activity (in creatures with brains) only
roughly corresponds with mentation. Mind-body synchrony is one
of many masterful strokes that makes the material world so convincing. Just as matter as made of energy, it is the mind that acts
as convincer of an objective materiality that is always only a subjective experience: all you every know is from and in your mind.
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Just as we seek to control the world before us as much as
we may, to maximize our enjoyment, the mind seeks to control us for its own entertainment. To succumb is to live in the
shadows of the past, to be in thrall to the inner voices that
beguile and look to a future that never comes to fruition.
One is either a creature of the mind or its employer: either
ruler or slave. The Collective are serfs who may believe themselves to be masters.
To conquer the mind is to live in the actuality of the moment, to view oneself and the world as processes, not through
a false filter of anticipation or bias. Only with clarity can you
experience the rich ripeness of living, where it is enough just
to be, and even more rewarding to work toward positive accomplishments: just because the entertainment of doing is
part of being.
As all stories are of conflict and resolution, the mind tries
to generate its own entertainment: a soldier in service to the
unified field of Ĉonsciousness. If enlightenment were easy,
the entertainment value of our world would be sorely lacking.
Therefore, the mind has its nefarious role as deceiver.*
Quieting the mind clears the connection between individual consciousness and the universal field (Ĉonsciousness),
thereby broadening personal perspective and enlivening acceptance and contentment.† To experience life in alignment
with Ĉonsciousness is the state of realization.
The realized one knows that all this is the play of ignorance.
~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

* From a species perspective, the fervor of nattermind correlates
with the ease of counterfactual thinking. Humans are especially
prone to paracosms: flights from actuality. Nattermind is an evolutionary artifact, engendering imagination and mental noise
which respectively enthrall and enslave.
† Ĉonsciousness is the unified, noumenal field which diversifies via
localization. Individual consciousnesses are bound to mind-bodies,
down to cells and sentient molecules such as proteins.
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 Synopsis 
Human beings are works in progress that mistakenly think
they're finished. ~ American social psychologist Daniel Gilbert

➢ Living is an ecological gyre. Desires propel; many are biological, others social and cultural – only a relative few
are entirely of personal whim.
➢ A multitude of sensory data form a sensation comprising
a set of representational symbols. Sensations are processed in the mind into a perception: a meaningful comprehension from a construed creation, not an accurate
account. Illusions illustrate how tenuous perception is.
Cultural inculcation colors perception, and so influences
all cognitive processes.
➢ The mind is a symbolic processor oriented toward pattern-matching. Every experience is an abstraction. The
materiality we experience is a fabrication of our minds.
That we share the same specter owes to our being in Nature, which is a multimedia presentation put on by the
force of coherence for the entertainment of Ĉonsciousness.
➢ Nature is the exhibition of existence: actuality. Actuality
is not reality: that which appears to us is not the essentiality of what is. Our perceptions of Nature – what we call
the universe – are pinhole observations of an immeasurable canvas. As matter is made of energy, that canvas is
composed of a coherent cosmos of concepts which is misinterpreted as unfailingly substantial at the insistence of
the mind.
That the world seems durable does not portend its authenticity as reality. Dreams are engagingly 'real' as we
experience them. Duration does not define reality.
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➢ The mind has a dual agency: to provide perceptions which
represent the world so that we may act upon the stage of
Nature, and conversely to deceive us into believing that
actuality is reality so that we may struggle and suffer in
perspective-ignorance (pignorance), thereby enhancing
the entertainment platform with our follies.
Full attention to the present moment is willmind. In
contrast, the incessant chatter of the mind is nattermind.
➢ You may strengthen the connection between your consciousness and universal Ĉonsciousness by the habitual
practice of meditation to quiet nattermind, thereby elevating your state of consciousness: gaining clarity and enjoying life for what it really is. Comprehending the
architecture of existence helps establish proper perspective, thereby relieving pignorance.
True wisdom comes to each of us when we realize how
little we understand about life, ourselves, and the world
around us. ~ ancient Greek philosopher Socrates

 History of Psychology 
Psychology is one of the creations of the culture of thought.
~ American psychologist Daniel Robinson

The term psychology was coined by Renaissance scholar
Marko Marulić in 1506, amid a collection of moral musings.

The biographies that follow, however true to character
and import, are sketches of those whose interests and studies
often covered much broader ground than the principles of
psychology, to which these accounts focus. Psychology is, after all, the diving board into the deep philosophical pool.


Hippocrates



Science is the father of knowledge, but opinion breeds ignorance. ~ Hippocrates

Hippocrates (~460–377 BCE) is considered the father of
Western medicine. He is credited with being first to believe
that diseases had natural causes rather than an infliction
from the gods.
While an astute observer, Hippocrates often overreached
in his conclusions, via supposition and bias – ironically ignoring his own dictum equating opinion with ignorance. Hippocrates thought that hysteria was restricted to women,
believing it was due to the wanderings of the uterus. This
misconception persisted until challenged by Sigmund Freud
in the early 20th century.
In the late 5th century BCE, Empedocles explained the
cosmos as comprising 4 elements, unchangeable in their intermingling: air, earth, water, and fire. He further proposed
that the powers of love and strife variously stirred these elements into mixture and separation.
Taking his cue from Empedocles, Hippocrates presented
a hypothesis of human humors in his treatise The Nature of
Man. The classical elements formed the 4 basic bodily humors: blood, phlegm, black bile, and yellow bile.
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According to Hippocrates, an imbalance or excess in a humor produces illness. When one has a cold, phlegm collects in
the nose and throat. Bile is excreted from a serious wound.
Blood flows when the skin is broken.
Hippocrates' humors influenced the diagnosis and treatment of diseases for centuries. Bloodletting to vent a surfeit
of blood was practiced well into the 19th century. The redand-white barber's pole originated as the sign of a bloodletter.
Hippocrates was also revolutionary in proposing natural
causes for psychological problems. He formulated long-lasting theories of temperament and motivation.


Socrates



Beware the barrenness of a busy life. ~ Socrates

Socrates (469–399 BCE) was one of the founders of Western
philosophy. A paramount proponent of introspection, Socrates thought the unexamined life not worth living.
Education is the kindling of a flame, not the filling of a vessel.
~ Socrates
Fundamental to Socratic philosophy was the idea that the
truths of Nature lay hidden within every mind. His pedagogy
was the Socratic method: iterative elimination of hypotheses
through critical discourse to uncover the truth.
Strong minds discuss ideas, average minds discuss events,
weak minds discuss people. ~ Socrates
In his vigorous pursuit of truth Socrates made many enemies. We all think we know what truth and justice are; to be
challenged and implicitly chastised by a master logician overbearingly grates.
His fellow citizens got fed up with Socrates' zest. At the
age of 70, Socrates was found guilty of corrupting youth and
undermining the state religion with his freethinking ways.
Socrates was sentenced to death by a jury of 501 men, in a
margin of 60 votes. He accepted this verdict rather than flee,
which was an opportunity he had.
Death may be the greatest of all human blessings. ~ Socrates

History of Psychology



Pythagoras
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Reason is immortal, all else mortal. ~ Pythagoras

Pythagoras of Samos (~570–495 BCE) is best known as a
mathematician, especially his theorem for geometric triangles. This was merely the tip of a philosophical mountain. Pythagoreanism was the mystical school of thought propounded
by Pythagoras. Abstractions, notably numbers and their relationships, were considered real, and able to exert an influence on the material world. As concepts were pure and their
manifest forms were not, the influence of abstraction was
considered inferior to the abstraction itself.
Central to Pythagoreanism was the idea of transmigration of the soul (metempsychosis): the passing on of an animated spirit that occupies the body, continuing its existence
after death, into reincarnation.
According to the Pythagoreans, reason was the highest
form of thought: its grasp the function of the soul.
Tenets of Pythagoreanism were appreciated and extended by Plato.


Plato



Human behavior flows from three main sources: desire,
emotion, and knowledge. ~ Plato

Plato (427–347 BCE) was Socrates' student and successor.
He surpassed his teacher by laying the foundations of Western philosophy and science. After Socrates death and an extended spell in Italy, where he came under the influence of
the Pythagoreans, Plato founded his academy in Athens.
Plato explained sensation and perception as the transformation of actuality into what he called forms. According to
Plato's theory of forms, everything in the empirical world is
an inferior, passing manifestation of pure forms, which themselves have an independent, intemporal existence.
To Plato perceptions are flickering shadows of which
surety is impossible. Although lacking incarnation, forms are
the real thing.
Though the soul is implanted in a body, it still dwells with
forms: pure and complete knowledge. The only way to arrive
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at true knowledge is to ignore perceptions and concentrate on
insights accessible only through intuition.
Plato proposed the soul as a tripartite construction: the
rational as the immortal seat of reason, the emotional
(spirited), and the appetitive as the source of desire. There is
a built-in conflict between the 3 in how to spend time and
expend energy.
For Plato, the supreme aspiration in life is freeing the
soul as much as possible from the adulterations of the flesh.
This lofty aim followed the Pythagorean tradition.
Plato's reminiscence theory of knowledge posited that all
knowledge was innate and can only be tapped through introspection. As all information is carried within the soul,
knowledge is attained via reminiscence: remembering the
past experiences of the soul. Sensory experience can only remind one of what is already known.
The soul, since it is immortal and has been born many times,
and has seen all things both here and in the other world, has
learned everything that is. So, we need not be surprised if it can
recall the knowledge or virtue of anything else which, as we
see, it once possessed. All Nature is akin, and the soul has
learned everything, so that when a man has recalled a single
piece of knowledge there is no reason why he should not find
out all the rest, if he keeps a stout heart and does not grow weary
of the search, for seeking and learning are in fact nothing but
recollection. ~ Plato in Meno
A few labels may be laid upon Plato's epistemology: idealism, rationalism, and nativism. Idealism asserts that reality – as far it can be understood – is fundamentally a mental
construction. Rationalism regards reason as the source of
knowledge, obtained via deduction. Nativism nestles
knowledge as innate.
Plato recognized individual differences in talents, skills,
and aptitudes. In the Republic (~380 BCE) Plato sketched a
utopian society with an oligarchical government comprising
those of superior reasoning, ruled by a philosopher-king.
Properly populating the ideal society necessitates assessment of those to serve various roles. To Plato, the traits
suited for different occupations could be measured. Plato believed such qualities were localized in different body parts:
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reason in the head, courage in the chest, appetite in the abdomen. This phrenology anticipated psychometrics: the study
of measuring psychological qualities.


Aristotle



All human actions have one or more of these seven causes:
chance, nature, compulsions, habit, reason, passion, desire.
~ Aristotle

Aristotle (384–322 BCE) was one of Plato's brightest pupils.
He studied under Plato for 20 years, from the age of 17 to 37.
Aristotle was the first philosopher to treat many psychology topics: perception, learning, memory, sleep, dreams, and
geriatrics. His book On the Soul had the first history of psychology.
Both Plato and Aristotle were interested in essential
truths. But their approaches to discovery, and their conclusions, were diametric. Whereas Plato dwelled on deduction,
Aristotle was one the first Greek philosophers to advocate induction. Aristotle's bold inductive approach of theorizing general principles from limited information was prone to wrong
conclusions. In this, Aristotle started a tradition still commonly found in modern science.
Aristotle did correctly cast memory as associative, based
upon similarity, contiguity, and contrast. He noted that repetition engenders retention, and that some associations are
more easily formed than others.
Aristotle aptly treated emotions as an amplifier to one's
disposition, as well as acting as motivation. Aristotle observed that emotions evoke selective perception.
We are readily deluded respecting the operations of senseperception when we are excited by emotion, and different persons according to their different emotions. In fits of anger, and
also in all states of appetite, all men become easily deceived,
and more so the more their emotions are excited. ~ Aristotle
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Catharsis 

Aristotle considered catharsis positively, describing
drama as capable of arousing emotions that can have a purgative effect. Millennia later, Sigmund Freud made catharsis
a central concept in his psychoanalytic theory.
The chime of catharsis rings to this day in the debate over
the effect of violence portrayed in the popular media: whether
it purges aggressive urges or engenders violence. The answer
is unequivocal: violence begets violence. Children exposed to
violence are more aggressive than other children.
The aftereffects of exposure to violence are often longlasting. The stress of witnessing violence accelerates aging.
At the least, as a means of coping, repeated exposure to violence desensitizes.

Ultimately, Aristotle cast his lot with naïve empiricists:
without experiences the mind is a blank slate. Aristotle throttled the idea of inborn information, concluding that all we can
ever know come from life's experiences. Aristotle's conclusion
contradicts the simple observation that people have ideas
outside of their own experience or exposure, and that we innately know how to learn and perform certain functions (precocious knowledge).

From the time of the ancient Greeks until over a millennium later, modest contribution was made to psychology. The
Romans had conquest and political intrigue on their minds,
and the subsequent Dark Ages dampened academic activity.
In Europe, the Catholic Church was a singular refuge of
erudition. Channeling Plato, 5th-century Latin theologian
Augustine of Hippo advocated introspection as the way to
know God. The bliss that came from contemplating God provoked Augustine to value faith over reason.
Augustine's impact was profound. In placing reason as
the stepchild to faith, Augustine cemented the delusional cornerstone of church dogma that continues to this day.
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Following in Augustine's footsteps, in the late 11th century, Anselm of Canterbury melded faith and reason with his
famous ontological argument for the existence of God. Anselm's ontological argument was an exercise in empiricism
turned on its head. Its preamble was that if something can
be thought of, then it exists.* As God, being perfect, is the
greatest being that can be conceived, God must exist.
The march of faith-based ontology was interrupted in Europe in the mid-14th century when the Black Death culled
1/3rd of that continent's population, making mundane matters more pressing than contemplation about God and his
wondrous works.

Within a few centuries after the life of the 6th-century
prophet Muhammad, the Muslim empire extended over an
area greater than the Roman Empire at its furthest extent.
While Europe wallowed in intellectual self-desecration, the
Islamic world kindled the candle of knowledge with advances
in science, mathematics, and medicine. Arabic philosophers
attempted to reconcile selective teachings of their Greek and
Roman counterparts with Islam.


Avicenna



The knowledge of anything, since all things have causes, is
not acquired or complete unless it is known by its causes.
~ Avicenna

Avicenna (980–1037) was a child prodigy. He
had memorized the Koran by the time he was
10. In his adolescence Avicenna absorbed Aristotle's Metaphysics. By the time he was 20 Avicenna was considered one of the best Arabic
physicians.
Avicenna authored books on numerous subjects, including medicine, mathematics, logic, astronomy,
Muslim theology, philosophy, and linguistics. His medical
* Though fallacious, the credulous creed of believing what the mind
conceives remains quotidian among the Collective.
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book The Canon was employed in European universities for
over 5 centuries.
In addition to the 5 external senses, Avicenna postulated
an ascending hierarchy of 7 "interior senses": 1) sensory synthesis (common sense): making sense of the external senses
(perception); 2) memory of sensory synthesis; 3) compositive
animal imagination: via memory and generalization, learning what to avoid and what is desirable; 4) human imagination: creativity, such as imagining the fantastic (for example,
unicorns); 5) estimation: the innate ability to make judgments about objects; 6) the ability to remember previous outcomes; and 7) the ability to apply the memory of experiences.
Avicenna's hierarchy of internal senses was an elaboration of Aristotle's 3: common sense, memory, and imagination.
Avicenna departed from Aristotle in his take on active intellect. Aristotle took active intellect to be understanding universal principles that could be ascertained via empirical
observation. This was Aristotle's ersatz version of Platonic
forms. For Avicenna, the active intellect had immaterial abilities: to comprehend the cosmic plan and enter into an abiding relationship with unitary reality – such was the ultimate
attainment of the intellect. In this Avicenna espoused the
wisdom of sages since time immemorial.

The age of Muslim enlightenment ended in the 11th century, when Islamic scholars turned their back on emphasizing reason for reliance on fidelity to the faith. By that time it
was a path already well worn by the Catholic Church.
During the 14th and 15th centuries, the Catholic Church
kept a firm grip on philosophic license. There were only 2
types of people: believers and unbelievers. If unbelievers
could not be converted, they were imprisoned, tortured, and
killed. If God is real, so too Satan and its spawn.
The Catholic pogrom against unbelievers did nothing to
expunge the mystical. Astrology was exceedingly popular.
Magic was practiced practically everywhere. Superstition
had its hold on peasants, scholars, kings, and clergy.
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Early Christians perpetuated the sexism of Greek and
Roman times while proscribing the lust. Sex itself was a sin.
When men gave in to sexual desire it was the woman's
fault. This attitude strongly prevails to this day in India, the
Muslim world, among fundamentalist Christians, and otherwise lingers throughout the world of men unwilling to
acknowledge their weakness in indulging their biological
bent.
The philosophic musings that were written down in medieval Europe came almost exclusively from the clergy. They
focused on an individual's relationship with God in accordance with accepted parameters. Criticizing the Catholic
Church was not countenanced. That was not to last. The
break, when it came, changed the face of Christianity.
In the early 16th century, German friar and Catholic
priest Martin Luther became upset with corruption within
the Church, especially the sale of indulgences, which let sinners reduce divine retribution by bribing church officials. He
also opposed the Aristotelian emphasis on dogma.
Luther's protest got him excommunicated in 1520. His
fervor spawned a new religious movement – Protestantism –
with Luther as its leader.
Luther's religious vision was harsh and unforgiving. Protestantism insisted that faith was the only path to accepting
the existence of God. Its rejection of reason was a regression
compared to Catholic tolerance of the logic that went its way
or stirred no opposition.
Protestantism loosened the grip of absolute Catholic
Church authority. In that it helped usher in an age of freer
thinking – an ironic outcome to Luther's rigidity.


Galileo



You cannot teach a man anything; you can only help him
discover it in himself. ~ Galileo

Heavily influenced by the Pythagorean-Platonic belief
system, Italian mathematician and astronomer Galileo
Galilei (1564–1642) took up the mantle of Copernicus and
Kepler in exploring a mathematical reality beyond the world
of appearances.
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Galileo discredited numerous Aristotelian
"truths." This itself was an oblique attack on the
Catholic Church, which by this time held Aristotle in high esteem. For one, Galileo contravened
Aristotle's mistake in thinking that heavier objects fell faster than light ones. A more direct assault was Galileo's reinterpretation of portions of
the Bible: a scholarly stab that smacked of Protestantism.
The Lord set the Earth on its foundations; it can never be
moved. ~ Psalm 104:5, The Bible
Lastly, Galileo argued in support of Copernican
heliocentricity: Earth not being the center of the universe
about which heavenly bodies whirl, as Church doctrine
decreed.
For his dedication to open inquiry, and concomitantly his
advocacy of heliocentrism, Galileo was found guilty of heresy
by the Church. At the time Galileo was 70, crippled by rheumatism and nearly blind. His sentence of imprisonment was
commuted to house arrest, where he spent the rest of his miserable days.
Earlier (when he could see), Galileo discovered 4 new
moons of Jupiter with his telescope, bringing the known total
up to an unholy 11, instead of the 7 claimed by the Church.
Most visitors refused Galileo's invitation to peer through his
telescope, fearing that to do so was an act of heresy.
Galileo was one of the first to clearly frame the laws of
Nature as mathematical constructs. Galileo cognized his discoveries as exemplary of Platonic forms. To Galileo, experimentation and observation were fodder for mathematical
induction.
Conceptually rephrasing Plato, Galileo bifurcated objective and subjective reality: what Galileo termed primary and
secondary qualities. Primary qualities were absolute and immutable, and capable of mathematical description. In contrast, secondary qualities were psychological experiences
gleaned from perception.
To Galileo, one can only have true knowledge of primary
qualities. Of illusive secondary qualities there can be only
opinion.
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Where the senses fail us, reason must step in. ~ Galileo

Primary qualities are real. Secondary qualities are
merely descriptions of subjective experiences. As such, Galileo believed that the mind could never be studied by objective
methods. Because psychology was unquantifiable, it was not
a science.

Galileo's view of the vast heavens shrank the significance
of man. That marked a major worldview shift concerning humanity's importance in the universe. Up until Galileo, man
was unequivocally considered the paramount creation.
Galileo resurrected the matterism espoused by ancient
Greek rationalist philosopher Democritus, who conceived of
matter as comprising of atoms. This perspective, along with
man as part of the natural world, helped lay the foundations
for modern science, though not modern psychology.


René Descartes



Except our own thoughts, there is nothing absolutely in our power. ~ René Descartes

French mathematician and philosopher
René Descartes (1596–1650) was born into
wealth, affording him the best education. His
inquisitive mind put it to vigorous use.
In fusing geometry with algebra, Descartes founded analytic geometry, which laid the foundation for infinitesimal
calculus and mathematical analysis. Unsurprisingly, Descartes agreed with Galileo before him, and anticipated Newton in concluding that knowledge is ultimately, inexorably,
mathematical.
In his search for philosophical truth Descartes decided
that introspection was the path to knowledge: the same conclusion drawn a millennium earlier by Augustine. Descartes
found some concepts so cogent that their truth was undeniable, even though they were outside personal experience.
Descartes mused that, despite his imperfection, he could
entertain perfect abstractions (Platonic forms again). Because perfection could not arise from something imperfect, he
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concluded that he could not be the author of such concepts.
Descartes thought these ideas innate.
The only hypothesis left was that this idea was put in my mind
by a Nature that was really more perfect than I was, which had
all the perfections that I could imagine, and which was, in a
word, God.* ~ René Descartes
Supposing that a perfect God exists that does not deceive
humans, Descartes consider the senses trustworthy as long
as the sensory information is lucid. With this Descartes restored the dignity of subjective experience that had dimmed
in Galileo's wake. Descartes' conjuring of objectivity paved
the way for the scientific study of the mind.
With his mathematical bent (orientation to formula), Descartes considered physiology and behaviors as mechanistic.
Sense receptors were like pressure plates that starting water
flowing, activating nerves, which Descartes imagined as delicate hollow threads.
Perpetuated by the influential, 2nd-century Greek physician Galen, the idea of animal spirits (vitalism) was popular
among the ancient Greeks, including Aristotle. The presence
of animal spirits distinguished the living from the inert. Descartes incorporated vitalism into a fanciful conception of behavior: when animal spirits flowed to certain muscles, they
invoked behavior.
Descartes considered behaviors reflexive: a stance which
presaged behaviorism. In doing so, Descartes legitimized the
destructive examination of animals to learn more about the
apex animal: man. He himself did a great deal of dissecting.
Descartes concluded that all manner of ecological interactions, internal processes, and behaviors could be explained
mechanically. Dreams were caused by a wash of animal spirits while asleep.
Even during his lifetime, Descartes' fabrications of reflex
were shown to be incorrect; but stubborn pride left Descartes
unmoved.

* The idea of a perfect God is an echo of Augustine.
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Though the behaviors of humans and other animals
obeyed the same mechanics, Descartes discriminated between the two, in that only humans had a mind. This made
humans unique in possessing consciousness, rationality, free
will, and a soul. (Descartes presumed the mind and the soul
more or less the same substrate.)
For Descartes, the body is physical, but the mind is not.
This bifurcation of mind-body cast Descartes as a promoter
of dualism.
There is a great difference between mind and body. ~ René
Descartes
Dualism posits 2 entangled facets of existence for life
forms: the physical and the mental/spiritual. Dualism necessarily introduces the mind-body problem: how to explain the
interface between the body and the mind.
Descartes believed that the mind permeated the whole
body yet felt compelled to identify its physical axis: finally
settling on the pineal gland as the organ through which the
mind exerted its effects on the body. It helped that the pineal
gland was surrounded by animal spirits (now known as cerebrospinal fluid).
As to how the ethereal mind influenced the physical body,
Descartes offered several stories until, dissatisfied, he confessed himself flummoxed for a logical explanation. This supposedly supreme rationalist philosopher was reduced to
pleading common sense.
Despite his extensive sophistry Descartes had lasting influence. Most significantly, by rendering subjective experience respectable (again) he opened the door to the study of
mind.
Descartes' work on animal-versus-human and rationalversus-irrational behavior sparked abiding interest. These
were the same subjects that Freud later studied.
Some philosophers after Descartes were drawn to his
mechanistic paradigm. Others stressed the cognitive side of
Descartes' philosophy, proclaiming the mind as the most important aspect of being human (it being axiomatic that humans are uniquely superior). In either instance, what
followed Descartes was a reaction to him. For this reason,
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Descartes is often considered the father of modern philosophy
in general, and of modern psychology particularly.


Thomas Hobbes



The condition of man is a condition of war of everyone against everyone. ~ Thomas Hobbes

English philosopher and sociologist Thomas
Hobbes (1588–1679) is best known for his 1651
book Leviathan, which laid a cornerstone in
Western political philosophy with social contract theory: the
rightful authority of the state over individuals.
Hobbes began Leviathan with his views on the human
condition, which, absent any political order, is destined to be
"solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short." His infamous conclusion was Homo homini lupus: "man is a wolf to man."
According to Hobbes, humans banded together only to
protect themselves from the aggression of others: civilization
a matter of self-defense. Living in a turbulent time of limited
material resources, and amid men of unlimited desires,
Hobbes appeared to be on the mark.
Though a staunch political conservative in most ways,
Hobbes was revolutionary for his belief in gender equality in
the 17th century. Hobbes considered female subordination a
social invention by men. But Hobbes did not deny that patriarchy was a political necessity, as men would not tolerate giving women equal civil rights, and so letting women
participate in politics would only ensure sexual conflict in the
social arena (Hobbes conservative bent prevailing).
On the purely philosophical front, Hobbes concurred with
Descartes' deductive method but rejected the notion of innate
ideas. As an empiricist, Hobbes insisted that all ideas came
from sensory experience: an echo of Aristotle.
In the same line of thought, Hobbes embraced matterism
in the mode of Galileo and Democritus: all that exists is matter and motion. Hobbes considered the idea of a nonmaterial
mind absurd.
There is no such thing as perpetual tranquility of mind while
we live here; because life itself is but motion, and can never be
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without desire, nor without fear, no more than without sense.
~ Thomas Hobbes

To Hobbes, attention was explained by exclusive fixation
of the sense organs on the motion of certain objects. Imagination came from decaying sense impressions. Hobbes
thought that dreams are so vivid because they are imagination without competing sensory impressions. A decayed sensory impression held after some time is a memory. To explain
trains of thought, Hobbes invoked Aristotle's law of associative memory.
External objects not only produce sensory experiences,
they also influence vital bodily functions: we seek and try to
preserve pleasurable impressions. Conversely, sensory impressions incompatible with vital functions are experienced
as painful and avoided. Human behavior is therefore motivated by appetite and aversion. Thus Hobbes subscribed to a
hedonistic theory of motivation.
In the state of Nature, profit is the measure of right. ~ Thomas
Hobbes
Hobbes denied free will. What appears as choice is a competition of appetites and aversions while interacting with the
environment. The determination of will follows personal tendency. In this Hobbes was a behaviorist.
Fear of things invisible is the natural seed of that which everyone in himself calleth religion. ~ Thomas Hobbes


Thomas Willis



English physician Thomas Willis (1621–
1675) was the wellspring of the modern neurological school of psychology. Willis was a
meticulous pioneer in studying the brain,
nervous system, and muscles of many animals, including humans. Willis' Cerebri Anatome (1664) was the first comprehensive account in Europe of the brain and nervous system.
Willis sought "to unlock the secret places of man's mind."
He viewed the brain as "the chief seat of the rational soul in
a man, and the chief mover in the animal machine."
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Willis was immensely influential in his own time and
channeled the study of the mind in the direction which matterists have followed since.


Baruch Spinoza



Nothing in the universe is contingent, but all things are conditioned to exist and operate in a particular manner by the necessity of the divine nature. ~ Baruch Spinoza

Baruch Spinoza (1632–1677) was born of Jewish-Portuguese parents in the Christian city of
Amsterdam. In Spinoza's salad days Amsterdam
was the European center of intellectual freedom:
attracting Descartes and Locke, who had experienced persecution elsewhere for their espoused beliefs.
In his youth Spinoza was initially impressed with Descartes. But he parted ways with Descartes' conception of
mind, matter, and God as being separate. Instead, Spinoza
proposed the triad as aspects of the same substance: a form
of neutral monism.* To Spinoza, God, Nature, and the mind
were inseparable.
This concept ran counter to both Jewish and Christian religions. At 27, Spinoza was excommunicated from his synagogue. Members of the local Jewish community were
expressly forbidden to communicate with him in any way, be
in the same room with him, or to read any of his writings.
Spinoza supported himself by teaching, and by optical
lens grinding and polishing, which caused his demise at the
age of 44 from lung disease (inhaling glass). He consistently
refused financial assistance from admirers, including Leibniz. Spinoza rejected the chair of philosophy at a nearby university because his acceptance would preclude criticizing
Christianity.
While Spinoza had extensive correspondence with many
philosophers of the day, only one of his books was published
while he was alive, and that one anonymously. His major

* Neutral monism is the epistemology that the essence of existence
is neither material nor mental, but energetic.
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work, The Ethics Demonstrated with Geometrical Order, was
published posthumously.
No matter how thin you slice it, there will always be two
sides. ~ Baruch Spinoza
To Spinoza, the body and mind were like sides of the same
coin: distinct but inseparable. Spinoza forged physiology and
psychology into a unified system.
In so far as the mind sees things in their eternal aspect, it participates in eternity. ~ Baruch Spinoza
Spinoza's mind-body unity flowed from his conceptualization of God as intelligent substrate. Nature is a reflection of
God. Everything – organic and inorganic – emanates from a
singular source, with physical and mental attributes: essentially a theistic animism.
The mind of God is all the mentality that is scattered over
space and time, the diffused consciousness that animates the
world. ~ Baruch Spinoza
The unity of mind and body was but one manifestation of
monism throughout the universe. Spinoza's position was a
unified pantheism and panpsychism.
Spinoza believed in a natural order. That meant free will
was a chimera.
Men are mistaken in thinking themselves free; their opinion
is made up of consciousness of their own actions, and ignorance
of the causes by which they are determined. ~ Baruch Spinoza
It made no sense to Spinoza to view God as the cause of
all things and at the same time to believe that humans had a
free will.
Spinoza was a hedonist. Good and evil were "nothing else
but the emotions of pleasure and pain." Spinoza meant pleasure as entertaining a clear idea: an understanding of the nature of something. Weakness and pain come when the mind
entertains unclear ideas or is overwhelmed by passion.
All happiness or unhappiness solely depends upon the quality of the object to which we are attached by love. ~ Baruch
Spinoza
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Dwelling on momentary perceptions or passions has the
mind in a passive mode which ultimately experiences pain.
This is because sensory perceptions produce unclear ideas.
Passions, which Spinoza called "affects," were not different from thoughts. Affects were instead undeveloped ideas.
Though reason and passion were kindred, they presented
themselves distinctly. Affects were nascent ideas that required clarity for control. Once understood a passion could be
tamed by reason.
The mind must be engaged to develop clear ideas, which
are not delivered automatically.
True virtue is life under the direction of reason. ~ Baruch
Spinoza
To Spinoza, knowledge was a force for both morality and
spirituality. Understanding Nature was the path to connecting to God.
The highest activity a human being can attain is learning for
understanding, because to understand is to be free. ~ Baruch
Spinoza
Spinoza considered self-preservation as the master motive: hence thoughts and behaviors aligned to survival.
Will and intellect are one and the same thing. ~ Baruch Spinoza
Spinoza distinguished between emotion and passion.
Whereas emotion was linked with a certain thought, passion
was unfocused: desire for stimulation. As passion is undirected it can cause maladaptive behavior and so must be harnessed by reason.
Thoughts and behaviors guided by reason are conducive
to survival, whereas those propelled by passion are not. Spinoza recognized the power of passion to overwhelm good
sense.
Reason is no match for passion. ~ Baruch Spinoza
Spinoza considered the basic emotions pleasure and pain.
Spinoza showed how as many as 48 emotions could be derived
from the interaction between basic emotions and life situations. No one prior to Spinoza had devoted so much detail to
human emotion.
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Emotion, which is suffering, ceases to be suffering as soon as
we form a clear and precise picture of it. ~ Baruch Spinoza

Spinoza's insistence that self-improvement comes by clarifying thoughts through analysis and rationally controlling
passions anticipated Freudian psychoanalysis. Substitute
the term passion with unconscious determinants of behavior
and Freud subconsciously channeled Spinoza.


John Locke



Sophistry is only fit to make men more conceited in their ignorance. ~ John Locke

English philosopher and physician John
Locke (1632–1704) was one of the most influential Enlightenment thinkers. This owes to
Locke's facilely verbose obfuscation, indicating a
muddled mind capable of lofty thoughts. One
may readily pluck out of Locke's writings support for opposing ideas.
The Age of Enlightenment was an intellectual movement
in the 17th–18th centuries to reform society via rationality,
challenging concepts rooted in tradition and faith. It promoted science, skepticism, and intellectual exchange, in opposition to superstition, intolerance, and abuses of power by
the church and state.
Locke's Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1690)
tackled the mind-body problem by evading it. As to how
something physical provoked something mental – it just did.
Locke's essay was in part an attack on Descartes' notion
of innate ideas, which was still popular despite Hobbes' efforts. It was also an attack on the church, as it was a common
belief, especially among clergymen, that God instilled morality into man. Locke argued that if there were innate ideas,
they should be universal but were not. Whether moral or
mathematical, Locke thought that humans were born without any innate inclinations. The mind at birth was like a
blank slate: an Aristotelian notion Hobbes adhered to.
Whatsoever the mind perceives in itself, or is the immediate
object of perception, thought, or understanding, that I call idea.
~ John Locke
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To Locke, an idea was merely a mental image: the product
of perception or reflection: the mind's ability to reflect on
prior sensory stimulation, and itself.
No man's knowledge here can go beyond his experience.
~ John Locke
In his insistence that all knowledge flowed from sensory
experience, Locke was an empiricist. But while the contents
of the mind were entirely existential, Locke thought that
mental faculties were innate: a partly nativist view. By analogy, Locke considered the mind a well-built computer lacking
an operating system.
Locke's attack on innate ideas extended to innate morality. He thought that much dogma was built upon the felicitous but false assumption that people possessed an inherent
goodness. Like Hobbes, Locke thought people selfish. Nonetheless, Locke believed that human nature is characterized
by reason. In this Locke was the antithesis of Hobbes.
All men are naturally in a state of perfect freedom within the
bounds of the law of Nature without asking leave or depending
upon the will of any other man. ~ John Locke
Locke asserted that people had a right to their own paths
rather than imposition by authority. Locke challenged the divine right of kings and proposed self-governance for and by
the people.
Religion, which should most distinguish us from the beasts,
and ought most particularly elevate us as rational creatures
above brutes, is that wherein men often appear most irrational,
and more senseless than beasts. ~ John Locke
While ostensibly against the power of the church and
state, Locke thought that God created man, and that we are,
in effect, God's property. Further, there was a law of Nature
to which we are obliged.
The state of Nature has a law of Nature to govern it, which
obliges everyone. ~ John Locke
Locke's law of Nature logically leads to the idea that there
should be an institution to enforce natural law; but Locke
never got to that logical end.
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The end of law is not to abolish or restrain, but to preserve
and enlarge freedom. ~ John Locke

Many interpreted Locke's declaration of natural law instead to be an entitlement of natural rights. As such, Locke's
political philosophy enthralled 19th-century utilitarians, and
echoed in the minds of the drafters of the Declaration of Independence in the American colonies.
To love truth for truth's sake is the principal part of human
perfection in this world, and the seed-plot of all other virtues.
~ John Locke, stewing in his typical vacuity


Gottfried von Leibniz



Substances, whether material or immaterial, cannot be conceived in their bare essence without any activity, activity being
of the essence of substance in general. ~ Gottfried von Leibniz,
anticipating quantum physics and energyism

German mathematician and philosopher
Gottfried von Leibniz (1646–1716) is best known
for developing infinitesimal calculus. Leibniz
was also a prolific inventor of mechanical calculators.
Leibniz and Locke knew each other and
were frequent correspondents. Leibniz greatly
admired Locke's Essay, but disagreed with Locke's account of
the mind.
Locke admitted that animals might mentally be empirics:
blank tablets at birth, their minds scribed only by life experiences. But, anticipating the concept of inheritance, Leibniz
thought the human mind at birth was like veined marble,
with the veins representing the mind's inborn dispositions
which emerge with experience.
Leibniz's mathematical orientation led him to accept Descartes' mechanistic worldview while disregarding Descartes'
doctrine of the soul. Instead, Leibniz created his own system
of souls.
Leibniz extended infinitesimal calculus into infinite atomism: every material object in the universe is potentially
indivisible to infinity. It was Democritus' atomism taken to a
mathematical apogee, culminating in a stratified monism.
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I do not conceive of any reality at all as without genuine
unity. ~ Gottfried von Leibniz

In The Mondalogy (1714), Leibniz ascribed the ultimate
unit of existence – the monad – as an energy-laden soul that
is eternal, indecomposable, following its own laws, not interacting, yet each monad harmoniously reflecting the entire
universe. Leibniz envisioned the universe as comprising a hierarchy of 4 different monads. The supreme monad is God:
eternal, omniscient, and omnipotent, for whose purposes and
perceptions all other monads are created.
At the apex of the finite monads were rational monads,
corresponding to the conscious souls of human beings. Sentient monads are the souls of nonhuman organisms. All matter, both organic and inorganic, is made of simple monads.
Sentient monads presumably possessed the capacities for
perception and memory but lacked the self-awareness and
reasoning capacity of rational monads. Simple monads react
to the world in a confused and unconscious way.
The aggregation of simple monads that comprised a living
organism were dominated by that organism's monad. All the
finite monads are apperceived and under the control God, the
supreme monad that created them all.
The ultimate reason of things must lie in a necessary substance, in which the differentiation of the changes only exists
eminently as in their source; and this is what we call God.
~ Gottfried von Leibniz
Leibniz's worldview was of an essentially organic universe with levels of purpose and awareness.
I do not believe that a world without evil, preferable to ours,
is possible; otherwise it would have been preferred.
~ Gottfried von Leibniz

The centers of learning in Europe from onset of the Dark
Ages through the early medieval period had been Christian
monasteries and the monastic schools they established.
The earliest universities outside church control were established in Italy, France, Spain, and English from the late
11th century. Within these institutions arose a method of
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critical thought and learning, using inference and dialectical
reasoning. This Scholasticism evolved from the writings of
Anselm of Canterbury, William of Ockham, and Thomas
Aquinas, among others.
Logic is the most useful tool of all the arts. Without it no science can be fully known. ~ English Franciscan friar William of
Ockham
Scholasticism eroded Aristotle's authority, and then consumed itself when soaked in skepticism bordering on atheism. By 1700, Locke's empiricism, coupled to the scientific
methods espoused by Galileo and Newton, shaped a tradition
of European rationalism that birthed the matterism to which
Hobbes testified. Even Descartes' dualism was grudging, in
that existence was essentially mechanical.
Matterism was well on its way to becoming the religion of
science that it is today. George Berkeley set out to derail the
train of matterism, by tearing asunder the rationalist account of perception. His failure to do so is instructive.


George Berkeley



That neither our thoughts, nor passions, nor ideas formed by
the imagination, exist without the mind, is what everybody will
allow. ~ George Berkeley

Irish philosopher and Anglican bishop George
Berkeley (1685–1753) agreed with Locke that all
knowledge of the external world comes from experience. He then took empiricism a giant step
further. Channeling Spinoza, Berkeley advocated
subjective idealism: that material objects are figments of the
mind, without independent existence.*
All those bodies which compose the frame of the world have
not any subsistence without a mind. ~ George Berkeley
Berkeley argued that the existence of all objects depends
upon their perception. Despite Berkeley's pedigree in antecedent philosophy, his subjective idealism was considered an

* A Treatise Concerning the Principles of Human Knowledge (1710).
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affront to common sense and was met with derision from contemporaneous philosophers.
Berkeley answered that all sorts of activities went on
without anyone paying attention because they continue to be
perceived by the infinite mind of God. In an inversion of Anselm's ontological argument, Berkeley regarded the seeming
permanence of the material world as definitive proof of God's
existence.*
Doth the reality of sensible things consist in being perceived?
Or, is it something distinct from their being perceived, and that
bears no relation to the mind? ~ George Berkeley
Each sense yields a different type of information about an
object. Through experience, associations are made between
aggregate perceptions and specific objects. Through such categorization, objects are identified by associative memory. According to Berkeley, an object is nothing more than that: a
perception from an accumulation of sensations.
Custom reconciles us to everything. ~ George Berkeley
Distance perception illustrates. Descartes and others attributed distance perception only to the geometry of optics,
facilitated by eye movement.
Berkeley countered that people simply do not perceive
distance that way. While agreeing that the visual angles of
eye movement were important, it was because they provide
cues for distance.
Berkeley's empirical account of sensory aggregation
marked a milestone in the history of psychology, as it showed
how perception could be understood as an agglomeration of
sensations from different senses. His theories of perception
were couched as experimental science, and so constituted a
model of scientific inquiry.
Berkeley's Treatise has been seminal. ~ American psychologist B.R. Hergenhahn
* Berkeley's religious take on idealism is readily secularized by
swapping out God for a Nature which emanates from a unified
field of Ĉonsciousness. Stir in the neutral monism of coherent energy as the maker of matter and the recipe for explaining reality
is complete.
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Most importantly, in its basic thrust, Berkeley's subjective idealism has since been scientifically validated. The
problem remains that this critical finding has been universally ignored in favor of matterism – leaving modern science
at root nothing more than religious belief in defiance of facts.
Truth is the cry of all, but the game of the few. ~ George
Berkeley


David Hartley



When external objects are impressed on the sensory nerves,
they excite vibrations in the aether residing in the pores of these
nerves. Vibrations in the aether will agitate the small particles
of the medullary substance of the sensory nerves with synchronous vibrations up to the brain. ~ David Hartley

English physician David Hartley (1705–1757) constructed
a bodily explanation for perception. In embracing matterism,
Hartley anticipated physiological psychology by a century.
Hartley was influenced by Locke and Newton. Hartley accepted Newton's assertion that
nerves were vibrating wires, not the hollow
fluid tubes that Descartes conceived. These vibrations he termed impressions.
Newton imagined that vibrations in the
brain had a certain inertia, continuing for a while after the
impressions that prompted them ceased. Hartley mused that
lingering brain vibrations following perception created ideas.
Hence, ideas are faint replicas of perceptions.
The white medullary substance of the brain is also the immediate instrument by which ideas are presented to the mind: in
other words, whatever changes are made in this substance, corresponding changes are made in our ideas, and vice versa.
~ David Hartley
Hartley sought to synthesize Newton's nerve vibrations
with empiricism, especially Locke's. To Hartley, the mind
was not an active vehicle. The mind was instead a product of
the brain.
All conceptualizations are made from perceptions. Simple
ideas associated by contiguity create complex ideas.
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Along the same line of thought, Hartley considered behaviors of volition to develop from reflexes. Voluntary behavior is a reaction to an idea or stimuli, which habituates, and
so comes to resemble reflex.
Excessive vibrations are painful, whereas moderate ones
are pleasurable. Via association with experiences, vibrations
beget emotions.


Julien de La Mettrie



Nature seems here eternally to impose a singular
condition, that the more one gains in intelligence the
more one loses in instinct. ~ Julien de La Mettrie

French physician and philosopher Julien de
La Mettrie (1709–1751) was an empiricist who
thought the body and mind were intimately connected. He observed the effects on one's thoughts that coffee,
wine, opium, or even a good meal, have. La Mettrie was one
of the first modern philosophers to note that "you are what
you eat."
Raw meat makes animals fierce, and it would have the same
effect on man. This is so true that the English who eat meat red
and bloody, and not as well done as ours, seem to share more
or less in the savagery due to this kind of food, and to other
causes which can be rendered ineffective by education only.
This savagery creates in the soul: pride, hatred, scorn of other
nations, indocility and other sentiments which degrade the character, just as heavy food makes a dull and heavy mind whose
usual traits are laziness and indolence. ~ Julien de La Mettrie
La Mettrie was a dyed-in-the-wool matterist: to him, the
notion of an immaterial mind was silly.
Man is a machine, and in the whole universe there is but a
single substance differently modified. ~ Julien de La Mettrie
The "single substance" was, of course, matter, of which
everything is made.
According to La Mettrie, intelligence was a product of 3
factors: brain size, brain complexity, and education. Humans
are marginally more intelligent than other animals, owing to
bigger, more complex brains, and because of better education.
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With proper training, an ape "would be a perfect man, a little
gentleman."
To ascribe moral superiority to man ignores the violence
that plagues the species, to which religious belief brings no
relief. La Mettrie thought that beliefs in God and the uniqueness of humans were responsible for widespread misery.
La Mettrie dared to openly discuss ideas held privately by
many contemporaneous philosophers. The impolitic of his doing so alienated many powerful men. Although La Mettrie
was clearly influential, his works were rarely cited; even his
name was seldom mentioned.


David Hume



What a peculiar privilege has this little agitation of
the brain which we call 'thought'. ~ David Hume

Scottish philosopher David Hume (1711–1776)
was an empiricist: the contents of the mind come
only from experience. Hume believed that experience could be stimulated by either external or internal events.
To hate, to love, to think, to feel, to see; all this is nothing but
to perceive. ~ David Hume
Hume held that impressions – perceptions of the outside
world – are vivid. In contrast, ideas are weak perceptions.
Once ideas exist in the mind, their rearrangement in a nearly
infinite number of ways is a mere matter of imagination.
Nothing is more free than the imagination. It can feign a train
of events with all the appearance of reality. For as the mind has
authority over all its ideas, it could voluntarily annex this particular idea to any fiction, and consequently be able to believe
whatever it pleases. ~ David Hume
Hume held that all abstractions – God, soul, the laws of
Nature, and even matter – are products of the imagination.
Causality is reduced to a pattern of associative memory.
Belief is nothing but a more vivid, lively, forcible, firm, steady
conception of an object, than what the imagination alone is ever
able to attain. ~ David Hume
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For Hume, physical existence is real, but perception of it
is at a remove, filtered by the senses. Hence, knowing the nature of reality is beyond ken.
The rules of morality are not the conclusion of our reason.
~ David Hume
To Hume, the human animal is innately emotional. Cunning serves each person's passions.
Reason is, and ought only to be the slave of the passions, and
can never pretend to any other office than to serve and obey
them. ~ David Hume


Immanuel Kant



Science is organized knowledge. Wisdom is organized life.
~ Immanuel Kant

In his 80 years of life, Prussian philosopher
Immanuel Kant (1724–1804) never traveled
more than 40 miles from his birthplace in Königsberg, Prussia. American psychologist Benjamin Wolman encapsulated Kant's life:
Several armchairs played an important role in the history of
human thoughts, but hardly any one of them could compete
with the one occupied by Immanuel Kant. For Kant led an uneventful life: no change, no travel, no reaching out for the unusual, not much interest outside his study-room and university
classroom. Kant's life was a life of thought.
Social repose was sometimes beyond Kant's reach. He became so famous in his lifetime that philosophy students from
all over Europe came to attend his lectures. Kant had to keep
changing restaurants to avoid admirers.
Kant's death created gridlock in Königsberg, as the city
bells tolled while a procession of thousands made their way
to his funeral ceremony.
Kant started as a disciple of Leibniz, but reading Hume
woke him from his "dogmatic slumbers." Ever a rationalist,
Kant was affronted by Hume's subjective empiricism.
Kant did not deny the importance of experience but believed that the basis for thought existed innately. Perception
is sensation treated with an infusion of pure mental concepts,
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which were categories of thought: unity, totality, time, space,
cause and effect, quantity, quality, reality, existence-nonexistence, possibility-impossibility, and negation.*
Induction – deriving generalizations from particulars – is
only possible by having inherent precepts.
To Kant, sense of time cannot come from experience.
Memory provides only recalled representations. The mind
imposes temporal sequence by employing an a priori sense of
time. Similarly, the mental organization of space is fabricated.
Kant described his theory of perception in The Critique of
Pure Reason (1781), which, owing to its clear exposition, is
often cited as the most important book on metaphysics and
epistemology in modern philosophy.
Kant also had considerable influence on psychology, even
as he believed that psychology could never become an experimental science. The mind itself was beyond study because of
its immateriality. Further, the mind defies scientific introspection by its restless nature: the very process of introspection alters state of mind.
Kant considered science a discipline whose object of study
had to be capable of mathematical formulation. This is not
the case for psychology.
For all that, though not altogether scientific, studying the
mind and human behavior is instructive. Kant defined psychology as introspective analysis of the mind.
Kant argued that the mind can never penetrate to the
true nature of things. Hence, knowledge is, at best, proximate, never absolute.
The study of human behavior Kant termed anthropology.
He lectured on anthropology for years. Kant's book Anthropology from a Pragmatic Point of View (1798) covered such
topics as: clear thinking, imagination, insanity, gender differences, suggestions for a successful marriage (from a man
who never married!), human appetites, personality types,
and intellectual faculties.

* Platonic forms echoed in Kant's worldview.
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From such crooked wood as that which man is made of, nothing straight can be fashioned. ~ Immanuel Kant

Kant was a deeply ethical man. He tried to rescue moral
philosophy from what empiricists had reduced it to: utilitarianism.
Always recognize that human individuals are ends, and do
not use them as means to your end. ~ Immanuel Kant
Kant also had a keen scientific mind. Lord Kelvin noted:
Kant pointed out in the middle of last century what had not
previously been discovered by mathematicians or physical astronomers: that the frictional resistance against tidal currents on
the Earth's surface must cause a diminution of the Earth's rotational speed. This immense discovery in Natural Philosophy
seems to have attracted little attention, – indeed to have passed
quite unnoticed, – among mathematicians, and astronomers,
and naturalists, until about 1840, when the doctrine of energy
began to be taken to heart.
In his General History of Nature and Theory of the Heavens (1755), Kant correctly surmised that the solar system was
formed from a large cloud of gas: a nebula. He also deduced
that the Milky Way galaxy was an enormous disk of stars,
formed in nebular fashion. In contrast, Newton had gone no
further than presuming that the solar system had existed
since its creation by God.


Franz Joseph Gall



Whoever would not remain in complete ignorance of the resources which cause him to act; whoever would seize, at a single philosophical glance, the nature of man and animals, and
their relations to external objects; whoever would establish, on
the intellectual and moral functions, a solid doctrine of mental
diseases, of the general and governing influence of the brain in
the states of health and disease, should know, that it is indispensable, that the study of the organization of the brain should
march side by side with that of its functions. ~ Franz Joseph
Gall

By the turn of the 19th century, the brain as the organ
housing the mind was generally conceded. Furthering that
fiction, German physiologist Franz Joseph Gall (1758–1828)
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founded phrenology, a pseudoscience which
supposed that brain functions are localized.
According to Gall, the relative sizes of various brain areas, which can be measured on the
skull by bumps and depressions, tell a person's
mental faculties and propensities. An analogous, ancient notion was Hippocrates' teaching that personality was determined by the 4 humors.
Gall's original conception was that the brain comprised
27 localized organs which determine personality. Other animals had the first 19 of these organs.
The term phrenology was coined by Thomas
Foster in 1815, and popularized by his student
and colleague, German physician Johann Gaspar
Spruzheim. Gall rejected the term, preferring
physiognomy.
Gall was ahead of the curve with his hypothesis of brain
localization. He was condemned on opposing fronts by both
the Catholic Church and scientists. That the mind, created
by God, was supposedly seated within brain matter offended
the Church. Scientists were simply put off by lack of evidence
(which succeeding generations would amply supply, misguided in their fervor for matterism).
Gall lost teaching posts in Austria and Paris when his
ideas were found unacceptable. Despite this, Gall was able to
secure a comfortable living from his specialty of determining
personality and brain wattage from skull readings.
Gall's physiognomy shtick went down well in England,
where the ruling class found it a satisfying rationalization for
colonialism based upon the inferiority of its subjects.

Phrenology was extremely popular in Europe and North
America during the last half of the 19th century. Several
phrenologists claimed that mental faculties could be
strengthened with exercise, as if the brain was a set of muscles for the mind. This belief influenced educators, who
sought to systemize instruction to develop mind muscles.
One's reasoning ability, for example, could be pumped up by
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studying mathematics. Though faith in phrenology evaporated, the belief that educational experiences can be structured to enhance specific mental faculties persists to this day.
That brain functioning was localized is another fallacy
with a lasting legacy. Instead of simple localization, the entire cortex is excited by different tasks, albeit with local areas
of more intense electrical activity. Confusing correlation for
cause and effect in attributing brain electrical activity as
mentation is still a popular sport among deluded neurobiologists.


Pierre Flourens



Although phrenology was popular among scientists, especially neurobiologists, it was not universally accepted. French physiologist Pierre
Flourens (1794–1867) labored to experimentally
demonstrate phrenology's folly.
Flourens founded experimental brain science
by selectively destroying the brain tissue of animals (ablation) and observing its effects. Flourens chose dogs, pigeons,
and rabbits as his surgical victims.
While Flourens saw some brain localization, he concluded
that the cortical hemispheres largely functioned as units: an
obvious holistic conclusion.
Flourens' technique was inept. His ablations proceeded
methodically, but in conceptual ignorance of how the brain
functioned.
Gall contemptuously referred to all brain ablators as "mutilators," who destroyed "all the organs at once, weakens
them all, extirpates them all at the same time." In this Gall
was correct and Flourens a fool.


Johann Friedrich Herbart



Desire relates to objects and feeling to states. Feeling and desiring are changeable conditions of concepts. ~ Johann Friedrich Herbart

German philosopher and psychologist Johann Friedrich Herbart (1776–1841) occupied the
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university position that Kant had vacated with his passing.
While an initial admirer of Kant, Herbart became more compatible with Leibniz's point of view.
Herbart agreed with Kant that psychology could never be
an experimental science. But Herbart thought that mentation could be expressed mathematically. In that sense psychology can be a science.
Psychology cannot experiment with men. So much the more
carefully must we make use of mathematics. ~ Johann Friedrich
Herbart
The reason Herbart believed that psychology was beyond
experimentation owed to his considering the mind as an integrated whole, and thus not subject to the fractionation
which would be the basis of any experimentation. Herbart
anticipated gestalt psychology.
Herbart opposed faculty psychology and physiological
psychology, both quite popular in the day. Faculty psychology
is the view of the mind as a collection of modules, or faculties.
Physiological psychology was the empiricist take of psychology as an adjunct to physiology. Both faculty psychology and
physiological psychology were major contributors to cognitive
psychology, the current mainstream school of psychology.
The work of psychology is to make the total of inner experience comprehensible, while it is the work of the philosophy of
Nature to accomplish the same in regard to outer experience.
~ Johann Friedrich Herbart


Concepts 

Concepts are received through the senses, preserved by the
memory, reproduced by the imagination, and anew combined.* ~ Johann Friedrich Herbart

Herbart's investigation of the mind focused on concepts.
He pondered how confusion was avoided, as the mind is
assailed with innumerable ideas through the course of a
lifetime. Herbart figured there must be some mental
organizing principle. He also wanted to account for the notion
* Herbert used the term vorstellungen, which translates alternatively as concepts, ideas, or representations.
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that concepts exist in perpetuit: an echo of Platonic forms,
which Herbart was well acquainted with.
Herbart coined his apprehension of concepts from empiricists and Leibniz. He viewed ideas as the remnants formed
from sensory impressions: an empiricist conception. Like
Leibniz, Herbart assumed that ideas – like monads – were
imbued with a life of their own. As such, concepts were like
Newton's particles of matter: buffeted about and subject to
laws of association. Simple ideas combined to form more complex ones.
Herbart had compatible concepts agglomerated into an
apperceptive mass: those concepts which hold one's attention.
Additional ideas enter the apperceptive mass only if they are
compatible. A concept that presents conflict will be resisted
and exiled.
The peculiar striving of concepts for representation never appears immediately in consciousness. Also, the gradual sinking
of concepts cannot be perceived. ~ Johann Friedrich Herbart
Herbert recognized the subconscious as the source of
mentation. Herbart thought that concepts which lost their
attentive footing by lack of association or loss through conflict
were weakened, and so sank below the "threshold of consciousness." This followed Leibniz, in considering concepts
slipping beyond awareness, like "petite" perceptions that
don't register in the conscious mind unless their situational
context is willfully recalled.
Herbart believed that ideas were indestructible in the
personal sense. A concept's passing simply meant that it
slipped below the threshold of conscious awareness, into the
storage locker for dismissed ideas, reposing in a "state of tendency." Repressed ideas bide their time, waiting for the opportunity to rise back to consciousness as part of a new
apperceptive mass which entertains similar repressed ideas.
Herbart viewed this schema as a mechanism of mental conflict management.
Concepts become forces when they resist one another. ~ Johann Friedrich Herbart
Wilhelm Wundt took his cue about apprehension from
Herbart. Sigmund Freud expanded on Herbart's concept of
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repression, turning the unconscious into a seething cauldron
that feeds one's mind.


Educational Psychology 

Many consider Herbart the first educational psychologist.
Herbart thought that a student's mental framework must be
considered when presenting new subject matter. Material incompatible with the existing apperceptive mass will be rejected, or at least uncomprehended.
Herbart's theory of education anticipated Jean Piaget,
who thought that teaching can only be effective if it starts
with what a student can assimilate. Herbart's apperceptive
mass became Piaget's cognitive structure.


Francis Galton



Characteristics cling to families. ~ Francis Galton

English polymath Francis Galton (1822–
1911) possessed an obsessive nature which early
in life caused a mental breakdown, but which he
later harnessed to prolific output, producing
over 340 papers and books.
Whenever you can, count. ~ Francis Galton
A statistically inclined empiricist, Galton founded psychometrics (measuring mental faculties), differential psychology
(identifying differences in individuals' behaviors), and the
lexical hypothesis of personality (that a person's lexicon becomes imbued with one's personality).
Galton took to measuring all sorts of attributes that he
thought of, both physical and mental. He developed color,
taste, and touch discrimination tests.
Comparing men to women, supremely sexist Galton concluded that men had the more delicate powers of discernment. Everyday experience confirmed Galton, or so he
thought.
The tuners of pianofortes are men, and so I understand are
the tasters of tea and wine, the sorters of wool and the like.
These latter occupations are well salaried, because it is of the
first moment to the merchant that he should be rightly advised
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on the real value of what he is about to purchase or sell. If the
sensitivity of women were superior to that of men, the self-interest of merchants would lead to their being always employed:
but as the reverse is the case, the opposite supposition is likely
to be the true one. ~ Francis Galton

Galton is generally considered the first to identify nature
and nurture as determinants of personality that could be
measured and compared. Nurture took the short tally in Galton's ledger, though he recognized that even the greatest natural endowments may be "starved by defective nurture."
Galton's lackadaisical empirical rigor did not match his
enthusiasm for quantification. He relied heavily upon anecdotes, subjective reports, group evaluations, and his own
judgment. Galton ignored that his sample came from the
most advantaged men in England, who had the best opportunities of education and profession correspondent with their
families' wealth. He simply chalked their performance up
solely to their nature.


Eugenics 

The science of improving stock, which is by no means confined to questions of judicious mating, but which, especially in
the case of man, takes cognisance of all influences that tend in
however remote a degree to give to the more suitable races or
strains of blood a better chance of prevailing speedily over the
less suitable than they otherwise would have had. ~ Francis
Galton

Convinced that human ability is strongly inheritable,
Galton was an enthusiast for selective breeding, which he
termed eugenics. To this end, Galton envisioned developing
eugenic examinations to be administered by the state to all
eligible singles.
Galton's efforts to suss hereditary intelligence – by measuring head size, reaction time, and sensory acuity – failed.
Nonetheless, thanks to Galton, eugenics met a welcome reception in Western countries.
In the early 20th century, governments took to identifying undesirables – the poor, mentally ill, blind, deaf, promiscuous women, homosexuals, and certain ethnic groups, such
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as Jews and Roma (gypsies) – as candidates for segregation,
marriage restrictions, forced sterilization, abortions, and
even elimination.
Eugenic policies were first implemented in the United
States in the early 1900s. In the 1920s–1930s, several countries – including Belgium, Brazil, Canada, and Sweden –
sterilized mental patients as a matter of policy.
Nazi Germany embraced eugenics. That later tarred eugenics' reputation, though countries continued practicing eugenics in various ways.
By the end of World War 2, many state eugenics programs
were curtailed. The more odious elements were proscribed by
proclamation from international committees. But Sweden
condoned its own eugenic practices until 1975. And forced
sterilization continues to this day to be selectively employed
by many nations, especially on incarcerated victims, albeit as
furtively as possible.


Paul Broca



The least questioned assumptions are often the
most questionable. ~ Paul Broca

Above all else French physician and surgeon Paul Broca (1824–1880) found what he was
looking for. Despite his use of scientific methods, Broca's biases went unchecked. Olfaction,
for instance, Broca considered a sign of animality. Speech –
now there's something human.
Broca belonged with the brain localization adherents of
his day. He employed the clinical method: observing behaviors which led him to hypothesize the brain area involved.
One of Broca's eventual patients was admitted to Bicêtre,
the hospital near Paris for the insane, in 1831. The patient's
sole defect was inability to talk; otherwise his mental functions appeared to be normal. He communicated intelligently
using sign language.
After a 30-year residence at Bicêtre, the patient was put
under Broca's knife because of a gangrenous infection.
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Broca took an interest in the patient's speech deficiency,
examining him for 5 days, during which Broca satisfied himself that the patient's vocal inarticulacy had no origin in
physical function associated with speech.
On the 6th day, the patient fortuitously died, whereupon
Broca performed an autopsy. Broca found a lesion in a specific location. Broca declared this the cause of the patient's
silence: a region now honored with the title Broca's area, and
thereafter linked to speech production.
Broca's brain work was not confined to spotting speech.
Convinced that there was a relationship between brain size
and intelligence he took a tape measure to proving it. Broca's
unsurprising conclusion:
In general, the brain is larger in mature adults than in the elderly, in men than in women, in eminent men than in men of
mediocre talent, in superior races than in inferior races. Other
things being equal, there is a remarkable relationship between
the development of intelligence and the volume of the brain.
This tripe, despite Broca knowing numerous facts which
contradicted his conclusion, including intelligent women,
numskulled large-brained criminals, and smart-but-smallbrained Asians, among other instances.
An autopsy found Broca's brain size, at 1,424 grams, indicative of mediocrity.


Jean-Martin Charcot



Symptoms, then, are in reality nothing but the cry
from suffering organs. ~ Jean-Martin Charcot

French neurologist Jean-Martin Charcot
(1825–1893) is known as the founder of neurology.

The flamboyant Charcot was considered by contemporaries the most brilliant physician in all of
Europe.
At the time, hysteria was the term used for extreme emotional behavior in women, long thought to be caused by problems with the uterus (hystera in Greek).*

* The idea of linking hysteria with the uterus dates to Hippocrates.
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Charcot is best known for his study of hysteria, an ailment other physicians dismissed because they could find no
organic cause. In contrast, Charcot declared hysteria a hereditary neurological degeneration, both progressive and irreversible.
Because hysteria and hypnosis may produce selfsame
symptoms, such as paralyses and anesthesia, Charcot concluded that only people suffering from hysteria could be hypnotized. This brought him into sharp conflict with those who
rightly believed that susceptibility to hypnosis was normal.
For years Charcot stuck to his position, though toward the
end of his life he finally admitted that he was wrong.
One student studying with Charcot while he was fervent
with his hysteria-hypnosis hypothesis was Sigmund Freud,
who accepted it uncritically. Freud returned to Vienna believing that malignant ideas might lodge in the unconscious,
where they could produce bodily symptoms: whence Freud's
school of psychoanalysis sprung.


Wilhelm Wundt



The beginnings of a differentiation of mental function can be
found even in the protozoa. ~ Wilhelm Wundt

German physician Wilhelm Wundt (1832–
1920) is widely considered one of the founding
figures of modern psychology. He made the first
laboratory for the study of psychology in 1879.
At the least, Wundt was the first person to call
himself a psychologist.
Wundt spent his career in academia. He wrote prolifically, lectured, and inspired his students, many of whom
went on to become, like him, pioneers in experimental psychology.
Wundt was not interested in addressing the nature of existence. His ambition was to grasp the psychological processes by which the world is experienced. He sought to
understand the elements of thought from immediate subjective experience.
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The distinguishing characteristics of mind are of a subjective
sort; we know them only from the contents of our own consciousness. ~ Wilhelm Wundt

Wundt employed a variety of methods, including introspection. But Wundt's introspection was not the mental noodling of Plato, Augustine, or Descartes. His experimental
introspection, essentially confined to stimulus-response,
went to determining whether a person experienced a particular perception. It was an incipient behaviorism.
Wundt attributed sensation with modality: the sense organ involved, and the intensity of the stimulus. Within a modality, sensations had qualities. Visual sensations can be
described in terms of hue (color) and saturation (color richness). Tastes come in terms of sweetness, saltiness, and so
on.
Wundt believed that all perceptions were accompanied by
feelings. From his own introspections, Wundt formulated a
tridimensional theory of feeling, whereby feelings can be attributed as pleasant-unpleasant / exciting-calming / relaxingstressful.
Wundt distinguished between passive perception and active attention. To Wundt, perception is autonomic, whereas
apperception is a voluntary activity.
When events are given attention, they are subject to arrangement according to a person's will. Wundt termed this
creative synthesis, believing it part of all apperception.
Wundt viewed mental illness as failure in apperception.
To Wundt, schizophrenia was an inability to make sense of
objects of attention.


William James



Common sense and a sense of humor are the
same thing, moving at different speeds. A sense of
humor is just common sense, dancing. ~ William
James

American physician, psychologist, and philosopher William James (1842–1910) won his
outsized reputation not for poignant insights,
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but by penmanship. His 1890 book Principles of Psychology
was a roaring commercial success.
James objected to the form-over-function approach proposed by Wilhelm Wundt, which got codified into the shortlived school of thought known as structuralism through the
work of English psychologist Edward Titchener. Structuralism sought to describe the makeup of the mind.
James instead focused on the workings of the mind: mentation. This begat functionalism, which typified James' emphasis on stream of consciousness rather than searching for
the elements of thought.
To James, the salient feature of human awareness was
its fluidity, affording adaptation to circumstance. James
characterized consciousness as personal (subjective), continuous, ever-changing, and selective.
Our normal waking consciousness is but one special type of
consciousness, whilst all about it, parted from it by the filmiest
of screens, there lie potential forms of consciousness entirely
different. We may go through life without suspecting their existence. No account of the universe in its totality can be final
which leaves these other forms of consciousness quite disregarded. ~ William James
James considered humans creatures of habit, governed
largely by instinct, but that habits may be modified. James
proposed habit creation as repetition that trained neural
pathways. His physiological account of habit formation was
selfsame to that of his contemporary, Ivan Pavlov.
Human beings, by changing the inner attitudes of their minds,
can change the outer aspects of their lives. Begin to be now
what you will be hereafter. ~ William James
James imagined that emotion emanated from a reflexive
shift in the nervous system that arose from the perception of
external stimuli. This facile proposition fared better with
psychologists than physiologists, to whom the idea seemed
far-fetched.
In 1932, American physiologist Walter Cannon refuted
James' theory of emotion with several pieces of evidence, beginning with the observation that emotions often linger long
after the physiological response has expired.
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James thought that there were 2 types of people: toughminded and tender minded. Tough-minded people put great
store in facts: materialistic, pessimistic, and skeptical. In
contrast, tender-minded people are idealistic, optimistic, and
religious.
James' writings were infused with philosophic pragmatism: that beliefs were best chosen for their value in creating
a more effective and satisfying life.
As a rule, we disbelieve all the facts and theories for which
we have no use. ~ William James
James' pragmatic approach to belief systems was shaped
by his prolonged depression after graduating medical school
at the age of 27. James' interpretation of German matterism,
Darwin's theory of evolution, and consideration of science as
cause and effect led him to believe in the inexorable power of
fate (predeterminism). Paradoxically, James chose to believe
in free will, at least to the extent of voluntary behavior.
The greatest weapon against stress is our ability to choose one
thought over another. ~ William James

From the 2nd half of the 19th century into the 20th, psychology was characterized by 3 predominant schools of
thought: behaviorism, Gestalt, and psychoanalysis. Behaviorism was physiologically oriented. Gestalt treated perception as a holistic phenomenon. Psychoanalysis sought to cure
mental illnesses via conversational self-revelation.

 Behaviorism 
Psychology as the behaviorist sees it is a purely objective, experimental branch of natural science. Its theoretical goal is the
prediction and control of behavior. Introspection forms no essential part of its methods, nor is the scientific value of its data
dependent upon the readiness with which they lend themselves
to interpretation in terms of consciousness. The behaviorist, in
his efforts to get a unitary scheme of animal responses, recognizes no dividing line between man and brute. ~ John Watson

Behaviorism followed in the footsteps of La Mettrie, who
considered the mind as a machine seated within the brain.
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Behaviorism essentially dismissed the mind in its attempt to
turn psychology into a matterist science of behavior. Behaviorism sought to reduce psychology to a branch of physiology.


Ivan Sechenov 

Physiology will begin by separating psychological reality
form the mass of psychological fiction which even now fill the
human mind. In a word, psychology will become a positive science. Only physiology can do this, for only physiology holds
the key to the scientific analysis of psychical phenomena.
~ Ivan Sechenov

Russian objective psychologist Ivan Sechenov
(1829–1905) sought to explain all psychic phenom-

ena via association and matterism. Paying no
mind to the notion of a mind, Sechenov saw nothing mysterious about consciousness. Its activities
could be explained by physiological processes
triggered by external events. He denied the idea that
thoughts cause behavior.
Sechenov's introduced inhibition into psychology as a
physiological non-response. In his 1863 book Reflexes of the
Brain, Sechenov tried to explain all behavior in terms of the
excitation or inhibition of reflexes.


Ivan Pavlov



It would be stupid to reject the subjective world. Of course,
it exists. It is on this basis that we act, mix with other people,
and direct all our life.
Formerly I was a little carried away when I rejected psychology. Of course, it has a right to exist, for our subjective world is
a definite reality for us. The important thing, therefore, is not to
reject the subjective world, but to study it by means of scientifically based methods. ~ Ivan Pavlov

Russian physiologist Ivan Pavlov (1849–1936)
won a Nobel Prize for his studies on the physiology of digestion. His follow-on work was a study
the "psychic secretions" that typified the anticipatory salivation he had found in the dogs he experimented on.
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Expectant dog drool became generalized in Pavlov's conditioned reflex theory. According to Pavlov, organisms responded to environmental stimuli with either unconditioned
reflexes, or conditioned reflexes, which arose via learning.
Pavlov shared Sechenov's distaste with psychology as an
exercise in subjective introspection. Pondering Sechenov's
work led Pavlov to study conditioned reflexes for over 30
years. Pavlov believed his studies put psychology on an objective scientific footing by discovering the physiological
mechanism for association that had been pondered at least
since the days of Aristotle.
Are there any grounds for distinguishing between that which
the physiologist calls the temporary connection and that which
the psychologist terms association? They are fully identical.
~ Ivan Pavlov


Edward Thorndike



For origin and development of human faculty we
must look to these processes of association in lower
animals. ~ Edward Thorndike

American psychologist Edward Thorndike
(1874–1949) was most interested in learning. He

was a pioneer in abusing nonhuman animals for
psychology experiments.
Thorndike's first studies were of how chicks learned to
navigate mazes that he designed and built specifically for his
experiments. This became a hallmark of behaviorist experimental technique: using a specially created environment to
test specific stimuli or tasks, now known as instrumental conditioning.
Thorndike formulated 2 laws of learning. His 1905 law of
effect states that the effect of an action determines the likelihood that it will be repeated. Whereas negative outcomes inhibit repetition, positive outcomes act as reinforcement.
This was the first formal statement of the idea that underlies all of behaviorist psychology. Thorndike branded
stimulus-response bonding connectionism and believed that
such learned connections are "stamped in" the circuitry of the
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brain. Thorndike's law of effect anticipated John Watson and
B.F. Skinner.
Thorndike's law of exercise stated that the strength of association between a stimulus and response depends on the
number of its repetitions and the strength of their pairing.
Thorndike posited his mechanistic law of exercise in his 1911
doctoral dissertation.
In 1932, Thorndike determined that the "law" of exercise
was not always valid. Further, Thorndike tempered the law
of effect by noting that reward for appropriate behavior always substantially strengthened association, but that punishment for inappropriate responses only slightly weakened
the association between stimulus and wrong response.
Unlike later behaviorists who placed emphatic emphasis
on the impact of environment on behavior, Thorndike believed that differences in the behaviors of women and men
owed much to biology rather than culture. John Watson especially took great exception to this.
Women in general are by original nature submissive to men
in general. ~ Edward Thorndike


John Watson



The time seems to have come when psychology must discard
all reference to consciousness; when it need no longer delude
itself into thinking that it is making mental states the object the
observation. ~ John Watson

American psychologist John Watson (1878–
1958) is generally credited with founding behaviorism. Watson believed that human behavior
was a product of conditioning. Watson rejected
the idea of human instincts.
In this relatively simple list of human responses there is none
corresponding to what is called an "instinct" by present-day psychologists and biologists. There are then for us no instincts – we
no longer need the term in psychology. Everything we have
been in the habit of calling an "instinct" today is a result largely
of training – belonging to man's learned behavior. ~ John Watson
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Regarding the mind-body problem, Watson shifted from
his initial position of epiphenomenalism – mental events are
byproducts of bodily stimulus, not causing behaviors – to a
matterism that denied mentation altogether.
Mental processes, consciousness, souls, and ghosts are all of
a piece, and are altogether unfit for scientific use. Psychology
must discard all reference to consciousness. ~ John Watson
Watson was not bothered by ethics. In his infamous Albert experiment that began in 1920, Watson induced fear into
a 9-month-old infant via conditioning. A rat, to which the infant was first fascinated by, quickly became an object of fear
under Watson's tutelage.
The goal of psychological study is the ascertaining of such
data and laws that, given the stimulus, psychology can predict
what the response will be. ~ John Watson
Watson's academic career was cut short by a scandal over
an extramarital affair. Having shown psychological manipulation to be a forte, Watson had a successful 2nd career as an
advertising executive. But Watson did not abandon psychology as an enterprise. He wrote The Psychological Care of the
Infant and Child (1928). His unsound advice was to treat children as small adults:
Never hug and kiss them, never let them sit on your lap. If
you must, kiss them once on the forehead when they say good
night. Shake hands with them in the morning. Give them a pat
on the head if they have made an extraordinary good job of a
difficult task. Try it out. In a week's time you will find how easy
it is to be perfectly objective with your child and at the same
time kindly. You will be utterly ashamed at the mawkish, sentimental way you have been handling it.
Watson's relationship with his own 2 sons was destructive to their emotional well-being. His son James said that
Watson was "unable to express and cope with any feelings of
emotion on his own, and determined unwittingly to deprive,
I think, my brother and me of any emotional foundation."
Lamentably, Watson's influence was considerable. He effectively shifted psychology's goal from explaining consciousness to behavioral prediction and control. In doing so, he
constricted psychology to the study of overt behavior.
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The behaviorist advances the view that what the psychologists have hitherto called thought is in short nothing but talking
to ourselves. ~ John Watson


B.F. Skinner



The present argument is this: mental life and the
world in which it is lived are inventions. They have
been invented on the analogy of external behavior
occurring under external contingencies. Thinking is
behavior. The mistake is in allocating the behavior
to the mind. ~ B.F. Skinner

American behavioral psychologist B.F. Skinner (1904–1970) was a prolific author. He was also convincing.
Skinner is widely regarded as the most influential psychologist of the 20th century.
Skinner trained experimental animals via what he
termed operant conditioning. While so-called classical conditioning dealt with reflexes, operant conditioning was of voluntary
behaviors.
Operant
conditioning
employed
reinforcement and punishment to respectively strengthen or
lessen a specific behavior.
The consequences of an act affect the probability of it's [sic]
occurring again. ~ B.F. Skinner



Jean Piaget



Only education is capable of saving our societies from possible collapse, whether violent or gradual. ~ Jean Piaget in 1934

Swiss psychologist and philosopher Jean
Piaget (1896–1980) studied cognitive development. Piaget proposed his theories of genetic
epistemology – the acquisition of knowledge
from infancy onward – in the late 1930s. His
ideas were completely out of favor with the behaviorist sentiment that dominated at the
time. It was not until the 1960s that Piaget's ideas gained
widespread acceptance. Then his impact led to education reform movements in several countries.
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Piaget established constructivism: that knowledge and
meaning emanate from interaction between experiences and
concepts. Cognitive development is the process of a youngster
trying to make sense of the world. Piaget observed that children are little scientists, creating hypotheses to understand
their physical and social worlds. These nascent theories undergo confirmation or revision as data pours in from personal
experiences.
Kant conceived of transcendental schemata as concepts
associated with sensory impressions. Piaget termed
knowledge acquisition structures schemata (aka schemas or
schemes). Piaget defined 3 types of schemes: behavioral, symbolic, and operational. Behavioral schemata organize behavior patterns with objects and experiences. Symbolic schemata
are mental symbol systems – language, sounds, images – related to experience. Operational schemata are the patterns
of mental activity to objects of thought.
Piaget considered cognitive development a process of constant updating and revising schemata. Via assimilation new
experiences are fit into existing schemas. In accommodation,
new information provokes schema revision or creation. The
failure of unmet expectations leads to learning via accommodation.
Later researchers found Piaget's notions of assimilation
and accommodation too vague to test empirically. So those
concepts, however valid, were largely abandoned in favor of
other cognitive processes more amenable to testing.
Piaget's Stages of Cognitive Development
Stage (age range)
Sensorimotor
(0–2)
Preoperational
(~2–7)
Concrete operational
(~7–11)
Formal operational
(~12 years up)

Description
Children explore the world and develop a sense of object permanence.
Children employ symbolic thinking.
Egocentrism dissolves as theory of
mind develops.
Children gain logical thinking about
concrete events, understand conservation and basic math.
Abstract thinking and hypotheticaldeductive reasoning develops.
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Piaget suggested 4 stages of cognitive development: sensorimotor, preoperational, concrete operational, and formal
operational.


Sensorimotor (0–2 years) 

Looking at faces, listening to voices, babies seem "tuned in"
to people right from the start. ~ Canadian psychologist Janet
Wilde Astington
Very young infants have a remarkable ability to perceive
emotion signals, discriminate among them, and respond in
meaningful ways. ~ Israeli psychologist Moshe Zeidner et al

Newborns explore and learn
1st-Year Milestones
from a precocious knowledge base Milestone
Months
via innate behaviors. At 3 months, Hold head up
2
babies are abstracting visual pat- Social smile
2
terns into rules. At ~7 months, Laughter
4
they begin tracking other's men- Play with object
4
tal states. At ~8–9 months, inten- Sit up independently 6
tional behavior begins. Infants Crawl
7
start to comprehend the perma- Separation anxiety
8
nence of objects around this time. Stranger anxiety
8
Before then, existence is only Pull self up to stand 10
what can be perceived: out of Begin to walk
12
sight, out of existence.
First words
12
Piaget underestimated how
quickly worldview develops. Well before they are 1 year old,
infants have already become active experimenters. Babies
are busy getting a grip on the essentials: developing naïve
theories of physics (the nature of objects) and biology (inanimate versus animate objects).
Very young children's learning and thinking are strikingly
similar to learning and thinking in science. They test hypotheses
against data and make causal inferences; they learn from statistics and informal experimentation, and from watching and listening to others. ~ American psychologist Alison Gopnik
By around 1 year, babies are reasoning deductively, and
understanding indirect relations: what is termed transitive
inference. An infant is able to deduce which character should
dominate another character based upon their interactions
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with others, even when the 2 characters had not been seen
directly interacting with one another. From an evolutionary
perspective, understanding social hierarchy is a paramount
survival skill.
By 1 year, babies comprehend intention in others. This
develops through social interactions involving speech and
joint attention to objects, and coincides with better motor
skills, including mobility.
The idea of self-concept develops late. We are born assuming a oneness with the world. Duality – distinction between
self and an external environment – only gradually dawns.
Just as object permanence and duality are learned, so too
that animate objects (beings) have minds of their own. Before
then, a baby is egocentric: assuming that others experience
the world exactly the same. Attributing inanimate objects
with lifelike properties – animism – is also common.
Not until 15–18 months do infants recognize themselves
in the mirror. Awareness of oneself as a distinctive being
emerges between 18 and 24 months.
Once children fully understand that they exist, they begin to
wonder who they are. They want to define themselves.
Throughout the preschool years, possessions continue to be one
of the ways in which children define themselves. ~ American
psychologists Robert Kail & John Cavanaugh
By 18 months, most infants gesture and have begun to
talk: evidence of well-developed symbolic thought. Toddlers
begin pretend play, imitating understood motions, such as
brushing the teeth: another use of symbols. Once symbols are
understood, infants begin to anticipate the consequences of
actions.
Children's acquisition of language is fundamental to their discovery of the mind. ~ Janet Astington


Preoperational (~2–7 years) 

Development continues with the furtherance of symbolic
thought, especially creating mental models of the world that
a child is in. Realistic concepts are mixed with magical beliefs
as naïve theory development continues.
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Young children recognize animals as alive before they do
plants. Regardless of age, lack of apparent movement renders
plants 2nd-class life forms in the minds of most people. Associating action and intelligence is one naïve and untrue biology belief that never goes away.
A 3-year-old's drawing of family members is not drawn to
scale, but such accuracy is not yet an issue to them, even
though they are aware of the inaccuracy. At this stage, children remain egocentric in typically thinking that others see
the world exactly as they do.
The ability to attribute mental states to other individuals is
crucial. A milestone of this ability is reached around the age of
4, when children start understanding that others can have false
beliefs about the world. ~ German cognitive scientist Charlotte
Grosse Wiesmann et al
Understanding that others have minds different from
one's own is termed theory of mind. Children begin to develop
theory of mind around age 4, by which time they understand
living things well enough not to be fooled by an animated robot, however lifelike. By the time they are 5 or so, children
understand that other minds are different than their own
and begin to appreciate that what is in the mind is not necessarily what exists in the world.
Social cognition is at the heart of children's ability to get
along with other people and to see things from their point of
view. The basis of this crucial ability lies in the development of
theory of mind. ~ Janet Wilde Astington & American psychologist Margaret Edward
Once children appreciate theory of mind, they begin to lie
more frequently and effectively. Deception is another important social skill.
A child is shown 2 identical beakers with the same
amount of juice. The child understands the quantities are the
same. Pour the juice from one beaker into another, taller,
thinner beaker. The juice level rises higher in the thinner
beaker. Even having seen the operation, preoperational children insist that the taller beaker has more juice than the
original beaker.
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Another facet of preoperational thinking is literalness:
appearance as reality. Preoperational children believe an object's appearance tells what the object really is. That is why
scary masks and makeup are frightening to a preoperational
child. Most adults retain subtle literal-mindedness by defaulting to naïve realism.
Between the ages of 4–7, serious curiosity sets in.
Children begin asking questions, including the evervexatious "why?". During this intuitive substage, as Piaget
called it, children realize they have a vast amount of
knowledge, but are unaware of how they acquired it.
All the best faculties of a mature human being exist in the
child, and that if these faculties are encouraged in youth they
will act well and wisely in the adult, but if they are repressed
and denied in the child they will stunt and cripple the adult personality. ~ American author Ursula Le Guin


Concrete operational (~7–11 years) 

According to Piaget, understanding that others have different viewpoints is a hallmark of the concrete operational
stage of development; a continuation of appreciating theory
of mind, which culminates in mentalizing: imagining what
others are thinking. A somewhat related characteristic is
what Piaget termed centration: narrowly focusing on only one
aspect of a problem while ignoring other, equally relevant aspects.
In the concrete operational stage, a child shows more logical thinking, with an understanding of causation, size,
speed, and numbers. Concepts such as truth or honesty are
still beyond description in the abstract, though concrete examples are comprehended.
During this stage, children begin to appreciate conservation: that the essential properties of an object remain despite
changes in appearance. Along with conservation comes the
understanding of reversibility: that an inanimate object may
be changed and returned to its original condition.
A deepening sense that others have different minds takes
some of the edge off egoism. This is a major step in developing
the concept of give-and-take.
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Formal operational (~12 years up) 

Abstract reasoning is on the upswing from early adolescence, as the cognitive limitations of earlier stages loosen.
Teenagers more adroitly grapple with situations realistically,
though an appropriate sense of risk only develops in the 3rd
decade of life.
A sense of odds develops around the age of 5. Although
children over that age are risk-seekers, they feel a loss aversion typical of adults who suffer from framing effects.

Piaget underestimated the mental competence of infants
and toddlers and overestimated the cognitive skills of adolescents. He also paid insufficient attention to the impact of
emotion, observational learning, verbal instruction, and culture on cognitive development. But the mental development
process generally proceeds along the lines that Piaget proposed.

 Cognitive Psychology 
In the latter half of the 20th century behaviorism was
eclipsed by cognitive psychology, which was an interdisciplinary approach to understanding the mind from behavioral
artifacts, such as linguistics.* In arguing that language cannot be explained as a stimulus-response process, American
linguist Noam Chomsky rejected behaviorism. By this attack
Chomsky spurred the development of cognitive psychology in
the late 1950s.
German American psychologist Ulric Neisser's influential book Cognitive Psychology (1967) coined the term and put
more nails in the coffin of behaviorism.
While steeped in mechanistic empiricism, cognitive psychologists somewhat begrudgingly accepted the existence of
the mind and internal mental states.
* By this time, psychologists disregarded the philosophical failure
to resolve the mind-body problem, generally accepting the nonsensical notion that the brain mystically generates the mind.
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The mind is a system of organs of computation designed by
natural selection to solve the problems faced by our evolutionary ancestors in their foraging way of life. ~ Canadian cognitive
psychologist Steven Pinker

Cognitive psychology proceeded partly through reverse
engineering: by gleaning data from artificial intelligence
computer science research. Paradigmatically, cognitive psychology views the mind as an organic computer. It is a sophistic conception, showing more ignorance than understanding.
The mental world can be grounded in the physical world by
the concepts of information, computation, and feedback. ~ Steven Pinker

 Cognitive Behavioral Therapy 
Cognitive behavioral therapy was the practical upshot of
cognitive psychology, emerging from psychotherapists that
diverged from Freud's teachings by way of cognitive psychology.
Meanings are not determined by situations, but we determine
ourselves by the meanings we give to situations. ~ Alfred Adler
Austrian physician and psychotherapist Alfred Adler collaborated with Freud. Among the core members of the Vienna Psychoanalytic Society, Freud considered Alder "the
only personality there."
Freud and Adler had a falling out over Adler's views,
which Freud termed "honorable errors." Adler believed a human to be an indivisible whole: an individuum integrated
with the surrounding world.
Man knows much more than he understands. ~ Alfred Adler
Adler's best-known concept was that of an inferiority complex: the problem of negative self-esteem impacting psychological health. Adler's emphasis on psychological power and
its basis in the unconscious was rooted in the philosophy of
Friedrich Nietzsche.
Thoughts are the shadows of our feelings – always darker,
emptier and simpler. ~ German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche
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The arguable progenitor of cognitive behavioral therapy
was American psychologist Albert Ellis, who presented his
rational therapy in 1955.
Rational beliefs bring us closer to getting good results in the
real world. ~ Albert Ellis
The point of rational therapy was to foster the understanding that personal philosophies contained beliefs which
contributed to emotional pain. This approach stressed changing self-defeating beliefs and behaviors by demonstrating
their irrationality and self-defeatism.
The best years of your life are the ones in which you decide
your problems are your own. You do not blame them on your
mother, the ecology, or the president. You realize that you
control your own destiny. ~ Albert Ellis

 Gestalt Psychology 
There are wholes, the behavior of which is not determined
by that of their individual elements, but where the part-processes are themselves determined by the intrinsic nature of the
whole. It is the hope of Gestalt theory to determine the nature
of such wholes. ~ Max Wertheimer

Gestalt is a German term for form or pattern. Gestalt psychology focuses on the distinction between sensation and perception. Gestalt's primary principle is that the brain
processes patterns holistically.


Going Gestalt



Gestalt's antecedents include the works of Immanuel
Kant, Ernst Mach, Christian von Ehrenfels, and William
James. Kant believed that conscious experience came to fruition in the mind from sensory stimulation. The mind adds to
what the senses perceive. In his distaste for Wundt's elementalism, William James emphasized mentation as an irreducible flow: a holistic view that met with the Gestaltists
approval.
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Ernst Mach 

Thing, body, matter, are nothing apart from the combinations
of the elements, – the colours, sounds, and so forth – nothing
apart from their so-called attributes. ~ Ernst Mach

At the beginning of the 20th century, Austrian physicist
and philosopher Ernst Mach conceptually bifurcated the nature of perception into space form and time form. The spatial
qualities of a perceived object are its space form, while temporal attributes comprise its time form.
A geometric object, such as a circle, exemplifies a space
form. A melody creates an exemplary time form.
Mach's point was that a variety of sensory elements may
create the same perception. Therefore, Mach argued, at least
some perceptions are independent of how they are perceived.


Christian von Ehrenfels 

Austrian philosopher Christian von Ehrenfels published
the essay On Gestalt Qualities in 1890. The high points of all
the theoretical and conceptual concerns of the Gestalt movement were touched upon. Elaborating on Mach's forms of
space and time, Ehrenfels felt that perceptions contain Gestaltqualitäten (form qualities) that are not within isolated
sensations. No matter what pattern an image of dots may be
arranged in, one senses a pattern, not individual dots. Listening to a melody is not an experience of a series of notes
per se, but of their pattern in relation to one another.

Both Mach and Ehrenfels thought that form emerges
from sensory elements. They considered the atomic elements
integral to determining the form. Gestalt theorists turned
form-emerging-from-elements on its head by holding that the
whole dominates the parts.

Max Wertheimer, Kurt Koffka, and Wolfgang Köhler collaborated in founding Gestalt psychology in 1890.
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The basic thesis of Gestalt theory might be formulated thus:
there are contexts in which what is happening in the whole cannot be deduced from the characteristics of the separate pieces,
but conversely: what happens to a part of the whole is, in clearcut cases, determined by the laws of the inner structure of its
whole. ~ Max Wertheimer

Gestalt was a stunning repudiation of the reductionist
bent that culminated in psychology with the stimulus-response school of behaviorists. Gestaltists embraced synergy,
emphatic that the perceived whole is greater than its sensory
constituents.
By addressing structure the founding Gestaltists went
beyond James' functionalism. Köhler was versed in physics,
having studied with Max Planck, the creator of quantum mechanics.
Gestalt psychology represented an effort to model psychology after field theory instead of Newtonian physics. ~ B.R. Hergenhahn
The Gestaltist structural explanation of perception was
that the brain controlled fields of electromechanical forces
which were modulated by sensation. Köhler proffered a sophisticated (but sophistic) matterist explanation for how the
brain generates the mind.
Psychological facts and the underlying events in the brain resemble each other in all their structural characteristics. ~ Wolfgang Köhler


Optical Illusions



Gestalt theorists were fond of optical illusions, as they illustrate the flexibility of perception.
The figure at right exemplifies how we
can see something that is not really there:
proving the point that perception is a fabrication rather than a replication of actuality. The rounded dots may be seen as
either convex (buttons) or concave (holes),
but not both at the same time. To perceptively switch between the two you have to first look at something other than
the dots.
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The foregoing figure also illustrates multi-stability in perception. Multi-stable perception is the tendency to alternate
between interpretations when a perceived object offers ambiguity.


Illusions of Movement 

The phi phenomenon is an optical illusion: perceiving continuous motion when viewing separate objects of changing
luminosity rapidly in succession. Wertheimer discerned the
phi phenomenon in 1912.
Cinema is the best example of the phi phenomenon. Movies rely upon persistence of vision: that a visual perception
briefly lingers after its disappearance. These visual artifacts
are due to the human optic nerve having a response time of
10 cycles per second and visual memory correspondingly compensating. The phi phenomenon works with image series
faster than that.
Though various frame rates had historically been used in
silent films, the movie industry settled on a standard 24
frames per second (fps) by 1930. The human ear is more sensitive to changes in audio frequency than visual fps. Once
talking pictures became the norm, film speed variations became intolerable.
The phi phenomenon is related to another optical illusion:
beta movement, also noted by Wertheimer in 1912. Whereas
the phi phenomenon owes to apparent continuous movement
via rapidly presented sequential static images, beta movement is caused by lights that do not move but seem to. While
cinema itself demonstrates the phi phenomenon, the moving
marquee lights outside a movie house are an example of beta
movement.


Psychophysical Isomorphism



Experienced order in space is always structurally identical
with the functional order in the distribution of underlying brain
processes. ~ Wolfgang Köhler

Historically, empiricists held to a one-to-one correspondence between stimulus and sensation, which is termed the
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constancy hypothesis. Gestalt warped that simple schema,
declaring that perception supplements sensation. Brain activity patterns and patterns of conscious experience generally conform with sensation, but the map is not the territory.
According to rationalism, reason furnishes certain elements,
without which experience is not possible. ~ Scottish philosopher William Fleming in 1857
According to Gestalt, perceptual fields are caused by underlying brain activity patterns, albeit with a caveat. The
perceptual and brain patterns are equivalent, but represent
different domains – one physical, the other psychological –
and so are not the same. Whence psychophysical isomorphism: iso from the Greek for similar, and morphic for shape.
To Gestaltists, psychophysical isomorphism means that
organized brain activity dominates perception, not the stimuli that enter into that activity. Going top-down instead of
bottom-up represents a reversal of one of psychology's oldest
traditions. The paradigmatic contrast to behaviorism is especially stark.


Figure-Ground Relationship



In the 1910s Danish psychologist Edgar Rubin
observed that a basic facet of perception comes in
distinguishing an object of attention from the
background. This figure-ground relationship is altered when one shifts attention to another object
of attention. The figure at right illustrates. One alternately
sees 2 faces facing each or a vase, depending on the figure
and ground. This figure also has perceptual multi-stability.


Gestalt Principles of Perceptual Organization



Gestaltists described the principles by which perceived elements are organized into configurations. These principles go
to the natural inclinations of the mind's pattern-matching.
The principle of continuity states that stimuli which appear as having continuity are perceived as a unit.
The principle of proximity posits that stimuli in close
proximity are perceived as a unit.
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The principle of inclusiveness envelopes that a small figure embedded within a larger one is perceptually subsumed,
and so considered as part of the larger unit. Camouflage
works via the principle of inclusiveness, with the camouflaged object blending into the background.
By the principle of similarity, objects that seems similar
tend to form a perceptual unit.
Following the principle of past experience, objects are
sometimes categorized according to similar ones previously
encountered. This is essentially a bias of generalization.
The principle of closure concludes that perception fills in
gaps of a perceived object when the occasion arises. The principle of closure is related to reification. Reification demonstrates the constructive aspect of
perception, in generating more information than
is perceived. In seeing a spiky ball, the figure at
right illustrates.


Law of Prägnanz



The Gestalt principals of perceptual organization follow
the law of Prägnanz: that objects are perceived in a way as to
render them as simple as possible. Prägnanz is German for
"good figure." The law of Prägnanz may be considered the
principle of simplicity.
The image at right (used to symbolize the
Olympics sports convention) illustrates the
law of Prägnanz. Rather than perceive the
figure as a more complicated shape, it is consistently viewed
as 5 overlapping circles.


Subjective Perception Versus Objective Reality



According to Gestalt, as the brain arranges sensory information into configurations, it creates what one is conscious
of, and thereby the impetus for behavior. Subjective experience is a product of brain processing, not the objective world.
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Koffka distinguished the geographical environment – the
physical world – from the behavioral environment: the subjective experience of the geographic environment. Hence,
subjective experience governs behavior, not the objective environment.


Motivation



The hypothesis underlying Gestalt psychology is that
brain activity tends toward equilibrium in accordance with
the law of Prägnanz. This tendency is disrupted when a problem arises. Disequilibrium creates a tension that persists until the problem is resolved, then brain activity is motivated to
come back to balance (homeostasis).


Cognitive Trial & Error



According to Gestalt, a person typically tries to solve
problems by scanning the environment and imagining a series of possible solutions until envisioning one that seems
plausible. Gestaltists emphasized cognitive trial and error, as
contrasted to the relatively mindless behavioral trial and error that behaviorists believed in.


Learning



The Gestalt theory of learning is that an organism learns
associations or principles, not specific responses to certain
stimulus as behaviorism instructs. Once a principle is
learned, an organism applies it to similar situations: a process termed transposition.
One of Wertheimer's most influential books was Productive Thinking (1959). In it he contrasted good versus bad
teaching. Improper instruction is rote memorization, which
does not transfer well to new situations. In contrast, the best
teaching leads to understanding the nature of the subject,
which gives a grasp of the Gestalt of the subject matter.
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Memory



Gestalt emphasis on the tendency of the brain to form coherent patterns did not deny the importance of experience.
How the brain organizes is a product of sensory experience.
Koffka assumed that each experienced physical event
gives rise to a specific brain activity, which he termed a
memory process. The process concludes when the stimulus
ends. But the remnant of memory process remains in the
brain: a memory trace. Once a memory trace is formed, subsequent related experiences create interaction between the
memory process and memory trace.
Koffka thought that a trace "exerts an influence on the
process in the direction of making it similar to the process
which originally produced the trace." This is the Gestalt take
on associative memory.
An individual trace yields a trace system by accumulation
of related experiences. The interaction of traces and trace
systems with ongoing brain activity (memory processes) renders memory recall a smoother and better organized process
than it would otherwise be. Trace systems govern memories
of individual experiences as well as their categorization.
As with everything else addressed by Gestalt theory,
memory follows the law of Prägnanz, in remembering the essences of experiences rather than myriads of details. The
brain operates to make memories as simple as possible Gestaltists thought.

The physiological theory of the Gestaltists has fallen by the
wayside, leaving us with a set of descriptive principles, but without a model of perceptual processing. Indeed, some of their
"laws" of perceptual organisation today sound vague and inadequate. What is meant by a "good" or "simple" shape, for example? ~ English psychologist Vicki Bruce et al


Kurt Lewin



Our behavior is purposeful; we live in a psychological reality
or life space that includes not only those parts of our physical
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and social environment to us but also imagined states that do
not currently exist. ~ Kurt Lewin

German American psychologist Kurt Lewin
was a colleague of Wertheimer and Köhler at the
Berlin Psychological Institute after the 1st
World War, and a professional friend of Koffka.
Lewin found their Gestalt approach appealing.
Lewin thought that psychology at the time
was too Aristotelian in seeking inner determinants of behavior, such as instinct, and in its focus on categorizing psychological traits and developmental stages.
Lewin preferred Galileo's conception of causation: that
the behavior of an object or organism was a product of the
totality of forces acting upon it in the moment. To Lewin, dynamic forces, not inner essences, explain human behavior.
Drawing from physics and mathematics, Lewin first published his psychological field theory in 1935.
Lewin thought of an individual as a complex energy field:
a gyre of needs and tensions that directs perceptions and behaviors. From this he conceived of life space: the sum of all
influences acting upon a person at a time. This included internal belief systems.
According to Lewin, an infant has a small life space. Development enlarges life space with greater differentiation.
Lewin believed that both biological and psychological
needs create tension in life space that are resolved only by
satisfaction of those needs. He termed psychological needs
quasi needs.
Lithuanian psychologist Bluma Zeigarnik found in 1927
that people remember more about unfinished tasks than
completed ones. This came to be termed the Zeigarnik effect.
Her explanation was that unfinished tasks remained with intention, thereby holding the associated tension.
A year after Zeigarnik did her research, Russian psychologist Maria Rickers-Ovsiankina, who was working with
Lewin, discovered that people preferred resuming an interrupted task rather than continuing on a completed one: to
resolve the tension, she hypothesized.
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Internal Conflict 

Internal conflict was an old topic of contemplation by the
time Lewin tackled it. Plato, Spinoza, and many others
spilled much ink over it. Sigmund Freud made internal conflict the cornerstone of his psychoanalysis.
Lewin studied conflict experimentally, concentrating on 3
types. Approach–approach conflict comes from mutually exclusive desires. Avoidance–avoidance conflict comes when
one is repelled by 2 unattractive outcomes, such as having an
unpleasant task at work or facing disapproval from the boss
for poor performance.
Approach–avoidance conflict comes in facing a situation
with mixed feelings: where there are perceived pros and cons
to either path. It is often the most difficult internal conflict
to resolve.


Group Dynamics 

Lewin studied group dynamics. According to Lewin, a
group could be considered a physical system, just as the brain
is. In both cases, the behaviors of the individual elements
were hypothesized to be determined by the configuration of
the existing energy field. Therefore, group dynamics strongly
influence individual members' behaviors. Lewin termed the
relations among group members dynamic interdependence.
In one study Lewin found that discussion groups were
much more effective in changing behaviors than lecturing,
even though the same materials were presented in both instances. Lewin concluded that more forces were made available for behavioral change in a discussion group.
Another study Lewin undertook was on leadership style
and group performance. Boys were put into 1 of 3 groups by
leadership type: democratic, autocratic, and laissez faire.
In the democratic group, the leader encouraged group discussion, with the boys participating in decision-making. In
the authoritarian group, the leader made all the decisions,
telling the boys what to do. The laissez-faire group lacked
leadership, allowing the boys to do as they pleased.
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The democratic group turned out to be friendly and productive. Autocracy instilled aggression. The laissez-faire
group got little done. Lewin concluded that leadership style
influenced the Gestalt of the group, which shaped the attitude and productivity of group members.


Gestalt Therapy



To mature means to take responsibility for your life, to be on
your own. Psychoanalysis fosters the infantile state by considering that the past is responsible for the illness. ~ Fritz Perls

Gestalt therapy is a school of psychological treatment that
emphasizes personal responsibility for one's existence by focusing on individual experience in the present moment. Although Gestalt psychology was one of the many influences
upon Gestalt therapy, the therapy is not related to Gestalt
psychology.
Gestalt therapy was developed in the 1940s and 1950s by
German psychiatrists Fritz Perls and Laura Perls, and
American psychotherapist Paul Goodman.
Gestalt therapy is an awareness (mindfulness) practice,
with the goal of gaining clarity to optimize one's life.



Sigmund Freud



What a distressing contrast there is between the radiant intelligence of the child and the feeble mentality of the average
adult. ~ Sigmund Freud

Austrian physician Sigmund Freud (1856–
1923) started out in neurology, but after studying hypnosis, shifted his career into practicing
medical psychopathy.
At first Freud incorporated hypnosis in his
clinical work. He treated Austrian Jewish feminist Bertha Pappenheim by letting her freely
converse about her problems and past traumas while hypnotized. This "talking cure," as she called it, lessened her symptoms.
From this experience Freud decided to encourage patients to talk their way through their traumatic experiences
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without hypnosis. Along with this free association, as he
termed it, Freud found that a patient's dreams were fruitful
material for analysis.
The interpretation of dreams is the royal road to a knowledge
of the unconscious activities of the mind. ~ Sigmund Freud
By 1896 Freud had his method of psychoanalysis established.
Psychoanalysis is my creation. ~ Sigmund Freud
The overriding tenet of Freud's thinking was that neuroses came from repressing sexual thoughts, regardless of originating from experience or imagination.
The analytic psychotherapist thus has a threefold battle to
wage: in his own mind against the forces which seek to drag
him down from the analytic level; outside the analysis, against
opponents who dispute the importance he attaches to the sexual
instinctual forces and hinder him from making use of them in
his scientific technique; and inside the analysis, against his patients, who at first behave like opponents but later on reveal the
overvaluation of sexual life which dominates them, and who try
to make him captive to their socially untamed passion. ~ Sigmund Freud


Psychosexual Development Theory



We know less about the sexual life of little girls than of boys.
But we need not feel ashamed of this distinction; after all, the
sexual life of adult women is a dark continent for psychology.
~ Sigmund Freud

Freud developed his psychosexual theory of personality
development in the 1st decade of the 20th century. He imagined a healthy child from infancy progressing through stages
of conflict and reconciliation between instinctual gratification and externally imposed limits. Freud identified the following stages: oral, anal, phallic, latent, and genital. These
were supposed focal erogenous zones.
Freud proposed that psychological problems develop if a
child got too little or too much satisfaction at a stage, creating
a fixation that manifested in adulthood via aberrant
thoughts and behaviors.
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No one who has seen a baby sinking back satiated from the
breast and falling asleep with flushed cheeks and a blissful smile
can escape the reflection that this picture persists as a prototype
of the expression of sexual satisfaction in later life. ~ Sigmund
Freud

Freud's proposal of libidinous children caused a furor. It
was generally thought that young children were naturally innocent.
The oral stage covers the 1st year of life. The mouth is the
supposed erogenous zone.
Someone fixated at the oral stage (oral-incorporative)
tends to be a good listener, overeats, likes smoking, drinking,
and kissing. Such a person tends to be dependent and gullible, according to Freud. But someone fixated at the later
stage, when teething begins, is oral-sadistic. Such a person
is sarcastic, cynical, and aggressive.
The anal stage lasts through the 2nd year of life. As solid
food enters the diet, the pleasure of a good dump earns its
appreciation. An individual fixated at the anal stage (analexpulsive) tends to be messy, wasteful, and generous.
The later anal stage is after toilet training, where pleasure is derived from withholding feces. A fixation here (analretentive) makes a person stingy, orderly, and perhaps a perfectionist. Anal-retentive people tend to be collectors.
The phallic stage lasts from 3–6 years of age and applies
to both boys and girls. Freud thought that the clitoris was a
tiny penis.
Freud developed fantastic scenarios for the phallic stage.
It begins with both sexes having strong, even erotic feelings
toward their mother, as she is their caregiver. These feelings
persist in a male but change for a female child.
A boy's love of his mother generates a jealous hostility toward dad, who is perceived as a rival. Because a male's source
of pleasure is his penis, and his father is much more powerful, a boy begins to experience castration anxiety, which
causes repression of his sexual and aggressive inclinations.
A toddler buck resolves this by identifying with his father. This symbolic identification removes dad as a threat,
while letting a boy feel like he is sharing mom with dad. Castration anxiety is relieved.
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A female child finds that she lacks a viable penis, for
which she blames her mother. This generates both positive
and negative feelings for mom.
Around the same time, a girl discovers that dad has the
desired organ. This causes sexual attraction to father and penis envy. Hence, a female child's emotions toward her father
are also mixed.
The supposedly healthy resolution of female Oedipal complex is repression: of her hostility toward mom, and her sexual attraction to dad. She "becomes" the mother and shares
her father.
The identification and repression necessary during the
phallic stage develop the superego (moral conscience). By
identifying with the parent of the same sex, a youngster introjects that parent's moral values.
Freud believed that male and female development during
the phallic stage were asymmetrical because a female, lacking a penis, never experiences castration anxiety. Thus a
girl's resulting identification is less intense. Because Freud
considered such identification as critical to the development
of the superego, he believed that male morality was stronger
than female.
The latency stage lasts from age 6 to puberty. Owing to
the intense repression required during the phallic stage, sexual drives are latent. A child derives gratifications from hidden sexual urges by channeling energies to other activities,
such as friendships, school, and satisfying personal curiosities. During the latency stage, a child learns to adapt to actuality, as well as beginning the process of infantile amnesia:
repressing the earliest sexual or evil memories.
The genital stage lasts from puberty through adulthood.
Puberty brings sexual urges to the forefront, as they are too
intense to repress.
The lack or surfeit of satisfactions, and fixations, that a
person experiences (or not) during psychosexual stages determines personality as an adult. For Freudians, childhood experiences are the stuff from which normality or neuroses are
made. Freud wholly bought the notion:
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The child is the father of the man. ~ English poet William
Woodsworth

 The Feminine Enigma 
Any credibility one may be willing to grant Freud's psychosexual development schema is undermined by Freud's admission that he did not understand women.
The great question that has never been answered and which
I have not yet been able to answer, despite my thirty years of
research into the feminine soul, is "what does a woman want?"
~ Sigmund Freud
Many women have considered Freud's fiction of penis
envy especially preposterous and/or hilarious, including
Freud's daughter, Austrian psychoanalyst Anna Freud.


Sublimation



Freud believed that an individual's sex drive (libido) developed by changing its object, a process he termed sublimation. Via sublimation, one consciously turns a socially
unacceptable impulse into a socially acceptable behavior.
Freud considered sublimation a sign of maturity.
Sublimation of instinct is an especially conspicuous feature of
cultural development; it is what makes it possible for higher psychical activities, scientific, artistic or ideological, to play such
an important part in civilized life. ~ Sigmund Freud
Freud never considered that sexual repression stems
from a culture imbued with the deranged Judeo-Christian
mores regarding sexual desire and behavior. (Freud was of
Jewish descent.)


Id, Ego, Superego



The ego is not master in its own house. The poor ego has to
serve three harsh masters, and it has to do its best to reconcile
the claims and demands of all three. The three tyrants are the
external world, the superego, and the id. ~ Sigmund Freud

Freud was most proud of his own school of structuralism,
in dividing the mind into a triumvirate of conflicting units:
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the id, ego, and superego. The confluence of these 3 is the
supposed source of all behavior.
The id is the source of feral desires: the biological beast
within that operates on what Freud termed the pleasure
principle: seeking immediate gratification.
The antithesis of the id is the superego, which provides an
injection of ethics. The superego is one's conscience.
The engine of rational cognition is the ego. The ego derives its energy from the id but relies upon the superego for
guidance. The ego balances between the id's hedonism and
the moralism of the superego, tempered by consideration of
immediate circumstance. The ego thus follows the "reality
principle."
Freud thought that the ego was partial to the id. The superego constantly monitors the ego in action, punishing the
ego with feelings of guilt, anxiety, and inferiority for its
transgressions. To overcome the superego's chastisement,
the ego employs various defense mechanisms, which Freud
cataloged as: denial, displacement, reaction formation, compensation, sublimation, rationalization, projection, repression, fantasy, and regression.
Freud considered the id unconscious, the superego preconscious, and the ego 1/2 conscious, 1/4 unconscious, and 1/4
preconscious. The thoughts of which one is aware of are conscious. The unconscious comprises autonomic mental processes which are not available to introspection; to Freud,
these include: affect, thought processes, memory, and motivation. The preconscious applies to thoughts which are conceived unconsciously, but are not subject to repression, and
so capable of becoming conscious.


View of Human Nature



Freud shared Hobbes' view of human nature – at least,
the nature of men.
Men are not gentle creatures who want to be love, and who
at the most can defend themselves if they are attacked; they are,
on the contrary, creatures among whose instinctual endowments is to be reckoned a powerful share of aggressiveness.
Homo homini lupus [man is a wolf to man]. ~ Sigmund Freud
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Although pessimistic, Freud thought that people could
live somewhat rational lives. But, to do so, they must comprehend the workings of their own mind.
The news that reaches your consciousness is incomplete and
often not to be relied upon. You behave like an absolute ruler
who is content with the information supplied him by his highest
officials and never goes among the people to hear their voice.
Turn your eyes inward, look into your own depths, learn first to
know yourself! ~ Sigmund Freud


View of Religion



Freud considered religion grounded in human feelings of
helplessness and insecurity. To overcome those emotional
complexes, a powerful father figure was created in the form
of God. This keeps people at a childlike, irrational level.
Teachings from the East fared no better. Freud thought
that the Eastern religions promoted derealization, depersonalization, and regressive pathology.
The whole thing [religion] is so patently infantile, so foreign
to reality, that to anyone with a friendly attitude to humanity it
is painful to think that the great majority of mortals will never
be able to rise above this view of life. ~ Sigmund Freud
Freud hoped that religion would in time be discarded in
favor of scientific principles.
No belittlement of science can in any way alter the fact that
it is attempting to take account of our dependence on the real
external world, while religion is an illusion and it derives its
strength from its readiness to fit in with our instinctual wishful
impulses. ~ Sigmund Freud


Foibles



Most people do not really want freedom, because freedom
involves responsibility, and most people are frightened of responsibility. ~ Sigmund Freud

Personally, Freud was self-indulgent, proud, and given to
self-deception. His own fixations and cognitive limitations
were reflected in his psychological theories.
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Freud had a fondness for psychotropic medication. Beginning in 1883 he became an enthusiastic advocate of cocaine.
By 1885, numerous cases of cocaine addiction alarmed the local medical community. Freud was nonplussed but discontinued his personal use in 1896.
Though fortunate to escape lasting cocaine addiction, he
was no so lucky with nicotine. Freud often smoked 20 cigars
a day. His physician warned him that his heart arrhythmias
were due to smoking; but Freud was unable to stop. He rationalized his puffery by quoting Irish playwright George
Bernard Shaw:
Don't try to live forever, you will not be successful.
Freud underwent a series of 33 operations to deal with
the devastation that his smoking caused. His jaw was replaced with an artificial one. Yet Freud could not stop smoking.
Freud was not entirely without inner strength: he refused
pain-killing drugs during his 16-year bout with cancer.
By all accounts, Freud was authoritarian, paternalistic,
and dogmatic. He was incapable of tolerating disagreements.
While his fame attracted followers, Freud was unable to
engage in collaborative relationships. Only sycophants, of
which he collected several, maintained long-term relationships with the man. Freud's falling out with Carl Jung is exemplary. Jung began as a submissive student. The two
became close friends.
By 1909, Freud was envisioning Jung as his successor as
leader of the psychoanalytic movement. But once Jung
started having his own ideas, notably the notion of the collective unconscious, which Freud found unacceptable, the two
men parted ways.

Although it is hard for many of us to appreciate this now,
Freud introduced a revolutionary new way of understanding human behavior. Instead of regarding human choice and decisionmaking as primarily the result of rational and logical deliberations, Freud suggested that human behavior is largely driven by
subconscious and nonrational drives and is then rationalized
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and justified in terms of logic and reason. ~ English psychologist Jim Sidanius & American social psychologist Felicia Pratto

Just as Darwin's legacy long loomed over evolutionary
theories, so Freud haunted every school of psychology that
followed.


Carl Jung



The distinction between mind and body is an
artificial dichotomy, a discrimination which is
unquestionably based far more on the peculiarity of
intellectual understanding than on the nature of
things. ~ Carl Jung

Swiss psychiatrist and psychotherapist Carl
Jung (1875–1961) took Freud's concepts into more holistic and
mystical directions. Freud advanced the idea that libido was
the basic motivator of human life. Jung thought less of sexual
energy. He wanted to water down libido by broadening its
context to include more than just sex.
Jung proposed psychic energy – holistic life force – as motivating. While psychic energy could be expressed sexually, it
could also be a source of inspiration and personal growth.
Your vision will become clear only when you can look into
your own heart. Who looks outside, dreams; who looks inside,
awakes. ~ Carl Jung
Jung founded analytical psychology, the aim of which was
integration of the unconscious forces within. But Jung's lasting contributive legacy was his classification system of personality types. In the book Psychological Types (1921) Jung
formulated the distinction between extroversion and introversion that is still in common use.
Extroversion is an outward turning, a transfer of interest from
subject to object. Introversion means a turning inward, a transfer
of interest from object to subject. ~ Carl Jung
Jung generally tended to view personality aspects along
bipolar dimensions. He contrasted perception and judgment
– an individual was inclined to specialize in one, leaving the
other relatively undeveloped, Jung thought.
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According to Jung, perception involved sensation and intuition, whereas judgment emanated from feeling and thinking. Here too Jung presumed that individuals were partial to
one of the 2 aspects of perception and judgment.
Someone might favor thinking as the means to judgment.
This could leave empathic ethics underdeveloped.
Alternately, a person may be intuitively inclined: good at
grasping situations as a whole. In that instance, sensation,
which deals with facts, may be underdeveloped. Perception
tends to be either toward the proverbial forest or trees, this
line of thinking goes.
The poles of the 4 functions – perception, intuition, thinking, feeling – may be considered from either an extroverted
or introverted perspective. Numerous personality combinations are possible.
American academic Katharine Briggs and her daughter,
Isabel Briggs Myers, developed a personality test based upon
this Jungian typology, first publishing it in 1944. The Briggs
& Myers test remains quite popular among business and education managers as a way of representing individual differences. Academic psychologists have long been more skeptical
about the test.
Jung viewed the psyche as the mind. But, he asserted,
there was a larger, inner piece to being: the soul, which was
the interface to the collective unconscious.
In addition to our immediate consciousness, which is of a
thoroughly personal nature and which we believe to be the only
empirical psyche (even if we tack on the personal unconscious
as an appendix), there exists a second psychic system of a collective, universal, and impersonal nature which is identical in
all individuals. This collective unconscious does not develop
individually but is inherited. It consists of pre-existent forms, the
archetypes, which can only become conscious secondarily and
which give definite form to certain psychic contents. ~ Carl
Jung
The collective unconscious holds the accumulated experiences of humans throughout their existence. Certain categories exist, which are inherited as personality predispositions.
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Jung considered each category to be an archetype, a concept borrowed from Plato's forms. Jung thought the emotional component of archetypes the most important facet.
To Jung, the mind was not a blank slate at birth. Instead,
the psyche held deep within the experiences of previous generations. For example, an infant is born with an innate sense
of what a mother is.* A child projects onto its mother the maternal archetype. This influences not only how a baby views
its mother, but also how it responds to her emotionally.
According to Jung, archetypes provide frameworks for
experience, both sensate and emotional. This predisposes a
person to a certain worldview, emotional complexes, and
behavioral tendencies.
It all depends on how we look at things, and not how they
are in themselves. ~ Carl Jung
Jung recognized many archetypes. The ones most discussed in Jungian literature are anima, animus, persona,
shadow, and self.
Anima is the masculine image of femininity. Conversely,
animus is the feminine template of masculinity.
Persona is the public self: the mask one puts on for others.
Identifying with the persona cuts one off from those facets of
oneself that are inconsistent with it. Someone with a strong
masculine persona may be unaware of their feminine side.
Everything that irritates us about others can lead us to an understanding of ourselves. ~ Carl Jung
Shadow is a person's dark side, a primordial archetype
inherited from our ancestors, prone to aggression and immorality.
The self seeks a synthesis of the components that comprise personality. In Jungian psychology, the ego is the center of consciousness, whereas the self is the locus of the
psyche. The self includes the ego, consciousness, and the unconscious.
Jung considered the goal of life to discover, understand,
and then harmonize the disparate facets of one's personality.
* Jung cited this fact as supporting a collective unconscious, but it
is instead precocious knowledge.
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The fruitful product of this process Jung termed self-actualization.
Enlightenment doesn't occur from sitting around visualizing
images of light, but from integrating the darker aspects of the
Self into the conscious personality. ~ Carl Jung
Like Freud, Jung believed in determinism: that a person
is propelled by their past. But Jung took this in a broader
context than Freud.
I am not what happened to me, I am what I choose to become. ~ Carl Jung
Jung believed that motivation also included connection to
the collective unconscious, and a person's goals. Unlike
Freud, Jung embraced teleology (purpose). Jung felt that people are pushed by the past and pulled by their desired future.
The least of things with a meaning is worth more in life than
the greatest of things without it. ~ Carl Jung
Jung considered meaningful coincidence – synchronicity
– an important determinant of personality. Synchronicity
happens when independent events come together in a meaningful way.
Whatever is not conscious will be experienced as fate. ~ Carl
Jung

American psychotherapist Ira Progoff tells a story of synchronicity in his book Jung, Synchronicity and Human Destiny (1973).
Early in life, Abraham Lincoln dreamed of making an impact in the world. But his frontier Illinois environment left
him largely bereft of prospects for intellectual development.
Lincoln despaired that his dreams would not come to pass.
One day a stranger appeared, wanting to sell a barrel of
odds and ends for a dollar. The stranger told Lincoln that the
contents were essentially worthless, but that he badly needed
the dollar. With characteristic kindness, Lincoln bought the
barrel for a dollar.
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Sometime later, Lincoln discovered that the barrel held
an almost complete edition of Blackstone's Commentaries: an
influential 18th century treatise on English common law.
This furnished Lincoln with the intellectual fodder to fuel his
drive to become a lawyer and enter politics.

In embracing mysticism, Jung was criticized as being unscientific, even antiscientific. The concepts of collective unconscious and archetype are metaphysical and objectively
unverifiable. Yet Jungian ideas have remained popular. His
contrasting definition of extraversion and introversion was a
major aspect of German psychologist Hans Eyesenck's theory
of personality, developed in the 1950s, and quite well-received in academia.
All the evidence to date suggests the overwhelming importance of genetic factors in producing the great variety of intellectual differences which we observe in our culture, and
much of the difference observed between certain racial groups.
~ Hans Eyesenck
Jung introduced the Aristotelian notion of self-actualization into modern psychology, where it remains vibrant. For
one, Abraham Maslow took this ball and ran with it.


Archetypal Psychology 

We can't change anything until we begin to see things differently. ~ James Hillman

In the early 1970s American psychologist James Hillman
developed archetypal psychology: heartily embracing Jungian archetypes, and considering the collective unconsciousness as woven into the fabric of existence as the basis for
sentience. Under archetypal psychology, an individual psyche develops in accordance with archetypal patterns. Sense
of self is one of "the fundamental fantasies that animate all
life." Archetypal psychology embraces idealism: that actuality is a fabrication of consciousness.
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Karen Horney



Our whole civilization is a masculine civilization. The State,
the laws, morality, religion, and the sciences are the creation of
men. ~ Karen Horney

Like many who enter the field of psychology, German psychoanalyst Karen Horney
(1885–1952) had personal traumas that adversely affected her mental health, beginning
with a God-fearing fundamentalist father who
believed that women were inferior to men and the primary
source of evil in the world. Later, a rocky marriage didn't
help. Her personal experiences influenced her professional
views.
Horney considered neurosis to be a continual process,
sporadically occurring. In contrast, her contemporaries saw
neurosis as a mental malfunction stemming from external
stimuli.
Horney argued that male psychoanalysts typically viewed
women from a distorted, juvenile perspective. If a woman envied men, it was not for their penises, but for their social
standing, which women were denied.
Instead, Horney thought men often suffered womb envy:
of women being procreative, and, more abstractly, their creativity. Womb envy expressed itself by disparaging women
and their achievements.
Horney discarded many Freudian notions, include his
oversexed attributions and the tripartite structural division
of the mind into ego, id, and superego. Working during the
Depression, she found more practical sources for mental
problems. Horney emphasized that social conditions greatly
affected mental health: most particularly, interpersonal relationships.
Self-realization does not exclusively, or even primarily, aim
at developing one's special gifts. The center of the process is the
evolution of one's potentialities as a human being; hence it involves – in a central place – the development of one's capacities
for good human relations. ~ Karen Horney
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 Humanistic Psychology 
What is necessary to change a person is to change his
awareness of himself. ~ Abraham Maslow

In the early decades of the 20th century the disparate
schools of structuralism, functionalism, behaviorism, Gestalt
psychology, and psychoanalysis coexisted, each carving their
own niches. By the middle of the century structuralism had
disappeared, while functionalism and Gestalt had lost their
distinctiveness, as their insights had been incorporated into
other views. Into the early 1960s, only behaviorism and psychoanalysis remained as influential schools of thought.
A protest began against these views, headed by Abraham
Maslow, who started the movement that was referred to at
the time as third-force psychology.
Behaviorism was ridiculed for concentrating on trivial behaviors common to many animals while ignoring the mental
and emotional processes which presumably made humans
unique (this supposed human matchlessness was a false
premise).
Psychoanalysis was attacked for its focus on abnormality,
emphasizing unconscious and sexual motivations, while ignoring healthy people, whose motives included personal
growth and societal improvement.
Third-force psychology had its heyday during the 1960s
and 1970s. Its popularity began to wane in the 1980s and has
continued its slide since. But, like the other 2 schools, humanistic psychology remains influential.
The most vivid contrast between humanistic psychology
and the other schools is that humanistic psychology does not
assume determinism in explaining behavior. Rather it presumes that humans have free will in choosing their life.
Third-force psychologists claim that subjective reality is
the most important cause of human behavior. This shucking
of determinism places humanistic psychology outside of the
confines of science, as being beyond the rigidity of experimental verifiability. In this modern humanism follows in the
philosophic traditions of romanticism and existentialism.
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Romantics distrusted reason and science and rejected religious dogma, and even societal laws, as proper guides for
human conduct: the only valid guide was a person's honest
feelings. Romantics tended to believe in the innate goodness
of humanity. If free, people would do what is best for themselves and be socially minded; happy thought indeed.
Existentialists emphasized that the meaning of life is inherently subjective. An individual's beliefs and values guide
that person through life, thereby shaping that person's existence. (As far it goes, existentialism states the obvious.)
Humanistic psychology melds the worldviews of romanticism and existentialism into an idealized perspective on human nature and behavior. Hobbes would have laughed out
loud at the notion.


Abraham Maslow



The ability to be in the present moment is a major component
of mental wellness. ~ Abraham Maslow

American psychologist Abraham Maslow
(1908–1970) struggled his way out of the Jewish

slums of Brooklyn to become one of the most influential psychologists in the 20th century.
Maslow contended that psychology was overly
concerned with human deficits and gave too little study to human potential. His 1954 book,
Motivation and Personality, was so cogent that its theory of
motivation came to be part of the curriculum in many American high schools.


Hierarchy of Needs 

Maslow's 1943 paper A Theory of Human Motivation proposed that humans are motivated by an innate hierarchy of
needs. Maslow identified 5 levels: physiological, safety, psychological, esteem, and self-actualization.
The most basic needs are physiological, necessary for survival: food, clothing, and shelter. Safety needs were ranked
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2nd: the ability to stay physically healthy, including employment to obtain resources. Love and belonging came 3rd: basic
interpersonal emotional needs.
Esteem was the 4th level: including self-esteem, confidence, a sense of achievement, respect from others, and respecting others.
The apex of the hierarchy was self-actualization. This
was portrayed as realizing one's potential; necessarily a subjective assessment.
The idea of self-realization reaches back at least to the
ancient Indian Vedas: a body of texts from the 2nd millennium BCE. The locus of Hinduism and Buddhism has always
been self-realization, though not as Maslow had in mind.
There is a huge gap between the spiritual notion of selfrealization and psychologists' concept of self-actualization.
Whereas self-actualization is concerned with fulfilling individual potential, self-realization aims as discarding individuality altogether as a value.
Aristotle's notion of self-actualization was the innate tendency to manifest one's inner essence. Whereas Aristotle expressed this as being limited to humans (as a species),
humanistic psychologists had in mind individual accomplishment.
Musicians must make music, artists must paint, poets must
write if they are to be ultimately at peace with themselves. What
humans can be, they must be. This need we may call self-actualization. ~ Abraham Maslow
In contrast to spiritual self-realization, which is irrespective of activity, Maslow expressed self-actualization as an inner outcome of outward achievement. Sheer contentment in
being was not Maslow's conception of self-actualization.
Maslow listed characteristics of self-actualizing people: 1)
perceiving accurately and fully, 2) demonstrating acceptance
of themselves and others, 3) exhibiting naturalness and spontaneity, 4) a need for privacy, 5) a tendency to be independent
of their environment and culture, 6) a continuous freshness
of appreciation, 7) a tendency to have "peak experiences," 8)
concern for all of humanity, 9) tending to have only a few
friends, 10) a strong ethical sense, albeit not necessarily the
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conventional fashion, 11) a well-developed, but not hostile,
sense of humor, and 12) creativity.
Self-actualized people live more in the real world of Nature
than in the man-made mass of concepts, abstractions, expectations, beliefs and stereotypes that most people confuse with the
world. ~ Abraham Maslow
While admitting that they had their faults, Maslow
named the following people as self-actualizing: Albert Einstein, Albert Schweitzer, Sigmund Freud, Jane Addams, William James, and Abraham Lincoln.
Maslow described peak experiences thusly:
…feelings of limitless horizons opening up to the vision, the
feeling of being simultaneously more powerful and also more
helpless than one ever was before, the feeling of great ecstasy
and wonder and awe, the loss of placing in time and space with,
finally, the conviction that something extremely important and
valuable had happened, so that the subject is to some extent
transformed and strengthened in his daily life by such experiences.
As one climbs the hierarchy, Maslow thought, the needs
become more fragile in that they are further removed from
biological foundations. This meant that their satisfaction is
more easily interfered with.
On self-actualization, Maslow opined:
This inner nature is not strong and overpowering and unmistakable like the instincts of animals. It is weak and delicate and
subtle and easily overcome by habit, cultural pressure, and
wrong attitudes toward it.
Maslow believed that self-actualization was rare, despite
it being an innate drive in all humans. He attributed its rarity to the prerequisite need to honestly know oneself, which
most people are afraid of.
More than any other kind of knowledge we fear knowledge
of ourselves, knowledge that might transform our self-esteem
and our self-image. ~ Abraham Maslow
Maslow believed that people functioning at a level less
than self-actualization have different values than one who is
self-actualizing. The majority value most that which they are
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deprived of. Maslow termed such motivations deficiency motives. In contrast, self-actualizing individuals, not so strongly
feeling base needs, hold Being-values (B-values). For a selfactualizing person, there is no difference between work and
play. One simply does what the situation requires. Maslow
believed B-values universal and espoused in all life-affirming
religions.

Maslow took flak from more conventional academic psychologists who regarded his third-force brew too subjective
and unscientific. Maslow responded by writing The Psychology of Science (1966), which was "a critique of orthodox science" which "rejects the traditional but unexamined
conviction that orthodox science is the path to knowledge or
even that it is the only reliable path."

Toward the end of his life, Maslow pondered what he
termed transpersonal psychology, which went beyond personal experience in embracing a larger realm of spirituality.
Transpersonal psychology, Maslow wrote, was "centered on
the cosmos rather than in human needs and interests, going
beyond humanness, identity, self-actualization, and the like.
We need something 'bigger than we are' to be awed and to
commit ourselves to a new, naturalistic, empirical, nonchurchly sense."

In its basic thrust, Maslow's transpersonal psychology
was a progression of Jungian psychology. Just like Jung,
Maslow's influence was bound to fade.
Jung's and Maslow's slight, energyism school of psychology diminished in the wake of the matterist current that
gained strength in the life sciences as the 20th century wore
on, eventually extending into psychology. Thus emerged psychobiology (aka biopsychology), which explains psychology as
an adjunct of physiology.
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Toward the end of the 20th century, neurobiology – the
study of the nervous system – increasingly imprinted overtones in psychology research. Flip open practically any 21st
century book or magazine on psychology and you are bound
to read how the brain manages mentation, and even creates
consciousness, all through a mystical network effect of neurons.
In touting physicality as causal in psychology, rather
than just coincidental, neurobiology's claims attain an apex
of absurdity. Neuroscience is to psychology what astrology is
to astronomy. For starters, if a brain is necessary for intellect, how is that plants, microbes, and cells of all sorts are
able to make decisions, and generally act intelligently?
Bizarrely, the growing concurrence toward matterism
had been definitively countered by physics in the early 20th
century, which convincingly cast materiality as a product of
coherent energetic fields. But then, evolutionary biologists,
geneticists, and psychologists don't study physics, at least not
for its implications in explaining the nature of Nature. Faith
in matterism is a classic case of confusing correlation with
causality and thereby missing the forest for the trees via social consensus.
Behavioral genetics, which studies genetic influences on
cognition and behavior, is the bottom-up branch of biopsychology. The fruition of this was sociobiology: that sociality
boils down to nothing more than genes acting out through the
organism that possesses them to further their propagation.
We, and all other animals, are machines created by our
genes. Genes are the master programmers, and they are programming for their lives. ~ English evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins
The conceptual simplicity of sociobiology belies a complex
actuality which genetics alone cannot explain. Like bits in
computer memory, genes may physically encode information,
but that is no explanation of how that data relates to the
awareness and decision-making abilities of the proteins
which are made from genic templates. As far as geneticists
can discern, genes exhaust their information potential in
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bioproduct production. That genes might encapsulate
knowledge is far-fetched indeed.

 Evolutionary Psychology 
Evolved psychological mechanisms generate human behavior and culture. ~ Leda Cosmides, Jerome Barkow, & John
Tooby

After his 1859 work on "natural selection" as the vehicle
of evolution, English naturalist Charles Darwin turned his
attention to studying animal emotions and psychology.* Darwin's writing in this realm founded evolutionary psychology,
which is the study of behavior from the perspective of biological affinity, with especial regard to its evolution.†
Major tenets of evolutionary psychology descended from
Darwin. Foremost was sexual selection, which explained animal traits that seemed unrelated or contrary to survival,
such as a peacock's phantasmagorical tail. Darwin also introduced group selection to explain altruism among related animals: "selection may be applied to the family, as well as to
the individual." Darwin inspired William James's functionalist approach to psychology, which had a lasting influence.
The term evolutionary psychology was introduced by
American biologist Michael Ghiselin in a 1973 article. The
term was popularized by the 1992 book The Adapted Mind:
Evolutionary Psychology and The Generation of Culture,
written by Canadian anthropologist Jerome Barkow, American psychologist Leda Cosmides, and American anthropologist John Tooby.
To propose a psychological concept that is incompatible
with evolutionary biology is as problematic as proposing a
* Darwin wrote 2 books about evolutionary psychology: The Descent
of Man, Selection in Relation to Sex (1871), and The Expression of
the Emotions in Man and Animals (1872).
† Darwin's work in evolutionary psychology was largely ignored in
the 1st half of the 20th century. Only from the 1950s, following
interest in ethology, were Darwin's contributions acknowledged
by scholars of psychology; and it was not until the late 1990s that
Darwin was mentioned in introductory psychology books.
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chemical reaction that violates the laws of physics. ~ Jerome
Barkow, Leda Cosmides, & John Tooby


Ethology



Historians will have to face the fact that natural selection
determined the evolution of cultures in the same manner as it
did that of species. ~ Konrad Lorenz

Ethology – the study of animal behavior – is a branch of
zoology. Following on the heels of Darwinism and behaviorism, psychobiology was an outgrowth of ethology. Ethology
flowered through 3 men who collaborated and together won
a Nobel Prize in 1973 for their efforts: Karl von Frisch, Nikolaas Tinbergen, and Konrad Lorenz.
The bee's life is like a magic well: the more you draw from it,
the more it fills with water. ~ Karl von Frisch
In the 1920s, Austrian ethologist Karl von Frisch studied
honeybees, particularly their perceptions. He was one of the
first to understand the meaning of the waggle dance. His theory was slammed with skepticism at the time, even as it was
an accurate analysis.
From the 1930s, Austrian zoologist, ethologist, and ornithologist Konrad Lorenz studied instinctive behavior in animals, especially birds. Lorenz is best known for his study of
imprinting, in which hatchling nidifugous birds instinctively
bond to the moving object in front of them (which naturally
would be their mothers).
Dutch ethologist and ornithologist Nikolaas Tinbergen is
best known for originating 4 questions about animal behavior: causation, development, function, and evolution.
Causation (mechanism): what stimuli elicited a response,
and how has the response been modified by learning?
Development (ontogeny): how does behavior change with
age, and what early experiences are necessary for behaviors
to be exhibited?
Function (adaptation): how does the behavior impact an
animal's prospects for survival and reproduction?
Evolution (phylogeny): how does the behavior compare
with equivalent behaviors in related species, and how may it
have evolved (phylogenic origin)?
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Causation and development were viewed as proximate
(immediate/environmental) mechanisms, while function and
evolution were considered ultimate (root) causes.
Tinbergen's construct of inquiry has become a mainstay
for biology and, regarding proximate and ultimate causes,
other natural phenomena. There is an oddity in this: evolutionary biologists generally avoid associating ultimate cause
with evolution because it invokes goal orientation: teleology.
Adaptation, which has been verified innumerable times
in a variety of contexts, certainly is teleological. The obvious
implication of adaptation is that there is an intelligent force
of coherence behind Nature: a prospect which evolutionary
biologists cringe at because it implicates the wellspring of
evolution as mystical, not strictly physical. Evolutionary teleology posits Nature as having an energetic propulsion,
which is a perspective anathema to empiricists.


Donald Hebb



Cell-assemblies that are active at the same time become interconnected. Common events in the child's
environment establish assemblies, and then when
these events occur together the assemblies become
connected (because they are active together).
~ Donald Hebb

In the 1940s, Canadian neuropsychologist Donald Hebb
to understand how psychological processes were related to neural functioning, particularly learning.
Hebb thought that the neural interconnections in a neonate's brain were essentially random, and that neural patterns emerged through experience.
Neurons that fire together wire together. ~ Hebb's Law
Sought

Hebbian theory, though bogus, was well-received in the
academic community. Hebb inspired neural networks: computer-based learning using matrices of data points with alterable connection strengths. Hebbs' influence echoes to this
day in casting psychology as neural activity.
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Roger Sperry



In the mid-1950s American neuropsychologist Roger Sperry addressed a classic question
of psychology: is the ultimate driver of behavior
innate nature or nurture? Experimentation on
animals led him to the conclusion that "no adaptive functioning of the nervous system took
place." On Sperry's neurological ledger nature
won.
Hemispheric specialization is at the heart of neuropsychology. ~ Roger Sperry
Sperry then took up studying brain hemispheric function.
Following in the footsteps of Broca (in more ways than one),
Sperry insisted that the left-brain or right-brain dominated
individuals, and this orientation could be revealed through
testing. This and other of Sperry's speculations concerning
hemispheric specificity far exceeded his fact base. Yet his
spurious surmises were applauded, including a Nobel Prize
(1981).
Sperry had a lifelong interest in the mind-body problem
and how it relates to human values. A devout matterist,
Sperry believed that consciousness causally emerges from
the brain.
One of the more important indirect results of the split-brain
work is a revised concept of the nature of consciousness and its
fundamental relation to brain processing. The key development
is a switch from prior non-causal, parallelist views to a new
causal, or "interactionist" interpretation that ascribes to inner experience an integral causal control role in brain function and
behavior. In effect, without resorting to dualism, the mental
forces of the conscious mind are restored to the brain of objective science from which they had long been excluded on materialist-behaviorist principles. ~ Roger Sperry, in his 1982 Nobel
address
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Sociobiology is defined as the systematic study of the biological basis of all social behavior. ~ Edward O. Wilson

American zoologist Edward O. Wilson wrote
Sociobiology: The New Synthesis (1975) with the
Darwinian premise that the social behavior of all
organisms has an evolutionary basis, particularly aimed at propagation.
In trying to account for eusocial honeybees,
Darwin came with up a shaggy notion of group
selection. Though he considered altruism among close relatives, Darwin's idea of fitness was aimed at individual reproduction.
Sociobiology expanded on kin selection with the idea of
inclusive fitness: perpetuating related genes, though not necessarily one's own. Broadening the biological driver of behavior to those more distantly related envelops a greater variety
of emotions and behaviors, including love, morality, religion,
xenophobia, and warfare.
A certain amount of brain-physiology must be presupposed
or included in psychology. ~ William James

Evolutionary psychology amounts to creative storytelling
about how particular human psychological and behavioral
traits came about because they were advantageous in some
way. However captivating these musings may be, evolutionary psychology amounts to nothing more than piecemeal ponderings that assume physiology is the producer of psychology.
Such accounts are therefore fictitious, for want of explaining
the impetus to evolution (in the sociobiology perspective: why
genes want to perpetuate themselves), or the energetic biomechanics which characterize mentation. Sociobiology falters for the same reason as all matterist faith: by failing to
elucidate the basic drivers behind biology, evolution, or psychology.
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 Treatment of Mental Illness 
The attributions and treatments of mental illness have
varied throughout history. Typically, early humans considered mental illness an infection of evil spirits. So it was in
ancient Hindu scriptures, which described depression and
anxiety. Around 600 BCE, a document that was part of Hindu
Ayurveda (knowledge of life) taught that ill health resulted
from an imbalance in the 3 kinds of bodily fluids, which reflected bodily forces (dosha). Different personality types were
described, with propensities toward emotional difficulties.
Treatments included ointments and herbs, charms and prayers, persuasion and shock treatment.
Similarly, traditional Chinese medicine included treatments of acupuncture, herbs, and emotional therapy. The
Yellow Emperor's Inner Canon (Huangdi Neijing), ~250 BCE,
described symptoms and treatments for mental illness, with
emphasis on connectivity between organs and emotions, and
balancing the flow of bodily energy (yin-yang).
The ancient Greeks had a variety of takes on mental illness. Typically, aimless wandering and violent behavior were
taken as signs of madness. Hippocrates classified mental disorders, including melancholy, mania, and paranoia. Homer,
Sophocles, and Euripides variously attributed insanity to the
whim of the gods, imbalanced humors, or duress.
Socrates saw some positive aspects to insanity, including
prophetic ability and other mystical attributes. Socrates admitted that he experienced willful hallucinations. Pythagoras heard voices.
1st-century-BCE Greek physician Asclepiades of Bithynia,
who practiced in Rome, advocated humane treatments for the
mentally distressed. He had the insane freed from confinement, treating them with wholesome therapies, such as dietetics and massages.
The Romans inherited much Greek culture, including
their view on mental disorders. 1st-century Roman physician
Aulus Celsus compiled the medical encyclopedia De Medicina
largely from Greek sources. Celsus considered insanity a continuous dementia, due to a mind at the mercy of hallucinations. Celsus taught that sanity may be restored by healing
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the soul through personal fortitude and proper philosophy.
Celsus chronicled common treatments, including proper diet,
drugs, bloodletting, talk therapy, incubation in temples, incantations, amulets, and exorcism. Celsus also listed less humane methods, such as restraints and tortures, designed to
restore rationality through terror, starvation, beating, and
stoning.
Mentally ill Romans were typically kept at home with the
family, or wandered the streets, subject to abuse.
 Jesus ben Ananias 

A voice of noise in the city, a voice from the temple, a voice
of the Lord that rendereth recompense to his enemies. ~ Jesus
ben Ananias [Isaiah 66:5, The Bible

Jesus ben Ananias wandered Jerusalem, prophesying
that the city would be destroyed 4 years before the First Jewish-Roman War began in 66 BCE. Jewish leaders there turned
him over to the Romans for prosecution. He was tortured, but
then released as a madman because he had shown no concern
for his fate while being tortured.
Ananias persisted with his prophecy until he was killed
by a catapulted stone during the Roman Siege of Jerusalem
in 70 BCE. In the moments before he was struck and killed,
Ananias uttered, "Woe once more to the city and to the people
and to the temple, and woe to me also."
The siege ended with the city sacked, the destruction of
Jerusalem's famed Second Temple, 1.1 million Jews killed,
and 97,000 enslaved.

The ancient Israelis considered insanity caused by poor
relations between a person and God.
Persian and Arabic scholars, like the Romans, were heavily influenced by Greek concepts. Under Islam, the mentally
ill were considered incapable by loss of reason yet deserving
of humane treatment. This was far superior to Roman practice.
The first psychiatric hospital was founded in Baghdad in
705. Over decades and centuries others followed throughout
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the Islamic world. Islamic practices varied as views melded
with local traditions. Some cultures, such as the Berber in
Morocco, believed in animism and sorcery. They considered
mental illness to be possession by a spirit (djin), either good
or bad. Ridding evil required exorcism, including beatings.

Madness during the Middle Ages in Europe was met with
a mixture of attributions and treatments, many abusive and
torturous, though some less dire.
Christian theology endorsed a variety of therapies. The
depressed were estranged from God, for which fasting and
prayer was the proper treatment. The violently insane were
possessed by Satan, whereupon the extremes of exorcism
were called for.
Although mental disorders were often attributed by
clergy to sinful ways, more mundane causes were considered,
including poor diet, alcoholism, overwork, and grief. 13thcentury French Franciscan friar Bartholomeus Anglicus suggested that the depressed listen to music.
Consistent with earlier times, lunatics were often cared
for by family. The tradition of sometimes treating hallucinations as visions and spiritual insights was also maintained.
As the Age of Enlightenment dawned, and its sun of reason supposedly shone, the mentally ill in Europe and America were imprisoned, often with delinquents, vagrants, and
the handicapped. Those considered deranged were typically
chained to the walls of dungeons.
The insane were typically viewed as insensitive, wild animals. Torture was seen as therapeutic. Madhouse owners
were known to boast of their skill with the whip.
 Dorothea Dix 

During the mid-19th century, American activist Dorothea Dix tirelessly lobbied for decent
treatment of the mentally disabled. She started
in Massachusetts in the early 1840s, where the
mentally ill of all ages and both sexes were incarcerated with criminals but treated even worse:
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left naked in the dark without heat or bathrooms. This was
typical of treatment in the United States at the time.
Over the next 40 years Dix was able to make a difference.
32 state hospitals were established thanks to her activism.
The culmination of Dix's work was legislation passed by
Congress that would have committed federal funds to help
the mentally disabled. President Franklin Pierce vetoed the
bill in 1854, with the position that the federal government
should do nothing for social welfare: an optional responsibility he thought best left to the states.

By the late 1800s the popular expectation was that hospitals and humane treatment for the mentally ill would be
curative. This did not prove out. State hospitals became overcrowded dumping grounds. Mental institutions became a
parallel prison system, where keeping control became paramount.
Indecent custodial care and medical experimentation continued for decades. By the 1930s, patients in the United
States were variously lobotomized, infected with malaria, repeatedly put into insulin-induced comas, drugged, and given
electrical shocks.
In Nazi Germany, institutionalized mental patients were
sterilized, and over 200,000 euthanized. German psychiatrists willingly participated without needing to be formally
ordered to do so. This program became a blueprint for the
later annihilation of Jews, homosexuals, and other undesirables within reach of the Third Reich.

Modern psychiatry has regressed back to the 19th century,
when the predominant view of mental disorders was that they
were either hereditary or due to brain disease. Despite evidence
to the contrary, modern psychology suggests that the psyche
does not induce emotional states like anxiety and depression,
and prefers to view them as chemically caused. ~ American
physician John Sarno in the 21st century
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 United States 
The jails have become the de facto mental institutions.
~ Esteban Gonzalez, president of the American Jail Association, in 2013

In 1946, President Harry Truman signed the National
Mental Health Act to help the mentally disabled veterans
who served in the 2nd World War, of which there were hundreds of thousands: enough of a social problem that the authorities were alarmed. This was the federal government's
first foray into social assistance for the mentally ill.
The law established the National Institute of Mental
Health (NIMH), which funded psychological research with a
$1.5 billion budget by 2010. NIMH's mission is "to transform
the understanding and treatment of mental illnesses through
basic and clinical research, paving the way for prevention,
recovery, and cure."
In 1955 US state mental institutions housed 560,000 patients. By 1977 budgetary considerations had cut that number to 160,000. Mental illness was criminalized when acted
out or otherwise ignored by the state.
Institutionalization typically remained forced imprisonment. The 1999 Supreme Court Olmstead ruling gave incarcerated patients a somewhat improved legal opportunity to
seek community-based treatment. The Olmstead decision
was not enforced by the Republicans in power, as pointed out
by President Barak Obama's 2008 initiative to correct the situation. 75% of nearly 600 federal investigations found civilrights violations. At least 20 states negotiated settlements
with the Justice Department: settlements which did nothing
to improve the situation.
Government budget cuts for mental health treatment has
meant that more mentally disturbed people are imprisoned
rather than given appropriate care. The percentage of mentally ill in prisons throughout the US grew from 0.7% in 1880
to 5% in 1987 to 21% in 2005. That percentage continued to
rise in the 2110s as psychiatric hospitals and other mentalhealth facilities closed throughout the country.
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Society was horrified to warehouse people in state hospitals,
but we have no problem with warehousing them in jails and
prisons. ~ Thomas Dart, sheriff of Cook County

Cook County jail, which covers the Chicago area, is exemplary. Effectively, the jail is one of the largest mental institutions in the country: housing up to 2,500 inmates diagnosed
as sick in the head. They wind up there because they cause a
public disturbance and there is nowhere else to put them.
~5% of American adults are mentally disabled. They live
on urban streets, scrounging in dumpsters for food scraps.
Having nowhere else to go, many repeatedly commit nuisance crimes which land them in jail, where they have a relatively safe place to sleep, regular meals, and may receive
medication.
The mentally ill in jails and prisons throughout the US
cost $100,000 a year or more to keep per person: an estimated
$9 billion total in 2013. If they were instead in supportive
environments, that cost would be 5 times lower: less than
$20,000. Such consideration would require sanity from a society which shows no sign of it.
The Veterans Health Administration is the United
States' largest integrated health care system, serving 9 million veterans in 2018. Its facilities are overwhelmed with
erstwhile warriors seeking help for mental problems. Severely understaffed, therapeutic treatment consists largely of
prescribing mind-dulling psychoactive drugs.

There is a worldwide pandemic of mental illness. Societal
response has generally been consistent with historical indifference to abusive contempt.
Government investment and development assistance for
mental health remain pitifully small. Human rights violations
and abuses persist in many countries, with large numbers of
people locked away in mental institutions or prisons, or living
on the streets, often without legal protection. ~ Indian psychologist Vikram Patel, as part of the 2018 Lancet Commission
report on global mental health
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 Synopsis 
Historically, psychology and philosophy have been intertwined. Pythagoras, Plato, Aristotle, and others, including
early Christian and Muslim scholars, believed the mind to be
the window to the soul. Beyond that their thoughts were
muddled. Though tending toward energyism by regarding abstractions as absolute truths, these natural philosophers
rarely discounted the actuality of physicality for lack of being
able to explain materiality as an illusion.* This defaulted
them to dualism.
Dualism is the everyday experience of distinctly possessing a mind and a body. Descartes assumed dualism, as
do many modern psychologists, who give the nature of mindbody connectivity scant contemplation.
Another school of thought was more sure minded in taking a physiological approach. Democritus laid the foundation
for matterism with his atomic hypothesis, which Galileo revived, and Hobbes forwarded.
Leibniz annunciated a neutral monism via God-given
monads. Berkeley posited a deistic idealism. Existence as
ethereal mystically flowered with Jungian archetypes and
the collective unconscious. But these were brief, rather bizarre blips in an inexorable trend toward matterism. Failure
to explain biology left the musings of immaterialists quizzical.
In the early 18th century, David Hartley anticipated
physiological psychology. The quackery of Franz Gall's early
19th-century phrenology popularized it.
The growing strength of Hume's empirical approach to
psychology as a science sealed the fate of how mentation
came to be considered. Behaviorists declared the mind a
fabrication of the brain. In utterly failing to address
mentation behaviorism became for many too radical a
denouement – but the sentiment stuck.

* Energyism is the monistic doctrine that the perceived world is a
figment of the mind: a phenomenal system of concepts.
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Though Freud made the single biggest splash in the history of psychology, the psychologist with the greatest lasting
influence was William James. His functional approach to
psychology sidestepped physiology altogether. It was James'
indifferent paradigm that allowed modern psychologists to
productively ignore the mind-body problem.
James was influenced by Darwin, whose vacuous "natural selection" became the dominant idea behind evolutionary
biology. Coupling James' functionalism with Darwinism led
to evolutionary psychology, which posited the origination of
behaviors and mental states in genes: a myth with no factual
foundation, and thus ribald pseudoscience masquerading as
science.
Whereas behaviorists had failed to secure consensus
about matterism geneticists succeeded. Experiments with
fruit flies and honeybees demonstrated links between genes
and behavior, as did analyses of human behaviors by way of
hormone production encoded by DNA. That there was an inexplicable chasm between mental effect and supposed physical cause did not seem to bother evolutionary psychologists.
With evolutionary psychology in place, cross-connecting
biology to the social sciences, it is now possible to provide
conceptually integrated analyses. ~ Leda Cosmides, John
Tooby, & Jerome Barkow

Evolutionary psychology considers mentotype an adaptive product from physical causes.* There are deeper aspects
of the mind that have profound implications, and which genetics and matter-based evolutionary mechanics cannot explain. The matterist perspective – that the brain conjures the
mind – cannot account for consciousness, or why the mind
works as it does. The inherent, intractable problems are
simply ignored because matterist theorists don't have a clue.
Our own consciousness is a product of our brains. We don't
understand how the mind works. ~ Steven Pinker

* The psychological constitution of an organism is its mentotype.
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Incomprehension about the nature of the mind facilitates
mental illness, which is ubiquitous. Treatment of those debilitated by mental illness is typically shoddy, in part because
the mind is not understood by the Collective, including psychologists; and, most poignantly, because compassion is
sorely lacking. Woeful ignorance and social indifference
demonstrate how widespread mental illness really is.

 Emotion 
When a man is prey to his emotions, he is not his own master.
~ Baruch Spinoza

A feeling is a perceptual reaction to an environmental or
mental stimulus. A feeling develops into a more sustained
emotion via emotive cognition, which is appraisal of a situation based upon one's empathic temperament and experience, absent indifferent reason as the prime assessor.
All our reasoning ends in surrender to feeling. ~ French polymath Blaise Pascal
Whereas feelings are transitory emotions are remembered in the context in which they arise. This owes to reveling
in the stimulation that an emotion provides. Emotional sustain is a product of evocative desire, irrespective of emotive
content or the object of desire.
Emotions express affiliative identity. Cognized reaction
to an object or situation bifurcates in a way that emotively
translates into affinity or rejection.
The emotions and their physical expressions tell us how the
mind is acting and reacting in a situation it interprets as favorable or unfavorable. ~ Alfred Adler
Positive emotions come from identifying with the object
of perception. This is affirmatively felt as an attachment.
Conversely, dislike arises with what one cannot identify
with, leading to repulsion.
There are no neutral emotions. Emotions are inherently
a valenced affect: either positive or negative. Either way,
physiological arousal accompanies emotions, correlated in intensity. As such, emotions are readily transmitted through
nonverbal communication.
The emotions are not merely a psychological but also a physiological subject, for they act upon the body with remarkable,
often dangerous power. ~ Johann Friedrich Herbart

Through experience emotions coalesce about sensate objects or contexts, engendering an emotional complex. Beyond
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polarity, emotions in an emotional complex may be both positive and negative: what is commonly called mixed emotions.
Mixed emotion complexes are particularly compelling, especially if the object of them is one of continuing association.
The combination of affinity and rejection in an unresolved
state especially excites the mind, as it invokes intractable
problem-solving. Objects of mixed emotion are often objects
of fascination.
Motivationally, emotions are a 2-faced coin: love and lack
thereof. The edge of the coin is fascination, which is the attraction of unresolved interest – the kissing cousin to curiosity. Whereas inquisitiveness is instinctual intellect tickled by
the desire to understand, fascination is emotion tethered to
an object of attraction. Curiosity is sated by comprehension.
In contrast, fascination easily lingers past understanding: a
perpetual emotion machine of titillation.
Eventually the mind renders a judgment of affinity or repulsion to an object of mixed emotions, even as the emotional
mixture may linger. This conflict is resolved either rationally,
with regard to healthy self-interest, or emotively, when the
emotive stimulation proves particularly pungent.

Emotions are an evolutionary mechanism for memory retention, and a deceptive tool of the mind to have one invest
in the illusion of material existence: to believe that actuality
is reality (naïve realism).
Human emotions are no different than other animals.
They emanate from the same sources: ecological and social
interactions.
The environment has a significant impact on emotions.
Light is exemplary: positive people are more optimistic on
sunny days, whereas a bright day depresses those prone to
gloom.
Human beings start to couple phenomena and feelings at the
very beginning of life. Even infants only days old react to sensations emotionally. ~ American psychiatrist Stanley Greenspan
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It is likely that all organisms, and perhaps even cells,
have emotions or their analogue, as the need for selective
memory retention is selfsame.

Throughout life, sensory experience of the world comes
with emotive labels attached. These tags provide the index
by which memories are formed and learning performed.
Early experiences of emotional abuse or confusion, especially associated with parents, sow the potential for psychological problems throughout life. Such negativity can be
carried to future generations.
Traumatic experiences in childhood can alter behavioural responses and increase the risk for psychopathologies across life,
not only in the exposed individuals but also in their progeny.
~ Swiss behavioral zoologist Isabelle Mansuy

Emotions serve as an instinctual determinant of episodic
memory. Emotionally charged experiences are remembered,
whereas the mundane is easily forgotten.
The essential difference between emotion and reason is that
emotion leads to action while reason leads to conclusions.
~ Canadian neurologist Donald Calne
Emotions create a focal context to a situation. Emotions
provoke signification: an assessment of meaning.
When the emotional takeaway from an event is strong,
conceptual conveyance is weakened. The dominant import of
an event tends to be either emotional or intellectual, with
emotion holding the trump card.

Negative emotions tend to be more stimulating than positive ones. Those who accept such emotions often hold onto
them because they are excitatory.
The strangest and most fantastic fact about negative emotions
is that people actually worship them. ~ Russian esotericist P.D.
Ouspensky
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In contrast, purely positive emotions are merely pleasant.
Enthusiasm is not an emotional state so much as a mental
construct with emotive overtones.
Emotions bind the mind to the body, creating a cohesive
unit. In the instance of negative emotions, response time
quickens. Mind-body accord is epitomized by adrenalized reaction in dire circumstances.
The power of negative emotions owes to their evolutionary value. Strong feelings instantaneously focus attention,
form the basis for decisive action, and prepare the body to act
out a decision. Fear is the leading edge of the survival instinct.

Let's not forget that the little emotions are the great captains
of our lives and we obey them without realizing it. ~ Dutch
painter Vincent Van Gogh

Emotions of every stripe can be psychologically potent.
All keenly felt emotions tax the system, even those that are
most rewarding.
Nothing vivifies, and nothing kills, like the emotions.
~ French Catholic parish priest Joseph Roux
By their power of influence all emotions alter perception
and cloud cognition. Their indulgence is a statement of character as much is the inclination to the poles of positivity or
negativity in emotive appreciation.
The world is a tragedy to those who feel, but a comedy to
those who think. ~ English historian Horace Walpole

2 emotional charges propel humans through life: desire
and fear. Desire involves the expectation of a positive emotional return: momentary gratification. Fear aims at avoiding a negative outcome and its fallout. Whereas desire is
enthusiasm for an anticipated moment, fear flows from
memory of the past.
Biases and decisions are emotional experiences. From
them we try to steer away from trouble and toward a spot of
satisfaction.
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 Positive Emotions 
The secret of life is never to have an emotion that is unbecoming. ~ Irish writer and poet Oscar Wilde

Potent positive emotions may be anticipated but they can
never be convincingly cajoled, unlike negative emotions,
which can be willfully aroused. A pleasant memory – nostalgia – is a modest emotional moment, whereas emotively negative recall can kindle an emotional fire.
Positive emotions warm with satisfaction. In contrast,
negative emotions are bitter and corrosive, leaving one either
hot or cold.

 Happiness 
Happiness doesn't depend on the actual number of blessings
we manage to scratch from life, only our attitude toward them.
~ Russian historian and novelist Alexander Solzhenitsyn

Happiness is a generalized feeling of well-being.* Unlike
other emotions, happiness is not directed toward objects or
events, but instead is a mood.

Social psychologists long reported that conservatives
were happier than liberals: an inscrutable finding given that
conservatism is founded in fear (uncertainty avoidance). Instead, conservatives are simply more likely to report being
happy – what psychologists call self-enhancement: evaluating
oneself in an unrealistically positive manner. Self-enhancement is motivational and helps maintain self-esteem. It becomes particularly prominent in situations where one feels
threatened, including facing failure or blows to one's self-esteem. In sum, conservatives are, at their best, merrily delusional. Chronic fear warps the mind in subtle ways.
* Though happiness and bliss are similar, happiness feels energetic, whereas bliss is passively contented. Bliss emerges as a blip
of fortified connectivity with the unitary field of Ĉonsciousness.
Happiness also involves this connectivity, but happiness is an expression of vitality: a positive impulse of the life force (lengyre).
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Research suggesting that political conservatives are happier
than political liberals has relied exclusively on self-report
measures of subjective well-being. This finding is fully mediated
by conservatives' self-enhancing style of self-report. Relative to
conservatives, liberals more frequently used positive emotional
language in their speech and smiled more intensely and genuinely in photographs. ~ American social psychologist Peter
Ditto et al

 Love 
There is only one kind of love, but there are a thousand different versions. ~ French author François de La Rochefoucauld

Love is an especially intoxicating emotion, albeit characterized by reserve. True love does not grasp, takes no possession, has no hold over its owner. It is merely admiration and
appreciation for the existence of its object.
Appreciation, not possession, makes a thing ours. ~ American novelist Marty Rubin
The display of affection is the engine of all positive relationships, just as the expression of emotive empathy is the
basis for trust. The foundation for human sociality is rooted
in communication of these positive emotions.
A friend is someone who knows all about you and still loves
you. ~ American writer Elbert Hubbard
Embracing the power of affinity, love is the most cherished emotion. Its pursuit is behind all meaningful social endeavors. Other emotions may be adjudged by their degrees of
distance from love.
Life is love and love is life. What keeps the body together but
love? What is desire but love of the self? What is fear but the
urge to protect? And what is knowledge but the love of truth?
The means and forms may be wrong, but the motive behind is
always love – love of the me and the mine. The me and the
mine may be small, or may explode and embrace the universe,
but love remains. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
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 Empathy 
The great gift of human beings is that we have the power of
empathy. ~ American actress Meryl Streep

Empathy has 2 aspects: emotional and rational.
Emotive empathy comes in understanding the emotional
expression of another. This empathy involves emotional identification, though does not imply affinity. One may be empathic without sharing the emotion, even in the context of
projecting oneself into the same situation.
By contrast, sympathy engages emotional affinity in witnessing a situation of suffering. Sympathy is an empathic
projection of imagined pain.
The rational side of empathy is understanding another's
point of view, irrespective of emotional context. Rational empathy differs from empathizing emotionally.
Though personal perspectives are invariably emotively
based, rational empathy focuses on the cognitive aspect of an
individual appreciating a certain knowledge base: how one
looks at a situation given the information available. Via rational empathy a person can understand how someone else
may view events or contexts from a different perspective.
This is mind perception in action.*
The youngest children have a great capacity for empathy and
altruism. ~ Alison Gopnik
As social creatures our capacity for empathy is innate.
Emotional empathy is typically exhibited during the 2nd year
of life.
Rational empathy requires the development of certain
cognitive faculties, particularly theory of mind and emotive
empathy, without which understanding others' motivations
is hopeless. By presenting interpersonal relations as abstracted dynamics, reading literary fiction helps sharpen
one's mentalizing.

* Mind perception and mentalizing are synonyms for inferring the
mental states of others.
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Empathy is easily the most employable emotion. Its social
utility cannot be understated. In understanding a variety of
worldviews different from one's own, rational empathy is the
tool to deciphering others' minds.
Human morality is unthinkable without empathy. ~ Dutch
ethologist Frans de Waal

 Compassion 
Our human compassion binds us the one to the other.
~ South African politician Nelson Mandela

Compassion is empathic caring based upon identification
with the target of the emotion. One may be empathic yet indifferent. Compassion engages the emotions in a motivating
way.
True compassion means not only feeling another's pain, but
also being moved to help relieve it. ~ American psychologist
Daniel Goleman
All religions make much of compassion. There is much
personal satisfaction to be had in helping others.
The exercise of compassion opens one to a world larger
than oneself, and so enlarges one's worldview. Human societies would be much different if compassion was an operative
universal value rather than merely the lip service it so often
gets.
Compassion is the basis of all morality. ~ German philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer
A system of morality which is based on relative emotional
values is a mere illusion, a thoroughly vulgar conception which
has nothing sound in it and nothing true. ~ Socrates

 Negative Emotions 
All emotions are pure which gather you and lift you up; that
emotion is impure which seizes only one side of your being and
so distorts you. ~ Bohemian Austrian poet Rainer Maria Rilke

Negative emotions encompass both attraction and repulsion. Regardless, every negative emotion carries the seed for
a spiral toward mental illness.
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Negative emotions flow from a lack of contentment. Interpersonally, negative emotions are the antithesis of empathy.
It is a common perspective, even among psychologists,
that negative emotions can be powerful motivators for good,
if properly channeled. That viewpoint is the metaphorical
equivalent to trying to sew a silk purse from a sow's ear – like
telling an alcoholic that he needs to learn to drink in moderation.
Negative emotions are spiritual poison. The remedy is realizing that all emotions are meritless: that placing value in
emotions is animalistic in the worst way. From that perspective feelings are properly understood as transitory biological
phenomena that deserve all the treatment of an itch one
shouldn't scratch. To embrace negative emotions is to willingly be a prisoner of the mind's nefariousness.

 Fear 
The strongest emotion is fear, and the strongest fear is of the
unknown. ~ American author H.P. Lovecraft

Fear is the strongest negative emotion, and the most primal. Fear instigates an instantaneous survival response.
People react to fear, not love. ~ American politician Richard
Nixon
Revulsion is the backhand of fear. Condemnation is the
cognitive equivalent of fear.
Only when we are no longer afraid do we begin to live.
~ American journalist Dorothy Thompson

 Sadness 
Sadness is always the legacy of the past; regrets are pains of
the memory. ~ Anonymous

If vocabulary truly expressed the wealth of human emotional experience, sadness would proliferate in dictionaries.
Sadness has such a rich variety and history to have earned
an abiding place in philosophy, psychology, religion, economics, and as a driving engine in the arts.
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Both the ancient Greek Stoics and Buddha ascribed sadness as arising from unfilled desire, concluding that if desire
were quelled contentment would be within reach. By the time
materialism had sunk into the marrow of civilization the idea
of deserting sadness by detachment had itself been abandoned. French existentialist philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre
was typical in attributing sadness to wanting, which was, he
supposed, part and parcel of the human experience.
The existence of desire as a human fact is sufficient to prove
that human reality is a lack. ~ Jean-Paul Sartre
Freud attributed all melancholia not to something missing, but to loss. Suckered successors in his wake carried the
theme.
Depression is the flaw in love. To be creatures who love, we
must be creatures who can despair at what we lose, and depression is the mechanism of that despair. ~ American writer Andrew Solomon

Sadness is the emotion that most easily lingers; pooling
into depression from indulging the mind in its imagined loss.
In contrast, boredom is banished in an instant; swept away
by interested attention.
Rumination is the central determinant of why some emotions
last longer than others. Emotions associated with high levels of
rumination will last longest. ~ Dutch psychologist Philippe
Verduyn

The Judeo-Christian tradition puts sorrow and suffering
as the price paid for displeasing God. This guilt trip is especially well known to Catholics.

 Guilt & Shame 
Guilt has very quick ears to an accusation. ~ English novelist
Henry Fielding

Guilt and shame are respectively the private and public
peas in the same emotional pod. Both are evolutionary artifacts of being social creatures.
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Guilt is the internal recognition of a moral violation. Guilt
is married to remorse, which is the emotional facet of regret.
Regret may take the public form of apology.
Shame is the public conveyance of guilt, extending from
act to persona.
While guilt is a painful feeling of regret and responsibility for
one's actions, shame is a painful feeling about oneself as a person. ~ American psychologists Merle Fossum & Marilyn Mason
The lack of empathy that characterizes psychopathy
means that the psychopathic are unburdened by guilt and
shame. Whatever boon that may seem, psychopathy is small
compensation for having humanity at large as a perpetual
reference-group.
Whatever is begun in anger ends in shame. ~ American author Benjamin Franklin

 Anger 
Frustration is the father of anger, provoked by feeling of
loss of control over something to which one is emotionally engaged.
It is the clash between desire and fear that causes anger,
which is the great destroyer of sanity in life. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Anger is fear dressed in offense.
The angry people are those people who are most afraid.
~ American psychologist Robert Anthony
Anger can be instantaneous reaction, or it may rise like
emotional magma. In other words, anger may be reflexive or
cognitively cooked.
When anger rises, think of the consequences. ~ Confucius
As with fear, anger is especially corrosive, feasting on the
quality of one's life; but, whereas fear shutters aggression,
anger is its kindling.
Anger dwells only in the bosom of fools. ~ German theoretical physicist Albert Einstein
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 Disgust 
All disgust is originally disgust at touching. ~ German philosopher Walter Benjamin

Disgust is a cognitive emotion, not primal. Infants may
be instinctually repulsed by an object when it appears to present a danger or otherwise is not appealing, but that is not
disgust. Children do not grasp the meaning of an adult's facial display of disgust until about age 5; before then, disgust
looks like anger.
Disgust is acquired with experience. Disgust often develops from social distaste. Disgust is often cultural, in that the
accepted practices of some societies are disgusting to others.
Humans are not the only ones who experience disgust.
Animals evolved a system to protect against health threats:
the adaptive system of disgust. ~ French Iranian primatologist
Cecile Sarabian
Disgust drives one away from those whose opinions are
morally repugnant. Political thought is loaded with disgust.
Disgust serve biology in contamination avoidance. The
strong impulse in response to disgust is to cleanse oneself.
But the incitation provoked by disgust can carry too far.
Women who are sexually assaulted badly want to scrub off
the attack: 25% continue to wash excessively up to 3 months
afterwards.
Disgust is a formula for pathology. Sexually abused children often feel that they can never wash off what was done
to them. When that occurs, their psychological troubles are
unending.
As a social force disgust drive manners. Social etiquette
evolved as a means of disgust avoidance. By adhering to convention, one may ingratiate.
Disgust shadows desire. ~ American songwriter Robert
Wells

 Hate 
Hatred is the anger of the weak. ~ French novelist Alphonse
Daudet
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The pitch-black opposite of love is hate, which is a puissant brew of fear and loathing. Hate is the ultimate emotional irony: attachment to an object of disgust. That makes
hate the stupidest of emotions. No intelligent creature carries
hate. Those who bellow its sounds deserve a deaf ear to its
substance, steady condemnation in response, and compassion for the abject ignorance displayed.
Darkness cannot drive out darkness; only light can do that.
Hate cannot drive out hate; only love can do that. ~ American
Baptist minister and civil-rights leader Martin Luther King, Jr.

 Lust 
Of all the worldly passions, lust is the most intense. All other
worldly passions seem to follow in its train. ~ Buddha

The emotion of love is utterly non-sexual: love is admiration. In contrast, lust is intense carnal desire.
Other than being affinitive, the possessive nature of lust
puts it at considerable remove from love. Whereas love is the
most positive of emotions, lust is the intimate sister to greed.
In love the other is important; in lust you are important.
~ Indian guru Rajneesh
Owing to its feel-good power, lust is the by far the most
popular of negative emotions. Lust slithers under the banner
of passion, which is the generalized desire for animal satisfaction, geared up by adrenaline, aspiring a dopamine remedy.

 Greed 
It is not the man who has little, but he who desires more that
is poor. ~ Roman philosopher Seneca

Greed is desire amplified: the inevitable mental product
of embracing materialism. As materialism is culturally engendered, so too greed. Capitalism is a fertile breeding
ground for greed.
In one having no regard for material goods beyond financial security, entertainment, and personal comfort, greed
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finds no ground in which to sprout. In such a person, contentment crowds out the prospect of greed.
When morality comes up against profit, it is seldom that profit
loses. ~ American politician Shirley Chisholm

 Jealousy & Envy 
Jealousy and envy spring from comparing our lot in life with
that of others. ~ American psychologist Dan Ariely

Jealousy and envy are the opposite sides of a petty coin
minted by social avarice. Both emotions promote malicious
glee. An envious or jealous person positively enjoys hurting
the object of its attention, or when the object suffers misfortune: schadenfreude.
Jealousy lives upon suspicion; and it turns into a fury or ends
as soon as it passes from suspicion to certainty. ~ François de
La Rochefoucauld
Whereas jealousy is typically based upon a sense of personal possessiveness, envy may be more abstract. People who
identify with a particular group, such as a sports team, company, or nation, feel schadenfreude when the rival of that
group suffers a mishap which lowers its standing.

 Embarrassment 
To be embarrassed is to be placed in a temporary state of suspension by the unwanted scrutiny – sometimes critical, often
not – of others. It is to be involuntarily placed at the epicentre
of a particular social moment. ~ English cultural historian Stuart
Walton

Embarrassment arises from an awareness of a social fact
in which one is riding colliding head-on with a sense of propriety. Darwin rightly pointed out that embarrassment is an
emotion that feeds upon itself.
Canadian American sociologist Erving Goffman suggested that blushing and other signs of embarrassment are
an evolutionary adaptation which serves as a nonverbal apology, as well as an indirect statement of moral worth. Lack of
appropriate embarrassment suggests sociopathy.
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Embarrassment demonstrates that an individual is at least disturbed by the fact and may prove worthy at another time.
~ Erving Goffman

 Emotional Complexes 
Most people value their emotions. This can do nothing but
cause problems.
As creatures of habit, people easily fall into mental and
behavioral patterns which are emotively based. A habit may
either be a means to achieve a certain emotional state or to
avoid it. The wellspring of such a pattern is an emotional
complex.
Emotions can make such a strong impression as to warp
the minds of those who hold on to them. These are typically
termed psychological complexes, as their effects are debilitating; but the root of such complexes is emotional.
Persecution delusion is one of the more common psychological complexes: someone feeling intensely stressed and
thwarted in achievement or expression begins to believe that
others are out to hurt them.
Inferiority and superiority complexes are also fairly common. Those who feel inferior believe there is something fundamentally wrong with them. Self-loathing sets in.
Conversely, those with a superiority complex compensate
for deep feelings of inferiority by convincing themselves, and
commonly proclaiming to others, their superiority.
We should not be astonished if in the cases where we see an
inferiority complex, we find a superiority complex more or less
hidden. On the other hand, if we inquire into a superiority complex and study its continuity, we can always find a more or less
hidden inferiority complex. ~ Alfred Adler
There are numerous psychological complexes which manifest depending upon the temperament and environment of
the individual. All are manifestations of mental illness,
rooted in firm belief in the machinations of the mind, beginning with embracing emotions.
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 Synopsis 
Emotion has the capacity to transform us profoundly. In different affective states, it is almost as if we are different people.
~ American economist George Loewenstein

➢ A feeling is a perceptual reaction, often ecologically invoked. A feeling cognitively evolves into a more sustained
emotion by disregarding rational indifference.
➢ Whereas feelings are transitory, emotions are remembered in the context in which they arise. Similar situations are likely to evoke selfsame emotions. By this habits
and emotional complexes form.
Thought is driven by emotion. ~ Edward O. Wilson

➢ Emotions yoke awareness to the mind-body. Attachment
to emotions is bondage to spiritual ignorance, and a steppingstone to mental illness.
Cognition is never isolated from emotion. Emotion slants
every thought we have and does so largely outside of consciousness. ~ American psychologist Lisa Cohen

 The Mind 
The mind is everything. ~ Buddha

The mind is the intangible instrument of intelligence: an
often-enigmatic gyre, furnishing the basis for behavior
through its filtered worldview. The mind is the energetic engine of individual life: the interpreter of sensation, the fabricator of actuality, the constructor of concepts, beliefs, hopes,
and fears, and the tool of all crafts.
Actually, there are no minds. The term mind is a label of
misdirection – a fallacy of object orientation for the process
of mentation. Consider the mind as a processor without substance, albeit inextricably and inexplicably linked to a body's
physiology.
Mind and consciousness are not things but processes. ~ Austrian American system theorist Fritjof Capra & Italian chemist
Pier Luigi Luisi
Daydreams and dreaming illustrate that the mind fabricates of its own volition. Even in the waking state, what phenomenally appears is a phantasmagoric multimedia display
sewn from disparate ongoing sensations into a consistent fabric.
We consider as "real" anything that is perceptible to the
senses, and yet every imaginable thing that is sensorially perceptible must pass through an interpretation by the mind before
it is cognized. If whatever is sensorially perceptible is only an
appearance, where then is the reality of the physical form which
seems so very real and tangible? ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

 Of Two Minds 
There are 2 distinguishable agencies from which
thoughts arise. One, willmind, is the imminently useful tool
which is esteemed as mental acumen. The other, nattermind,
is a nuisance disguised as a personal guide.
As the vehicle of comprehension and problem-solving,
willmind is mental power under supposed volition. Willmind
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Mentation

Nattermind
Daydream
Reminisce
Believe
Worry
Emote

Willmind
Perceive
Assign Meaning
Categorize

Memory
Recall

Identify
Sensate
(symbolize)

Think
Decide

Store

Judge
Reason

Remember

Imagine

is at work while concentrating on the environment in the moment or at a task at hand. In translating mental intent,
willmind affords the generation of expressive communication.
Nattermind is the woodpecker on the lumber of mentation. It is the voice of distraction, doubt, and distress: a deceiver by its nagging worries and schemes.
Nattermind binds awareness to the mind-body. In doing
so, nattermind creates the duplicity of duality: that one is an
individual self in a physical world. This is nattermind's ultimate intent: to create the illusion of self and duality so as to
rule over its subject.
The world is vast and strange, but no vaster and no stranger
than our minds are. ~ Ursula Le Guin
Nattermind is a restless beast, itself relentlessly seeking
entertainment in the form of speculation. In most people, nattermind constantly attempts to intrude into awareness with
its prattle. Worry is nattermind's favorite pastime.
The mind is its own place, and in itself can make a heaven of
hell, a hell of heaven. ~ English poet John Milton in Paradise
Lost (1667)
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Nattermind's incessancy is troubling for 95% of the population. Most people are discomforted in sitting idle, letting
their own minds prey upon them.
We lack a comfort in just being alone with our thoughts.
We're constantly looking to the external world for some sort of
entertainment. ~ American psychologist Malia Mason
Nattermind and willmind point out the manifold nature
of the mind as receiver, deceiver, and deliverer. In ignorance
the mind is given free rein. By contrast, the road to enlightenment is a discipline: consigning the mind to a mere utility
by banishing nattermind.

 Consciousness 
Consciousness provides the platform for a living entity's
awareness: the intangible chalk board upon which the mind
writes. Consciousness provides the capability of witnessing
the mind's musings, and so is the vehicle for introspection.
Consciousness takes precedence over everything, including
physical reality itself. ~ Dutch psychologist Frederick Aardema
Awareness is the power of perceptiveness. The baseline
level of awareness varies considerably among people. In most
people, nattermind is incessantly active while awake. This
internal chatter degrades attention to the environment, both
of internal dynamics and the outside world. A quieter mind
affords being in the moment, and so allows a greater apprehension of what goes on within and without.


Selective Attention



Conscious attention is highly selective. Selective attention
means that at every moment our awareness is focused on a
tiny facet of all that we experience.
Selective attention develops with maturity. In contrast,
children's attention is more diffuse. This means they may
perceive what adults miss.
Children don't focus their attention as well as adults. They
end up noticing and remembering more. ~ Russian psychologist Vladimir Sloutsky
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The ability to focus attention allows greater concentration on tasks. By taking in more information, children's' distributed attention better facilitates learning. The
selectiveness of attention is age appropriate.
Despite the bottleneck of selective attention, we intuitively intake much of what is going on around us. Some of
this may surface from the subconscious later, sometimes
without our knowing.
In one experiment women listened through headphones
to a prose passage played in one ear. Their task was to repeat
the passage verbatim out loud and check it against a written
transcript. While the passage was playing in one ear, novel
melodies played in the other ear, loud enough to be heard;
but the women were absorbed in their prose exercise.
When the women later heard a variety of tunes – some of
the ones previously played among new ones – they did not
recognize any of them. Nonetheless, when asked to rate how
much they liked each tune, they preferred the ones previously played. Their preference was for familiarity which they
could not consciously recall.
As conscious awareness is quite limited, selective attention is essential. Imagine hearing 2 simultaneous conversations, one in each ear, then having to repeat the message
conveyed in only 1 ear: it's difficult in demanding concentration but doable. The cocktail party effect is the ability to selectively attend to a single voice.
At the level of conscious awareness, whatever has your attention pretty much has your undivided attention. ~ American
psychologist David Myers
The need for selective attention effectively destroys the
idea of simultaneous multitasking. Experiments demonstrate that people talking on a cell phone are slower to respond to traffic signals: a phenomenon which many drivers
have experienced in one way or another.
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 The Subconscious 
What we are conscious of is constructed out of what we are
not conscious of – that our whole knowledge is made up of the
unknown and the incognisable. ~ Scottish metaphysician
William Hamilton

A single conscious stream – cognition – may hold one's
attention at any moment. Meanwhile, the mind processes
multiple threads below the threshold of instant awareness.
This dynamo below is the subconscious.
Thoughts come to conscious attention based upon subconscious prioritization of what is the most stimulating to the
mind among the menu of immediate concern. A subconscious
stream surfaces into conscious awareness if sufficient stimulus prompts attention, or during a focal context switch,
whereby the current conscious flow of thought is temporarily
submerged or extinguished.
The contents and strength of mental imagery are influenced
by sensory-like representations that emerge spontaneously before volition. ~ Australian psychologists Roger Koenig-Robert
& Joel Pearson
The subconscious acts as a filter, bringing disposition and
personality into play. By this the subconscious introduces the
biases that predominate reasoning.
Under the false flag of intuition, the subconscious is also
a decision maker. The subconscious makes judgments in a
fraction of a second, which the conscious mind may mull and
validate at a relative snail's pace.
The conscious mind is more of an observer after the fact,
while behavior itself is usually unconsciously initiated.
~ American sociobiologist Robert Trivers
Rationality that runs against the subconscious creates a
nagging dissonance, which is apt: the subconscious is a better
decision maker than can be mustered through conscious cognition, as a greater confluence of considerations can be taken
into account.
When people deliberate before they make a decision, they
tend not to be as good as they are if they do it non-consciously.
~ Indian social psychologist Nalini Ambady
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 Freud's Consciousness Trinity 
Freud posited a triad of consciousness: the conscious, preconscious, and unconscious. His sense of the conscious was
conventional: thoughts and desires of which one is aware. Retrieving the salacious bits of what lay below was what turned
Freud's psychoanalytic crank.
In all the symptoms of all neurotic diseases, always and everywhere the meaning of the symptoms is unknown to the sufferer. Without fail, these symptoms are derivatives of
unconscious experiences which can, under various favorable
conditions, become conscious. ~ Sigmund Freud
Freud's focus on repression led to his bifurcating the subconscious into the preconscious and unconscious. Freud's preconscious comprises thoughts and desires conceived at the
unconscious, but not subject to repression, and so can become
conscious. The unconscious was Freud's netherworld of the
mind: thoughts submerged beyond access to the conscious
mind, not available for introspection, even as they influence
behavior.* Freud's "talking cure" aimed at unearthing repressed memories.

Most of your experiences are unconscious. The conscious
ones are very few. You are unaware of the fact because to you
only the conscious ones count. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

Most mental processing goes undetected, sailing the seas
of the subconscious. We are aware of only a small fraction of
the terrain that the mind traverses. The subconscious is constantly consulted, especially intensely when the cognitive
mind remains uncertain.
The conscious mind may be compared to a fountain playing
in the Sun and falling back into the great subterranean pool of
subconscious from which it rises. ~ Sigmund Freud

* The use of unconscious in Spokes is the common, non-Freudian
sense, as synonymous with subconscious (occurring below the
level of conscious thought), not in the sense of being repressed beyond retrieval.
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The reason for the subconscious is that there is simply too
much perception going on to consciously keep track of. The
subconscious is an efficiency: maintaining awareness without distraction unless a potential for danger or some desirous
object is sensed. Such a signal grabs our attention.
The subconscious also provides for a richness in mentation which could not otherwise be obtained. Nature is fond of
layered complexity.
We only notice an object once our unconscious has calculated its importance. ~ Korean-born Canadian cognitive scientist Diana Kwon
Our mental processes are largely autonomic: continuously adding sensations, processing perceptions, combing
through memories.
Reactions from social interactions while growing up yield
a sense of individuality. An identification of distinctness via
comparison to others is largely culled subconsciously from
the emotional residue of interpersonal encounters.
Most saliently, the emotions of children are keenly felt.
Subconsciously made and commonly without conscious evaluation, early impressions can be lasting.

Organisms have a sense of their body parts and movement through space: proprioception. Proprioception is constantly maintained, albeit subconsciously.
Peripheral vision, which provides part of proprioception,
is exemplary of subconscious processing. Much gaze outside
the limited focal range is unconsciously registered.* The term
subliminal is often used for this phenomenon.


Implicit Motives



Implicit motives influence successful goal pursuit and positive life outcomes through their effects on learning and memory.
~ German psychologists Oliver Schultheiss & Martin Köllner
* Owing to eye structure and placement in the head, humans have
less peripheral vision than many other animals, especially herbivores subject to predation.
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While the conscious mind has its own goals, so too the
subconscious. Dissonance between the two generates stress
and negatively affects mental health.

Attitude influences physical health as well as sense of
well-being. In an instance of self-fulfilling prophecy, how one
thinks stress affects health does so, for better or worse.

 The Power of the Mind 
The mind an ethereal organ, entwined with a physiological intelligence system; a unity posing as a duality.
Alzheimer's disease starkly illustrates how the foundation upon which the mind relies – memory – can be circumscribed by physical health. Alzheimer's ravages short-term
memory, and eventually eats away at memories of recent
years. Longer-term memories are typically retained.
Alzheimer's victims retain their personalities and cunning. Many try to disguise the extent of damage by tailoring
their conversation to avoid revealing their loss.
Just as those physically healthy can have sick minds, people may have decent mental functioning with physically deficient brains. Physiology is not necessarily psychological
destiny. Autopsies sometimes reveal the physical ravages of
Alzheimer's in people who lacked much mental diminishment.
A 48-year-old French civil servant living a normal life
went to the hospital for weakness in his left leg. Doctors
found his brain only 30% of normal size: an outcome of hydrocephalus (water on the brain).
The whole brain was reduced – frontal, parietal, temporal and
occipital lobes – on both left and right sides. These regions control motion, sensibility, language, vision, audition, and emotional and cognitive functions. ~ French neurologist Lionel
Feuillet
A Chinese woman who was slow to develop ambulatory
and language skill had trouble walking steadily most of her
life. Her pronunciation was slightly slurred. She otherwise
led a normal life. Her entire cerebellum was missing.
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As neurodegenerative diseases illustrate, changes to the
brain can influence mental function. The converse also applies.

 Barn Swallows 
Male and female North American barn
swallows with darker breast feathers have
better reproductive success because the
birds consider a dark breast an indicator
of health, and thus serves as a selector for
mating.
While ventral feather color is significantly influenced by
genetics, the color of melanin-based plumage, as in barn
swallows, is also tied to social status, and to physiological
states, such as circulating testosterone and stress level.
A bird whose feathers are artificially darkened to resemble attractive birds rapidly adopts the health of darker birds:
measurable stress level drops.
The same color manipulation induces opposite effects on
testosterone in males and females: levels go up in darkened
males, and down in spruced-up females; an enhanced health
effect in both instances.*
Birds made up to look good feel good about themselves.
What's in the mind impacts the body.

Perception involves processing multiple sensations from
different senses into a composite that represents the ongoing
experience of existence. As in comedy, timing matters.
When a person speaks, most people see and hear that person simultaneously. But some people are out of sync: they either see the lips move prior to hearing the voice or hear
people before they speak.

* What is most peculiar about this is that an altered bird cannot
see the change. Instead, the psychic and physiological changes
come via social feedback.
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How subjective timing relates to such neural timing remains
a fundamental neuroscientific and philosophical puzzle. ~ English cognitive scientist Elliot Freeman et al

Conversely, the mind affects sensation. For instance, the
type of cutlery used to eat can have a dramatic impact on how
food tastes.
An odd or unexpected experience is commonly an unpleasant one which can be felt physically. The fulfillment or
thwarting of expectations often has bodily effects.

 Psychosoma 
The mind is able to activate physical conditions. ~ Alfred
Alder

Psychosoma refers to bodily exhibitions invoked psychologically.* Emotional tears and blushing are psychosomatic:
the mind provokes a physiological response.
Psychosomatic disorder is one where a physical cause appears lacking. Fainting from an overwhelming surge of emotion is psychosomatic.
Pain is the most commonly reported psychosomatic illness, followed by fatigue and depression. But all sorts of psychosomatic symptoms have been seen, even blindness.
Though its wear eventuates in physical deterioration,
mental stress is psychosomatic. As the mind-body is a unity,
what affects the mind makes its way into bodily manifestation if a psychosomatic state is sustained. What starts as psychosomatic evolves systemically into a bodily disease.
A 1997 survey by the World Health Organization found
that 20% of medical patients worldwide suffer a psychosomatic illness. Given the dynamics of psychosoma, this is
likely an underestimation of diseases that originate within
* The noun psychosoma is derived from the adjective psychosomatic. It is odd that the English language has not had a noun for
this common and well-known phenomenon. But then, the adjective psychosomatic dates only to 1860, though psychosomatic illnesses have been known since antiquity. With its bias toward
physicality, the power of the mind has been grossly underappreciated by modern science.
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the mind. After all, if a physical "cause" is found, doctors
treat the physical symptoms, as the mental element is beyond their ken.
Even when my patients come to fully appreciate the central
element of the equation – that it is their mind that contains the
root cause of physical distress – they may be unable to accept
the reality of their own buried rage, and remain puzzled over
the fact that their own mind can make decisions of which they
are unaware. ~ American physician John Sarno
The vast majority of patients suffering under a psychosomatic illness refuse to accept that the mind is the origin, and
that there is no physical cause. As John Sarno observed,
"many are downright hostile to the idea," which speaks volumes unto itself. There is a social stigma against psychosomatic sufferers.
Much of the skepticism of psychosomatic therapy demonstrated by patients is strongly reinforced by the medical profession, including much of the psychiatry community. People
much prefer a diagnosis that suggests they can better with a
"quick fix": an injection, a medication, a manipulation, even
surgery. ~ John Sarno
Unsurprisingly, the placebo effect can exert considerable
power. Believing that one is being well-treated can be in and
of itself effective treatment. Homeopathy, which has no medical value, is often helpful simply because its takers believe
it works.

 Synopsis 
The human mind is programmed for survival, not for truth.
~ English philosopher John Gray

➢ The mind is the intangible organ that takes in the world,
providing an equal facility for knowledge and delusion.
The mind is simply the collection of impressions that have
been recorded since birth. It is occupied by thoughts which
are based upon its predominant concept. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
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➢ All that the mind conjures is a fabrication of its own violation: a mixture of perception and imagination, filtered
by biases and beliefs.
Often, we don't know why we do what we do. ~ David
Myers

➢ There are 2 functional aspects of the mind: willmind and
nattermind. Whereas willmind is volitional cognition,
nattermind is an independent agent.
Nattermind is the mind's gremlin: a restless presence,
willingly imposing itself with speculations. Worry is nattermind's favorite pastime. Those who are captive creatures of their mind suffer nattermind's predations.
Consciousness reigns but doesn't govern. ~ French poet
and philosopher Paul Valéry

➢ Consciousness is the platform for awareness. Awareness
is the perceptual quality of being in the present moment.
➢ The mental room in which awareness resides is termed
the conscious mind. But the mind does most of its work in
the vast cavern to which one is nominally unaware: the
subconscious.
➢ The mind-body is an integrated gyre; for better or worse,
one influences the other.

 Mentation 
Thinking is the desire to gain reality by means of ideas.
~ Spanish philosopher José Ortega y Gasset

Mentation is the mind at work, both consciously and subconsciously. Life presents itself as a series of puzzles which
act as fodder for mentation.
A large fraction of autonomous cognitive processes are devoted to making sense of the information we acquire, and they
do this by seeking simple descriptions of the world. ~ English
psychologist Nick Chater & George Loewenstein
The conscious aspect of cognition is a sheer sliver of the
mind's prodigious labors. The subconscious is the engine of
cognition. Cognition is the fruit of the subconscious.
Sensation, perception, and mentation all rely upon
memory. Whereas sensation and perception rely upon shortterm (working) memory, mentation is a consumer of longterm memory; hence, the fallibilities of memory are visited
upon the mind at work in various ways.
All observation is also invention. ~ German perceptual psychologist Rudolf Arnheim

 Mental Manifolds 
There are 3 nominal facets of mentation: desire, reason,
and intuition, which are respectively labeled demind,
ramind, and inmind. Bear in mind that mind is a fictitious
object-oriented label for the process of mentation. Whereas
the mind does not exist, mentation does occur.
The desirous mind – demind – inputs bodily needs and
mentally-fabricated wants. Demind is needy and greedy. Demind strongly bonds mind-body association. Demind is habit
prone and is the basis of addiction.
Emotions reinforce the demands of demind. Passion and
dread are epitomes of emotive demind.
The rational mind – ramind – is responsible for reasoning. Problem-solving is the province of ramind. The symbolic
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schemas (languages) that the mind employs in various
realms are parsed and analyzed via ramind.
Ramind performs what is generally referred to by the
catchall term cognition, which involves all 3 facets of a mind
at work.
Ramind works to satisfy demind. Such processing is commonly called cunning. Guile is demind in the driver's seat of
ramind.
Ramind applied to emotion forges emotional logic: the rationalization of emotive states, which readily manufactures
self-deception when demind is running the show.
Fear doesn't exist anywhere except in the mind. ~ American
writer Dale Carnegie
Whereas demind is reward-driven, fear readily dominates
the supposedly rational mind. In considering consequences,
ramind is risk averse. Thus, demind and ramind somewhat
balance each other, at least in normal individuals.
The intuitive mind – inmind – is the interface between an
individual consciousness and universal Ĉonsciousness.
Inmind is the interface of intuition. The only emotion associated with inmind is contentment, or its more self-centered
variant: satisfaction.*
The healthier one is, the more demind is subdued, without reference to fear; with inmind having a stronger influence. Contentment crowds out desire: one does not need
fulfillment if already feeling fulfilled.

 Desire 
We are awash in desire at virtually every waking moment.
~ American philosopher William Irvine

* Though perhaps vaguely reminiscent of Plato's triad of soul, the
demind/ramind/inmind triad of mentation is a practical device for
understanding the conflicting and confluent aspects of thought
streams. It is distinct from Freud's id/ego/superego triumvirate.
Whereas the triad of mentation is merely a functional delineation
to explain mental forces, Freud's conception was structural, and
ridiculous in its simplistic role-playing.
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The body needs sustenance, exercise, and sleep. The mind
paradoxically craves stimulation and a sense of security. The
mind-body wants comfort. These are basic biological needs
and desires. Everything else that anyone wants is a product
of social interaction.
Desire is merely the fixation of the mind on an idea.
~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Biological needs do not necessarily take precedence over
desires entirely fabricated by the mind or fostered by culture.
Social demands can be just as compelling as biological ones.
Social processes construct subjectivities not just as categories,
but at the level of individual desires. ~ Jeffrey Weeks
Achievement is a powerful motivator for many people. It
first appears around the age of 3 1/2 years, as sense of self
begins to jell. A yearning for achievement is inculcated culturally.
Desire and emotion are inexorably entangled. Desire's
impetus and its aftermath are a matter of affect.
All men should strive to learn before they die what they are
running from, and to, and why. ~ American author James Thurber
Pleasure and pain are the imagined stars by which we
navigate through the dark shoals of uncertainty to the future.
As such, desire has 2 vectors: attraction and avoidance. Both
are propelled by anticipation.
Desire is the memory of pleasure and fear is the memory of
pain. Both make the mind restless. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
The allures that draw us in promise satisfaction, however
momentary. Much human effort is expended for seconds of
pleasure.
It is hard to fight against impulsive desire; whatever it wants,
it will buy at the cost of the soul. ~ Turkish Greek philosopher
Heraclitus
In contrast to attraction, avoidance is homeostatic: we desire relief from the prospect of pain or unpleasantness. Avoidance is the desire of remedy from the expected.
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As people are generally loss-averse, avoidance is generally a more powerful motivator than attraction, but folks differ in how much fear they hold dear. A sense of inner security
lessens risk aversion.
The effect of incentives is dependent upon personal values.
~ American psychologist James Shah et al
Overarching fear also determines how a person feels
about accomplishment. People with a promotion locus are
happier when rewarded than those who are not so achievement oriented. Conversely, those focused on prevention are
more anxious when threatened than those who are not fearful. Despite individual differences, as a task becomes more
difficult, incentive reverts to baseline biology: loss avoidance
or fear of punishment trumps reward.
Modern psychology's focus on behaviors supplanted the
term desire with motivation: something that causes a person
to act in a certain way. It is a needless empirical emphasis.
Desire is the wellspring of motivation, which prompts goalseeking behavior.
A goal can play an essential role in the psychological situation without being clearly present in consciousness. ~ Kurt
Lewin
Empirical focus misses essential aspects of understanding psychology. Behaviors and the motivations associated
with them are often loosely, even obscurely, related.
Desires are products of the mind and fulfilled in the mind.
Any associated intermediate activity is merely instrumental,
as evaluation of sufficiency in achieving desire is entirely
mental. Some desires are dealt with without moving a muscle.
Little is needed to make a wise man happy, but nothing can
content a fool. That is why nearly all men are miserable.
~ François de La Rochefoucauld
Desires can be an entangled nest, with inherent conflicts.
People are only sometimes aware of these conflicts, or even
conscious of all the motivations that propel them.
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Any segment of behavior can be consciously identified in
many different ways. ~ American psychologists Robin Vallacher & Daniel Wegner

How easy something is to do has much to do with how
conscious we are of what precisely it is we think we are doing.
When actions are easy, people are only generally aware of
what is going on. When the going gets tough, awareness of
specific motivations rises.
People tend to gravitate toward a level of identification that
is warranted by the action's difficulty. ~ Robin Vallacher &
Daniel Wegner
For instance, awareness of the goal of screwing in a light
bulb becomes more exacting when the threads do not instantly align. This illustrates the boundary between conscious and subconsciously driven behavior.
The context in which an action is performed also influences the level of awareness of what is going on. In a social
situation, glib conversation takes a more reflective turn when
some feedback cue indicates that one's chat is not being wellreceived.
The immediate precursor to a behavior is a mental representation of the moment. But the mental representations
that guide action vary in conscious awareness and affect the
level of attention and control paid to an action. If a person
does not seem to know what s/he is doing, it is because the
observer is identifying the action at a level that is inapt – in
a word: clueless.
An intrinsic motivation is one where actions taken are
themselves rewarding, as the motivating desire comes from
within. An extrinsic motivation provokes behaviors in hopes
of reward.
It is of the nature of desire not to be satisfied, and most men
live only for the gratification of it. ~ Aristotle
Desire is catching. People are motivated toward what others want. This contagion is termed mimetic desire.
The motive that lies at the root of ownership is emulation.
~ American sociologist Thorstein Veblen
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Cool 

Coolness stems from appropriate autonomy. ~ American
marketing academics Caleb Warren & Margaret Campbell

Subjective affinity to a somewhat unusual object casts it
as cool. Coolness then needs confirmation among one's social
clique or the commodity quickly sheds its appeal. Fashion exemplifies the coursing of cool through culture.
An item becomes cool by adhering to convention in
essentials but making a departure from the norm in distinct
but incidental ways that are positively perceived.
Consumers use cool brands as a means for pursuing symbolic
goals, such as signaling a desired identity trait. ~ Caleb Warren
& Margaret Campbell
The irony of cool is that an item acquires its cool by a
consumer seeking autonomy, yet it requires affirmation by
an audience.
Bounded autonomy is cooler than extreme autonomy.
~ Caleb Warren & Margaret Campbell

 Control 
Sense of certitude about the world shapes one's mental
world. Uncertainty rattles the mind, generating unease.
Desire fulfillment feels most assured when one feels in
control. The practical aim in understanding is to create predictability, by which we may intercede in events to reap from
opportunity – or, more brazenly, to craft events to create opportunity.
Without control we are mere pawns of fate. Feeling in
control we willingly take risks, feeling that the odds are in
our favor.
Lack of control is sometimes compensated for by illusory
pattern recognition: seeing meaningful patterns where none
exist. Such sense of false comprehension yields some certitude where none should exist.
Certainty of risk is easier to bear than uncertainty. ~ Robert
Trivers
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Uncertainty can be so debilitating that the mind may
cover it with self-deception by creating an illusion of control:
believing that one has more control to effect an outcome than
exists. American psychologist Ellen Langer labeled the illusion in 1975.
4 factors facilitate an illusion of control: 1) that one may
act to produce the outcome (as opposed to others acting), 2):
the desired outcome is known, 3) the situation is familiar,
and 4) belief in the probability of a successful outcome.
Optimism is essential to the illusion of control. Depressed
or pessimistic people tend to be more realistic than optimists,
and so less likely to fall prey to an illusion of control.
Illusions of control are common even in purely chance situations. They are particularly likely to occur in settings that are
characterized by personal involvement, familiarity, foreknowledge of the desired outcome, and a focus on success.
~ American psychologist Suzanne Thompson
Gambling would lose much of its appeal without a lingering illusion of control. For instance, people think they have
more control when they throw the dice themselves than when
someone else tosses them. The illusion of control plays a part
in more highly valuing a selected lottery ticket than one
which is handed out.
Optimistic self-appraisals of capability that are not unduly disparate from what is possible can be advantageous, whereas veridical judgements can be self-limiting. ~ Canadian American
psychologist Albert Bandura
An illusion of control can provide motivation for persistence at a task that might otherwise be abandoned. The flip
side to this is commitment to a course of action doomed to
fail. Much entrepreneurial effort has been powered by the illusion of control.
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 Power 
The object of power is power. ~ English novelist George Orwell

Realizing desires in the social realm sometimes requires
control over others. The means of obtaining social control is
power.
The assertiveness of humans is axiomatic. Conspecific
conflict is so common as to be unremarkable. It then seems
natural to seek influence over others to stem conflict and obtain social harmony. Though such diplomatic beneficence
does exist (especially among women), that idyllic scenario
has nothing to do with the reality of people seeking power.
The prowl for prestige is a duffer's game of power. There
are a lot of duffers out there propping up luxury goods markets.
The search for power is one of authority, of dominance
over others. It is social climbing in the extreme.
A sense of power is intoxicating to those who crave it.
In order to obtain and hold power, a man must love it.
~ Russian writer Leo Tolstoy
For power-seekers, "friendships" are understood in terms
of opportunities to advance one's own agenda of control and
dominance. Relationships are apprehended in power terms.
Self and others are understood as indelibly separate.
Those who knowingly befriend power-seekers know what
they are there for. Toadies take advantage of opportunities
for self-display and self-aggrandizement within the bounds of
the relationship.

High- and low-power individuals inhabit and, through their
own actions, create strikingly different worlds. ~ American social psychologist Dacher Keltner

Sense of self-empowerment vastly influences attitudes,
attentions, and behaviors. People who feel powerless are selfinhibited. They are sensitive to others, and to the prospect of
punishment.
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As individuals feel more powerful, they become more receptive to rewards, have less affinity for details, and tend to
lose empathy. Those imbued with a sense of power typically
overestimate their abilities, take greater risks, think stereotypically, and ignore outside viewpoints.
Power corrupts our mental processes almost at once. When a
feeling of power is induced in people, they are less likely to take
others' viewpoint and more likely to center their thinking on
themselves. The result is a reduced ability to comprehend how
others see, think, and feel. Power, among other things, induces
blindness toward others. ~ Robert Trivers
People with a sense of self-entitlement are more apt to
alter the environment they are in, or at least try to.
Power allows people to act freely. ~ American social psychologist Susan Fiske
While feeling freed from others' opinions may help bigpicture thinking and facilitate bold decisions, achieving authority has an overall negative effect on how a person thinks
and acts in a social context.
Construal level theory ascribes a relation between psychospace and the extent to which an individual's thinking
about things is concrete or abstract. Psychospace is the subjective experience of space and time. Objects and events seem
closer or farther depending upon one's mental level of personal involvement with them (physical and temporal distance aside). People tend to think concretely about things
perceived as close but increasingly abstractly about things at
a psychological distance.*
Those in power tend to think more abstractly about those
around them (physically proximate). When leaders see their
subordinates as distant, abstract objects, it renders them less
likely to consider subordinate perspectives or care about

* Climate change worries few people because it is not a personal
problem, and most folk figure that it does not directly affect them.
Such lack of concern illustrates how inherently dysfunctional democracy is for solving societal problems, as contrasted to issues
affecting personal welfare or fear (e.g., defense spending).
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their desires. Studies repeatedly show that those in power
tend to be more selfish and less moral.
The less limited one feels, the more intolerable all limitation
appears. ~ Émile Durkheim
Testosterone has a strong effect. Men with high testosterone levels are particularly prone to act out the antisocial
behaviors associated with power.
Power tends to corrupt, and absolute power corrupts absolutely. Great men are almost always bad men. ~ English historian John Dalberg Acton

The urge for power is driven by insecurity. Its overt manifestations carry more than a whiff of psychopathy in their
wake.
Power lacks moral or principles. It only has interests.
~ Salvadoran novelist Horacio Castellanos Moya

Streams of desires drive each life unto its expiration.
Beyond natural needs, desire defines a person.
Desire shapes destiny. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

 Will 
He that can have patience can have what he will.
~ Benjamin Franklin

Will is the exercise of self-control in achieving an objective. But self-control is essential to more than meeting goals.
Resisting temptations and not acting impulsively are also
acts of will, equal in importance to any productive achievements.
Without inhibitory control we would be at the mercy of impulses, old habits and stimuli in the environment that pull us
this way or that. It isn't easy. Indeed, we usually are creatures of
habit. And our behavior is under the control of environmental
stimuli far more than we usually realize. But having the ability
to exercise inhibitory control creates the possibility of change
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and choice. It can also save us from making fools of ourselves.
~ American psychologist Adele Diamond

As the Bible tells it, the first sin was giving into temptation. Adam and Eve could not resist the forbidden fruit from
"the tree of the knowledge of good and evil," particularly after
a sales pitch by a serpent "more subtle than any beast of the
field." When God came to inquire, Adam blamed Eve: typical.
Humans are not the only ones for whom self-control is a
formula for success in life. Female song sparrows prefer to
mate with males who have a sizable song repertoire. Male
song sparrows with good self-control learn more songs. More
generally, self-control is critical to animal fitness, especially
those with hierarchical social systems.
Self-control requires executive functions that infants
lack. A child's ability to delay gratification improves with
maturation.
Early indications of self-control are often a harbinger.
Low levels of perseverance, conscientiousness, and other elements of self-control in children as young as 3 years herald
physical health problems, failed marriages, financial woes,
substance abuse, and criminality in adulthood.
Though willfulness has an innate aspect, a youngster's
self-control is shaped by experience. An environment that
offers reliable rewards inculcates patience; the converse also
applies.
If you are used to getting things taken away from you, not
waiting is the rational choice. ~ American psychologist Celeste
Kidd
American girls generally exercise a higher level of selfregulation than boys. This is a cultural product of relative
parental indulgence toward boys. In Asian children, there is
no gender difference in youngster self-control.
Lack of self-control is symptomatic of mental illness that
manifests in a variety of ways, including anxiety, obsessivecompulsive behaviors, and violent aggression.
Poor self-control over aggressive urges is a widespread problem. ~ American social psychologist Thomas Denson et al
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As with most of life, self-control is a matter of perspective.
How people construe temptations and situations influence
the degree to which they exercise self-control.

 Categorization 
An endless task, the cataloguing of reality. We accumulate
facts, we discuss them, but with every line that is written, with
every statement that is made, one has the feeling of incompleteness. ~ Martinique psychiatrist Frantz Fanon

The mind's most basic function is pattern-matching. Its
polar opposite is categorical contrast: distinguishing a difference from a known pattern. Coalition of these antipodes affords object identification and learning.
A unified and universal principle of statistical learning
explains a wide range of cognitive processes across domains.
~ Israeli psychologist Ram Frost et al
An object is recognized by perceiving its attributes and
comparing them with memories of similar objects, then winnowing those deemed too dissimilar. Spatially or temporally,
perceiving more than a single object with akin qualities leads
to categorization, which defines object groups.
Given a thimbleful of facts we rush to make generalizations
as large as a tub. ~ American psychologist Gordon Allport
Categorization tidies the mental clutter of a complex
world. The human eye can distinguish over 7 million colors.
To simplify we slot colors onto a few dozen labels.
The world of experience is composed of a tremendous array
of discriminably different objects, events, people, impressions.
Were we to utilize fully our capacity for registering the differences in things and to respond to each event encountered as
unique, we would soon be overwhelmed by the complexity of
our environment. The resolution of this seeming paradox – the
existence of discrimination capacities, which, if fully used,
would leave us slaves to the particular – is achieved by the capacity to categorize. To categorize is to render discriminably
different things equivalent, to group the objects and events
around us into classes, and to respond to them in terms of their
class membership rather than their uniqueness. ~ American
psychologist Jerome Bruner et al
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Categorization is essential in determining what constitutes an appropriate action. Decision-making is predicated
upon categorization.

 Mental Maps 
Cartographers plot distances, but when we make a mental map we rely upon categorization. Risk assessment illustrates.
In one study, participants were asked to imagine building
a vacation mountain home in the Pacific Northwest, at specific sites in either Washington or Oregon. While contemplating their choice, a news alert about an earthquake came in;
but different groups got different details. Some heard that
the quake struck in Oregon, 200 miles from both sites. Others
heard that the seismic activity was in Washington, 200 miles
from both sites. Both groups were warned of continuing tremors, and shown maps of both home sites, and the earthquake
epicenter, to help them make their choice.
Even though both homes were exactly 200 miles from the
disaster, participants viewed an in-state location to be significantly riskier than an out-of-state spot. Actual distance
made no difference: the risk assessment was based on political borders that had nothing to do with geology or seismology.
Another study looked at environmental risk. Participants
were told that a radioactive waste facility was being built 165
miles away. They were warned that if the waste were not
properly contained, it could contaminate the soil, water, and
air for hundreds of miles. Some subjects were then told that
the waste facility would be in the same state. Others were
told that the waste would be located out-of-state, the same
distance away. To get the point of equidistance across, participants were shown maps, though of 2 different types.
Whereas some saw a map where state borders were drawn
with thick lines, others were shown a map with state borders
in light, dotted lines.
Again, in-state siting was seen as riskier than placing the
facility out-of-state. But much greater contamination risk
was perceived for out-of-state siting when maps had light
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border lines. A border line with a darker line was thought to
offer some protection.
The border bias occurs because people apply state-based categorization to events that are not governed by human-made
boundaries. Such categorization results in state borders being
considered physical barriers that can keep disasters at bay.
~ Indian psychologists Arul Mishra & Himanshu Mishra

In that certain attributes are more important than others, categorization is a hierarchical ordering. Prioritization of
attributes is subconscious. Criteria may vary among individuals, even as the process is largely guided by the biology of
the mind.
Object recognition is the ability to perceive physical properties and apply attributes. The process leading to recognition is
typically viewed as a bottom-up hierarchy in which information
is processed sequentially with increasing complexity. ~ New
Zealander zoologists Ximena Nelson & Yinnon Dolev

Based upon experimental studies, various theories attempt to explain how the mind categorizes. They fall into 2
schools: that categorization proceeds either from abstracts or
from specific examples.
2 prominent abstract-information theories are the prototype model and the feature-frequency model.
The prototype model proposes the mind creates patterns
which best represent categories, then classifies novel objects
or occurrences into these prototypes. A prototype is the central tendency of a category, formed by averaging the patterns
within. Prototyping works well in predicting perceptual pattern classification when features vary continuously along a
dimension.
The feature-frequency model takes the reverse approach
to the prototype model by positing that the mind classifies by
how frequently features match category patterns, with a category selected via the best feature matches. The feature-frequency model is most successful in predicting how patterns
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are classified when features do not vary continuously along a
dimension.
In contrast to the abstract-information theories, exemplar theories propose that categories are forged from specifics
rather than from abstractions. Exemplar models shine after
some categories have already been learned; so, exemplar theories necessarily involve heuristics rather than incipient categorization.
As no single theory fully explains how categorization proceeds, the disparate variety suggests nuanced complexity in
the mind's classification process, likely involving a confluence of techniques.

The human compulsion to group people and objects together
was ingrained in our being since we evolved. We need to group
things. Without the ability to categorise threats, our ancestors
wouldn't have survived. ~ Australian media entrepreneur Charlie Caruso

All theories of categorization assume that the mind uses
knowledge of the world to classify patterns rather than proceeding from innate bases. Yet even specifics of categorization are indisputably precocious knowledge.
A newborn can discern a face. A 6-month-old can read
emotions on faces to select an appropriate behavior.
Classifications are partly a product of evolutionary descent. There are instinctive faculties and biases built in.
Jumping spiders rapidly categorize objects as prey or not
based on only a few key visual features, including movement.
The East African jumping spider indirectly feeds on vertebrate blood by preying upon the blood-fed mosquitoes that
carry malaria. To distinguish between mosquitoes that have
fed and those that have not, a spider considers whether the
abdomen is engorged, the mosquito's resting posture, and its
antennae position. Experimenters determined that the discrimination is innate by testing naïve juvenile jumping spiders.
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Transformations that alter an object's core properties also
tend to change the object's category, while transformations that
alter an object's surface or incidental properties tend to preserve
its category. ~ Russian American psychologist Sergey Blok et al

A sortal is a categorical object. (Though recorded appreciation of cognitive categorization predates Aristotle, the term
sortal was introduced by John Locke in 1690.) By providing a
metric for similarity, sortals are essential to counting. In
providing a basis for discrimination away from a classification, sortals assist in identifying individuals of certain types.
Sortals are important because they support crucial aspects of
our knowledge of individuals. Sortals determine the identity of
individual instances across times and situations (a principle of
identity). ~ Sergey Blok et al

Simply having a symbol leads collections of individuals to
seem more like real, unified groups. ~ American social psychologists Shannon Callahan & Alison Legerwood

Organizations have logos, sports teams mascots, nations
flags and anthems. To outsiders such symbols of group identification emanate an aura of unification, effectiveness, and
coordination, even when members of a group fail to give such
impressions. Symbols of classification impart attributes
which often do not exist.

Beyond perception, which is a categorical fabrication only
partly based upon sensations, classification is the mind's
preeminent abstraction of the tangible: glossing over incidental details to suss sortals, even as each perceived object is
in fact individual and unique.
All classifications are oppressive. ~ French philosopher Roland Barthes
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 Conceptualization 
The image of the world around us, which we carry in our
head, is just a model. ~ American systems analyst Jay Wright
Forrester

Concept creation is an extension of classification: fashioning an abstract kernel around which objects or other ideas
are associated. An idea is one or more associated concepts,
with a focal concept. A schema is a structure for congealing
conceptual information. A sortal is a concept employed in categorization.
Conceptual schemes form the bases of mental models: internal representations of information, only partly experienced, with the rest constructed of fabricated abstractions.
The world is made sense of, and thereby becomes predictable,
via mental models, which provide the pseudo-empirical bases
for beliefs.
Concepts are construals that necessarily include assumptions – a creation of context. Much of the information we comprehend is conveyed through language, either internally
generated or from outside. Behind the words lies a subtext of
inferences: a constructed paracosm taken as actuality.
Languages do not just convey information by way of entailments. Rather, they have a rich array of inference types. Much
of what is normally classified as having linguistic and lexical
meaning is neither linguistic nor lexical, but has a much deeper
source: productive, domain-general cognitive algorithms.
~ Canadian Chinese linguist Lyn Tieu et al
That the mind's inferences in conceptualization commonly provide useful information means that this cognitive
system goes unchallenged as yielding accurate portrayals.
Hence, we readily take for granted our inner world of ideas
as objective reality.
Predictability is the utilitarian aim of conceptualization:
to know how objects react and behave. The belief that objects
are predictable engenders expectation, which, when alloyed
with desire, fosters anticipation: a rocky shoal of the mind.
That expectation sometimes confounds highlights that
predictability is a double-edged sword. While we count upon
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predictability to make sense of the world and thereby reduce
uncertainty, reliance upon predictability is itself incaution.
Nevertheless, predictability is the vessel by which we assault
the world to fulfill our desires.


Concept Formation



The mind works heuristically to conceptualize, applying
rules of thumbs to turn salient information into a new concept. Input is examined in light of what is already known,
extant concepts (including sortals), and held beliefs.
Heuristics may be applied in a combinatorial fashion. The
mind prioritizes the rules it uses based upon innate faculty
(precocious knowledge) and learned practice. Conflicts may
arise. If the discordance between heuristics is sufficient the
discrepancy may be brought to conscious attention for resolution. Such a decision may reorder heuristic priority.


Body of Thought



In using physicality to make sense of abstractions the
mind binds consciousness to the body through conceptualization. This is reflected in the metaphors we use. We hide dirty
secrets. We wash our hands of worries.
Our minds link morality with cleanliness: a connection
that highlights how tightly conceptualization is wrapped up
in physicality. When people swear, they have a filthy mouth.
Purification rituals – washing away sins – are part of many
religions.
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We ponder weighty subjects. We feel a load lift after making a difficult decision.
We look up to those we respect. We think warmly about
those we love. We stoop to the level of those we disdain.
We look back to the past, and forward to the future.
Temporal concepts are represented as a spatial direction.
People think of time as being in physical space, with the past
on the left and the future on the right. This is consistent with
Western writing from left to right.
The only measuring stick that we really have is the body, so
what we do, measuring the environment, is to use our bodies.
~ American psychologist Dennis Proffitt
Our concept of space itself depends on mental simulation
of the movements necessary to span imagined distances. A
mile originated in Germanic prehistory as a thousand paces.

The rather imprecise categories that develop from everyday experience are called natural concepts. In contrast, artificial concepts are abstractions distinct from direct
experience. Most learned concepts are artificial.
Our world is very visual. A common mental model is a
cognitive map which represents physical space (topographical). While our minds' modeling mechanism is consistent, its
results are not. This occurs because individuals have biases
toward certain types of cues.
People's cognitive maps can be vastly different. ~ American
psychologist Philip Zimbardo et al

Our behavior does not depend on the objective existence of
something, but, rather, on our subjective interpretation – our
definition of reality. ~ American sociologist James Henslin

Existing mental models often act as a filtering device to
new information. They are therefore the basis for bias, the
barrier to new paradigms, and the bulwark that preserves
belief systems.
Temporal schemata include scenarios and scripts, which
are attributions to sequences of events. Whereas a script is a
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behavior pattern based upon ecological cues, a scenario is an
imagined set of events or dialogue. A scenario is a script in
the making. Procedural knowledge is stored as scripts.
Though the same term may be used, concepts are invariably individual. Further, concepts can carry disparate meanings in different cultures. The "freedom" so esteemed by
Americans connotes chaos to the Chinese.

 Objectification 
We have a pronounced inclination to conceptualize existence as a diversity of objects. This world of objects may either
be exploited in some fashion toward gratifying some desire or
represent some potential hazard. Some objects are considered to offer both potentials. For some men women fall into
this category.
The true man wants two things: danger and play. For that
reason, he wants woman, as the most dangerous plaything.
~ Friedrich Nietzsche, who was no ladies' man
Beyond posing peril, the mind is geared to pay attention
to objects over which some manipulation may be exercised
and disregard objects beyond control.
Graspable objects grab attention. ~ American psychologist
Jacqueline Snow
The nature of objects is commonly presumed to be within
the realm of observation. We tend to naïvely believe that the
faculties of other life forms are on display, and to view other
life as only as mentally capable as can be witnessed.
From a social perspective, objectification is a process of
subjugation, where other people are treated as objects: means
to ends. This process begins with mind perception.

 Mentalizing 
Jīva (a living being) is called so because he sees the world. A
dreamer sees many jīvas in a dream, but all of them are not real.
The dreamer alone exists and he sees all. So it is with the individual and the world. There is the creed of only one Self, which
is also called the creed of only one jīva. It says that the jīva is
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the only one who sees the whole world and the jīvas therein.
~ Indian guru Ramana Maharshi*

None of us has access to other minds. The only one with
sure possession of a mind is oneself.
The philosophic perspective that the only mind that exists is one's own is termed solipsism. Logically overcoming
solipsism involves solving the problem of other minds, which
is intractable. Yet getting past the puzzle of solipsism proves
no problem, despite being irrefutable: everyone simply disbelieves it.
As against solipsism it is to be said, in the first place, that it is
psychologically impossible to believe, and is rejected in fact
even by those who mean to accept it. The fact that I cannot believe something does not prove that it is false, but it does prove
that I am insincere and frivolous if I pretend to believe it.
~ English philosopher Bertrand Russell
Inferences about the mental states of other people – mentalizing – is the locus of social thought and behavior. Having
only indirect information – communications and other behaviors – requires a leap from the observable to the imaginable:
a chasm crossed so routinely that people often seem unaware
that any bridge has been traversed.
Once formed, the ability to think about other minds is so
proficient that other minds appear almost everywhere that
people look, from pets that become loving and considerate, to
technological gadgets that become obstinate and vindictive, to
gods that have goals and plans for one's life. If reasoning about
other minds is a problem, it resembles an addiction more than
a conundrum. ~ American psychologists Nicholas Epley &
Adam Waytz

Human nature abhors a lack of predictability and absence of
meaning. ~ American psychologist Thomas Gilovich

Mind perception aims to get a handle on a body of attention, with the aspiration of lessening uncertainty about it.

* The Vedic doctrine of drishti-srishti-vada, an offshoot of Advaita
Vedanta, is that the phenomenal world is a product of the mind.
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The first steps in currying favor, wheedling a deal, or bringing something to heel, is sensing what it wants and how it
will react.
As our environment is often a social one, we seek to understand and predict the behaviors of others. Mentalizing is
the basic tool to do so.
Mind perception is critical to the relational capacities of empathy, compassion, trust, cooperation, and strategic interaction.
~ Nicholas Epley & Adam Waytz
Interpreting facial expressions, inferring intentions, and
detecting deception are all accomplished by projecting mental states. Mentalizing is how interpersonal relations are
managed.
Communication inherently involves getting information from
one person's head to that of another to achieve shared understanding, a task that at least implicitly requires considering another person's desires, beliefs, intentions, and knowledge.
~ Nicholas Epley & Adam Waytz
The metaphysical language of the mind provides satisfactory answers to explain the self-propulsions of others, which
is why people are so readily inclined to explain others in
terms of underlying mental states. Doing otherwise is practically impossible.
To try to describe people as nothing more than bags of
meat with behaviors, B.F. Skinner and other behaviorists
disavowed all discussion of unobservable mental states. They
ultimately failed, as they never could come up with an alternative language that made meaningful sense.
People explain behavior, at least in part, on intent. Determining whether an act was accidental or intentional is an important component of apportioning responsibility and blame.
Intent is an essential ingredient in criminal courts worldwide.
We are always ready to take refuge in a belief in determinism
if this freedom weighs upon us or if we need an excuse.
~ Jean-Paul Sartre
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Beyond attributing responsibility to others, reducing the
extent to which people believe that they control their own behaviors diminishes their sense of personal responsibility. Undermining belief in "free will" weakens morality.
The belief that one determines one's own outcomes is strong
and pervasive. Yet the view from the scientific community is
that behavior is caused by genes underlying personality dispositions, brain mechanisms, or features of the environment. Exposure to such deterministic messages increases the likelihood
of unethical actions. ~ American psychologists Kathleen Vohs
& Jonathan Schooler


Anthropomorphism



Personality traits exist in nonhuman animals. ~ American social psychologist Samuel Gosling et al

Anthropomorphism is the tendency to ascribe human
traits to non-humans. Mentalizing nonhuman agents is accomplished the same way as with people: based on inferred
meanings of behaviors and done with the same goal in mind:
to reduce uncertainty. The seeming success of this exercise
renders some agents more mindful than others.
A dog's got personality, and personality goes a long way.
~ Jules Winnfield in the movie Pulp Fiction (1994)

Conceptualizations of God or gods are invariably anthropomorphic exercises. There are at least 10,000 distinct religions, each with its own set of supernatural beings. Yet their
representations regularly take on suspiciously familiar appearances and attributes.
The default representation of God in virtually all religions is
deeply anthropomorphic, complete with mental states of intentions, goals, purpose, and emotions. ~ Nicholas Epley & Adam
Waytz
If God was utterly beyond ken its existence would be irrelevant to ours. Only through anthropomorphization is
there any hope for understanding, and thereby reaping ben-
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efit by establishing a relationship: whence God as a comprehensible supreme being with human sensibilities and emotions.
And without faith it is impossible to please him, for whoever
would draw near to God must believe that he exists and that he
rewards those who seek him. ~ Hebrews 11:6, The Bible
If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our
sins and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness. ~ 1 John 1:9,
The Bible

Deities and animals are not the only entities to receive
mind-perception treatment. All manner of objects are projected to have mental states.
Key characteristics to invoke mentalizing include movements that are recognizably animate in their pattern and
timing, and objects which appear to be goal oriented.
Like other kinds of causal inferences, mind perception occurs
effortlessly and spontaneously. ~ American social psychologists Carey Morewedge, Jesse Preston, & Daniel Wegner
Designers take advantage of people's inclination to mentalize by creating products that infer a mind-set. The front
grills of cars are commonly configured to suggest emotive
faces.
Beyond their cartoonish humanoid appearance, personal
robots are engineered to mimic human behaviors, including
responding to nonverbal social cues, to create a sense of comfort with what otherwise could be terrifying technology.
"You stupid computer!" is not an uncommon exclamation in
office buildings. ~ American psychologists Justin Barrett &
Amanda Johnson
As they are tools which appear to embody a degree of intelligence in their behaviors, users instinctively treat computers like people. Alas, the developers who create computer
software often fall short. Mind perception fosters expectation,
and expectation is a formula for disappointment.
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 Clippy 
Clippy is a character that people feel very strongly about.
~ Microsoft spokeswoman

In its Office suite of business products,
Microsoft created a set of animated assistants to
help users productively use the programs. The
main character was Clippit, an emotive paper clip
commonly called Clippy.*
Clippy first appeared in Office 97. The feature drew
strongly negative responses from many users. The criticism
extended to Microsoft employees, even including the programmers who implemented Clippy. The abuse became decisive. Clippy and its ilk were clipped from Office 2007.
Clippit was conceived as a software agent which encouraged user mentalizing. As an empathic agent, Clippy failed
because of the way it was implemented: most tellingly, lacking empathy.
Whether a character will be annoying or not largely depends
on its behavior. ~ American software analyst Luke Swartz
Clippy was insistently proactive. It reappeared after having been previously been dismissed if the program determined that the user was uncertain. By its solicitous
patronization Clippy could quickly become a nagging nuisance.
Annoyance with Clippy was heightened by its manner.
Clippy stared at the user and monitored progress. Relentless
supervision engenders anxiety and lowers task performance.
For beginners, Clippy facilitated lowered self-esteem. In
being a self-proclaimed know-it-all, Clippy reminded those
struggling with a program how much they did not know. In
short, Clippy's "personality" was self-defeating for its intended purpose: fostering user productivity.

* The programming team developing Clippit termed it TFC – an
acronym for "The Fucking Clown". Their pathetic results with
Clippy demonstrated who TFC really was.
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Perhaps anthropomorphic interfaces encourage people to
think about computers in ways that do not reflect how they actually work, thus making using the computer more difficult because of the flawed conceptual model. ~ Luke Swartz

Software typically works on the paradigm of direct manipulation. As an agent Clippy cut against this concept by
acting as a delegate for task completion.
For inexperienced users, Clippy inspired unmet expectations, and so became an object of disappointment and frustration. Via mentalizing, Clippy became the personification
of dissatisfaction with the program it worked for.

From an evolutionary perspective, a keen mind-reading
ability improves the prospects for both survival and sex (reproductive possibility). There would be a greater risk in ignoring an intentional agent than in identifying something as
intentional that is not: hence the heuristic tendency to attribute agency when it does not exist.
Childhood development of theory of mind shows that
mind perception has a strong innate base, as the ability naturally develops. Around 3 months, infants begin to distinguish between people, objects that may be biological, and
moving inanimate objects. This preferential attention shows
a sensitivity to agency: mentalizing.
At 2 years children are aware of a distinction between
thoughts in the mind and things in the world. They also understand emotional contexts: that they, and others, are
happy when they get what they want, and sad if not. 2-yearolds also appreciate that there may be a difference between
what they want and someone else wants.
By 3 years a child is apt to speak of what people think and
know. These observations are of course limited to what the 3year-old knows.
By 4 or 5, children realize that people talk or act on the
basis of how they think the world is, even though their
thoughts may not reflect actuality. This follows on the heels
of realizing that thoughts in the mind may be false.
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Humans are not alone in mentalizing. Its evolutionary
value means that other creatures with social interdependence practice judging intentions. A leading edge for animal
survival is anticipation, which is the actionable form of mind
perception.

The ability to examine alternative mind-view scenarios is
a powerful tool for both social interaction and technology, as
it allows one to imagine various ways to employ an implement or approach a situation.
Upbringing and culture affect mentalizing skill. Having
siblings augments a child's need to consider the minds of others.
Collectivist cultures – in which interdependent self-concept dominates – produce individuals more attuned to mentalizing than individualist ones. When interpreting spoken
instructions, for instance, those in collectivist cultures tend
to consider the speaker's intentions more readily than those
in individualist cultures.
Like other behaviors, mind perception is more habitual in
environments which reward people for practicing it.

Perceiving others as having mental experiences is the
foundation for empathy and compassion. Morality is
grounded in mind perception.
The connection between mentalizing and morality has
profound consequences. Cultures prone to perceive minds in
other life forms should be more environmentally conscious.
Some are. But others have lost that connection.
The indigenous Japanese religion is Shinto, which finds
kami (spirits) throughout Nature: in rocks, rivers, locations,
plants, and animals, including people. Such animism should
foster a respect for Nature, and perhaps at one time it perhaps did. But whatever demonstrable love of Nature the Japanese had was largely lost in their rush to industrialization.
Besides ignoring sound ecologically sustainable practices and
generating massive pollution, the Japanese people are themselves inveterate litter bugs.
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While serving as the basis for empathy, human mind perception is alloyed in its beneficence. In assessing the quality
of other minds, mentalizing produces prejudices which are
not always consistent in their attributions.
People have a pervasive tendency to assign intention
where it does not exist. The common assumption is that an
actor's intent is consistent with the consequences of an act,
especially if the outcome is negative. This occurs even when
the result appears accidental.
Automatic assignment of intention intensifies value judgments about others' behaviors. Something upsetting when it
is accidental becomes an outrage when considered intentional.
Even if two harmful events are physically identical, the one
delivered with the intention to hurt actually hurts more.
~ American psychologist Kurt Gray
The default projection of intentionality is the origination
of many disputes, and the basis for finding defendants guilty
where a purely logical analysis of responsibility would raise
doubt.

Ever notice that anyone going slower than you is an idiot, but
anyone faster than you is a maniac? ~ American comedian
George Carlin

People generally believe that they have more subtle mental processes, greater emotional stature, and more nuanced
moral sentiments than others.* People generally consider
themselves better at mentalizing, with more insight into others' "true selves" than others have of themselves. People
think they are better able to reason objectively and are less
biased in their judgments. The reasoning of others is simplistic in comparison to one's own.
The tendency to see others as having "lesser minds" owes
to the difficulty people have in sussing others' mental states
* Beyond self-reported capacities, evidence that people think others
have "lesser minds" emerges from explanations of behavior.
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compared to their own. Whereas the myriad of one's own
thoughts is instantly available, all that is apparent of others
is their behaviors, which is a shallow pool by comparison.
When others seem to see the world differently from oneself,
one tends to see one's own views as objective and correct, and
theirs as irrational and wrong. ~ American psychologist Emily
Pronin et al
Introspection enables observing subtle relationships between one's inner workings and behaviors. In contrast, its absence in viewing others leaves relatively simple links
between attributed mental states and behaviors, which leads
to the conclusion of others' having inferior minds.
Mentalizing is often biased. One spin stems from motivation to bolster self-esteem: believing oneself to have greater
stature than merited. But mentalizing distortions can be a
double-edged sword, by engendering social misjudgments or
even paranoia.
People feel that their minds are stronger than others: less
influenced by mass media and better able to resist appeals at
biasing their judgment. Whereas others respond to situations
rather mindlessly – on the basis of enduring biases – oneself
is more psychologically responsive and fluid to the demands
of the moment.
People tend to overestimate the extent that others are
solely motivated by self-interest. This cynicism can operate
as a social norm, increasing people's tendency to behave selfishly. Mercantilism engenders this dynamic.
God, I thank thee that I am not like other men: extortioners,
unjust, adulterers, or even like this tax collector. ~ Luke 18:11,
The Bible
While others' actions are attributed as arising from wants
and desires, people tend to explain their own behaviors by
referencing more complex mental states of knowledge and beliefs.
Pluralistic ignorance occurs when individuals infer that the
identical actions of the self and others reflect different internal
states. ~ American social psychologist Dale Miller & Canadian
psychologist Cathy McFarland
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The qualitative asymmetry between introspection and
mind perception creates a state of pluralistic ignorance,
where people assume their own mental states (beliefs, attitudes, intentions, or goals) differ from others, despite identical overt behaviors. For instance, people may privately feel
that certain norms are misguided, but follow them anyway
for conformity's sake. Meantime, they interpret others' selfsame behavior as indicating their approval of those norms.
People perceive themselves to be more essentially human
than others. ~ Australian psychologist Nick Haslam et al
The first and single greatest step to sustained violence is
dementalizing: considering the minds of others inferior.
Tribal and cultural conflicts cannot be justified if the outgroup is as worthy of respect as the in-group.
At root, the slippery slope of social solipsism is the basis
for exploitation of other people: that they are less deserving
objects. The accepted inequality that arises from social systems such as capitalism is a powerful testament to the ubiquitous bias of human mind perception.
And why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother’s eye
but considerest not the beam that is in thine own eye? ~ Matthew 7:3, The Bible

People are more likely to perceive minds in targets that are
similar to the self. ~ Carey Morewedge, Jesse Preston, & Daniel
Wegner

The simplistic paradigm engendered by mind perception
explains our thinking that sessile plants, which do not move
at a pace amenable to human observation, are stupid. This is
a supreme irony, as flowering plants are arguably the most
intelligent life on Earth. As people are favorably impressed
by size, arthropods are similarly viewed as dim-witted, despite their nimble endeavors and clever constructions. This
mental debasement of other life has facilitated the rape of
Nature without any consideration of it having moral implications.
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People often wish to conceal their internal states, such as
projecting confidence when feeling uncertain or anxious. This
concern is amplified by the illusion of transparency: the belief
that one's mental state is more apparent to others than it is.
People are typically quite aware of their own internal states
and tend to focus on them rather intently when they are strong.
At such times, they often mistakenly believe that their internal
states "leak out" more than they really do. Liars overestimate the
detectability of their lies. ~ Thomas Gilovich et al
The illusion of transparency is related to the spotlight effect, which is the tendency to overestimate the extent to
which others notice how one looks or behaves. A related, egocentric distortion is the belief that oneself is the cause and
target of others' behaviors.
Such biases arise from inapt adjustment from one's own
self-focus compared to the degree that others perceive oneself. They tend to occur when a person is especially self-conscious.
Self-awareness impairs perspective-taking on the self. ~ Canadian psychologists Jacquie Vorauer & Michael Ross
Hyper attentiveness to others' impressions diminishes
cognitive functioning. Overactive mentalizing may be a core
mechanism underlying schizophrenia.

 Objects 
Wealth consists not in having great possessions, but in having
few wants. ~ Greek philosopher Epictetus

Many animals use tools. Spiders know their webs as their
own. Birds that build nests or cache seeds clearly demonstrate ownership. Bowerbirds collect very specific objects for
their nests. Some bowerbirds spend considerable time and
energy stealing precious bits from conspecifics. All organisms
which exhibit territorial behaviors, such as plants, possess a
sense of possession.

A nomadic lifestyle limits what may be owned. But materialism became apparent as soon as handicrafts were made
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by hominids. Clothing, jewelry, and tools became possessions.
Spears and arrows were made to specific designs that vary
from group to group. They took time and effort to make, and
were probably the property of a single hunter. ~ American archeologist Sally McBrearty
Art objects dating to at least 70,000 years ago have been
found. Besides handicrafts, object attachment may have also
evolved by coveting scarce food items.
Once people chose to live in one place possessions became
to accumulate.
When people settled down, they became more susceptible to
environmental disaster. ~ American anthropologist Gary Feinman
One way to insure survival was to store surplus food and
supplies. Another was through a web of social relations that
involved an understanding of reciprocity and cooperation
during times of need.
Sedentariness not only settled a new lifestyle, it shaped a
new societal order, as status and prestige took an even
stronger material form.

A neonate regards its mother as special and will seek out
her smell and face over those of other women. By 2 months
babies begin to understand that they have ownership of their
bodies. At 8 months, infants start to grasp the concept of loss.
By 12 months they start to form attachments to comfort-objects like blankets, which provide a temporary substitute for
their caregiver.
Also around 1 year, children start to speak their first
words. By 21 months a word surfaces that becomes part of
life's regular playlist: "mine."
Children include ownership as an attribute of their object representations. ~ American psychologists Peter Blake & Paul Harris
Not for nothing are they called the terrible twos: when
young ones are gyres of squalls and squabbles. Along with an
oversized sense of self-importance come the early pangs of
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frustration, along with an already well-developed propensity
toward possessions: 2-year-olds fight harder for toys they
own.
Disputes over property are among the earliest, most frequent,
and most intense conflicts in childhood. ~ American psychologists Charles Kalish & Craig Anderson
By 3 years children protest if someone tries to take away
someone else's toy, which indicates understanding of ownership even when it does not involve self-interest.
The development of a moral sense in children finds a particularly rich soil in the early inclination to possess and appropriate things to the self. The reason is that possession, more often
than not, leads to conflicts that need to be resolved to sustain
social life. ~ Swiss psychologist Philippe Rochat
From 3 years on ownership becomes a compelling force.
60% of Western children become inseparable from favored objects. These anointed possessions are considered unique and
irreplaceable: children refuse to swap them, and bonding
with more than a single item is rare. 20% of British traveling
salesmen sleep with their childhood teddy bear.
Strong object attachment in Western infants stems from
their separation from their parents during sleep. Blankets
and stuffed animals substitute for the intimacy they need.
Clinging to possessions among Japanese infants is rare, as
infants sleep with their mothers into middle childhood.
At its core, materialism is a value-based response to insecurity
in one's life. ~ American marketing professor Aric Rindfleisch
Regardless of age, valuing possessions is one way people
substitute for want of feeling secure. This unconscious emotional logic also applies to hoarding.
Materialism fosters social isolation which in turn reinforces
materialism. But loneliness contributes more to materialism
than the other way around. ~ Dutch marketing academic Rik
Pieters

Our possessions are a major contributor to and reflection of
our identities. ~ Canadian business academic Russell Belk
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People use objects to express their identity. Westerners
especially treat objects as extensions of themselves. This too
begins in childhood.
Some of the most harrowing images from the Nazi concentration camps are the piles of personal possessions taken
away from victims in an attempt to strip them of their sense
of identity.
Hollow hands clasp ludicrous possessions because they are
links in the chain of life. If it breaks, they are truly lost. ~ American psychologist Ernest Dichter
Objects as symbols of identity is the basis for brand-name
products. Corporations lucratively rely upon such attachment.
A man's self is the sum total of all that he can call his.
~ William James
Simply selecting an object endows it with more worth that
an identical one that went unpicked. People with $1 lottery
ticket they selected would only sell it back for $8, on average,
compared to the $2 demanded for returning a ticket handed
to them. This bias is termed the endowment effect. The endowment effect may be innate, as it has been observed in infants. Experiments indicate that other primates may also feel
the sentimental pull of ownership.
There is a cultural aspect of the endowment effect. Compared to native southwestern Americans, Nigerian villagers
place relatively less value on their own possessions, and more
esteem gifts from others and culturally meaningful objects
shared among community members.
The idea that we make things a part of self by creating or altering them appears to be a universal human belief. The maker
of an object, the user of land, and the cultivator of a plant are
regarded as being entitled to the product of their labor. ~ Russell Belk
Reverence for the possession of objects is the emotional
basis for materialism, which is founded upon private property as a basic right. In attributing fairness to apportionment
morality is an economic construct.
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There is no image, no painting, no visible trait, which can
express the relation that constitutes property. It is not material,
it is metaphysical; it is merely a conception of the mind. ~ English philosopher Jeremy Bentham

Cherished ownership is what American philosopher John
Searle termed a status function. Status functions establish
an identity and provide a reason to act in a certain way. A
status function is a mental attachment to an object by ascribing meaning, purpose, or function.
When a status function is shared it becomes a social fact
as contrasted to personal facts which require no consensus.
The value of money is an exemplary status function as a social fact.
Object ownership is a social fact, at least until ownership
is contested. Conflict may be viewed as a disagreement over
supposed social facts. Hence, social facts are mind-dependent: they only become factual by consensus.
Not all status functions are social facts. People intuit
some statuses as natural.
Even young children see morals as objective: independent
of mind, beliefs, or decisions. This mind-set instills the belief
in a moral universe: a cosmic order that offers immanent justice, as exemplified by the clichés "what goes around comes
around," and "we reap what we sow."
The intuition of immanent justice derives from our evolved
sense of fairness. This intuition contributes to the cultural success of beliefs in immanent justice. Even people who do not
believe in immanent justice are nonetheless implicitly influenced by its intuition. ~ French anthropologist Nicolas Baumard & French social psychologist Coralie Chevallier
Deep-rooted in many religions is the belief that there is
an inherent, ineluctable justice.
Tell the righteous that it shall be well with them, for they shall
eat the fruits of their deeds. Woe to the wicked! It shall be ill
with him, for what his hands have done shall be done to him.
~ Isaiah 3:10–11, The Bible
The Hindu and Buddhist conceptions of karma as an adhesive moral ledger embrace belief in immanent justice.
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Young children believe that there is some objective state of
the world that determines the truth or falsity of every claim.
Facts are discovered, not made. That something could be true
just because people say or decide it is violates intuitive ideas
about direction of fit. Beliefs are supposed to fit the world, not
the other way around. ~ Charles Kalish & Craig Anderson

Young children learn to distinguish moral norms from
conventional (social) ones through objects. The foundation of
morality is fairness, which directly relates to the rightful possession, use, and consumption of objects. Analogously, kindness is a judgment about the treatment of an animate object.
3-year-olds generally fail to appreciate that people could
hold false beliefs. Truth is considered self-evident. Nobody
could fail to recognize facts. The one exception is ownership.
One of life's early and everlasting object lessons is that
property is a social fact. Adults explicitly teach young children that ownership is mind-dependent: people have to know
that something is yours. It is a message punctuated by disputes, something which all children repeatedly witness and
are subject to.
Ownership involves a mix of conventionality and morality.
We have the strong intuition that people have a moral right to
some things. ~ Charles Kalish & Craig Anderson

 Objects Versus Processes 
In contrast to objects, processes and forces are given cognitive short shrift. This owes to their intangibility.
Biology favors object orientation. Episodic memory is of
objects, albeit oftentimes in action.
Declarative memories are of objects moving through
space at subjective speeds and are easily recalled. In contrast, memories of learned skills are implicit, and take conscious effort to recall and describe. Procedural memories do
not form the vivid mental images that characterize memories
of objects and the events in which they participate.
Language reflects object bias. Nouns outnumber verbs by
several orders of magnitude in all vocabularies. The mindbrain processes object words (nouns) differently than action
words (verbs).
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Sentences are of things acting or being acted upon. Infants learn new nouns more rapidly and more easily than
new verbs.
Innate bias toward objectification has numerous consequences. When wed with the acceptance of property as a natural right, objectification becomes an oppressive force.
It is preoccupation with possessions, more than anything else,
that prevents us from living freely and nobly. ~ Bertrand Russell
The most powerful effect of objectification is a proclivity
toward violence. Objectification harnessed to desire is a surefire formula for exploitation at will, without due consideration of others.
Degradation of the environment is another defining characteristic of human existence. Rather than perceive ecosystems as entangled gyres with frailties, humans view Nature
as something to be conquered, to yield desired objects, beginning with a domicile that excludes all elements of Nature except those desired. Home stomping ground is far too apt a
description for human settlements.

Inborn object bias comes at considerable cognitive cost.
Planning is mentally taxing, as it extensively involves reasoning regarding interactive ecologies, not objects per se.
The human mind simply does not easily think in terms of
multi-step processes, particularly when they involve multiple
actors, and especially accounting for the vicissitudes of communication and coordination.
These innate mental limitations, including considering
contingencies, explains why managing large-scale endeavors
and organizations is so problematic. The engineering of modern societies has been an overly ambitious exercise of humanity biting off more than it can chew, which is one reason why
the concept of "freedom" is appealing: because delivering order justly is daunting to the point of fantastic. Governments
are plutocratic owing to objectification. The only prospect for
actualizing social justice is by outlawing economic property
(though not personal possessions).
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 Language 
The chattering of monkeys often sounds very much like human conversation. ~ English archeologist Steven Mithen

A language is a system of symbols with interrelated (correlative) meanings. The structural rule set that establishes
context is syntax.
Grammar is overarching and regards the proper use of
language for a certain cultural milieu. Grammar includes semantics, syntax, punctuation, and spelling.
Our species' symbolically based systems of meaning do not
depend upon a clear correspondence between symbol and referent. Indeed, it is only since the invention of dictionaries and
written linguistic systems that people have commonly assumed
that individual words have specific meanings. ~ American psychologist Sue Savage-Rumbaugh

There are 2 dominant word orders across spoken human
languages: subject-object-verb (SOV) and subject-verb-object
(SVO). 47% of human languages use SOV, 41% SVO, and 8%
verb-subject-object (VSO). The remaining 4% of languages are
exceptions to these dominant word orders.
The subject coming first follows innate human preference
for recapitulating old information before introducing new information. The subject first establishes context, which otherwise may be confused.
SOV is the default word order. In trying to communicate
solely via gestures, people invariably employ subject-objectverb (SOV).
SVO evolved from SOV. The reason for preferring subjectverb-object (SVO) over SOV as a language construct is noise.
SVO has a better chance of preserving some information if the
communications channel is noisy.
Language comprehension and production operate via a noisy
channel. ~ American cognitive scientist Edward Gibson et al*
* This statement corresponds with a well-known communications
theorem proposed by American mathematician Claude Shannon
in 1948.
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SOV languages commonly compensate for potential confusion between subject and object with case marking: changing
words based upon their syntactic function. In English, "she"
as a subject becomes "her" as an object. Besides personal pronouns, case marking is rare in English. Japanese is SOV and
is a strongly case-marked language.
There is a great deal of functional design in seemingly arbitrary patterns of variation across languages. ~ Steven Pinker


Conceptually, written language is nothing more than
stale monologue via a transposition of audible expression into
a system of symbolic convention. Other graphic language constructs are conceivable, but, given the evolutionary nature of
human language, they have never been considered.
Writing systems basically bifurcate into alphabets (e.g.,
English) and syllabaries (e.g., Japanese). Both aim at constructing pronounceable syllables.
Whereas the atoms of syllabaries are themselves symbolized syllables, alphabets further quantize syllables into individual letters of consonants and vowels, where vowels may
stand alone, but consonants always carry a vowel with them
in composing a syllable. Vowels act as consonant modifiers
and vice versa.
Character (semanto-phonetic) writing systems are an extension of the syllabary concept, with individual symbols representing complete concepts. Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs
are exemplary. Whereas pictograms visually resemble objects, ideograms are graphic representations of abstractions,
such as numbers.
Such expression requires an extensive symbol set. Classical written Chinese involved tens of thousands of characters.
While character writing is time-consuming compared to alphabets, such languages read much faster once mastered.
The mental demands of character-based writing to become literate (and to write) are such that countries which use
them have in modern times have reduced the number of common characters and simplified the strokes needed to scribe
complex characters. Japan officially simplified its Chinesederived character schema in 1946, 1981, and 2010. In many
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instances, the shinjitai (new character form) were codifications of long-used simplifications.
Syllabic alphabets, common to southern and southeast
Asia, are something of a hybrid. The main element is a syllable representing a vowel, or a consonant with an inherent
vowel, visually presented as an alphabet.

The languages used for interpersonal communication are
a subset of those that humans regularly employ. Every extended conceptual realm has its own language. Music and the
graphic arts, including cinema, are languages in their mental
construction, conveyance, and comprehension.
Each language has its own distinctive symbols that serve as
building blocks of reality. ~ American sociologist John Macionis

 Go 
Go is to Western chess as philosophy is to double entry accounting. ~ American novelist Trevanian in the novel Shibumi
(1979)

Go is the world's oldest board
game, invented 4,000–2,500 years
ago in China. Go has long been
popular and respected as an intellectual art form throughout East
Asia, notably China, Japan, and
Korea. There are over 40 million Go players worldwide.
A Go game begins with the board vacant. 2 players alternate placing black and white stones on the intersections,
eventually forming groups of stones that create patterns delineating territory of empty intersections (spaces).
At the end of the game, each space under control of a
player is counted as a point. The player with the most points
wins.
Stones connect – horizontally and vertically, but not diagonally – to form groups. Any stone or group that is completely surrounded by enemy stones becomes captured: taken
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off the board, and at the conclusion of the game reducing the
point count of the player whose stones they are.
Stones in captive groups not completely surrounded –
dead stones – end up counting as 2 points: 1 for the space the
stone sits on, and 1 for the captured stone, which hypothetically fills in an empty space on the territory of the player
whose stone it is.
A group with a single eye (empty space), or
which can be reduced to a single eye, can be captured by being surrounded externally, and then
the single eye filled in to capture. Thus a group
with no eyes or 1 eye can be killed.
In contrast, a group with at least 2 eyes is
alive, and cannot be killed, as it can never be surrounded and captured as a 1-eyed group can. At
the end of a game, territory is delineated by
groups which cannot be reduced from having 2 or
more eyes.
Despite simple rules, Go is a strategy game with a vast
number of permutations: 10761 compared to 10120 in chess.
The apprehension of Go is a language and learns like one.
Its patterns are like sentences, subject to syntax for forming
live – grammatically-correct – groups.
The vocabulary of formations that may arise and give a
roughly equal result in the corners to secure territory, and
influence play across the board – joseki – number some 3,500.
Similarly, there is surprising complexity in the potential
life or death of groups, with especially adroit plays (tesuji) to
effect and outcome. The shapes which define life-or-death situations number in the hundreds.
Go players are ranked according to skill. 45 different
ranks are recognized, from rank beginner (30-kyu) to toplevel professional (9-dan).* The difference between ranks is
modest but discernible, equivalent to an extra (free) play on
the board at the beginning of the game.

* Go ranks ascend from 30-kyu to 1-kyu amateur, then 1-dan to 6dan amateur. A 6-dan amateur is one step away from 1-dan professional. Professional rankings are 1-dan to 9-dan.
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Historically, there have been professionals at the top (9dan) level so strong that their potency against other players
is estimated to have been up to 3 hypothetical ranks better
(12-dan).
Go is played professionally in the East Asian countries
where it is most popular, and the mental acumen required
for skill in the game highly respected.
A child must begin playing Go early to have any chance
of becoming a top professional. An ideal age to begin is 4–5
years. Even a 10-year-old novice is unlikely to become fluent
enough to be able to go pro in Go.
The subtleties of this game are beyond the reach of the lazy,
its triumph is too exquisite for the vulgar and materialistic man.
~ English diplomat and sinologist Herbert Giles

Every living quantum and being has a mind. The mind
works symbolically. Symbolism is the root of language. Language is a rule-based structuring of symbols. Hence, every
organic entity employs language. Though language sophistication differs widely, language is a universality in Nature,
whose expression can be characterized in the language called
mathematics.
Physics expresses the energetic mechanics of Nature
mathematically. As the objects and forces behind the objects
that comprise Nature are coherently composed, Nature itself
is a continuous linguistic expression.
Obviously, the faculty for language is innate. Language
forms the basis for sociality. Languages used for communication evolve through, and as part of, culture.
A person's thoughts are controlled by inexorable laws or patterns of which he is unconscious. His thinking itself is in a language – in English, in Sanskrit, in Chinese. And every language
is a vast pattern-system, different from others. ~ American anthropologist-linguist Edward Sapir & American linguist Benjamin Whorf, positing the linguistic relativity hypothesis
The idea that language and thought are intertwined is an
ancient one. Going against the grain, Plato argued against
those who embraced the linguistic relativity hypothesis, pre-
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ferring his theory of forms, wherein pure ideas have an independent existence. In that language is a universal of Nature,
and the inclinations for our language structures are innate,
the idea of Platonic forms is not as far-fetched as it might
otherwise seem.
Words aren't just labels. They also provide a scaffold for complex networks of ideas and concepts, spiritual beliefs, medical
theories, social mores, and expectations. ~ English philosopher
Tiffany Watt Smith
As languages embody structured symbolic systems, the
languages one knows greatly influence the way one thinks,
and thereby one's worldview.
For young children, language plays an especially potent role
in learning about the mind. There are consistent and strong correlations between children's language abilities and their understanding of the minds of others. After all, a major way that we
come to understand what is going on in other people's heads is
by hearing what they say. ~ Alison Gopnik
A broader vista of language opens a wider world and vice
versa.
So complete is the human reliance on language that it often
seems as if language actually determines the possibilities for
thought and action in any given culture. ~ American sociologist William Kornblum

Microbes live in a world of chemical reactions. Their language is of molecules and genetic sequences, with ions and
epigenetic marks as part of their vocabulary. In this, microbes' language sophistication exceeds that of animals, who
simply name things and concepts, and describe events within
a spatiotemporal frame.
Similarly, chemical comprehension is essential to plants.
Flora can converse with other life forms fluent in molecular
communication. Beyond their exquisite sense of smell, plants
are also sensitive to energy (e.g., light) and mechanical vibrations (sound and touch). Manipulating energy plays an especial in plant communications with animals. The allure of
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flowers is exemplary. The extensive communication abilities
of plants with other realms of life are unsurpassed.

 Language Development 
Neonates naturally understand the import of certain facial expressions, such as smiles and scowls. The noises that
those oversized caretakers make is something else, even as
some are more pleasing to the ear than others.
Language development starts in utero. Fetuses are tuning their
ears to the language they are going to acquire even before they
are born. ~ Japanese linguist Utako Minai
A fetus develops the ability to hear at ~30 weeks gestation, and so is able discern its mother's voice during the last
2 months of pregnancy.
Even in late gestation, babies are doing what they'll be doing
throughout infancy and childhood: learning about language.
~ American psychologist Christine Moon
A newborn already has familiarity with certain sounds. A
baby's first cries correspond with its mother's native tongue.
Babies a few days old are sensitive to the differences between
languages. ~ Utako Minai
As a generalist species, humans have a broad-ranging
faculty for symbolic pattern-matching, which is employed in
every cognitive area, including perception. One of the earliest
and most demanding challenges is acquiring language skill.
It happens surprisingly quickly.
Language learning requires that children segment continuous
events into discrete units. ~ American psychologist Sarah Roseberry Lytle et al
We have a whole lot of little statisticians running around.
~ Australian psycholinguist Joanne Arciuli
Statistical learning is the process of using the probability
of co-occurrence to group elements. This predictive craft is
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essential to language acquisition. For infants learning language, identifying regularities from a small number of samples quickly leads to generalizations.*
Babies are constantly looking for language clues in context
and sound. ~ American psychologist Jill Lany
At just ~3 months, infants are successfully segmenting
words out of fluent speech. Mentally mapping syllables based
upon the probability of their occurrence leads to categorization. Shortly thereafter, babies are distinguishing nouns and
verbs in the sound stream.
By soaking up the statistical regularities of seemingly meaningless acoustic events, infants are able to rapidly structure linguistic input into relevant and ultimately meaningful units.
~ American psychologist Jenny Saffran et al
Discovering words is only the first step. Children must
also determine how the distribution and modification of these
elements combine to convey meaning. Given only a few examples, babies correctly ascertain rules that generate an infinite set. If the capacity was not innate, doing so would be
an impossibility.
Infants at a very young age already understand the referential
relationship between auditory words and physical objects, thus
show a precursor in appreciating the symbolic nature of language, even if they do not understand yet the meanings of
words. ~ Hungarian psychologist Hanna Marno et al
Assigning meaning to words is a gradual process. That
sounds refer to objects (nouns) is easier to apprehend than
associating a sound with a specific action (verbs).
The inborn programming for language acquisition is illustrated by quantifiers, such as "all," "none," and "some." Children master words denoting relative quantities in the same
order, regardless of their native language. Terms referring to
totality are learned earlier than those which cover only part
of a set. This corresponds with math education, where whole

* The capacity for statistical learning varies among individuals.
This goes a long way in explaining the relative ease or difficulty
different people have in learning languages, beginning in infancy.
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numbers are understood before fractions, which take some
getting used to for most students.

Infants acquire knowledge through spoken descriptions of
phenomena they haven't observed. ~ American psychologist
Athena Vouloumanos

At 1 year, infants can glean intent from others' communications. The implications for survival are obvious.
For 12-month-olds, speech can transfer information about unobservable aspects of the world, such as internal mental states,
which provides preverbal infants with a tool for acquiring information beyond their immediate experience. ~ Athena Vouloumanos et al
Being able to access information beyond personal experience, including insight into others' intentions, accelerates social and intellectual development. That infants can do so
before they themselves can talk shows how quickly statistical
learning proceeds.
While children do not typically begin talking until around
18 months, vocal expression begins early. By 3–4 months infants are uttering a full range of emotions. This wide-ranging
flexibility is critical in learning language, as perceiving and
producing a range of symbolic sounds affords attaching
meaning to them.
Whereas limiting sounds and circumscribing patterns of
sounds defines a language, their unlimited potential expression and combination is what makes language an infinite set.
That these sounds have emotional resonance is critical to
learning, as retention is keyed upon emotional impact.
Functional flexibility is a defining characteristic of language,
because all words or sentences can be produced as expressions
of varying emotional states, and because learning conventional
"meanings" requires the ability to produce sounds that are free
of any predetermined function. ~ American psycholinguist
Kimbrough Oller et al
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As humans are altricial, specific capabilities, such as language fluency, are honed during adolescence as a cultural dynamic. This contrasts with precocial species, which possess
more immediately applicable precocious knowledge and
skills which often prove critical to survival.
The differences in mentotype between generalist and specialist species are the result of economical evolutionary tailoring. Specialization is more efficient. In contrast,
generalization offers malleability, but requires devoted skill
acquisition, which often occurs by cultural transmission.
While life-history variables vary, all organisms have a mixture of precocious knowledge and the means for learning.
The ability of humans to discriminate among and produce
many different vocalizations is inborn. This innate faculty becomes constricted through practice in learning to categorize
sounds into the phonemic categories of a specific spoken language. Such shrinkage is why exposure to multiple languages
and a variety of music from an early age maximizes acumen
relating to audition.

The Jiwarli and Dhalandji Australian aboriginal languages are syntax-free. Words may be in any order.
The Inuit language – Inuktitut – builds sentences out of
prefixes and suffixes, creating humongous words in the process. Stock phrases become part of the vocabulary.
Salishan, a group of indigenous Pacific Northwest languages, are polysynthetic, with very loose syntax. These languages are filled with words made of multiple morphemes:
word portions with independent meaning but typically not
words unto themselves.
Whereas the aptitude for learning language is innate, the
divergent variety of languages seems to indicate that languages themselves are entirely cultural. The actuality is not
so clear-cut.
The independence between sound and meaning is believed
to be a crucial property of language: across languages, sequences of different sounds are used to express similar concepts. However, a careful statistical examination of words from
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the world’s languages reveals that unrelated languages very often use (or avoid) the same sounds for specific referents. A considerable proportion of basic vocabulary items carry strong
associations with specific kinds of human speech sounds, occurring persistently across continents and linguistic lineages (linguistic families or isolates). ~ Swiss psycholinguist Damián
Blasi et al

In many instances, the associations between sounds and
meanings in human languages correspond. Prominent
among consistent relations include terms for body parts and
words related to property. This suggests a natural inclination
toward a matterist and materialist worldview.
One consistency across languages is color naming. Warm
colors – yellows and reds – are expressed using more words
than cooler colors – blue and green. This may reflect the fact
that most objects that stand out in a scene are warm-colored,
whereas cooler colors tend to be found in backgrounds.
Every language has this amazing similar ordering of colors, so
that reds are more consistently communicated than greens or
blues. ~ Edward Gibson
Another language universality is a sense of optimism.
Word analysis of bodies of texts found a surfeit of positive
words, and a relative paucity of negative ones.*
Though optimism is outstanding, positivity in prose does
vary among cultures. Spanish and Brazilian Portuguese
texts are most effusive. By contrast, Russian, Arab, Korean,
and Chinese writings are subdued.
The way we think, the way that we form our ideas is inherently, intrinsically positive. We just don't have as many ways of
putting together negative thoughts or negative ideas as we do
have for positive ones. ~ Australian mathematician Lewis
Mitchell


* 70% to 88% of the words used in texts in 10 languages were positive. The languages analyzed were English, Spanish, French, German, Brazilian Portuguese, Korean, Chinese, Russian,
Indonesian, and Arabic.
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Perception is a process of recognition via categorization.
In providing labels language strongly influences categorization. As such, language plays a seminal role in perception.
Language acts as a top-down signal to perceptual processes.
What we consciously perceive is deeply shaped by our
knowledge and expectations. ~ American psychologist Gary
Lupyan

Without words to objectify and categorize our sensations and
place them in relation to one another, we cannot evolve a tradition of what is real in the world. ~ Austrian American biologist Ruth Hubbard

As our mental constructs of existence are semantic, language represents a restriction in worldview. What cannot be
expressed loses cultural currency. From this, ignorance becomes codified at the societal level.

Language is very difficult to put into words. ~ French philosopher Voltaire

 Mathematics 
Mathematics is the music of reason. ~ English mathematician
James Joseph Sylvester
If you want to get people to believe something really, really
stupid, just stick a number on it. ~ American author Charles
Seife

To those who appreciate it, mathematics is an art form.
But mathematics is too abstract an art for many. As with
other organisms, the human mind has certain mathematical
aptitudes, and certain natural limitations. For most people,
beyond basic arithmetic, mathematics hurts the head.
Do not worry about your difficulties in mathematics. I can
assure you mine are still greater. ~ Albert Einstein, who was
not an especially adroit mathematician
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Faculty in math is innate in all organisms. Even microbes
must be able to tell when food supplies are plentiful or running short, in order to take appropriate action: which they in
fact do, based upon estimated quantity.
Orb-weaving spiders keep a tally of how many silkwrapped prey there are in the larder on their webs. Many fish
live in schools, which statistically gives them better odds of
escaping predation. Fish can distinguish at a glance a small
difference of group sizes. A threespine stickleback can tell between groups of 18 and 21 in an instant: a speedy comparative power humans cannot match.
Inborn numerosity and mathematical proficiency are not
the same. We hear that the price of something rose by 50%
and then fell by 50%, and we mistakenly think: "oh, back to
where it started." Our minds have a natural number sense
that readily goes astray with fractions.
In humans, mathematics ability is related to intelligence
in the broadest sense. Hence, mathematics and language are
the 2 facets of intelligence tests.

For a physicist, mathematics is not just a tool by means of
which phenomena can be calculated, it is the main source of
concepts and principles by means of which new theories can be
created. ~ English-born American theoretical physicist and
mathematician Freeman Dyson

Mathematics reigns over many disciplines of modern life.
Physics and economics are essentially mathematical studies.
Hypotheses become theories by empirical buttressing which
takes mathematical form in models. Existing theories are
crushed by the weight of numerics.
Capitalism is an empire of numbers. Its copious failures
owe to not encapsulating numerically factors critical to the
well-being of societies which employ the market system.
Without mathematics, there's nothing you can do. Everything
around you is mathematics. Everything around you is numbers.
~ Indian writer and mental calculator Shakuntala Devi
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 Sets 
A set is a Many that allows itself to be thought of as a One.
~ Georg Cantor

Ultimately mathematics is about sets. A set is an enumerated or rule-specified collection of entities. A portion of a set
is a subset.
Though sets may be of any entity, many sets have numbers as their members. Mathematical operations are the manipulation of sets, typically with 1 or more members
(elements). This characterization is conventional but has
been controversial.
German mathematician Georg Cantor developed set theory 1874–1884. In his work, Cantor found within sets an "infinity of infinities."
Integers are a subset of real numbers, even as both sets
have an infinite number of members. Cantor understood that
there are more real numbers than integers, and so realized
infinity can be relative.
The essence of mathematics is its freedom. ~ Georg Cantor
Some of Cantor's findings relating to infinity were so
counterintuitive as to shock contemporaries. Cantor posited
transfinite numbers: numbers larger than finite numbers,
but shy of being absolutely infinite.
German mathematician Leopold Kronecker, a contemporary of Cantor who worked in number theory and algebra,
was a stern critic of Cantor, calling him a "scientific charlatan" and a "corrupter of youth."*
God made the integers, all else is the work of man. ~ Leopold Kronecker
Some Christian theologians considered Cantor's work
blasphemous: challenging the absolute infinity of God. Cantor, a deeply religious man, rejected the charge.
In the late 19th century, French polymath Henri Poincaré
called set theory a "grave disease" infecting mathematics.
Criticism was mixed with accolades. Cantor received the
* Socrates was similarly accused of corrupting the young with foul
ideas.
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highest honor from The Royal Society of London in 1904 for
his work on set theory. Yet this did not stop the carping. Austrian English philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein lamented
that mathematics had been "ridden through and through
with the pernicious idioms of set theory," which were "utter
nonsense."
The internal contradictions in set theory prompted Dutch
mathematician and philosopher L.E.J. Brouwer to tautologically remark:
A false theory which is not stopped by a contradiction is
nonetheless false.

Sets are notated within braces. The set of seasons is
stated thusly:
Seasons = {winter, spring, summer, fall}
A set may be empty ( or {}). Note that  is not the same
as {}. Whereas  (or {}) is an empty set, like an empty bag,
{} is a bag with an empty bag.
Members of a set are designated by , while nonmembers
are .
1  {1, 2, 3}
4  {1, 2, 3}

Sets can be compared, or otherwise operated on in various
ways. Sets may, for example, be equal (the same) or share
some elements. A few simple examples illustrate, using sets
A & B below.
A = {1, 2, 3}
B = {2, 3, 4}
A union (∪) of 2 sets is a set that has all elements.
A ∪ B = {1, 2, 3, 4}

The intersection (∩) of 2 sets is a set that has shared elements.
A ∩ B = {2}
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To simplify conceptualization, sets are
often visualized using Venn diagrams, introduced by English logician and philosopher A A∩B B
John Venn in 1880. (If the sets A and B had
no shared members, their representative
Venn diagram circles would not overlap.)
A
B
A set difference (\) comprises those elements of
one set not in another.
A \ B = {1}
B \ A = {4}
The most widely used sets, which are of numbers, are all
infinite, even as integers and rational numbers are eminently
countable. That there are sets with an infinite number of elements ({∞}) cannot be proven from first principles, and so is
accepted as axiomatically true.
The foregoing is just a warm-up to the wondrous world of
sets, whose scope is so vast as to envelop both mathematics
and logic.
Set theory has its paradoxes. Not surprisingly, almost all
revolve around the ever-troublesome notion of infinity (∞). A
few other paradoxes arise in the unaccountability of relations
between sets.
Most astonishing is that world of rigorous fantasy we call
mathematics. ~ English anthropologist Gregory Bateson

 Quantities



Approximate number systems are universally displayed
across animal species. ~ American cognitive scientist Jessica
Cantlon et al

Organisms have an innate sense of quantity. Most can instantly tell few from many, can sense a quantity change from
what had previously been experienced, and can count to some
degree.
Newborn chicks understand both relative and absolute
quantities. Their mental number line – running left-to-right
small-to-large – is identical to innate human conception.
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This is just the beginning of math by organisms. Complex
algebraic functions are performed by plants to maximize
growth potential.
Even cells internally allocate and organize limited resources to obtain optimal productivity: a problem of quantities so complicated that humans have no idea how to program
computers for such solutions.
The evolution of numeration notation illustrates that our
own sense of mathematics is only innate for tallying, as with
other animals. All else owes to symbolic manipulation, which
is closely related to language aptitude.
Consumer research has shown that round numbers appeal to the emotions, whereas non-rounded numbers invoke
logic processing. Consumers are more likely to buy a product
that is roundly priced when a purchase is primarily driven
by feelings, such as a camera for family vacations. In contrast, a non-rounded price is better for utilitarian products,
where reason comes into play.

 History



Arithmetic was the first and most basic branch
of math to emerge in the earliest societies. The more
primitive the society, the closer representation of its number
system tended to sets of straight lines. The earliest writings
of the Mesopotamians and Egyptians from 3400 BCE showed
vertical straight lines to signify quantities.
In the 3rd century BCE the Hindus made a most important advance in numeral designation. A straight line represented the number 1, but distinct symbols were used for
greater quantities.
Meanwhile, the Etruscan civilization was still using tally sticks. These evolved into Roman numerals,
with a notch for 5 (V) and a crosscut for 10 (X).
Roman numerals were similar to the Babylonian numeral
system, which first appeared ~3100 BCE. The Babylonians
had the first known positional numeral system, in which the
value of a particular digit depended upon the digit itself and
its position within a number.
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The Babylonians understood the notion of nothingness,
but it was seen as a lack of a number, not a number unto
itself. The Babylonians used a space to mark the nonexistence of a digit at a certain place.
In calculating Jupiter's orbit, Babylonian astronomers
came close to discovering calculus. Their mathematical techniques ~350 BCE were long thought by historians to have developed only in the 14th century.
The Babylonians developed abstract mathematical, geometrical ideas about the connection between motion, position and
time that are so common to any modern physicist or mathematician. ~ German astroarchaeologist Mathieu Ossendrijver
The Arabs learned of the Hindu numbering system a millennium after its invention, in the 8th century CE. It first appeared in European arithmetic in 976, using the 9 digits: 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.
Though a tremendous step forward, the lack of a digit for
zero precluded important arithmetic operations. Subtraction
was problematic if not impossible.


Zero



The point about zero is that we do not need to use it in the
operations of daily life. No one goes out to buy zero fish.
~ English mathematician and philosopher Alfred North Whitehead

Zero was slow in its incorporation into mathematics,
partly from the primal fear of the void it represented.
Most ancient peoples believed only nothingness and chaos
were extant before the universe came to be. The Hebrew creation myths said that Earth was a chaotic emptiness before
God showered it with light and formed its features.
The Greeks believed that Darkness once reigned as the
mother of all, and that Darkness begat Chaos. Together,
Darkness and Chaos spawned creation.
The Greeks and Romans hated zero so much that they
clung to their own Egyptian-like notation rather than convert
to the Babylonian system, which was easier to use.
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That did not mean that zero was utterly unemployed. Ancient Greek astronomers used placeholder zero in their calculation tables: an import from Babylonian practice.
Once the calculations were done, Greek astronomers cast
zero aside, writing the results in clunky Grecian numerals
sans zero. The Greeks understood the usefulness of zero but
wanted nothing to do with it.
The fear of zero went beyond its signification of nothingness. Zero's mathematical properties were spooky.
The axiom of Archimedes, though conceived geometrically
as geographic quantities, is the linearly progressive ordering
of integral numbers {1, 2, 3…}. The axiom is named after 3rdcentury-BCE Greek mathematician Archimedes.
Zero alone mystically defies the axiom. It adds nothing to
anything; takes nothing as well.
Nothing can be created from nothing. ~ Roman philosopher
and poet Lucretius
Zero is more than mysterious: it is malevolent in undermining the arithmetic operations of multiplication and division.
Less-superstitious ancients cottoned to numeric nothing.
The Mayans began using zero as a number in the 1st century.
500 years later the Hindus adopted zero, having used it
as a placeholder symbol for a couple of centuries. In the 5th
century, Indian mathematicians changed their number system from the Greek to the Babylon style. Unlike the nonplussed Greeks, Indians were nonchalant about nil.
In the earliest age of the gods, existence was born from nonexistence. ~ Rig Veda
Zero slowly spread from India across the Middle East before reaching Europe after the Dark Ages. Italian mathematician Fibonacci popularized the Hindu-Arabic numeral
system in the 13th century.
As math evolved, zero became increasingly important. It
became clear that zero was essential to arithmetic, which
would otherwise be incomplete.
Zero is unique in 4 properties which other digits lack.
• Adding or subtracting zero leaves a number unchanged.
• Multiplying any number by zero always results in zero.
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• Raising any number to the power zero always yields
unity (one).
• Dividing any number by zero always equals infinity (∞),
and is therefore forbidden, since ∞ is not a number.
Beyond its purely digital properties, zero serves as a
starting point of a graph, or in a coordinate system for analytic geometry.
Zero completes the base-10 (decimal) number system, acting as the essential ballast to algebra. Calculus could not be
developed without zero.
In the history of culture, the discovery of zero will always
stand out as one of the greatest single achievements of the human race. ~ Latvian mathematician Tobias Dantzig
Unlike superstitious humans, other animals have no
problem conceptualizing nothing. Honeybees understand the
concept of zero quite well, as do parrots and other primates.


Bases



4 times 5 is 12, and 4 times 6 is 13, and 4 times 7 is – oh
dear! I shall never get to 20 at that rate. ~ Alice in Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (1865) by English novelist Lewis Carroll

Our hands have 10 fingers, and so a base-10 number system seems natural for tallying, which is where arithmetic got
its start. The ancient Chinese and Egyptians used base-10.
Some early societies employed other bases. The ancient
Sumerians and Babylonians had sexagesimal (base-60) systems, which simplified handling fractions in calculations.
The Mayans (1500 BCE~1700) had a vigesimal (base-20)
system. Mayan priests used a mixed numeral system of base20 and base-360. The Mayan calendar had 360 days in a year.
The modern decimal (base-10) system eventuated in Europe by the 15th century with the incorporation of zero into
the Hindu-Arabic number system.
Owing to memory storage being of bits either ON or OFF,
electronic computers are built upon a binary (base-2) system.
To achieve decimal handling capability, bits are concatenated
into a hexadecimal (base-16) system.
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Numbers



It is the civilized world's facility with manipulating the
representations of reality provided by numbers that has led to
such awesome material progress in the past few centuries.
~ English statistician David Hand

There are numerous sets of numbers. The numbers used
for tallying are natural numbers {1, 2, 3,…}. Adjoining zero to
the natural numbers gives the set of whole numbers.
Extending whole numbers into negative territory yields
integers {…, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3,…}.
It took mathematicians quite a while to accept negative
numbers. The Greeks, so interested in geometry, had no need
for negatives.
By the 7th century Indian bookkeepers were using negative numbers to represent debt. Italian polymath Gerolamo
Cardano used negative numbers in his 1545 algebra textbook
Ars Magna.
Among the natural numbers, a number greater than 1
which has only itself and 1 as factors is a prime number {2,
3, 5, 7, 11, 14, 17, 19, …}. A natural number that is not a prime
is called a composite. Euclid demonstrated ~300 BCE that
there are an infinite number of primes.
Prime numbers have long been a fascination for mathematicians. Many questions about them remain open. One of
the oldest and best-known issues is Goldbach's conjecture:
that every even number greater than 2 can be expressed as
the sum of 2 primes.* Generally assumed to be true, and
shown so far to 4 × 1018, the conjecture remains unproven
despite strenuous effort.
The set of real numbers includes integers, rational, irrational, algebraic, and transcendental numbers.
Any number that can be expressed as a fraction of 2 integers is a rational number (e.g. 3/4). A rational number may
have an infinitely repeating decimal fraction (e.g. 82 / 111 =
0.738738…).
* Goldbach's conjecture arose from an aside that German mathematician Christian Goldbach wrote in a letter to Leonhard Euler
on 7 June 1742.
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A real number that is not rational is irrational (e.g. √2,
which equals 1.41421356…). An irrational number has decimal representations which are neither terminating nor repeating.
An algebraic number is one that can be expressed as the
root of a non-zero polynomial with 1 variable and rational coefficients.*
A polynomial is an algebraic expression consisting of variables and coefficients, where the expression (aka function) is
limited to addition, subtraction, multiplication, and non-negative integer powers (aka exponents). An exemplary algebraic
expression is:
3y2–5x + 7
In the above expression, x and y are variables (aka indeterminates): the letters represent numbers which may vary
in value. A variable is a placeholder in a mathematical formula. A number before a variable is a coefficient, which
stands ready to multiply whatever value a variable takes.
There are specific naming conventions for variables in the
different branches of mathematics. For instance, the axes of
3D coordinate space are always x, y, and z.
An exponent signifies multiplication to a certain power
(number of times). For example:
y3 = y  y  y
The irrational, real, or complex numbers that are not algebraic are transcendental. Transcendentals are numbers
with decimal quantities that go on and on without repeating.
Though only a few classes of transcendental numbers are
known, they are not rare. Indeed, most real and complex
numbers are transcendental. But it can be extremely difficult
to prove that a given number is transcendental.

* It is easier to understand that algebraic numbers are real numbers that are not transcendental.
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 and e are the best-known transcendental numbers.
 (3.14159…) is the ratio of a circle's
circumference to its diameter. But 
shows up in many situations unrelated
diameter (d)
to circles. For instance, the series 1/12
+ 1/22 + 1/32 + 1/42 + 1/52… (= 1 + 1/4 +
=C/d
1/9 + 1/16 + 1/25…) gets closer to the
value 2/6 (= 1.645…) as more terms
are added.  is also intimately (and mysteriously) involved
with how prime numbers are distributed.
e (2.71828…) is the base of the natural logarithm, which
is a logarithm with e as its base. In other words, the natural
log is the inverse of e. Practically, e is about time under continuous growth.
The miraculous powers of modern calculation are due to
three inventions: the Arabic notation, decimal fractions, and
logarithms. ~ American mathematics historian Florian Cajori
A logarithm is the exponent of the power to which a base
number must be raised to equal a given number. The 2 equations below are equivalent.
y=bx  x=logb(y)
For example, the logarithm of 1,000 to base 10 (the decimal system) is 3.
1000=103  3=log10(1000)
e can be defined in many ways. For one, e = (1 + 1/n)n as n
approaches infinity.
The natural log – written loge or ln (from the Latin logarithmus naturali) – gives the time needed to reach a certain
level of growth, given constant growth.
For example, for 10 times growth of something that grows
100% annually, the wait time is 2.302 years (ln(10)).
With g as growth (at a 100% compound growth rate) and
d as duration:
g=ed  d=ln(g)
10 (times growth)=e2.302  2.302 (years) =ln(10)
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ex is a scaling factor: the amount of continuous growth after a certain (x) duration. The inverse – ln(x) – is the duration
needed to reach a certain level of growth.
ex = erate x time; with rate = 100% → e1.0 x time = etime
If the growth rate is only 5% rather than 100%, then the
duration is 20 times longer (1.0 / 0.05).
Suppose we want to know how long a wait for a 30-times
growth at a growth rate of 5% per period.
ln(30) = 3.4; i.e., rate x time (at 100%) = 3.4
for: (rate = 0.05) and nominally (time = 3.4)
0.05 (rate) x 3.4 (time) = 68

rational

integers
whole
natural

real

irrational

The sets that comprise the all-encompassing real numbers form a
nested hierarchy, with a bifurcation
at the top between rational and irrational numbers. One oddity is the set
of algebraic numbers, which includes
all rational numbers but also selectively some irrational ones.


Materialism drove mathematics. The earliest and essential need for math was accounting of property: both quantities of goods and tracts of land. Thus arose arithmetic and
geometry.


Arithmetic



The hardest arithmetic to master is that which enables us to
count our blessings. ~ American moral and social philosopher
Eric Hoffer

The ancient Sumerians, Egyptians, and Babylonians took some
of the tedium out of their calculations with the abacus, which was
invented in Sumer ~2700 BCE. The
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Babylonians advanced computation from Egyptian times
partly by their sexagesimal system.
5th-century-BCE Greek historian Herodotus noted that
the ancient Egyptians had calculated with pebbles. Such
counters continued into Roman times. The word calculate derives from the Latin calculus, which means pebble.
Abacus addition and subtraction is accomplished by regrouping and exchange. Multiplication is done by repeated
additions, division by repeated subtractions.
Division sometimes creates remainders, which begat fractions. Fractions are a natural outgrowth of practical arithmetic in treating portions of a whole.
Over the centuries, mathematicians came to eschew this
pragmatic view of fractions. Fractions became abstract symbols, governed by definite rules which bound them to whole
numbers. Nonetheless, fractions ushered in a whole new
level of complexity: by emphasizing the ordinal nature of
numbers as contrasted to their cardinal or quantitative property. As points on a line, ordinal numbers, and particularly
fractions, provided a bridge between arithmetic and geometry by presenting an infinite set of points.


Geometry



This knowledge at which geometry aims is of the eternal.
Geometry will draw the soul toward truth. ~ Plato

Geometry arose in addressing the practical problems of
measuring land areas and granary volumes. Whereas the
Babylonians had an algebraic bent, the Egyptians were
stronger with geometry. Both the Babylonians and ancient
Indians anticipated the geometric work of ancient Greek
mathematician and philosopher Pythagoras. The Pythagorean theorem was known in Mesopotamia long before Pythagoras.
Mathematicians in ancient China were also familiar with
basic geometry but did not know all the correct modern formulas.
What Pythagoras had that those before him lacked was a
cult of true believers: the Pythagoreans. Pythagoreanism was
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a brew of esoteric and mystical beliefs influenced by mathematics, astronomy, and music. Their lifestyle discipline included purification rites and vegetarianism: all designed to
empower their souls.
The Pythagoreans considered the universe ordered by
numbers. A person who fully understood the harmony in numerical ratios would become divine and immortal.
Numbers rule the universe. ~ Pythagoras
The Pythagoreans' interest was not in manipulating
numbers – arithmetic – but in understanding the properties
of numbers. Geometry was a prominent means.
The famous Pythagorean theorem states that the square
of the hypotenuse (c) of a right triangle is equal to the
c a
sum of the square of its 2 sides (a, b).
b
c2 = a2 + b2
In the instance of a right triangle with sides each
equal to 1, the square of the hypotenuse is 2.
2 = 12 + 12

2

1

1

√2 is not a rational number, as it cannot be expressed as
a ratio of 2 counting numbers.
At the time, the Greeks believed that all numbers were
rational. The shocking discovery of irrational numbers by
5th-century-BCE Pythagorean Hippasus was something that
the secret society wanted to keep secret. Hippasus drowned
at sea shortly after divulging this revelation; one of history's
lesser unsolved mysteries.
Not surprisingly given its history, the square root of a
number (√x) is called a radical. The symbol √ is the radical
sign, and x is the radicand.
Euclid is considered the father of geometry. His book
Elements (~300 CE) developed all known mathematics into an
integrated whole. Elements served as the primary textbook
for teaching math, especially geometry, for nearly 2,000
years: from its original publication into the early 20th
century.
In solving problems and providing proofs geometry is
intertwined with formal logic, particularly deduction. Euclid
developed the basic concepts which continue to be used:
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axioms, postulates, and theorems. An axiom is a self-evident
truth requiring no proof. A postulate is an assumption. A
theorem is a proposition proved via axioms and postulates.
Euclid's 5th postulate – the parallel postulate – posits
that parallel lines run to infinity. As an assumption its disparate complexity long troubled mathematicians.
I have had my results for a long time: but I do not yet know
how I am to arrive at them. ~ Carl Friedrich Gauss
Relaxing the assumption underlying the parallel postulate resulted in non-Euclidean geometry, by way of hyperbolas and ellipses. This breakthrough was developed in the
early 19th century.
Though others did earlier work that they kept to themselves, including Gauss (~1818), the first-published essays on
hyperbolic geometry were ~1830 by Hungarian mathematician János Bolyai and Russian mathematician Nikolai Ivanovich.
In a famous 1854 lecture, German mathematician Bernhard Riemann presented higher-dimensional manifolds: a
non-Euclidean geometry which in its simplest form is elliptic
geometry. Riemannian geometry enabled Einstein's general
relativity theory. Bizarrely, Einstein refused to countenance
extra-dimensionality.


Algebra



Elementary arithmetic teaches how to add, multiply, subtract,
and divide. This is practical mathematics sufficient for workaday
uses. Elementary algebra, serving subtler purposes, asks about
general relations among the 4 arithmetic operations. ~ American mathematician Avron Douglis

Algebra introduces variables into arithmetic: a conceptually simple extension, but one that takes mathematical operations to a level of abstract sophistication.
In the late 16th century French mathematician François
Viète introduced the use of letters as symbols for variables in
equations. He also coined the term coefficient for a stated
quantity multiplicatively applied to another value, which
was typically a variable.
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Algebra is a unifying thread throughout mathematics, as
it the study of symbols and the rules for manipulating them.
Algebra deals with operations upon symbolic forms. ~ Tobias Dantzig
Algebra affords the creation of models which mathematically abstract phenomena. These models are packaged as
equations, which define relations: typically, of equality,
though equations may also be of some other relationship.
The leading characteristic of algebra is that of operations on
relations. This also is the leading characteristic of thought.
~ William James
A common equation is a function, which
y = ƒ(x)
examines variance in an independent variax (input)
ble. In the function: y = ƒ(x), x is the independent variable (variable input) and y is the
ƒ (function)
dependent variable (output). The value of y
depends upon x.
y (output)
To solve or model complex problems,
related equations are grouped into a system.
Algebra is the metaphysics of arithmetic. ~ English naturalist
John Ray


Imaginary Numbers



That imaginary numbers has hitherto been surrounded by
mysterious obscurity is to be attributed largely to an ill-adapted
notation. If, for instance, +1, -1, √-1 had been called direct, inverse, and lateral units, instead of positive, negative, and imaginary (or even impossible), such an obscurity would have been
out of the question. ~ Carl Friedrich Gauss

One radicand stands apart from all others: √–1. The number repeatedly cropped up, and was shunted aside as misunderstood, for a millennium.
The ancient Egyptians knew how to roughly calculate the
volume (frustum) of a pyramid; quite an accomplishment for
a people who had no knowledge of integral calculus. In figuring a frustum, the ancient Egyptians encountered √–1. They
ignored the result and its implications. So did 1st-century-CE
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Greek-Roman mathematician and engineer Hero of Alexandria in dealing with the same problem. As did 3rd-centuryAlexandrian Greek mathematician Diophantus, who made
advances in algebra. And too Hindu mathematician Mahavira in the 9th century, who (wrongly) affirmed the suspicions of Hero and Diophantus: that a negative number cannot
have a square root.
As in the nature of things, a negative number is not a square,
it has therefore no square root. ~ Mahavira
Negative attitudes about negative numbers were longstanding. The general line of logic was that there is something seriously wrong about a tally that not only does not exist but is an inherent deficit.
Negative numbers were long thought of as an inexplicable
pit of quantity. As the ancients had a phobia about voids,
banish the thought.
As we shall shortly see, negative numbers can make
strange bedfellows for their positive companions even in
arithmetic calculations.
The pox was not just on negative numbers. Positive
square roots that don't square were insufferable. As 20thcentury Russian theoretical physicist and cosmologist George
Gamow wrote:
There was a young fellow from Trinity who took √∞.
But the number of digits gave him the fidgets.
He dropped Math and took up Divinity.
Cubic equations when graphed render a sine curve. Figuring the solutions to cubic equations (e.g., x3 + a1x2 + a2x +
a3 = 0) were long a source of consternation to mathematicians. Even depressed cubics, which lack the x2 term, caused
conniptions.
The struggle of cubics reached Gerolamo Cardano in the
mid-16th century, who managed the feat. In doing so he encountered √–1 and embraced it without fear. Though there
were hiccups, others followed, and furthered the sense that
√–1 was a workable concept.
In the late 17th century, English mathematician John
Wallis was the first to try to attach some physical significance to √–1. He fumbled. Wallis figured that since a ÷ 0
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when a > 0 is positive infinity (∞), and since a ÷ b is a negative
number when b < 0, then this negative number must be
greater than positive infinity, because the denominator b < 0
is less than the zero, which causes infinity when a is divided
by it. This left Wallis with the astounding conclusion that
that a negative number is simultaneously both less than zero
and greater than infinity. No wonder that negative numbers
long received an unwelcome reception by mathematicians.
René Descartes was the culprit who, in 1637, pinned the
term imaginary on the square roots of negative numbers,
which were formerly known as sophisticated or subtle. His
frustrated failure to make geometric sense of these numbers
was no doubt instrumental in his derision, which unfortunately stuck for this sensibly subtle set of numbers.


Complex Numbers



I have not the smallest confidence in any result which is essentially obtained by the use of imaginary symbols. ~ 19th century English mathematician George Airy

imaginary

Early on, imaginary numbers were the unexpected product in taking the square root of a real
number. Cardano was first to combine ima + bi
●
aginary and real numbers, creating comb
l
plex numbers, which he expressed in the
φ
form a + bi, where a and b are real, and i
is the imaginary unit (√–1).
real a
Complex numbers form a plane. On
one axis are real numbers, the other imaginary.
The man who tamed complex numbers geometrically was
not a mathematician, but a surveyor: Caspar Wessel, a Norwegian . His brilliant paper on the subject was published in
Danish in 1799. It made no impact in the mathematical world
until rediscovered nearly a century later, in 1895. By that
time others had trod the same path.
Wessel's insight, which looks obvious when understood
(hindsight bias), was to imagine complex number points
within the Cartesian coordinate system, with real and imaginary number axes, as shown above.
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Next, consider a point (a + bi) as being at some length (l)
from the origin (0,0), and at some angle (φ) from the real number axis. This puts a complex number point in polar form.
Using the polar coordinate system, each point can be
considered as a distance (l) from a fixed point (typically (0,0))
at an angle (φ from a fixed direction (e.g., the horizontal (real)
axis). Hence, the point a + bi can be stated as (l, φ).
Using this scheme mathematical operations on complex
numbers are greatly simplified. Multiplying by √–1 is,
geometrically, simply a 90° rotation counterclockwise.
Nowadays, complex numbers have essential employment
in a variety of scientific and engineering fields, including
physics, fluid dynamics, electromagnetism, and signal processing. They are also used to model Nature: complex numbers employed to fathom the ultimate complexity.


Fractals 

Fractals are dimensionally discordant. ~ Benoît Mandelbrot

A fractal is a set of scale-invariant, self-similar, iterative
patterns. Fractals are abundant in Nature and can be produced via formulas of complex numbers.
Looking down on a sea shoreline from 100
meters displays a series of arcs where the water
has receded from the sand. At a closer scale,
such as 10 meters, one's field of vision is
smaller, but the pattern of arcs is self-similar.
At 1 meter and 100 cm selfsame iterative patterns recur. A shoreline is fractal.
Fluid turbulence forms fractal patterns – similar, though
not quite identical – at numerous scales of observation.
The patterns that tree leaves and
branches form are fractal. Romanesco
broccoli (pictured) is floridly fractal.
Fractals got their mathematical start
in the 17th century, with Leibniz pondering recursive self-similarity, though his
thinking was limited to straight lines. 2
centuries later, German mathematician Karl Weierstrass
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presented the first function and graph that had fractal properties.
Numerous mathematicians became fascinated with the
multidimensional properties of fractals and elaborated mathematical constructs which produced them in a wide variety
of ways.
Polish-born French American mathematician Benoît Mandelbrot popularized
fractals. He was first to use computers to
generate fractal images. His Mandelbrot
set (pictured) is well-known. It is viewed
on a computer as an infinite series of
planes with ceaseless sets of self-repeating patterns which
vary by location within the set and at different depths (by
zooming in). Exploring the Mandelbrot set is like looking
through a microscope at an endless universe of patterns that
seem simultaneously both natural and otherworldly.*


Infinity



All finite things reveal infinitude. ~ American poet Theodore
Roethke

Infinity is an abstraction of something without limit. In
mathematics, infinity is often incorrectly treated as if it were
a number rather than an open possibility. In physics, infinity
is abhorred: treated as a malady that rots any model which
produces it.† With nothing else to go on, physicists patch
their ersatz models when infinities arise; the Standard Model
of quantum physics is exemplary.
Infinity rears up numerically when series run amok, going on and on. In geometry, infinity presents a paradox.
The earliest record of infinity was in the mid-6th century
BCE by Greek philosopher Anaximander. Its first mathematical conception came a century later from Greek philosopher
Zeno of Elea.

* The covers of Spokes books are Mandelbrot-set fractals.
† Modern physicists' attitude about infinity is aptly analogous to
that of the ancient Greeks toward zero: stubborn ignorance.
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The ~3rd-century-BCE Indian mathematical text
Süryaprajñapti classified all numbers into 3 types: enumerable, innumerable, and infinite. Innumerable numbers were
countless, while infinite numbers were endless.
John Wallis first used the symbol ∞ for infinity in the
1655. He was particularly interested in the infinitesimal: 1/∞,
upon which calculus – the concept of limits – was concerned.
The foundations of calculus were laid in the 17th century.

 Probability 
If chance is defined as an event produced by random motion
without any causal nexus, I would say there is no such thing as
chance. ~Roman philosopher Boethius

The term probability is used in 2 distinct ways: 1) as an
intrinsic property of a system; and 2) as a gauge of belief.
Mathematically, probability is a measure of how likely a certain event will happen.
Though biases readily enter into assessing odds, primates have an innate sense of probability. 6-month-old babies can estimate probabilities. This faculty provides an
intuitive basis for belief.
Probability exerts a peculiar fascination even over persons
who are nothing for mathematics. It is rich in philosophical interest and of the highest scientific importance. But it is also baffling. ~ American mathematician James Newman
Man's urge toward games of chance raised an interest in
probability millennia ago, but the fundamental issues were
long obscured by superstitions.
In the 16th century Cardano demonstrated the efficacy of
defining odds as a ratio of favorable to unfavorable outcomes.
But it was not until 1657 that Dutch mathematician and scientist Christiaan Huygens penned the first scientific treatment of the topic.

 Dice 
Dice were invented innumerable times tens
of thousands of years ago. They often turn up in
archeological digs.
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Dating from 2,000 years ago, 90% of Roman dice were typically asymmetrical and would not roll randomly. The Romans knew how to make symmetrical dice but chose not to.
Perhaps they thought other forces were at work in determining the outcome of a roll – dice as tumbling Ouija boards.
Only from the mid-15th century were dice typically symmetrical, as gamblers began demanding steady odds.
The arrangement of numbers on dice evolved as well.
There are a variety of ways to arrange the numbers 1 to 6 on
a die. Several were seen in Roman-era dice.
Between 1250 and 1450, a single arrangement was dominant: 1 opposite 2, 3 opposite 4, and 5 opposite 6. This configuration is called "primes" because opposite faces sum to
prime numbers (3, 7, and 11).
Then die denominations suddenly changed. Primes were
replaced by the modern "sevens" configuration: 1 opposite 6,
2 opposite 5, and 3 opposite 4, where opposite faces sum to 7.
A standard arrangement makes it easy to check that a die
is authentic. Primes and sevens are readily verified.
Primes might have become unpopular because the configuration was perceived as unbalanced, whereas sevens has a
symmetry in that the opposite faces all add to 7; symmetry
as a proxy for fairness.
As dice design became more 'regular', successful players
were better able to see patterns in play that might have led to
early probabilistic thinking. ~ American mathematician Edward Packel

In inherently creating a risky business environment,
probability finds full employment among capitalists, especially in the financial sector, where randomness regularly
reigns. Reliability theory, an offshoot of probability, is used
in product design to regulate quality.
Many things happen between the cup and the lip. ~ English
scholar Robert Burton
In a stochastic process a system moves from one state to
another with a goodly degree of randomness. Many systems
in the natural world seem stochastic. Stochastic processes
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are typically memoryless: the next state emerges from the
current one owing no influence to what had happened before.
Russian mathematician Andrey Markov developed Markov chains in 1906, which provide techniques for modeling
stochastic systems, and so estimate the probabilities of certain events occurring, recurring, and their reliability. Stochastic systems contrast with deterministic ones, where
predictability is relatively high, as history acts as a constraint on future actions. In mathematics, a deterministic
system is one that entirely predictable: the outcome depends
utterly upon the initial condition.
It's hard to believe in coincidence, but it's even harder to believe in anything else. ~ American author John Green

 Statistics 
There are 3 kinds of lies: lies, damned lies, and statistics.
~ American author and humorist Mark Twain

Death inspired the science of statistics. King Henry VII's
fear of the Black Plague probably prompted his publishing
reports on deaths, beginning in 1532. Mortuary tables
started ~1662 with the work of English demographer John
Graunt, who saw patterns in the statistics. This was followed
by English polymath Edmund Halley, who published an article on life annuities in 1693, thus providing the mathematical grounding for insurance via actuarial science.
Probability tells the likelihood of an event. A graph may
be made by collating sample outcomes. This results in a probability curve. Carl Friedrich Gauss derived an equation for
the probability curve and analyzed its properties.
In 1749, German philosopher Gottfried Achenwall quantitatively characterized government statistical data and
coined the term statistic. It had been called political arithmetic in England.
A bell-curve figure shows an idealized symmetrical probability curve with a normal distribution: a continuous probability spread. The mean (median) is its apex, which is the
peak number of occurrences, and therefore the most likely
point (expected value).
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Bell Curve
Less likely are events to the left and right, which are respectively fewer and more of whatever is being measured in
a sample than those at the median.
A vast body of statistical theory and methods presupposes a
normal distribution. ~ American statistician Leroy Folks
The central limit theorem is the term used for the statistical assumption that a large number of independent events
will be normally distributed. Logically it is a flagrant fallacy
to blithely apply to specific instances in the present what has
been generally found in the past. Nevertheless, assumed continuity is a central tenet of statistics.
In charting statistics, such as a mortuary table, the shape
of a probability curve may be skewed. In the exemplary
curve, illustrating age of death, demise is spread over a
greater range before reaching the midpoint, after which
folks start dropping like flies.
The standard deviation is a reliable measure of dispersion.
~ American mathematician Thomas Pirnot
The standard deviation is the amount of variance from
the mean. Another view, from a predictive context, is that the
standard deviation represents a measure of errors from the
expected norm. A low standard deviation betokens data
points clustered close to the central tendency (mean). A high
standard deviation indicates a greater dispersion.
Descriptive statistics is the discipline of quantifying a
sample, which is a set of collated data. In contrast, inferential
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statistics draws predictive conclusions from statistical information about the population that is sampled.
Inferential statistics is used to test hypotheses, and to
forecast via sample data. As such, statistical inference from
a random sample has a confidence interval: the probability
percentage that a certain event will occur, or data not sampled, or found in the future, will correspond to an asserted
characterization. In other words, a confidence interval is a
range of values indicating the uncertainty surrounding an estimate. Confidence intervals represent how "good" an estimate is.
Confidence intervals are frequently misunderstood, even
by scientists who should know better. A confidence interval
expresses a statistical sense of reliability in an estimation,
not the likelihood that the result (the sought-after population
parameter) is within the interval (that is, the probability that
the interval covers the population parameter).
Confidence intervals are given in the form of estimate ±
margin of error, where estimate is the measure (the center of
the interval) of the unknown population parameter being
surveyed for, and margin of error is the potentiality of the
estimate being erroneous.
Attached to every confidence interval is a confidence level,
which is the probability (%) indicating how much certainty
should be attributed to a confidence interval. In general, the
higher the confidence level, the wider the confidence interval.
The confidence level is not a statement about the population or sampling procedure. The confidence level is instead
an indication of the success in constructing the confidence interval. For example, confidence intervals with a confidence
level of 80%, will, over the long run (repetitiously), miss the
true population parameter 1 out of every 5 times.
Confidence intervals were introduced into statistics by
Polish mathematician and statistician Jerzy Neyman in
1937.
Although the field of statistics is rooted in mathematics, and
mathematics is exact, the use of statistics to describe complex
phenomena is not exact. ~ American economist Charles Wheelan
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Children are taught the mathematics of certainty: algebra, trigonometry, geometry and the like. That's beautiful but often useless. We should be taught uncertainty. ~ German psychologist
Gerd Gigerenzer

Statistics is difficult for many because it is an obtuse abstraction. The mind is naturally inclined to think in terms of
outcomes having causes.
Probability is relatively easy because it is in the realm of
causality: how likely an event is. Even babies detect patterns
that form the base of probability.
Correlation doesn't tell you anything about causation, but it's
a mistake even researchers make. ~ American statistician and
psychologist Rand Wilcox
Statistics is essentially acausal, which is a paradigmatic
shift that has no everyday application. The very concept of
statistics is a significant step away from how mind appreciates the world.
There's order in the form of correlations. ~ English physicist
David Jennings
The closest statistics comes to everyday application is averaging. The mind can rather readily suss the average of a
tangible set of something (e.g., how big the average orange is
of 4 sitting there). But how representative a sample is of a
larger, unseen population, seriously stretches the imagination; and how confident one should be about the randomness
or representativeness of such a sample is a mathematical chimera.
The difficulty is with distributions, which are crucial to
understanding statistical reasoning. The idea that individual
phenomena can be independently distributed is comprehensible, but that the "distribution" of a large collection of random events can be mathematically characterized with
regularity is at best a mystery wrapped in an enigma.
The notion of independence within distributions is at the
root of the problem. People expect samples, even small ones,
to be representative. Consequently, reconciling independence
with an abstract distribution is a mental challenge.
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A common misunderstanding of independence and distribution is exemplified by a statement about coin tossing: "if 10
heads have been thrown in a row, the next few tosses have to
be tails for the results to represent the distribution."*


Data Quality



Statistics begins with data. ~ David Hand

Statistics aims at a specific, quantified characterization
of a population. The data going into developing a statistical
analysis is almost always a sampling of a population rather
than the entire population. Hence, statistics are almost always a rough sketch, not a complete picture, and so inherently are of uncertain quality, though they often serve as
good approximations, which is the best a fact can ever be.
Garbage in, garbage out. ~ first used in a newspaper article
about the US Internal Revenue Service computerizing their data
(1 April 1963)

The quality of a sample determines the quality of the statistics associated with it. For statistics to be decent, the sample upon which they are based must be representative of the
population being examined.
A population is the entire set of objects about which information is wanted. A parameter is a quantitative characteristic of a population; it is a fixed and mysterious number. The
goal of a statistical exercise is gaining insight into one or
more parameters.
In statistics, characteristics are commonly called variables, with each object having a value of a variable.

Raw data, like raw potatoes, usually require cleaning before
use. ~ American statistician Ronald Thisted

* There is no statistical population distribution of coin tosses, as
each toss is independent. The stated confusion about distribution
is with probability distribution (aka odds), which for tossing coins
is 0.5.
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Data provides a window to the world. The problem is getting a clear view. That requires good data and unbiased examination.
A sample is data about a subset of the target population.
A statistic is a numeric characteristic of a sample.
There are 2 basic types of statistical studies: observational and experimental. In observational situations, data is
captured without interference in the process. In contrast, experimental studies consist of manipulating the objects measured. The quality of experimental data is directly related to
the design of the experiment.
A sampling frame is the source material or method by
which a sample is selected. Sampling frames must be designed to collect representative data, and, once amassed,
cleaned as necessary to reflect that goal. Sample size is a critical aspect of data quality.
The law of large numbers is a theorem relating to sample
quality. The theorem states that the average result should
come closer to the expected value with larger sample size, or
greater number of repetitions in experimental results.
The term random sample is used to describe the technique of randomly picking sample objects for examination.
The happy thought and fond hope is that random selection
will result in population representativeness. Many times,
sampling, though intended as random, is no such thing. This
is because certain members of a population are more accessible than others, and so more likely to be chosen.
Market research long used landline phones to survey consumers. The problems of obtaining a representative sample,
once mainly limited to the demographics of geography and
income/wealth, have been compounded in recent decades by
the facts that many people now exclusively use cell phones,
and that phone books are no longer the population compendium they once were.
Data is evidence. In scientific experiments phenomena
are characterized via data. Data quality is a problem in every
sort of analysis.
The larger the data set, the more hands involved in its
compilation, and the more processing stages involved, the
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more likely errors creep in. The law of large numbers may be
a mirage.
Too many cooks spoil the broth. ~ proverb

 Cosmic Inflation 
In 2013, a sizable group of astrophysicists aiming to prove
the false hypothesis of cosmological cosmic inflation collated
a crock of inputs, ran the prodigious set of numbers they had
amassed, then proudly proclaimed that they had found a particular pattern of gravitational waves in the early universe
that buttressed the conjecture they wanted to believe in.
More than a few well-respected academics ate the bait.
These results are a smoking gun for inflation. ~ Israeli American astrophysicist Avi Loeb, chair of the Harvard astronomy department
An ensuing review of what had been done revealed
shoddy work, beginning with dirty data, and ending with the
fact that, even if the data had been any good, the result would
have been unsupportive of the hypothesis (cosmic inflation
occurred).
The team had used preliminary, uncleansed data from
another project. Their own data were marred by not accounting for interstellar dust.
The people involved did not have the dignity to retract
their work, even as it was thoroughly discredited. The gross
degree of slipshod statistics is somewhat atypical, and unusual in being accompanied by such stellar publicity. But the
astrophysicists involved were well-respected, and the evidence sorely wanted, as the standard cosmological model is
blatantly bogus if cosmic inflation is nonsense.*

Data may incomplete or incorrect. Selection bias often occurs, and can be killer, literally.

* Cosmic inflation has been thoroughly discredited, as has the
standard cosmological model; but both are still believed in by the
ruling cult of religious astrophysicists.
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 NASA's Challenger 
The US space shuttle Challenger spectacularly blew up 73 seconds after launch in 1986,
instantly killing everyone on board. The cause
was the failure of the O-rings which sealed segments of the launch rockets; a result of cold
weather.
The reason that O-rings even existed on
the rockets was that they were made hundreds
of miles away and assembled on site – an abysmal engineering practice. The reason they were not assembled near the
launch site was entirely political: a decision to spread NASA
money around to different congressional districts.
The night before the launch, a meeting was held to discuss whether to proceed, since the forecast temperature was
exceptionally low for central Florida.
Data were produced showing no apparent relationship
between air temperature and booster rocket segment seals.
But the sample set was incomplete. It failed to include all
launches involving no damage – launches which were mostly
made at higher temperatures.
This unfortunate omission was the statistical root of the
wrong decision, as a plot of all data showed a clear correlation
between low temperature and O-ring damage.

Incorrect data is common for a variety of reasons, beginning with reading instruments or recording values wrongly.
Data errors sometimes arise over units of measurement.

 NASA's Climate Orbiter 
In 1999 the NASA Climate Orbiter
Mars probe failed to enter the planet's
atmosphere at the correct angle, resulting in its disintegration in the upper atmosphere. There was confusion
about the unit used for pressure measurement: whether in pound-seconds or
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newton-seconds. Different software systems were calibrated
to different units.
The discrepancy between the actual and calculated positions caused an error in orbit insertion altitude. 2 navigators
had previously pointed the problem out, but their concerns
were dismissed; so, $655 million dollars and hundreds of
man-years of effort were wasted.
People sometimes make errors. ~ NASA space administrator
Edward Weiler on the Climate Orbiter catastrophe

Data allow us to steer our way through a complex world – to
make decisions about the best actions to take. We take our
measurements, count our totals, and we use statistical methods
to extract information from these data to describe how the world
is behaving and what we should do to make it behave how we
want. ~ David Hand


Statistics in Science



There are large numbers of experts – not just laypeople – who
have no training in statistical thinking. ~ Gerd Gigerenzer

The bane of empirical science is uncertainty. For a modern scientist, a pattern of anecdotes may provide fodder for a
hypothesis but is far too flimsy a foundation to float a theory.
So scientists invariably rely upon statistics to muster support. Therein damning problems lurk.
Statistics per se is acausal. ~ Canadian econometrician James
Ramsey
The overriding issue in employing statistics is confusing
correlation with causality. The best any statistical result can
show is a coincidence between 2 factors. Statistics can never
prove one event causes another.
The shift from disciplines with an all-pervading causal interpretation to one that is inherently acausal represents a major
fundamental shift in viewpoint, and one that cannot merely be
dismissed as an alternative "explanation." ~ James Ramsey
For statistics to bolster any claim the sample size must
be large and the result unambiguous. Excepting physics and
chemistry – where experimental reproducibility is relatively
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easily had – both criteria are rarely met. Failure to compile
unassailable data of sufficient sample size is particularly
true in the life sciences, notably the medical field.
Then there is the scale of potential effect. Whereas large
effects may rather readily be determined, and therefore the
use of statistics rather superfluous, small effects are tough to
suss.
That smoking cigarettes hurts health – damaging lungs,
causing cardiovascular disease and cancer – is practically a
no brainer. Statistically, it helps greatly that there a lot of
smokers about. But the health effects of eating something
considered food are so difficult to discern that the statistics
of all such studies are worthless.
A common technique is meta-analysis: aggregate a large
number of studies, none of which individually may be considered conclusive, or even worth a damn, but then conclude
that altogether a causal conclusion may be drawn. However
appealing the rational, the technique is bogus from a statistical standpoint; yet it remains a popular ruse.
Very few areas of science are uncontaminated by the pseudocertainty of statistical conclusions describing individually uncertain events. ~ American biomechanist Steven Vogel

 Eating Meat Causes Cancer 
In October 2015, 22 scientists from 10 countries convened
under the auspices of the World Health Organization (WHO)
"to evaluate the carcinogenicity of the consumption of red
meat and processed meat."
The group assessed over 800 epidemiological studies on
the topic, weighing the value of each study based on qualitative criteria that bore no relation to statistical validity. For
example, "the studies judged to be most informative were
those that considered red meat and processed meat separately."
Conclusions were as follows (emphases added).
The mechanistic evidence for carcinogenicity was assessed
as strong for red meat and moderate for processed meat. Mechanistic evidence is mainly available for the digestive tract.
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The so-called "mechanistic evidence" involved chemical
analysis of greater or fewer specific molecular byproducts in
urine after consumption. Such results bear no statistical relation to cancer. Moreover, "strong" and "moderate" are qualitative interpretations of causality from an acausal
technique. In other words, there were no statistics supporting the stated conclusions.
Then, in apparent self-contradiction, the group decided
that the overall evidence was more damning for processed
meat than red meat.
Overall, the group classified consumption of processed meat
as "carcinogenic to humans" on the basis of sufficient evidence
for colorectal cancer. Additionally, a positive association with
the consumption of processed meat was found for stomach cancer.
The group concluded that there is limited evidence in human
beings for the carcinogenicity of the consumption of red meat.
Chance, bias, and confounding could not be ruled out with the
same degree of confidence for the data on red meat consumption, since no clear association was seen in several of the highquality studies and residual confounding from other diet and
lifestyle risk is difficult to exclude. The group classified consumption of red meat as "probably carcinogenic to humans."
Again, with statistical evidence being cast as "sufficient"
or "limited," associations being "positive," and a conclusion of
"probably," where (causal) probability plays no part in
(acausal) statistical correlation.
As to causing cancer from eating red meat and processed
meat: well, the scientists just couldn't say.
There is inadequate evidence for the carcinogenicity of consumption of red meat and of processed meat.
Because the public supposedly possesses even less understanding than scientists who themselves misuse statistics,
the WHO scientists felt compelled to interpret their unfounded findings in meritless terms that nevertheless imply
credibility. Statistically speaking, there is sufficient evidence
to conclude that the blind are misleading the blind.
WHO's evaluation of meat-eating causing cancer is exemplary of the common misapplication of statistics to draw unfounded conclusions. You can read such ilk regularly in
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health magazines and on the health pages of newspapers, as
well as in science journals.
Bacon, ham and sausages rank alongside cigarettes as a major
cause of cancer, the World Health Organisation has said, placing cured and processed meats in the same category as asbestos,
alcohol, arsenic and tobacco. ~ English health writer Sarah
Boseley in The Guardian newspaper

There should be no doubt that eating animal flesh is detrimental to health. To prove it to yourself, eat nothing but
fresh fruit, vegetables, and small portions of nuts and grains
(seeds), for 3 weeks, and see how you feel afterwards. Then
eat nothing but red meat, processed or not, for 3 weeks and
compare with how you felt before. Damn statistics – there's
proof.

The more flexible a scientific field is in its definitions, experimental designs, analytic modes, and outcomes, the less
likely that research conclusions are reliable. Biology, psychology, sociology, and economics are exemplary fields where
empirical problems loom large.
Getting good data is the 1st hurdle, and is where many
studies falter, often without the acknowledgement of those
involved. The 2013 study aimed at cosmic inflation is an egregious example – caught only because the study was heavily
scrutinized (which is itself quite unusual), and the flaws in
data aggregation method so obvious.
Once amassed, data is then subject to statistical interpretation. If a study has not already been invalidated for lack of
decent data, it is in this step that results readily go awry.
Even when performed properly, statistical tests are
widely misunderstood and frequently misinterpreted. As a
result, countless scientific conclusions that make the news
are erroneous.
A lot of scientists don't understand statistics. And they don't
understand statistics because the statistics don't make sense.
~ American epidemiologist Steven Goodman
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 Probability Value 
In the 1920s and 1930s, English statistician and biologist
Ronald Fisher mathematically combined Mendelian genetics
with Darwin's hypothesis of natural selection, creating what
became known as the modern evolutionary synthesis, thereby
establishing evolution as biology's primary paradigm. Fisher's work revolutionized the experimental design and the use
of statistical inference.
In his approach, Fisher expressly wanted to avoid the
subjectivity involved in Bayesian inference, which became
popular in the 1980s and remains so. Bayes' theorem is now
badly abused in science, medicine, and law to conclude causation when this shaggy approach at best suggests conditional plausibility when critical data is missing.
Fisher statistically assessed significance using a probability value (p-value). The p-value simply suggests the probability that a proposed hypothesis is plausible.
The problem is that the p-value by itself is not of particular
interest. What scientists want is a measure of the credibility of
their conclusions, based on observed data. The p-value neither
measures that nor is it part of the formula that provides it.
~ Steven Goodman
Scientists now use p-value as a backhanded way of determining whether their data and attendant conclusions are
valid. This is a fundamental misconception.
This pernicious error creates the illusion that the p-value
alone measures the credibility of a conclusion, which opens the
door to the mistaken notion that the dividing line between scientifically justified and unjustified claims is set by whether the
p-value has crossed a "bright line" of significance, to the exclusion of external considerations like prior evidence, understanding of mechanism, or experimental design and conduct.
~ Steven Goodman
Random variation alone can easily lead to large disparities in
p-values. ~ Swiss zoologist Valentin Amrhein et al
Fisher used "significance" only to suggest whether an observation was worth following up on.
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This is in stark contrast to the modern practice of making
claims based on a single documentation of statistical significance. ~ Steven Goodman
p-values used in the conventional, dichotomous way decide
whether a result refutes or supports a scientific hypothesis.
Bucketing results into 'statistically significant' and 'statistically
non-significant' makes people think that the items assigned in
that way are categorically different. The false belief that crossing
the threshold of statistical significance is enough to show that a
result is 'real' has led scientists and journal editors to privilege
such results, thereby distorting the literature. Statistically significant estimates are biased upwards, whereas statistically nonsignificant estimates are biased downwards. Consequently, any
discussion that focuses on estimates chosen for their significance will be biased. On top of this, the rigid focus on statistical
significance encourages researchers to choose data and methods that yield statistical significance for some desired (or simply
publishable) result, or that yield statistical non-significance for
an undesired result, such as potential side effects of drugs –
thereby invalidating conclusions. ~ Valentin Amrhein et al


Claimed research findings may often be simply accurate
measures of the prevailing bias. ~ American epidemiologist
John Ioannidis

As with all endeavors involving pecuniary interest: to find
the fraud, follow the money. Corporate-funded scientific research is inherently untrustworthy for this reason. People
are paid to find a desired result.
Further, the hotter a scientific subject is, the less likely
that research findings are reliable: more teams are involved,
and de facto under implicit competitive pressure to produce
results. But the converse also presents the same problem.
The smaller the number of studies conducted in a scientific
field, the less likely the research findings are to be true. ~ John
Ioannidis
Researchers in a noncompetitive field need to produce
noteworthy results to have any hope of continuing their work.
The temptation for a little fiddling to sustain one's livelihood
is strong.
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Statistical inference is a nuanced mathematical art related to correlation which is widely misused as a yardstick of
causality. Further, misunderstanding the concepts of statistics has meant falsely designating or denigrating significance
– conclusions based on experiment design and measurement
without proper accounting of actuality. As ubiquitously exercised, the employment of statistics in science is mostly delusion.
Most claimed research findings are false. ~ John Ioannidis

 Calculus 
Nothing takes place in the world whose meaning is not that
of some maximum or minimum. ~ Leonhard Euler

Calculus is the mathematical study of change. It originated with the concept of infinity: the treatment of limits that
leads to infinitely small quantities.
The fields of calculus are usually described as bifurcating
into differential calculus and integral calculus. More generally, calculus refers to any calculation system that symbolically manipulates expressions. An expression is any finite set
of symbols obeying contextual rules.
Differential calculus addresses rates of change. Integral
calculus concerns accumulation of quantities. Whereas integrals pile them up, differentials examine how quickly they
change. Differentiation is the reverse process of integration.
Both differential and integral calculus are concerned with
infinitesimals: something so small as to be at the edge of
measurability – an infinity of the tiny.
The sine qua non of differential calculus is the derivative,
which measures the sensitivity to change a dependent variable has to an independent variable. The 1st derivative
measures the instantaneous rate of change, while the 2nd derivative measures the rate at which the rate of change (the
1st derivative) is changing. The 2nd derivative is often used
as a measure of volatility, such as in financial markets.
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Integral calculus is useful for measuring speed, distance,
and velocity, and the volumes of objects with odd shapes, as
well as anything involving accumulation.
Calculus is used in physics, biology, engineering, economics, and medicine – anywhere that measuring change is important.

 Reason 
All our knowledge begins with the senses, proceeds then to
the understanding, and ends with reason. There is nothing
higher than reason. ~ Immanuel Kant

Reason is the capacity for, or the process of, making sense
of experience and applying logic. Logic is the process of chaining symbols together – from one or more premises to a conclusion – in a way that the linkages are agreeable.
The sole object of logic is the guidance of one's own
thoughts. ~ John Stuart Mill
The application of reason is rationality. The ostensible
employment of reason is judgment, and from that, making
decisions.
Inference is the process of drawing conclusions from given
premises by logical means. ~ Avron Douglis
Reason is often a social phenomenon, where arguments
are made, and the validation of conclusions is consensual.
What makes sense to one person may be considered irrational
by others. Of course, reasoning is often used to convince oneself of something before proceeding to prove by experience a
conclusion's correctness, and thereby the rationale behind it.
Reason is not a search for truth, but instead a quest for a
reason to think, believe, or behave a certain way. Rationality
seeks a rationale.
The need of reason is not inspired by the quest for truth, but
by the quest for meaning. ~ American theorist Hannah Arendt
Reasoning is typically bifurcated into deduction and induction, which come to conclusions via opposite routes.
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The two operations of our understanding, intuition and deduction, on which alone we must rely in the acquisition of
knowledge. ~ René Descartes

 Deduction 
Deductive reasoning is top-down logic: reductively reaching a conclusion by applying generalized rules that narrows
alternative considerations to a single result. Using assumptions (aka axioms, postulates) that are assumed true, deductive reasoning whittles away possibilities until only one is
left: the conclusion.
Deduction has various forms, which are logical laws.
The law of detachment (aka affirming the antecedent, or
modus ponens) is the simplest deduction: a conditional statement that determines whether a hypothesis is valid.
Condition: P → Q.
Hypothesis: P.
Conclusion: Q.

Example:
Condition: If it is raining, I will get wet if I go outside.
Hypothesis: It is raining.
Conclusion: I will get wet if I go outside.

A syllogism is a deduction that arrives at a conclusion
from 2 or more related premises assumed true.
A classic exemplary syllogism:
Premise 1: All humans are mortal.
Premise 2: Socrates is a human.
Conclusion: Socrates is mortal.

The law of syllogism, as in the Socrates example, takes 2
premises and combines them to a conclusion. Its form is:
Premise 1: P → Q.
Premise 2: Q → R.
Conclusion: Therefore, P → R.

In a categorical syllogism, as above, the 2 linked premises
concern classifications. Deduction to conclusion involves category memberships of the determining terms.
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A linear syllogism posits a relationship between premises
that invokes a qualitative or quantitative comparison.
Individuals differ in their approaches to linear syllogisms. Some do so spatially, through mental representations
of a linear continuum. Others employ a semantic model of
abstraction. Some combine both approaches.
Bias easily enters into the solution of a categorical syllogism. If there is at least one type of premise people prefer a
particular conclusion. If there is a negative in a premise a
negative solution is often sought.
In all kinds of syllogisms some combinations of premises
fail to lead to a logically valid conclusion. Especially with categorical syllogisms, logically valid conclusions cannot be
made from certain premises or those with 2 negative premises. For example, "Some politicians are corrupt. Some corrupt people are left-handed." No conclusion can be drawn
about the corruption of left-handed politicians. People are often flummoxed by such syllogisms, which may lead to erroneous conclusions that should not be made.
Another common error in logic is the belief that the terms
of premises are equally valid when reversed: that "if A then
B" is equivalent to "if B then A." Premises are not necessarily
transposable, though some may be; hence the easy error.
There are no laws of logic on the transposability of premises.
The law of contrapositive (aka denying the consequent, or
modus tollens) is the logical mirror of affirming the antecedent: a conditional statement that determines whether a hypothesis is invalid.
Condition: P → Q.
Hypothesis: not Q.
Conclusion: Therefore, not P.
Condition: If it is raining there are clouds in the sky.
Hypothesis: There are no clouds in the sky.
Conclusion: It is not raining.

Deductive arguments are adjudged by their validity and
soundness. In application soundness trumps validity.
An argument is valid if it is impossible for its premises to
be true yet its conclusion false. In other words, if the premises are true the conclusion must be too.
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An argument is sound if it is valid and its premises true.
With false premises an argument can be valid but unsound. Fallacious arguments often take this form.
Everyone who eats carrots becomes a rabbit.
You eat carrots.
You will become a rabbit.

The first premise is false, and so the argument unsound,
even as its logic is valid. Generalizations are often the basis
for unsound arguments.
While most people have little difficulty using the simple
logic of modus ponens (affirming the antecedent), the contrapositive (modus tollens) is something else altogether: few recognize the need for contrapositive deduction. Many do not
recognize logical fallacies in not denying the antecedent, at
least with abstract reasoning.
Fallacious and misleading arguments are most easily detected
if set out in correct syllogistic form. ~ Immanuel Kant
Kant's optimism withstanding, human logic is error
prone. There is a tendency to employ favored strategies that
work in some syllogisms on ones where the heuristic is inapt
(overextension error). It is also common to reach a conclusion
without considering all the logical possibilities (the foreclosure effect).
Mood affects reasoning. People pay more attention to details when less sanguine.
Deduction is essential to rationality. Yet it is not directly
taught in schools, as it is considered a skill that develops
without teaching. This unsound reasoning is one reason that
specious logic is so common.
But even training in logic leads to mixed results. While
awareness of mental models and rules improves, deductive
reasoning is not often used.
Conditional reasoning is usually employed in 2 circumstances: to resolve linguistic ambiguities and in activating
schemas that provide a meaningful context for reasoning. In
short, people reason only when the demands of the situation
leave no other resort to make sense of what is going on.
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Rather than employing formal logic, people typically use
pragmatic rules of thumb, which are sufficiently broad to
cover a wide variety of situations. Such heuristics are typically goal oriented, or pertain to social mores, especially deontic contexts.
Not only do people anticipate the immediate consequences
of actions (for example, whether an action is likely to achieve a
desired goal), but also more indirect consequences related to
social roles and regulations. For a person acting within a social
context, the evaluation of actions is guided in part by a complex
web of contract-like regulations. ~ Canadian American cognitive psychologist Keith Holyoak & Chinese American cognitive
psychologist Patricia Cheng

 Induction 
In our reasonings concerning matters of fact, there are all imaginable degrees of assurance, from the highest certainty to the
lowest species of moral evidence. A wise man, therefore, proportions his belief to the evidence. ~ David Hume

Inductive reasoning is bottom-up logic: reaching a conclusion by generalizing or extrapolating from premises. Induction is inherently uncertain: a probability rather than a
certainty.
A classic example of induction (from David Hume):
Premise: The Sun has risen in the east every morning up until
now.
Conclusion: The Sun will also rise in the east tomorrow.

Unlike deduction, inductive conclusions can be false even
if all of the premises are true. Instead of soundness, inductive
arguments are strong or weak, depending upon how probable
the conclusion.
People use inductive reasoning as a simplifier: to collate
and congeal the diversity that comes to them into mental
models and usable rules of thumb. A goodly portion of induction aims at rendering the environment more predictable,
thereby reducing uncertainty.
Innumerable observations make up the gumbo which is
baked into a generalization via induction. Inference does not
account for all the covariations in the stew. People come to a
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conclusion that appeals to them, or at least makes some
sense, and plow on from there.
The human mind is no logical computer. Instead, it looks
for shortcuts: straightforward heuristics that work well much
of the time. The fly in the ointment is that these shortcuts
are subject to biases which short-circuit the reliability of conclusions.
Though analogy is often misleading, it is the least misleading
thing we have. ~ English author Samuel Butler
Most everyday inferences are by analogy. The basis for
assuming continuity – that the past presages the future –
comes by analogy. Such tidiness can be comforting.
Analogies prove nothing, that is quite true, but they can make
one feel more at home. ~ Sigmund Freud
In drawing general conclusions from specific examples,
empirical science studiously employs inference.
When they propose to establish the universal from the particulars by means of induction, they will effect this by a review of
either all or some of the particulars. But if they review some, the
induction will be insecure, since some of the particulars omitted
in the induction may contravene the universal; while if they are
to review all, they will be toiling at the impossible, since the
particulars are infinite and indefinite. ~ Roman philosopher
Sextus Empiricus
In its obsession with classification via resemblance, science holds fast to analogy. Categorization is itself hypothesis.
Evolutionary biology is especially beholden to classification
in smoothing over dissimilarities and giving the facile appearance of orderliness.
The scheme of classification adopted depends upon the purpose or interest of the classifier. ~ American logician Irving
Copi & American philosopher Carl Cohen
To describe any object as having a certain attribute sets
it with others that share that characteristic. Once confined
by category, academic inertia sets in to leave it where it sits.
A classification scheme made for narrowly practical purposes
may tend to obscure important similarities and differences.
~ Irving Copi & Carl Cohen
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The problem, of course, is that different things are never
quite the same. What is overlooked in the classification process often turns out to be the most interesting thing about an
object. Genetics is an especially apt example. Time and again,
instead of helping, categorical lumping has retarded our understanding of Nature, which incessantly produces diverse
uniqueness.


Causal Reasoning



Inferring causal relations among the constituent elements of
this world, be they physical objects or living things, is one of
the most important tasks the cognitive system has to perform.
~ Israeli psychologist Ran Hassin

Causal reasoning is the faculty to identify causality: the
relation between a cause and its effect. It is a critical facility
in rendering the world predictable.
Causal reasoning ability is innate, though its display depends upon developing the necessary mental leverage to appreciate causality. In experiencing the world, an early
fascination of infants is observing situations of cause and effect.
Children develop core concepts of causality at a very early
age. Basic causal processes can be activated automatically or
implicitly, with minimal effort.~ American developmental psychologists Roberta Corrigan & Peggy Denton
Humans are not alone in this ability. Crows, rats, and
apes are known to suss cause and effect. It would be unsurprising to find that all organisms become seasoned in causal
reasoning.


Mill's Methods 

English philosopher John Stuart Mill described 5 methods of induction from correlation that suggest causality:
agreement, difference, joint, residue, and concomitant variations. While helpful, the study required to comprehend Mill's
methods shows that they are not natural mental mechanisms.
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For the method of agreement, the commonality among
phenomena that have similar effect indicates cause.
If two or more instances of the phenomenon under investigation have only one circumstance in common, the circumstance
in which alone all the instances agree, is the cause (or effect) of
the given phenomenon. ~ John Stuart Mill
Symbolic example:
A B C D occur with w x y z
A E F G occur with t u v x
Therefore: A is the cause or effect of x.
For the method of difference, the element missing in 1 of
2 entities being compared suggests the factor that may be
causal.
If an instance in which the phenomenon under investigation
occurs, and an instance in which it does not occur, have every
circumstance save one in common, that one occurring only in
the former; the circumstance in which alone the two instances
differ, is the effect, or cause, or an necessary part of the cause,
of the phenomenon. ~ John Stuart Mill
Symbolically:
A B C D occur with w x y z
B C D occur with w y z
Therefore: A is the cause or effect of x.
The joint method combines the agreement and difference
methods.
If two or more instances in which the phenomenon occurs
have only one circumstance in common, while two or more instances in which it does not occur have nothing in common
save the absence of that circumstance; the circumstance in
which alone the two sets of instances differ, is the effect, or
cause, or a necessary part of the cause, of the phenomenon.
~ John Stuart Mill
Symbolically:
A B C occur with x y z
B D E occur with x v w
B C occur with y z
Therefore: A is the cause or effect of x.
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The method of residue helps identify an effect, or possibly
a cause, by a process of elimination.
Subduct from any phenomenon such part as is known by previous inductions to be the effect of certain antecedents, and the
residue of the phenomenon is the effect of the remaining antecedents. ~ John Stuart Mill
Symbolically:
A B C occur with x y z
B is the known cause of y
C is the known cause of z
Therefore: A is the cause or effect of x.
The method of concomitant variations finds a causal association between variations in an element or factor and a
circumstance.
Whatever phenomenon varies in any manner whenever another phenomenon varies in some particular manner, is either a
cause or an effect of that phenomenon, or is connected with it
through some fact of causation. ~ John Stuart Mill
Symbolically:
A B C occur with x y z.
A± B C results in x± y z, where ± represents variance.
Therefore: A and x are casually related.
Water toxicity is exemplary. Various samples of water
with both salt and lead are found to be toxic. If the level of
toxicity varied in tandem with the level of lead, but not so for
salt, toxicity is attributable to lead.
Unlike other methods, concomitant variation is an issue
of magnitude, and does not involve induction by elimination.

Mistakes in inference and attributing causality are common. Ignoring the law of large numbers is a prevalent error.
While people generally understand the significance of having
a representative sample size, there is a tendency to infer association or causality from a relatively few observations. The
main reason for this is, of course, that life seldom presents
statistically-sound sample sizes. Over time, people accept
what they must, and may make more of it than they should.
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Further, everyone has experienced success despite the law of
large numbers. Language learning is an exercise in generalization from a few examples.
Most people tend to ignore base-rate information (the typical), instead focusing on odd variations or unusual anecdotes. Besides the sample-size dilemma, it is natural that the
norm is ignored while the unusual grabs the attention; but
such is a poor basis for inference.
People tend to gather information before making judgments.
As information is often unlimited, a decision has to be made as
to when the data is sufficient to reach a conclusion. The decision to stop gathering data is influenced by whether the data
points towards the desired conclusion.
People start with an assumption that their favored conclusion
is more likely true and weight each piece of evidence supporting it more than evidence opposing it. Because of that, people
will find no need to gather additional information that could
have revealed their conclusion to be false. They will stop the
investigation as soon as the jury tilts in their favor. ~ Dutch
psychologist Filip Gesiarz
Confirmation bias is the tendency to interpret or prioritize information in a way that confirms a held hypothesis or
belief; information to the contrary is shunned. A self-fulfilling prophecy is confirmation bias at work.
Confirmation bias leads to determining causality from
correlational evidence alone, and illusory correlations. Cherished beliefs are especially prone to confirmation bias.
Confirmation bias can have a major effect on our everyday
lives. ~ American psychologist Robert Sternberg
First impressions are often lasting impressions, and those
first impressions often owe to expectation. The way we treat
people when we first meet them greatly affects a first impression, as people interactively respond to how they are treated.
The tone of a first meeting, and hence a first impression,
is often set beforehand, by what we have heard from others,
or information otherwise obtained. Finding that we do not
like someone we expect not to like can be confirmation bias,
as we treat them less civilly than when our expectation runs
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to the affirmative, in which case our own cordiality can be
contagious, and we again confirm expectation.
Causal analysis provides absolutely no value judgment, and
a value judgment is absolutely not a causal explanation. ~ German sociologist Max Weber

If formal logic is to be treated as a model of competence, we
need to know which logic or logics human beings have internalized, and the nature of their mental formulation. ~ American psychologist Philip Johnson-Laird


Fallacies



Arguments, like men, are often pretenders. ~ Plato

Logic as applied is often problematic. Most commonly the
premises upon which conclusions are based are fallacious.
A fallacy is an error in reasoning, whether by dint of false
assumptions, or by connection of arguments which lead to a
conclusion. If any of the premises are unreliable, then so too
the conclusion, even if the chain of reasoning is impeccable.
Sometimes the premises are insufficient to infer the conclusion: there is an overlooked, and thereby missing link, in
the reasoning chain.
Aristotle, an early systematic logician, identified 13 fallacies. The list has since grown to over 300. Fallacies bifurcate
into 2 groups: of relevance and of ambiguity.


Fallacies of Relevance 

A fallacy is of relevance when an argument relies upon
premises not pertinent to the conclusion.
Premises may be logically irrelevant but not psychologically so. These are appeals to emotion. Such "emotional logic"
is ubiquitous but is logic only in the sense that anything is
logical which appeals to one's reason.
Many fallacies are so old as to have Latin names. The best
known is ad Hominem: "against the man." Rather than attack a conclusion or the arguments that support it, a retort
is directed to demean the debate opponent, and so undermine
the credibility of the message through its messenger.
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The argument from ignorance (ad Ignorantiam) posits
that a proposition is true simply because it has not been
proved false. This fallacious appeal to ignorance most commonly appears in misunderstandings of developing science,
and in religiously oriented pseudoscience.
You could claim that anything's real if the only basis for believing in it is that nobody's proved it doesn't exist! ~ English
novelist J.K. Rowling
The Christian creationist argument for the existence of
God known as intelligent design, which subverts evolutionary
theory to its own ends, uses ad Ignorantiam as its springboard. The intelligent design argument is clever in that adaptation is teleological. Goal orientation suggests design,
which implies a designer. The problem with intelligent design is that any conception of God as an entity presents at
least one insolvable contradiction (having nothing to do with
evolution), depending upon how God is imagined.*
Appeal to authority (ad Verecundiam) posits that expert
opinion renders an argument axiomatic, needing no further
proof. It is a logical fallacy twist to the old saw that "it's not
what you know, it's who you know."
A common fallacy is posing a question in a way that presupposes the truth of the conclusion. This is, essentially, a
leading question, with presumption thrown in; very popular
with lawyers, who ask such things as "when did you stop
beating your wife?"
The fallacy of accident is applying a generalization to a
specific circumstance. The fallacy of converse accident is
drawing a conclusion based upon a categorical generalization.
Ignoratio elenchi is of an irrelevant conclusion: arguments purporting to prove one thing but are instead directed
to a different conclusion. The reasoning may be valid, but it
misses its intended target.

* The glossary has an extensive entry on intelligent design. Evolution is explained in Spokes 3. God is refuted in Spokes 8.
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Fallacies of Ambiguity 

Arguments become sleazy by having ambiguous words or
phrases whose meanings shift during the course of argument.
Such sophisms are often crude but can at times be subtle.
When a word or expression has more than one literal
meaning, and the meaning is used in various ways, the fallacy is equivocation. Prevarication falls under this fallacy.
The fallacy of amphiboly is arguing ambiguous premises
because of grammatical construction. Dangling participles
and phrases can present humorous amphiboly.
The farmer blew out his brains after taking an affectionate
farewell of his family with a shotgun.
Deception by accent occurs when words take on different
meaning via various emphases. Propaganda, including news
headlines and advertisements, commonly take this tack of
self-promotion. They are fallacies in being misleading.
You got it buddy: the large print giveth, and the small print
taketh away. ~ American musician Tom Waits in the song "Step
Right Up" (1976)
The fallacy of composition comes to a holistic conclusion
based upon the sum of the component parts. Blaise Pascal's
argument about God falls under this fallacy.
If there is a God, he is infinitely incomprehensible, since having neither parts nor limits, he has no affinity to us. ~ Blaise
Pascal
English film director Alfred Hitchcock once defined a
"great movie" as "a few good scenes and no bad scenes." A lot
of silly and illogical films fit that bill of decent individual
scenes, but few viewers would call such a movie good, let
alone great. Instead, a great movie has an interesting story,
is emotionally engaging, and has no bad scenes.
The fallacy of division is the reverse of the fallacy of composition, in arguing that what is true of the whole also applies
to the parts.
Our first naïve impression of Nature and matter is that of continuity. Be it a piece of metal or a volume of liquid, we invariably conceive it as divisible into infinity, and ever so small a part
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of it appears to us to possess the same properties as the whole.
~ German mathematician David Hilbert

The classic syllogism…
All humans are mortal.
Socrates is a human.
Therefore, Socrates is mortal.

…becomes a parody via the fallacy of division with
American Indians are disappearing.
That man is an American Indian.
Therefore, that man is disappearing.
The above example is fallacious by arguing that the attributes of a collection apply to the elements that comprise
the collection.

There are analogous resemblances between the fallacies
of accident and division, and between converse accident and
composition, but the distinctions are clear.
In the fallacy of composition, the argument is that since
each member has a certain attribute, so too the
set/group/class. A converse accident argument is that all
members of a group have an attribute that can be attributed
to only some atypical members.
The fallacy of division is arguing that an attribute of a
class applies to all its members. The fallacy of accident argues that because a general rule applies, there are no circumstances where it does not.

Human beings are the only creatures who are able to behave
irrationally in the name of reason. ~ English American anthropologist Ashley Montagu
In human situations, which are usually confused through too
little reliable information or too much information of questionable validity, logic may find little scope. Common sense seems
better adapted to such situations, since it draws on intuitive insights, is sensitive to intangibles, makes use of both experience
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and knowledge, and benefits somehow from unconscious wisdom. Thus, common sense is a serviceable guide in the ordinary
affairs of life, while logic often is not. ~ Avron Douglis

 Cognitive Dissonance 
It is a happy faculty of the mind to slough that which conscience refuses to assimilate. ~ William Faulkner

Cognitive dissonance is mental stress from simultaneously holding contradictory ideas, values, or beliefs. In 1957,
American social psychologist Leon Festinger noted that the
mind strives for consistency (the principle of cognitive consistency).
The mind mitigates cognitive dissonance in 3 possible
ways: 1) change belief or behavior, 2) justify the dissonance
through rationalization, or 3) deny or ignore information that
creates dissonance, and, for good measure, avoid information
and situations likely to augment the dissonance.
For instance, a man wanting to diet to lose weight falls
prey to a jelly donut. To crack the dissonance between behavior and intent, he may: 1) stop eating the donut, 2) justify its
consumption: by rationalization (need energy now), allowing
latitude (cheating just this once), or compensation (promising
to exercise it off later), or 3) deny the conflict (this donut is
not especially fattening).
Decisions often arouse dissonance by bringing to the fore
conflicting priorities and goals. Dissonance is reduced by augmenting the attractiveness of one alternative while degrading another.
Sometimes dissonance is created externally. Forced compliance is being compelled by someone to do something distasteful. The decision to submit is rationalized to reduce
internal dissonance.
Cognitive dissonance sometimes soothes over an otherwise troubled psyche. People value most achievements or
goods which required considerable effort or outlay to obtain.
Rather than denigrate pursuit for something of low value, the
tendency is to consider the effort worthwhile, even if only
paying for one's education.
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Denial also works. If something turns out badly, convincing oneself that it was as good as circumstances permitted
dismisses dissonance.

 The Fox and the Grapes 
It is easy to despise and belittle what you cannot get. ~ Aesop

Ancient Greek fabulist Aesop is credited is credited with
a collection of tales collectively known as Aesop's Fables. One
of them is The Fox and the Grapes.
A fox one day spied a bunch of grapes on
a vine, hanging from the branches of a tree;
ripe, juicy grapes that seemed ready to burst.
His mouth watered as he gazed longingly at
them. The grapes hung from a high branch.
The Fox had to jump for them. He missed by
a wide mark; so the fox walked off a short
distance and took a running leap, only to fall
short once more. In vain he tried again and
again. Fatigued, the fox sat down and looked
at the grapes in disgust. "What a fool I am," he thought. "Here I
am wearing myself out for a bunch of sour grapes." And so off
he scornfully went.

 Problem-Solving 
Although a sizable body of knowledge is prerequisite to expert skill, that knowledge must be indexed by large numbers of
patterns that, on recognition, guide the expert in a fraction of a
second to relevant parts of the knowledge store. The knowledge
forms complex schemata that can guide a problem's interpretation and solution, and that constitute a large part of what we call
physical intuition. ~ American psychologist Jill Larkin et al

Problem-solving – goal-oriented reasoning – is the mind's
most meaningful occupation. All organisms solve problems.
Some, such as corvids and octopi, are able to effectively think
through the problem-solving cycle and render their first attempt successful. Others with less acumen, such as humans,
rely more upon trial and error.
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There are numerous steps to solving a
Problem
problem. Several of those steps may be iterSolving
ative, particularly planning.
Problem-solving is an exercise in planIdentify
ning. Good planning requires diligence.
Shortcuts in the early steps are a surefire
Set Goals
formula for iteration after attempted execution.
Strategize
Identifying a problem can itself be a
problem. Misdiagnosing the problem leads
one astray from the get-go. Trying to define
Collate
a problem may result in iterating back to
information
identifying exactly what the problem is.
Once a problem is defined, a solution is
Evaluate
sought. The first step is to identify the goals
alternatives
that may suffice as a solution. This involves
identifying constraints – what is not going
Decide
to be attempted.
Once goals are set strategies are devised
Allocate
to effect a solution. Considering approaches
resources
can lead to a reevaluation of the goals,
which may be overambitious and pared
back.
Attempt
Step-by-step procedures – algorithms –
can help solve certain kinds of problems.
Monitor
Otherwise, people often fall back on heuristics: rough rules of thumb learned from exEvaluate
perience.
results
3 heuristic approaches often prove helpful in solving problems: working backwards, apt analogy, and
dissection. Working backwards is helpful when the goal is
clearly specified, such as mazes, or certain math problems.
Complex problems sometimes yield to a strategic analogy:
finding similarities between the current problem and one
previously encountered. Big problems are best faced by dissection: breaking them down. Slicing a sizable situation into
sub-goals, which are then tackled one at a time, is often the
only way to accomplish large projects.
People sometimes get stuck because they latch onto an
ineffective strategy and won't let go. This can arise from a
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mental set: the tendency to approach a new problem the same
way as a similar one encountered before. Problem-solving by
analogy only goes so far.
Another inflexibility arises with functional fixedness:
viewing familiar objects as having only specific uses. Failing
to see that a coin may (at times) substitute for a flathead
screwdriver is an example of functional fixedness.
Sometimes problems become intractable only because of
self-imposed limitations. One cannot hope to achieve what is
believed impossible for oneself.
Humans are thinkers who readily jump to conclusions, based
on limited knowledge and biased by motives, emotions, and
perceptions. ~ Philip Zimbardo et al
Devising a strategy, collating information, and evaluating alternatives comprises a feedback loop that may even
reach back to defining the problem. The well-skilled spend
more time in these early stages – getting the big picture right
– than novices, who worry more about details.
Choosing a course of action among alternatives is the first
step in execution. Resources are then allocated. A failure to
have sufficient resources to execute a plan iterates back to
selecting an option, or even further, to the early planning
stages, even goal setting.
An attempt is made to meet the goal. Progress is monitored. The effort may be adjusted, including reallocating resources.
Once the work is finished, the results are evaluated for
how well the goals were met. Falling short may require
patchwork, or worse, send one back to the drawing board.


Mechanized Mind



The Einstellung (set) effect occurs when the first idea that
comes to mind, triggered by familiar features of a problem, prevents a better solution being found. It affects both people facing
novel problems and experts within their field of expertise.
~ Bosnian psychologist Merim Bilalic et al

The mind tends to set itself into a familiar frame. The
Einstellung effect happens when looking at a new situation
or problem in the same way as those encountered in the past,
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though a fresh look is required. Einstellung is German for
mind-set, setting, or attitude.
The Einstellung effect occurs as the data which comprises
the situation is selectively categorized as it has been before.
Relevant data which do not fit predetermined categories may
be excluded. This easy categorization sets the schema in
which a problem is considered.
People frequently face probability problems which are
commonly presented as percentages (e.g., 10%). A more intuitive format is natural frequency (e.g., 1 in 10).
Even though natural frequencies are much easier to understand, people are more familiar with probabilities represented
by percentages because of their education. ~ German mathematician Stefan Krauss et al
The human mind is not inclined to work with percentages.* But, because this Einstellung is instilled, the mind
translates a problem which may be more easily solved using
natural frequencies into probabilities, making the problem
harder to solve.
Functional fixedness is a related cognitive bias of looking
at objects as being usable only in a certain way. 5-year-olds
don't suffer functional fixedness, but the syndrome has crept
in by age 7.
The difficulty lies, not in the new ideas, but in escaping from
the old ones, which ramify into every corner of our minds.
~ English economist John Maynard Keynes

 Imagination 
Reality leaves a lot to the imagination. ~ English musician
John Lennon

Imagination is the faculty for forming counterfactual perceptions and mental images. There are different kinds of imagination: events that did not happen; scenarios of the future;

* Natural frequency is of countable fractions (1 of 4) whereas percentage (25%) is an abstraction which the mind grapples with to
make concrete.
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daydreams and fantasies, including imaginary friends; and
creative endeavors.
Even very young children consider possibilities, distinguish
them from reality, and use them to change the world. ~ Alison
Gopnik
Imaginative musings may come close to the facts or approach absurdity, but imagination typically has a practical
bent.
Counterfactual thinking commonly construes alternatives to events. Considering how the past might have turned
out differently is a counterfactual exercise.
Thoughts of what might have been are a pervasive feature of
mental life. ~ American psychologist Neal Roese
People reason by considering possibilities. Counterfactual thinking is the basis for problem-solving, judgment, and
emotional states.
People show extraordinary similarities in their imagination of
alternatives to reality. ~ Irish cognitive scientist Ruth Byrne
The perceived quality of actuality is appraised through
the looking glass of the imagination. Life is largely imaginary; necessarily so.
Imagination and fiction make up more than three quarters of
our real life. ~ French philosopher Simone Weil
While imagination is requisite for evaluation and learning, it is also the source of all suffering. Anguish is an extended exercise in counterfactuality.
As with other cognitive functions, imagination can be effortless, even involuntary; but imagination is readily leashed
to volition.
The cognitive processes that underlie the counterfactual imagination and other sorts of creative thoughts operate in an unconscious manner. ~ Ruth Byrne
Imagination employs the same cognitive processes as reasoning. Hence, imagination appears rational in creating
counterfactual alternatives.
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Counterfactual processing plays a central role in judging causality. ~ American psychologist Gary Wells & Canadian psychologist Igor Gavanski

Philosophers have long noted that to think counterfactually is to think casually. Comprehension of causality influences the counterfactuals that people imagine. The relation
is reciprocal: by eliminating other imagined potentials, causality is sussed through counterfactual thinking. There are
many situations where the only clue to causality comes from
counterfactuals.
The counterfactual thought that if an antecedent had not happened then the outcome would not have happened increases
the judgment that the antecedent caused the outcome. ~ Ruth
Byrne
Everyday counterfactual thoughts tend to focus on potentialities rather than impossibilities. In general, people tend
to create plausible fantasies, with plausibility adjudged by
consistency with beliefs.
Plausibility is often determined via the simulation heuristic, in which the likelihood of an event is based upon how
easy it is to imagine. This innate bias – the imagination validating itself – puts counterfactual thinking at a remarkable
remove from actuality.
Counterfactuals are frequently conditional propositions and,
as such, embrace both an antecedent and a consequent. ~ Neal
Roese
In thinking "if only…," the antecedent if is necessarily
false. At issue is the power of the antecedent to alter the consequent. Would the imagined if have been sufficient to overcome the actual outcome?
Events under counterfactual consideration are necessarily subject to amendment. Hence, the dynamic reference
frame in which situations are perceived is critical to counterfactual thinking. Circumstances considered immutable are
not examined.
For an event to be judged as causal, it must be psychologically mutable. ~ Gary Wells & Igor Gavanski
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The consequent typically imagined is the most obvious alternative: something that might have happened, or an aim
that could have been attained.
Sometimes counterfactual thinking strays beyond what
might have been to what should not have been. People more
easily imagine alternatives to social transgressions than they
do socially acceptable behaviors.
People can readily create a counterfactual alternative to a forbidden possibility. ~ Ruth Byrne
Counterfactual evaluation seldom ventures into the complexity of how altered dynamics might create a new realm of
possibilities. Such wide-reaching imaginative musings only
occur in the creation of paracosms: detailed imaginary
worlds.
People imagine alternatives to actions more than failures
to act. Imagining counterfactual alternatives to inactions
only happens in special circumstances: when the imagined
alternative for inaction (an action that might have succeeded)
has a better outcome than an imagined alternative action
which would likely have failed.
In considering counterfactuals, the search is for a different consequent. People do not imagine alternative antecedents to arrive at the same outcome. Counterfactual thinking
is aimed at altering a consequent, not at finding fate.
That said, divining destiny – that no mutable antecedent
could have changed an outcome – can be comforting. Inevitability absolves blame.
More generally, by comparing what is with what might
have been, counterfactual thinking helps find meaning in
life.
Reflecting on and mentally undoing moments in which life
was profoundly altered is critical for appreciating life transitions.
By reflecting on how knowledge, relationships, and events from
one's past are interrelated, personal meaning emerges. ~ American psychologist Laura Kray et al
There is an ironic relationship between the perceived mutability of life events and the sense that certain events were
destined, which infuses them with greater significance.
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Construing alternate paracosms reminds that life could
have turned out differently. This enhances the perception
that the path taken was somehow "meant to be," hence, giving greater meaning to the supposed juncture events that
took place. Life's story emerges from disparate experiences
into coherence by imagining what might have been.
The capacity for language is innate. But its elaboration
into expression invariably involves imagination.
Counterfactuality is essential in creating narratives. Explanation of autobiographical events is akin to imagination
in tailoring content to appeal to an audience, especially considering the sketchy nature of memory in the first place.

Decisions and events that were unusual, that have proved less
than ideal, or that have prematurely closed off important life options most often generate counterfactual thinking. ~ American
psychologists Janet Landman & Jean Manis

Routine occurrences do not incite the imagination, nor are
pleasant moments apt to. Rather, lamentable events provoke
a counterfactual attack, as the mind naturally kicks into
problem-solving mode, imaginatively grinding away after
having an accident or a near-miss of one.
Even young children rely on counterfactual thoughts to figure
out how an outcome could have been prevented. ~ Ruth Byrne

The evolutionary advantage of counterfactual thinking is
in preparing for the future. But the counterfactual coin is always minted in the past.
People create a counterfactual alternative to reality by mentally altering or "undoing" some aspects of the facts in their mental representation of reality. ~ Ruth Byrne
While imagining can help prepare for the future, considering what might have been can be depressing. To feel better,
people might think about how things might have turned out
worse or might get better. But amid the counterfactuals that
whiz through the mind, rational plausibility may weaken the
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case for positive outcomes being achievable, or at least within
one's control.
Downward counterfactuals, which worsen reality, provide
comfort. Upward counterfactuals, which improve on reality,
prepare one for the future. ~ American psychologist Keith
Markman et al
While counterfactuality can construe causality, it can also
deny it, by realizing that an imagined scenario would have
made no difference in the outcome.
Because alternatives of what happened are easier to imagine than fabricating scenarios from scratch, people tend to
regret their actions more than their failures to act. But this
is just within the context of certain situations.
When people reflect upon their lives over a longer term,
it is their inactions they tend to regret, such as failing to
spend more time with loved ones or other enjoyable activities,
or not taking advantage of opportunities. It is easy to imagine
more good times, and feel pangs of regret for not having done
something that might have led to a better life.
People control their actions to avoid potential regrets, leaving
themselves vulnerable to regrets from inactions. ~ American
psychologist Julie Feldman et al
Whereas autobiographical regrets in retrospective are
more often about inactions than actions, regrets for actions
taken are felt more intensely. Mistakes actively made are
hard to take, especially when viewed in hindsight, where the
outcome is already known.
It is easier to imagine having done nothing instead of
what was done than it is to fabricate actions and alternate
outcomes when nothing was done. Hypothetically removing
an act takes less mental effort than adding one out of myriad
possibilities. For the same reason – ease of imagining – people more often imagine alternatives to actions and events
within their control rather than those outside their control.
Further, for social situations, counterfactual thinking tends
to focus on unacceptable behaviors.
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Imagination is an inner resource. ~ American author Suzanna Beth Stinnett

Exercising the imagination is important to a developing
mind. Youngsters naturally have fertile imaginations.
However much we as adults imagine, we don't do it nearly
as much as children. ~ Alison Gopnik
Pretend play begins around 2 years of age. 2/3rds of children under the age of 7 have imaginary friends, which are
paracosmic constructions with a positive purpose.
Besides providing companionship, an imaginary friend
may help a child cope with real-life difficulties. Children with
imaginary friends are better adjusted and tend to have a
more developed theory of mind.
There is no typical imaginary friend: their diversity is
matched by the psychological uses of imaginary friends.
Children with vivid and beloved imaginary companions
know perfectly well that those companions are really imaginary,
just as children know the difference between reality and fiction,
in general. ~ Alison Gopnik

Imagination is an important tool in decision-making. It
affords exploring potentialities without experiencing them.
Counterfactual thought can help people make discoveries
and deal with novelty. ~ Ruth Byrne
Imagination is the ethereal substitute for experimentation. Whereas crows commonly solve problems without fiddling about, humans are prone to trial and error. This
suggests that corvids have better imaginations. They certainly have superior specificity of memory.
Imagination has given us the steam engine, the telephone,
and the automobile, for these things had to be dreamed of before they became realities. ~ American author Frank Baum
Every invention is the product of imagination, as is every
scientific hypothesis. Imagination is critical to developing
correlations and causal links, as alternatives must be explored to assure the mind that it is on the right track.
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Science does not know its debt to imagination. ~ American
essayist and poet Ralph Waldo Emerson


Imagination is essential to satisfaction. Counterfactual
analysis aids the feeling of accomplishment, as the mind imagines what might have been.
We are all of us imaginative in some form or other, for images
are the brood of desire. ~ English novelist Mary Ann Eliot
Imagination is important in relationships. Imagination is
the fountainhead of pleasurable sex and marital bliss, as well
as the wellspring of jealousy.
Emotions such as anticipation, hope, relief, regret, guilt,
and shame are elicited from thinking of counterfactual possibilities. Contemplating comparative scenarios also generates
social attributions, including responsibility and blame.
Counterfactual thoughts can amplify emotions, and the emotions people experience may be affected by the sorts of counterfactual alternatives they create. ~ Ruth Byrne
When people think about what they might have done differently, they sometime ponder what they should have done.
Cultural mores, social norms, and obligations weigh heavily
on behavior, doing so through counterfactual thinking which
is itself constrained by these conventions. Morality is a product of the imagination.
Imagination rules the world. ~ French military and political
leader Napoléon Bonaparte
As paracosms strengthen theory of mind, they were essential to the evolution of cooperative sociality and political
thought. The creative fruits of imagination were key to the
technological, cultural, and social innovations that created
the human milieu.
But counterfactual thinking is more than the fruiting tree
of sociality. Civilization was founded upon imagination: of
concepts that have no tangible existence. Fairness, for example, is an abstract equivalence.
If you want to have large-scale societies, you have to move to
a transcendental level of social cognition. ~ English anthropologist Maurice Bloch
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In stringing beads of thought together into a necklace of
faith, belief systems are invariably paracosms. Religions and
political beliefs are nothing more than cultural flights of
fancy.
Idolatry of words plays a large part in the history of all ideologies. ~ French political philosopher Georges Sorel
Shared fictions begin by naming an imagined concept,
around which myth may be woven.
The tendency has always been to believe that whatever received a name must be an entity or thing, having an independent existence of its own; and if no real entity answering to the
name could be found, men did not for that reason suppose that
none existed, but imagined that it was something peculiarly abstruse and mysterious, too high to be an object of sense. The
meaning of all general, and especially of all abstract terms, became in this way enveloped in a mystical base. ~ John Stuart
Mill

Imagination changes how we perceive the world in the same
way experience does. ~ American psychologist Christopher
Berger

The utility and unavoidability of imagination does not detract from the fact that it is always a divergence from actuality. To whatever purpose, indulging the imagination weakens
one's mental grip.
Mental illness invariably involves counterfactual overdosing, as nattermind reels unabated. Not being able to overcome a trauma by living in the past, endlessly tormented by
hypotheticals about what might have been, is a psychological
disease rooted in the imagination. The most debilitating
mental illnesses involve an inability to distinguish between
actuality and a paracosm.
Imagination is a powerful deceiver. ~ English musician Elvis
Costello
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 Creativity 
Imagination is the beginning of creation. You imagine what
you desire, you will what you imagine, and at last, you create
what you will. ~ George Bernard Shaw

Tinged with mysticism, creativity is an expression of novelty in problem-solving. Creativity invariably involves imagined environmental interaction.
From a historical perspective, creativity is a recent notion. Early civilizations – the ancient Chinese, Indians, and
Greeks – lacked the concept altogether. Art was viewed as a
form of discovery.
The modern conception of creativity dates to the Renaissance, after recovery from the social devastation of the Black
Death.
Creativity has been a darling of psychologists in recent
decades, as it is presumed to epitomize the apex of human
intelligence. Yet statistical evidence does not correlate intelligence with creativity. Instead, many studies link creativity
and mental illness.
The links between mental illness and the creative arts are
well-established. ~ American psychologist James Kaufman
Meantime, post-industrial businessmen praise the innovative fruits of creativity as a means to spur more sales of
things that people didn't know they needed.
Creative individuals are typically talented, hard workers
who parlay their expertise into insight that the dimmer or
less-disciplined simply cannot.
Creativity is a habit, and the best creativity is the result of
good work habits. ~ American dancer Twyla Tharp
The imagination imitates. It is the critical spirit that creates.
~ Oscar Wilde


Humor



Humor is reason gone mad. ~ American comedian Groucho
Marx
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Humor is a specific creativity: a mental form of play that
diverts the expected toward absurdity. The surprise of incongruity in frames of reference is the essential element of humor.
I have a large seashell collection, which I keep scattered on
beaches all over the world. ~ American comedian Stephen
Wright
The capacity for humor is innate. Healthy babies are naturally bubbly and playful. Infants begin to laugh in response
to the actions of others at 4 months. Laughter is among the
earliest social vocalizations.
Young children like slapstick for its accessibility. Maturity and knowledge bring a greater appreciation of subtlety
and sophistication in wit, where social norms and mores may
be satirically skewered.
Other animals possess senses of humor. All apes laugh,
as do dogs. Rats chirp as they play in a way that resembles
giggles. Kookaburras laugh. Crows are known for their mischievousness, often at their target's expense. We do not know
how far humor extends as being characteristic of enjoying
life, but cells may chuckle in their own way.


History 

The term humor today has a generally positive social cast.
But this connotation is recent.
The etymology of humor traces to the ancient Latin for
fluid (humorem). The ancient Greek physicians Hippocrates
and Galen conceptualized temperaments and psychological
states as being brought about by a balance of fluids (humors).
From this came the medieval use of humor to mean mood;
such as being in "ill humor." Until the 16th century there was
no association of humor with fun or laughter.
During the 16th century the association of humor with an
unbalanced personality led the English to use the term for an
odd or eccentric person. Because such people were often objects of ridicule and laughter, the term humor edged into the
field of comedy.
By the 18th century a peculiar character who was the object of laughter became known as a humorist. Someone who
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took pleasure in imitating the peculiarities of a humorist was
a "man of humor." Humor came to be seen as the talent to
make others laugh.
The term humorist as synonymous with comedian did not
become common until the late 19th century. Mark Twain was
one of the first humorists in the modern sense.
All you need in this life is ignorance and confidence, and then
success is sure. ~ Mark Twain

Popular conceptions of laughter and the laughable followed the evolution of the term humor. Most references to
laughter in the Bible were linked with mockery, derision, and
contempt.
The philosophic conceptualization of laughter as a form of
aggression can be traced to Aristotle, who believed it was the
standard response to an ugly or deformed person if the overwhelming impression was not of anger or pity. Thomas
Hobbes adhered to the Aristotelian tradition in thinking
laughter was based upon a feeling of superiority; not that he
sanctioned it.
Much laughter at the defects of others is a sign of pusillanimity. ~ Thomas Hobbes in 1651
A proliferation of English terms for laughter sprouted in
the latter part of the 17th century. Terminology settled somewhat in the early 18th century, with the word ridicule used
as a generic term for anything that incites laughter.* The aggressiveness of the term ridicule remains in full flower today.
Whereas laughter was a passive response, ridicule was an
active attack. Throughout 18th-century Europe ridicule was
a popular debating technique for humiliating one's adversaries by rendering them objects of laughter (ad hominem).
Related terms at the time were raillery and banter. While
both referred to aggressive witty repartee, banter was viewed
as a coarser, lower-class form of ridicule. Raillery was more
refined, and so more socially acceptable.
* ridicule: from the Latin ridiculum = joke and ridiculus = laughable.
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With the growing view of ridicule as a respectable art
form, the idea of laughter as an expression of scorn evolved
into it being viewed as a response to cleverness. In the mid18th century Hobbes' superiority theory was supplanted by
the idea that laughter sprang from incongruity.
The cause of laughter is the bringing together of images which
have contrary additional ideas, as well as some resemblance in
the principal idea. ~ Scottish philosopher Francis Hutcheson in
1750
A more civil sensibility was blossoming in the British
middle class, as exemplified by Adam Smith's Theory of
Moral Sentiments (1859). Social reformers argued for a more
humanitarian take on laughter, based upon empathy rather
than aggression.
This paradigm shift required a new term. Humor was coopted for the benevolent interpretation of laughter. Meanwhile, the word wit began to be used for the aggressive laughter-evoking remarks for which ridicule had been used.*
By the early 19th century ridicule had been replaced by
the contrasting words wit and humor in reference to laughter. Over the course of the 20th century, humor took the
crown for provoking laughter away from wit, which was relegated to a cleverly apt expression via keen perception.

Humor and laughter are a universal aspect of human experience, occurring in all cultures and virtually all individuals
throughout the world. ~ Canadian psychologist Rod Martin

Though universal, humor's appreciation is personal: dependent upon maturity, intelligence, context, and culture.
The sound of laughter is unmistakably distinctive.
Though different cultures have their own norms of what subject matter is suitable for humor, laughter is universal.
Humor is most often expressed as a social interaction, but
its roots lie in ecological psychology: the conceptual bending
of actuality in a way that manufactures mirth.

* wit: from the Old English witan = to know.
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Solemnity is the shield of idiots. ~ French lawyer and political philosopher Montesquieu

 What's Funny? 
A guy is sitting at home when he hears a knock at the door.
He opens the door and sees a snail on the porch. He picks up
the snail and throws it as far as he can. 3 years later, there's a
knock on the door. He opens it and sees the same snail. The
snail says: "What the hell was that all about?"

Mentalizing involves understanding others' unspoken intentions. Typical adult conversations sharing facts involve 3
levels of intentionality.
Mind perception is mentally taxing. An adult can comprehend up to 5 levels of intentionality before losing the plot of
an intricate story.
The funniest jokes are those involving 2 characters, and
at most 5 back-and-forth levels of mind perceptions between
a comedian and his audience. The best jokes build on expectations, with a punchline that updates the knowledge of the
listener in an unexpected way.
Expectations that entail the minds of people other than
the joke-teller or the audience – such as the characters in the
joke – are difficult to comprehend, as too many mind states
are embroiled. Clever complexity is not funny.
A guy shows up late for work. The boss yells: "You should’ve
been here at 8:30!" He replies: "Why? What happened at 8:30?"

Humor's momentary release from the mundane is incandescently transcendent: a brief exercise of energetic bliss
blended into a context. Spiritually, in helping to see the artifice of existence, humor is a proverbial breadcrumb on the
path to enlightenment.
The highest state is laughter. ~ Indian guru Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, who laughed a lot (so much that he was called "the
giggling guru")
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 Memory 
Perception, imagination, expectation, anticipation, illusion:
all are based on memory. There are hardly any border lines between them. They just merge into each other. All are response
of memory. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

Memory is the faculty for retaining and retrieving information. Various types of memory – from personal experiences
to symbolic abstractions – are encoded, stored, and later recalled. Memory is the mind's personal library.
Memory is essential for behavior. There is nothing of significance that is not based fundamentally on memory. Our consciousness and our actions are shaped by our experiences. And,
our experiences shape us only because of their lingering consequences. ~ American neurobiologist James McGaugh
Memory isn't for trying to remember. It's for doing better the
next time. ~ American psychologist Jeff Zacks

 Creation 
Memory is never a precise duplicate of the original; it is a
continuing act of creation. ~ American psychologist Rosalind
Cartwright

Memories are made from perception, cognition, and intuition. Memories from perception are often autonomic, with
emotive impact acting as a decisive factor.
Willful memory creation requires focus. While intention
helps, the mind has its own priorities, tucking away information nuggets subconsciously. Even a disciplined mind is
beyond the confines of volition when it comes to memory.
Surprise sparks memories for infants. When events contravene expectations, babies investigate and form new mental models.
Infants not only selectively explore objects that violate their
expectations but also explore in ways specific to the violation.
~ American cognitive scientist Laura Schulz
The most intensely remembered memories involve emotive stress. During a traumatic event, the body releases 2 associated stress hormones: cortisol and norepinephrine.
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Norepinephrine stimulates the fight-or-flight response:
spiking when individuals feel threatened or experience intense emotions. Elevated norepinephrine focuses the system
on the immediate moment. As norepinephrine abets concentration, it is instrumental in learning. Cortisol ramps blood
sugar, providing energy. Cortisol amplifies the effect of norepinephrine in memory formation.
Negative experiences are more readily remembered when an
event is traumatic enough to release cortisol after the event, and
only if norepinephrine is released during or shortly after the
event. ~ American psychologist Sabrina Segal
As an evolutionary survival mechanism, negative memories are more easily formed and deeply ingrained than positive ones. Hence, memories of happy happenings are hazier
and more readily fade, while traumas and stressful experience are chiseled in detail.
Contrastingly, babies are more likely to remember something if it resonates with emotional positivity. Reinforcing a
desire to live is important during early development.
Positive affect heightens babies' attention and arousal.
~ American development psychologist Ross Flom
While stress intensifies long-term memory storage, it
hampers working memory.
In response to acute, uncontrollable stress, we become distracted and disorganized, and our working memory abilities
worsen, leaving prepotent or habitual responses to control our
behavior. Yet our memories of the stressful event are actually
better than usual. ~ American cognitive scientist Amy Arnsten
Much goes into memory of which we have scant awareness. Conscious and subconscious memory work the same
pathways. Other than implicit memory slipping in under the
radar of awareness, there is no significant distinction between the two in creating memories.
Our minds process vast amounts of information outside our
consciousness, beyond language. ~ David Myers
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 Types 
Memories have been classified by information type and
temporal direction. Memories of the past are retrospective.
Memories involving the future are prospective.
An episodic memory is autobiographical: of an experienced event, with recall vigor encoded according to the emotional impact at the time. In contrast, a semantic memory is
of an abstraction: a cognized meaning, understanding, or
other conceptual information. Topographic memory involves
spatial orientation: a literal mental map.
A declarative memory is one that is readily spoken of. Episodic, semantic, and topological memories are declarative.
Though they may arise involuntarily, declarative memories
are subject to conscious recall.
The term declarative is used because such memories can
be told to others simply by describing its contents as presented in the mind. This contrasts with procedural memories, described a little later.
A pivotal part of the mind's tensor system, declarative
memories are stored within complex hierarchical networks.
There are links between these networks based on relations.
Semantic memory networks are especially intricate, as
conceptual meanings are related to words, which comprise
units of symbolic representations, both spoken and literary.
Phonemes and syllabaries each have their own network.
For example, rhyming based upon the terminal morphemes
of words is one network of many related to language.
Though the language library is extensive, it is a fraction
of the symbolic database within the mind of an adult. The
spoken language network is related to others, such as music.
These libraries are the contents for exposition of declarative
memory.
A procedural memory is of a learned skill, either physical
or entirely mental. Recall is automatic with the intention of
performing a task relevant to the procedural memory.
Muscle memory is a physical, procedural memory. Its
learning is a matter of practice.
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Declarative memory subject to conscious recall is explicit.
Procedural memory, and information stored subconsciously,
is implicit.
People can be changed by past experiences without having
any awareness of those experiences. ~ American psychologist
Daniel Schacter et al
An implicit memory become available via priming: a stimulus associated with the memory. Episodic and topological
memories are littered with semantic labels, which are attached to recall potential.
Initiating a task that is a learned skill, such as riding a
bicycle, primes the necessary procedural memories to accomplish the work.
Priming works in remembering declarative memory fragments that were subconsciously created. It also prompts recall of semantic memories, particularly those in the same
modality: encoded with affiliation.
Priming is the awakening of associations. ~ David Myers
People are faster in deciding that a string of letters is a
word when the word follows a related one. The word "nurse"
is recognized more quickly following "doctor" than "bread."
Whereas a declarative memory is readily told by stating
its contents, such as giving directions from a mental topographical map, a procedural memory requires stepwise extraction into the conscious mind as a prelude to explanation.
Memories of future appointments, intentions, or planned
actions are prospective. Recall of prospective memories may
be triggered by a specific event or at a certain time.
Beyond being a gyre of tensor networks, the architecture
of memory remains speculative. It likely comprises a confluence of entangled schemata, as such arrangement is common
in complex organic structures. The idea has been kicked
around at least since Kant, who posited transcendental schemata: non-empirical concepts associated with sense impressions. What is known that the mind searches for memories
much like animals forage.
A bird's food tends to be clumped together in a specific patch:
for example, on a bush laden with berries. When faced with a
memory task, we focus on specific clusters of information and
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jump between them like a bird between bushes. ~ American
psychologist Thomas Hills

 Duration 
From a temporal perspective memory bifurcates into
short-term and long-term. What is simply called memory refers to long-term memory: the selective accumulation of life
experiences, both from environmental ecology (perception)
and cognitive processes (imagination, reason, and intuition).
The capacity of human long-term memory is practically unlimited, though the sometime struggle with recall belies that
impression. Memories unrecalled fade over time.
Short-term memory differs from long-term in duration
and capacity. Short-term memory is of the current situation
or task at hand. The instant of attention is working memory.
Rehearsal is process of retaining information in shortterm memory by repeating it. Repetition is simply reentry
into the evaporating depository which lasts less than a minute. Rehearsal is commonly employed in remembering
phone numbers to input.
The best way to learn motor skills is repetition on multiple maneuvers. The skills take longer to learn, but the moves
are more securely embedded in long-term memory, as shortterm memory proves inadequate, due to contextual interference: the emptying of short-term memory to handle a new situation.
Continually wiping out motor short-term memory helps update long-term memory. ~ French cognitive scientist Nicolas
Schweighofer
Repeating a single task does not necessarily engender
long-term memory, as short-term memory may cover a single
skill.


Working Memory



Working memory is the portion of short-term memory
that is the focus of immediate attention. It is brief – a fraction
of a second – and its capacity paltry.
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One bit of information is the amount of information that we
need to make a decision between two equally likely alternatives. ~ George Miller

The most influential psychology article of all time – written in 1956 by American cognitive psychologist George Miller
– claimed that working memory can cope with ~7 bits (7±2) of
information before confusion sets in. Miller was wrong. 4 bits
is the limit of working memory. A 7-digit number is remembered by being parceled into smaller chunks, with no more
than 3 numbers per mnemonic lump.
To remember a seven numeral phone number, say 6458937,
we need to break it into 4 chunks: 64. 58. 93. 7. Basically, 4 is
the limit to our perception. ~ Australian psychiatrist Gordon
Parker

The idea of dividing memory duration into short-term and
long-term dates at least to William James in 1890. The foregoing explanation follows the now-conventional modal model
proposed by American psychologist Richard Atkinson and
American cognitive scientist Richard Shiffrin in 1968.
Because the mind stitches memory together into a seamless experience, and teasing them apart experimentally has
been somewhat inconclusive, the bifurcation between shortterm and long-term memory remains controversial. The organization and mechanics of memory retain mystery.

 Vividness 
We see things that are emotionally arousing with greater clarity than those that are more mundane. How vividly we perceive
something in the first place predicts how vividly we will remember it later on. ~ American psychologist Rebecca Todd

One reason we don't retain most details is that, to recall
them, they must have captured our attention. Whereas the
senses deliver a multitude of details, the mind does not register most of them into the ledger of lasting memory. The disparity between what is experienced and what is remembered
is dramatic.
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Our deepest memories are mental snapshots taken during
times of high emotional impact or involvement. ~ Australian
cognitive scientist Louise Faber

Emotionally charged memories can have a startling vividness to them. During recall, the pattern of brain activity
evoked is very similar to the initial perception of the experience.
When we mentally replay an episode we've experienced, it
can feel like we are transported back in time and reliving that
moment again. ~ American psychologist Bradley Buchsbaum
Vivid memory rarely fools the mind into mistaking it for
the present moment. The similitude is limited, as the senses
are not fully engaged.

 Processing Paradox Bias 
Employing a process termed pattern separation, new experiences are encoded as distinct from already stored episodes. In contrast, retrieving an episodic memory relies upon
pattern completion to fill in gaps in detail, increasing overlap
with previous memories by reactivating related memory
traces.
Such mutually exclusive processing cannot operate simultaneously. Hence, the encoding of episodic memory and its
recall can present a processing paradox that is resolved to
usefulness at the moment (context utility) without regard for
accuracy.
The episodic memory system uses environmental cues to
establish processing biases that favor either pattern separation
during encoding or pattern completion during retrieval.
~ American psychologist Katherine Duncan et al
This processing bias lingers in time, influencing subsequent mnemonic processing. This is one way that experiences
affect future behavior and make memory fallible but useful.


Eyewitness Misinformation



Our memory is built to change, not regurgitate facts, so we
are not very reliable witnesses. ~ Donna Jo Bridge
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Eyewitnesses asked to identify a suspect in a lineup rely
upon remembered facial features which match those presented. This exercise in relative judgment results in choosing
anyone in the lineup who looks most like the suspect, even
when the suspect is not in the lineup. The use of lineups has
been an engine of injustice in the law enforcement system.
Initially recalled details became particularly susceptible to interference from later misinformation. ~ American psychologist
Jason Chan
Memory conjunction error occurs when related elements
are combined to create a composite that off is the mark from
actuality. Having seen the 2 faces on the left, people often
claim to remember the face on the right, which combines features of those previously seen.

Because retrieval enhances memory, it seems logical that
recalling an event prior to receiving misinformation about it
should reduce eyewitness suggestibility. But the inherent
paradox in memory processing aids falsification: cued recall
exacerbates the ease with which misinformation is incorporated into a memory. This owes to the consolidation process
that occurs with memory recall.
People's later memory of an event can be altered by exposure
to misinformation about that event. ~ Jason Chan et al

 Reliability 
Memory, of all the powers of the mind, is the most delicate
and frail. ~ English playwright Ben Jonson

As an efficient evolutionary mechanism, memory is a
sketch of salient features: details that were incidental at the
time quickly fade, if they were remembered at all.
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Just because we've seen something many times doesn't mean
we remember it or even notice it. It might be a good thing not
to burden your memory with information that is not relevant to
you. ~ American psychologist Alan Castel

Our memories are cluttered with similar events. Their
overlap easily creates blurs between episodes.
Recalling a specific episode is influenced by competition
from similar or overlapping instances. Discriminating to the
intended memory requires identifying something unique
within the context of the memory.
We reconstruct our emotional past in a way that's consistent
with the way we currently are emotionally reacting. ~ American psychologist William Hirst
Memory is far from an accurate snapshot. Recall may be
unreliable. Even memories of painful events are readily distorted as to what was endured; yet details that may not have
been appreciated at the time may be available with attentive
mental prodding, being careful not to introduce false memory
via suggestion.
Memories aren't static. Memory can endure for decades yet
also can change to maintain relevance. ~ American cognitive
scientist Donna Jo Bridge
The bases for empirical memories are perceptions that occurred at the time of an event. These include mind perceptions and other subjective interpretations which may be the
most important takeaway for a person involved, even as they
are not factual in an evidentiary sense. In that emotions invoke memory intensity these impressions may override what
actually occurred from the perspective of a more disinterested observer.
We used to think the memories we had were pictures of the
original event. Now we know that it is the last version of the
memory, because each time we retrieve it, it changes a little bit.
~ American cognitive scientist Daniela Schiller
Memory is designed to help us make good decisions in the
moment and, therefore, memory has to stay up to date. The information that is relevant right now can overwrite what was
there to begin with. ~ American cognitive scientist Joel Voss
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Memories are not simple snapshots from the past, but reconstructed representations biased by personal knowledge and
world views. Sometimes we even remember events that never
actually happened. Memories change when we repeatedly retrieve them, becoming more abstract and gist-like with each retrieval. ~ Spanish psychologist Juan Linde-Domingo

The adaptive purpose of memory is to guide decisions and
inform the present. To meet that need, memories may be revised with each recall.
If you remember something in the context of a new environment and time, or if you are even in a different mood, your
memories might integrate the new information. ~ Donna Jo
Bridge
Over time, cumulative updates via recall and insertion of
new relevant information can so alter a memory that it is no
longer an accurate representation of its inception. The veracity of a memory can become more false than true.
Our memories can change even if we don't realize they have
changed. ~ American psychologist Daniel Simons
Nostalgia is a seductive liar. ~ American diplomat George
Ball


Memory Conformity



Our memories are often inaccurate. Ubiquitous sources of
false recollection are social pressure and interpersonal influence. This phenomenon, dubbed "memory conformity," is encountered in a variety of contexts, including social interactions,
mass media exposure, and eyewitness testimony. In such settings an individual may change veridical recollections of past
events to match a false account provided by others. ~ Israeli
cognitive scientist Micah Edelson et al

Memory conformity – adhering to a social story – has 2
forms. Under private conformity, a person's recollection is
genuinely altered via social influence. In contrast, a person
acting out of public conformity pretends to comply with the
account of others, but inwardly maintains certitude in the
original memory.
Peer pressure is powerful. On a trivial matter over 67%
of the population readily submit to memory conformity. 40%
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readily buy into the brainwashing of private conformity. The
rest go for the feint of public conformity.
Social influence, such as false propaganda, can deleteriously
affect individuals' memory in political campaigns and commercial advertising, and impede justice by influencing eyewitness
testimony. Memory conformity may also serve an adaptive purpose, because social learning is often more efficient and accurate than individual learning. For this reason, humans may be
predisposed to trust the judgment of the group, even when it
stands in opposition to their own original beliefs. Such influences and their long-term effects may contribute to the extraordinary levels of persistent conformity seen in authoritarian cults
and societies. ~ Micah Edelson et al


False Memories



People can develop rich and coherent autobiographical
memories of entire events that never happened. ~ Canadian
psychologist Alan Scoboria et al
There are many occasions when people feel strongly about
past events, even though they might not have occurred. ~ Argentinian psychologist Roberto Cabeza

The mind's willingness to update memory with relevant
information gives license to instill fiction. False memory creation is a product of misinformation.
False memories are constructed by combining actual memories with the content of suggestions received from others. During the process, individuals may forget the source of the
information. This is a classic example of source confusion, in
which the content and the source become dissociated. ~ American psychologist Elizabeth Loftus
Memories are more easily modified when the passage of
time has eroded the original memory. Suggestions going to
shared memories are a potent force for reworking memory.
Corroboration of an event by another person can be a powerful technique for instilling a false memory. ~ Elizabeth Loftus
For mental comfort, the memories most subject to modification are those with negative emotional impact. Falsification of bad emotional memories happens more in adults than
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children, who have more need to remember such experiences
as part of their learning how to navigate their world.
Infusing a memory with imagination is a formula for injecting falsities. This can be furthered by suggestion.
Psychological therapists have abused patients by suggestively introducing false memories using this technique. It is
particularly effective on childhood memories, which therapists especially thrive on. Anyway, psychotherapy is a hoax:
at best, a patch on the mental illness of valuing emotions,
memories, and thoughts.
Generally, children generate false memories more easily
than adults. The pattern-recognition process that helps
youngsters learn facilitates insertion of false details into
memory recall. But children are better at not generating false
memories when it comes to remembering a conversation.
During a linguistic activity the mind goes through a semantic process: comparing the words heard with memory to
unravel meaning. Such semantic evaluation is less efficient
in children than adults, as the process is not as developed or
automated. The extra effort a child must make to remember
what was said lessens the probability of creating a false
memory.
The same processes that produce these "false memories"
amongst healthy adults are also responsible for their having better memory. ~ Spanish cognitive scientist Pedro Paz-Alonso
False memories have no boundaries. Even people with superior recall – so-called "photographic memory" – are prone
to false memories.
False memories are recalled along the same processing
pathways as real memories, giving the falsies verisimilitude.
False memories do lack sensory information, as they never
occurred; but the general sketchiness of memory means that
this sensory deficit does not lessen the sense of veracity.
Given the advantage of memory accuracy, the pervasiveness of false episodic memories suggests an evolutionary
trade-off, which comes in the faculty for episodic versus semantic memory. Insects are as prone to false memories as
humans.
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The tendency toward false memories is a price paid for
the cognitive knack to categorize. To some extent, the ability
to learn and employ categories, concepts, and rules compromises episodic memory integrity.
Individuals who are particularly good at learning rules and
classifying objects by common properties are also particularly
prone to false memory illusions. ~ English sensory and ethologist Lars Chittka


Memory Myths



We've known since the 1930s that memories can become
distorted in systematic ways. We've known since the 1980s that
even memory for vivid, very meaningful personal events can
change over time. ~ Daniel Simons
When people recall an emotio
nally-charged event, they believe that their vivid memories
are precise and accurate, largely because they rarely encounter
evidence for distortions in their own memories. ~ Daniel Simons & American psychologist Christopher Chabris

Myths about memory are common. 78% of adult Americans think unexpected objects grab the attention. Instead, attentional focus readily precludes consciously perceiving
oddities.
You can't convince people that their memories are wrong.
~ American psychologist Elizabeth Phelps
63% think that memory works like a video camera. 55%
think that hypnosis can enhance recall. 48% think that
memory is immutable. None of those suppositions are true.
Incorrect beliefs about the properties of memory have broad
implications. The media conflate normal forgetting and inadvertent memory distortion with intentional deceit, juries issue
verdicts based on flawed intuitions about the accuracy and confidence of testimony, and students misunderstand the role of
memory in learning. ~ Daniel Simons & Christopher Chabris
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Perfect Memory



It does seem odd that memory is so fallible; but it is necessarily so, to have memory effectively function as a utilitarian device.
The famous mnemonist Solomon Shereshevsky illustrated the downside of a perfect memory.* While Shereshevsky's recall was flawless, he had cognitive problems, as
details got in the way of understanding.
Shereshevsky had tremendous trouble recognizing faces.
As his memory housed a great many versions of every face he
had ever seen, rather than the rough sketches normally remembered, a change of lighting or facial expression meant a
new face.
Shereshevsky had similar problems processing language.
He could always play back the exact words spoken to him but
understanding the point of a paragraph was difficult. Essentially, Shereshevsky had a form of autism.

 Involuntary Memory 
Much of our everyday remembering consists of information
coming to mind involuntarily. ~ Georgian psychologist Lia
Kvavilashvili

An involuntary memory is a spontaneous recollection
without conscious effort. Distinct brain pathways are activated during involuntary memory from that of conscious recall, as nattermind works a different groove. The character
and conditions under which involuntary memories occur vary
greatly.
The problem with our memories is not that nothing comes to
mind – but that irrelevant stuff comes to mind. ~ American psychologist Benjamin Levy
Insight related to the incubation of solving a problem, recovery from a tip-of-the-tongue state, or sudden remembrance of needing to do something (prospective recall) are

* Shereshevsky was studied by Russian psychologist Alexander Luria for 30 years, beginning in the 1920s.
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exemplary involuntary memories; all of which proceed from
conscious thought with intention.
Involuntary memories also arise without previous provocation. They may be most unwelcome. Intrusive memories
may keep coming to mind despite attempts to suppress them.
A flashback of a traumatic event is exemplary; such is the
bane of victims of post-traumatic stress.


Proustian Memory



The memory of a particular image is but regret for a particular
moment. ~ French novelist Marcel Proust

In the 7th and last volume of Marcel Proust's novel In
Search of Lost Time (aka Remembrance of Things Past)
(1927), the narrator begins to eat a small lemony cake – madeleine – while drinking tea. That moment of taste takes him
back to a scene of his youth, eating tea-soaked cake in his
aunt's home. From there he trips down memory lane, filled
with nostalgia.
No sooner had the warm liquid mixed with the crumbs
touched my palate than a shudder ran through me and I
stopped, intent upon the extraordinary thing that was happening
to me… Suddenly the memory revealed itself. The taste was that
of the little piece of madeleine… The sight of the little madeleine had recalled nothing to my mind before I tasted it. And all
from my cup of tea. ~ Marcel Proust in In Search of Lost Time
This form of involuntary recall – tripped by a sensation –
is called Proustian memory.


Mind Pops



Cognitive pattern-matching lends itself to associating
sortals by similarity. These links lurk in memory, shrouded
by the subconscious.
Most of the information we encounter on a daily basis activates certain representations in the mind. Later on, other things
in the environment may trigger these already active concepts,
which have the feeling of coming out of nowhere. ~ Lia Kvavilashvili
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A mind pop is an involuntary memory that spontaneously
brings to awareness a fragment from the past: be it a word,
fact, or perception. A mind pop recalls a sortal related to a
current thought stream, though the relation may be inscrutable. Mind pops typically arise when concentration flags; the
mind having been primed by a thought stream.
In a moment of conscious repose, the subconscious
ramind flings a mind pop into the spotlight of conscious
thought. Though it seems to be coming out of nowhere, a
mind pop stems from a sortal association to active mentation,
or a cue picked up from the environment which may be beneath conscious attention.
Mind pops may enhance problem-solving, creativity, or
the ability to perceive previously unseen connections in facilely disparate concepts. In this regard, they are an evolutionary adaptation.
If many different concepts remain activated in your mind, you
can make connections more efficiently than if activation disappears right away. ~ Lia Kvavilashvili
Mind pops are more frequent for the mentally ill than
among the healthy. Under schizophrenia, the mind's discipline has completely broken down: streams of thought shift
abruptly; the mind latches onto fragments, repetitively recalling them. Mind pops are a motif on the march of madness.

 Memory Inflation 
Imagining performing an action can induce false memories of
having actually performed it. ~ German psychologist Isabel
Lindner et al

As an adaptive device, memory is a vehicle for learning
that pays scant heed to accuracy. Memory instead serves to
incorporate what is subconsciously deemed helpful and distort or suppress what is not.
Having something useful come to mind is enough to tuck
it away with self-identification attached. Imagination inflation is the false memory of having done something that one
only imagined.
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We continually create false personal narratives and biased
histories. 40- to 60-year-olds naturally push memories of negative moral actions roughly 10 years deeper into their past than
memories of positive ones. ~ Robert Trivers

Imitation is not only the sincerest form of flattery; it is
also the most archaic form of social learning. Every gregarious animal learns by observation from others.
Given imagination inflation, it comes as no stretch to own
what one what has witnessed. Observation inflation is the
false memory of having done something that has only been
seen.

 Knowledge 
There can be no knowledge without emotion. We may be
aware of a truth, yet until we have felt its force, it is not ours.
~ English writer Arnold Bennett

Knowledge is mentally organized information believed to
be true. In other words, knowledge is a related body of facts
in one's mental grasp. Knowledge is not so much an amassing
of facts as it is a contextual compendium of entangled information.
Wisdom begins in wonder. ~ Socrates


Truth



The proper object of unqualified scientific knowledge is
something which cannot be other than it is. ~ Aristotle

A fact is recall of an experienced event. Having gone
through perception, most notably the pruning process of categorization, a fact is necessarily a subjective interpretation,
its recall a sketch.
Knowledge is rooted in fact. Fact and knowledge are both
invariably wrapped in a worldview. Knowledge may be refutable, as it is rather easy to get facts wrong. Beyond factual
error, knowledge as truth is a chimera.
The notion of objective is something having independence
in its existence. Because all we ever experience is subjective,
we have no way of knowing whether something is objective.
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That others agree with us is a shared subjectivity, not objectivity.
Knowledge is an informed perspective, not an unalloyed
truth. Most saliently, the purpose of knowledge is not truth,
but utility: information which may put to some use, even if
only enjoyment.
The Aristotelian ideal of scientific knowledge is a fiction.
The truth is never what appears before us: we do not experience the entanglement of energies which emergently fabricate Nature, which is the exhibition of existence. Instead,
we're stuck in a world of objects, pretending them to be real.
All this is the play of concepts. It is all mental entertainment.
Truth is the state beyond concepts. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj


Gullibility



People are terribly gullible. It stems from being social
creatures who get an innate dose of trust to be gregarious.
Cynicism is not a social grace.
1st, people have a general bias to believe that things are true.
(After all, most things that we read or hear are true.) We initially
process all statements as true and it then takes cognitive effort
to mentally mark them as false. 2nd, people tend to accept information as long as it's close enough to the correct information.
To maintain conversations, we need to go with the flow – accept information that is "good enough" and move on. ~ American psychologist Lisa Fazio

Broadly, there are 2 types of knowledge: phenomenal
(knowing what) and procedural (knowing how).
Knowledge is structured in schemas. A schema is a malleable mental model based upon experience and other learning. Schemas describe general characteristics which vary in
particulars.
A script is a schema for events. Mental procedures that
translate into "how to" are scripts. Scripts foretell what behaviors are appropriate in situations.
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A script is a hypothesized cognitive structure that when activated organizes comprehension of event-based situations.
~ American psychologist Robert Abelson

A frame is a schema about an environment, including its
experienced or anticipated variants.
A frame is a structure for representing a stereotyped situation.
Think of a frame as a network of nodes and relations. ~ American cognitive scientist Marvin Minsky
Frames and scripts combine into schemas which form the
basis for adept cognition and behaviors, including creativity.


Illusion of Knowledge



The greatest obstacle to discovery is not ignorance – it is the
illusion of knowledge. ~ American historian Daniel Boorstin

Almost everyone thinks they know more than they do.
The illusion of knowledge is strong.
An easy experiment proves the point. Participants are
asked to rate their understanding of something, then to write
a detailed account of it; then rate their understanding again.
Self-assessment invariably drops.
Instruction is the elucidation of known concepts to someone who does not know them, a process which necessitates
mentalizing a specific state of ignorance. One of the difficulties in teaching is the curse of knowledge: people who know
something have a hard time imagining that someone else
does not know it too. The illusion of knowledge is the converse: people think they know something because someone
else does.

 Learning 
We apprehend only what we already half know. ~ American
author Henry David Thoreau

Learning is the process of acquiring information and depositing it into memory. Learning is the process of acquiring
information and conceptualizing it, which involves correlating patterns that stem from phenomena. Information which
is valued is termed knowledge. Knowledge is commonly acquired through observation or inference, but one may directly
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apprehend via intuition. While learning often results in new
concepts, it may alternately fortify or disabuse existing concepts.
Abstract knowledge is built analogically from more experience-based knowledge. ~ Belarusian cognitive scientist Lera
Boroditsky et al

Ours is primarily a visual and visceral world. Primates
more readily learn from visual and tactile experiences than
from audition.
I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. ~ Chinese proverb
This bias partly owes to these media convincing us that
the world is 'real' (as opposed to an elaborate ruse). Contrastingly, sounds are not experienced as embodied.

Intent to learn does not directly compel memory encoding.
Facts must be pounded in by repetition, but not repetitively.
Lessons are best learned by being mixed in with other activities. Forgetting reinforces learning.
Forgetting is the friend of learning. ~ American psychologist
Nate Kornell

With motor skills, trial and error is an integral part of
human learning.
In learning a new motor task, there appear to be two processes happening at once. One is the learning of the motor commands in the task, and the other is critiquing the learning, much
the way a 'coach' behaves. This second process leaves a
memory of the errors that were experienced during the training,
so the re-experience of those errors makes the learning go faster.
~ Iranian cognitive scientist Reza Shadmehr

All learning has an emotional base. ~ Plato

A key to learning is attaching import. Even very simple
pieces of information may be beyond recall if there is no expectation that they will be needed again.
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We learn through our senses, even if the experience is
only seeing written symbols. Tangible expression facilitates
retention.
Learning represents an incremental evolution which accumulates through experience: at first, in relation to alreadyknown concepts, but which then may be refined through usage and application, such that once-novel ideas become selfstanding.


Curiosity



Curiosity is the wick in the candle of learning. ~ American
writer William Arthur Ward

Curiosity is key to knowledge acquisition, as it recruits
the reward system, sparking enough emotion to grease the
gears of memory.
Curiosity is the lust of the mind. ~ Thomas Hobbes
Curiosity is an innate exploratory drive, known to be common in other animals. Curiosity is an essential tool for understanding the world.
Curiosity is one of the permanent and certain characteristics
of a vigorous intellect. ~ English writer Samuel Johnson
The limits of curiosity are sometimes constrained by cultural and moral considerations. But humans do not necessarily hew to cultural norms, nor let morality stand in the
way of their own curiosity. The science of anatomy would
have never got far without dissecting corpses, which contravened mores in many cultures.
There are 3 types of curiosity: diverting, technical, and
empathic. Each is driven by a distinct desire.
An urge for the new and novel is diverting curiosity,
which is the curiosity that propels us in trivial pursuit of
stimulation. Diverting curiosity is the font from which mass
media draw in entertaining their audiences.
Propelling science and technology, technical curiosity is
the desire to understand how things work. Jean Piaget proposed that technical curiosity is provoked when perceiving an
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incongruity between what is expected
and what happens. According to Piaget,
Curiosity
curiosity correlates with surprise. Curiosity reaches an apex when a violation
medium
hi
lo
of expectation causes considerable surw Surprise
prise, but not so much that the implications of discovery are scary.
In 1994, George Loewenstein combined the theories of curiosity as innate and motivated by surprise to suggest that
curiosity arises in response to an information gap. We become curious about something when there is a gulf between
what we know and what we want to know.
Curiosity is the gatekeeper of the knowledge we choose to
absorb. ~Celeste Kidd
Information gaps are not just recognized rationally. Hence, curiosity has
Curiosity
been called "the knowledge emotion."
It's not just incongruity that grabs lo medium
hi
our attention. It's the desire to learn w
Knowledge
what we do not understand. Information fuels curiosity by creating an
awareness of ignorance, which builds the desire to know
more.
Uncertainty – when you think you know something and
discover you don't – leads to the most curiosity and learning.
~ Celeste Kidd
Adults tend not to be curious about things of which they
know nothing. A glimmer of familiarity is needed to spark
curiosity.
Even a tiny, initial clue which, by allowing us to imagine what we do not
Curiosity
know, stimulates a desire for knowledge.
~ Marcel Proust
medium
lo
hi
Overconfidence, which is widew Confidence
spread in adults, dampens curiosity.
Hence, children are more curious than
adults for more than just information gaps.
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Empathic curiosity is about the nature of mentation. Aiming to understand psychology comes from empathic curiosity,
motivated by a desire for control (both to rid oneself of internal dissonance and to bend others to one's will), and out of
compassion.
Empathic and technical curiosity are closely related.
Whereas technical curiosity is "hard" science, empathic is
"soft." Yet, of the two, empathic is more important, as it is the
basis for essential social skills. Technical curiosity leads one
to know about stuff. In contrast, empathic curiosity impels
understanding the stuffing of which we are made. Together,
empathic and technical curiosities bring meaning to life.
The only reason people do not know much is because they
do not care much. They are incurious. Incuriosity is the oddest
and most foolish failing there is. ~ English writer Stephen Fry
The strength of curiosity may be kindled or tamped down
during upbringing. It is an essential characteristic of good
parenting to engender curiosity, despite the toll on patience
that such a course may take.
Curiosity is contagious. So is incuriosity. ~ English writer Ian
Leslie

To be curious about that which is not one's concern while
still in ignorance of oneself is ridiculous. ~ Plato

In ancient Athens, curiositas was esteemed for parching
the thirst for knowledge. Plato aside, satisfying curiosity for
its own sake was considered a worthwhile endeavor.
Roman philosophers inherited this purist conception of
curiosity. Cicero saw curiosity as "an innate love of learning
and of knowledge."
From the Dark Ages for centuries to come, the Catholic
Church was apprehensive about inquisitiveness. Augustine
of Hippo referred to "this disease of curiosity." Augustine considered curiosity pointless, perverted, and prideful.
900 years later, Italian theologian Thomas Aquinas, under the sway of Aristotle, was more lenient. While agreeing
with Augustine that "a superficial dwelling on the object" was
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sinful, curiosity aimed at "knowledge of the truth of Creation"
was laudable.
However much it abounds, knowledge of the truth is not bad,
but good. ~ Thomas Aquinas
The spark for the Age of Enlightenment came from Gutenberg's 15th century printing press, which was essentially
a curiosity machine: corroding old certainties by facilitating
the spread and exchange of ideas.


The Uncanny



That which is "uncanny" is frightening precisely because it is
not known and familiar. ~ Sigmund Freud
We're so motivated to get rid of that feeling that we look for
meaning and coherence elsewhere. ~ American psychologist
Travis Proulx

The mind savors security. Anomalies are demanding invitations to the mind to play its favorite game: making sense
of the world which presents itself. Facing the uncanny, the
mind ratchets itself into a higher gear: looking for patterns
in which to fit the discovered oddity. Because of this, learning
is facilitated by indulging in a bit of absurdity. Experiment
participants do better finding difficult-to-discern patterns
when the task is interrupted by reading an absurd text, as
contrasted to a sample of sensible prose.
In the meantime, the mind reassures itself. When affronted with the unfamiliar, the mind seeks solace in the
comfortable.
The Collective cling to their personal biases when feeling
threatened. After thinking about their own inevitable death,
people become more patriotic, more religious, and less tolerant of outsiders. Those insulted profess more loyalty to
friends. Students who do poorly on a test identify more
strongly with their school's winning teams.
People in the grip of the uncanny tend to perceive patterns where none exist (apophenia): becoming more prone to
conspiracy theories, among other inclinations. The internal
urge for order satisfies itself, regardless of evidentiary quality.
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Life is a mystery to be lived, not a problem to be solved.
~ Danish philosopher Søren Kierkegaard

 Intuition 
Intuition is the clear conception of the whole at once.
~ Swiss poet Johann Kaspar Lavater

Logic is linear. Circumscribed by conscious information,
logic has limited bandwidth and runs off the road at the
curves of inconsistency. In contrast, because it can incorporate implicit memory, intuition is knowledge at its fruition.
Sometimes we intuitively feel what we do not know we
know. ~ David Myers
Along with cognitive information, emotions and biases filter into intuitions, particularly when appraising other people
or social situations. Harnessed to desire, intuition is a primary driver of social behaviors.
With woman the powers of intuition are more strongly
marked than in man. ~ Charles Darwin
With empathy coming naturally, women are typically
more comfortable relying upon their intuition than men, who
often prefer to think things through (or at least make an attempt at doing so). This is a major reason why females are
more cooperative than males.
Intuition supports cooperation in social dilemmas. Reflection
can undermine these cooperative impulses. ~ American psychologist David Rand et al
Assessments and actions relating to moral judgments are
guided by intuition. Visceral reaction – gut instinct – is intuition in flash form.
An innate sense that logic is somehow lacking means that
people often heed spontaneous thoughts over reasoning.
People believe, precisely because they are not controlled,
that spontaneous thoughts reveal more meaningful insight into
their own mind – their beliefs, attitudes, and preferences – than
similar, deliberate thoughts. ~ Carey Morewedge
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Insight is intuition. Comprehension of the associations
among concepts is a fruit of intuition, especially those that
seem logically disparate.
The mind of man is more intuitive than logical, and comprehends more than it can coordinate. ~ French writer Luc de
Clapiers
Experimental evidence indicates that intuition often provides correct answers to challenging problems; or, at least, is
more likely to be correct than deliberate reasoning.
The operational point is that the best way to solve a complex problem is to consciously give the mind a specific assignment, and then let it chew away subconsciously until it comes
up with the answer. In contrast, conscious deliberation is
2nd-rate.
Don't try to comprehend with your mind. Minds are very limited. Use your intuition. ~ American writer Madeleine L'Engle
Reliance on intuition has moral ramifications. As cognition is the road to rationalization, those prone to trust their
intuition are more trustworthy.
Moral judgments are intuitive. ~ American social psychologist Richard Patterson et al

 Self-Knowledge 
Knowing yourself is the beginning of all wisdom. ~ Aristotle

To know oneself requires understanding the proclivities
of one's own mind, and how they relate to the inner environment (worldview), and the outside world (social behaviors).
Living is, at its best, an interactive exercise of entertainment, albeit with incurred responsibilities. All that one needs
to know about oneself is what further education is needed,
and what limitations and fallibilities one has. By comprehending these, enjoyment may be maximized, by averting or
overcoming inner obstacles. Focus upon the self as a being of
some significance is nothing but ignorant arrogance.
As an altricial, gregarious species, our lives are filled with
conspecific encounters. Solitude is an island of social respite
in an ocean of interpersonal interactions.
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Yet most people find solitude unsettling rather than solace, as nattermind preys upon them. That is because their
inner self is unmastered; the most essential skill unacquired.
All men's miseries derive from not being able to sit in a quiet
room alone. ~ Blaise Pascal
Comprehending mental ecology requires disciplined silence in watching oneself: to become a dissociated witness of
the mind.
The most important encounter in life is the encounter with
oneself. ~ French fashion designer Yves Saint Laurent
One can only hope to understand others after discovering
what makes oneself tick and finding decent clockwork. A
moral compass and recognition of living as a work in progress
is both necessary and sufficient.
If you can get the inside right, the outside will fall into place.
~ German guru Eckhart Tolle

Most people readily acknowledge the importance of selfknowledge. Few attain it.
Given that many important choices and decisions are based
on people’s beliefs about what they will do in the future, errors
in self prediction can be costly. ~ Canadian psychologist Connie Poon et al
Psychologists examine self-knowledge and psychological
biases via correspondence between stated prediction and actual behavior. Though some people are consistent, most are
not.
When people predict their future behavior, they tend to place
too much weight on their current intentions, which produces an
optimistic bias. ~ Connie Poon et al
People typically think that they know who they are. This
supposition of self-knowledge is belied by innumerable studies that show otherwise.
Overly positive self-evaluations, exaggerated perceptions of
control or master, and unrealistic optimism are characteristic of
normal human thought. ~ American psychologists Shelley Taylor & Jonathon Brown
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People generally think that they are more altruistic than
they really are; the same applies to behaving according to
announced moral standards.
Even cooperation is overestimated. In one experiment
where participants could make money, 84% predicted that
they would cooperate for mutual gain, but only 61% did.
Like fine wine, most people believe that they have
improved with age. Alas, the dust on the bottle is of scant
value to being more interesting, competent, tolerant, or
socially-adept. That dust clouds reliable memory for the sake
of self-esteem in the face of decline.
People can maintain their typically favorable self-regard by
disparaging their distant and complimenting their recent past
selves. ~ Canadian psychologists Anne Wilson & Michael Ross
Another esteem-enhancing bias is believing in one's own
consistency in character and beliefs.
It is all too common for caterpillars to become butterflies and
then to maintain that in their youth they had been little butterflies. Maturation makes liars of us all. ~ American psychiatrist
George Vaillant
Internal incongruity creates a paradox for the mind. To
preclude this needless vexation, memories are massaged to
maintain continuity with present attitudes and beliefs.
The tendency of the mind to conform memory recall with
the present applies to emotions. Under the nostalgia effect,
emotional memories of positive events become rosier over
time. Romantic relationships may flourish or wither in the
mind. Either way, the past is painted to conform with one's
current status.
The worse your current view of your partner is, the worse
your memories are, which only further confirms your negative
attitudes. ~ American psychologists Diane Holmberg & John
Holmes
If asked to pick snacks for several weeks ahead, people
choose a variety. But if asked week by week, they select their
favorite most every time. The difference between the two is
uncertainty over future preferences.
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People do not realize that their self-knowledge is a construction, and fail to recognize that they possess a vast adaptive unconscious that operates out of their conscious awareness.
~ American social psychologist Timothy Wilson

Only 15% of occasional smokers predict they will still be
smoking 5 years hence. Even people who have smoked for 20
years, or tried quitting 10 times or more, think they will quit
within the next year. Behind the self-deception of their convictions is the addictive drag of nicotine, which is underestimated, despite knowing better.
People are worse at making specific predictions about how
they will behave than they are at predicting how other people
will behave. ~ Timothy Wilson
People suffer a dissonance in knowing themselves: between what they are and what they wish themselves to be.
Recognizing the weaknesses and inadequacies in oneself can
be a bitter pill. Self-delusion is self-esteem self-protection.
We are only falsehood, duplicity, contradiction; we both conceal and disguise ourselves from ourselves. ~ Blaise Pascal
Chronic repression is the fuel of the psychology business.
Freud was simply an early appreciator of the checkered flag
that waves us through life, driving a psychic beat-up old Ford
while thinking we are behind the wheel of a shiny late-model
BMW.
We sometimes delude ourselves that we proceed in a rational
manner and weigh all the pros and cons of the various alternatives. But this is probably seldom the actual case. Quite often, 'I
decided in favor of X' is no more than 'I liked X.'
We buy the cars we 'like,' choose the jobs and houses we
find 'attractive,' and then justify these choices by various reasons. ~ Polish American social psychologist Robert Zajonc


Introspection



Doubt everything or believe everything: these are two
equally convenient strategies. With either we dispense with the
need for reflection. ~ Henri Poincaré

That psychology as a discipline exists testifies to the fact
that the mind itself is subject to self-examination.
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Mindfulness is ongoing awareness of one's own mental
states. More probing than self-witnessing is metacognition:
the process of reflectively examining one's own thoughts and
feelings.
Our moment-to-moment judgments of the outside world are
often subject to introspective interrogation. Insight into our own
thoughts, or metacognition, is key to high achievement in all
domains. ~ English cognitive scientist Stephen Fleming
How recent an evolutionary adaptation introspection is
for hominins remains uncertain. We know next to nothing
about the introspective abilities of other organisms beyond
that animals and plants possess proprioception, which is the
physiological analogue of introspection.
Aristotle pondered metacognition. Understanding that
the conscious mind is the tip of the mental iceberg, Sigmund
Freud found that excavational introspection could unearth
hidden motivations.
Introspection provides an intimate look into the deepest parts
of ourselves, apparently revealing truths about our mental processes that simply cannot be identified any other way. ~ Nicholas Epley & Adam Waytz
Introspection is useful for examining one's knowledge
shortcomings, and comprehending the bases for decisions,
thereby improving decision-making. Metacognition can also
be used to suss motivations, via honest inquiry into the nature of desires.
Witnessing is natural and no problem. The problem is excessive interest, leading to self-identification. Whatever you are engrossed in you take to be real. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

That introspection is even possible is controversial.
People have no direct access to higher order mental processes. ~ American social psychologists Richard Nisbett & Timothy Wilson
One reason to deny that introspection is possible is that
people are often unable to accurately report on the stimuli
and factors that led to decision-based behaviors.
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Ask someone why they did something, and a truthful response is seldom forthcoming. Rather than acknowledge a
lack of insight – or worse, admitting socially-unacceptable
motivations – confabulations that serve as plausible explanations are common. There are 2 reasons for everything: the
reason people give, and the real reason.*
A causal theory is a guess about the thought process behind an act. Causal theories may serve to justify a behavior
to avoid cognitive dissonance.
There is a strong motivation to believe in introspection,
as it provides a sense of self-control and predictability. It is a
frightening prospect to consider that one cannot know one's
own mind.
An unexamined life is not worth living. ~ Socrates
Many people do live unexamined lives: their motivations
a mystery to themselves. But to conclude that introspection
is impossible because some people are not practiced at it goes
too far.
To regularly witness one's one thinking – mindfulness –
requires both will and skill, and a relatively quiet mind. A
cluttered mind cannot hear itself, because there is too much
ruckus. Most people have noisy minds; hence their discomfort
with solitude.
Metacognition is non-trivial in its implications. People
generally tend toward a degree of selfishness, self-indulgence, and cognitive dissonance that would be unsettling to
discover. Only those willing to accept their foibles and change
the concepts which control them are fruitful candidates for
introspection when the need arises.†
The only thoughts worthy of introspection are those
which lead to misunderstanding or bad behavior. Otherwise,
awareness to the present moment, and actions which are lifeaffirming for all concerned, is all one needs.
* This observation has been variously attributed to American financier J.P. Morgan, American president Teddy Roosevelt, and
others.
† Mindfulness is not meditation and is ill-advised. The mind is full
enough of itself without watching it run wild.
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Self-knowledge is less a matter of careful introspection than
of becoming an excellent observer of oneself. ~ Timothy Wilson

 Intelligence 
A philosophic confection, what intelligence is has been
sliced and diced innumerable ways since prehistoric times.

 Testing 

frequency in population

Empirical urges led to the development of tests to quantify intelligence. Francis Galton obliged his itch with a series
of tests skewed to physiology, such as being able to discern
slight differences in weights. They were useless. The failure
of Galton to assess intelligence discredited the psychophysiological approach.
French psychologists Alfred Binet and Théodore Simon
invented the first practical intelligence test in 1903, geared
to academic studies. Their goal was to identify students needing help in coping with school.
Binet thought that good judgment was key to intelligence,
not psychophysical acuity. He sought to suss a child's mental
age: the average intelligence at a certain age. This proved inapt, especially in comparing children at different chronological ages. Yet the notion persisted. German psychologist and
philosopher William Stern suggested using an intelligence
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quotient (IQ): the ratio of mental age (MA) divided by physical age (PA) multiplied by 100. A person with an MA = PA
has an IQ of 100. If a person's MA exceeds PA, their IQ is
over 100. This proved absurd, especially past adolescence, as
mental age ceases to advance as time takes its toll.
American psychologist Lewis Terman, and later, American psychologist David Wechsler, built on the work of Binet
and Simon to devise what is widely used to test intelligence,
through various tests related to language and symbolic reasoning.
The score of 100 for median intelligence is still used, with
increments away from average as standard deviations for
higher or lower scores. The figure shown is an idealized bellcurve depiction, not reflecting actual results.
IQ scores have been dropping in industrialized nations
since 1950, from an average of 92 to 84. The countries with
the highest IQs – hitting up to 107 as a median – are those
in east Asia, including Hong Kong, Japan, South Korea, and
Taiwan. African countries have the lowest scores, dipping
down to the 60s.
Cultural bias in IQ tests has long
Female
been a controversy. IQ tests invariably
presuppose language fluency which influences the results; but then, language
Male
is one of the easiest things to test.
While helpful in the way that Binet
IQ by Gender
conceived – to get an idea of which students may need assistance – IQ tests do
not assess how intelligent someone is in a real-world sense,
where social skills weigh in, or even in problem-solving when
time is not a pressure, or where creativity is called for.

What intelligence boils down to is the ability to adaptively
survive. This involves execution of goals.
The mind deals with a multitude of multifarious perceptions and symbols. The ability to do so exceptionally well in
a specific area is termed talent.
As there many talents, so too there are numerous facets
of intelligence. A good way to think about those facets is to
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consider the different types of talents that people have, such
as precise movement through space (e.g., dance), spatial acuity (e.g., maps for navigation), graphic arts, music, controlled
emotive expression (acting), language eloquence, symbolic
abstraction (mathematics), logical analysis, organization,
problem-solving, creativity, and sociability.
American developmental psychologist Howard Gardner
proposed multiple, relatively independent, modes of intelligence; an overstatement to the extent that it obscures that
the mind is an integrated instrument, albeit with different
aptitudes and deficiencies.
The talents of the mind are at the mercy of emotion,
which can elevate or depress the exercise of any skill or acumen. Emotional intelligence is the ability to monitor, contemplate, and manage emotions. The epitome of emotional
intelligence is the practice of not indulging emotions. Emotional logic aims at making rational decisions while considering emotional outcomes.
A person's biology interacts with personal experience in a
complex and enigmatic way to produce emotionally intelligent
behaviors. ~ Moshe Zeidner et al

 Aesthetics 
Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication. ~ Italian polymath
Leonardo da Vinci

The world is darkness without beauty. Aesthetic allure is
not so much a quality as it is a celebratory source of warmth
and light.
The best and most beautiful things the world cannot be seen
or even touched. They must be felt with the heart. ~ American
author Helen Keller
The term aesthetics derives from the ancient Greek verb
to perceive (aesthanesthai).* The nature of beauty has tickled
philosophers throughout the ages.
The good is the beautiful. ~ Plato
* Aesthetics is also spelled esthetics, which is less aesthetic by
seeming more clinical (flourishes being essential to beauty).
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Plato's theory of forms put beauty on an absolute pedestal
of abstraction, in seeing it as approximating the ideal forms
of eternal perfection.
Many philosophers of the mind in the 18th–19th centuries abandoned Plato for aesthetic theories of association.
Beauty was not intrinsic, but instead garnered by affiliation
with other objects or concepts, such as white symbolizing purity and black evil. Ironically, in declaring that ideals of
beauty were ultimately found in symbolism, these associative
theories unknowingly looped back to Plato's idealized abstractions.
The growing prominence of science from the 17th century
made an impression in the philosophy of art, which culminated in an understanding that aesthetics is instinctual, albeit fostered culturally.
Psychologists have generally been more concerned with
the principles and characteristics of aesthetics than its wellspring, which has been generally assumed to be creativity.
Gestalt psychology has perhaps been the most illuminating in the phenomenology of art. Gestalt posited 4 principles
of aesthetic perception (but not quality): 1) figure and ground,
where objects are experienced as distinct from a background;
2) differentiation, in which presentations tend to organize
themselves into perceptual structures; 3) closure, by which
partly occluded figures are perceptually given a fullness; and
4) wholeness ("good Gestalt"), whereupon more complete patterns take precedence over lesser-developed ones.
Though seemingly unrelated, appreciation of the arts and
positive sociality are intertwined. Esteeming the arts enlivens a sense of community.
The arts enhance civil society. Participation in the arts, especially as an audience, predicts civic engagement, tolerance, and
altruism. ~ American public administration academic Kelly
LeRoux


The Evolution of Aesthetics



Symbolism has always been an essential element of aesthetics, as perception is itself a process of abstraction. The
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level of abstraction in art has changed over the history of its
production.
Early on, music and the visual arts were largely aimed at
representational qualities that offered an immediate appeal.
They were intended to be attractive by resonance with the
innate part of us that finds beauty in the harmony of natural
forms.
After the cultural dominance of the Christian church in
Europe for over a millennium, the Age of Reason resurrected
rationalism, reviving its esteem by ancient Greek philosophers. Enlightenment thinkers' intellectual stance fashioned
new perspectives that presented themselves through artistic
mediums.
The painting technique called pointillism – pictures comprised of tiny dots of color – was a direct result of appreciating the photonic quality of light. Georges Seurat and Paul
Signac developed pointillism in 1886 as of offshoot of evolving
impressionism. Painters rather quickly abandoned the technique, though only because of its taxing tedium. Pointillism
acted as a steppingstone to further developments in impressionism, and later, expressionism. These were trends floated
upon the waters of Romanticism, which was the reaction to
the industrialization engendered by the Age of Reason.
The industrial era brought about greater sociological
stratification in urban environments, and along with it a
stronger sense of alienation. This affected political discourse
directly, but had a broader effect on public consciousness that
effused into art.
Artists' ever-restless search for fresh perspectives found
succor from social evolution. Avant-garde art was often a
leading edge in sociological intellectual development.
Cultural aesthetics gravitated toward work that challenged the intellect by way of increasingly obtuse symbolism:
moving from representation to greater abstraction.
Despite this increasing injection of intellectualism, the
most popular art remains immediately accessible by being
agreeably emotionally evocative. Though the gyre of artistic
evolution carved a larger universe, aesthetic core appeal was
unmoved. Only stoic intellectuals, or those psychologically
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bent, desire reminders of estrangement from Nature. However fiercely atonality may stoke the intellect, a birdsong
melody more readily brings a smile; and buildings are never
as pretty as trees in bloom.


Objectivity Versus Subjectivity



Beauty is in the eye of the beholder. ~ ancient Greek saying
(~200 BCE)

The age-old question of aesthetics is whether there are
standards for the quality of art, or whether art quality is
merely a matter of opinion.
If art is entirely subjective, there are no metrics to proclaim any work of art superior to any other: art objects may
be comparable, but merits of beauty are entirely within the
province of individual taste.
Subjectivity falters in explaining the general statistical
preferences of people. We like larger objects to smaller ones,
round forms to sharp ones, and complex designs to simpler
renditions.*
Further, most people choose designs with a bit of originality, but based on a classic form: familiarity with a touch of
individuality is ideal. How much novelty is appealing – or
how easily someone becomes bored with a design – depends
largely upon a person's experience base. Those with broader
experience prefer more originality than novices. If beauty
had no biological bent, such ubiquitous, pronounced preferences would not exist.
The objective school of thought considers beauty subject
to assessment: that objective criteria exist by which to judge
aesthetic quality, individual preferences withstanding. In
other words, there is a biological basis for beauty.
* No one quite knows why people prefer large objects over small
ones. It may be an evolutionary adaptation for foraging. People
prefer food that they mentally visualize as being bigger.
Aversion to sharp-edged objects is rather obvious from an evolutionary perspective: pointy things pose a potential hazard.
Complexity is prettier than simplicity because detail tickles the
mind. But preference for symmetry trumps complexity. People
prefer simple symmetrical objects to intricate asymmetrical ones.
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 The Biology of Beauty 
Beauty is no quality in things themselves. It exists merely in
the mind which contemplates them, and each mind perceives a
different beauty. ~ David Hume

As each individual has their own sense of sensation, every
experience is necessarily subjective. Preference for particular
perceptions is an individual matter of taste.
The subjective nature of experience withstanding, each
species has its set of senses generally attuned in a certain
way: there are biological norms in range of sensation.
We cannot refer to the quality of a flower by its reflection
of ultraviolet light, as we have no UV reception. In contrast,
bees see UV. Hence, flowers appear quite differently to bees
than they do to us. From this alone one could easily conclude
that bees sense of beauty in flowers differs from that of people.
Similarly, birds hear sounds at a rate of 1/200th of a second, while humans detect sound at only 1/20th of a second. A
human hears a slight fluttering of a musical note that a bird
distinguishes into 10 different notes. The qualities of songs
are altogether different in the ears of birds compared to humans.
From a statistical view, there is average receptivity to
patterns of sensory media. What is considered beautiful can
be expressed as a bell curve, with a bulge that corresponds to
popular taste, and statistical outliers on either side for those
respectively preferring something rather more rote or avantgarde. Such diversity is common in traits of all sorts: a product of Nature's preference for variety.
The biological average of sensation provides a basis to assess the aesthetic of an object. Which is to say there is an
objective baseline to beauty, and thereby the quality of an
artwork is subject to critical evaluation. It is possible to declare a work of art superior to another via factor analysis of
relevant qualities based upon metrics. However unspoken,
talented artists do that all the time.
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The aesthetic appeal of the human form to other humans
is partly biological, partly cultural, and partly individual.
First off, as a form of self-affirmation, people tend to have a
bias toward others that look like themselves.
The beauty of the human form has 2 main facets: the face
and overall body shape. The most attractive faces emphasize
features that are biologically appealing.
The face of a strikingly beautiful woman
has some combination of larger-than-average eyes, higher-than-average forehead,
fuller-than-average lips, shorter-than-average jaw, and smaller-than-average chin and
nose. Clear skin, high cheekbones, and lustrous hair complete the picture of beauty. All
of these are features of physical health and are indicative of
fertile mating material.
Although certain facial characteristics are broadly appealing, people also routinely disagree about the relative attractiveness of faces. This discrepancy owes to personal
experience. Faces like those with which we have shared good
times are naturally more attractive, as they invoke a sense of
pleasant familiarity.

 Back Story 
Men are known for admiring women's busts and behinds.
Both are indicative of childbearing and child-rearing qualities. The breast assessment is obvious, but for the derriere,
there is an angle to the appreciation.
Men prefer women who exhibit specific angles of spinal curvature over buttock mass. ~ American psychologist Eric Russell
A 45.5° incline from rump to spine is most attractive to
men, and, not coincidentally, provides the ideal angle to let
pregnant women balance their weight over their hips.
These women would have been more effective at foraging
during pregnancy and less likely to suffer spinal injuries. In turn,
men who preferred these women would have had mates who
were better able to provide for fetus and offspring, and who
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would have been able to carry out multiple pregnancies without
injury. ~ American psychologist David Lewis


Symmetry 

Symmetrical faces are consistently judged more attractive than unsymmetrical ones. Men with high symmetry typically have more sexual partners, quicker access to romantic
partners, and induce more copulatory orgasms.
It should come as no surprise that bodily symmetry is an
honest signal of health, genetically as well as physically and
mentally. All animals consider symmetry appealing, as it is
a cue to the ability to produce robust offspring.

Symmetry has an aesthetic allure generally. An asymmetric apple may be interesting in a quirky way, but people
pick fruit at the supermarket partly based on their symmetry.
Mathematicians are strongly drawn to expressions of
mathematical and geometric symmetry. Part of the appeal is
that symmetry allows mental heuristics to be applied. Students find math problems that do not use symmetry to be
vexingly difficult to solve.
Everywhere we turn we can see symmetrical relationships.
They are so pervasive in our daily lives that one is led naturally
to wonder if the notion of symmetry is innate in human beings.
It is almost as though the notion of symmetry is built into us as
a standard against which we measure aesthetic appeal to assess
both mental and physical constructs. ~ Israeli science educator
Tommy Dreyfus & Israeli mathematician Theodore Eisenberg


Balance



According to the theory of "visual rightness," a masterwork is
perceived as aesthetically appealing because its figurative structure represents the optimal arrangement of its visual features.
~ Malaysian psychologist Viren Swami & English psychologist
Adrian Furnham

While symmetry has a strong aesthetic appeal, it is subsumed within the nebulous concept of balance.
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Asymmetry is found alluring in masterful artworks, and can be even more pleasing
than simple symmetry, as it presents a
pleasurable challenge to the mind. The signature traditional Japanese aesthetic is
largely founded upon balanced asymmetry.
The painting of Mount Fuji from which a
dragon rises, by 19th-century painter
Katsushika Hokusai, illustrates.
Beginning in 1919, Dutch painter Piet
Mondrian evolved an abstract form which
he termed neoplasticism. This consisted of a
white ground upon which were painted an
asymmetrical grid of vertical and horizontal
lines, with areas populated by the 3 primary colors.
Subjects shown variations of Mondrian's
paintings, including those exhibiting varying
degrees of symmetry, consistently preferred
the original: apparently Mondrian had
achieved ideal asymmetrical balance.*


Beauty in Science



The scientist does not study Nature because it is useful to do
so. He studies it because he takes pleasure in it; and he takes
pleasure in it because it is beautiful. ~ Henri Poincaré

The allure of aesthetics infects analytics. Mathematicians, natural philosophers, and scientists regularly find
symmetry, harmony, and other aesthetic facets as guidelines
for finding truth.
Since the primary object of the scientific theory is to express
the harmonies which are found to exist in Nature, we see at
once that these theories must have aesthetic value. The measure
of the success of a scientific theory is, in fact, a measure of its
* The grayscale figure shown of a 1930 Mondrian painting fails to
impress the visual power of the large red square in the upper right
and deep blue rectangle in the lower left, but it does give a sketchy
idea of what is being described.
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aesthetic value, since it is a measure of the extent to which it
has introduced harmony in what was before chaos. ~ English
science writer J.W.N. Sullivan

Any and every quality of beauty found in Nature is entirely within the mind of its perceiver. One could contend that
the exhibition itself is agnostic with regard to aesthetics. Yet
that conclusion is belied by an onslaught of evidence.
Every instant of existence may rightly be considered an
aesthetic experience. The regularity with which we check our
theories of the world via aesthetics suggests beauty is an integral aspect of both Nature and our own nature. Morality is
founded on fairness, which is an appraisal of balance.
That does not mean that aesthetics serves as apt signposts to comprehend the mechanics of Nature. The symmetries found in physics equations must be broken for existence
to materialize. Evolution is a process of deviation, not harmony.
We cannot comprehend chaos. Our minds insist on fabricating order even when it cannot possible be. The aesthetics
that guide us are heuristics to find what we need, not to apathetically characterize what is before us.
That Nature offers a surfeit of beauty, that a hidden order
may be discovered amid seeming confusion, suggests that the
mind behind Nature – coherence – creatively revels in diversity, intricacy, and pomp. Despite a vast chasm in scale and
complexity, the aesthetics of Nature's mind and our own appear aligned.
In mathematics, squaring the circle is impossible because
 is a transcendental number. Therein the deepest beauty
lies – trying to comprehend what is impossible to fully understand. If it were any other way, beauty would be a cul-de-sac.
There is no excellent beauty that hath not some strangeness
in the proportion. ~ English philosopher Francis Bacon

 Color 
The way in which colors vary is the same from person to person. Despite their subjectivity, colors are trustworthy measures
of real object properties. ~ American psychologist Anya Hulbert
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Of all the human senses, vision processing takes the most
brain tissue. 60% of the brain is involved, though less than
20% is devoted solely to sight.
The 6 to 7 million cones in the human eye can be divided
by their spectral quantities: red (64%), green (32%), and blue
(2%).* Despite these vast discrepancies in sensory wavelength uptake, we perceive colors smoothly and evenly
throughout the visible spectrum (380–780 nanometers).
The lower end of the spectrum is of warmer colors (red,
orange, yellow), while the tighter wavelengths yield cool colors (green, blue).
Categorical color distinctions arise before the development of
linguistic abilities. ~ Chinese psychologist Jiale Yang
As with all else, color is a construct of the mind, which
does an amazing job with visual perception in maintaining
constancy despite varying conditions. Colors are hardly affected by significant changes in ambient light.
Evidently there is active mental scaling to make the
world appear stable under ever-changing conditions. As the
intensity of light in a wavelength band increases, photoreceptor sensitivity in that band lessens, canceling out the change
in illuminated spectrum. Sizes remain consistent at different
distances, though this breaks down at large distances, or
when looking down from a considerable height. Optical illusions result from perceptual scaling faults.
Color constancy readily fails under artificial light, especially fluorescent lights, whose energy spectra are not smooth
but jagged.
Contrast plays an enormous role in vision. The differences between opposite colors and light values are dramatically enhanced when they are juxtaposed. Reds appear
redder when placed next to green, blues bluer when situated
adjacent to orange, and darks darken when surrounded by
light. This phenomenon is termed simultaneous contrast.

* Blue cones are much more light-sensitive than red or green cones.
Their numerical disadvantage is overcome by mental image processing, which provides a compensatory blue amplifier.
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The color of an object may be predicted by the ratio of cone
excitations from the object and its background. Encoding colors as cone contrasts evolved as a means of maintaining color
constancy.
Whereas a surrounding color induces its greater contrast
in simultaneous contrast, the opposite effect occurs in color
assimilation: a surrounding color insinuates itself. Consider
a checkerboard pattern of alternating purple and green
squares. Replace a small number of a purple squares with
neutral gray and the gray squares take on a greenish cast. If
instead gray replaces green, the gray squares become purplish.
Why greater contrast occurs in some patterns and assimilation in others is not fully known, but scale makes a difference. The smaller the patches of color interleaving, the
greater the propensity for assimilation.
Unsurprisingly, color discrimination is biological, not cultural.
Infants' categorical distinctions align strikingly with those that
are commonly made in the world's different color lexicons.
Color categorization is partly organized and constrained by the
biological mechanisms of color vision. ~ English psychologist
Alice Skelton et al


Color Psychology



Mere color, unspoiled by meaning, and unallied with definite
form, can speak to the soul in a thousand different ways. ~ Oscar Wilde

The psychological import of color cannot be understated.
Colors elicit emotional responses, and so subconsciously
shade our affinities and aversions.
Unquestionably color has a physical effect upon the human
organism. ~ American color maven Faber Birren
Perceptions not obviously related to color are nonetheless
affected by hue. Consumers generally make an initial judgment of a packaged product within 90 seconds of exposure to
it, and that denouement is largely based on color.
The color of placebo pills is a factor in their effectiveness.
Whereas a hot-colored pill works better as a stimulant, a cool-
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colored pill is a more apt depressant. The relationship is a
product of expectation, not of color itself.
The warmth or coolness of a color generally has an excitatory or calming effect respectively. It is as if higher frequency wavelengths are able to impart indifference.
Streetlights which cast bluish light anecdotally reduced
crime in certain neighborhoods. And most every heterosexual
man is moved by the sight of a woman in a flaming red dress:
interpreting it as a sign of being sexually receptive.*
Red is universally associated with arousal. Seeing red
speeds reaction time regardless of gender. But red alters perception more for males than females. Men experience time
dilation with red in front of them (time subjectively slows),
whereas women are not so affected.
Red is a sign of dominance in primates. Owing to increased blood flow, the skin flushes red with anger: an alert
signal to which males are more responsive; hence the emotional valance of red differs by gender.
In the 2004 Olympic Games, contestants in four combat
sports were randomly assigned red or blue outfits. If colour has
no effect on the outcome of contests, the number of winners
wearing red should be statistically indistinguishable from the
number of winners wearing blue. However, we found that for
all four competitions, there is a consistent and statistically significant pattern in which contestants wearing red win more
fights. ~ English anthropologists Russell Hill & Robert Barton
How people typically react to color varies. This personal
preference may be influenced culturally but is rooted in individual biology. Whereas children's color preferences change,
adult color inclination is typically settled.
As with red, color generally has a gender component.
Whereas bold colors are typically considered masculine, pastels, particularly pink, are construed as feminine. Again, personal preferences may defy such classification.
Pink isn't just a color, it's an attitude. ~ American singer Miley Cyrus, who suffers no shortage of attitude

* Women also interpret a woman in red as being sexually receptive.
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 Music 
Music gives soul to the universe, wings to the mind, flight to
the imagination, and charm and gaiety to life and to everything.
~ Plato

Sound turns into music when the mind recognizes a pattern. Mere repetition of sound patterns can turn environmental noise into music. Constructively, music is the language of
emotively evocative sound.
Music is the universal language. ~ American poet Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow
Humans are not the only composers of music. Other animals, notably songbirds, design ditties that please them.
Some birds prefer to sway rather than sing. Parrots are
particularly fond of dancing to rhythmic beats.
The emotional resonance of music transcends culture.
Though music's cultural diversity is vast, many elements of
music strike the same emotive chords.
Musical language, like verbal language, is heuristic in the
sense that its forms predetermine for us certain modes of observation and interpretation. ~ American composer and musicologist Leonard Meyer, channeling Edward Sapir
Music becomes more accessible as it is filled with easily
identified patterns; but only to a degree. Music of simple, entirely predictable patterns is dismissed as childish, and is unsatisfying as excessively conforming to mental expectations.
The best music is characterized by a plethora of seemingly fortuitous patterns spiced with sprinkles of noise. Such
confection slightly defies expectations while still rendering
their satisfaction.

The true goal of music – its proper enterprise – is melody.
~ German composer Johann Kirnberger

There are 2 essential facets of music: melody and rhythm.
A melody comprises tonal patterns: a series of musical notes
perceived as integral. A tone is a sound with a certain dominant pitch and resonance. Pitch is frequency. Resonance is
vibrational quality.
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Rhythm is the percussive equivalent of melody: the pattern which comprises beat or pulse. Rhythmic instruments
invariably produce sound at a certain pitch, and so contribute
a melodic element to music, just as the notes of melodic instruments appear within a rhythmic structure.
The notes used in musical compositions, particularly simple ones, are all arranged into particular pitch intervals,
called keys. A key refers to the dominant (tonic) note of the
scale used.
The relation (harmonic) of other notes in a key creates
varying degrees of tension or resolution with the tonic. The
earliest-recorded employment of harmony in western European music was in the 9th century.
Musical works are built from tonal tensions through time,
often at different volumes. Temporal tension works in 3
ways: tempo (fast/slow), movement (smooth/jerky), and
phrasing (staccato/legato, which is: disconnected/connected
notes).
Single tones are commonly combined into chords of 3 or
more notes, with each put at a specific interval from the primary pitch. The notes of chords form harmony. While chords
of all sorts are frequently employed in many forms of music,
notably those influenced by European culture, they are absent in other cultures.
Melodic line is considered the horizontal stream of music. Harmony is its vertical aspect. This is readily apparent in
written (sheet) music.
That music is inexorably biologically bound is shown by
the simple fact of universal expectations that notes follow
particular patterns. The delight of music comes in the combination of confounding and satisfying expectations.
A consonance is a tonal interval that sounds stable in the
key: either a dominant or subdominant chord, whereas a dissonance sounds transitional. To the mind's ear, a consonance
is pleasant unto itself, while a dissonance begs for resolution
to a consonance. By combinations of consonances and dissonances emerges tonal melodies. This is the musical equivalent of storytelling, which necessarily relies upon conflict,
tension, and ultimately, resolution of some sort.
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Keys (scales) may be major or minor. Whereas major keys
play largely with happy consonance, 4–3 and 8–7 transitions
excepted, minor keys reek of dissonance.
Styles in music are basically complex systems of probability
relationships. ~ Leonard Meyer
Owing to its patterned nature, musical language is often
considered to have mathematical qualities. The various regularities found to be musical in different genres adhere to
certain formulas.
Basic ordered patterns emerge in music using the same statistical mechanics that describes emergent order across phase transitions in physical systems. ~ American physicist Jesse
Berezovsky

By vitalizing various basic terms expressing different emotions, and juxtaposing them in an ordered pattern, making some
of them fundamental, persistent, and finally victorious, and others subsidiary, intermittent, and finally vanquished, a composer
can express an unambiguous moral attitude toward life. ~ English musicologist Deryck Cooke

Whereas traditional music reveled in melodies and form,
music's progress into the industrial age became that of breakage. Modern music moved toward noise, with increasingly obscure rhythms and prolonged passages of atonality. This
trend peaked in the latter part of the 20th century, with "progressive" rock and jazz, as well as classical compositions that
often sounded more like the scratchings and howls of caged
animals than music in the traditional sense. It was a culmination in the cultural evolution of a species that had confined
itself into urban jungles and suburban boxes, and had become disgruntled pieces in bureaucratic machines, disoriented from Nature.
Artistically, shock was always the simplest path to novelty. After all, writing gorgeous melodies time and again is
damned difficult. It's much easier to jumble sounds, or simply
rap to a bass-laden beat that any imbecile could follow;
whence what passes for music today.
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Despite lyrics that often insult the intelligence and sense
of civility, there is a crude savviness to rap music: heavy bass
makes its listeners feel powerful, which explains why it is so
popular among the underclass.
Bass sound and voice are associated with dominance. ~ Chinese American sociologist Dennis Hsu
Western classical composers began the march that would
morph into tonal commotion. In searching for new avenues of
expression, they ratcheted the tension: toying with suspension of consonance, exploring the force of dissonance. In doing
so, compositions came to turn musical tension on its head.
Whereas once consonance was king as a constant touchstone,
it now sits on a largely silent throne, watching the pawns of
dissonance skitter about, fruitlessly seeking release.

Music is what feelings sound like. ~ Anonymous

Music is such a powerful emotive force because the mind
is a pattern processor, and biology dictates that emotions associate with attention affinity.
Sight involves discerning objects via edge detection and
contrasts. Vision's patterns of recognition are largely subconscious, and not amenable to conscious entrainment. The
product of sight comprises static, spatially related symbols;
perhaps pleasing, but seldom enthralling.
In contrast, music is a stream which forms patterns via
continued attention. The stimulation of ascertaining, suspending, and resolving the patterns may be a rapt captivation that is emotionally engaging.
When listening to music, humans apply cognitive processes
that are capable of dealing with long-distance dependencies resulting from hierarchically organized syntactic structures.
~ German psychologist Stefan Koelsch et al
Whereas music is immediately, aesthetically visceral in
its patterns, emotional access to graphic art is a symbolic step
away, relying upon meaning by analogy.
After silence, that which comes nearest to expressing the inexpressible is music. ~ English philosopher Aldous Huxley
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 Earworms 
Earworms are songs that stick in the mind. An earworm
has an overall melodic shape common in Western pop music:
a fairly generic, easy-to-remember melody. One of the most
common contour patterns is heard in "Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star," where the 1st phrase rises in pitch, and the 2nd
falls.
But an earworm also possesses some peculiar features,
such as note repetitions or interval leaps that set it apart
from the average pop song.
Musically sticky songs seem to have quite a fast tempo, along
with a common melodic shape and unusual intervals or repetitions, like we can hear in the opening riff of "Smoke On The
Water" by Deep Purple. ~ American music psychologist Kelly
Jakubowski


Preferences by Personality



People do actually define themselves through music. ~ English music psychologist Adrian North

A well-done study asked participants to rank novel (to
them) music. Each was also given a standard personality test
that rates 5 components of personality: openness, extroversion, agreeableness, neuroticism, and conscientiousness.
Open people prefer "sophisticated" music (defined as complex, dynamic, and inspiring) while not appreciating "mellow" music (relaxing, slow, and romantic) or "contemporary"
music (electric, percussive, and not sad). Extroverts like "unpretentious" music (uncomplicated, relaxing, and acoustic).
Whereas agreeable people like most everything, neurotics
dislike most everything.
Only conscientiousness does not predict musical taste.
Perhaps conscientious people have better things to do than
sit around listening to music.
Another study linked music preference to broad thinking
styles: empathizers (who have a strong interest in people's
thoughts and emotions), systemizers (who are strongly inter-
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ested in patterns and systems), and those with a balance between the two. Unsurprisingly, empathizers like mellow music, whereas systemizers go for intensity.
Empathizers preferred music that featured low arousal (gentle, warm, and sensual attributes), negative valence (depressing
and sad), and emotional depth (poetic, relaxing, and thoughtful), while systemizers preferred music that featured high
arousal (strong, tense, and thrilling), and aspects of positive valence (animated) and cerebral depth (complexity). ~ English
psychologist David Greenberg et al


 Whale Songs 
Many different whales sing, with a sophistication rivaled
only by birds in subtlety and complexity. Whale songs can be
heard by other whales over thousands of kilometers. Tunes
are arranged to account for the acoustics of the ocean basin
in which they are sung. Whales off Newfoundland in northeast Canada can hear whales near Bermuda.
Whale songs are sung by males only. Each has his own
distinctive style: a compromise between the recognizably conventional and the creative.
Whale ditties are essentially extended conversations between males in musical form. Whales also sing to attract female mates.
Whale song is a dynamic, cultural phenomenon. Songs
gradually change over time, with different sounds and
themes year by year.
Whales in different habitats sing divergently, while
whales of the same species in the same ocean basin typically
sing versions of the same song at the same time. There are
whale song dialects.
There are exceptions to similitude in the same ocean basin. Humpback whales in distant parts of the southern Indian Ocean sing much different songs. Songs from
Madagascar may share only a single theme from songs sung
off Western Australia.
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Whales pick up on what others are singing. Just a few
"foreign" singers can introduce stylistic changes into the
songs of a population.
The songs of humpback whales follow structural patterns
strikingly similar to those of human and avian composers.
Their rhythms are much the same.
Whale tunes could easily organically grow without any
repetition. Instead, like human songs, they prefer reiteration, often with variation.
Whale riffs last a few seconds. Whales create themes out
of several phrases before starting the next theme. A common
whale song structure follows our pop music convention: a thematic statement which is elaborated, with a return to a variant of the original theme (ABA song form).
Humpback tunes typically are a duration between that of
a pop music ballad and a symphony movement: 5 to 25
minutes. The length may be like our song forms because they
have a similar attention span. Individual themes are often
repeated sequentially over several hours.
Humpback ditties contain repeating refrains that form
rhymes, which suggests that they use rhyme in the same
way: as a mnemonic device that aids remembering complex
material.
Humpbacks are capable of a 7-octave range, yet they use
musical intervals between notes that are selfsame to the intervals in human musical scales.
Whales are quite capable of unpleasant sounds: grunts,
roars, and stutters. Yet their tone and timbre resemble human music: whales mix relatively pure tones with percussive
or noisy elements in their songs in a ratio corresponding to
Western symphonic music.
The last common ancestor of the evolutionary lineage
that led to modern whales and humans was 60 million years
ago.
Many whales have very traditional feeding grounds and their
migratory routes occur along shallow coastlines which are now
some of the noisiest, most heavily impacted habitats. If females
can no longer hear the singing males through the [acoustic]
smog, they lose breeding opportunities and choices. The ocean
area over which a whale can communicate and listen today has
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shriveled down to a small fraction of what it was less than a
century ago. ~ American zoologist Christopher Clark


Sonic aesthetics have deep evolutionary roots. The sonnets of several animals, even cricket chirps (stridulation), are
recognizable as having musical qualities.

 Dance 
Dance is a song of the body. ~ American modern dancer
Martha Graham

Dance is a universal human behavior,
and often plays a role in courtship contexts.
As such, that its aesthetic appeal is biologically based is indisputable.
Female dance is considered captivating
when it has exaggerated hip swing and
asymmetric bilateral movements of the
arms and thighs.
Hip swing positively identifies feminine
movement, as any male watcher of women's
buttocks can attest (and there is no shortage of those). In females, the hips are the key indicator of dance quality. Asymmetric limb movements signal motor control and balance: an
honest signal of health.
To males they're showing off their reproductive quality, perhaps their hormonal state. To female rivals they're showing off
how good they are. ~ English psychologist Nick Neave
Similarly, women prefer certain dance moves by men, especially exaggerated upper body movements. Overall, moves
which demonstrate strength, balance, and agility are alluring. These naturally coincide with bodily health.
Confidence in dancing is a statement of character.
You see somebody dancing, or hear their voice, and you
make a lot of detailed judgments about their personal properties. Those inferences often go far past the information that's
truly there, yet they exist. ~ English psychologist Frank Pollick
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We all should dance more. ~ English psychologist and
dancer Bronwyn Tarr

The psychological power of dance is considerable. Dancing can improve fitness and reduce stress, as well as boost
mood and self-esteem. Dancing in groups encourages social
bonding.
There is something special about matching the same behaviors at the same time. ~ New Zealander social psychologist
Paul Reddish

 Bias 
A well-proportioned mind is one which shows no particular
bias. ~ English novelist and poet Thomas Hardy

Bias is a subconsciously imposed preference. Human tendency toward bias is innate, owing to the habit of the mind to
categorize, coupled with the power that affect has on decisions. Besides conforming to preferential memory, biases provide comfort to an otherwise restless mind.
Uncertainty revs the mind into a tizzy, seeking determination. The predictable-world bias is the tendency to perceive
order where it does not exist. The mind's proclivity to pattern
resolution facilitates this bias. More generally, biases creep
into assessment and judgment as a matter of course.
People exercise an unconscious selection in being influenced. ~ American poet and essayist T.S. Elliot
In one experiment, heterosexuals found those of the other
gender more sexually attractive if pictured with larger pupils. Those gazing at the photos were unaware of being influenced by pupil size.
The mind quickly makes judgments, placing most biases
beyond scrutiny. Hindsight often only provides an excuse for
ersatz rationalization.
The eye sees only what the mind is prepared to comprehend.
~ Canadian novelist Robertson Davies
Expectations bias evaluation of new information in one of
two ways, depending upon the ambiguity of the information.
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Ambiguous information is interpreted to fit preconceptions. A smile may seem affectionate from someone we like,
and a smirk from someone we do not.
Certitude is beyond denial. But if the information is inconsistent with expectations, it receives more scrutiny than
information consistent with that expected.
The strongest distinguishing characteristic of humans is their
power of denial. ~ American scholar Deborah Harkness
People are rational enough to attempt cognitive consistency. Evidence that presents incongruity to opinion is often massaged until incorporated as confirming or picked at
until its certainty is discounted.
People tend to interpret subsequent evidence so as to maintain their initial beliefs. The biased assimilation processes underlying this effect may include a propensity to remember the
strengths of confirming evidence, but the weaknesses of disconfirming evidence, to judge confirming evidence as relevant and
reliable but disconfirming evidence as irrelevant and unreliable,
and to accept confirming evidence at face value while scrutinizing disconfirming evidence hypercritically. ~ American psychologist Charles Lord et al


Normal



What people consider normal is a curious blend of statistical and moral notions.
People's conception of the normal deviates from the average
in the direction of what they think ought to be so. ~ American
psychologist Adam Bear & American ethicist Joshua Knobe
Rationally, there should be a clear distinction between
how things are and how things ought to be. But the two are
typically blended together.
Normal is commonly construed as a bit better than actuality. This bias settles the mind into a comfort zone that acquiesces to the status quo while not abandoning betterment.
It is easy to see that normalization is a slippery slope. Becoming accustomed to creeping evil may soothe the soul while
selling it in increments.
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People's attitudes toward atypical behavior are frequently
colored by this blended conception of normality. ~ Adam Bear
& Joshua Knobe

 Framing 
A framing effect is said to occur when equivalent descriptions
lead to different choices. ~ American psychologists Shlomi
Sher & Craig McKenzie

A framing effect is a bias introduced by viewing a situation in a certain context. Framing often occurs in terms of
personal gain or loss. Humans are typically more loss-averse
than they are gain-oriented.
Human choices are remarkably susceptible to the manner in
which options are presented. This so-called "framing effect" represents a striking violation of the standard economics accounts
of human rationality. ~ English cognitive cognitive scientist
Benedetto De Martino et al
When a situation has a negative frame, people avoid risk.
Given a positive frame, risk appears less significant, even
though the situation is the same.
The degree of honesty or deception people practice involves a calculation of cost, often done subconsciously. People
who are primed to think in terms of money tend to cheat.
People who are primed to self-reflect on their qualities tend
toward honesty.
Framing occurs all the time. The mind frames a situation
for us subconsciously, and off we go. It takes conscious mental effort to neutralize framing effects.


Sunk Cost



People are notoriously bad at making assessments on when
it's time to stop. They tend to be influenced by the psychological sense that they might be throwing away their investments.
~ American psychologist Alan Lambert

There is a strong tendency to view time or resources spent
as an investment, even when the relevant dynamic has no
relation to, or prospect for, reward. Some things simply don't
pay back.
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Feeling a "sunk cost" can strongly bias the decision to continue an endeavor, and so risk further loss. The sunk-cost effect reflects emotional attachment. Continuing a gamble, a
bad relationship, or a war, is commonly done simply because
an "investment" has been made, and to not persist would be
a "waste."
Lives may be one of the more potent triggers of the sunk-cost
effect. Money and relationships that are sunk are tough, too, but
throwing away lives is deeply aversive, and such a powerful
thing. ~ Alan Lambert
Many animals beside humans suffer sunk-cost thinking.
Its bias of diligence is not without rationale, and so has been
conserved in evolution.
If the correlation between past efforts and future value provides better predictions than the uncertainties of future outcomes, then animals may have evolved processes that use past
effort as a proxy to estimate future value. ~ American psychologist Angus MacDonald III et al


Gender



Gender affects how people respond to framing, though not
entirely consistently. In matters of life and death, women are
more responsive to negative presentation (how many will die)
than positive (how many will survive). Men respond more to
positive framing of such situations.
In health choices, women are more likely than men to like
positive framing (e.g., 80% fat-free chocolate being preferable
to the identical 20% fat chocolate).
In financial negotiation, whereas women are unaffected
by framing, men react negatively to a presentation associated
with taking rather than giving. Generally, men are more affected by a negatively framed message about loss compared
to a positive representation of gain.

Categorization is atomic framing. In dispensing with
uniqueness in favor of sets, such framing invariably involves
bias. Broadly, framing is a cognitive context which takes into
account personal history or the dynamics of a situation.
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However common, and perhaps necessary, subconscious
framing is suboptimal mentation. As contrasted to spontaneity, habitual thinking and rote behavior are products of unconscious framing.

The glass is half full.
The glass is half empty.

In one experiment, 2 glasses were put in front of the participants. One glass was empty, the other full of water.
Each participant was asked to pour half of the water from
the full glass to the empty one, then place the half-empty
glass near the edge of the table.
Most participants put the previously full glass near the
table's edge. When then asked to move the half-full glass,
most chose the one previously empty.
The foregoing example illustrates the difference between
descriptive equivalence and information equivalence. The two
can be in different frames, and so affect decisions.
The reference frame from which information is regarded
often affects its interpretation. Considering different frames
of mathematically equivalent information helped American
theoretical physicist Richard Feynman make new discoveries. Einstein's relativity theories were the result of fresh
framing. Most scientific discoveries are made by looking at
well-known phenomena from a fresh perspective.


Intention



If intentional actions require intentions, then what do intentions require? ~ American philosopher Ryan Wasserman

In a 2003 study by American ethicist Joshua Knobe, people were asked about intention in 2 hypothetical scenarios.
In the 1st, a CEO is asked about going forward with a new
project that would increase profits but harm the environment. The CEO replies that he does not care about the environment, only about making as much profit as possible. The
project proceeds, whereupon profits rise while the environment is harmed.
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In the 2nd vignette the CEO is asked about a new project
that would increase profits and help the environment. The
CEO replies that he does not care about the environment,
only about making as much profit as possible. The project
proceeds with the predicted results.
For the 1st story, 82% of those asked said that the CEO
intended to harm the environment. Conversely, for the 2nd
scenario, only 23% thought that the CEO intended to help the
environment.
If a consequence of an action is foreseen but not intended,
then that consequence is a side effect. The perceived goodness
or badness of side effects of actions influences people's ascriptions of intentionality to those side effects. ~ American psychologist Adam Feltz
The Knobe effect refers to the asymmetrical logic that is
applied to moral judgment. Foresight is considered sufficient
to ascribe intentional harm.
What matters most in making moral judgments is our belief
that we will cause harm, rather than our desire to cause harm.
~ American psychologist Fiery Cushman
Inconsistently, a beneficial or benign side effect is only
adjudged intentional by expression. Credit is not given unless the outcome is announced as desirable beforehand.
In adjudging the intention behind a positive side effect,
indifference makes a difference: caring is crucial.
The Knobe effect is the phenomenon where people tend to
judge that a bad side effect is brought about intentionally,
whereas a good side effect is judged not to be brought about
intentionally. ~ Adam Feltz
Under the Knobe effect, when someone's behavior is seen
as violating a socially acceptable norm (more), the assumption is that the behavior is intentional.
When people construe a particular action as morally bad,
they are more likely to describe the individual performing that
action as actively bringing about the outcome. ~ Fiery Cushman
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The capacity to recognize a behavior as intentional is a central component of human social cognition. People may be incapable of thinking about behavior in any other way. ~ Austrian
American psychologist Betram Malle

Intention requires desire (to achieve an outcome) and belief (that the desired outcome is possible by the contemplated
action). The impetus of an intentional action stems from volition and involves awareness and skill.
Construing intentions is an extension of the innate inclination to understand cause and effect. Both efforts are aimed
at rendering the world predictable.
Unless the stakes are high, such as adjudging criminal
intent in a court proceeding, people do not carefully reason
about intention. Instead, intentional behavior is heuristically
recognized. If the sheer appearance of intention is compelling, then it must be: surmise is sufficient.
Mental mirroring can play a role in inferring intention. If
an observed behavior triggers self-identification of the action
as willful, then the perceiver sees the observed behavior in
others as deliberate. Behaviors in others that one considers
acts of volition in oneself are assumed purposeful.
If rote inference fails, perspective-taking is called upon:
intention is determined by mentally placing oneself in someone else's proverbial shoes.
Skill in theory of mind is the basis to reason about others'
desires, intentions, and beliefs. The link with morality is obvious: when we judge that someone intended and appeared
to cause an outcome, we hold that person more morally responsible than if the outcome was accidental.
While attributing intention is universal, men and women
may differ somewhat in their assessment of it. Cultural factors may also be involved. Such discrepancies owe to the influence of morality in assessing intention.
People differ in their moral compasses. Whether an outcome has moral implications affects the assessment of intention. Side effects without moral import are perceived as
slighter, and purpose less significant; and vice versa.
People's moral appraisals affect apparently non-moral concepts, including intention and causation. ~ Fiery Cushman
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The distinction being doing something and allowing
something to happen is important in moral appraisal. The
converse is also true: moral assessment affects judgment
about doing/allowing. A bad outcome or side effect is more
likely to be construed as an active act than a passive allowance.
Praise and blame are apportioned by responsibility and
intent. The intriguing aspect of the Knobe effect is that the
arrow may point the other way: outcome may indicate intention.
Ex post facto reasoning can also filter in. Regretting a bad
side effect reduces judgment of intentionality.


Crime & Punishment 

It only seems fair that actions are judged by themselves,
without the past piling in. Yet repeat offenders are commonly
given more severe sentences, even when their crimes are unrelated. However sensible it may seem to put away "bad apples," a framing bias is in play.
Whereas positive prior records have little effect on moral
judgments, negative histories cast a deep, dark shadow: increasing ascription of intention and greater blame.
In making judgments about punishment, intentions can
matter more than outcomes.
People assign less punishment to attempted crimes when
harm coincidentally happens to befall the intended victim by
some independent mechanism, as compared to when no harm
befalls the victim at all. ~ Fiery Cushman
In a 2008 study, participants were asked about the proper
punishment under 2 scenarios.
The premise behind both stories is that one athlete
(Smith) wants to kill his closest competitor (Brown). Learning that Brown is fatally allergic to poppy seeds, Smith surreptitiously sprinkles poppy seeds into Brown's salad.
In both stories, it turns out that Brown is not allergic to
poppy seeds. Smith was misinformed.
In the 1st vignette, Brown is unharmed from Smith's
poppy seed sprinkling. In the 2nd scenario, although Brown
is not allergic to poppy seeds, he is deadly allergic to walnuts,
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which get mixed into the salad Brown eats by the chef, who
was unaware of Brown's allergy. While the poppy seeds have
no effect, the walnuts do Brown in.
In the instance where Brown accidentally died, people
said Smith deserved less punishment than when Brown was
unharmed. This contradicts the commonsense notion that
punishment should depend only on the harm caused, not intent.

Framing bias is easily introduced subconsciously. Any image or music that is emotively evocative induces it, biasing
contemporaneous impressions. Framing effect is the modus
operandi of advertising.
The most objective way to examine a situation is purely
factually, without a frame: especially in interpersonal situations, not subjectively identifying with oneself. Instead, consider oneself as merely a bystander, considering oneself in
the 3rd person. This affords looking at the situation from
each person's point of view and self-interest, and so more
fully understanding the dynamics in play.

 Beliefs 
The more committed we are to a certain opinion, the less
likely we are to relinquish it, even if confronted with massive
contradictory evidence. ~ Israeli astrophysicist Mario Livio

The strongest and most pervasive biases concern belief
systems. Those with cherished beliefs are closed to contradiction, especially of facts which chisel at the foundations. The
response often goes beyond counterfactual incontinence:
backfiring into strengthening belief rather than weakening
it.
When new information comes in, if it is consistent with your
world view or your opinion, you let it in; if it is inconsistent,
you block it out. ~ American political scientist Brandon Lenoir
In one experiment, proponents and opponents of capital
punishment were given evidence about its deterrence effect.
Participants found work that was consistent with prior belief
to be well-conducted research, and important confirmation.
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Conversely, evidence that contradicted belief was found
marred by flaws. Exposure to a mixed body of evidence made
both sides even more convinced that their position was correct.
Belief polarization will increase, rather than decrease or
remain unchanged, when mixed or inconclusive findings are
assimilated by proponents of opposite viewpoints. ~ Charles
Lord et al
What a fool believes, no wise man has the power to reason
away. ~ American singer/songwriter Michael McDonald in the
song "What a Fool Believes" (1978)

How the present is evaluated is primarily a product of
disposition. In contrast, the past and future are typically
buoyed by bias.

 Hindsight Bias 
Anything seems commonplace, once explained. ~ Doctor
Watson to Sherlock Holmes

A common cognitive bias comes in hindsight. Most everything seems obvious once you know about it.
Hindsight bias projects new knowledge into the past, accompanied by a denial that knowing the outcome has influenced judgment. Those who learn of an outcome and claim
that they "knew it all along" are fooling themselves.
When people know how an event turned out, they are usually
unable to reproduce the judgments they would have made without outcome knowledge. Furthermore, they are unaware of their
inability to recapture their pre-outcome state of mind. ~ American philosopher David Wasserman et al
People make sense of the past by superimposing structure
and simplifying their recollection. Knowing the outcome is effortlessly assimilated into this schematic, and so unknowingly affects perception of causality. Only in hindsight can an
outcome appear inevitable.
In retrospect, we perceive the logic of the events which unfold themselves according to a recognizable pattern with an inner necessity. So we get the impression that it really could not
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have happened otherwise. ~ American psychologist Baruch
Fischhoff

Gathering any sort of impression about the contingency
of events or the inevitability of an outcome comes from counterfactual thought. To the degree that counterfactuals are
easily generated, the past seems less inevitable, as other outcomes were possible.
More often, the mind seeks to comprehend how an outcome came about by sussing its causal elements. Being able
to explain breeds certainty. Hence, by increasing the likelihood of an outcome, counterfactual thinking can heighten
hindsight bias.
In hindsight, people consistently exaggerate what could have
been anticipated in foresight. They not only tend to view what
has happened as being inevitable, but also to view it as having
appeared "relatively inevitable" before it happened. People believe that others should have been able to anticipate events
much better than was actually the case. They even misremember their own predictions so as to exaggerate in hindsight what
they knew in foresight. ~ Baruch Fischhoff
Once an outcome or fact is acknowledged, it is impossible
for the mind to revert to its previous state. Knowledge is
cumulative; like a bucket that can only be filled, never
emptied. You cannot unknow something.
What is the image below of? Look carefully before reading
further.
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There is a Dalmatian sniffing the ground, its head in the
center of the picture. Once you spot the dog, it is hard not to
see it. The mind refuses to return to a prior state.
Life is lived forwards but understood backwards. ~ Søren
Kierkegaard
The inability to subtract what is known is the curse of
knowledge. Information purveyors – teachers, authors, and
technology developers – often assume that what is clear to
them will also be clear to others. They realize that others lack
their expertise, but it remains a challenge not to underestimate a lack of knowledge and devise the best way to help
someone mount a learning curve.
Once we know something, we can't imagine ever thinking
otherwise. ~ American economist Richard Thaler

 Future Bias 
People's views of their pasts and futures are qualitatively different. They give their pasts mixed reviews, whereas they view
their futures as unequivocally positive. ~ Canadian psychologists Michael Ross & Ian Newby-Clark

Hindsight bias has a mirror image, also constructed for
psychological buoyancy; but there is an asymmetric distortion: whereas the past is sullied by what was, the future is
unfiltered. Feeling the sunshine of optimism is common:
hence the phrase "looking forward" has an intrinsic luminance.
The future's so bright I gotta wear shades. ~ American musician Pat MacDonald in the song of the same name (1986)


Gambling



For those seeking senseless stimulation, gambling readily becomes addictive compulsion. Persistence in this unrewarding enterprise is facilitated by a subtle rewrite of
history.
Chronic gamblers do not paint a rosy picture for the future by remembering their successes and forgetting failures.
Quite the contrary. Punters spend considerable time scrutinizing their losses. While wins are taken at face value, losses
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are toted up as flukes: the outcome would have been different
if only….
Losses become a close call. An optimistic tweak of technique is the calling card that helps place the next bet after a
loss.
Gamblers come to see negative outcomes not as losses that
signal the difficulty of ever coming out ahead, but as near-wins
that call for just a little strategic fine-tuning. ~ Thomas Gilovich


The Hot Hand



There is a common perception that a psychological force
called momentum exists that can powerfully influence performance. ~ American psychologist Keith Markman

One of the most persistent and pervasive fallacies is that
of the "hot hand": being on a winning streak while gambling,
or in other events with unpredictable outcomes. It is a bias of
enthusiasm held by the statistically challenged.
Belief in the hot hand is especially common in sports, especially basketball, from whence the term arose. Through
less-than-careful statistics, studies repeatedly failed to find
evidence of the hot hand. But there are days when athletes
are especially well-focused, and their probability of deft accomplishment rises.*
The hot hand can happen in games of skill but has no
chance in games of chance.

 Emotional Bias 
The foundation of decision theory is that people attempt to
satisfy their long-term preferences; but people often behave myopically under the influence of affect: maximizing short-term
gratification with inadequate attention to long-term consequences. ~ George Loewenstein

The mood of the moment skews outlook. Feeling chipper,
carpe diem chimes in the mind.
* The hot-hand effect may be statistically masked by the fact that
basketball players "feeling it" tend to attempt lower-percentage
shots, thus lowering their shooting percentage for the game.
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Our passions infiltrate our intuitions. ~ David Myers

Emotions seem outsized. People overestimate how good
they will feel, and for how long, when something desired is
obtained. Conversely, negative emotions are overcome more
quickly than predicted. The emotional immune system has
the means for rationalizing, discounting, and otherwise
stanching trauma.
Nothing that you focus on will make as much difference as
you think. ~ American psychologist David Schkade & Israeli
American psychologist Daniel Kahneman
Biases roll in under the fog of emotion. George Loewenstein termed the trouble people have reasoning in the grip of
affective states hot-cold empathy gaps. Hot-cold empathy
gaps have 2 directions: hot-to-cold and cold-to-hot.
Under hot-to-cold, people don't realize how much their behavior is driven by their instant emotional state. They think
immediate emotively driven goals reflect their long-term
preferences. Hearing people declare ridiculous intentions in
the heat of such a moment is quite common.
In cold-to-hot, becalmed people fail to anticipate how
much inflamed emotion affects their behavior. This leaves
them unprepared when a heated moment arises.
People have difficulty predicting what they will want and
how they will behave in affective states that are different from
their current state. ~ George Loewenstein
Another emotive tilt is restraint bias, which is the tendency to overestimate the ability to control impulsive behavior. An inflated belief in self-control can lead to more
exposure to temptation, and increased impulsiveness. Hence,
restraint bias is related to addiction.
Nothing is so difficult as not deceiving oneself. ~ Ludwig
Wittgenstein

 Self-Esteem Bias 
People couldn't bear to go on living if they faced every cold
truth about themselves. ~ American author Dean Koontz

Overconfidence is ubiquitous. People think they have a
surer grasp than they do.
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Boy, everyone is stupid except me. ~ American cartoon
character Homer Simpson

The strongest bias is the preservation of self-esteem.
Though serving a singular goal, self-serving bias has multifarious facets.
Everybody ranks himself high in the qualities he values.
~ American economist Thomas Shelling
People like to think of themselves as above average. This
is especially easy when the criteria are amorphous, allowing
self-definition to suit oneself. Such traits as intelligent, athletic, fair, sensitive, kind, and generous are readily skewed to
fit one's own bill.
We see not only our own lives through rose-tinted glasses,
but also the lives of those we care about. People experience
vicarious emotions in response to others' successes and misfortunes. ~ German psychologist Andreas Kappes
Self-esteem bias extends to loved ones. Practicing vicarious optimism, people update their beliefs about those they
like when sanguine news arrives about future prospects, but
neglect word of brewing mishap.
This learning bias arises from self-enhancing motivations that
enable people to develop and maintain positive beliefs about
themselves and their future. ~ Andreas Kappes et al

People accept more responsibility for good deeds than for
bad, and for successes than for failures. ~ David Myers

The reason that success is no teacher is that individuals
savor the credit for it, not scour for self-improvement. Conversely, failure is typically dismissed as attributable to bad
luck or an impossible situation, not personal performance.
Self-esteem has considerable effect on social relations.
People who feel they deserve respect and admiration expect
to be treated well, and so are more willing to trust others.

 Social Bias 
Evidence for the tendency for people to perceive events in a
biased or inaccurate manner comes from a long line of research
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in social psychology. ~ Canadian social psychologist Janice
Gray & American social psychologist Roxane Cohen Silver

Psychological bias to succor self-esteem in social settings
is pervasive. The subconscious filters feedback, especially
when the uptake would put a dent in self-regard.
Even when people are giving us signals about what they really
think, we often have a hard time seeing them. ~ Timothy Wilson
The fundamental attribution error is the tendency to put
undue emphasis on the internal dynamics of personality to
explain someone else's behavior in a given situation rather
than considering circumstance. The flip side of this is actorobserver bias, in which people overemphasize the influence of
a situation in attributing their own behaviors while underemphasizing personality.
Sense of status between partners and amid peers is an
especial stressor. A study of young married couples found
each taking more credit for childcare and household chores
than their spouses gave them credit for. Ask a husband or
wife what percentage of time that they respectively take for
individual domestic tasks, and their estimates of their own
efforts usually sum to over 100%.
Self-serving bias about responsibility contributes to marital discord and dissatisfaction at the workplace. Most people
in divorce blame their spouse. Most managers blame poor
performance on worker incompetence or indolence. Workers
tend to blame someone or something else: excessive workload, difficult colleagues, assignment ambiguity.
Students take credit for their good grades but fault the
exam when they falter. Teachers accept credit for student
achievements, but failures are shouldered by students.
Most people see themselves as better than average: more
intelligent, better looking, less prejudiced, and more ethical.
The truest way to be deceived is to think oneself more knowing than others. ~ French author François de La Rochefoucauld
90% of workers and managers rate themselves as superior to their peers. People evaluate pay raises as fair when
they get more than others.
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Most drivers – even those hospitalized from accidents
that were their fault – believe themselves safer and more
skilled at the wheel than the average Joe on the road.

People tend to believe that others feel, think, and act as they
themselves do. ~ American social psychologist Joachim Krueger

People who are rude to others overestimate how common
such behavior is. Their self-image is shored up by a sense of
false consensus. Moral lapses are excused as being the norm.
In contrast, people who act virtuously feel a false uniqueness: underestimating how common such behavior is. This
misconception also elevates self-regard.
How little we should enjoy life if we never flattered ourselves.
~ François de La Rochefoucauld
What people think others believe influences their own beliefs. This is the nature of being a gregarious creature: using
information from others to shape what we think.
The effectiveness of this information channel is compromised by false consensus bias, which deflates the ability to
accurately assess others. Freud called this a projection:
thinking that others share the same attitudes and beliefs.
Exaggerating the extent that others are like oneself makes
people more resistant to change than they would be otherwise.
There are, of course, corrections: bizarre notions do not
survive feedback. But the tendency of people to associate
with those who are like-minded forms an insular bubble of
implicit confirmation.
Further, people rarely challenge one another, even when
they do conflict on tastes, mores, or assumed maxims. Adults
are generally reluctant to argue about beliefs, or even point
out social faux pas unless they are egregious. The potential
for awkwardness is off-putting.
One cannot go around correcting others. ~ Miss Manners
Children, on the other hand, tend to be brutally honest
with one another: social blunders are enthusiastically jeered.
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Thus, the formative years provide the most informative feedback about our worldview hypotheses, when they are most
needed.

 Black 
Black is sinister in every culture: the color of evil and
death. The bad guys wear black hats.
Teams in the US National Football League and National
Hockey League with black uniforms rank near the top of
their leagues in penalties. When a team switches from
nonblack to black uniforms, penalties go up.
Professional referees watched replays of an identical football scrimmage. The ones who saw the black-uniformed version rated the play as more aggressive and deserving a
penalty than those that saw the white-uniformed version.
The enduring bias against black people by whites, which
is especially egregious in the United States, owes in large
part to skin color. Black Americans, even children, are perceived as more aggressive than Caucasians.
The more self-confident and positive a white person is
about social acceptance, the greater the perception that a
similar black person is bellicose; the darker the skin, the
worse the bias.
Black men are judged to be larger, stronger, and more
muscular than white men of the same size. American white
men also believe that black men more capable of causing
harm, and that police are justified in using force to subdue
them, even if the men are unarmed.
Unarmed black men are disproportionately more likely to be
shot and killed by police, and often these killings are accompanied by explanations that cite the physical size of the person
shot. These descriptions reflect stereotypes of black males that
do not comport with reality. ~American social psychologist
John Paul Wilson

People tend not to recognize bias in their judgments. Such
"bias blindness" persists even when people acknowledge that
the judgmental strategies preceding their judgments are biased.
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Not only does sense of personal objectivity survive using a biased strategy, it grows stronger. ~ American psychologist Katherine Hansen et al

 Decisions 
Unlike cognitive judgments, affective feelings often cannot
be avoided. One can control the expression of emotion, but not
the emotion itself. Affect seems to be more easily noticed and
recalled than thoughts. They are less controllable than thoughts.
Once feelings are created, they are less likely to be changed
than cognitions. We rarely change our initial impressions of
something because we trust our reactions. ~ Robert Zajonc

The driver of all decisions is desire, which is an emotive
agent aimed at satisfaction. The very definition of the term
rational is reasoning which pleases. The idea of "objective"
rationality is laughable. People sharing the same desires
does not render cunning about their achievement objective.
This is, instead, shared subjectivity.
Determining sound judgment is an exercise in hindsight.
Beforehand, any risky decision may be considered unsound.
A calculated risk is simply taking an anticipated risk
where the hope of gain wishfully outweighs estimated probability of loss. Estimates never consider system dynamics,
which are beyond ken; and anticipation relies upon the availability heuristic (that whatever is considered is a valid appraisal).
When making decisions, we focus on what we are getting
and pay scant heed to what we are foregoing. Opportunity
cost is an orphan to desire.
Worldview shapes decisions. In the social realm, the most
compelling decisions come from looking through a moral lens.
Moral rules bind communities together, enable trust and the
division of labor and cause people to behave honestly when no
one is watching. Because these rules have such a crucial role in
the formation and functioning of human social groups, we are
obsessed with their violation. ~ Daniel Gilbert
When behaviors are described as moral violations, apathy
transforms into action. Texas highways were awash in litter
until 1986, when the state promoted the slogan: Don't mess
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with Texas, whereupon littering became an insult to pride,
and thereby greatly decreased.
Anticipation of pride consistently creates higher pro-environmental intentions than anticipated guilt. ~ American psychologist Elke Weber

 Heuristics 
People rely on a limited number of heuristic principles which
reduce the complex tasks of assessing probabilities and predicting values to simpler judgmental operations. ~ Israeli psychologist Amos Tversky & Daniel Kahneman

A heuristic is a simple, efficient rule employed to form
judgments or make decisions; in short, a rule of thumb.
Heuristic efficiency owes to adaptive evolution. The heuristics that organisms rely upon emanate from innate biological faculties, including the inherent structure of their minds.
Humans have hundreds of heuristics. They alternately work
in concert, reinforce, regulate, or counterbalance others.
Experience is a common heuristic. Spiders relocate their
webs to catch prey based upon what has worked in the past.
Their rules for web placement are not known, but it is known
that experience enhances foraging efficiency.
Many animals rely upon sequential cues to make up their
minds. Female sage grouse at a lek assess males first on the
quality of their songs. Only if a male is appealing to the ear
does a female investigate further. This is an example of an
honest signal. Animals cannot fake the quality of their voices.
Cricket chirps, frog croaks, and deer stag roars are other examples where virility is honestly expressed vocally. People
also rely upon such honest signals to heuristically assess.
The ability of animals to make decisions about where to live
is crucial to their fitness. ~ English biologist Simon Mugford
Scouts in colonies of the British ant Leptothorax albipennis look for new nests using a probabilistic geometric technique called Buffon's needle. A scout explores a potential nest
site cavity for relocation via an irregular path that covers the
area fairly evenly. A pheromone scent trail helps ensure a
mathematically-sound route. The ant then leaves. If the first
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test proves satisfactory compared with the reports of other
scouts, the ant returns to run a different course through the
cavity. Though simple, the Buffon's needle algorithm provides for a remarkably accurate assessment of suitability for
a nest.
Honeybees chose their nest sites based upon several criteria, including volume and height above the ground.
Through conferencing to communicate relative advantages
from information gleaned by different scouts, honeybees
make fortuitous decisions about where to relocate their hive
based upon a small number of visits by a few surveyors who
individually may not have visited all the sites under consideration. Enthusiasm plays a significant role in decision-making.
Social insects have especially efficient heuristics for meeting their needs, from foraging to finding a home, that take
advantage of their collective cooperation. A small segment of
a population is trusted to make decisions that affect the very
survival of the colony. It works because self-interests coincide.
Like other animals, primates favor rules of thumb that
suit their mental makeup. The simple reason is that logical
reasoning is mentally arduous.
Even modifying heuristics – switching rules – makes people prone to error. The transformation from a practically subconscious heuristic to a different method of reasoning
involves a demanding symbolic transformation.
Switching the rules we use is mentally taxing and costly,
which leads us to pay less attention to detail, and therefore make
more mistakes. ~ American psychologist Hans Schroder
The heuristics humans use to assess probability are often
valid, but they can just as easily be erroneous.
We do not see things as they are, we see them as we are.
~ American author Anaïs Nin
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The innate tendency to compare and classify inclines the
mind to figuring odds in a similar way: by comparative closeness. This heuristic is termed representativeness.
People assume that "like goes with like." ~ Thomas Gilovich
The past is often indicative of the present and future. But
the experience of similarity in categories, instances, and outcomes biases judgment by ignoring outliers: features and circumstances that lead to unusual occurrences. Such
clustering can be a formula for being caught out.
Self-organized criticality in dynamic systems is exemplary. Many social systems, such as relationships, groups,
and societies, perform as self-organizing gyres. Once such a
system passes a threshold condition, situation "normal" is
supplanted by a new normal. Anticipating a threshold breach
requires not seeing the future as a continuation of the past;
in other words, not relying upon representativeness.
Past performance is not necessarily an indicator of future returns. ~ financial market investment maxim
Financial markets exhibit self-organized criticality.
Every decade or so there is panic in capital markets.
The essence of investment in a market-based economic
system is optimism; whence the use of the term depression
for describing both an economic malaise and the social-psychological milieu imbuing it.
While a prescient few see an economic crisis coming, most
investors are flummoxed. This is the very reason for the periodic financial panics which have plagued the markets for
centuries. (Like the use of the term depression, panic has economic, psychological, and sociological significance.)
With an innate inclination toward patterns, people
simply do not expect events to be random. Coin flips have a
50–50 chance of heads or tails every time. Over a large number of tosses, results do even out. Repetition of the same result – a seeming pattern of continuity – is as common as a
seemingly random mixture. There is no law of small numbers. Yet people believe that some symmetry prevails in the
small as well as the large; that a run of red on the roulette
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wheel means black becomes more likely. This tendency to see
chance as self-correcting is the gambler's fallacy.
Chance is commonly viewed as a self-correcting process in
which a deviation in one direction induces a deviation in the
opposite direction to restore the equilibrium. In fact, deviations
are not "corrected" as a chance process unfolds, they are merely
diluted. ~ Amos Tversky & Daniel Kahneman
Not knowing how a process proceeds skews expectation.
Seeing somewhat consistent results in a sample readily leads
to a conclusion that something non-random is going on.
Our minds naturally categorize as a learning mechanism
for predictability. Categorization is one aspect of working
with sets: one of the few that comes naturally. Set theory is
not innate, and so its attempted application can lead to logical errors, including conjunction and inclusion fallacies.
The representativeness heuristic influences many of our daily
decisions. To judge the likelihood of something, we intuitively
compare it with our mental representation of the category.
~ David Myers
The representativeness heuristic is a mental shortcut
based upon stereotyping: the mind assumes a likeness based
upon previous categorization and proceeds accordingly. Only
with unambiguous individuating information which breaks
the stereotype does the mind question whether the stereotypical assessment should be made.
3-year-olds make better decisions than 6-year-olds because the representativeness heuristic has yet to take hold.
Younger children are parsing all the information available to
them, not relying upon learned categorizations, where stereotyping may lead to errors by failing to incorporate individuating information.
Children around 4-years-old are starting to use these
shortcuts. By 6-years of age they're using them at levels as high
as adults. ~ Canadian psychologist Samantha Gualtieri


Conjunction Fallacy 

While jogging around the neighborhood, you are more likely
to get bitten by someone’s pet dog than by any member of the
canine species.
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If the foregoing statement sounds about right, consider
that a pet dog is a canine.
Related to representativeness is the conjunction fallacy,
which is the logically inconsistent assumption that a more
specific condition is more probable than a general one. Another example:
Linda is 31 years old, single, outspoken, and quite bright.
She majored in philosophy. As a student, she was deeply concerned with social justice and discrimination, and participated
in civil-rights demonstrations.
Which is more probable?
1. Linda is a librarian.
2. Linda is a librarian and active in the feminist movement.
85% of those asked thought option 2 was more likely, even
as it is a more specific observation than option 1.
The representativeness heuristic makes option 2 seem
more like the personality profile of Linda than the vaguer option 1, even as 2 is statistically less probable. The mind is
more satisfied with an easy fullness than a sheer statistic.

 Inclusion Fallacy 
The inclusion fallacy is a variant of the conjunction fallacy. In the inclusion bias, people judge that every member of
a set is more likely to have a particular characteristic than in
a subset. For instance, people think it more likely that every
lawyer is conservative than every labor-union lawyer.

The conjunction and inclusion fallacies result from representativeness bias, coupled to the fact that statistical probability assessment of sets is not innate, and cognitively clashes
with inborn heuristics.
One reason people succumb to prejudices is because representativeness bias simplifies the task of social judgment. ~ Vivian McCann et al
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Availability



Another opportunity to err in estimating probability
arises by assigning odds or frequency by the ease with which
instances can be brought to mind. The more recent and frequent, the more something seems common. This is the availability heuristic, which is useful and statistically unsound.
In one experiment, participants heard a list of wellknown people of both sexes, and subsequently asked whether
the list had more men or women. Different lists were read to
different groups. Some lists had more famous men than
women. Others vice versa. Regardless of numbers, people
consistently thought that a list had more women or men depending on how heavily loaded the list was with famous personalities of a certain gender.
At least partly because of the availability heuristic, people feel less safe in a plane than in a car, even though auto
travel is statistically much riskier.
A related heuristic – imaginability – employs the ease
with which an object or circumstance can be imagined.
The risk of an adventure is assessed by imagining contingencies which could not coped with. If many difficulties are
vividly portrayed, an expedition becomes dangerous, even as
the ease of imagining has no correlation to the probability of
occurrence. Conversely, the risk of an undertaking is easily
underestimated by failure to anticipate trouble, or if the dangers are difficult to conceive.
Commonly encountered instances are more easily recalled than those that are less frequent, likelier occurrences
easier to imagine than unlikely ones, and our mental connection between events is strengthened when the events frequently co-occur. The availability heuristic works for
estimating the numerosity of a class, the likelihood of an
event, or the frequency of co-occurrences – all by the ease
with which the relevant mental operations of retrieval, construction, or association can be performed. Alas, this trusted
estimation procedure is prone to systematic errors.
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Many estimates are based upon an initial value that is
adjusted to yield a final result. The starting point may be
suggested within the problem, or an initial value may arise
from partial computation. In either case, adjustments are inadequate. This owes to anchoring bias: different starting
points yield divergent estimates based upon the initial value.
The anchoring effect refers to the situation in which an arbitrarily chosen reference point (anchor) significantly influences
the decision makers' value estimates, and the value estimated is
insufficiently adjusted away from the reference point toward the
true value of the target of estimation ~ Taiwanese information
analyst Chin-Shan Wu et al

 Product Estimation 
Given only 5 seconds, 2 groups of high school students individually estimated the value of a multiplicative product.
One group estimated:
1x2x3x4x5x6x7x8
The other:
8x7x6x5x4x3x2x1
To rapidly answer such questions, people perform a few
computation steps, and then extrapolate from there. Because
adjustment is typically insufficient, this technique should
systematically lead to underestimation. Further, as the first
product set begins with lower numbers, its estimation should
be a lower value.
So it was. The median answer for the ascending sequence
was 512, while the average answer for the descending sequence was 2,250. The correct answer: 40,320.


Planning 

Planning often involves multiple steps or stages. Successful outcomes depend upon accurate estimation, especially
when a project is a series of connected (conjunctive) tasks.
Estimating sequential events also suffers from anchoring
bias.
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 Marbles 
An experiment tested anchoring bias by type of event.
Participants could gamble on 1 of 2 distinct events. 1 of the 2
events was a simple one: drawing from a bag containing marbles, 50% of which were white, 50% red. The other event of
choice was compound: a series of elementary events, though
of 2 different types: conjunctive and disjunctive.
The conjunctive event was drawing a red marble 7 times
in a row, with marble replacement each time, from a bag of
90% red marbles and 10% white marbles.
The disjunctive event was drawing a red marble at least
once out of 7 tries from a bag with 10% red marbles and 90%
white ones.
The 50–50 simple event had a 50% probability. The connected series (conjunctive) event had a 48% probability. The
disconnected (disjunctive) event had a 52% probability.
A significant majority preferred to bet on conjunctive
event, which had lower odds than the simple event. Conversely, the strong preference was for the lower-odds, simple
event over the disjunctive event.
The simple event is readily understood, and so provides
an anchoring for evaluating the compound events via adjustment, which proved inapt. As the results showed, people
overestimate the probability of conjunctive events, and underestimate the probability of disjunctive events.

In a conjunctive project, each event in the series must sequentially transpire. The general tendency to overestimate
(the probability of achieving) conjunctive events leads to unwarranted optimism of timely completion.
Even when meeting every conjunctive milestone is highly
likely, the overall probability of success can be quite low if
there are many events. Any estimation error can have a domino effect.
The 'law' of sequential choice (or decision) is that if the number of stages in is held constant, the relative overestimation of
the chance of guessing correctly at all stages varies directly with
a power of the number of alternatives per stage. If, however, the
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number of alternatives is held constant, the relative overestimation varies exponentially with the number of stages. ~ English
psychologist John Cohen et al

Evaluations of risk typically involve disjunction. A complex structure or system will malfunction if any of its essential components fail.
Even when the likelihood of failure for any component is
slight, the probability of malfunction increases with the number of working parts. Because of anchoring, there is a strong
bias to underestimate the chance of failure in complex systems.
The chain-like structure of conjunctions leads to overestimation, the funnel-like structure of disjunctions leads to underestimation. ~ Amos Tversky & Daniel Kahneman

 Subconscious Input 
Decisions are not just the fruitions of conscious desires.
The subconscious has its say.
You do things, and only later do you see why you did them,
if you ever do. ~ English writer Julian Barnes


Familiarity



People prefer symbols that they have been seen before,
even when they do not recall seeing them. Similarly, sounds
heard before are preferred to novel ones, even though there
may be no overt recognition of previous exposure.
Preference precedes inference. Repeated exposure engenders a comfortable familiarity that engenders preference.
Baby names are fads that run on subconscious affect. Certain names become popular by people hearing the name, and
it later coming back to them when the occasion arises to name
their newborn.
If people do not recognize that they thought of the name because it has become popular, they are likely to find it pleasing
and original. ~ Timothy Wilson
The familiar subconsciously resonates as safe. This is
why animals prefer their natal breeding grounds, even when
they are degraded compared to readily available alternatives.
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It is also why humans choose mating partners with character
traits from childhood exposure. The familiar may not necessarily be safe, but its familiarity makes it feel predictable,
which gives an impression of security.


Intention



If a conscious intention or decision to act actually initiates a
voluntary event, then the subjective experience of this intention
should precede, or at least coincide, with the onset of the specific cerebral processes that mediate the act. ~ Benjamin Libet

In 1983, American physiologist Benjamin Libet experimentally found that neural activity precedes conscious
awareness of a decision; in other words, intention registers
physiologically before one knows of it.
Voluntary acts can be initiated by unconscious cerebral processes before conscious intention appears. ~ Benjamin Libet
This finding could not have been more controversial, as it
seemingly brought into question the idea of free will.
We feel we choose, but we don't. ~ English psychologist
Patrick Haggard
Thoughts simply arise in the brain. What else could they do?
The truth about us is even stranger than we may suppose: the
illusion of free will is itself an illusion. ~ American philosopher
and cognitive scientist Sam Harris
In dismissing free will, Harris ignores that the mind rules
from the subconscious where intent lurks, rising from the
pool of desire filled by experience. We may not be in complete
control of our mind, but that does not mean the mind does
not attend to our interests. Others criticized Libet for his experimental technique; but later experiments came to the selfsame conclusion: cerebral activity precedes awareness of
volition.
The mind-body is an entangled complex which is witnessed by consciousness. That the mind acts as an independent agent is well-established, as amply illustrated by
nattermind. That mind-brain activity begins before our mind
bothers to consciously inform is unsurprising.
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What Libet's and others' results show is that we are not
our mind-bodies. Instead, consciousness is confined within a
willful mind-body.
Choices are the fruition of desires, which derive partly
from biology, and partly from what our mind informs us is
possible: our environmental context. That withstanding, obviously we make decisions which may be fateful.
To claim free will or deny it is silly: a prisoner of the mind
is never truly free, but neither is one chained to a train running on a predetermined track. Life is not a black-and-white
experience. The technicolor pliability of the mind's complex
workings is what makes living such an opportunistic challenge.

 Affect 
Opinion is ultimately determined by the feelings, and not by
the intellect. ~ Herbert Spencer

Affect lays a heavy hand on the guiding rudder of decision. We choose or do what we like, and only feel the need to
rationalize the decision if it does not work out as expected.
Relying on an affective impression can be far easier, and more
efficient, than weighing the pros and cons or retrieving from
memory many relevant examples, especially when the required
judgment or decision is complex or mental resources are limited. This characterization of a mental shortcut leads to labeling
the use of affect as a heuristic. ~ American psychologist Paul
Slovic
The affect heuristic is emotive decision-making. Reasoning is secondary to attraction or repulsion toward alternatives. The affect heuristic is a mental shortcut: essentially
"going on gut instinct."
Positive inclinations are often adjudged as high benefit at
low risk. Conversely, an averted alternative is typically perceived as risky, with marginal benefit.

 Correlation & Causality 
The human understanding supposes a greater degree of order
and equality in things than it really finds. ~ Francis Bacon
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The inclination to impute order is built into the human
mind: finding patterns is one of the mind's favorite pastimes.
While the predisposition to patterns and connections
leads to discovery, it also creates a strong bias to see correlation from coincidence and causality from correlation. This
creates the basis for judgments and decisions from faulty information.
Randomness is a difficult notion for people to accept. When
events come in clusters and streaks, people look for explanations and patterns. They refuse to believe that such patterns –
which frequently occur in random data – could equally be derived from tossing a coin. So it is in the stock market as well.
~ American economist Burton Malkiel
We can exploit predictable phenomena. Randomness bestows no such leverage. Hence the inclination to see order
where none exists.
The innate proclivity to find relations is a primary vehicle
for learning, as associations are the basis for augmenting
facts into a framework of knowledge. The drawback to this
inclination is the difficulty in assimilating novel facts or new
paradigms.
Learning new schemas becomes more difficult with age,
as experience cumulates. That is why radical discoveries and
innovations are so often the province of the young, whose
minds are not so vested in convention, even if convention is
only of one's own making.
Associative connection between events is strengthened
when the events repetitively co-occur. Coincidence is discounted as correlation is strengthened. If one event precedes
another, causality is foisted upon correlation, especially if
some linkage can be conceived.
Our difficulty in accurately recognizing random arrangements of events can lead us to believe things that are not true –
to believe something is systematic, ordered, and "real" when it
is really random, chaotic and illusory. ~Thomas Gilovich
In coming to a conclusion of causality over repeated coincidences, invisible intermediaries are easily ignored. This is
part of the mind's inherent dislike of complexity in favor of
simple linkages.
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Causality commonly comes from counterfactual simulation. The mind imagines what might have been had the suspected causal agent not intervened. What did not happen is
how we attribute what did happen.

 Global Warming 
The atmospheric warming effects of industrialization and
urbanization have been noticeable since the early 20th century. In this case, causality was clear.
In the 1st decade of the 21st century, the consequences of
global warming becoming increasingly apparent, even as the
rise in global air temperature languished for over a decade.
This seeming pause gave skeptics ammunition to assert that
climate change was part of the natural planetary cycle, not
the outcome of human efforts. The invisible intermediary in
this instance was the Pacific Ocean, which was absorbing tremendous heat, thereby giving temporary respite to the ascent
of atmospheric temperature.
Man-made climate change, most pronounced by global
warming, is graduating from apparent to relentless. Its public recognition (or lack thereof) and the response (or lack
thereof) speak volumes about how people can deny causality
to great collective peril.


Accentuate the Positive



Willingness to base conclusions on incomplete or unrepresentative information is a common cause of people's questionable and erroneous beliefs. ~ Thomas Gilovich

Many beliefs are formed upon affirmative association between 2 variables. Repeated coincidences confirm suspicions.
A belief is born.
The issue of proof via sufficient evidence is seldom worried over. Anecdotes are enough to suggest that there is a link
between 2 things. That we successfully learned as children
new words from sparse examples reinforces our comfort with
links that lack statistical foundation.
The common belief that we are more likely to need something once we have thrown it away is surely nonsensical,
even as it is easy to think of times when it has been true.
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The habit of letting a few instances serve as proof shows
how people are comfortable with statistically inadequate
thresholds to establish their beliefs. Sample-size and dataset quality are abstractions in light of experience that typically offers only a finite number of examples upon which to
form a belief.
It is the peculiar and perpetual error of the human understanding to be more moved and excited by affirmatives than
negatives. ~ Francis Bacon
Information which confirms is more easily assimilated
than information that does not. Put conversely: information
that fails to confirm is not nearly as easily assimilated as information which does.
The previous 2 sentences made the same statement. The
first was easier to comprehend because it was positive.
It is easier to understand "humans are emotional" than
"non-humans are not emotional." This shows that confirmatory information is more influential than disconfirmations
framed as negations.
Placing greater value on positive instances makes it easier to make associations that are not there. This is furthered
by the tendency to focus on seeking confirmation of a hypothesis: favoring confirmation over information which overturns
a budding belief.
The framing of a relationship affects judgment. If evaluating similarity, dissimilarities are ignored and vice versa.
Confirmation bias works in the instant milieu to produce
an answer that affirms. Because of confirmation bias and the
influence of affect, balanced evaluation which yields an accurate correlation is an arduous task.
Confirmation bias is a powerful and all-too-human tendency.
~ American psychologist Robert Johnson et al

 Proof-Positive Cards 
In one experiment participants were shown 4 cards, each
of which had a letter or number facing up: A, B, 2, and 3. They
were told that the cards had a letter on one side and a number on the other.
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Participants were then asked, by judiciously turning over
the minimum number of cards, to determine whether "all
cards with a vowel on one side have an even number on the
other."
The common response was to turn over the A and 2 cards.
The 2 card was uninformative: a vowel on the flip side would
confirm, but a consonant would be irrelevant.
The 3 card was rarely turned over, even as it could be dispositive: a vowel on the other side would disprove the hypothesis.
Besides illustrating bias toward confirmation, this experiment showed that the tendency to seek information consistent with a hypothesis does not stem from an interest in
its truth. Instead, we blithely accentuate the positive.

 Economic Decisions 
If markets were rational, I'd be waiting tables for a living.
~ American billionaire investor Warren Buffett

Capitalist economic theory hinges upon the assumption
that humans maximize material gain. This axiom applies
only to those consumed by greed, which is a severe mental
illness. Instead, people try to maximize their enjoyment, albeit tinged by fear of the future, in a world where economic
security is a rarity, even in the richest countries. Practically,
materiality is merely a means to avoiding hardship: a convenience.
Aversion to loss is a strong bias. This leads investors to
hold on to financial assets that are losing value. Conversely,
to lock in gains, assets that are gaining value are sold.
A person who has not made peace with his losses is likely to
accept gambles that would be unacceptable to him otherwise.
~ Daniel Kahneman & Amos Tversky
More generally, human probability evaluation is skewed
by faulty risk assessment.
In expected utility theory, the utilities of outcomes are
weighted by their probabilities. Choices among risky prospects
exhibit several pervasive effects that are inconsistent with the
basic tenets of utility theory.
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In particular, people underweight outcomes that are merely
probable in comparison with outcomes that are obtained with
certainty. This tendency, called the certainty effect, contributes
to risk aversion in choices involving sure gains and to risk seeking in choices involving sure losses. Overweighting of low probabilities may contribute to the attractiveness of both insurance
and gambling. ~ Daniel Kahneman & Amos Tversky

 Lotteries 
Lotteries exemplify how badly people assess risk, and
how emotions are fueled by the imagination. The California
lottery increased ticket sales despite lowering the probability
of winning when it raised jackpots, which proved a boon to
sales. This stratagem became a trend among state lotteries
across the nation.
One US lottery called "Powerball" massively lowers the
odds by not paying out until a 60-digit number is matched.
The jackpot accumulates until then. As advertised payout increases, more tickets are sold. Fools like to dream big.

Another bias comes in valuing items in one's possession
higher than those not owned.
The prevalence of the purchase of insurance against both
large and small losses has been regarded by many as strong evidence for the concavity of the utility function for money. Why
otherwise would people spend so much money to purchase insurance policies at a price that exceeds the expected actuarial
cost? ~ Daniel Kahneman & Amos Tversky
There are inconsistencies in risk aversion preference. Insurance payout corresponding to loss is exemplary.
People often choose limited coverage with low or zero deductible over a comparable policy that offers full coverage,
albeit at a higher deductible. For items worth insuring, the
policy not preferred is a more logical choice.
In simplifying choice between alternatives, people often
disregard similarities and focus on differences. Because such
factor analysis can be done in more than one way, spotlighting differences can produce inconsistent preferences.
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In many instances, expected utility overruns what an uninterested observer would call rational. Desires involve emotional attachments, biases, and subjective assessments that
are beyond reason. The human world as it exists is ample
testimony to that.
The reliance on heuristics and the prevalence of biases are
not restricted to laymen. Experienced researchers are also prone
to the same biases when they think intuitively. ~ Amos Tversky
& Daniel Kahneman
As representativeness and availability are generally useful, their inclusion in the repertoire of intuitive methods is
understandable, even as they can lead to errors in prediction
or estimation. In contrast, more sound statistical rules
simply do not sink in. Many are educated on the fundamentals of statistics: regression to the mean, the effect of sampling size on variability, and confidence intervals. But the
human mind is simply not set up to for statistical analysis
the way it is for categorization, frequency recall, and bestguess anchoring, which can quickly render rough approximations that people treat as reliable.
Industrialization instituted a new order of magnitude to
human environmental, economic, and social effects, and as
well created a need for statistical risk analysis which overwhelms the heuristics which served people well in earlier
ages. The human mind is ill-equipped to deal with the consequences of what industrial technology has wrought.

 Synopsis 
Habit is stronger than reason. ~ Spanish American philosopher George Santayana

➢ Life is an exercise in desire fulfillment, toward which we
apply our cunning. As we have an interest in anything to
which we turn our attention, disinterest is practically an
oxymoron.
➢ Cognition is symbolic processing. Perceived objects are
abstractions distilled through categories and associative
concepts.
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All actions happen through concepts and are managed by
them. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

➢ Reason is thought which pleases. Rationality necessarily
involves value judgment, underlying which are values,
which necessarily involve emotional attachments in the
form of preferences.
It is not the things themselves which trouble us, but the
opinions which we have about these things. ~ Epictetus

➢ Imagination pervades mental processes: filling memory
gaps, soothing the mind with self-serving biases, and imbuing problem-solving with creative solution capability.
Even perception receives a large injection of imagination.
➢ Mentalizing (aka mind perception) is the ascription of
mental states to other bodies and objects. Thinking less
of others as a matter of course is the most prevalent and
socially significant flaw in mentalizing.
➢ Conscious thought is quite limited in coverage, nuances,
and speed. Further, logic often falls to fallacies.
➢ The mind readily engages innate heuristics which are
honed through experience. Heuristics are rules of thumb:
quick but error-prone, as they are subject to biases.
➢ Along with willmind and nattermind, introspection illustrates the manifold nature of mentation. The ability to
passively witness thoughts indicates that consciousness
transcends the concepts which the mind deals in.
Let us not look back in anger, nor forward in fear, but
around in awareness. ~ James Thurber

Memory
Happiness is nothing more than good health and a bad
memory. ~ French German theologian Albert Schweitzer

➢ All mentation necessarily involves memory.
The essence of memory is linking one thought to another.
~ American psychologist Anthony Greene
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➢ For its creation and effective recall, memory is inextricably entangled with emotion. Sentimentality is a fusion of
emotion to memory.
➢ As an evolutionary device for survival, all organic entities
possess memory. Veracity is incidental.
Memory itself is an internal rumour. ~ George Santayana

➢ The composition of memories involves mosaics of impressions, not recordings of actual events. The malleability of
memory is necessary for creating useful mental templates. As remembering details can be detrimental to utility, memory inaccuracy is intrinsic.
The past is a construct of the mind. It blinds us and fools us
into believing it. ~ Mathias, in the movie Total Recall (2013)

Knowledge
There are no facts, only interpretations. ~ Friedrich Nietzsche

➢ Knowledge is mentally organized information believed to
be true. Though supposedly resting upon a foundation of
facts, the authenticity of knowledge is necessarily suspect, as facts involve assumptions of context, and exclude
potentially relevant information ignored or not observed.
➢ Learning is an evolutionary adaptation for survival.
➢ Amassing facts invariably involves a framing effect,
which comes from viewing events within a certain context. Framing is a bias in treating observed particulars as
representative of all instances, which are assumed selfsame, with the context belonging to a specific category.
➢ Comprehension is ultimately intended as a control mechanism. Understanding renders objects useful, but more
importantly makes the world seem predictable, which
gives the mind a sense of security.
➢ Correlation is commonly mistaken for causality. This
habit owes to childhood learning, where attributions of
causality are successfully made from just a few experiences.
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Facile confusion between coincidence and causality is
the source of much 'science' being science fiction by drawing conclusions and making extrapolated conjectures that
are unsupported, and even contradicted, by evidence and
verified principles. Neurobiology is the most glaring (and
ridiculous) example, but the same muddle tars other sciences, including physics, psychology, and economics.

Intuition
Intuition is seeing with the soul. ~ Dean Koontz

➢ Logical thought is serial symbolic processing. In contrast,
intuition is parallel processing. As such, intuition is a potent mechanism for collating information and delivering
insight. Intuition is especially helpful in social contexts,
which are intrinsically filled with nonlinear and amorphous facets.
➢ People generally trust intuition more than deliberate reasoning. That said, women are typically more comfortable
relying upon their intuition than men, who prefer reflection, which is an ersatz evaluative technique.
➢ Whereas intuition tends to support cooperation, deliberation promotes selfishness.

Bias
People seem to have no idea how biased they are. Everyone
thinks that they are less biased than their peers. ~ Carey
Morewedge

➢ Bias is a preference subconsciously imposed. Because
bias slips in under the radar of conscious awareness, biases are impossible to eradicate.
➢ Beliefs are an acceptance of biases and a rejection of further learning in areas related to held beliefs.
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Decisions
People have great confidence in their fallible judgment.
~ American psychologist Hillel Einhorn et al

➢ Desire drives decisions, and affect invariably weighs in.
➢ The mind regularly relies upon heuristics to make decisions.
➢ Decisions are typically made subconsciously, with the
conscious mind informed after the fact: allowed to acclimate and accept.

We are all naïve realists. We intuitively assume that as we
see and remember the world, so it is. We assume that others
see it as we do (false consensus). And if they obviously don't,
we assume the bias is at their end. Our naiveté extends to our
self-confidence. ~ David Myers

 Belief 
A belief is not merely an idea that the mind possesses; it is an
idea that possesses the mind. ~ English clergyman Robert
Bolton

A belief is confidence in an abstraction as truth. Beliefs
are value constructs cast into symbolic systems which are
then projected onto perceptions to make contextual sense of
sensation.
Once you have a belief, it influences how you perceive all
other relevant information. ~ American political scientist Robert Jervis
A superstition is a belief in some particular object, event,
or context. Whereas a superstition is a localized belief, a belief is an unbounded superstition. As with the wave/particle
duality in quantum physics, the two differ only in applied
scope: a superstition is a quantum of conviction, while a belief
encompasses a field.
Man is made by his belief. As he believes, so he is. ~ German
writer Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
People are prone to developing false beliefs. ~ English
cognitive psychologist Kimberley Wade
Naïve realism is the belief that we experience reality as it
is, objectively and without bias. Naïve realism is the central
cognitive conjecture of the Collective: that things are as they
seem.
There are no impartial 'facts.' Data do not have a logic of their
own that results in the same perceptions and cognitions for all
people. Data are perceived and interpreted in terms of the individual perceiver’s own needs, own connotations, own personality, own previously formed cognitive patterns. ~ American
psychologists David Krech & Richard Crutchfield
People think that their beliefs accord with the world: a
conclusion which proceeds from self-validation.
The more we examine our beliefs and explain how they
might be true, the more closed we become to challenging information. ~ David Myers
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Motivated reasoning is decision-making biased by emotion. People frame their inquiries regarding reality to promote comforting answers which conform to their preferences.
Cognition and motivation collude to allow our preferences to
exert influence over what we believe. ~ Thomas Gilovich
In one study, participants were led to think that academic
success was related to either introversion or extroversion.
Those who were fed the introversion version thought of themselves as more introverted, and vice versa. Further, asked to
recall relevant autobiographical events, those invested with
introversion recalled more incidents of introversion, and did
so quickly. Extrovert wannabes did likewise.
Man prefers to believe what he prefers to be true. ~ Francis
Bacon
By establishing a preference, the ease of generating supportive evidence is enhanced: different criteria are employed
to evaluate premises favored and those scorned. For inclined
ideas, the gating issue is whether evidence impels contradictory belief; a rather easy standard, given the equivocal nature of much information. The question boils down to: can
this be believed?
For unpalatable propositions, the evidence must be compelling, which is a much more difficult standard. The crucial
question here is: must this be believed?
If credulity were the effect of reasoning and experience, it
must grow up and gather strength, in the same proportion as
reason and experience do. But if credulity is the gift of Nature,
it will be strongest in childhood, and limited and restrained by
experience. The most superficial view of human life shows that
the last is really the case, and not the first. ~ Scottish philosopher Thomas Reid
It is only gradually that we learn to suspend judgment, to
doubt. ~ English psychologist William McDougall
Once a belief takes hold, people can readily weave a story
about it: why it exists and what it means. Through recall and
imaginative manipulation, such storytelling reinforces belief.
This dynamic is also the basis for false memories.
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Once imbued, belief systems are held dear. Belief systems
are emotional ballasts, not impartial (statistical).
One shows off one's beliefs to people one thinks will appreciate them, not to those who are likely to be critical. ~ Robert
Abelson
Whatever the belief, confirmation is commonly sought by
association with those who hold the same belief. Shared beliefs are often the basis of tribalism in modern societies. The
more fringe the belief, the stronger the tribe.

Beliefs are like possessions. ~ Robert Abelson

Parallels in language show how beliefs are like possessions. A person adopts/acquires/holds a belief until it is discarded/abandoned/disowned. Dismissal of a proffered
belief: "I don't buy that"; the metaphor applies as well to how
beliefs are assembled into a worldview ("I buy that").
Aesthetic sense of style has us wearing clothes that do not
clash; so too with beliefs. Belief inconsonance is a philosophic
itch that may be scratched, but not cured. The mind works to
reconcile beliefs that do not fit together. When forced conformity fails, enamored convictions are refurbished with conceptual accoutrements which do not create implacable
dissonance. Incompatible beliefs may coexist in a truce.
A person's belief system comprises a covey of convictions
woven together for emotional comfort, creating a world that
is comprehensible, and as safe as denial allows. An incomprehensible world fills one with fear, as it has no predictability.
Every man, wherever he goes, is encompassed by a cloud of
comforting convictions, which move with him like flies on a
summer day. ~ Bertrand Russell
In essence, beliefs are generalizations related to expectation. Via mental filtering, people experience what they believe.
Belief creates the actual fact. ~ William James
Beliefs are pages in a mental catalog portraying how
things are supposed to be. Taking perception as conforming
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to the contents of the catalog confuses concept with actuality.
Thus, confusion is inherent in those who believe.
The interpretive process of projecting belief onto actuality
is a high-level aspect of perception, creating a cogent composite from disparate inputs and infusing a situation with symbolic meaning. That a process comes naturally does not make
it actual, or even sensible; but it does make it real to a believer, and what is taken to be real carries consequences.

Religions are born and may die, but superstition is immortal.
~ American historians Will & Ariel Durant

Beliefs are categorical conventions of conviction, distinct
from worldly experiences. Treating any model as if it were
reality is absurd – yet that is exactly what matterist scientists regularly do. Ultimately, a belief system is an extensive
exercise in just that: faith in absurdity. But such absurdities
are exactly what people depend upon to propel themselves.
Belief bolsters every attempt at anything that a more
open, calculating mind would consider problematic. Confidence may be superstitious, but no one doubts its essentiality
in entrepreneurship.
Innumerable experiments have probed the value of superstition. One such study pondered golf putting.
Participants were asked to engage in a 10-trial putting task. A
pretest revealed that more than 80% of our participant population believed in good luck; so, to activate the superstition, we
linked the concept of good luck to the ball participants used
during the task. Specifically, while handing the ball over to the
participants, the experimenter said, "Here is your ball. So far it
has turned out to be a lucky ball" (superstition-activated condition) or "this is the ball everyone has used so far" (control condition). Finally, participants performed the required 10 putts
from a distance of 100 cm. ~ German psychologist Lysann
Damisch et al
Golfers putting their "lucky" ball were 35% more successful than those striking an "everyman" ball. Similar tests involving physical dexterity, task efficacy, memory recall, and
awareness all had participants performing better when luck
was on their side.
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In another study, participants played a game of 20 questions. People in one group were told that before each question
appeared, the answer would be briefly flashed before them on
a computer screen. The answer would appear too quickly to
be read, but their subconscious mind would be able to pick it
up. The other group was told that the computer screen flash
simply signaled the next question.
Those that thought that the answers were being flashed
to them and should "trust their skills" did significantly better
statistically.


The Future



The human mind is predisposed toward prediction. We are
constantly driven to look forward, envisage the future, and infer
what will happen. These cognitive mechanisms serve important
functions in enabling survival and reproductive advantage, and
also act to reduce psychological uncertainty about the future.
~ Australian psychologist Katharine Greenaway et al

For fear of what may be, living in the present is not
enough for most people: hence the abiding desire to glimpse
what may be around the corner in time.
The issue is ultimately of control. Fate being a fickle mistress, we heartily wish instead to be her master.
This is no minor matter. Hope and hopelessness define
outlook, and thereby control contentment.
Reason for being vanishes in the quicksand of despair. A
feeling of hopelessness is the psychological trigger of suicide.
The central concept of Hell is complete loss of control: to
be Satan's eternal serf. Conversely, Heaven is a place where
we may blissfully do as we please. Whatever sin gluttony may
be while incarnate, its proscription expires once past the
pearly gates. Hence, there is no more sanguine prospect than
having a hand on the rudder of the ethereal ship that carries
us forward in life.
From this perspective, religion is a hedge toward good fortune: at the least, if not in this life, in the next. Unsurprisingly, the more religious a person is, the more likely to harbor
superstitions. Gulled by grander fantasies, Catholics are
more superstitious than Protestants.
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People are particularly drawn to the ploy of precognition
when they feel a loss of control. Consultation in fortune telling, astrology, Ouija boards and the like, are belief-based efforts to wrest the future away from fate.

A keen observer, Bronisław Malinowski was one of the
most influential anthropologists in the 20th century. When
World War 1 broke out, Malinowski became stranded in the
South Pacific: unable to travel through British territory, as
he was a Polish subject of the Austria-Hungary empire.
Malinowski spent time in the remote Trobriand Islands,
located off the east coast of New Guinea. He noticed peculiar
habits in the local fishermen.
When fishing close to shore – in calm waters where the
catch was consistent – superstitious behavior was nearly
nonexistent. But when these men sailed for open seas, where
they felt more vulnerable and prospects were far less certain,
they often engaged in elaborate rituals beforehand to ensure
success. The perceived difference between the 2 locales was
relative sense of control.
Professional baseball players exhibit similar behaviors.
Defensive play – catching and throwing the ball – is a lowrisk task well within a player's control. Mistakes are rare.
But batting is an altogether different story. Here, failure
is the norm. So many players practice idiosyncratic rituals to
give themselves an edge before they step up to the plate.

Faith consists in believing what reason cannot. ~ Voltaire

Faith only takes you so far before you trip over painful
facts to the contrary. Beliefs have a built-in cost, the tab for
which is often presented abruptly. In forming the mental constructs that give rise to beliefs, underlying axioms eventuate
in earthquakes of consternation when events fail to correspond with expectation. The tectonic mental faults upon
which belief systems are built invariably prove unsettling
when the lava of doubt starts to flow.
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When you believe in things that you don't understand, then
you suffer. ~ American musician Stevie Wonder in the song
"Superstition" (1973)

 Worldview 
The theological worldview is the idea that the world and everything in it has a good and indubitable meaning. Since our
earthly existence has in itself a very doubtful meaning, it follows
directly that it can only be a means toward the goal of another
existence. That idea that everything in the world has a meaning
is perfectly analogous to the principle that everything has a
cause, on which the whole of science rests. ~ Austrian logician
Kurt Gödel

One's worldview is the overarching umbrella of self-conception under which are compartmentalized beliefs about
specific types of objects, such as the different personalities of
people: stereotyping.
A worldview stems from a few conceptualizations, woven
together into a belief system. These conceptualizations are:
1) the nature of humans, 2) the natural order, especially the
station of humans within Nature, and 3) the essence of existence.
The emotional constitution of a person orients one's
worldview. Fear of uncertainty paves the road of conservatism, while empathy imbues a liberal sentiment.
The more fear a youngster has, the more conservative
that person will grow up to be. It is easy to see that parental
upbringing therefore has a lot to do with the political orientation of offspring.
Whereas the mind holds one's psychology, there are often
physiological correlates. The fear center of the brain – the
amygdala – is larger in conservatives than in liberals.
When adult liberals experience physical threat their social and political attitudes become more conservative, temporarily. Conversely, when conservatives imagine themselves
to be completely physically safe, they become more liberal, at
least for a spell. This illustrates how easily imagination influences psychology.
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People invariably build belief systems and worldviews
based upon selective uptake. Facts which don't fit are cast
aside, while confirmation is embraced. This stems from the
subconscious mental sorting process of identification or condemnation.

 Spirituality 
Science is not only compatible with spirituality; it is a profound source of spirituality. ~ American astronomer Carl Sagan

The English 15th-century term spirituality derives from
the Latin word for being put into motion by drawing breath:
an animated spirit. Written expression of the idea predates
the term by a millennium. But spirituality has echoed in the
minds of hominids since awe sparked thoughts about the fabrication of Nature and one's place in the cosmos.
Spirituality has long been a nebulous abstraction, a term
without definitive definition. European words referring to
spirituality begin to appear in texts in the 5th century, when
the Dark Ages came. By the 11th century spirituality denoted
the mental facets of life, in contrast to the material and sensual aspects.
In the 13th century, spirituality had been captured by the
Christian clergy in a sociological context: the ecclesiastical
contrasted against the secular. To this day, religions claim
spirituality. Since the 2nd World War, the term was disconnected from religion per se, taking on a broader meaning:
nurturing one's spirit. The rise of secularism in the late 20th
century – notably, the advent of the New Age movement in
the 1970s – drew spirituality further away from theology and
into the realm of metaphysics. In a sense, the conceptualization of spirituality returned to its roots.
Being spiritual necessarily means a belief that there is
more to life than corporeal existence. Beyond that, schools of
thought diverge as to the essence of the spirit, and what is
entailed in devotion to spiritual health.
We do not believe in immortality because we can prove it,
but we try to prove it because we cannot help believing it.
~ English sociologist Harriet Martineau
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In worldview terms, a stark contrast can be drawn between spirituality and its philosophical antithesis: existentialism.

 Existentialism 
Man chooses and makes himself by acting. ~ German American sociologist Franz Adler

Existentialism is the philosophical stance of what-yousee-is-what-you-get. Existentialists believe that deriving
meaning from life is an individual experience.
Values are a personal acquisition. Life is an exercise in
making of it what one will. Morality is a matter of choice.
Danish philosopher and theologian Søren Kierkegaard is
generally credited as the father of existentialism, though he
never used the term. Though his thoughts wandered beyond
theological doctrine, Kierkegaard was a Christian.
The existential aspect of Kierkegaard's writings focused
on the precept that an individual is responsible for giving life
meaning, which is by no means a Christian concept.
What matters is to find a purpose, to see what it really is that
God wills that I shall do; the crucial thing is to find a truth which
is truth for me, to find the idea for which I am willing to live and
die. ~ Søren Kierkegaard
Friedrich Nietzsche followed this vein of individual fulfillment with an emphasis on what he called "will to power":
ambition as a driving life force. Nietzsche's own world would
collapse with a mental breakdown in 1889, followed by sickness undo death.*
Nothingness haunts being. ~ Jean-Paul Sartre
Jean-Paul Sartre minted the term existentialism in 1943
and is its best-known proponent. In being left to their own
choices, Sartre considered humans "condemned to be free."
Sartre's catchphrase "existence precedes essence" meant
that, as there is no Creator, an individual's essence is spelled
out by his actions.
* The Sickness Unto Death (1849) was Kierkegaard's contemplation
of despair.
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To Sartre, human nature is a chimera; as such, one is
fully responsible.
We are left alone, without excuse. ~ Jean-Paul Sartre

Elements of existentialism of course ring true, in that
every life is an individual experience. Everyone derives
meaning in the context of personal values. Experience shapes
worldview.
Despite its avowed taste for blanket abstractions, existentialism is a rigid belief system of matterism: the sensate and
material form the basis of actuality – end of story. Existentialism lifts no veil beyond the incarnate. Further, existentialism has no moral compass. Existentialism ignores the
innate biological impulses and precocious knowledge relating
to sociality, most notably sense of fairness, upon which morality is construed.
Values may ultimately be personal in depth of conviction,
but the universality of what is considered healthy or evil
shows that existentialism paints a facile picture of the human experience while providing no meaningful guidance or
insight into human nature. In short, existentialism is spiritually nihilistic.

While necessarily a nebulous concept unto itself, spirituality is a seeker's creed: to suss Nature while being open to
possibilities that reality may be more than what one can
grasp; that the senses bring limited information; and that,
fundamentally, things may not be what they seem. As such,
rejecting action-is-essence existentialism, spirituality is a
quest of questions, for answers that may not be forthcoming,
or only partially disclosed. Wisdom is received.
The only real valuable thing is intuition. ~ Albert Einstein
In rejecting matterism as holding ultimate value, spirituality is a reach for revelations that may never cease, in an
unending will to power for nothing more than understanding.
The possession of knowledge does not kill the sense of wonder and mystery. There is always more mystery. ~ Anaïs Nin
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 Religion 
Religion is the worship of higher powers from a sense of
need. ~ English religion scholar Allan Menzies

Necessity is the mother of invention. The mother of religion is invention sprung from craving for order and control,
the terror of death, and one's own insignificance.
Tell people there's an invisible man in the sky who created
the universe, and the vast majority will believe you. Tell them
the paint is wet, and they have to touch it to be sure. ~ George
Carlin


Death & Afterlife



Between the ages of 7 and 10, children come to understand
that death is permanent and irreversible, which often leads to
anxiety or a fear of death. Despite a growing ability to rationalize, this fear persists in adults. ~ Swedish philosopher Paula
Quinon

Graves from prehistory show that belief in the afterlife
played a part in the rites that put the dead in the ground.
To an evolutionary psychologist, the universal extravagance
of religious rituals, with their costs in time, resources, pain and
privation, should suggest as vividly as a mandrill's bottom that
religion may be adaptive. ~ English science scholar Marek
Kohn
Neanderthals had burial rites. By the end of the Neolithic
– the last of the Stone Age – cremation was practiced among
numerous cultures.
The disembodied spirit is immortal; there is nothing of it that
can grow old or die. But the embodied spirit sees death on the
horizon as soon as its day dawns. ~ Thomas Hobbes
The specter of death hovers over every religion. The raison d'être for religion is grabbing a handle on powerful unknowns. The most gripping unknown is the afterlife: whether
there is one, and how does one fare if there is. Though ostensibly focused on living a righteous life, religion is, ultimately,
a mortality ritual.
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Knowledge of their own mortality makes people anxious, and
they develop and maintain cultural worldviews to alleviate that
anxiety. ~ Daniel Schacter et al

Religion structures a path to yield a good death that leads
to a happy afterlife. Every religion promises consequence for
bad acts, if not in this life, most assuredly in the next. Fear
of retribution in the afterlife backstops every religion.
If death were a release from everything, it would be a boon
for the wicked. ~ Plato


From Naturalism to Theism



Religion – or the belief in an invisible, supernatural order –
exists in all human societies. ~ American political scientist
Francis Fukuyama

As we have already seen with the term spirituality, definitions associated with worldviews and religious belief systems are often hazy, having undergone historical revision. In
terms of religious creeds, naturalism and supernaturalism sit
in opposition.
Naturalism is the belief that actuality and reality are
synonymous; more broadly, that observable Nature is all that
there is. Naturalism dates to classical Indian and Chinese
philosophies which embraced atomism: that Nature consists
of interacting atoms.
The study of Nature from a purely empirical standpoint
is science, which is commonly grounded in naïve empiricism:
the belief that knowledge can only be gained through empirical examination. In modern parlance naturalism and matterism are synonyms. Believing that perception may present
reality, objectively and without bias, is naïve realism.
Supernaturalism is the doctrine that there is a discontinuity between actuality and reality. The nature of the discontinuity splinters supernaturalism into several schools.
That Nature is an entangled unicity is a prehistoric apperception. This simple supernaturalism is still found in
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some isolated tribes, including South Pacific islanders and
Eskimos.*
Animism was early supernatural conception: spirits inherent in all matter, inanimate and animate. As with simple
supernaturalism, there was no boundary between natural
and supernatural forces and beings.
An optimistic variant of animism was that powerful spirits might be turned into temporary allies. Animism arose
from the hope that the capricious forces of Nature might be
domesticated to some degree.
From the mid-2nd century BCE, the Vedic Hindu scriptures held high esteem for the elements: earth, fire, water,
and air. And the heavens; always the heavens: the place of
afterlife, where the gods and ancestral souls dwelled. Surely
the lush blanket of twinkly lights in the night sky were a divine realm. In China, celestial heaven is still worshipped.
In the course of cultural development polytheism emerged
as a form of animistic clumping. Rather than, or in addition
to, the trees themselves as animating spirits, there was a god
of the forest.
In the transition from animism to polytheism, shamans
became priests. They named and aimed to tame the gods: performing rituals to usher abundance and to ward off adversity.
The practice of religion always was an expression of social
power, only ostensibly aimed at Nature.
Polytheism was an anthropomorphization of Nature, beginning with imagining that deities had natural domains,
just as humans might possess property and have certain
skills. The hierarchy and specialization that spirits had reflected the evolution of societies.
Deities became the foci of myths or sacred narratives that recounted their deeds and in the course of doing so described
their personalities and special qualities, thus enhancing their resemblance to human beings. ~ Canadian anthropologist Bruce
Trigger

* In distinguishing between actuality and reality, and supposing a
monistic unicity, simple supernaturalism is a form of energyism.
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Another aspect of gods as supernatural humans was their
immorality. Deities robbed, raped, betrayed, and murdered
one another with aplomb. Their dealings with mortals were
often equally severe. Gods might also show human weaknesses of will: acting indecisively and cowardly.
Unlike the casting of a one true god, polytheistic deities
were not omniscient. They cheated and deceived one another
and were even sometimes outwitted by humans.
The most successful ancient empires all had strikingly nonmoral high gods. ~ Nicolas Baumard
The Greek and Roman gods each had a celestial station,
as did the gods of Babylonia and Assyria: the mysterious and
powerful that roamed the heavens while casting their effects
upon the Earth. In the Greek system: Helios (the Sun), Selene (the Moon), Gaia (mother Earth), Uranus (father sky).
Men create gods after their own image, not only with regard
to their form but with regard to their mode of life. ~ Aristotle
The gods were also fashioned to meet the practical needs
of daily life. The Roman gods Janus and Vest guarded the
door and hearth, Lares the home, Pales the pasture. Gods of
sowing, gods of harvest. Jupiter, king of the gods, god of the
sky and thunder, might be bribed to bring nourishing rain to
the crops. A god may be placated for a spell by ritualistic
homage.
In early religion, belief counted for much less than it now
does; a man's religion consisted in the religious acts he did, and
not in the beliefs or thoughts he cherished. ~ Allan Menzies
Any hierarchy of beings is an expression of social organization. The gods followed the fashion of polity. Reflecting civil
society, the Roman gods were hierarchically organized. Each
god had an office: a purview of deity.
The deities of early civilizations were viewed as supernatural
beings who animated (or were) the natural world and therefore
exerted great power over humans. Gods had mental faculties
and gendered personalities that resembled those of human beings, but they could transform themselves, move rapidly about
the earth, and pass between it and the realms above and below
in ways that human beings could emulate only in dreams and
trances. The natural, supernatural, and social realms were not
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categorically distinguished. Nature was believed to be impregnated with supernatural powers that possessed human-like intelligence and motivations. ~ Bruce Trigger

Lacking moral scruples, gods might be appeased, and applied to for alliance. So went the religions of the ancient
Egyptians, Greeks and Romans, Aztecs, Incans, and Mayans.
Despite a vast diversity of beliefs there was a constant in
all religions: that the gods (or god) took note of humans, and
that there might be some relationship between mortals and
the supernatural. Placation was clearly necessary, as the deities who controlled Nature often demonstrated that human
welfare was not a primary concern.
The polytheistic Vedic period ended around 500 BCE,
whereupon Vedic beliefs morphed into various schools of Hinduism, as well as influencing Buddhism and Jainism. The
last Vedic text, Rig Veda, had hymns of monotheism: a creator deity – One given many titles, but a Supreme One nonetheless.
Polytheism is a clutter. Much easier to have One to pray
to: an Almighty to place the bet of life's chips upon; and it
makes for a simpler mythology.
Judaism figures as the most ancient monotheistic religion: it
proclaims that there is only one God, who is at the same time
the particular god of the people of Israel and also the God of the
whole universe. This idea of a single, unique God was then
taken over and propagated throughout the world by Christianity
and Islam, each of which slightly inflects the original conception
in its own way. ~ French Bible scholar Thomas Römer
While the Old Testament of the Bible has polytheistic
passages, those were relegated to the shadows by the thrust
of a solitary God Almighty. That singular thrust came from
King Josiah, who assumed the throne of Judah around 649
BCE. Josiah's consolidation of political power included religious reform: mandating allegiance from various gods to exclusive worship of Yahweh, who, not incidentally, endowed
Josiah with his power. Hundreds of years later, Jesus pointed
to a passage in Deuteronomy that states "the Lord is our God,
the Lord is one."
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The Lord in Hebrew is Yahweh. The book of Deuteronomy
was 'discovered' at the Temple of Solomon during renovation
ordered by Josiah.


Social Control



Religious texts of all major religions explicitly encourage prosociality in their adherents. ~ Lebanese Canadian psychologist
Ara Norenzayan & Canadian psychologist Azim Shariff

People are more compliant when they care about the impression that they make, or even if reminded that others may
be aware of their actions. With a capacity for constant surveillance, an omnipresent, omniscient Supreme Being acts as
a form of social control.
Mindful agents serve as a powerful source of social influence
and control, increasing adherence to socially accepted norms of
conduct, whether those others are actually present or merely
presumed to be present. ~ Nicholas Epley & Adam Waytz
As Josiah exemplified, social control was the impetus behind the evolution of monotheism. Compared to naturalistic
or individualistic religions, moralizing religions supposedly
stimulate pro-social behaviors, and monotheism is the most
potent moralizing religion.

Watchful gods arose before monotheism became the religious norm. Among others with the power to supernaturally
see, the ancient sky god Horus was often depicted as a sharpeyed falcon. Monotheism took omniscience to a new level, as
it was coupled with a single, all-powerful god, and one who
was a stickler for morals. That theistic package was devised
for social control – to promote a religion that kept believers
in line.
Such a god did not arise until societies arose where such
a god was useful to political authorities. Legal codes first
emerged in the 3rd millennium BCE. But it was not until the
so-called Axial Age (8th–3rd century BCE) that moralizing ideologies gelled with such figures as Plato, Buddha, Zoroaster,
and Lao Tzu. Moralizing monotheism was a heavenly vehicle
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constructed to bind together the sizable societies which had
emerged from the conquests which created them.
People say we need religion when what they really mean is
we need police. ~ American journalist H.L. Mencken


Cooperation 

In the 21st century, finding reciprocity and peer pressure
insufficient motivations, social psychologists have increasingly pointed their fingers at religion for the reason that humans cooperate in large groups. God supposedly incites
cooperation in life through threat of retribution in the afterlife. This hypothesis emanates from a failure of scholarship,
both historically and psychologically. Humans were cooperating on a large scale well before the invention of retributive
gods.
Conflict between groups is the strongest force for social
cohesion. Individual exposure to violence engenders cooperative behaviors and community participation. War begets cooperation. In contrast, as history has shown, religion often
leads to social schisms.
While war has many negative legacies for individuals and societies, it appears to leave a positive legacy in terms of local
cooperation and civic engagement. ~ Czech economist Michal
Bauer et al
More mundanely, reciprocity greases the mental gears for
cooperation. As highly altricial, gregarious creatures, cooperation and conformity pay dividends that cannot be sustained
otherwise.
Inducement to cooperation is both carrot and stick. Punishment during childhood and stories of what happens to
transgressors illustrate what may happen to those who stray
from the socially acceptable path. From reef fish to simians,
many animals promote cooperation by excluding free riders
(microbes and plants as well).
The establishment and enforcement of norms afford sufficient reliability that strangers may be trusted to some extent. Religion helps on that score only to the extent that it
provides tribal identification. On the other hand, even today,
after millennia of moralizing religion, punishment has not
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proved adequate to quell cheating. Further, moralizing religion and moral behavior are not the bedfellows they are commonly assumed to be; a topic we come to shortly.


Life Strategy & Religion 

The gods of today's major religions are also moralizing gods,
who encourage virtue and punish selfish and cruel people after
death. But for most of human history, deities were utterly indifferent to the human realm, and to whether we behaved well or
badly. ~ American anthropologist Lizzie Wade

Though they have antecedents, the ascetic and moralizing movements that spawned the world's major modern religious traditions all evolved contemporaneously, in 3 distinct
regions: roughly 500–300 BCE, in the river valleys of east central China, the Ganges River valley of India, and the eastern
Mediterranean.
The evolution of moralizing religions reflected changes in
societies, as well as causing changes in those societies. Religion took on a moral cast as materialism found increasing
favor. Prosperity provoked a play-it-safe regime.
Affluence changed people's psychology, and, in turn, it
changed their religion. ~ Nicolas Baumard

Organisms modulate their behavior according to their environment. For instance, young starlings reared in a highly
competitive environment invest less in their physical maintenance as adults, which lessens lifespan. They also develop a
fast psychology: preferring immediate rewards over riskier,
but potentially more profitable, foraging.
Humans are no different than other animals facing long
odds of a long life. The underclass of a people also adopt a fast
strategy: grow up quickly, have offspring early and close together, so as to maximize the probability of leaving some viable progeny.
Animals in a poor biological state face reduced life expectancy, and as a consequence should make decisions that prioritize immediate survival and reproduction over long-term
benefits. ~ English ethologist Melissa Bateson et al
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For the elite who rule society, including its religion, "get
it while you can" is nothing short of subversion underfoot,
brimming with potential for revolution. So – to foster taking
it slow – religions morally morphed to condemn fast behaviors: promising an everlasting hell to those who sensibly pursued living life to its fullest given anticipated allotted time.
Life-speed strategy may also explain the gradual decline
of moralizing religion in wealthier segments of the world,
such as western Europe and the northern Americas. As more
people become materially comfortable, the felt need to morally condemn fast behaviors lessens among the general population. Moralizing religions become less relevant, and so are
abandoned.
The relative elite among the extant underclass present a
different picture. Having been steeped in moralizing religion
during their upbringing, but still having fast psychology
manifest all around them, a moral fundamentalism takes
hold: whence (for example) Protestant evangelicals.

Religions ossify. Having attained their lifelong station,
clerics are by nature conservative, and so may be hell-bent
on the status quo (though not literally, they pray).
Established religions often sanction extant political regimes. From this perch of power, religions act as a hidebound
rearguard.
Splinter sects crop up that reject the status quo. Historic
offshoots include Buddhism (from Hinduism), Christianity
(from Judaism), and Islam (from Christianity). Each arose in
objection to the policies of their fountainheads.
Christianity came about as a protest against Judaist
practices at the time, particularly accommodation with the
pagan Roman Empire.
Once established, religious leaders act to hold back new
knowledge perceived to have the potential to rattle faith. Denial of science is a particularly poignant signification.
From the mid-1500s, the Catholic Church's resistance to
heliocentrism was fierce. Spreading the notion that the Earth
was not the center of the universe was heresy, and cause for
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forcible immolation. Catholic officials burned alive those who
might sway others toward undesirable questioning.
Old habits die hard. Only in the 21st century has the
Catholic Church begrudgingly acknowledged that evolution
does not decimate rationale for continued faith. In this regard, evangelical Christians in the United States make Catholics look positively progressive.
Belittling the idea of evolution, fundamentalist Biblethumpers take literally the book of Genesis in holding to the
universe created by God in 6 days. Craftier ones of this ilk coopt evolution with "intelligent design": claiming evolution is
proof of God as organic designer – a Supreme planetary decorator.
Yet there are instances in religion where the old ways are
the best. Acting as a role model for humanity, the AmishMennonite movement struggles to hold back the never-ceasing barrage of what passes for progress, but which has been
to the detriment to both society and the environment.

A central activity of many religions is worship: expression
of reverence. The point of open worship is social: to curry favor in this life as well as the next.
In all the rubble of ritual lies the aspiration to come closer
to God, as much as a means as an end. Closeness, after all,
brings with it the facility to communicate, and thus influence.
Being close to God brings power to prayer.
You cannot petition the Lord with prayer. ~ American
singer/songwriter Jim Morrison in the song "The Soft Parade"
(1969)
Some religions, such as Judaism, Christianity, and Islam,
stress dogma in the guise of God's word. In contrast, individualistic religions have dogma and worship on tap, but emphasize the supposed mechanics to enlightenment. The emphasis
on worship versus practice meaningfully bifurcates religions.
The worship track follows dogma to moral rectitude: to
appease God by worship and righteousness. Obedience is
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foremost. Worship-based religions are invariably social. Believers gather at worship services, as peer reinforcement
helps keep the faith.
The praxis track, such as with Buddhism, aims at purification, to realize reality via epiphany. Enlightenment is also
the path to righteousness, as realization dawns about the
folly of immoral foibles. Traveling down this spiritual road is
a solitary endeavor.

 Hinduism 
Unlike other religions in the World, the Hindu religion does
not claim any one Prophet, it does not worship any one God, it
does not believe in any one philosophic concept, it does not
follow any one act of religious rites or performances; in fact, it
does not satisfy the traditional features of a religion or creed. It
is a way of life and nothing more. ~ Supreme Court of India

The term Hinduism was coined by British writers in the
early 19th century, referring to a rich cumulative tradition of
texts and practices in the Indian subcontinent that began in
the 2nd millennium BCE.
Demographically, Hinduism is the world's 3rd largest religion, after Christianity and Islam. Unlike those religions,
Hinduism is not especially dogmatic. Instead, Hindus accept
the pluralistic nature of their traditions.
That which we call the Hindu religion is really the Eternal
religion because it embraces all others. ~ Indian guru Sri Aurobindo


Brahman



A central conceptualization of Hinduism is brahman: an
infinite, eternal, transcendent force that constitutes absolute
reality. Interpretations vary as to the nature of brahman, depending upon whether dualism or monism is believed in.
Some Hindus view brahman impersonally: inseparably
entangled with existence, albeit distinct from it; brahman as
causal (reality constructor), not product (manifestation).
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Other Hindus view brahman as a personal god, transcendent and immanent: Brahma the creator. This more easily conceived objectification corresponds with the Christian
and Islamic notions of God and Allāh respectively. But the
essence of existence is much different in Hinduism from that
of the Middle Eastern religions.
The whole world-process is nothing but an illusion, a dream
in the mind of Brahma, who himself alone is real. This is the
cardinal doctrine from which Buddhism also sets out. ~ Allan
Menzies


Guņas



Under Hindu doctrine existence is constantly composed
through the interplay of 3 guņas (energetic qualities): tamas
(inertia), rajas (activity), and sattva (clarity). Tamas is an entropic force. Rajas is an active, coherent force. Rajas and tamas work in opposing ways. Sattva is the spiritual element,
ushering enlightenment. Yoga aims at enlivening sattva.*

Hindus generally believe in the transmigration of the individual soul and cyclic rebirth (samsāra). The moral quality
of life's acts (karma) propel endless samsāra. Release from
rebirth (moksha) is only possible by purifying the soul (jīva).
Ātman is the true self, which functions to create the mindbody in this life and is the core of oneself that transmigrates
– in Western parlance: the soul. Ātman underlies the activities of a person analogously to how brahman underlies the
workings of all of Nature.
Actions inspired by desires bind to one's soul. Karmas accumulate on jīva like dust coats oil. Whereas ātman is the
essence of self, jīva is the living spirit. Though interpretations vary among Hindu schools of thought, jīva is generally
considered an aspect of ātman.

* Physics embraces tamas with its entropically-oriented laws of
thermodynamics. Implicitly in quantum mechanics, the Higgs interaction acts as rajas. Western physics has no correlate to sattva.
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Liberation from rebirth (moksha) requires the realization
(ātma jnāna) that ātman is identical to brahman. This cognitive event (jnāna) is of pure awareness, free of conceptual encumbrances which act to embrace the artifice of existence.
Life otherwise is in ajñāna (ignorance).

 Buddhism 
You only lose what you cling to. ~ Buddha (referring to the
path to enlightenment)

Not every religion paves the path to heaven by faith and
clean living. The religions that sprang from the Vedic tradition take a different road, from a different premise.
While Buddhism does tout God, the emphasis is on righteousness as the path to oblivion: an end to corporeal reincarnation borne of desire. Buddhists call that nirvāna.
Buddhism is a religion, if such it may be called, without a
god, without prayer, without priesthood or worship; a religion
which owes its success, not to its theology, nor to its ritual, since
it has neither, but to its moral sentiment. ~ Allan Menzies
Clean living in Buddhism means squeaky clean, though
without the sound effect. Desire itself causes suffering. The
only way to sop up suffering is to stop desiring. To understate
the issue, that takes practice.
Buddhist doctrine is that "seeing things the way they really are" is the path to overcome suffering, thereby letting
one off the treadmill of existence known to Buddhists as "the
wheel of karma."
Perceiving reality requires heightening awareness. Garnering awareness takes discipline: the discipline of pursuing
purity. Awareness results in understanding, culminating in
comprehending the interdependence of everything, by which
right action gets a lot easier.


Buddha



The greatest wisdom is seeing through appearances. ~ Buddhist teacher Atisa

Siddhartha Gautama was born in the foothills of the Himalayas, perhaps during the 6th century BCE. The historical
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accounts are so various as to leave a lot of guessing about the
details of Buddha's life.
In India at the time, the caste system was entrenched,
and slavery a brutal fact of life for those on the lowest rungs.
Being born into a prosperous family of a noble caste let
Siddhartha enjoy an upbringing unvarnished by the harsh
facts of coarse society. Though Siddhartha supposedly led a
secluded early life, he married and had a son.
At 29 Siddhartha wandered off the reservation: leaving
his comfortable existence, and his family, to become a seeker:
choosing the harsh life of asceticism, including a regime of
meditation and begging for food, along with studying under
the leading yogis of the time.
His begging did not beget sumptuous fare, nor did his
austerity do him much good; but, after a time, meditation
brought the truth he sought: to "see it the way it really is."
Enlightenment came as a series of epiphanies.
The new Buddha was at first reluctant to preach the way
to enlightenment, doubting that others would understand.
Divinity insisted, so it has been written; and so he did.
Buddha was heterodox to his time, as Jesus was centuries
later. Buddha repudiated many of the religious assumptions
of Hinduism, including (Buddha not) accepting the Vedic
texts as infallible sources of truth. Nor did Buddha put much
stock in ritual. Buddha repudiated the caste system, which
rigidly categorized people in a way that dictated their lives.
Buddha advocated personal discipline more as an ethical
code than ritual practice. Buddha espoused that the path to
enlightenment was necessarily individual. But Buddha retained many of the indigenous beliefs from India, including
circular time: both karma and samsāra.
Buddha gave sermons for 40 years or so until his passing
at about 80. Buddha left no personal writings behind. His
body was cremated.


Buddhist Beliefs



You cannot travel the path until you have become the path
itself. ~ Buddha
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Buddha's teachings were transmitted orally by disciples
until about 500 years after his passing. Hence, there are no
sacred books, no Buddhist Bible. Different schools rely upon
different texts.
The Buddhist path is called dharma, which is a multivalent term, derived from Sanskrit with the root meaning "to
hold." Dharma is variously: 1) what holds the universe together, 2) what Buddhists hold to be true, and 3) what "holds"
one free from suffering. Only a buddha can attain enlightenment without being instructed by a teacher of dharma.
Buddha's gating epiphany was of the Four Noble Truths.
1. Life involves suffering (dukka: the nature of suffering). 2.
Desire causes suffering, and leads to reincarnation, in a continuing cycle driven by desire (samudaya: the origin of suffering). 3. Letting go of desire is the way to end suffering
(nirodha: putting an end to suffering). 4. Following the Noble
Eightfold Path is the way to end suffering (magga: righteous
living).
The Noble Eightfold Path is: right view, right intention,
right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right
effort, right mindfulness, right concentration. The 8 have 3
basic categories: wisdom (prajña): right view & intention;
ethical conduct (śīla): right speech, action, and livelihood;
concentration (samādhi): right effort, mindfulness, and concentration.
The Path walks the line between self-indulgence and selfmortification. Pursuing the Path is a holistic exercise. When
all are perfected through practice, then one attains enlightenment.
Buddhist morality is based on the notion of the equality of all;
respect is to be paid to all living beings. ~ Allan Menzies
The cycle of birth and death are driven by ignorance, desire, and hatred. Rebirth is beginningless and ongoing; its aspect determined by the moral quality of a person's thoughts
and actions (karma). Buddhism generally ignores rebirth of
animals other than humans, even as animal reincarnation
figures into Buddhist cosmology.
Traditional Buddhism conceived of the world as flat, with
4 continents, one of them Jambudvīpa, where humans
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dwelled. Jambudvīpa quite obviously was intended as India.
Buddhists divide Jambudvīpa into 6 desire realms
(Kāmadhātu), with various inhabitants: hell beings, hungry
ghosts (pretas), animals, humans, demigods (asuras), and
gods (devas, literally "shining beings").
Buddhism provides for several hells with various degrees
of torment, for various acts deserving karmic retribution.
There are, for example, different hells for animal killers and
torturers.
Preta – hungry ghosts – have been reborn into an existence of ceaseless hunger. These disembodied spirits came to
be from greed in a former existence.
The animal realm is for all animals, which signifies that
non-human animals that can experience suffering. The Buddhist status of plants, fungi, and microbes is uncertain.*
Buddhists believe that humans who have lived a life of
willful ignorance or misconception may be reborn as (other,
presumably lesser) animals. But other acts can turn one into
an animal on the next go-round. The sensual sort may have
no resort but to be born as a dove, goose, or rhino: species
which Buddhists believe are particularly passionate in nature. Conceited folk become dogs or donkeys, while the envious take a turn at being a monkey. The selfish return as cats,
wolves, or bears.
While in Buddhist doctrine a human has the possibility
of release, this world is worse than any hell, with 11 kinds of
pain: lust, hatred, illusion, sickness, worry, grief, lamentation, anguish, melancholy, decay, and death. Pain has a specific karmic source.
Asuras are creatures said to have been thrown out of the
heavenly realm for various infractions. They possess unsavory traits, including pride, jealousy, hotheadedness, and
belligerence. Asuras live a passionate existence, bickering
and fighting with each other and the higher gods (devas).

* Buddhism is typical of theistic religions, and almost all schools of
philosophy and science, in placing humanity on a pedestal above
other animals – essentially ignoring that humans are animals.
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Buddhist literature abounds with descriptions of various
heavens, where various pleasures are available, and can be
enjoyed with the senses.
Buddhists do not recognize an ultimate barrier between
transposition of humans and devas. The Hindu pantheon of
gods is considered by the Buddhists as mythological creatures, representative of different senses of reality or states of
being. Like humans, devas are sentient, and move in the endless cycle of samsāra.
Karmic consequence requires intention. Unintentional
acts, and errors, bear no karmic fruit. The outcome is not karmic, only its intention. Motive is all that matters.

Buddhism readily spread over many lands because it was
so simple, its essence so moral and so broadly humanistic.
Like other faiths which became far-flung, Buddhism assumed different forms, with various elaborations.
While all Buddhist traditions embrace rebirth (reincarnation), the belief is not straightforward. Hinduism and Jainism (an offspring of Hinduism, as is Buddhism) posit a
lasting soul (jīva) recycled through rebirth.
The Hindu belief is of an eternal, undying self (ātman).
Transmigration of soul (samsāra) is a core Hindu belief.
While subscribing to samsāra, Buddhism rejects an absolute self. The Buddhist belief is that there is no self. This
counterintuitive notion is at the heart of Buddhism and differentiates it from other religions.
The cycle of rebirth (samsāra) is forever in flux, and so
there can be no persistent individual soul. Yet karma is the
engine that turns the wheel of samsāra. That presents a conundrum. How is karma carried on?
Various schools posit various answers. One is that there
is a link between the last moment before death and the next
of a new birth. This necessitates a transference of character,
or karmic disposition, which brings up that causality is not
simply cause and effect. Causality is explicated by 12 conditioned and conditional links (nidāna), based upon dependentarising origination (pratītyasamutpāda).
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All phenomena, including a being and its surrounding
world, arise out of an interdependent network of conditions.
A "self" is not an independent entity, but rather a manifestation of a complex of causes and circumstances which are continually in flux.
One cannot comprehend reality without appreciation of
the interrelatedness of everything. Vipassanā is seeing reality as it really is. By this, one can attain nirvāna, having "the
unconditioned mind" (asankhata).
The meaning of nirvāna is elusive. The word literally
means "extinguishing," and is the same word used for putting
out a fire. Etymological derivation is from va (wind) and nir,
a negating modifier.
Legend is that Buddha refused to clarify nirvāna, maintaining a "noble silence." On one aspect, Buddha was clear:
its attainment brings ultimate bliss (parama sukha). Otherwise, nirvāna is beyond conception to one not having
achieved it.
The 12 causal links (nidāna) are: 1) ignorance of dependent-arising origination, which conditions 2) karmic formations arising from 3) consciousness, which spawns 4) body
and mind having 5) 6 senses, the gateway to 6) sensory contacts that create 7) feelings leading to 8) attachments, which
inspire 9) grasping, which gives rise to 10) becoming, which
culminates in 11) birth, from which follows 12) aging and
death. And so the cycle begins again, of rebirth infused by
karma. Rebirth is a reconfiguration of causality propelled by
past karmic impulses.

Ordinary Buddhists hold little hope to sock the suffering
hard enough to break the rebirth cycle. Instead, they work at
cleaning karma as a means for jockeying into a better position next round. Various methods for ensuring a wholesome
rebirth developed, including (in Chinese and Southeast Asian
Buddhism) karmic bribing in the form of "spirit money" to the
postmortem bureaucrats manning the karmic wheel.
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Japanese and Tibetan Buddhism place their bets on
mindfulness at the time of death, with rituals by relatives to
guide and guarantee a positive turnover. In other words, a
good death gets a good rebirth.
According to Buddhist creed, Siddhartha was not the first
buddha, nor the last. In one sermon, Buddha told the biographies of 6 buddhas of antiquity.
There is supposedly only 1 living buddha in the world at
a time. Only considerable intricacy of dependent-arising origination could guarantee such a result. By contrast, there are
many bodhisattvas: humans on the threshold of buddha-like
enlightenment.
In Buddhist cosmology there are countless universes like
the one in which we exist, in various degrees of purity, with
buddhas aplenty to nudge the process of enlightenment. Existence is eternal, with no beginning nor end. The lifespan of
a universe is 432 billion years, a mahakalpa. Yet the core of
the cosmos is not an undying spirit, and the universe is ultimately not of substance, but of impermanence (anicca, or, in
Sanskrit, anitya) and insubstantiality.
Unlike Christianity, flashy miracles have no place in
Buddhism. Buddha called "the miracle of instruction" – to
help people gain realization, and so put an end to suffering –
the only miracle fit to practice. Vulgar exhibitions of supernatural power are belittled as pretense, not a sign of enlightenment. Buddha would not have approved of Jesus' reputed
preternatural stunts, such as resurrection or walking
through doors.
In a nutshell, Buddhist creed is an intricate, counterintuitive belief system, with built-in contradictions about the fundamentals of existence. Buddhism's inherent inscrutability
explains the Zen use of koan: a facilely self-contradictory
question or statement that is beyond the grasp of logical reason, and accessible only through intuition. Regardless of denomination, the proper practice of Buddhism is arduous.
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 Christianity 
Heaven holds a place for those pray. ~ American musician
Paul Simon in the song "Mrs. Robinson" (1968)

No religion is such an exaggerated exercise in hero worship as Christianity. The bedrock of Christianity is worshiping Jesus Christ as the Messiah, Son of God: a unique selfproclaimed revelation of God to the human race.

The Jews in Israel at the time of Jesus' coming were an
oppressed people, resenting Roman rule under King Herod.
They had long hoped for a savior: a "messiah" who would liberate them. Expectations varied. Some saw the Messiah in
spiritual terms, but the popular hope was for a political liberator.
There were occasional messianic movements before Jesus, centered on popular leaders. Galilee was a fertile ground
for such movements.
 Herod 

Herod was a client king of the Roman provinces of Judea,
Galilee, and Samaria. Herod's ascent to King of Israel ("King
of the Jews") came from a last-moment switch in support
from Anthony to Octavian.

The Roman civil wars (133 BCE–31 BCE) transformed Rome
from an unstable republic into a monarchy, first ruled by Julius Caesar, who sought reforms to unify the empire and end
the chaos that the republic had descended into.
Brutus and Cassius led a conspiracy of ~60 men that
butchered Caesar on the Senate floor in 44 BCE, the date of
which became known as the Ides of March. They in turn were
defeated by Anthony and Octavian 2 years later. The showdown between those two, at the Battle of Actium in 31 BCE,
resulted in Octavian's unrivaled victory. Octavian became
Emperor Augustus.
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Herod was a psychopathic madman, brutal and paranoid.
He executed several family members, including his wife Mariamne.
Herod used the huge profits from trade and the crushing
taxes he extracted from his subjects for magnificent building
projects. In one incredible engineering feat, Herod built an
artificial mountain, at Herodium, and then put a huge palace
on top of it. That was Herod's idea of a jobs program.


The New Testament



I warn everyone who hears the words of the prophecy of this
book: if anyone adds to them, God will add to that person the
plagues described in this book. ~ Revelation 22:18, The Bible

Hard evidence about Jesus of Nazareth is hard to come
by. Though reputedly literate, Jesus left no writings of his
own.
The New Testament is an anthology, written in Greek, 4
to 7 decades after Jesus died and supposedly came back for a
last hurrah. As those gospels were written in a language that
the attributed authors did not even know, authenticity is beyond dispute: there is none. The 4 gospels in the New Testament of The Bible – Mark, Matthew, Luke, and John – were
simply not written by the men to whom they are attributed.
The gospel of Mark was written first, 40 years on after
Jesus' death. Matthew and Luke were not written for another
decade, and the gospel of John came a decade or 2 later, 70
years after Jesus' passing.
The books reflect revisionist history. Being first up, Mark
is the least varnished, and probably the most reliable relater
of events, as far as that goes.
The 4 gospels chronicle Jesus' life to a rather wild variance. The last, John, is especially gushing in awe of a miracle
messiah; though this gospel offers little spiritual guidance.
Incongruities abound. Consider first Jesus' birthplace.
The Hebrew Bible predicted a Messiah descended from King
David, and like David, born in Bethlehem.
Mark never addresses how a Nazareth native would have
been born some 80 miles south: a very long donkey ride for a
pregnant woman. Luke gives the implausible account that
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Jesus' parent went to Bethlehem for a census. Matthew's version is that Jesus' parents just lived in Bethlehem, ignoring
that Jesus was "of Nazareth."
At the other end of the timeline, Jesus' attitude about his
death varies widely. The supposed Son of God, doomed to
death as a prelude to a phoenix-like revival, would certainly
take his fate in stride. Yet Mark quotes Christ as crying out
his last words: "my God, my God, why have you forsaken me?"
[Mark 15:34]: not exactly the utterances of a man in on the
plan.
By Luke's account, a good decade or more after Mark, Jesus is reconciled: "Father, into your hands I commend my
spirit." [Luke 23:46] According to John's chronicle, Jesus
simply said "it is finished" before giving up his earthly existence. [John 19:30]
The accounts of Jesus' miracles follow a similar trend in
tenor. In Mark, Jesus' miracles were often private. By John,
written decades after Mark, Jesus' miracles are spectacles,
and explicitly symbolic.
The letters of the apostle Paul of Tarsus, which biblical
scholars do attribute to being authored by Paul, were put into
the New Testament books Philippians and Romans. These
biblical chapters say almost nothing about Jesus' life, and little of his teachings. The book of Romans is a defense of Christianity: that salvation lies in believing in Christ's divinity.
Philippians too is a paean to faith. Philippians comes
from a letter written by Paul to the church at Philippi, one of
the earliest European churches. The relationship was one of
mutual admiration, which comes across in the letter.
Paul's writing is bizarre zealotry, to the point of ranting,
masochistic, nihilistic faith.
Beware of the dogs, beware of the evil workers, beware of
those who mutilate the flesh! For it is we who are the circumcision, who worship in the Spirit of God and boast in Christ Jesus
and have no confidence in the flesh – even though I, too, have
reason for confidence in the flesh.
If anyone else has reason to be confident in the flesh, I have
more: circumcised on the eighth day, a member of the people
of Israel, of the tribe of Benjamin, a Hebrew born of Hebrews;
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as to the law, a Pharisee; as to zeal, a persecutor of the church;
as to righteousness under the law, blameless.
Yet whatever gains I had, these I have come to regard as loss
because of Christ. More than that, I regard everything as loss
because of the surpassing value of knowing Christ Jesus my
Lord. For his sake I have suffered the loss of all things, and I
regard them as rubbish, in order that I may gain Christ and be
found in him, not having a righteousness of my own that comes
from the law, but one that comes through faith in Christ, the
righteousness from God based on faith. I want to know Christ
and the power of his resurrection and the sharing of his sufferings by becoming like him in his death, if somehow I may attain
the resurrection from the dead. ~ Philippians 3:4-11, The Bible


From ~110–200 CE, additional gospels were composed.
These were the Gnostic gospels, which cast a different light
upon the supposed savior and his followers. The Gospel of Judas, for example, cast Judas in a favorable light, not the betrayer other gospels portrayed.

Christianity burgeoned as a religion in the first 3 centuries following Jesus's life. Toward the end of the 1st century
the faith had spread throughout the Roman Empire.
During the first 2 centuries following Jesus's death there
was no formal church: local groups interpreted teachings in
a proliferation of different scriptures and beliefs.
Among this localized diversity ran 3 main currents. The
1st was formed mainly of Jews who were successors of the
early followers who had been closest to Jesus during his life.
To them, Jesus was a Messiah (anointed one), a fully human
representative of God.
The 2nd current was mostly those who had converted to
Christianity under the influence of Paul. Having persecuted
Christians before his dramatic conversion on the road to Damascus, Paul took the Messiah concept a radical step further
by claiming that Jesus was God's son, not just his emissary.
The central tenet of this faction was that God had sacrificed
his son to erase the sins of all who believed. Paul's followers
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became the dominant group in the early church, and so
shaped the evolution of Christianity for the next 2 millennia.
The 3rd, small stream of early Christians came to represent a threat to the orthodoxy that was emerging under
Paul's followers. These Gnostics believed that one could know
Jesus through a life devoted to inner transformation. Direct
knowledge of the divine – in Greek, gnosis – would deliver
salvation. Gnostics taught that all bear a flicker of divinity,
and that the spiritual journey was to reconnect with this divine knowledge. This holy spark was masked by the desires
of the flesh, which kept people in ignorance.
Gnostics believed that Jesus revealed the ultimate truth:
that the spirit, imprisoned in the body, had to return to unity
with divinity if salvation was to be achieved. Gnosticism was
Christianity influenced by the Buddhist concept of enlightenment.
Gnostics did not believe that Jesus was the Son of God.
Christ was instead a celestial being who had been introduced
into the body of Jesus; one of many emanations of the ultimate divinity in Heaven. For Gnostics, salvation was an intellectual act, consisting of receiving this revelation and
accepting it.
Irenaeus, a Gallic theologian, heartily attacked Gnosticism in his 180 CE book Against Heresies. His polemical work
laid the orthodoxies of nascent Christianity and marked the
beginning of concerted attack on the other factions of Christianity.
Over the next century and a half, the church coalesced
into a centralized organization: the Catholic Church. Around
367, Athanasius, Bishop of Alexandria, fixed the New Testament at the 37 books in place to this day. The Gnostic gospels
were excluded.


Jesus of Nazareth



Go into all the world and proclaim the good news to the
whole creation. The one who believes and is baptized will be
saved; but the one who does not believe will be condemned.
~ Jesus [Mark 16:15-16]
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Jesus was born within a few years before the death of
Herod the Great, king of Judea, who died in 4 BCE. Jesus
came from a respectable family.
Jesus was provincial: growing up in the town of Nazareth
and living his life in Galilee, the province where Nazareth
was situated. Galilee at the time was hick, half-pagan. Jesus'
thick northern accent alone would have got him noticed in
cosmopolitan Jerusalem.
The gospels' mythic story of being born in a manger to a
virgin, celebrated by angels and others in at infancy as the
promised savior, belies that virtually nothing is known of Jesus' life from birth until around the age of 30.
The gospels portray a Jesus that received a sound education in Old Testament scriptures, probably at a local synagogue school. But that does not fit with the fact that Jesus
was a carpenter by trade, and laborers were seldom keen on
academics.
Jesus' first-known public gig was at the behest of a respected relative, John "the Baptist." Jesus joined John's mission in the southern province of Judea and got himself
baptized in the River Jordan.
Jesus was impressed by John's large following. But before
he could start his own ministry, "the Spirit immediately
drove him out into the wilderness. He was in the wilderness
for 40 days, tempted by Satan; and he was with the wild
beasts; and the angels waited on him." [Mark 1:12-13]
Jesus heard of John's arrest. Herod imprisoned John for
denouncing Herod's marriage to Mariamne, a teenaged niece
to Antigonus, a man of power in Rome.
Herod's marital currying-of-favor was complicated by the
fact that he was already married. After marrying Mariamne,
Herod had his 1st wife, Doris, and his 3-year-old son, Antipater II, banished. After Maiamne's death, Herod recalled Antipater II, and made him 1st heir in his will. Years later,
Antipater II was executed for murdering Herod.
Having had enough of hanging out with Satan, and weary
of the angelic service available in the wilderness, Jesus
moved back to Galilee after John was imprisoned. Certainly,
John's departure from the scene was a convenient opportunity for an aspiring messiah.
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Jesus' initial hometown reception, in Nazareth, was one
of "unbelief." [Mark 6:6] Nazareth at the time may have had
300 or so residents. Most would have known him personally,
and more than a few would have been kin.
The report in Mark of Jesus' return to Nazareth was that
he was unable to demonstrate any miracles commensurate
with his self-acclaimed power: "he could do no deed of power
there." [Mark 6:5] So "he went about among the villages teaching." [Mark 6:6]
Like other Jewish preachers at the time, Jesus consolidated his ministry by gathering a group of disciples, of whom
he demanded an absolute commitment to the ideals he
preached. They were an odd bunch. Jesus was outrageously
unorthodox in his egalitarianism: he welcomed non-Jews as
followers, including a Syrian woman. Jesus was married to
Mary Magdalene, and had women disciples, at a time when
women as disciples was more than irregular.
Following the ministerial pyramid scheme common at the
time, Jesus' disciples were trained and went out on their own
preaching and healing missions. Jesus taught his disciples to
see themselves as special, to set themselves as apart from
others, and, of course, proselytize new converts to belief in
Jesus. A core group of 12 disciples were Jesus' constant companions.
Jesus' enthusiastic followers came to see him as a political savior, hoping that he would lead them in rebellion
against Rome. But Jesus made plain that his idea of salvation was spiritual, not political. This disappointed those who
hoped that Jesus would be a militant messiah. His popular
following dwindled.
Though he stayed on as a disciple, Judas became disillusioned enough to betray his chosen master for 30 pieces of
silver. Jesus was generally an enigma even to his disciples.
Jesus reportedly foretold his death to his disciples, with
the expectation that they would be the locus of a new community dedicated to his teachings.
Jesus' teachings, popularity, and unorthodoxy earned
him opposition from the local religious establishment, where
he was increasingly seen as a threat. Jesus made no secret of
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his contempt for affluence: giving up a secure livelihood as a
tradesman to live off the beneficence of others. Jesus' contempt for materialism by itself made the religious establishment uncomfortable.
Jesus' sermons often told stories of the striving and downtrodden, the very people he preached to. These were parables
to love and justice, hard to come by in life but to be had unto
death. Any believer, no matter how low, could enter Heaven:
a very appealing message to his audience.
With his egalitarian stance, Jesus appeared to follow in
Buddha's footsteps as a radical of his time. Jesus' famous
story of a good Samaritan was made at the expense of respectable Jewish clerics. Those clerics weren't the ones that
Jesus was living off of or trying to attract as followers.
Jesus' take on religious issues was also heretical. He was
no stickler for the observance of the Sabbath, declaring that
ritual purification mattered less than purity of heart.
Jesus reinterpreted Old Testament law: away from mere
rule-keeping to a more disciplined lifestyle that fit his creed.
Jesus confidently declared his understanding of the will of
God in a way that cut through centuries of tradition, putting
him at odds with the major sects at the time, most notably
the Pharisees and upper-class Sadducees who ran the major
temples. This squares with a man dedicated to blazing his
own path using the strategy of polarization.
I have not come to bring peace, but the sword. ~ Jesus [Matthew 10:34]

After honing his skills with a shamanistic ministry of
healing and exorcism of evil spirits, Jesus proceeded to put a
new coat of paint on an old trick: apocalypse now.
500 years earlier, the 8th-century BCE prophet Isaiah reputedly beseeched the people of Israel to turn back to Yahweh or suffer dire consequences (which never occurred).
The land will be completely laid waste and totally plundered.
The Lord has spoken this word. ~ Isiah [Isaiah 24:3]
Like Isaiah, Jesus made apocalyptic predictions which
did not come to pass. Jesus taught that the Jewish nation
was ripe for God's judgment, even predicting the destruction
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of a local Jewish temple, which continued to stand despite
Jesus' ill will.
Jesus said that very soon the day of salvation would arrive, when good would triumph over evil; hence the Bible
books as "gospel," as in "glad tidings." In Galilee, Jesus proclaimed the good news of God's impending arrival, saying:
"The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God has come near;
repent, and believe in the good news." [Mark 1:14-15] In Mark,
"the kingdom of God" was imminent.
Truly I tell you, there are some standing here who will not
taste death until they see that the kingdom of God has come
with power. ~ Jesus [Mark 9:1]
By the time the book of Luke was written, "the kingdom
of God" had become metaphysical, not tangible. Asked by the
Pharisees when the kingdom of God was coming, Jesus replied, "The kingdom of God is not coming with things that
can be observed; nor will they say, 'Look, here it is!' or 'There
it is!' For, in fact, the kingdom of God is among you." [Luke
17:20-21]

After months in the hinterlands, Jesus entered Jerusalem in time for the Passover festival that would be his last.
Jesus' reputation preceded him, and he was enthusiastically
welcomed by the crowds, who expected him to declare himself
their leader. Instead, Jesus harangued the religious authorities but showed no inclination to the political revolt that his
followers longed for.
As a supposed symbolic gesture, Jesus – angry at business-as-usual – "purified" a Jerusalem temple during Passover by violently expelling the traders who exchanged
currency and plied their goods in the temple market. The
market was supported by the priests there, both to increase
traffic to the temple and for their cut of the take. Violence
begets violence, as Jesus would soon learn.
One is reasonably left wondering whether Jesus set himself up as a martyr. Surely, he knew he would disappoint his
larger following by not grasping the brass knuckles of political revolt. His own disciples were shaky about Jesus' mission,
as events would soon prove.
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With an assist from one of his disciples, Jesus was arrested and found guilty of blasphemy for declaring himself
the Son of God. But for his death sentence to be legally carried out, a Roman conviction was necessary. The final irony
of Jesus' life story was that he was found guilty of sedition,
even as he had forfeited popular following by refusing to be a
political revolutionary.
The slow-killing torture of crucifixion was reserved for
low-class criminals. It was a final humiliation to be hung naked in public.
Many lasted days on the cross before expiring, though
breaking the legs hastens the process: one dies of suffocation
while crucified when one can no longer support one's weight.
Jesus only hung for 6 hours before being taken down for dead,
and, because of his hasty retreat from breathing, his legs
were never broken.*
Those crucified were generally left to rot. According to
Jewish beliefs, proper burial was a prerequisite for a successful afterlife.
A well-to-do follower had Jesus entombed. There is no
mention in the Bible as to whether this was prearranged.
Jesus' tomb was found empty 2 days after his placement
there. This was not nearly the shock as a resurrected Jesus
coming around for visits: one-on-one and group meetings
with disciples.
Jesus' spontaneous appearances reputedly went on for a
few weeks. Though he appeared alive and real, Jesus would
appear and disappear suddenly, no longer bound by the corporeal constraint of using the door to get in or out of the room.

Jesus was both the messenger and the message. Only after his resurrection did Jesus' message come across: that he
was Christ, Lord, and Savior. This took considerable haranguing from the Messiah himself, back from the dead to

* Contrary to common depiction, Jesus was not nailed to the cross:
he was bound by rope, as was common. Further, Jesus did not
carry the cross: the cross was already in place.
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drive the point home. According to Jesus, he himself was the
object of worship.
During his life, Jesus' teachings were very much of his
time, reflecting the Jews' predicament. This was a surefire
rhetorical formula. Socially, Jesus' teachings were profoundly communistic: a sense of shared family with those of
the faith, where materialism and social standing took a
backseat to righteousness.
Politically, Jesus made no attempt to reconcile with the
religious establishment. Jesus' approach was consistently
confrontational, and, in the famous temple-cleansing incident, violent. This was not the thoughtless act of an impetuous youth finding his way. This was the Messiah in his prime
(though his prime was only a very few years).
In the most reliable account of Jesus – the book of Mark
– "love" is mentioned twice, in only 1 passage. Asked by a
scribe the most important commandment, Jesus answered:
"You shall love the Lord your God," [Mark 12:29-30] and "You
shall love your neighbor as yourself." [Mark 12:31]
Loving your neighbor makes for local social harmony.
Loving all of humanity is an extrapolation that Jesus never
made.
Mark makes no mention that God loves you. Instead:
If any of you put a stumbling-block before one of these little
ones who believe in me, it would be better for you if a great
millstone were hung around your neck and you were thrown
into the sea. ~ Mark 9:42, The Bible
Hell is for unbelievers. "Get on board or be damned" was
Jesus' message.*
Jesus was thoroughly Islamic in teaching jihad against
those who do not believe as you do. His violent disrespect of
the establishment was an overriding message. Yet the Old
Testament of the Bible contradictorily records:
Obey your leaders and submit to them, for they are keeping
watch over your souls and will give an account. ~ Hebrews
13:17, The Bible
* The notion of being morally judged in the afterlife for one's life on
Earth stared with 5th-century-BCE Greeks.
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When the psychic message supposedly came in, impending death troubled Jesus, who prayed in a garden in Gethsemane that such a fate might pass him by.
He took with him Peter and James and John, and began to be
distressed and agitated. And he said to them, 'I am deeply
grieved, even to death; remain here, and keep awake.' And going a little farther, he threw himself on the ground and prayed
that, if it were possible, the hour might pass from him. He said,
'Abba, Father, for you all things are possible; remove this cup
from me; yet, not what I want, but what you want.' ~ Mark
14:33-36, The Bible
Not exactly a profile in courage from the Son of God, nor
even of a man in on the plan. If he was not setting himself
up, Jesus' failure to recognize the political implications of his
positions and actions shows a remarkable cluelessness, amplified in time by his legacy.
Jesus' own violent death was karmic: what goes around
comes around. There is no record that Jesus even realized
those implications after his resurrection. Non-violence
simply was not in Jesus' lexicon. Instead, he came back from
the dead to scold his disciples for disbelief of his standing as
the Messiah, capable of bodily resurrection.
Later he appeared to the eleven themselves as they were sitting at the table; and he upbraided them for their lack of faith
and stubbornness, because they had not believed those who
saw him after he had risen. ~ Mark 16:14, The Bible
Not exactly compassion in action, not to mention a strong
statement about the ineffectiveness of his teachings: that his
closest disciples hardly believed in him.
Jesus' popularity stemmed from his power as a healer,
and the vested hope that he would be a savior to his people.
As a savior of any sort in his own time, Jesus utterly failed.
In his life, Jesus was believed by few as the Messiah he
claimed to be. Instead, Jesus confused many, including his
closest disciples.
The idea that Jesus was a savior is nonsense. His basic
message, that those who believe will be saved, and all others
condemned, was vitriolic: a veiled call to violence, and spiritually bankrupt.
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These signs will accompany those who believe: by using my
name they will cast out demons; they will speak in new tongues;
they will pick up snakes in their hands, and if they drink any
deadly thing, it will not hurt them; they will lay their hands on
the sick, and they will recover. ~ Mark 16:16-17, The Bible

The above goes beyond bad advice to being positively psychotic, raising the serious question, to those of rational bent,
of how much stock to put in a messianic dead guy who set
himself up to be killed after being betrayed and disavowed by
his own disciples.
One possible rebuttal to selective citation of the New Testament is that Jesus' message has been distorted. That rebuttal argument simply points to the shambles that Jesus
left behind: no writings of his own, and or even his disciples,
except Paul's deranged letters of vacuous and sometimes surreal faith.
Buddha did not bother to write either. But oral tradition
served his legacy well. The same cannot be said of Jesus.
Miracles may be lovely things, but the man behind them
– impulsively given to emotional outburst – behaved in a narcissistic, monomaniacal manner. Jesus of Nazareth was not
a role model for anyone spiritually inclined.

Whatever personal foibles Jesus possessed, his presence
in Western history has been overwhelming. For over a century after his death, such notoriety was in no way assured.
Persecution was the lesser of the dangers facing early
Christians. The greater threat was obscurity. Christianity
might have been relegated to cult status, like many other
sects in the Roman Empire; and like them, end up engulfed
in the morass of mystical ancient religions.
Cult religions with impressive rituals were very popular.
Some offered astrology, and even magic. Coming back from
the dead was not the only impressive parlor trick in town.
Christianity was saved from oblivion by a handful of vital
proselytizers in the first 2 centuries of its existence. Their
approach was, above all, intellectual.
One of the pilots who steered emerging Christian theology through the shoals of the times was Greek theologian
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Clement of Alexandria, a Christian Platonist who taught the
reasonableness of God's truths in a way that attracted men
steeped in Stoicism. It was savvy marketing. Thus, Christianity separated itself from the cult pack, not through Jesus'
supposed miracles, but by enfolding it within Hellenistic tradition while providing a spiritual vigor that was appealing to
people living in an empire in decline owing to moral vacuity
(among other factors).


Christian Beliefs



Many have made a trade of delusions and false miracles,
deceiving the stupid multitude. ~ Leonardo da Vinci

 The words of the Bible are God's words. To disbelieve or
disobey them is to disbelieve or disobey God himself.
 God is omnipresent, omniscient, and omnipotent. God
created the universe. God is eternal. God is perfect. God
can do no wrong. God is good, wise, loving, just, jealous
(of not worshiping him), wills what he wants, and is
wrathful toward sin.
 God does not need you to pray to him for what you want.
He already knows. God wants you to pray to increase your
dependence upon him. Praying is an expression of trust,
a trust that he will hear and answer prayers to him.
 There are angels and demons. Satan is the head of the
demons. Demons are in God's control. Though little discussed, demons' apparent reason for existence is to increase dependence upon God.
 God has 3 manifestations, known as the Holy Trinity: as
himself (Father), Christ (Son), and the Holy Spirit (Holy
Ghost). There is only 1 God.
 Satan himself can be resisted through belief in the power
of the Holy Trinity. Christ's "work" on the cross is the ultimate basis for power over demons. When Jesus sent his
12 disciples to preach the kingdom of God, he gave them
power and authority over all demons. [Luke 9:1]
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 Man was created in God's image, for God's glory.*
 Man is to "fill the Earth." [Genesis 1:28] Man has "dominion
over... every living thing that moves on the Earth." [id]
 The original sin came from temptation to eat a forbidden
fruit, with man (Adam) tempted by woman (Eve).
 The penalty for sin is death.
 All humans are sinners except one: Jesus was human, but
without sin. [Romans 3:23, 5:12]
 Jesus sacrificed himself so that sinners may atone by believing in him and following his teachings. Jesus' resurrection ensured that sinners could be raised to salvation.
 Passages in the New Testament affirm predestination
(election): that God has ordained beforehand those who
would be saved.† [Ephesians 1:5, Proverbs 16:4, Romans 8:29]
 One answers the call of God by faith. Repentance and
faith change an individual's heart. One becomes righteous through abiding faith. Sins are forgiven. [Acts 3:19,
Luke 13:3, Proverbs 28:13, Romans 2:4, 1 John 1:9]

 Believers in Christ are the children of God and enjoy the
benefits of adoption into the blessed family. The Holy
Spirit takes up residence within chosen ones.
 When Christians die, their souls go immediately into
God's presence in Heaven. Redemption of the body awaits
Christ's return. There is a lot of good food, wine, and music in Heaven. [John 14:2, 1 Timothy 6:17-19, Revelation 21:2125]

* No word on whose image women were made in.
† This controversial doctrine is presented as an expression of God's
benevolence. But election does not mean that choices are without
consequence. This little loophole leaves open the prospect that
people may have free will. Predestination supposedly spotlights
that God is fair, though the logic behind this is inscrutable. It also
brings into question that God wants everyone to be saved. This
doctrinal paradox as the source of much confusion and controversy.
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 Conversely, non-believers face eternal punishment in
Hell.*
 Christ will defeat Satan, return to Earth as the victorious
king, and reign forever. [Revelation 21-22]
 There will be a "final judgment," with God considering
every person's heart. Because there will be a final judgment, Christians should not practice vengeance themselves, but "leave it to the wrath of God." [Romans 12:19]
Woe to "the great whore who corrupted the Earth with
her fornication."† [Revelation 19:2]

Christianity's popularity has always been explained by
its intrinsically malleable message. Like courts with contradictory precedents, having inconsistent passages in The Bible
gives a lot of room for ministers to maneuver.
A fixation on faith in salvation from an angry savior is a
surefire formula for the self-righteousness that permeates
devout Christians, and which Jesus himself practically dictated. It does put steam in one's stride. And how eternally
convenient: a divine Messiah who can save your soul by nothing more than fervent belief that He can save your soul.
Whereas Buddhists toil to break circular time, Christians
blithely embrace circular logic.


Satan



There are two great forces, God's force of good and the Devil's force of evil, and I believe Satan is alive and he is working,

* There are over 162 references in the New Testament that warn of
Hell. Over 70 are attributed to Jesus. See: Psalms 9:17 & 145:20;
Daniel 12:2-3; Acts 2:29-31; Matthew 5:22, 10:28, 13:41-42, & 25; Mark
9:43; Luke 12:5, 16-31; John 5:28; Romans 6:23; Peter 2:4; 2 Thessalonians 1:9; Jude 1:7; Revelation 14:11, 19:20, 20:10-15, 21:8.
† This sort of passage really makes one wonder whose image women
were made in, not to mention the ugly misogyny inherent in the
Christian creed.
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and he is working harder than ever, and we have many mysteries that we don't understand. ~ American Christian evangelist
Billy Graham

Shadow lurks beyond the reach of light. For God to truly
shine there must be a force of darkness.
In Genesis, a serpent offers temptation in the garden of
Eden. Being the weaker sex, Eve took the bait, of which then
Adam did partake. So began the descent of man.
The serpent who tempted Eve is strongly associated with
Satan, but many theologians think that the composition of
Genesis predates the idea of the Devil. The serpent is simply
a manifestation of evil.
Satan had only a bit part in the Old Testament: not as an
opponent of God, but rather as an adversary, as exemplified
in the book of Job. Passages alluding to Lucifer's fall can be
found in the books Isaiah and Ezekiel.
In but a few books of the New Testament is Satan given
the briefest mention. More often there are only allusions to a
dark force. "The ancient serpent called the Devil and Satan,
who deceives the whole world," rears up in Revelations [12:9]
for a flyby as the evil force that is foe to all those that fear
God and love Jesus.
Satan supposedly started as a cherub: one of God's most
powerful angels. At some point – eternal Heaven not known
for its timekeeping – Satan got uppity and rebelled against
God. The book of Job suggests that Satan went bad between
the creation of Earth and the turning of mud into Adam (and
Eve's fabrication from Adam's rib).
Satan must have been devilishly persuasive, as he rallied
1/3rd of the angels to his cause.
An apology for the Devil – it must be remembered that we
have only heard one side of the case. God has written all the
books. ~ Samuel Butler
The rebels – the Devil and his demons – were cast out.
Eternally trendy, they moved to Hell well before humans
torched this paradise planet.
The descent of the Devil in scripture started with the Vulgate, a 4th-century translation of The Bible into Latin. There
Satan is transcribed into both the Old and New Testaments.
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Beginning in the 5th century, interpreters began to apply the
Vulgate denotation of Lucifer as being the ultimate agent behind all unearthly malice.
4th-century Augustine of Hippo took demons seriously.
He wrote that demons had winged bodies endowed with
"keenness of perception and speed of movement" which allowed them to foretell the future and perform miraculous
acts.* Such prowess, Augustine observed, led some "to serve
the demons and to render them divine honors."
Augustine inspired medieval stories of selling one's soul
to Satan in return for certain powers. The most famous is the
1592 stage play by English playwright Christopher Marlowe
which birthed the common phrase: Faustian bargain.
The graphic depiction of the Devil also evolved. A 6th-century mosaic shows the Last Judgment, where Satan appears
as an ethereal blue angel. In the centuries that followed, Lucifer gained animalistic traits that trace back to earlier religions.
Ancient Babylonian texts describe wicked demons called
Lilitu: winged females which flew through the night, seducing men and attacking pregnant women and infants. In the
Hebrew tradition this demoness became Lilith, Adam's first
wife. Lilith came to embody lust and other ungodly traits
later linked to the Devil.
Beelzebub – "Lord of the Flies" – began as a
Philistine or Canaanite god. The Philistines
(Phoenicians in actuality) were a people in conflict with the ancient Hebrews, and so were cast
as evil beings. Beelzebub is sometimes attributed to the Canaanites, which was a Hebrew ethnic catchall for people to
be exterminated.† (The later Christian ideal of compassion
was an alien concept to the hard-pressed ancient Hebrews.)

* Augustine's description of demons was later developed in the concocting of the vampire Dracula.
† Canaan was a Semitic-speaking region in the Levant during the
2nd millennium BCE. Canaanite is an endonym for the people of
that region. In Old Testament usage Canaanite meant non-Hebrew.
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Cultural attribution aside, Beelzebub was named in the Old
Testament (2 Kings) as a false idol that Hebrews must shun.
Classical influences also played a role in the crafting of
the Christian Devil. As Christianity took root in the Roman
world, early worshipers rejected the pagan gods as evil spirits. Pan – half goat, half man – was a lusty god of Nature with
carnal appetites which made him easily despicable to Godfearing and sexually-repressed Christians. Pan's horns and
cloven hooves became graphically synonymous with sin in
the images medieval artists made of Satan. Augustine's account of the Devil granted him wings (depicted as bat-like,
naturally).
The Devil was pervasive during the Middle Ages, responsible for all manner of misfortune and illness. Mental illness
in particular was seen as demonic possession.
It was believed the Jesus had exorcised demons; a nasty
task taken on by medieval priests in his name. Manuals were
written on the proper practice of exorcism during the Middle
Ages.
The medieval representation of Hell grows out of the core
Christian belief that Jesus Christ will return to Earth and
humanity will be judged: the Last Judgment. Those who are
saved will ascend to Heaven. The undeserving remainder will
be ushered to Hell, which is ruled by Satan and overseen by
his army of demons. There the damned face an eternity of
torment. In the meantime – before the Last Judgment – souls
are judged, and their eternities decided when they shuffle off
the mortal coil.
The Scientific Revolution scoured at Satan, but the Devil
did not utterly succumb; believers hung onto the Devil as a
wicked counterweight to God's goodness.
Times change. Whereas all Christians believe in God, Satan is a sour sell nowadays. Only evangelicals think the Devil
is real, though most Christians still believe that a person can
come under the influence of spiritual forces, such as demons
or evil spirits.
Angels are a much different confection. Most Americans
believe in angelic spirits: 97% of evangelical Christians do.
Unsurprisingly, belief in angels drops as education level
rises.
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Temptation is the Devil looking through the keyhole. Yielding is opening the door and inviting him in. ~ American evangelical Christian preacher Billy Sunday


Christianity's Significance



The Bible is one of the greatest blessings bestowed by God
on the children of men. ~ John Locke

The effect of Christianity on the Western worldview has
been incalculably profound. With rare exception, Enlightenment thinkers and nascent scientists were believers in the
Judeo-Christian God. The Creator's design was presumed to
be a rational one, subject to universal laws.
This most beautiful system of the Sun, planets, and comets,
could only proceed from the counsel and dominion of an intelligent and powerful Being. ~ English physicist and natural philosopher Isaac Newton
In wholeheartedly embracing skepticism of religion, Darwin was a notable outlier.
The Old Testament, from its manifestly false history of the
world, and from its attributing to God the feelings of a revengeful tyrant, is no more to be trusted than the sacred books of the
Hindoos, or the beliefs of any barbarian. ~ Charles Darwin in
1839*

Let man have dominion over all the Earth. ~ Genesis 1:26,
The Bible

By placing mankind on a pedestal – the only life to possess an eternal soul – Christianity reduced man's perception
of Nature to mechanical resources subject to harvest. Though
there is no shortage of ignorance to be had with foolish faith
in the Holy Trinity, this exhortation to exploit Nature is one
of Christianity's evilest teachings.

* Darwin's heathenism may account for Christian umbrage at his
speculation of evolution. If instead Newton had proposed evolution, it may have found a more receptive audience among believers.
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The Creator of the universe has appointed to every thing a
certain use and purpose, and determined it to a settled course
and sphere of action, from which, if it in the least deviates, it
becomes unfit to answer those ends for which it was designed.
~ English newspaper The Spectator in 1712, expressing a commonly held view

 Religion & Cognition 
Religious belief acts as a mental swaddle: offering the
comfort of certitude in an often-uncertain world. Religion
provides a sure moral compass, however errant its holder
may be. Threats of damnation aside, religion is a conceptual
sunshine that keeps one out of the shadow of doubt.
Emotional resonance helps religious people to feel more certain. The more moral correctness they see in something, the
more it affirms their thinking. In contrast, moral concerns make
nonreligious people feel less certain. ~ American psychologist
Anthony Jack
Retaining one's religion may require shunning facts to
the contrary if they cannot be somehow twisted and slotted
into the belief system. Religiosity is antithetical to openminded analytic reasoning. The more dogmatic someone is,
the less likely that person is to consider alternative perspectives. Beyond base cunning, religion is stultifying.
Religious individuals may cling to certain beliefs, especially
those which seem at odds with analytic reasoning, because
those beliefs resonate with their moral sentiments. ~ American
psychologist Jared Friedman

While religiousness is characterized by devotion to a specific
tradition, set of principles, or code of conduct, spirituality is associated with the direct experience of self-transcendence and
the feeling that we're all connected. ~ Canadian psychologist
Jacob Hirsh

Whereas religious people tend to have more pro-social intentions, spiritual people feel more connected to others.
There is a distinction between wanting to be part of a group
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and feeling a universality in the human condition. These divergent senses have a political cast.
There's great overlap between religious beliefs and political
orientations. Religious individuals tend to be more conservative
and spiritual people tend to be more liberal. ~ Canadian psychologist Jordan Peterson
Fear is the fuel that powers a person to believe. As such,
it is unsurprising that religiousness and conservatism are
hand-in-glove. By contrast, spiritual people and liberals alike
think that people must have the freedom to take their own
path. Whereas conformity is a positive value to conservatives
and religious believers, it is incidental in adjudging others to
liberals and the spiritually inclined.

 Religion & Morality 
God works in mysterious ways. ~ common religious expression, emanating from a 1779 poem by English poet William
Cowper

Fate can be a bitter pill. Religion sugar coats it with an
avenue of appeal. But God is odd. Philosophical believers
have often pondered evil acts which escape his omnipotent
power to prevent.
Moral events require both an agent (doer) and a patient
(receiver). Without both these roles actions cease to be moral.
A theft without a thief is simply losing your money.
Lacking agency, all circumstances morph into dicey
chance: a thoroughly unsatisfactory resolution. Unchecked
uncertainty rubs hard against the desire for some degree of
certainty and control.
Morality involves a dyadic structure. When moral intuition kicks in over a perceived injustice, our 2-party schema
for morality tries to complete the dyad. If no natural agent
can be found, and especially if the magnitude of misfortune
is great, it must be an act of God.
When people experience unjust suffering or undeserved salvation, they search for someone to blame or praise, but when
no person can be held responsible, they look to the supernatural
for an agent, finding God. ~ American psychologists Kurt Gray
& Daniel Wegner
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The Bible contains far more verses praising or urging bloodshed than does the Koran, and biblical violence is often far more
extreme, and marked by more indiscriminate savagery. The Koran often urges believers to fight, yet it also commands that enemies be shown mercy when they surrender. Some frightful
portions of the Bible order the total extermination of enemies,
of whole families and races – of men, women, and children,
and even their livestock, with no quarter granted. Commands to
kill, to commit ethnic cleansing, to institutionalize segregation,
to hate and fear other races and religions are all in the Bible,
and occur with a far greater frequency than in the Koran.
~ American religion scholar Philip Jenkins

Religious beliefs and values are transmitted to offspring
through repeated rituals and community practices. If religion
promotes prosociality, children reared in religious families
should be more altruistic.
A survey was taken of households in 7 countries, representing Christian, Muslim, Jewish, Buddhist and Hindu
faiths, as well as agnostics.
Across all countries, parents in religious households reported
that their children expressed more empathy and sensitivity for
justice in everyday life than nonreligious parents. However, religiousness was inversely predictive of children's altruism and
positively correlated with their punitive tendencies. Together,
these results reveal the similarity across countries in how religion negatively influences children's altruism, challenging the
view that religiosity facilitates pro-social behavior. ~ French
psychologist Jean Decety et al
Religious children are meaner, more judgmental, more
punitive, and less altruistic than those raised in a secular environment. The longer and deeper the exposure to religion,
the greater the negative relations. Muslims were especially
vicious in their judgments and demands for punishment.
Throughout the world, many people think faith in God is
necessary to be a moral person. 53% of Americans do. 70% of
Muslim adults and 75% of Africans think so.
The actuality is to the contrary. Beyond self-delusion, religion has been a bane to moral behavior and open-minded
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comity. Instead, religious belief breeds factionalism and societal strife; as the religion-sparked wars, persecution, and social discord throughout history demonstrate. Even now,
American Christians, especially evangelicals, approve of torture: the most immoral act (killing at least puts someone out
of their misery). It illustrates the moral vacuity exhibited in
those who most fervently embrace religion.
Religiosity and hypocrisy go hand-in-hand. It may well be
that the faithful consider themselves superior, whence the
corrupting influence of feeling powerful is psychologically infused.
I certainly had no idea how little faith Christians have in their
own faith till I saw how ill their courage and temper can stand
any attack on it. ~ Harriet Martineau


Fundamentalism



The term fundamentalism was first used in the United
States to refer to a movement in Protestantism that demanded strict adherence to biblical doctrines (as interpreted
by sect leaders). Fundamentalism may be found in almost
any religion, notably what is referred to by non-Muslims as
Islamic extremism.
The societal import of fundamentalism is that believers
seek to extend the religious sphere to encompass all aspects
of life, including education and government. This is apparent
in the US with Christians who want to replace separation of
church and state with "one nation under God," which is already woven into the pledge of allegiance by a 1954 act of
Congress.
In affluent nations, such as the United States, the appeal
of fundamentalism is often based upon rejection of moral relativism, racial integration, and cultural pluralism. There is
also the desire to unearth moral absolutes in the morally corrupt society.
In the Islamic world, fundamentalism reflects the failure
of the ruling elites to deliver on their promises of well-being
for the masses in their societies.
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The stridency of fundamentalism easily slips into militancy. In the instance of Islamic fundamentalists, non-believers are considered enemies, not worthy of breath, whence the
relentless worldwide campaign of terror.
Generally speaking, the errors in religion are dangerous;
those in philosophy only ridiculous. ~ David Hume

 Synopsis 
We begin by believing everything: whatever is, is true.
~ Scottish philosopher Alexander Bain

➢ A belief is confidence in abstractions as true. Beliefs are
the building blocks of values and worldviews.
➢ A worldview is a cognitive orientation toward life and existence. Worldview is an outlook that internally expresses
personality.
➢ Naïve realism is the belief that reality is actuality as perceived. The Collective is a confederacy of naïve realists,
and yet they indulge in the greatest of fantasies: religion.
Belief is the death of intelligence. ~ American psychologist
Robert Anton Wilson

Religion
Religion has actually convinced people that there's an invisible man – living in the sky – who watches everything you
do, every minute of every day. And the invisible man as a
special list of ten things he does not want you to do. And if
you any of these ten things, he has a special place, full of fire
and smoke and burning and torture and anguish, where he
will send you to live and suffer and burn and choke and
scream and cry forever and ever 'til the end of time… But He
loves you! ~ George Carlin

➢ Religion is a dogmatic belief system of a supernatural order underlying existence.
Everyone believes very easily whatever he fears or desires.
~ French fabulist Jean de la Fontaine
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➢ Religion springs from the felt need for stability and control in an overwhelmingly chaotic world. Fear of death
and desire to find meaning in life are the propulsive forces
behind religions.
➢ Religions evolved from metaphysical animism to belief in
deities indifferent to humanity to monotheism: belief in a
singular supreme being (who supposedly cares about humanity). The emergence of a moralizing god was provoked
by the interest of societies' elites in preserving the material status quo, to which the fast-living underclass posed
a potential threat.
The overwhelming majority of people living today believe
that a mindful god controls their future. ~ Nicholas Epley &
Adam Waytz

➢ The world's major religions are Christianity (32%), Islam
(23%), Hinduism (15%), and Buddhism (7%). 7% of the
world's people believe in other religions. The remaining
16% are irreligious.
All the scriptures of religions are available to you. Go and
read them. They are of no use. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

➢ Contrary to common supposition, adherence to religion
does not promote moral goodness: quite the contrary. Repressive religions, notably Christianity and Islam, warp
believers' moral integrity.*
Catholic priest sex abuse and Islamic terrorism are
extreme recent examples of a decided tendency shown
throughout history: religion has been a wellspring of depravity, violence, and conflict.
Truth cannot be given to you; especially if you are following an organized religion, then truth will be as far from you as
darkness is from light. Truth is not found by observing rituals,
undertaking pilgrimages or reading the scriptures. It is simply
a waste of time. ~ Indian guru Anandmurti Gurumaa

* Those fool enough to have faith in absurdity are mentally unhinged to begin with.

 Individuality 
How a man rallies to life's challenges and weathers its storms
tell us everything of who he is and all that he is likely to be.
~ Augustine of Hippo

A mental acquisition that produces few sweet fruits, individuality can be a compelling psychological gyre, and, along
with worry, is the greatest possible waste of mental energy.
A newborn human naturally assumes a oneness of itself
with the world. A sense of separation gradually dawns, fostered by those long duped to the duplicity of duality.
Via socialization a developing mind constructs a sense of
distinct identity. The body becomes construed as the physical
porter of the mind.*
The intuition that the mind is an identity-conferring and bodyindependent entity persists into adulthood. ~ American psychologist Nina Strohminger & American philosopher Shaun
Nichols
It is no small irony that the strengthening sense of self
occurs through a process which entangles self-identity with
affiliation to others. Individuality is an outgrowth of comparisons made via mind perception to those in one's in-group.
The idea that you are a distinct individual, with a self that
makes you different from everyone else, is an assumption that
people rarely question. ~ American psychologist Vivian
McCann et al

 Self 
Our greatest illusion is the believe that we are what we think
ourselves to be. ~ Swiss philosopher Henri Frédéric Amiel

Self is a mental image: a psychological entrapment via
identification and attachment to one's own symbolic identity
construct. Self-image is an internal representation of uniqueness, moral character, emotional maturity, cognitive, and
physical strengths and weaknesses.
* In modern societies, the soul as vitalizing witness goes untaught.
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We retain our personal identity over time because we retain
many of our earlier mental features, such as our thoughts, memories, and preferences. We retain our personal identity even
though our bodies and outward appearance change radically
over the course of a lifetime. ~ American psychologist Kathleen
Corriveau et al

Self-identity is not a representation in stasis. It is instead
a moving picture ballasted by what we imagine ourselves to
be.
The 'self-image' is the key to human personality and human
behavior. Change the self-image and you change the personality
and the behavior. ~ American cosmetic surgeon Maxwell
Maltz
Self-image is shaped through social interaction. Identity
develops from the reflective images that others have of you,
internal comparisons between yourself and others, and selfevaluation in view of feedback, all within the context of gender and cultural environment.
Identities are socially bestowed. ~ Austrian-born American
sociologist Peter Berger

 Socialization 
How we think of ourselves is the result of the socialization
experiences we have over a lifetime. ~ James Henslin

The evolution of identify transpires through interactions
with others. Self-image gradually develops during the formative years of childhood.
Socialization is the process by which individuals learn the
expectations of their culture. A role comprises the behaviors
expected of a person at a particular status.
A norm is a behavior conforming with a culture. A folkway is a traditional norm. A more is a folkway of central importance.
It is not reason which is the guide of life, but custom. ~ David Hume
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From early childhood socialization through parenting
crafts a sense of identity while shaping personality. Internalization occurs as a value system, beliefs, mores, and taboos
become so deeply embedded as to be axiomatic.
In the early 20th century American sociologist Charles
Cooley coined the term looking-glass self for the concept that
self-identity grows out of interpersonal interactions and the
perceptions of others. Karl Marx had already noted that a
person's sense of self is shaped by his social being.
People learn to be whatever their society and culture teaches
them. ~ American social psychologist Jennifer Richeson


Neglect



Babies do not develop "naturally" into social adults. If children are reared in isolation, their bodies grow, but they become
little more than big animals. ~ American sociologists Margaret
Anderson & Howard Taylor

The criticality of socialization is most graphically illustrated by examples of its absence or neglect.

 Victor of Aveyron 
It is only in the heart of society that man can attain the preeminent position which is natural destiny. Without the aid of civilization, he would be one of the feeblest and least intelligent of
animals. ~ Jean-Marc-Gaspard Itard

There are numerous stories of feral children. Some are
hoaxes.
The best-known and well-documented is of the "wild boy
of Aveyron": a feral French lad of 12 years who was caught in
the forest in 1800 and taken into custody.
The boy gave no indication of feeling cold when he should
have. He would growl when he saw a small animal, pounce
on it and devour it on the spot.
After passing through an institution and making little
progress at socialization, a young medical student, JeanMarc-Gaspard Itard, effectively adopted the boy, naming him
Victor. Itard believed (wrongly) that 2 qualities distinguished
humans from other animals: language and empathy.
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Itard's efforts with Victor led to meager success. Victor
never did learn to speak, though he did come to use gestures
to indicate an understanding of certain actions.
In one notable incident, Victor did express the innate nature of empathy. When the housekeeper wept one evening
over the loss of her husband, Victor stopped what he was doing and displayed consoling behavior.


Orphanages 

Orphanages are not safe places for children. ~ American human rights advocate Laurie Ahern

Throughout history and to this day, orphanages all over
the world are often houses of deprivation for children, where
babies receive little stimulation or socialization, and are often left to lie about unattended if not abused outright.
In one instance, infants in an orphanage in Siem Reap,
Cambodia were drugged and hung in mesh baskets for up to
10 hours a day. Orphanage staff pocketed most of the money
contributed for childcare by well-intentioned Westerners.
The examples of cruelty and neglect are almost endless. Babies tied to their cribs. Children with disabilities who go without
medical care and are left to die. Infants who don't cry when they
wake because they learn there is no point in crying because no
one will come. Over and over, the world's orphanages become
dumping grounds for poor children and those with disabilities.
~ Laurie Ahern

Early socialization is essential to produce a psychologically viable person. Without the conceptualization skills that
learning language provides, social relations cannot be
grasped. Without caring interactions, social bonding does not
develop.
Further, socialization acts a mode of behavioral control.
In embedding folkways and conforming to cultural expectations, socialization confers a degree of behavioral predictability.
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Growing up with unrestricted access to media violence is, in
the least, very unhealthy for young people. ~ American psychologist Joanne Cantor

Nowadays, mass media has an undue impact on developing minds, as caretakers let children indulge in television
and video games.
The average American adolescent (8–19 years) spends
6.75 hours a day immersed in mass media. The casual violence portrayed has an impact, especially on young boys who
are more prone to act out aggressively than girls.
By the age of 18, the average American child will have
witnessed at least 18,000 murders on TV.
Children's programming contains even more violence than
non-children's programming. Because of the amount and patterns of violence, children have an increased risk of modeling
aggression or becoming desensitized to violence if they are exposed to typical children's programming. ~ American communication scholar Barbara Wilson et al
Violence viewing also induces intense fears and anxieties in
child viewers. ~ Joanne Cantor

In late adolescence, a social-psychological seismic shift occurs as the power of peers subducts that of parents. Juvenile
delinquency is often a product of peer pressure.
Not only do people live in society, but society also lives in
people. ~ Margaret Anderson & Howard Taylor

People primarily define themselves and others in ethical
terms.
Moral traits are considered more important to personal identity than any other part of the mind. ~ Nina Strohminger &
Shaun Nichols
The 2nd-strongest sense of self is tied to emotional and
autobiographical memory. This includes personality, desires,
and preferences as well as life experiences. The combination
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of these provides an impression of uniqueness. All else, including physical traits, have a tenuous connection to identity.

 Dissociation 
The person of detachment sees that all this is an appearance.
~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

At some point in life most people experience moments of
dissociation from mind and body: the sense of witnessing oneself. Depersonalization is detachment from sense of self.
Lasting dissociation is commonly caused by a severe traumatic event. Chronic depersonalization provokes anxiety in
2% of the populace: an emotional distress called depersonalization disorder. The problem is with the attitude toward dissociation, not with depersonalization itself, which is mentally
healthy. There is no associated psychosis with depersonalization, as the distinction between self and the outside world
is maintained.


Derealization



Derealization is the sense that that external world is unreal. Unlike depersonalization, derealization has an organic
cause, such as brain dysfunction or drug abuse, including excessive caffeine, nicotine, or cannabis, or stemming from alcohol or drug withdrawal.
Derealization is commonly a disorder with other symptoms, including persistent, intrusive thoughts and attendant
anxiety. Derealization negatively affects learning and can invoke alienation.

 Self-Esteem 
Self-esteem is the reputation we acquire with ourselves.
~ Nathaniel Branden

Self-esteem is the emotive valuation of oneself. It is an unhealthy exercise in which the Collective indulge, though in a
self-deceptive way.
Life is the art of being well-deceived. ~ English writer William Hazlitt
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Most people readily update their self-image upon being
complimented. In contrast, to preserve self-esteem, criticism
is met with internal resistance.
The most terrifying thing is to accept oneself completely.
~ Carl Jung

The worst loneliness is to not be comfortable with yourself.
~ Mark Twain

Beyond knowing one's functional abilities and limitations, self-concept is superfluous. People trap themselves
within their own self-constructed cages of who they think
themselves to be.
Self is the only prison that can ever bind the soul. ~ American clergyman Henry van Dyke
Sense of identity also obscures the ecology of existence:
that we are, at every moment, solely and only what we are
doing or thinking. There is no self – there is only being.

You yourself, as much as anybody in the entire universe, deserve your love and affection. ~ Buddha

The critical step to building better self-esteem is to abandon the effort altogether. Stop thinking of yourself as a piece
of meat that gets graded.
All that we are is the result of what we have thought. The
mind is everything. What we think, we become. ~ Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi
Simply do what needs to be done as best as you can. Evaluate performance for improvement, not as a grade. Think
functionally, not normatively.
Pay failure the tiniest toll toward self-improvement and
move on. The past is immutable. Its only value in memory is
as a reference for what may work better in the future: the
acquisition of skill.
Your burden is of false self-identifications – abandon them
all. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
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 Self-Awareness 
I cannot grasp all that I am. ~ Augustine of Hippo

Individuals vary greatly in their level of self-awareness,
which is an intuitive understanding of oneself in light of social interaction. The Johari window illustrates concepts of
self-awareness and self-disclosure.


Johari Window



Known to self

Not known to self

Known to
others

Open self
Information about
oneself known by
self and others

Blind self
Information about
oneself known by
others but not self

Not known
to others

The Johari window is a self-awareness examination heuristic created in 1955 by American psychologists Joseph Luft
and Harrington Ingham. This tool is used primarily in selfhelp and corporate groups. A participant chooses among a list
of adjectives which are considered self-descriptive. Peers
then choose adjectives from the same list that they think signify the participant. The result is a diagram with 4 panes,
indicating information known or not known by oneself and
others.
Information that others know about you changes depending upon who you are interacting with. The result is an exposure that is both intentional and unintentional.
The open self is the part of you that is an open book. The
hidden self is information you know about yourself that you
have kept to yourself. The difference between the open self
and hidden self is self-disclosure.

Hidden self
Information about
oneself known only
by self

Unknown self
Information about
oneself no one
knows
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Everyone is a moon and has a dark side which he never shows
to anybody. ~ Mark Twain

The blind self is the self-awareness blind-spot. This is information others have gleaned about you which you are not
aware of.
The unknown self is the subconscious that does not
overtly reveal itself. Introspective insight shrinks the unknown self.
The 4 Johari selves are an integrated whole: the size of
an individual's inner world through social reflection. Individual Johari selves grow or shrink with emotional and spiritual
maturation or regression.
The known-to-self portions are under conscious control
and vary by audience. The not-known-to-self portions may
represent opportunities for personal growth.

Revealing yourself to others does more than enlarge the
open self. Through listening to yourself and insight via reflection, it may also reveal personality facets previously unknown to you, especially with feedback.
You can learn about yourself by listening to others, and
by trying to see yourself as others do. Comments that amount
to unsolicited advice are especially telling.

To reiterate: the idea of self – looking at one's mind-body
as an object, rather than seeing being as a process – is without benefit but carries a cost. Thinking of oneself as a character lessens fluidity, as one artificially crafts behavior to fit
a role rather than spontaneously acting appropriate to the
situation.
The act of definition is of delimitation: defining what is
not as well as what is. Don't do that to yourself – you only
curtail your own potentialities. Consider instead your learning ability and possibilities arise. Framing matters.
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 Self-Disclosure 
In order to have a conversation with someone, you must reveal yourself. ~ American novelist James Baldwin

Self-disclosure is the revelation of new information to
someone. Personality type and culture, including religion, influence self-disclosure. Obviously, gregarious extroverts spill
more beans about themselves than those that are less sociable or more introverted.
Pervasive American narcissism means that these people
typically disclose more about themselves than in other cultures, including Europeans. By contrast, Americans are more
reserved when communicating interculturally, as they feel
less sure-footed.
East Asians – Chinese, Japanese, and Koreans – are generally circumspect in their self-disclosures, especially with
acquaintances or those of other cultures. Indians are especially reluctant to self-disclose, for fear of reflecting negatively on their reputation and family.
Fear usually drives reluctance to self-disclosure: not
wanting to project an undesirable image. As image is so important in society, such fear is understandable.
The Mexican culture emphasizes discussing everything in
a positive mode. This complicates dealing with personal and
social problems.
Communication skill affects self-disclosure. People comfortable talking often end up talking about themselves.
The topics of self-disclosure tend to be similar across cultures: hobbies, personal interests, attitudes, and political and
religious opinions are more readily discussed than finances,
sex, personality, and relationships.
The dynamics of self-disclosure expose the social inferiority of men. Women are more expressive when talking with
other women than with men. As a relationship becomes more
intimate, women open up while men do not change their selfdisclosure level. Women disclose more to extended family
than men do.
The exception is in initial encounters. Here men disclose
more intimately, to control a relationship's development.
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Self-confident people more readily talk about themselves,
as negative reactions are a lesser concern than for those less
sure of themselves. Self-confidence and competence are often
found together.
Competent people engage in self-disclosure more than less
competent people. ~ American psychologist Joseph DeVito

 Personality 
Character is the result of a system of stereotyped principals.
~ David Hume

Personality comprises the patterns of thoughts, emotions,
and behaviors of an individual. The term personality derives
from the Latin persona, which means mask. People adopt
strategies for their behaviors in different situations: analogous to putting on a mask, but the representation is a reflection of one's self-image rather than a false face.
Personality is commonly characterized by type or by trait.
The idea of personality types is popular because of its relative
simplicity in slotting people into categories.
People perceive much greater consistency in others' behaviors than actually exists, mostly because it simplifies the
task of typecasting, and thereby renders predictability. Despite behavioral tendencies, such as aggressiveness, humans
demonstrate considerable inconsistency over time, or in different emotive or social contexts.
A large part of the reason that we expect personality consistency in others is that we expect it in ourselves. Under the
end-of-history illusion people underestimate how much they
will change in the future.
Experiences often alter a person's outlook and behaviors.
While personality changes only gradually, it may be quite different in late adulthood than it was in childhood.
Personality changes are strongly related to changes in wellbeing. ~ English psychologist Chris Boyce
Life-changing circumstances can have a significant impact. Military service is frequently a catalyst for personality
change.
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One of the goals of the military to break down the mentality
you had in the outside world, and they're going to build you up
as a soldier. ~ American psychologist Joshua Jackson

Through the seasonings of experience, people generally
get better at dealing with the ups and downs of life. The typical person tends to become more responsive and more caring
with age.
Temperament is considered the innate part of personality. Taking his cue from Hippocrates, Galen suggested that
temperament resulted from the balance of the 4 humors.
Though the idea that personality flows from bodily fluids
lost favor centuries ago, typecasting by temperament remains a popular pastime for both lay personality prognosticators and psychologists.
The two streams in the human being combine to produce
what is commonly known as a person's temperament. Our inner
self and our inherited traits co-mingle in it. Temperament is an
intermediary between what connects us to an ancestral line and
what we bring to us. Temperament strikes a balance between
the eternal and the ephemeral. ~ Austrian philosopher Rudolf
Steiner

Types exist not in people or in Nature, but rather in the eye
of the observer. ~ Gordon Allport

Whereas personality typing is qualitative, attributing
traits is quantitative in ascribing aspects of behavioral preferences by degree. Statistically inclined modern psychologists prefer characterizing personality by behavioral traits.
Psychologists derive personality traits from expressions
related to mental constitution (e.g., calmness, neuroticism),
emotional stature (i.e., emotiveness, moodiness), focus (e.g.,
impulsivity, conscientiousness), ecological interactivity (e.g.,
curiousness, creativity), and sociality (e.g., gregariousness,
agreeability). It is an academic exercise which reinforces the
idea that individuality is somehow important in and of itself.
Personality is less a finished product than a transitive process.
Any theory that regards personality as stable, fixed, or invariable
is wrong. ~ Gordon Allport
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And yet… as creatures of habit, both physical and mental,
living in ruts is personality.
Individual inclinations are apparent in early childhood.
Though socialization molds us, personal disposition also
shapes attitudes and values.
The more distance we get from our early influences, the more
idiosyncratic factors hold sway over our beliefs. ~ Walloon
psychologist Vassilis Saroglou
By adulthood one's belief system results from a mixture
of personality and social environment. Religiosity is exemplary.
Certain personality types are predisposed to land on different
spots of the religiosity spectrum. Personality determines religiousness. ~ Vassilis Saroglou

 Time 
Time is an illusion. ~ English writer Douglas Adams

There is only the present moment, which for us is a mental construct within the current 2.5 seconds: just long enough
to create a comprehensible context.
The human auditory system can distinguish 2 sounds 2
milliseconds apart. The demands of visual processing require
tens of milliseconds for scene construction.
Detecting order takes even longer. 2 events must be at
least 50 milliseconds apart before sequence can be determined.
The mind takes various sensory inputs and sews them together using predictive heuristics, creating a representation
that we consider a single moment in time. The experience of
now is an ever-emerging fabrication of the mind.
Tiny temporal discrepancies are glossed over in the subjective interest of making sense of a moment. Only insistent
repetitions of nonsynchrony jar what otherwise constitutes
the smooth moment-by-moment flow of time.
Sensory acuity affords flexibility in uptake detail. This
comes across as altering time: having it appear to run more
slowly or speed up. This is an evolutionary device: when attention to the moment is focused, such as during danger,
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events appear to occur more slowly, allowing improved reaction opportunity. Such events are also remembered in more
detail. Conversely, continued concentration on a task or
stream of thought makes time whiz by.
Time is
Too slow for those who Wait,
Too swift for those who Fear,
Too long for those who Grieve,
Too short for those who Rejoice,
But for those who Love,
Time is not.
~ Henry van Dyke

The subjective now can be longer for meditators than for nonmeditators. ~ German psychologist Sebastian Sauer

Living in the present moment stretches out time. Those
with a higher level of awareness live a fuller life.
If you are more aware of what is happening around you, you
not only experience more in the present moment, you also have
more memory content. ~ German psychologist Marc Wittmann

The experience of the passage of time constitutes itself
through an event that is first anticipated, then experienced, and
eventually remembered. Taken together, phenomenal consciousness consists of an island of presence in the continuous
flow of time related to what is happening right now. ~ Marc
Wittman

Rough sketches of experiences are stored in memory. The
future is a cognitive template framing fears, wishes, and
goals.
Our sense of now can be viewed as a psychological illusion
based on the past and a prediction of the near future. ~ American psychologist David Melcher
That only the present moment exists is not how most people consider time. Instead, now is thought of as a point on a
line, with vectors to the past and future that fuzz or sharpen
via one's orientation. Those vectors, and not right now, are
more compelling to many.
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Fear keeps us focused on the past or worried about the future.
~ Vietnamese Zen Buddhist monk Thích Nhất Hạnh

The way that people perceive and use time is termed
chronemics. Coordinating time with someone else is called interactional time. Synchronized interactional time is important in maintaining relationships.
A person's perspective on time greatly influences their
motivations and behaviors. Emphasis may be in the past,
present, or future.
Those with a past orientation are sentimental and nostalgic. Experiences capture specimens for later reminiscence.
A person with a present orientation lives in and for the
moment. Those who exist on a subsistence level develop a
keen sense of the present. The struggles of the past provide
no solace, and future prospects appear circumscribed.
Present-oriented people, especially fatalists, tend to see their
world as one in which rewards are controlled by others. Men
and women who are future oriented, especially those high in
work motivation and goal seeking, see themselves as in charge
of their own destinies. In an industrial, technologically based
society such as ours, a present-oriented time sense dooms most
people to life at the bottom of the heap. There is no place for
fatalism, impulsivity or spontaneity when the marketplace is run
on objectives, deadlines, budgets and quotas. ~ American psychologists Alexander Gonzalez & Philip Zimbardo
A materialist mind-set motivates a future orientation. Desire for comforts and fear of what may lie ahead form a preoccupation with the future. Historically, savings, insurance,
and investment only became viable after people had developed a sense of an extended future.
Even before a clock was first used to synchronize labor in
18th-century England, time has been equated with lucre. Industrialization spread the mechanization of time throughout
northern Europe and the United States.
Time is money. ~ Benjamin Franklin
An individual's temporal perspective influences disposition, emotion, motivation, risk-taking, spontaneity, problem-
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solving, and creativity. Behavior may be regulated by subjecting the present to the attitudinal demands of the past and
future.
Time is the most valuable thing a man can spend. ~ Greek
philosopher Theophrastus
Dimming the value of the past lessens the feeling for one's
liabilities and obligations. Without an articulate sense of the
future, expectations diminish. Ambition dwindles. Goals become less important. One may comfortably be in the moment.
Time is of your own making;
Its clock ticks in your head.
The moment you stop thought
Time too stops dead.
~ German Catholic priest Angelus Silesius
Age and occupation shape time orientation. Conversely,
personal temporal perspective influences job opportunities
and choices.
Ticking away the moments that make up a dull day, you fritter
and waste the hours in an offhand way. ~ English musician
Roger Waters in the song "Time" (1973)
The young naturally enjoy the moment. In contrast,
adults who struggle to make ends meet exist in the present
with more sufferance than exuberance.
You run to catch up with the Sun but it's sinking; racing
around to come up behind you again. The Sun is the same in a
relative way, but you're older, shorter of breath, and one day
closer to death. ~ Roger Waters in the song "Time"
Those in occupations dealing with the impending are
themselves focused on the future; managers and teachers are
exemplary. Their work lives are heavily scheduled. The fast
pace of a future-oriented life has people feeling rushed, as if
there is never enough time.
Our sense of time seems subject to the law of contrast.
~ William James
Economists once thought that economic and technological
progress would allow future generations to live lives largely
of leisure. In 1930, John Maynard Keynes reckoned that "our
grandchildren" would work around "3 hours a day." Instead,
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with time as money people work their lives away. When people are paid more to work, they tend to work longer hours
because it is a profitable use of time.
The more cash-rich working Americans are, the more timepoor they feel. ~ Gallup Poll (2011)
When people see their time in financial terms, they typically grow stingy with the former to maximize the latter.
Workers paid by the hour volunteer less of their time and feel
more antsy when not working.
In one experiment, participants were asked to listen to a
minute-and-a-half passage of music. Those asked their
hourly wage before the music played were less happy and
more impatient as the soothing music poured over them.
They wanted to get to the end of the experiment to do something that was more profitable. ~ American psychologist Sanford DeVoe
A rising value of time at labor presses upon all time. Leisure time becomes stressful as people feel compelled to use it
wisely or not at all.
In contrast, the past shines for those whose best times are
there and have time on their hands. Their best days behind
them, retired folks love to reminisce.
Workers' conceptions of time align with job satisfaction.
Hectic demands stimulate some, exhaust others. Personal
time perspective and employment interactional time do not
necessarily mesh.
As with other facets of worldview, personal temporal perspective is one angle from which people judge others. Those
with a strong future orientation may consider those not so
hedonists. Conversely, those fluid enough to savor the moment consider futurists uptight.
The time you enjoy wasting is not wasted time. ~ Bertrand
Russell


Time Through Life



Older folk tend to perceive time as having a quicker gait.
This stems from how we perceive time.
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Humans estimate the duration of an event from 2 quite
distinct perspectives: prospectively: while an event is occurring, or retrospectively: looking back. Further, the experience
of time varies with how we feel about what we are doing. In
fact, time does fly when we are having fun.
While time passes quickly during pleasurable events, in
remembering that activity later it will seem to have lasted
longer than more mundane experiences.
Memories are made of new experiences, not familiar ones.
Hence, retrospective judgment is based on how many new
memories were created over a certain period. The more novel
memories made the longer an experience will seem in hindsight. This phenomenon was dubbed the holiday paradox by
English psychologist Claudia Hammond.
From childhood into early adulthood, we have countless
fresh experiences and learn many new skills. As adults,
though, life becomes more routine and we experience less
novelty. Thus, our early years tend to be overrepresented in
our autobiographical memory, and so, upon reflection, seems
to have lasted longer. This perceptual skew can be altered by
staying mentally engaged through learning and exploration.

 Cultural Time 
Cultures have their own sense of time. Organizations
have their own cultures.
There is no more powerful, pervasive influence on how individuals think and cultures interact than our different perspectives on time: the way we mentally partition time into past,
present and future. Every child learns a time perspective appropriate to the values and needs of his society. ~ Alexander Gonzalez & Philip Zimbardo
American corporate culture is fixated on time: building a
profitable future. In contrast, those south of the border are
more relaxed about time. Their pace of life is more pleasant.
More generally, the root of cultural differences over time
owes to different conceptions of how time flows, and its treatment. 2 spectral ends are monochronic and polychronic time.
In monochronic cultures, time is viewed as linear and divisible. Monochronic time is considered almost tangible.
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Monochronic people talk about time as if it was money:
something that can be "spent," "saved," "wasted," and "lost."
Monochronic time is an unnatural cultural perspective which
must be learned, as it violates the natural rhythms of biology
and sociality.
The blindness of the monochronic organization is to the humanity of its members. ~ American anthropologist Edward Hall
In contrast, polychronic time is socially oriented: people
take precedence over appointments. Polychronicity prioritizes completing social events, such as conversations, over
adhering to a schedule.
Clocks slay time. Time is dead as long as it is being clicked
off by little wheels; only when the clock stops does time come
to life. ~ American writer William Faulkner
Interpersonal information flow is much higher in polychronic cultures than in monochronic ones. Meetings occur to
create consensus. Most attendees, if not all, know beforehand
what will be discussed.
Polychronic people consider rigid meeting agendas an encumbrance, even an insult to one's intelligence. Obtaining
consensus and running a meeting like a production line are
antithetic goals.
Monochronic Time
do one thing at a time
concentrate on the job
committed to the job
take schedule
commitments seriously
emphasize promptness
adhere to plans
respect privacy,
private property;
seldom borrow or lend
accustomed to short-term
relationships

Polychronic Time
do many things at once
subject to interruptions
committed to relationships
flexible about
schedule commitments
base promptness on relationship strength
easily change plans
more concerned with close
relations than privacy;
easily borrow and lend
tendency to build lifetime
relationships
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The French, Mediterranean, Arab, and Latin cultures are
polychronic. The Japanese are inclined to polychronic life but
have monochronic workplace tendencies which were adopted
from Western industrial culture.
Time has everything to do not only with how a culture develops, but also with how the people of that culture experience
the world. ~ Edward Hall
American women are more prone to depression than men,
as are those living in America that come from cultures which
emphasize social bonds over material gains. This is often the
case among black Americans and Hispanics. Monochronic
time contributes to the problem.
While men are more task-oriented, a woman's natural inclination is to sociability. The American monochronic capitalist culture, with its demands at work and high employment
turnover, is at odds with a life of caring relationships and
lasting bonds.
The pursuit of wealth impoverishes quality of life. Worry
about the future digs an early grave.
Life is long if you know how to use time. ~ Seneca

 Health 
Throughout psychological history, a dominant position has
maintained that the psychologically healthy person is one who
maintains close contact with reality. ~ Shelley Taylor & Jonathon Brown

Though mental illness has long raised controversy in diagnoses and causes, there has been a remarkable consensus
throughout history about mental health.
Psychological health is characterized by responsive
awareness of what is going on as contrasted to interpretation
reflecting perceived past patterns. Healthy behavior indicates spontaneous acceptance of actuality, regardless of how
unappealing it may be.
The perception of reality is called mentally healthy when
what the individual sees corresponds to what is actually there.
~ Austrian British social psychologist Marie Johoda
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Visceral reactions illustrate mental health. However common, negative outbursts are never an exhibition of mental
health. Being overcome with fear, anger, or hate signify mental illness. Healthy individuals are well-tempered emotionally.

Overly positive self-evaluations, exaggerated perceptions of
control or master, and unrealistic optimism are characteristic of
normal human thought. These illusions appear to promote other
criteria of mental health, including the ability to care about others, the ability to be happy or contented, and the ability to engage in productive and creative work. These strategies may
succeed, in large part, because both the social world and cognitive-processing mechanisms impose filters on incoming information that distort it in a positive direction. ~ Shelley Taylor &
Jonathon Brown

The mental health of those in the Collective is relative.
An ongoing quest for happiness, facilitated through fictions,
indicates subdued angst – in other words, a façade of mental
health.
The absence of mental illness is not a sufficient indicator of
mental health. ~ Marie Johada
Abiding mental health occurs only when one is not a slave
to one's own mind. "Exaggerated perceptions" are not mental
health, even if they "distort in a positive direction."
The mind's proclivity is to obscure clarity for positivity
where possible, and to believe that actuality is reality. The
naïve realism that the Collective subscribe to under the banner of matterism is ignorant nonsense, not mental health.
Matter and mind are not separate. They are aspects of one
energy. What you think to be the world is your own mind. The
real is experienced in silence. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Psychically embracing economic materialism is also detrimental to mental health. A focus on materiality may inadvertently trade away love.
Can't buy me love. ~ English musician Paul McCartney in
the song of the same name (1964)
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Materialism is not an isolated life priority; as the pursuit of
money and possessions are prioritized, other dimensions of life,
such as relationships, are de-emphasized. ~ American sociologist Jason Carroll

 Upbringing 
As altricial creatures, nurture plays a definitive role in
fortifying or degrading natural mental health. The parenting
process is essentially an intense, sustained transmission that
is received as a signal of self-worth.
Mom and pop will fuck you up for sure. ~ Scottish musician
David Byrne in the song "Sax and Violins" (1991)
As a generational psychic ripple through time, parental
upbringing typically seats within the psyche of offspring a
sense of inadequacy in some facet of being.
To be human means to feel inferior. ~ Alfred Adler
Peer influences may reinforce the feeling. When social interactions make inferiority itch, that sense is scratched by
compensating in some way: typically, by some bluster of imagined superiority, even if only in an internal bucking-up.
The problem is grasping at a self-identity in the first
place. Mental illness comes with self-objectification: regarding oneself as an entity as opposed to an ongoing learning
process.
Beyond physical needs, what infants and children require
foremost to become healthy adults are affection and the feeling of being safe. Those needs are biological and are an essential aspect of nurturing. Pathetic parenting begins by not
lavishing affection. To feel unwanted is to feel unworthy.
The value of education about the cultural milieu cannot
be understated in learning to navigate the shoals of society.
But the most important lessons are those that shape the inner shell, especially cultivating reserve: to control impulse
and suspend the urge for instant gratification. Self-discipline
is a key element for a satisfying life.
The ability to regulate impulses and desires is indispensable
to success in living and working with others. ~ American social
psychologist Roy Baumeister
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The epitome of mental health is spontaneity in an appropriate, positive, constructive manner. This comes via awareness attuned to instant actuality: a state of consciousness in
which nattermind has no role.
Mental health necessarily involves inner silence. Quieting the mind is a discipline involving meditation and resolute
living in the immediate moment.
Prolonged meditation practice has significant effects on brain
functioning. Meditators show both short-term and long-lasting
changes in brain activity. ~ German neurobiologist Sebastian
Philipp et al

 Illness 
The neurotic is nailed to the cross of his fiction. ~ Alfred
Adler

Mental illness is a chronic disturbance in mental functioning, beginning with perceiving actuality in a distorted
way. Internal dysfunctions commonly show pronounced behavioral symptoms, though their exhibition may be suppressed in some instances.

 Mentalizing 
One aspect of mental illness is malformed mind perception. The mentally ill either under-perceive or over-perceive
minds in others. While autistics are sensitive to others' emotional discomfort, they have difficulty representing other people's mental states. Schizotypy typically involves
promiscuous mentalizing: perceiving nonexistent minds.*
The mental illness of the Collective is well illustrated by
the commonness of distorted mind perception. Sexual violence is predicated upon misattributed mentalizing: either
projecting that a woman would enjoy an assault, or not think-

* Schizotypy is a continuum of mental illnesses characterized by
dissociative and imaginative mental states (in place of perceiving
actuality). Schizophrenia is an extreme schizotypal disease.
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ing or caring that a physical attack would also be a psychological one, with scars lasting long after the event. The social
callousness of exploitative capitalists and conservatives lacking compassion owes to deficient mind perception.
The foregoing are merely egregious behavioral examples
of the ubiquity of asymmetric mentalizing: such as that we
know others better than they know us, and that others are
biased whereas we see things as they really are.
Living healthily requires knowing which entities have
minds and which do not, and respectfully appraising the
qualities of others' minds only as need arises. Mentalizing is
no substitute for communication.

Mental dysfunction may have a physiological basis, as in
autism and other disorders where inheritance is instrumental. Derangement may come from chemical pollution. The desire to cloud the mind is itself a mental illness which can be
deepened through chemical application toward that end,
such as by drinking alcohol or smoking marijuana.
The mind-body is an integrated gyre. What chronically
affects the mind invariably has a physical consequence. Conversely, the best mental exercise is physical exertion.
Psychological stress has a mental origin and is not physiologically based. The root problem is believing anything that
comes from a freewheeling nattermind, which revels in deception and troublemaking.

Freud distinguished between neurosis and psychosis by
ascribing the degree to which perception is divorced from actuality.
In neurosis, the break is with that portion of actuality
found intolerable. Overall apperception remains more or less
intact. The impairment only affects a limited realm of mental
functioning.
In contrast, Freud thought that psychotics found actuality in toto too painful to bear: the break is global. Actuality is
largely replaced with a paracosm.
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A transference neurosis corresponds to a conflict between
ego and id, a narcissistic neurosis corresponds to that between
ego and superego, and a psychosis to that between ego and
outer world. ~ Sigmund Freud


Modern psychology assigns 3 major categories to mental
illnesses: anxiety, mood, and schizophrenia.
Anxiety is an intense feeling of fearful distress. An anxiety may be a generalized sense of tension or panic, or be limited to a situation, object, or activity. Hesitation may be a
mentally healthy response. Anxiety is not.
A specific anxiety is a phobia, which is a fear of a certain
object or situation. Phobias arise from fabrications by nattermind which are believed.
Feeling unease when at a height where a fall may be fatal
is a natural biological response. Feeling intense distress at
the mere thought of being at such a height is a phobia.
An obsession is a persistent mental construct which may
incite stress. A compulsion is a repetitive, ritualized behavior
performed to reduce anxiety.
An obsessive-compulsive disorder is an obsession coupled
to a compulsion. Frequent, physically uncalled-for hand
washing is exemplary. Hand washing is a distraction emblematic of the desire to cleanse oneself of a mental state.
Mood disorders involve dramatic swings in mood. Depression is commonly involved. Some mood disorders involve mania. A person suffering bipolar disorder swings from a jaunty
manic state into a debilitating depression. Like the ups and
downs of roller coasters, these states episodically alternate.
Schizophrenia is what Freud termed psychosis: a crippling break with actuality. Delusion is the hallmark of schizophrenia. Schizophrenics may repeatedly experience
hallucinations, especially hearing voices (nattermind taking
pseudo-physical form). Men are more commonly afflicted
with schizophrenia than women.
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All therapies aimed at validating emotions and conceptual constructs as psychologically healthy are espousals of ignorance – the blind leading the blinkered. Such psychological
therapies of all sorts are rubbish, as their assumptive foundation is that the mind makes a positive contribution to life
beyond perception and problem-solving (beyond enjoyment
and skill).
We all talk to ourselves. Those we call mad just talk a little
louder. ~ Marty Rubin
The source of madness is bothering to listen to the mind's
"talk," regardless of its volume. One cannot begin to have
"peace of mind" until one realizes that the mind offers no
peace.
A critical element in mental disorder comes in holding
onto the past. To reminisce is to be remiss to mental health.
Let the past be content with itself, for man needs forgetfulness
as well as memory. ~ Irish novelist James Stephens

Only by understanding the nature of the mind can one
suss the source of suffering and vanquish it.* To effectively
do this, one must recognize reality: a feat very few achieve.

 Psychopathy 
Psychopathy is characterized by callous affect and interpersonal insensitivity. ~ Kurt Gray et al

Psychopathy is a mental disorder stemming from lacking
reflexive empathy, which often hinders emotive social learning.†

* Though it may be intense and sustained, pain is physical discomfort: the body insistently telling the mind of a physiological problem. In contrast, suffering is always a malady of the mind.
† Though psychopathy has been known for millennia, is fairly
common, and there are psychology associations with bibles of
mental illnesses, psychologists have yet to concur on a definition
of psychopathy.
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Psychopathy is commonly an inherited disorder, though
it may develop in abused children who might not have been
psychopathic had they a decent child-rearing. In the instance
of developing non-hereditary psychopathy, selective emotional repression becomes habitual during early childhood.
Psychopaths do not naturally feel empathy or compassion, and so are bereft of reflexive altruism. The root problem
is deficient mentalizing: under-perception of other minds.
Failing to appreciate that others have sensitive minds makes
it easy to manipulate people without moral consideration.
Despite the handicap, psychopaths who are not sociopaths may learn and practice appropriate social behaviors;
such behaviors just do not come naturally. Owing to the emotional disability, psychopaths have diminished capability for
intimacy, though they may render a decent imitation of it.


Sociopathy



Sociopathy is antisocial psychopathy. A sociopath manipulatively exploits others without moral reflection or remorse.
Someone may be a psychopath but not a sociopath and vice
versa. With its intrinsic approval of profit-taking without
moral regard, materialist (capitalist) societies inherently cultivate sociopathy.
About one in twenty-five individuals are sociopathic, meaning, essentially, that they do not have a conscience. The high
incidence of sociopathy in human society has a profound impact on the rest of us. ~ American psychologist Martha Stout

 Synopsis 
Self is the only prison that can ever bind the soul. ~ Henry
van Dyke

➢ Almost all people value their individuality. They maintain in their minds a self-image which they imbue with
some level of self-esteem.
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➢ Contrary to popular opinion, sustaining self-image is detrimental to mental health. Such self-absorption detracts
attention from the present moment, and from the proper
process of being (and being as a process) as opposed to
treating everything as objects in space (the paradigmatic
and problematic perspective from which self-image
arises).
Our inner state creates the outer and not vice versa.
~ American author John Bradshaw

➢ Mental illness begins with believing whatever the mind
presents which is not actually happening. All those who
believe are mentally ill; the operational issue is only of
debility.
The identity of one changes with how one perceives reality.
~ Sri Lankan-born Canadian writer Vithu Jeyaloganathan

 History of Sociology 
Sociology is the study of how people behave in groups, and
how their behavior is shaped by groups. Tribal behaviors that
formed the core of societies were a subject of discourse at
least as far back as the ancient Greeks.
Man is the child of customs, not the child of his ancestors.
~ Ibn Khaldun
Tunisian polymath Ibn Khaldun (1332–
1406) was one of the founders of sociology and
economics. His theories influenced 17th-century historians who analyzed the rise and decline of the Ottoman empire. Khaldun's
economic insights also impressed European
scholars.
When population grows, available labor increases. In turn,
luxury increases, corresponding with rising profit. The additional labor serves luxury and wealth, in contrast to the original
labor, which served the necessity of life. ~ Ibn Khaldun

French socialist Henri de Saint-Simon (1760–1825) set the
stage for modern sociology with his naïve sentiment that societies could intelligently progress if steered by social scientists. Such optimism was a fruit from the Age of
Enlightenment, as felicity with reasoning succored secularism in Europe. Such happy thoughts thematically continue
to this day among many theoretical academics, who blithely
believe that social solutions may be had via engineered increments.
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Auguste Comte



Society cannot be regarded as composed of individuals. The
true social unit is the family; it is essentially on the plan of the
family that society is constructed. ~ Auguste Comte

Frenchman Auguste Comte (1798–1857) was a philosopher of science who founded modern sociology.
With his mechanist mind-set Comte preferred to
call the new field social physics.
Following the lead of de Saint-Simon, Comte
developed positivism, which declares that the only
valid knowledge comes from the logical treatment
of sensory experience. In rejecting introspection
and intuition, positivism is a strong espousal of empiricism.
Comte took positivism as far as declaring that society,
like the physical world, operates according to general laws.
In other words, positivism decrees that there is a natural social order.
From science comes prediction; from prediction comes
action. ~ Auguste Comte
Comity hauled his positivism into the political arena,
where he rejected democracy in favor of elitism, with leaders
guided by moral principles. In embracing rule by rationality,
Comte recast Plato's "philosopher-king" ideal.* Preference
for societal order over personal liberty was not well-received
by contemporaries, to put it mildly.
The principle of cooperation, spontaneous or concerted, is
the basis of society, and the object of society must ever be to
find the right place for its individual members in its great
cooperative scheme. ~ Auguste Comte
Comte considered "progress" toward "perfect" society inevitable, given a determined "priesthood of positivism": political leadership trained in sociology and scientific methods.
* Plato discerned that the quality of a polity depended upon its political leadership. From this flows the requisite of a trained political class ("everything proper to the craft") governing toward
society's best interests. For ideal governance, Plato stated: "philosophers become kings."

History of Sociology



Harriet Martineau
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The intellect of women is confined by an unjustifiable restriction of education. As women have none of the
objects in life for which an enlarged education is
considered requisite, the education is not given. The
choice is to either be 'ill-educated, passive, and subservient, or well-educated, vigorous, and free only
upon sufferance.' ~ Harriet Martineau

Englishwoman Harriet Martineau (1802–
1876) was the first female sociologist. She began by translating Comte's work from French to English. Before Marx or
Weber, Martineau examined social class and how it affected
society and the people in it.
Laws and customs may be creative of vice; and should be
therefore perpetually under process of observation and
correction: but laws and customs cannot be creative of virtue:
they may encourage and help to preserve it; but they cannot
originate it. ~ Harriet Martineau
To Martineau, the degree to which a society may be considered civilized is judged by the conditions in which its people live. Theoretical ideals are no measure of how civilized a
society is if they do not apply to all its members.
Understandably, for a freethinking woman of her time,
Martineau considered the subservience of women comparable to slavery. She opposed both. Martineau highlighted the
hypocrisy of a society that prided itself on liberty while practicing oppression.
Men who pass most comfortably through this world are those
who possess good digestions and hard hearts. ~ Harriet Martineau
In exhibiting her brilliance, Martineau wrote on political
economy, sociology, and manners, as well as being a novelist.
Her early writing on economics and taxation gained her national notoriety and funded her tour of the United States in
1834–1836.
Martineau's outspokenness on social issues earned her
death threats while traveling the southern United States.
Her subsequent book, Society in America (1837), pointed out
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the hypocrisy of a country where supposedly all were created
equal, yet women had no real rights.
Martineau also found fault with the free enterprise system she found there, which allowed the unfettered pursuit of
profit while running roughshod over others' rights. She felt
that democracy could not be preserved unless private property was abolished.
The civilisation and the morals of the Americans fall far below
their own principles. ~ Harriet Martineau
Martineau was prescient in this regard. American democracy has long been corrupted by the wealthy elite who readily
purchase political power. By the end of the 19th century, the
US government had become thoroughly plutocratic: an evolution of excess unchecked to the present day.


Karl Marx



Society does not consist of individuals, but expresses the sum
of interrelations, the relations within which these individuals
stand. ~ Karl Marx

German historian, sociologist, and
economist Karl Marx (1818–1883) is best
known for his fervent espousal of socialism
to address the societal evils of capitalism.
He came to favor this polity as a remedy to
man's rapacious nature: the ready willingness to exploit and subjugate, thereby accumulating wealth
at others' diminution.
The rich will do anything for the poor but get off their backs.
~ Karl Marx
Marx's key observation was that the method of material
production determines social structure in a society. Marx's
sociology focused on how the wealth inequality generated by
capitalism invariably drove schisms in society, creating socioeconomic classes.
The history of all hitherto existing society is the history of
class struggles. ~ Karl Marx
To Marx, dominant capitalists not only exploit workers,
they also determine a society's collective psyche through
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their social power. The ruling elite maintain their power in
part by determining the cultural milieu.
The ruling ideas of each age have ever been the ideas of its
ruling class. The mode of production of material life conditions
the social, political and intellectual life process in general. It is
not the consciousness of men that determines their being, but,
on the contrary, their social being that determines their
consciousness. ~ Karl Marx
An idealist like Comte, Marx had an undue respect for the
idea that there could be a science of societal engineering.
Marx called his proposed political system "scientific socialism."


Herbert Spencer



Society exists for the benefit of its members, not the members
for the benefit of society. ~ Herbert Spencer

English philosopher, biologist, anthropologist, and sociologist Herbert Spencer (1820–
1903) took a Darwinist view of society. Though
agreeing with Marx about class struggles propelling human societies, Spencer was antithetical to Marx about the resultant inequities needing
amelioration. To Spencer, social Darwinism justified the ruling class as having won their position via social "survival of
the fittest." Government had no moral right to step in.
Government is essentially immoral. ~ Herbert Spencer
Compassion was not Spencer's long suit. He was adamantly against social welfare, fearing that it would interfere
with weeding out the biologically inferior. Preserving the unfit would only weaken the "great white race." Spencer promoted sociology for sociopaths.
The ultimate result of shielding men from the effects of folly
is to fill the world with fools. ~ Herbert Spencer
Stripped of predispositions, the evolutionary perspective
– now called sociocultural evolutionism – is a common approach to understanding social dynamics. Taking a page from
Enlightenment optimism, cultural evolution presupposes
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that social systems have progressed historically, which is a
bold fiction without basis in fact.
Spencer's social Darwinism as a way of explaining and justifying human inequality is still popular, despite the absence of
evidence to support it. ~ American sociologist Betty Yorburg


Émile Durkheim



Our whole social environment seems to us to be
filled with forces which really exist only in our own
minds. ~ Émile Durkheim

French sociologist, social psychologist, and
philosopher Émile Durkheim (1858–1917) also
viewed society through an evolutionary lens.
One cannot explain a social fact of any complexity except by
following its complete development through all social species.
~ Émile Durkheim
Durkheim was another devotee of sociology as a mechanical science. He worked at a time of great social change, as
industrialization stressed societal stability. His interest was
in social order and how it was maintained.
Society is not a mere sum of individuals. Rather, the system
formed by their association represents a specific reality which
has its own characteristics. The group thinks, feels, and acts
quite differently from the way in which its members would were
they isolated. ~ Émile Durkheim
The answer Durkheim discovered was that culture acts
as social glue: mores, morals, and traditions – what Durkheim called social facts – act as collective conceptions which
guide behaviors.
Man is only a moral being because he lives in society, since
morality consists in solidarity with the group, and varies according to that solidarity. ~ Émile Durkheim
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All knowledge of cultural reality, as may be seen,
is always knowledge from particular points of view.
~ Max Weber

Albeit viewing sociology as a hard science,
German sociologist, philosopher, and political
economist Max Weber (1864–1920) rejected
Comte's positivism, offering instead antipositivism: that people may only be understood via empathic identification. Swimming against the contemporaneous
behaviorist stream of psychology, Weber did not think that
relying upon insight was contrary to being objective.
Every type of purely direct concrete description bears the
mark of artistic portrayal. ~ Max Weber
Weber believed that Marx's analysis of class struggle was
oversimplified (thought essentially on the money). Weber
saw 3 dimensions of social stratification: class (economic),
status/prestige (cultural) and power (political). Weber also
emphasized how ideas shaped society.
The fate of our times is characterized by rationalization and
intellectualization and, above all, by the disenchantment of the
world. ~ Max Weber
Weber extended Marx's worry over laborers not owning
their tools to a broader social trend: that of increasing bureaucratization, where all workers lacked ownership interest
in their equipment or endeavors. Whereas earlier sociologists
had admired a mechanistic model, Weber feared that socialism – in turning over the means of production to governments
– would simply enhance the power of bureaucracies: the impersonality, routine, and regimentation of which Weber detested.
The fully developed bureaucratic apparatus compares with
other organizations exactly as does the machine with the nonmechanical modes of production. ~ Max Weber
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 Synopsis 
Sociology was born of the modern ardor to improve society. ~ American sociologist Albion Small

➢ Although conceptions of human sociality are perhaps as
old as the species, sociology as an academic study only
blossomed in the 19th century. Under sway of the
Enlightenment mind-set, the pioneers of sociology were
mostly men deluded in thinking of societies as perfectible
through science. A notable exception was Harriet
Martineau: a woman with a sensible perspective of
human fallibility.
➢ Capitalist industrialization shaped modern society. As
such, a bedrock inquiry of sociology has been the
consequences of gross inequity from exploitative
economics.
➢ The state of modern societies shows that tribalism is as
vibrant now as it was 100,000 years ago. For all the advances in technology and supposed 'civilization', human
sociality is little changed: group conflicts over resources
remain rife.
It is not disbelief that is dangerous to our society; it is belief.
~ George Bernard Shaw

 Sociality 
The imaginations which people have of one another are the
solid facts of society. ~ Charles Cooley

As a gregarious, altricial species, human well-being is
profoundly affected by relationships throughout life. Over
half of our waking hours, and a great deal of mental resources, are spent in social interaction.
Social interaction is really an interaction of minds, of mental
states, but we have to communicate those states to others.
~ Janet Wilde Astington
Twins begin interacting in the womb: reaching for each
other as early as the 14th week of gestation. By their 18th
week, they spend more time contacting each other than themselves. 30% of their movements are directed toward their prenatal companion, including stroking the head or back. These
behaviors last longer and are more accurate than self-directed actions, such as touching their own eyes or mouth.
The womb is a starting point to develop a sense of self and a
sense of others. ~ Italian cognitive scientist Vittorio Gallese
By 6 months, infants are already making judgments
about the social behaviors they observe. Babies prefer people
who help one another and are averse to those that hinder others. This is innate morality at work.
All social animals benefit from the capacity to identify individual conspecifics that may help them, and to distinguish these
individuals from others that may harm them. ~ American psychologist Kiley Hamlin et al
By 21 months, infants can tell the difference between a
leader and a bully. They perceive the distinct forms of social
power.
Infants understand that you have to obey leaders even when
they are not around; with bullies, though, you have to obey
them only when they are around. Infants can distinguish between respect-based and fear-based power relations. ~ French
Canadian psychologist Renée Baillargeon
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Generally, girls and women are more affiliative than boys
and men. This accords with most other animals.
Isolation is mentally damaging to adults. For youngsters,
it is devastating.
Social integration and support can have profound effects on
human survival. ~ American ethologist Elizabeth Archie

 Fairness 
The guest will judge better of a feast than the cook. ~ Aristotle

Sense of fairness influences how social interactions are
perceived. How fairness is expressed as a norm colors cultures and societies more strongly than any other value.
From an early age, children can detect the difference between dominant and subordinate individuals. 3-year-olds,
who feel strongly dependent upon their parents, identify with
the dominant, even when witnessing unfairness.
This tendency to favor the dominant diminishes by the
age of 5 and is completely reversed by the age of 8. By this
age, children have a strong sense of egalitarianism. Further
socialization may erode that fine quality.
The fairer you are, the wiser you become. ~ Chinese American technologist Pearl Zhu

 Reality via Sociality 
Reality is socially constructed. ~ Austrian American sociologists Peter Berger & Thomas Luckmann

Perception comes from attributing subjective meaning to
experiences. Through this continual process people build perspectives that cumulate into beliefs and a worldview.
As gregarious creatures, reality constructs are often determined socially. From infancy, the social context in which
we find ourselves shapes perceptions, expectations, and attitudes. Worldview is an accumulation derived from personal
experience, most particularly from social interaction.
Through others we become ourselves. ~ Lev Vygotsky
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Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky influenced Jean Piaget with his sociocultural theory, which emphasized that children psychologically develop via an interactive gyre that is
steeped in the cultural context of their social environment.
When people are free to do as they please, they usually imitate each other. ~ Eric Hoffer
Socialization invariably involves internalization: the apprehension of an event or symbol as meaningful. As always,
meaning is provoked by emotion, especially of affinity or rejection.
Socialization has 2 aspects: psychological and cultural.
Through psychological socialization a child becomes a member of society. Cultural socialization involves indoctrination
in the social norms of the group in which one is being reared:
the primary in-group.
A child's socialization proceeds by interpreting social
events as significant. An infant at first perceives the emotional states of others, then comes to understand those states
to be particular to situations. The next step extends personal
experience into typicality: setting senses of situational normality.
When mommy is upset at me is apparent to any infant
even a few weeks old. Mommy is upset with me when I make
a mess of my food takes a bit of learning. When making a
mess of my food is understood as generally disapproved by
adults, concrete examples have been codified into a norm.
This abstraction process – from personal experiences into
a conceptualization of commonality – was termed the generalized other by American social psychologist George Mead.
The mental formation of the generalized other enlarges identification into being part of society. Hence, socialization is
self-identification evolving toward social integration.
When the generalized other has been crystallized in consciousness, a symmetrical relationship is established between
objective and subjective reality. ~ Peter Berger & Thomas Luckmann
Self-identification comes with a corollary: that others are
like you. As willfully active objects moving through space, our
naïve assumption is to project the same attributes onto other
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things, even inanimate objects: mentalizing run amok. Young
children routinely impart intention. Asked why a marble
rolled off a table, a toddler is likely to reply: "because it
wanted to."
Such projections subconsciously carry into adulthood.
Frustration with objects often finds men abusing them as if
they are to blame. Inadvertently bumping into something
may result in giving the thing a glare, as if it were at fault
for being in the way. Even God is on the hook.
Feeling as if God set you up to fail leads to conflict with deity.
~ American psychologist Joshua Grubbs
People who believe they were "born that way" are inclined
to blame God for their immoral behaviors.
Morality is the herd-instinct of the individual. ~ Friedrich
Nietzsche
While there are innate inclinations to fairness, moral behaviors are a set of folkways. Morality is a social construct.
More generally, every belief is formed through social interaction.

If men define situations as real, they are real in their consequences. ~ the 1928 Thomas theorem, by American sociologists William Thomas & Dorothy Thomas

Our understanding of what is going on – correct or not –
guides our actions.
In emergency rooms, patients with no discernible breathing or heartbeat are treated differently by physicians depending upon the patient's age. Whereas an older person is often
pronounced dead on the spot and left for more pressing tasks,
a young person is not immediately declared DOA. Instead,
doctors spend considerable time listening and testing, giving
oxygen and administering stimulants; only reluctantly believing that the grim reaper has no age bias.
Surgeons develop subtle techniques for hiding the mistakes of residents in training, depending upon how the surgeon defines the situation. A mistake attributed to lack of
knowledge invokes a cover-up. But an error believed to be
caused by carelessness is typically exposed.
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Young surgeons need to learn and practice, but patients need
to receive the best possible care. The surgeon in training needs
to maintain a good reputation among other doctors and nurses,
even if he or she makes mistakes. Such conflicts are resolved by
norms that define the legitimacy of mistakes in different situations. ~ William Kornblum

In a classic study, Princeton and Dartmouth students
were instructed to carefully watch a basketball game, taking
note of rule infractions by each team. Dartmouth students
saw twice as many violations by Princeton players as did
Princeton observers, who tallied twice as many infractions by
Dartmouth players as Dartmouth viewers saw. Same game,
different facts.
We see what we want to see, and what we want to see is
shaped by our tribal sociality.
Our view of the world does not normally transcend the limits
imposed by our culture. ~ Edward Hall

Edward Hall observed that we all have a proxemic bubble
of preferred spatial distance to other people. Friends are let
in close; enemies literally at arm's length or avoided altogether. When a stranger violates our proxemic bubble we feel
threatened and may take evasive action.
Proxemics – the use of interpersonal space – differs by
culture and gender. Women of the same tribe stand closer to
each other in casual conversation than do men. American
black women close in on each other, as do Hispanic women to
a slightly lesser degree.
Black American men tend to stand closer to each other
than white American and English males, who prefer some
distance. When a Middle Eastern man engages a White
American man in conversation, he is likely to move toward
the American while the American backs away.
Gender and race, or even presumed tribal affiliation by
looks alone, are significant influences on social experience
only because people believe them to be so. Cultural conditioning builds assumptions which guide interpersonal interactions, and the formation of social institutions, including how
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families are organized, what work people do, and how authority is exercised.
The man in the street takes his reality and his knowledge for
granted. ~ Peter Berger & Thomas Luckmann


Exposure



Proximity is a strong determinant of affiliation. Urban
dwellers are more likely to form friendships with those on the
same residence floor or building than someone 2 floors down
or 2 streets over.
American sociologist Mady Segal found that when class
seating for police academy training was alphabetical, the listing effectively captured friendship pairings. Segal found
proximity had a stronger bonding effect than race, socioeconomic background, religion, or nationality, though these
other factors had some effect.
Mere exposure to someone inculcates initial impression.
An inceptive affinity commonly leads to a sense of bonding
via familiarity; or, conversely, a dislike that grows with exposure. Interpersonal interaction may dispel predisposition,
but only by overcoming established inclination.

Group selection is a significant evolutionary force. ~ American evolutionary biologist David Sloan Wilson et al

The need for a high degree of sociality is not confined to
humans: it is part of evolutionary heritage throughout many
clades. Whether bird, baboon, or human, quality of life is
largely defined by one's social relations.
Social intelligence is in every adaptation that allows successful interaction in social groups. ~ American psychologists Karen Schmidt & Jeffrey Cohn

Preference for social interaction among adults varies
widely. Those who socialize well are often not the most innovative. A mind's preoccupations seldom find a strong affinity
for both symbolic manipulation and social relations.
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 Territory 
A man's house is his castle. ~ English jurist Edward Coke

Humans are territorial animals. Many sports and games
are based upon territory.
Materialism is a votive mind-set intertwined with territoriality. Capitalism is a natural extension of this biological
bent.
Possessive tendency falls into 3 categories, based upon
the perceived nature of the immediate space: private, shared,
or public.
Private territories are areas you call your own: your room
and workspace. Cars act as mobile territory, as so do portable
possessions, such as purses and cases.
People are naturally upset by police searches of private
property, even when expected. Purse and suitcase searches
at airports are unsettling in having to put aside the urge to
control access to personal space.
Shared territories occur in spaces shared by a select population, such as a cohabiting home, office, or classroom. Even
when sharing space, individuals may have a regular seat or
spot they feel some possessiveness over.
Public spaces are open to all comers. Claim to public territory is infeasible. Yet privacy does happen when people behave in public as if they were by themselves. Others tend to
shy away if 2 people are having a row or intense conversation.
Conversely, a couple holding hands and showing each other
romantic affection tends to have others reserve the immediate vicinity out of deference.

When someone enters another person's private territory
the host often assumes a conversational leadership role. In
negotiations there may be some home field advantage.
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 Offices 
Offices are a commercial embodiment of modern human
territoriality. Single-occupant offices convey 2 main messages: relative status within an organization, and a setting of
expectations about how visitors should behave.
The most important signal is the desk, which divides an
office into major zones: a private work realm and a public
area where visitors are seated.
Visitors' seating arrangement controls distance between
the office holder and guests. A common ploy to reduce a visitor's status is to place visiting chairs at considerable distance
from the occupant's desk.
Whereas educators tend to sit sideways to their office
doors and deemphasize private space, businessmen and bureaucrats tend to arrange their rooms to maximize dominance, so as to give themselves an edge in negotiations.
Managerial and high-status workers typically position
their desks to face the door. In contrast, clerical and secretarial staff often sit side-on to the door.
In partitioned or open offices, more modest markers serve
as power symbols. Chair size conveys importance: the higher
the back, the higher the status.
In allow changes in orientation, swivel chairs can signify
power. They also allow freer movement when stressed, which
can be useful in trying to cover anxiety.

 Markers 
Like other animals, humans mark their territory. People
use 3 types of markers: central, boundary, and earmarkers.
Central markers are items placed in a territory to reserve
it, such as a sweater over a library chair.
Boundary markers divide territories. Supermarket checkout lines use physical dividers for establishing different customers' goods.
Earmarkers is a term taken from the practice of branding
animals on their ears. Earmarkers are identifying marks
that indicate possession, such as nameplates or initials on a
briefcase.
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Markers give a feeling of belonging. Students who personalize their college dorm rooms stay in school longer than
those who do not.
People use territory to signal status as other animals do.
Higher-status individuals have a "right" to invade the territory of a lower-status creature. A boss may barge into a subordinate's office, but the converse would be quite imprudent.
Some juveniles indicate – through graffiti – their appropriation for their own use someone else's or public territory.

 Cooperation 
Male relationships in most species of mammals generally are
characterized by intense intrasexual competition, with little
bonding among unrelated individuals. In contrast, human societies are characterized by high levels of cooperation and strong
bonds among both related and unrelated males. ~ German cognitive ethologist Annika Patzelt

The evolutionary advance that permitted the complexity
which characterizes human societies came with reduced aggression between males. Male-male bonding developed in
hominids millions of years ago. It had an antecedent basis in
other primates, though not apes, which are man's closest
cousins. No male ape is inclined to cooperate with a conspecific stranger. Male chimpanzees are positively intolerant of
other males that they did not grow up with.
There are some simian species with more cordial males.
Unrelated male macaques form friendships that improve
their social standing and their prospects for reproductive success. Ever clever capuchin monkeys understand the value of
cooperation.
Male baboons typically have rigid dominance hierarchies
in their societies. Relations between adult males are often
antagonistic, but there is an exception among baboons. Adult
male Guinea baboons are quite tolerant of one another. Their
willingness to cooperate affords a social complexity lacking
in other baboons. Unlike other baboons, male Guineans actively contribute to the cohesion of their multilevel society.
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Humans are innately more selfish than selfless. Yet also
within human nature are capacities for empathy and morality,
which provide the springboard to cooperation.
In the first year of life, infants exhibit empathy toward others
in distress. Human nature supports both pro-social and selfish
traits. ~ Israeli psychologist Ariel Knafo

In their 4th year children demonstrate understanding of
reciprocity: they are typically generous toward those who are
generous to others, while recognizing and responding accordingly to those who appear selfish.
People are relatively influenced more by reciprocity than
conformity when deciding to cooperate with others. ~ Italian
psychologist Angelo Romano
The human readiness to cooperate, our selectivity in who we
cooperate with, and our tendency to respond negatively when
we are cheated, form an efficient package to forge and maintain
strongly cooperative relationships. The human tendencies to
care about how a person treats others and to protest bad treatment are not simply a thin veneer of cultural norms atop a cold
and calculating core. Rather, they represent fundamental features of a universal human social nature. ~ American evolutionary psychologist Max Krasnow
Animals, especially humans, are far more cooperative than
game theory has predicted. ~ American mathematician Mike
Mesterton-Gibbons
As with other organisms, from microbes on out, any inclination toward cooperation is tempered by a sense of fairness. Aversion to inequity in children develops around the
same age as comprehension of the principles of reciprocal altruism. By age 8 children begin to feel uncomfortable if
treated more generously than other children.
Specific principles governing complex, mature, cooperative
networks emerge early in childhood. ~ American psychologists
Kristina Olson & Elizabeth Spelke
In the context of altruism, empathy and ethics embrace
an irony. While these principles form the basis for cooperation, they adaptively evolved to benefit the individual that
practices them.
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Gratitude is merely the secret hope of further favors.
~ François de La Rochefoucauld

Empathy allows an individual to comprehend another
person's emotions and motivations that may be different from
their own, thus providing bargaining power. Morality provides a basis for assessing fairness, thus enabling a sense of
equity that is essential in avoiding loss through exchanges.
Social acclimation, such as healthy familial upbringing,
leads to cooperation internalized as the proper way to behave. When incentives like reputation and tribal sanctions
are removed, the natural response is to keep behaving normally, which, for those well-bred, is cooperatively.
In the context of operating with strangers, reflection
leads individuals to a different conclusion: that we can be
selfish and get away with it. Cooperation breaks down when
group bonds weaken, and individuals must fend for themselves. Most crime can be traced to living in a society where
selfishness is the accepted norm.
Leadership can be an essential ingredient in maintaining
cooperation in a group. The connection is symmetrical, in
that a leader's status is vested in the success of the group.
People perform greater within-group cooperation when their
groups face external threats. High-ranking group members manipulate this "threat-dependent" cooperation by exaggerating
threats in order to promote cooperation and suppress competition for their position. ~ American psychologist Pat Barclay &
American sociologist Stephen Benard
In George Orwell's novel 1984, the ruling party perpetuates apparent war to create solidarity and support for party
leadership. This political ploy – a call to tribalism – is often
used by demagogues to shore up support.

The socialization process of youngsters largely determines the degree to which the values of cooperation and altruism are incorporated into everyday life. Early life
experiences have a lasting influence on willingness to cooperate and share. Competition inculcated as a moral value
breeds selfishness.
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Complex social organization builds on the emergence and
maintenance of cooperation. ~ German cognitive ethologist
Julia Fischer

 Competition 
Competition engenders a greater threat to self-esteem
than a noncompetitive setting. The focus becomes one's own
level of contribution and differentiating personal performance from a competitor's.
A feeling of status affects self-esteem, especially in a competitive setting: peers feel more threatened and readily engage in self-serving bias. High-status participants are not
motivated toward social comparison with subordinates, and
so feel less threatened. Either way, competition lessens camaraderie.

By virtue of grading and stratification, public education
is a competitive exercise. Failing tattoos a stigma.
It is a common practice for schools to refuse graduation to
a student who fails at any level. Especially at early age, the
psychological scarring of failure can have long-term consequences.
Primary-grade retention reduces the odds of completing high
school by about 60%. ~ American sociologist Megan Andrew

People generally think that strangers they encounter
online are probably just like them. But when cast as competitors, such as on auction sites, strangers are no longer assumed to share traits or values.
When you're competing against people you don't know, you
assume that these strangers aren't similar to you. ~ American
marketing professor Rebecca Naylor

If teams work side by side, women tend to perform better and
even outperform men – they're more creative. As soon as you
add the element of competition though, the picture changes. It's
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the way society views women and the way we view competition, gender specific: it changes behaviors and outcomes.
~ German sociologist Markus Baer

There are no positive psychological or sociological aspects
of competition that are not overshadowed by the negatives.
There is no such thing as "healthy" competition. Overall,
competition is mentally, morally, and socially destructive.
The psychic and cultural effects of capitalism and democracy,
both competitive exercises, are corrosive.
Competition brings out the best in products and the worst in
people. ~ American businessman David Sarnoff

 Status 
Social status motivates much of human behavior. ~ American anthropologist Christopher von Rueden & Swiss anthropologist Adrian Jaeggi

The quest for social status begins as a neonate, vying to
suckle mother's teat. Into childhood, siblings add to the score,
as do schoolmates. In adulthood, status is even more serious.
The fundamental concept in social science is power, in the
same sense in which energy is the fundamental concept in physics. ~ Bertrand Russell
Humans cannot help being status conscious. It happens
at every encounter, beginning with judging another by how
they look – instantaneously, without reflection. Human sociality is an endless exercise of comparisons on personal scales
of status.
Power and dominance hierarchies exist in every human culture and in other primate groups as well. ~ American communication scholar Peter Anderson
In any interpersonal interaction, people overestimate their
own agency and underestimate the agency of those they influence. Powerholders especially view themselves as causal, even
if their control is illusory. The more powerful managers work
harder to influence subordinates, derogate their motivation, devalue their work, keep their distance, and view them as easily
manipulated objects. Powerful people appear relentlessly selforiented. ~ Susan Fiske
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Power is always a relational construct. There can be no powerful people without powerless people. ~ Peter Anderson

The animalistic nature of human dominance display is
regularly demonstrated. Though physical prowess has scant
significance in modern society, height and size continue to
command respect.
Upward movements indicate power and triumph. At
sports events, cheerleaders and fans alike both make upward
motions to signify power. Higher vertical positions are always viewed as more powerful, whether objects or animals.
Standing tall is in itself a good way of achieving dominance.
~ American psychologist Nancy Henley
In a confrontation, standing over another or otherwise
looking down conveys dominance. In contrast, a slumped or
curled-up position signifies submission, as it creates a
smaller appearance.
Males losing arguments, but not willing to cede status,
may resort to nonverbal dominance displays: an implicit ad
hominem attack that tries to shift focus away from substance.
Belittling behaviors are often involved.
In a superior/subordinate interaction at work, the superior
may use spatial intrusions, such as moving close, staring, talking
loudly, pointing, or touching, to communicate dominance over
the subordinate. ~ American communication scholar Martin
Remland
Physical size is significant in the business world. Tall
men are more likely to be hired, obtain prominent positions,
and draw larger salaries than shorter men.
Short men who are intensely ambitious are notorious for the
savagery of their "assertiveness" when they have struggled to the
top, indicating the need to compensate for their small stature.
Where a tall man at the top can afford to relax, the short tyrant
must remain tense, forever reestablishing his position. ~ English zoologist and ethologist Desmond Morris
Beards and long hair make the head appear larger,
thereby increasing dominance. In Western societies, this
hairstyle fashion has periodically appeared among men at
various times in history, sometimes with social significance.
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The US counterculture movement that began in the late
1960s was of young men with long hair and beards: a younger
generation striving, at least symbolically, to seize power from
the short-haired conservative corporatists that ran the country.*

There is a halo effect that succors status: a person with
one good quality is typically assumed to possess others. Physical attractiveness conveys power, especially for women. People have higher expectations for attractive females, and to a
lesser degree males.
Beyond appearance, there are physical positions, interpersonal spacing, movements, gestures, facial expressions,
vocalics, and eye contact behaviors that project power or signal submissiveness. Subordinates who increase their nonverbal status displays also augment their perceived satisfaction
with their superiors and the organization.
In organizations, assigned power does not necessarily
equal actual power. Competent secretaries commonly possess
plentiful power despite their subordinate position.
Subordinates often have far more power than they realize, especially when they cooperate and coordinate among
themselves. This partly accounts for the fear that corporate
management historically has had for unions: the potential
creation of an effective, and sometimes subversive, organization within.
The measure of a man is what he does with power. ~ Plato

 Voting Tough 
Voters often prefer tough guys over those with experience
and competence, as illustrated by the elections of former professional wrestler Jesse Ventura to governor of Minnesota
and Austrian-born bodybuilder and movie actor Arnold
Schwarzenegger as California "Governator" (in reference to
his cyborg role in The Terminator movies).
* Short hair among the dominant generation at the time was a holdover from military service during the 2nd World War.
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An impressive example of this in American politics was
the pseudo-election of George W. Bush in 2000 as President;
especially as he was running against the more experienced
Vice President Al Gore, who was also taller and physically
more powerful, and who clearly demonstrated superior
acumen in the televised debates during the campaign.
The US economy had performed remarkably well under
the Clinton administration, with Gore an active participant
(unlike a lot of vice presidents historically); hence, scant
reason to switch horses. But Bush ran a campaign of macho
bluster, while Gore, in stark contrast, appeared cerebral.
The most astonishing example of voting for tough over
competent, or even sane, came in the 2016 pseudo-election of
Donald Trump over Hillary Clinton.* Like Gore, Clinton was
as experienced and competent as a candidate could be.
I play to people's fantasies. ~ Donald Trump
Trump, on the other hand, was nothing but bravado and
lies; yet just enough voters were taken in by Trump's macho
bluster.
I'm also honored to have the greatest temperament that anybody has. ~ Donald Trump

Social structure sets the context for what we do, feel, and
think, and ultimately, then, for the kind of people we become.
~ James Henslin

Brought up with an inculcated sense of limited resources,
and regularly facing competitive situations, desire for dominance is practically bred into humans. This owes in large part
to the historical failure of large-scale cooperation in equitable
allocation of resources.
Family units regularly share. But instances where this
has been accomplished at even the group level are rare. In
modern times, the Israeli kibbutz movement, began in 1909,
is the best-known example of attempting an egalitarian social structure.
* Both Bush and Trump came to power only owing to corrupt American electoral practices. See Spokes 7: The Pathos of Politics.
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The desire for high status is never stronger than in situations
where "ordinary" life fails to answer a median need for dignity
and comfort. ~ Swiss-English writer Alain de Botton

Vying for dominance – control over others' behaviors, and
hence some reaping of the fruit of others' efforts – is the sociological equivalent of capitalism. Social and economic power
are not kissing cousins: they are Siamese twins.


Woman Power



While the Machiavellian path to power works well for
men, women tend to be checked by their social network. For
one, women are more apt to be punished for dominant behavior than men are.
In 2008, American psychologist Dacher Keltner studied
social hierarchy at a college sorority. He found that members
gossiped more about sisters who exerted dominance. Lesspowerful women used the rumor mill as a corrective mechanism for regulating power within their group. The women
with the most influence were those with the most adroit social skills, and tried to look out for the good of the entire sorority.

The skills most important to obtaining power and leading effectively are the very skills that deteriorate once we have power.
~ Dacher Keltner

Power is paradoxical in the sense that the less power an
individual exhibits the more power that person actually has.
Superiors who practice empathy earn respect and loyalty. Being considerate enhances effectiveness in exercising power
when needed.
The day the power of love overrules the love of power, the
world will know peace. ~ Indian political leader Mahatma
Gandhi
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 Control 
No society can exist without social control. ~ Peter Berger

A sense of cooperation is insufficient to have an orderly
society. Societal organization is based on social control.
The eusocialism of insect colonies has traditionally been
explained by kin selection. Sisters supposedly have a vested
interest in the well-being of the hive. But colony members are
often not such close relations.
To maintain genetic diversity, honeybee queens routinely
mate with 10 or more drones, resulting in multiple patrilines
among hive workers. Ant colonies may have multiple queens,
and thereby workers may be distantly related. Yet such colonies effectively function as a super-organism.
Colonial fission in eusocial insects is prevented by policing. Workers who try to lay unfertilized eggs are attacked by
others, and the eggs destroyed or eaten. Genetic diversity
works against any individual or group gaining undue advantage. Eusociality involves enforcement, not just unstinting cooperation.
Social control mechanisms can promote group-serving behaviors and suppress self-serving behaviors in human groups in
much the same way as in social insect colonies, despite the
large differences in genetic relatedness. ~ David Sloan Wilson
People have faced competition at the societal level for millennia. Societies thrive or decline regardless. Even lacking
external pressure, cultures may diminish and even die out.
Beyond the fact that cooperation is psychologically as well
as socially rewarding, individuals suffer if their culture
erodes. Hence efforts that are group-serving are also indirectly the individuals involved. The fact that there will always be cheaters means that there is always a benefit to
social-control mechanisms.
The eternal nemesis of social regulation is corruption,
which is simply the continuation of the urge to cheat that necessitates social control in the first place. Corruption is the
reason that societies collapse from within.
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 Aggression & Violence 
The tendency to aggression is an innate, independent, instinctual disposition in man. ~ Sigmund Freud

Aggression is a behavior of implicit violence. Aggression
is irrespective of the emotion or motive behind it.
Violence is an interaction that leaves its victim worse off.
There are many forms of violence, including physical, psychological, social, economic, and environmental.
As with many other animals, aggression runs higher in
human males than females. This owes only partly to sexual
selection, where male aggression is rewarded with mating opportunities.
Aggression creates an evolutionary advantage in other
ways. For one, it provides a ready means for acquiring resources from others with only the labor expenditure of intimidation and violence. Prejudice renders rationalization for
aggression practically effortless. Extending this to the group
level neatly explains the abiding popularity of conflict and
war throughout human history.
Despite tremendous effort, discrimination, oppression, brutality, and tyranny remain all too common features of the human
condition. Rather than resolving the problems of intergroup hostility, we merely appear to stumble from viciousness to viciousness. ~ Jim Sidanius & Felicia Pratto
Selective discrimination toward groups is a common form
of economic violence. Human proclivity to aggression is abetted by embracing territoriality. Nothing new here. Competition for resources is as old as prokaryotes poking at each
other for favored molecules.
There is perhaps no more dangerous force in social relations
than the human mind. ~ American psychologists Dacher Keltner & Robert Robinson
Whatever difference in cunning evolution delivered to humans than other primates it did not provide an innate intelligence to resist conflict and wholeheartedly embrace
cooperation; quite the contrary. Human mental faculties are
honed to perpetuate violence and feel justified in doing so.
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The human being can keep fighting and killing because we
can goad ourselves with our concepts, our principles, our categorical imperatives to do whatever we feel we have to do.
~ Aldous Huxley

In their minds, perpetrators minimize the violence they
have wrought, whereas victims conversely magnify consequence.* These self-serving biases are lessened when the involved parties see some advantage in lessening hostilities. A
positive relationship leads to more benign interpretations of
transgressions, sowing the potential for forgiveness.
Man must evolve for all human conflict a method which
rejects revenge, aggression, and retaliation. The foundation of
such a method is love. ~ Martin Luther King Jr.

 Individual Violence 
At the personal level, aggressive conflict is born of frustration, coincident with irritability, abetted by provocation,
and fostered in cultures which tolerate aggression as acceptable behavior.
Aggression as a characteristic way of solving social problems
usually emerges early in life. ~ American psychologist Rowell
Huesmann et al
Short-tempered individuals – "hot heads" – are aggression-prone. While humans behave according to context and
exhibit varying degrees of consistency in different personality traits over time, aggressiveness tends to be persistent.
Children learn that aggression is acceptable to various
degrees from parents, teachers, siblings, peers, and social
media. Once inculcated, an individual's propensity to violence tends to be set for life.
Aggression sex differences are a function of perceived consequences of aggression that are learned as aspects of gender roles
and other social roles. ~ American social psychologists Alice
Eagly & Valerie Steffen

* These psychological syndromes are commonly apparent in rapists
and rape victims.
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Whereas males are more prone than females to engage in
overt physical aggression, women tend to employ passive-aggressive and more oblique techniques. This is consistent with
upbringing and gender roles.
People behave aggressively to the extent that their beliefs
legitimize aggression by its consequences. Males and females
hold contrasting social representations of aggression.
Women perceive aggression expressively: for showing anger and reducing stress. In contrast, men view aggression instrumentally: as a means for social or material reward.
Genders differ in what mediates aggression. Women are
more subject to guilt and anxiety when they aggress. They
are also more concerned about the physical dangers of retaliation. That females are generally more empathic than
males, both by disposition and social role, also tends to inhibit aggression.
Men and women react somewhat differently to aggressive
cues and provocation. What is anger-provoking for men may
raise anxiety in women.
Men both dish out and receive more violence than women.
Aggression toward women is tempered by both sexual dimorphism and their subordinate social status. The death toll
from bloodshed is higher for males than females. But women
suffer much more physical spousal abuse and sexual assaults. All told, the toll of savagery on females throughout
the world, mostly instigated by men, far surpasses that suffered by males.

Most people desire to determine their fate. Not being able
to influence outcomes is frustrating and can be motivationally debilitating when perpetually powerless. A pallor of
helplessness and depression can settle in.
Disposition and varied life experiences create a spectrum
of beliefs regarding control. At one extreme are internals,
who feel that they can influence events in a wide variety of
contexts. At the other end are externals, who feel at the mercy
of forces beyond their control.
Internals typically view aggression as instrumental: a social tool for achieving desired ends. In contrast, externals
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perceive little instrumental value in aggression, and resort to
violence only when provoked beyond endurance.

Aggression only moves in one direction – it creates more
aggression. ~ American management consultant Margaret
Wheatley

Incidents that begin with verbal conflict escalate into
physically violent ones if one of the individuals involved is so
inclined. Preemptive aggression can be expected by those
who feel that their adversary has malicious intent. An attack
may be a presumed means to deter future aggression.
Hostile attributional bias is the inclination to perceive
hostile intent by others, irrespective of indication. It is a common bias among chronic aggressors and correlates with overreactive aggression: the tendency toward extreme retaliation
in response to even mild provocation.
There are 2 groups of pathological aggressors: under-controlled and over-controlled. Both are relatively small in number to population size, but socially significant.
Under-controlled aggressors are those people prone to violence. They account for a very high proportion of violent
acts. Part of this is positive self-feedback: aggression may be

Under-Controlled Aggressor Types
Type

Description

Self-image
promoter

Fears being worthless or unimportant;
attempts to convince others of being
fearless and tough.
Tries to defend self-image against
largely imagined slurs from others.
Believes that others exist to serve him
or her; reacts violently when refused.
Proactive violence from fear of being
the victim if not striking first.
Aggression as part of social role (e.g.,
gang leader).
Enjoys hurting others; selects those
weaker or arranges an advantage.

Self-image
defender
Self-indulger
Self-defender
Reputation
defender
Sadists &
bullies
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personally satisfying. Hostile attributional bias is common in
under-controlled aggressors.
American social psychologist Hans Toch studied violent
men and women for decades and developed the following major categories of under-controlled aggressors.
Over-controlled aggressors are people with strong internal controls against aggression, but once unleashed, their violence is extreme. Mass murderers typify this persona. They
are often mild-mannered people who, once sufficiently provoked, have a tantrum that is positively homicidal. Once the
outburst is over, they revert to their typical passive state.
Wife-beaters may fall into either category. The primary
difference is that under-controlled aggressors approve of
their acts, while over-controlled individuals do not, but excuse themselves by feeling they had no other resort.
Alcohol lubricates aggression by loosening inhibitions.
But provocation must still present itself for fists to fly.
Barroom brawls are legion. Many violent crimes are
fueled by booze, imbibed by the perpetrator or the victim or
both. Much domestic violence ensues after knocking back
more than a few drinks.
Aggression is deeply rooted in the personality structure
of violent people, especially sadists and bullies. Psychological
treatment may help those that recognize they have a problem.
In contrast, incarceration – the universal recourse – is
detrimental to the individual, the institution, and ultimately
society; better to eliminate such pathogenic organisms.
Bystanders may play a role in aggression, even when not
involved. Their presence may enhance aggressiveness when
approval is anticipated or dampen it if censure is expected.
The environment affects aggressive tendencies. Pastoral
settings are antithetical, whereas urban streets, with their
noise, pollution, and crowding, are encouraging.
Moderately high temperatures help make tempers run
hotter. When temperatures become sweltering, potential aggressors are more interested in escape than in prolonging discomfort.
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Aggression may be enhanced or inhibited by situational
aspects which affect an individual's degree of self-consciousness. Decreased self-awareness – being caught up in the moment – enhances aggression.
When concerned with response by potential victims or authorities, people are said to be publicly self-aware. Hence, the
mere presence of police tends to reduce violent encounters
among the citizenry.
Aggression is strongly influenced by the attitudes of the
individuals involved, both aggressors and victims.
Attitude refers to the categorical mental representation to
an object, event, or situation. Attitude has 3 components: beliefs, evaluation, and behaviors. Attitudinal beliefs are axiomatic opinions held about the attitude objects. Evaluation is
the attraction-repulsion for certain objects. Behavioral attitude is the predisposition to act in certain ways toward specific objects or in certain situations. Attitudes develop
through personal experiences and cultural influence.

 Violence in Society 
Early farmers were at least as violent as their forager ancestors, if not more so. Farmers had more possessions and needed
land. In simple agricultural societies with no political frameworks beyond village and tribe, human violence was responsible for about 15% of deaths, including 25% of male deaths.
~ Israeli historian Yuval Noah Harari

Violence is inherent in societies which distribute material
well-being unequally on a class basis. Capitalism is an incubator for aggression and intrinsically violent.
By abolishing private property one takes away the human
love of aggression. ~ Sigmund Freud
Conflict and incessant violence pervade all human societies. They are only modestly tempered by cultural mores,
which deem select savageries tolerable. Dominance hierarchies permit favored aggressions with relative impunity. Violence by agents of the state against ordinary citizens, by
those with economic means against those less well off, by
those of the dominant tribe against individuals belonging to
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minority groups, and by men against women, are largely tolerated and censured only when egregious.
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Guns not only permit violence, they can stimulate it as well.
The finger pulls the trigger, but the trigger may also be pulling
the finger. ~ American social psychologist Leonard Berkowitz


Aggression is engendered in those cultures which celebrate violence as enjoyable sensory stimulation, which is to
say: worldwide. Cinematic displays of violence are commonplace and considered acceptable viewing for children.
Sports contests excel at demonstrating aggression as socially acceptable. Most video games are exercises in unleashing aggression.
Football changed my life and it gave me a platform to get out
my aggression and it gave me a sense of value. ~ American
athlete and actor Dwayne Johnson
People are more aggressive when they feel powerful. Winning conflicts increases aggression, not releases it.
It is a myth that venting anger is an effective way to reduce
anger and aggression. ~ American psychologists Brad Bushman
& Rowell Huesmann
Viewing violence against women with erotic overtones increases male aggression toward females.
Mass media can contribute to a cultural climate that is more
accepting of violence against women. ~ American psychologist
Neil Malamuth
The acceptance of violence in the media or in sports contrasts with the reluctance in many cultures to tolerate public
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nudity. Whereas bashing bodies is okay, baring boobs is not.
This bizarre incongruity owes to religious strictures, notably
the physical-modesty mores of Christians and Muslims
which developed because the weak-minded men who follow
these faiths lack self-control.

We all decry prejudice yet are all prejudiced. ~ Herbert
Spencer

Prejudice is a preconceived, negative attitude toward
members of a social group. Racial prejudice is a hoary tendentiousness that still runs strong in many societies, most
notably the United States, and has been the source of much
bloodshed and adverse discrimination in all forms throughout history.
Religious prejudice has been another strong source of social exclusion and aggression, especially by those with a fervent belief in a faith. While Christians have historically been
vigorously prejudice, especially against Jews, Islamists now
take the cake for violence in the name of Allāh.
The ultimate weakness of violence is that it is a descending
spiral, begetting the very thing it seeks to destroy. Instead of diminishing evil, it multiplies it. ~ Martin Luther King Jr.
Perceived conflict of interest, including holding different
values or beliefs, is often a motivation for group prejudicial
aggression. Derogatory stereotypes are socially constructed
and maintained among in-group members through gossip.
The greater the felt motivation to harm the stronger the tendency to dehumanize.
Opposing partisans to social disputes will exaggerate (a) the
magnitude of their conflict, (b) their opposition's extremism,
and (c) their opposition's ideological biases. ~ Dacher Keltner
& Robert Robinson
Intergroup violence is fostered by fear, often stemming
from propaganda aimed at dehumanization: that "they" are
predacious. This tried-and-true technique is regularly employed by governments to whip up enthusiasm for war. The
human propensity to symbolic objectification, and to think of
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others as meaningfully less than oneself, facilitates rationalization for aggression.
With rare exceptions, civilizations throughout history
were built upon coercion and the bones of the easily expendable. Violence is the bedrock of exploitation, upon which some
men prosper at others' expense.
Humankind seems to have an enormous capacity for savagery, for brutality, for lack of empathy, for lack of compassion.
~ Scottish singer-songwriter Annie Lennox

People generally think of violence as directed against
other people. The exploitation of other animals, plants, and
ecosystems is considered nonviolent: acceptable to such a degree as to be completely unremarkable. But violence is any
act which lessens the quality of life for any organism. That
animals must necessarily commit interspecific violence to
sustain themselves does not excuse the excesses which humans routinely exercise.
Callous neglect of respecting life, fostered by a senseless
sense of superiority and abetted by technology, ensured environmental destruction on a planetary scale. This prolonged
regime of unrelenting violence has eventuated in a mass extinction event, whereupon humans are also claiming themselves as victims.
Nothing good ever comes of violence. ~ Martin Luther

 Communication 
An individual does not communicate; he engages in or becomes part of communication. ~ American anthropologist Ray
Birdwhistell

The interdependence of people is abundantly demonstrated by their desire to communicate. However conducted,
communication is the antithesis of apathy.
As individuals engage in social interaction, verbal and nonverbal communication channels afford them a wealth of potential information. ~ American communication scholar Judee
Burgoon et al
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The impulse behind communication is information, commonly aimed at reducing uncertainty. This need may be
guised. Beyond apparent intention to its receiver, reassurance and words of comfort seek to maintain good relations.
Kind words can be short and easy to speak, but their echoes
are truly endless. ~ Albanian Catholic sister Mother Teresa

People communicate every possible way: conversationally, nonverbally, and via printed, audio, and video media,
including email and instant messaging. Communication accessible to large audiences forms the core of culture, which
reflects the belief and value systems of a society.
Many social problems can be traced to interpersonal communication difficulties, just as many proposed interventions to
solve social ills also depend on effective interpersonal communication. ~ Judee Burgoon et al
Human communication is a system with 5 central properties: interdependence, identity, hierarchy, openness, and
equifinality.
Regular communication among people indicates a degree
of interdependence. This interdependence creates an identity
that defines the relationship among members in a group.
A change in a group is reflected by a change in communication. The stream of communication between a couple (dyad)
changes as their relationship changes; so too with members
of a larger group, and when a group loses or adds a member.
Human sociality tends toward hierarchies. Communication systems reflect this. The social context of communication
is nested: intrapersonal, interpersonal, group, organizational, and societal.
Making conversation involves more than anticipating when
to begin speaking. It is a cooperative venture that requires adherence to the rules of social engagement. ~ Dutch linguists
Mark Dingemanse & Nick Enfield
Dynamic systems exhibit a degree of openness. The level
and information content of communication within a group reflects its openness. Close-ended communication effectively
suffocates the vitality of a group. In contrast, a more open
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communication system develops a homeostasis of self-regulation.
Interpersonal communication is relationship; the events of
acting toward and with one another. ~ American communication scholars Aubrey Fischer & Katherine Adams
A closed system is deterministic, in that its end state (conclusion) is set by initial input. In contrast, open systems are
equifinal: outputs may differ from inputs. This variability
has a complement, in that different inputs may lead to similar outcomes. Communication openness and equifinality are
intertwined.

 Meaning 
Nothing has meaning except in context. ~ English anthropologist Gregory Bateson

The concept of information is inseparable from that of
meaning. Communication is a process of conveying meaning.
A message is a package of conveyed information which can
have 3 possible meanings: 1) that intended by the sender, 2)
that distinctly understood by the receiver, or 3) a common
meaning.
A message's meaning is interpreted within a context. A
goodly part of that context relates to what has preceded the
message during previous communication, either in the current session, or in reference to an earlier dialogue. Context
may be beneficial to a relationship, or, conversely, corrosive.
To discover the meaning or significance of communicative
patterns is to place them in some context. ~ Aubrey Fischer
and & Katherine Adams
A message itself comes packaged in its own context, with
implicit cues to the receiver as to how to interpret it in relation to the sender. This metamessage is always primary to the
pertinent content of the message and is generally conveyed
analogically (in conversation) by intonation or nonverbally,
such as facial expression, gesture, or posture.*

* Metamessage in prose involves grammar and word choice.
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A common concern in interpreting metamessages is discerning the emotional context in which it was sent: the intrapersonal connotation, as contrasted to denotation. This is
an effort fraught with subjective projection that easily leads
to an erroneous conclusion. Instead, the essential necessity is
to understand a sender's behavior patter: the interpersonal
connection. There can be no truer indication of what a person
means than how that person behaves.
The meaning of interpersonal communication is a retrospective exercise. We look back on our interactions and define
our relationships by them.
A man's character may be learned from the adjectives which
he habitually uses in conversation. ~ Mark Twain
Sharing an understanding is not the same as having the
same understanding. Sharing an understanding is instead
individual understandings that characteristically coincide.
The sharing involves some conceptual overlap, but there can
never be a single understanding between 2 people. Every concept a person holds has baggage attached: of experiential
memory and associative meaning(s). These connections are
never entirely selfsame for any dyad.
To effectively communicate, we must realize that we are all
different in the way we perceive the world and use this understanding as a guide to our communication with others. ~ American life coach Tony Robbins


Cultural Context



Communication occurs in situational and environmental
contexts which abet interpretation. Cultures – whether between 2 people or among millions – establish a context in
which communication transpires.
Close friends exist in a high context: a smile, glance, or
very few words convey much meaning. Conversely, strangers
may struggle in acquaintance to establish a context. Their
communication is low-context, and so must be specific and
explicit to ensure proper conveyance of meaning. Courts of
law and other societal institutions operate in low-context situations.
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Cultures vary considerably in their degree of nominal
context. East Asian countries – China, Japan, Korea – have
high-context cultures, as do native Americans, black Americans, Latin Americans, and Mexican Americans. Eastern
Mediterranean (including Greece and Turkey) and Arab cultures are also rather high-context.
In a high-context culture, much more is taken for granted and
assumed to be shared, and consequently the overwhelming preponderance of messages are coded in such a way that they don't
have to be explicitly and verbally transmitted. ~ American
communication scholars Myron Lustig & Jolene Koester
Asian cultures are so context-reliant partly owing to the
influence of Buddhism, which places a high value on silence
and observation of subtleties. Native Americans, with ancestral migratory roots in East Asia, are similar in having highcontext cultures. The enslavement of African Americans instilled the need for a high-context culture to prevent provoking the cruel caprices of their "owners."
Germany, Switzerland, the United States, Canada, and
the Nordic countries are the lowest context countries.
Communication differs to a great degree between highand low-context cultures. While nonverbal communication
provides context for all conversations, people in high-context
cultures are especially affected by these contextual clues.
Whereas communication in low-context cultures is explicit and overt, high-context cultures are quieter and more
subtle. This affects how attractive people are perceived to be.
Verbose people are more appealing to Americans. Koreans are to the converse, finding quieter folk more pleasing.
A study of farewells at international airports found
Asians from high-context cultures the least tactile people in
the world.
People in high-context cultures expect greater responsiveness from unspoken cues, such as facial expressions and
subtle gestures, than in low-context cultures.
Failing to recognize basic cultural differences in behavioral norms relating to context orientation leads to facile
misattributions.
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People from low-context cultures are often perceived as excessively talkative, belaboring of the obvious, and redundant.
People from high-context cultures may be perceived as nondisclosive, wasteful of time, sneaky, and mysterious. ~ Peter Anderson

 The Uses of Communication 
The communicating of ideas is not the chief and only end of
language, as is commonly supposed. There are other ends, as
the raising of some passion, the exciting to or deterring from an
action, the putting the mind in some particular disposition.
~ George Berkeley

Broadly, communication has 3 purposes: to inform, to influence, and to entertain. It is also often employed to express
emotion, typically of some extremity. If there is any calculation behind such outbursts, it is invariably a ploy to influence.
Language can be a way of hiding your thoughts and preventing communication. ~ Abraham Maslow

 Conversation 
My idea of good company is the company of clever, wellinformed people who have a great deal of conversation. ~ English novelist Jane Austen

Conversation is communication commerce. Messages are
sent and received, forming transactions. Each transaction is
an information package about a topic. A deal is a summation
of a communication session: the lasting impression that a
receiver takes away.
What's the deal? ~ American idiomatic expression (1950S)
A conversation begins with an initial greeting that establishes or reaffirms social bonds. The tone of a conversation is
set in its greeting and influences the deal.
There's a behavioral principle known as the expressivity halo
– people who communicate in an expressive, animated fashion
tend to be liked more than difficult-to-read people, even if
they're expressing something such as irritation. Because we're
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more confident in our reading of them, they're less of a threat.
~ American psychologist Frank Bernieri

A conversation substantially begins with feedforward: indication of what the primary, or at least initial, topic is. Feedforward is often used to frame a conversation. Sometimes the
feedforward suggests that another person assume a certain
role. This altercasting requests that the other person considers your message from a specific perspective.
Altercasting is a basic technique of interpersonal control.
It is effective when the proposed role is congruent with the
other person's own goals. Altercasting is frequently used in
advertising.
A feedforward may be a disclaimer, which is a plea to not
judge prematurely or negatively. Disclaimers are used to
bring up awkward subjects, either because the teller finds
them difficult to disclose, though more commonly anticipated
as hard for the listener to hear.
After feedforward, a conversation transitions to its business, which is the speaker's initial stab at making an intentional transaction.
Certain subjects are cultural taboos for polite conversation, especially with those of other cultures. Religion and politics are common taboos. In some countries, race and social
or economic status are taboo.
History is sometimes taboo. Mexicans do not want to hear
of the Mexican–American War from Americans, nor do
Southerners in the United States care for mention of the Civil
War by Northerners. Talk of World War 2 to the Japanese is
like pushing a bitter pill.
Feedback is the reverse of feedforward. Positive or negative, it either propels a conversation or shuts it down.
There is no conversation more boring than the one where
everybody agrees. ~ French writer Michel de Montaigne
The closing ends a conversation. It often signals what the
deal of the conversation will be.
Be wary of taking a deal. Studies indicate that those who
are generally more confident about their judgments of others
are in fact less accurate.
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Gender Differences



Men and women communicate with different focuses, motivations, and styles. The differences stem from gender-based
indoctrinations as well as innate inclinations. (The characterizations of these gender differences are generalities for
which individual exceptions abound.)
Women use communication to connect. Men talk for information or entertainment, often with status and dominance in
mind.
If women disagree it affects their relationship. Men may
disagree and not think much about it.
Women use more words to make a point; men are more
succinct. Men make more direct statements. Men are more
analytical, women more emotive. Women are more vocally
and facially expressive.
Men think a problem through privately, then express the
solution as a bottom line. Women use conversation to collaboratively work through a problem. Men appear less intuitive
and less aware of details than women.
Women are more likely to ask for help rather than trying
to figure things out on their own. Men keep their problems to
themselves.
Women give feedback with tact, tentativeness, and sensitivity to others' feelings. Men are direct with their feedback,
without the intention of it being taken personally. Women
tend to take verbal rejection more personally than men.
Men tend to finish one topic before moving on to the next.
Women are more apt to topically meander before returning.
Women talk more about relationships. Men talk more
about events and accomplishments.


Repairs



I'd take it back, but time won't let me. ~ American musician
John Hiatt in the song "Tip of My Tongue" (1987)

There is no stronger vector to time than in a conversation:
it is irreversible. Retraction for what has been said is impossible. One can only try to repair damage.
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Just as communication problems are universal, so too
their repair techniques.
There would be little adaptive value in a complex communication system like human language if there were no ways to detect and correct problems. There is a universal system for the
real-time resolution of the frequent breakdowns in communication. Unrelated languages share the same 3 functionally distinct
types of repair initiator for signaling problems and use them in
the same kinds of contexts. People prefer to choose the type that
is the most specific possible; a principle that minimizes cost
both for the sender being asked to fix the problem and for the
dyad as a social unit. Disruption to the conversation is kept to a
minimum. ~ Mark Dingemanse et al
An apology is the most straightforward remedy. A more
common and often ineffective response is an excuse.
It is better to offer no excuse than a bad one. ~ American
general and politician George Washington
Excuses are typically proffered after saying something
that runs counter to expectation or easy sanction to its listener(s). If effective, excuses act as a social lubricant. If not,
they act like sand in Vaseline.
The modus operandi for excuses is learned by example in
early childhood. Unless consciously changed, those experienced patterns become the default behavioral template for
the rest of one's life.
Excuses fall into 3 categories: denial ("I didn't do it"), minimization ("It wasn't so bad"), and extenuating circumstance
("Yes, but…").
He that is good for making excuses is seldom good for anything else. ~ Benjamin Franklin
Eloquent excuse makers employ 3 basic strategies: 1) relate the mistake to situational reality, 2) point out that anyone else in the same situation would have done as poorly, 3)
convey the impression that the mistake was atypical, not normal behavior, and out of character.
The best excuses are simple (back to an apology being better than any excuse). Blaming someone else and forgetfulness are sure losers. An excuse that smells like a lie simply
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digs a deeper hole. Being tagged as a chronic excuse-maker
ruins credibility.
99% of the failures come from people who have the habit of
making excuses. ~ American botanist George Washington
Carver
Men and women excuse themselves differently: women
are better at excuses than men.
Men use more rudimentary excuses. Women tend to be more
facile verbally. They are perhaps more sensitive to cues and situations and what might actually work. ~ American psychologist Charles Synder


Gossip



Most conversations are about social information. ~ German
evolutionary ecologist Ralf Sommerfeld et al

Gossip is a common and universal business. Gossip begins in early adolescence and plays an important role in social development.
The only time people dislike gossip is when you gossip about
them. ~ American wit Will Rogers
Gossip is a common vehicle for stabilizing a shared sense
of reality. This somewhat compensates for not receiving veridical feedback from others.
All gossip involves social comparison. ~ American social
psychologists Sarah Wert & Peter Salovey
Gossip yields social learning, promotes group solidarity,
clarifies group norms and enforces their conformity, helps
solve social problems, and calibrates beliefs.
Gossip is saying behind their back what you would not say to
their face. Flattery is saying to their face what you would not say
behind their back. ~Anonymous
Whoever gossips to you will gossip about you. ~ Spanish
proverb
Gossip serves to monitor cooperative reputations, and so
serves to track indirect reciprocity. Reputation is influential
in cooperation dynamics.
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No one gossips about other people's secret virtues. ~ Bertrand Russell
Gossip is when you hear something you like about someone
you don't. ~ American journalist Earl Wilson

As a form of violence, gossip spreads rumors. It may socially empower its provider while disempowering its target.
The biggest liar in the world is They Say. ~ American poet
Douglas Malloch
If you haven't got anything nice to say about anybody, come
sit next to me. ~ American socialite Alice Roosevelt Longworth

 Nonverbal Communication 
There is language in her eye, her cheek, her lip. ~ English
playwright and poet William Shakespeare

Nonverbal communication occurs without words: a
metamessage that accompanies what is spoken.
What you do speaks so loud that I cannot hear what you say.
~ Ralph Waldo Emerson
The bulk of interpersonal conveyance is nonverbal. In
comprehending a conversation, only 7% comes from the
words said. Tone of voice and pace of speech accounts for 38%.
55% is conveyed by facial expression and body language.
Much nonverbal communication occurs subconsciously,
both in transmission and reception. Impressions register and
are fed back.
The ability to communicate nonverbally is at the core of social intellect. ~ Nalini Ambady & American social psychologist
Max Weisbuch
Verbal languages are culturally bound. Nonverbal communication does have cultural aspects, which are inculcated
during childhood; but much nonverbal transmission is a
product of evolutionary descent, and so transcends culture. A
smile is universally understood, as is the look of anger.
Early impressions are hard to eradicate from the mind. When
once wool has been dyed purple, who can restore it to its previous whiteness? ~ Latin Christian priest Jerome
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Initial impressions are invariably a product of stereotyping, which is an innate heuristic. People seek to reduce uncertainty in initial encounters, and so suss what they can
from instant appearance.
We often make a number of instant social judgments about
people on the basis of their physical characteristics and on the
basis of their behavior. These judgments, quick and without reflection, may be extremely important for subsequent social interaction. ~ English psychologists Geoffrey Beattie & Heather
Shovelton
Unsurprisingly, people who smile are deemed more likable and approachable than those who do not or who pretend
to smile.
Skill in nonverbal communication is part of social competence. ~ American communication scholar Mark Knapp &
American social psychologist Judith Hall
Nonverbal communication can be a gating factor to verbal
communication reaching its audience with any effectiveness
whatsoever.
The most important thing in communication is hearing what
isn't said. ~ Austrian-born American management consultant
Peter Drucker
Nonverbal communication may accent, complement, or
reinforce the oral message; or it may contradict it. A receiver
may not consciously notice incongruity, but it will register. In
the instance of inconsistency between a vocal message and
its nonverbal communication, people believe what was expressed but not said.
The body says what words cannot. The body never lies.
~ Martha Graham


Paralanguage



Paralanguage (aka vocalics) is the vocal prosody of
speech: how a person talks, not what is said. This involves
the nonverbal elements of the voice, including tone, pitch, intonation, stress, loudness, rate, and cadence.
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In the company of other men, males subconsciously adjust
the pitch of their voice higher or lower depending on their
assessment of where they stand in the dominance hierarchy.
Women universally agree that a lower-pitched male voice
is more attractive. Men with lower voices tend to have higher
levels of testosterone, the hormone associated with virility. A
woman's attraction to men with deep voices is most pronounced when she is in the fertile phase of her ovulatory cycle.
Metacommunication is secondary transmission that intimates how information is meant to be interpreted: purposeful
paralanguage.
Paralanguage provides an unspoken context, including
humorous, ironic, or sarcastic intent; it encompasses elements of language not encoded by grammar or vocabulary
choice. Depending upon tone of voice, "yes" may indicate
agreement, affirmation, reluctance, confusion, boredom, impatience, hostility, affection, seduction, intimacy, or a multitude of other meanings.
As with other nonverbal communication cues, vocalics affects spoken message interpretation one of 6 ways: reinforce,
emphasize, complement, substitute, regulate, or contradict.
Nonverbal cues reinforce with redundancy. They emphasize with enthusiasm or accent with gravitas. Paralanguage
complements by putting a slightly different spin on what is
said.
Vocalic expressions may substitute for saying something.
A yawn, laugh, "duh" or "uh-huh" carries its own meaning.
Nonverbal cues may regulate or control verbal communication. Filler pauses (e.g., "um" or audible air intake) at the
end of sentences are employed by the slow-witted to preclude
interjection or interruption.* Likewise, silence or audible exhalation at the end of a sentence suggests that the monologue
has concluded.
Finally, vocalics can contradict what is being said. In acquiescing to a request with evident distaste or boredom, the
nonverbal message may trump the spoken one.
* Sharp, disciplined minds speak smoothly with sufficient speed to
need no such crutch.
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Sarcasm is the lowest form of wit but the highest form of intelligence. ~ Oscar Wilde

Sarcasm is a vocalic cue that is frequently misunderstood.
Young children and those with little education or low intelligence often have trouble detecting sarcasm, though it is occasionally difficult for anyone to tell if a statement is meant
seriously or sarcastically. This is particularly true when lacking familiarity with the speaker's personality.
People use paralanguage cues to judge the sincerity, emotional state, and even personality of the speaker. This becomes more difficult with those who are not native speakers.
Some emotions are easier to identify than others. It is
easy to distinguish between anger and empathy, but difficult
to discern anxiety from fear.
Listeners and speakers vary in their competence to respectively decode and encode emotions; such a statement
may (of course) be generalized to social awareness, but sussing emotions is a specific skill.
Discerning personality – and even disposition – via paralanguage is problematic. Soft speakers may be misinterpreted as insecure, or loud talkers as egoists.
People who speak quickly are typically judged more intelligent and objective. Though cognitive quality varies, it does
take a quick mind to speak quickly. A cogent, rapid speaker
can be quite persuasive.
Speaking quickly is efficient communication. Comprehension drops only 5% via increasing speech rate by 50% from
average. A 100% rapidity rate lessens comprehension by only
10%. After that, comprehension begins to fall dramatically.
Vocalics create distinct impressions of the individual
speaking. Appealing, influential voices are relaxed, resonant,
and lower-pitched (especially for men). They are less nasal,
less monotonous, less shrill, and less regionally accented.
Nasal voices especially elicit negative impression. In the
United States, Midwestern voices tend to be the most accentfree, and while those of the Northeast the most nasal.
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Biology yields gender-specific voices. After puberty, male
vocal cords thicken, lowering average pitch.
Both sexes may exaggerate their vocalic differences: men
preferring audible gravel, women a breathy soprano. Some
homosexual men affect a feminine voice to distinguish themselves as a gender group.
Women are socialized to employ their voices differently
than men: more vocal variation, often ending sentences in a
pitch uplift, implying a qualified or even uncertain statement. Men – associating volume with power – are louder.
Males are more likely than females to lapse into negatively
perceived vocal dysfluencies, including false starts, stutters,
and interruptions.

One of the most robust differences between the sexes is women's superior nonverbal ability. ~ Peter Anderson

Women are more sensitive and accurate readers – and
better senders – of nonverbal communication cues than men.
Females have better recall of nonverbal cues. They are also
the superior sex in recognizing faces.
Women are more emotive in their facial expressions during interactions than men: they tend to show what they are
thinking. Females are generally more expressive than males,
particularly in conveying positive emotion messages. Women
readily encode every facial expression except anger.


Smiling 

Smiling is the most significant gender
distinction in facial expressions. Women
smile more easily and more often than men.
Men smile with satisfaction. Women smile
to encourage others. They may also nod to
signal empathic support. Neither of these
nonverbal cues necessarily indicate agreement with the speaker.
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Smiling evolved in primates as a display of submission.
So it is with human females, who must appease dominant
males.
Whereas girls are rewarded for smiling, young boys are
taught to suppress their emotional displays. Women smile in
a wider variety of contexts than men, including when uncomfortable or tense.
Women smile as a come-on. Women smile with a closed
mouth to indicate they are ready to be kissed but show their
teeth when initiating a kiss.
The coy smile females use in flirtation has no male counterpart. This relates to the fact that men use anger in their
facial expressions much more than women. Smiling interferes with a male's ability to intimidate rivals.
Gender aside, some individuals smile more than others.
Whereas men who smile a lot consider themselves sociable,
women with an easy smile think themselves feminine.


Hostility & Anger 

Display of hostility by males is a more socially-acceptable
than it is for females. Men are more prone to show their anger
than women. Facial expressions of anger are more quickly
and easily recognized from males than females. Anger is a
more expected expression from men than women, even for
submissive men. While females are perfectly capable of showing anger, angry women are often perceived as sad.
Even children as young as 5 years will tend to consider a crying baby as "mad" when the baby is purported to be a boy, but
not when it is purported to be a girl. ~ Canadian psychologist
Ursula Hess et al

The social acceptability of other emotional expressions is
also gender related. Women show fear more frequently than
men, though there is no gender difference in its experience.
It is more acceptable for females, even expected, to react
openly with sadness in distressing situations: to cry, withdraw, and express remorse. Hysteria was long supposed a female condition, considered abnormal only when prolonged or
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in extreme display. Men are expected to stay more composed,
with limited display of grief.
These differences emerge early in life. Neonatal girls tend
to cry more than boys in response to another baby's cries, but
not to other sounds.
Support for the evolutionary perspective is found in the
fact that females are especially adept at judging negative affective cues. This acumen is essential to child-rearing.
Females are "wired" from birth to be especially sensitive to
nonverbal cues, or especially quick learners of such cues. This
would make evolutionary sense, because nonverbal sensitivity
on a mother's part might enable her to detect distress in her
youngsters or threatening signals from other adults, thus enhancing the survival chances of her offspring. ~ Judith Hall
Men generally speak louder than women. Girls are taught
from an early age to moderate their voices, while boys are
encouraged to speak up.
The social pressure on boys to curtail their emotional expressions retards their communication skills. So, besides innate gender differences, males are put at a disadvantage in
learning to communicate effectively.
Some studies find that men interrupt more than women
during conversations. Others discern no gender difference.
Irrespective of gender, cross-sex interruptions are more frequent than in same-sex conversations.


The Body



What we learn only through the ears makes less impression
upon our minds than what is presented to the trustworthy eye.
~ Roman poet Horace

Nonverbal communication goes beyond paralanguage, facial expressions, body posture, and gestures. It involves all
aspects of presentation and presence. Presentation begins
with the person: appearance, clothes, way of walking, and
smell. Without saying a word or making a meaningful gesture, physical appearance is a strong communicator.
Sometimes one creates a dynamic impression by saying
something, and sometimes one creates as significant an impression by remaining silent. ~ Tibetan Buddhist leader Dalai Lama
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Height bias is biological, existing in every culture. Attractive tall people are especially esteemed. Tall men are more
likely to be hired, offered higher starting salaries, and given
more prominent positions.
For women, height as attractive has its limits. Whereas
height always suggests manly power, especially when coupled with an athletic physique, tall women are often judged
as ungainly or uncomfortably overpowering by some males,
especially the short ones. A female's only possible social compensation comes in submissive posture and gestures.


Attractiveness Stereotype 

People often facilely link physical allure – especially an
attractive face – to a wide variety of positive attributes. This
bias is the attractiveness stereotype.
The social advantages of being physically attractive – including employment and mating opportunities – are enormous. Understandably, going through life as attractive helps
self-esteem.
Tradition has it that fat men are jolly and generous, that lean
men are dour, that short men are aggressive, and that strong
men are silent and confident. ~ William Sheldon
In a study of simulated juries 93% of participants said
that physical appearance should not bias verdicts. They then
proceeded to evaluate attractive people as less likely to be
guilty, and given less severe punishments, than those less attractive.
Such treatment begins in childhood. Adults react more leniently to bad behavior by an attractive child than to the
same act by an unappealing youngster.
Of children with identical academic records, teachers
evaluate cute ones as smarter than those who are unattractive. This bias translates into consequence.
Teacher's expectations have an enormous impact on student's performance. ~ American sociologists Margaret Clifford
& Elaine Walster
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Following in the footsteps of Galton, American psychologist William
Sheldon was interested in the influence
of body type on intelligence, behavior,
and social standing. In the 1940s he
classified 3 basic body types: ectoecto__meso _endo
morphs, mesomorphs, and endomorphs. Sheldon called these somatotypes.
An ectomorph is gracile. A mesomorph has an athletic
build. An endomorph is wide-bodied and rotund.
Sheldon hypothesized that body type and personality
were correlated. Sheldon's work was criticized as biased and
even fraudulent, but his ideas are commonly accepted.*
People believe that different temperaments go with different
body builds. ~ American psychologists William Wells & Bertram Siegel
People tend to discriminate by body type, particularly
against endomorphs, who are stereotypically perceived as indolent, sloppy, slow, and stupid.
Male ectomorphs are stereotypically considered skittish
and frail, but also studious and intelligent. Female ectomorphs share the stereotype to a degree, but are perceived
much more positively than males, partly because many people, particularly women, desire to be thin, and thin women
are generally considered attractive.
Mesomorphs are the most positively perceived group, considered powerful and healthy. Mesomorphs are frequently
chosen as leaders. One the flip side, attractive mesomorphs
may be saddled with a perceived vanity preconception. The
more athletic ones face the dumb jock stereotype.
There appears to be an innate quality to these attributions, as both children and adults tend toward the foregoing
stereotypes. By a blend of cultural and biological inclination
physique is subject to stereotypic prejudices.

* Sheldon's assistant, Barbara Roll, publicly denounced Sheldon for
falsifying the data he used, and having his conclusions set before
finishing his research.
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Sometimes we either gravitate toward people or away from
them not because of a large prejudice but just because there's
something a little bit more- or less-familiar about them.
~ Anne Wilson

Similarity is familiarity, which typically goes down well.
People tend to think that someone who looks a little more
like them is more likely to think like them. If you expect someone to be more like you, you might behave toward them in a
more open and likable way. ~ Anne Wilson

Even teachers think that physically attractive students
are smarter, with more academic potential and better social
skills.
Stereotypes can create self-fulfilling prophecies. Treating
an attractive child as intelligent may improve savvy through
bolstered self-esteem, thereby attaining a consistency with
expectations. Physically unattractive people tend to be bullied at work: abuse that can only hurt job performance.
Of course, first impressions may mislead, and are not necessarily lasting. With greater exposure, the power of appearance can attenuate. Bias yields to actuality, whereupon
personal and relational cues channel the course of an interpersonal relationship.

Stereotype often determines the nature of encounters,
and whether they even occur. Many relationships begin with
anticipation formed by stereotypic attraction.
The old adage you can't judge a book by its cover may be
good advice, but it is difficult to follow. ~ American psychologist Vicki Ritts et al


Posture 

As a form of nonverbal signaling, body posture creates an
impression of attitude. Posture can tell how interested, respectful, or open to ideas someone is. Postural cues can suggest affinity or distaste.
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When someone is interested while sitting, they lean forward and draw back their legs. Conversely, someone bored
adopts a lethargic posture: leaning back, dropping the head,
leaning it to one side and supporting with one hand, and
stretching out the legs.
Agreement and openness are parallel postures: the body
is relaxed, perhaps leaning to one side, arms down or out.
Disagreement is displayed by a vigilant, closed posture: head
erect, arms folded, legs crossed.
Posture can indicate dominance or submission. A man
standing straight, chest forward with hands on his hips is
showing dominance. Conversely, making oneself smaller can
appease and inhibit human aggression. As with other mammals, such postures are innate biological behaviors.
Full attention is displayed by facing another person with
head and body. Between equals, this is an indication of liking
rather than respect.
Similarity in postures – termed postural congruence or
postural echo – also signals liking. Mirror-image postural
echoes indicates interpersonal rapport. Postural dissimilarity often indicates differences in attitude or status.
In social situations people control their facial expressions
better than their bodies, which can give away what they really feel. This is nonverbal leakage.


Kinesics



Although people often verbally reveal emotions, nonverbal emotional displays are more potent conveyors. The most
extensively studied aspect of nonverbal communication is kinesics, which is the interpretation of body motion, such as facial expressions and gestures.
A great deal of information is communicated even in fleeting
glimpses of expressive behavior. ~ Nalini Ambady & American
psychologist Robert Rosenthal
Many nonverbal communication displays are common to
all primates; others are cultural. Northeast Asians and
northern Europeans are relatively restrained in their nonverbal displays compared to southern Europeans, Africans,
or Mexicans.
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Kinesic behaviors culturally differ in their intensities.
Northern Europeans and Americans seem unexpressive to
most Italians, Greeks, or Egyptians. Conversely, the gestural
fervor of Mediterranean people strikes many Americans as
overly emotional, and even undignified.
US Vice President Richard Nixon visited
Venezuela in 1956. During a public speech, he
twice flashed the "A-OK" hand emblem. It provoked rioting. In Venezuela, that gesture is
used the same way that "flipping the bird" is in the US. (The
scurrilous middle-finger jerk, popular among agitated Americans, dates at least to classical times as a sign of abuse. The
ancient Romans called the gesture digitus impudicus.)
In China, Italy, and Columbia, moving the fingers back
and forth toward one's body signals goodbye. American use
that gesture to indicate "come here."


The Face 

The features of our face are hardly more than gestures which
force of habit has made permanent. ~ Marcel Proust

In its sublime expressiveness, the furless face of humans
is a rich source of information, the eyes especially so. The face
is more than a mere window into an emotional world: it is the
primary evolved channel for interpersonal communication.
Face processing in newborns is relatively well-developed and
does not differ significantly from that seen in adults. ~ Italian
psychologist Teresa Farroni et al

 Facial Expressions 
There are no blank facial expressions. ~ Peter Anderson

As with other aspects of nonverbal communication, facial
expressions are rooted in biology. That withstanding, certain
facial expressions are culturally engendered, others tolerated, and some suppressed.
Infants only a few days old pay attention to objects that
look like faces. By 6 months, preference for faces is pronounced. Furthermore, babies reflexively smile at faces. But
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an infant will not smile at a face with the eyes, or even one
eye, covered.
There are 8 innate emotive facial expressions that appear
to carry universal meaning: happiness, sadness, fear, anger,
surprise, disgust, contempt, and embarrassment.
Facial expressions are a social phenomenon. Smiling, for
instance, occurs primarily in the presence of others, not
merely as a reflection of internal emotional state.
Without wearing any mask we are conscious of, we have a
special face for each friend. ~ American physician and poet
Oliver Wendell Holmes, Sr.
 Smiling 

The more involved a person is in socially interacting the
more smiles appear. The more positive the smile the more
that person is esteemed. Even infants less than a year old use
anticipatory smiles to share positive emotions.
Emotion does not leak out into the interpersonal world. Instead, intentions are shared, transmitted, or coordinated between faces. ~ English psychologist Brian Parkinson
A certain pattern of smiling relates to culture. Cultures
may have different display rules: folkways which dictate how
individuals should express themselves. Display rules are often related to social distance, which is the expectation of privacy in a social setting.
In the US and many other countries, smiling is a common
gesture of good will. The relatively low baseline social trust
of strangers and high social distance of white Americans is
offset somewhat by smiling as a signal of ingratiation.
By contrast, Russians, with a higher sense of social trust,
have a closer social distance than Amereicans. Smiling is less
a necessity as a social grace.
Russian mothers report their infants more likely to exhibit negative emotions, and show lower levels of positive
emotive expression, than American mothers of their babies.
This may well be because Russian mothers are more themselves around their children, not putting on the smiling pretense that American mothers indulge their babies with.
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American offspring learn early that smiling
is an important social cue: one that doesn't necessarily reflect true feeling but serves as a social
signal. Russian youngsters don't learn that lesson about smiling.
American toddlers more likely to express
positive emotions have better self-control. There
is no such correlation in Russian youngsters between inclination to smile and self-control.
The payoff for smiling young Americans is considerable.
American parents and teachers generally think better of
grinning children. Russian caregivers don't see any link between a kid who smiles a lot and their manners or acumen.

Although facial expressions are primarily innate, their
displays become managed through cultural upbringing. Children also learn that feigned emotion displays can be effective
in certain contexts. As well they discover to discern between
genuine smiles and those that are counterfeit.
Facial affect management comes via 5 display rules:
1) simulation: showing feelings when they are not felt,
2) intensification: displaying more than felt,
3) diminution: displaying less than felt,
4) inhibition: not showing what is felt, and
5) masking: covering one feeling with display of another.
Although these rules are acquired early, they are typically not mastered until adulthood, if at all.
As a product of upbringing, cultures differ in their degree
of facial expressivity. Year-old Chinese babies are less emotionally expressive than Japanese, European, or American
infants.
As a social norm in most cultures, part of supposed emotional maturation into adulthood is learning to lessen display
of emotions. This is particularly true for men.
As freedom is a paramount value in individualistic cultures, emotive facial expressions are spontaneously displayed. In contrast, in collectivist cultures, such as in
northeast Asia, facial expressions are moderated. People
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from collectivist cultures are also less likely to recognize certain facial expressions, especially negative ones, as display
rules proscribe their production.

 The Eyes 
Eye contact is way more intimate than words will ever be.
~ Indian author Faraaz Kazi

As we use our eyes to see, they are usually thought of as
information receivers; yet they play a vital role in social interaction.
A unique evolutionary adaptation accompanied the descent of humans in the eyes, one that facilitates the strong
signaling role that these orbs play: humans are the only one
of 221 primates that have whites of the eyes which are easily
seen. The sclera of chimpanzees, our closest relative, is
brown; as is the case with most apes and monkeys.
Oculesics goes to the meanings in the eyes: making and
sustaining eye contact, blinks, eye movement, and pupil dilation. Gazing is one person looking at another. Eye contact occurs when 2 people look each other in the eye.
From birth babies can detect eye contact and gaze direction. Infants prefer people that engage them in eye contact.
Within 3 months babies employ eye contact in elaborate interactions with adult caregivers.
By 5 years of age children infer the preferences of others
by watching whom and what they are looking at. The longer
the gaze the more youngsters assume attraction.
Interpersonal communication typically involves considerable eye contact. In many cultures, conversing without eye
contact is considered rude, disinterested, shy, and/or deceptive.
As an indicator of mood, the eyes are the most reliable
facial feature. The mouth may deceive but the eyes are an
honest signal.
Humans can read highly complex mental states from the eyes
of other humans. ~ American psychologists Daniel Lee &
Adam Anderson
As an evolutionary adaptation, eyes widen to enhance
overall awareness of a scene, or narrow to sharpen focus.
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Emotively, eye widening shows surprise or fear. Narrowing
the eyes suggests skepticism or disgust.
Conveyance of mental states via the eyes align with the
physical mechanics of sight. Because of this, the eyes cannot
lie.

Looking at the eyes of another is such a powerful communication act that it must be carefully controlled. People commonly restrict eye contact to brief glances; but, upon
occasion, eye contact unleashes its power by sustainment: either gazing lovingly or fixing a stare of hostility.
Eye contact is always influential. Gaze can be positively
persuasive. Conversely, avoiding eye contact creates a strong
negative impression.
In every culture there are strict but unspoken rules for
the proper duration of eye contact. The average American
gaze lasts 2.95 seconds.
Nominal mutual gaze duration is 1.18 seconds. Any
shorter and a person is perceived as uninterested, shy, or preoccupied. Lingering mutual gaze intimates unusually high
interest.
Eye contact serves several communication functions:
1) expressing interest and signaling attentiveness, including flirtation,
2) increasing interpersonal immediacy and intimacy,
3) facilitating processing emotional information from an
interactant,
4) monitoring and regulating interaction, including turntaking signals, and
5) indicating cognition when eye contact is broken.
 Differing Eyes 

Women are more visually oriented than men in nonverbal
communication. Females look more at others, attempt more
to make eye contact, and are also looked at more than males.
This gender difference is apparent even in early childhood.
Females are more likely to understand others in the presence
of visual contact while males understand other better in the
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absence of visual contact. ~ Dutch communication scientist
Roderick Swaab & Dutch neurobiologist Dick Swaab

The lowest levels of oculesic activity are between 2 men
conversing, the highest between 2 women. In mixed-sex dyads, females accommodate to the male-gaze behavior norm.
This is one factor why women typically feel more at ease talking with other women: more mutual eye contact and supportive gazes affords greater intimacy.
Females employ more short glances as flirtation signals,
but their greater eye contact persists in long-term married
couples.
Eye contact enables homosexuals to indicate to each other
their sexual preference: an ability known as gaydar.
In primates, the less-powerful, more-submissive group
members are more visually attentive, and especially wary of
the more dominant animals. As the subjugated sex, the oculesic behavior of women is understandable from this sociobiological perspective. Yet gazing is sometimes associated
with more social power, not less. Females employ eye contact
to attain superior sociality.
Personality type also effects gaze. Extroverts look at
other people more than introverts.
Individuals also differ in affiliation need. Some people are
more emotively reliant upon social contact than others; they
too tend to be lookers.
Culture also influences looking style during conversation.
Those that favor contact – Arabs, Latin Americans, and
southern Europeans – stand much closer, touch more often,
and exchange more eye contact. This can be unsettling for
those not used to such intimate social interaction and can
lead to misunderstanding.
The levels of nonverbal intercourse during conversation
that non-contact cultures practice can be interpreted by those
from a contact culture as insincerity, dishonesty, or, at best,
impoliteness. Conversely, Americans and northern Europeans may feel contact-culture patterns are disrespectful, insulting, or even threatening.
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People trust those who look them in the eye. Good liars
know this: thus, much trust is misplaced.
 Staring 

In a human confrontation, staring someone down is often
an effective means of putting them into a submissive role.
The person who looks away is put on the defensive.
Objection to be stared at is age-old in most cultures. Superstitious belief in the evil eye still lurks worldwide.
Most people think they can sense if they are being stared
at. Though the means remains mysterious, repeated studies
suggest that staring detection has an evidentiary basis.
 Conversational Eyes 

Dyad conversations are guided by the eyes. Though other
signals are employed, turn-taking is neatly arranged by a
characteristic pattern of looking, eye contact, and looking
away.
Attention capture through eye contact is necessary to
start any conversation. Typically, you look at the eyes of a
person; as soon as they look back you can begin speaking. Eye
contact may be prompted by remark, such as "excuse me."
As soon as conversation begins, the speaker looks away.
Usually a listener will look more than the person talking. To
show responsiveness and interest, a listener needs to look at
the speaker's face 75% of the time, in glances lasting 1–7 seconds.
Women generally listen more attentively than men. This
is true too in gaze during conversation.
Meanwhile, the speaker looks at the listener less than
half the time: just enough to maintain intermittent eye contact. These glances rarely last more than a second each; anything much greater can be uncomfortable for either the
speaker or listener, or for both participants.
Eye contact is reestablished to initiate response. In easy,
relaxed conversation, a speaker acknowledges with at least a
nod.
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The easiest way that a speaker can avert being interrupted is to avoid the listener's gaze. If eye contact cannot be
established, a listener has a hard time politely interrupting.
Such a tactic may backfire socially: while the speaker may
make his point, a sour impression lingers in the listener.
The remedy for someone who won't let you get a word in
edgewise is to withdraw gaze attention. Look to one side in a
way that affords noticing when the speaker finally looks at
you; which will eventually happen in hopes that you have
been paying attention. At this point, meet the speaker's gaze
and take your turn.
 Eyeing Questions 

If you ask someone a question, they may meet your inquiring eyes then look away. Those who look away to the
right are likely more scientifically minded. Those who look
left tend to be more artistic or religious. But it makes a difference the question asked. Language questions, such as how
to spell a word, are dealt with in the left hemisphere of the
brain, prompting gaze to slide right.*
Spatiality is the province of the brain's right side. A question on how to get somewhere leads to a look away to the left.
 Blinking 

Blinking plays an important role in impression formation.
~ Japanese psychologists Yasuko Omori & Yo Miyata

Excessive blinking is perceived as indicating nervousness, carelessness, or unfriendliness. It actually occurs when
nervous, during intense cognition, or with a feeling of flirtatiousness.
 The Pupils 

The pupils of the eyes have a subtle but significant effect
on interpersonal relationships. Pupils dilate when a person

* Generally, the left side of the brain is instrumental in controlling
right-side body functions and vice versa.
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is aroused, including experiencing positive affect or attraction for another person.* This dilation is unconsciously perceived during interaction and increases attraction.
One study showed participants 2 photographs of a mother
holding her baby. The photos were identical in every respect
except one had been retouched to show the mother with dilated pupils. Asked "which mother loves her baby more?", the
consistent answer was the one with dilated eyes, though the
attribution for this conclusion was almost always wrong: exemplary replies included "she has a warmer smile" and "she's
holding her baby closer."
Heterosexual men find females with dilated pupils more
attractive, subconsciously seeing them as being sexually receptive. A man's own pupils naturally dilate in response to
viewing such a woman.
In contrast, women prefer their peers to have smaller pupils, as it cuts down on the potential competition. Such strong
subconsciously based preferences indicate how much people
naturally defer to their biological programming.
Infants respond positively to adults with dilated pupils. A
study to verify this found that babies are not the only ones
affected. American psychologist Janet Ashear studied infants
while their mothers were present. When she appeared with
artificially enlarged pupils, the mothers found her "young,"
"open," "gentle," and even "naïve." Conversely, coming with
constricted pupils, the mothers said that she seemed "harsh,"
"brassy," "cold," "evasive," and "sneaky."


Gestures 

We respond to gestures with an extreme alertness, and with
an elaborate and secret code that is written nowhere, known by
none, and understood by all. ~ Edward Sapir

Human hands are both dexterous and expressive. Inclinations to manipulate objects and employ the hands communicatively are both innate.

* Any arousal will do. People's pupils dilate when surprised, such
as when perceiving a mistake.
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Gestures are a complement to spoken language. Gestures
are both inborn and culturally imbibed. The gestures that accompany speech are often critical to conveyance.
Gestures are so habitual that most people gesture when
talking on the phone. Speakers are more fluent when gesturing.
There are 5 types of movements that send nonverbal messages: emblems, illustrators, affect displays, regulators, and
adaptors.
Emblems are gestures that directly translate into
words or phrases, such as a thumbs-up for "good job."
While "thumbs up" indicates to Europeans and North
Americans "all is well," to Greeks and Turks it signifies anal
penetration, and is considered quite insulting. Also provocative in Greek culture is an open palm held facing a person
with fingers extended. Known as "the hand of Moutza," it represents an ancient practice most modern users know nothing
of. In Byzantine times, chained criminals were paraded
through town sitting backwards on a donkey, their faces
blackened with cinder that had been smeared by an open
hand. Ordering 5 drinks in a Greek bar via gesture can be a
bit tricky.
Illustrators enhance a verbal message, such as pointing
to indicate a given direction. There are 8 commonly used illustrators:
1) batons: emphasize particular words or phrases,
2) ideographs: to sketch an idea or relationship,
3) pointers: to indicate an object, place, or event,
4) spatials: movements depicting sizes or relations,
5) rhythmics: indications of timing, pace, or rhythm,
6) kinetographics: depictions of bodily or other physical
actions,
7) pictographs: gestures that draw pictures, and
8) emblematics: gestural emblems, such as making a circular motion next to one's temple while saying "he's
crazy."
Affect displays communicate emotional meaning; they are
typically spontaneous, and even unconscious.
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Regulators are behaviors that monitor or attempt to control a speaker. Affirmatively nodding the head indicates that
the speaker should continue. In contrast, leaning forward
and opening the mouth shows that the listener has something to say.
Adaptors are gestures satisfying some personal need.
They are irrelevant to the conversation topic and may even
present a distraction.
A self-adaptor is some self-touching movement, such as
rubbing the nose. An alter-adaptor is directed at the speaker,
such as folding the arms in front to keep others at a comfortable distance. An object-adaptor are gestures related to objects.
Nonverbal messages can help communicate unpleasant
messages, or intimate something that one is uncomfortable
putting into words.

As aforementioned, certain gestures are culturally specific. The preferential way that gestures are used can also be
a product of culture. For example, Jews and Italians have
distinctive gestural styles.
The traditional Jewish style is ideographic: hands trace
in the air the direction of thought. Gestures reflect the structure and progress of a conversation. Italians, particularly
southerners, use gestures to pictographically punctuate
speech. Whereas Jewish hands are like pointers linking parts
of a conversation, Italian hands are metaphorical pencils.
While non-speakers can probably get the gist of an Italian
conversation, gestures leave the import of a Jewish conversation beyond reach.
These gestural styles reflect cultural evolution. The Jews
have a history of being discriminated against and worse
stretching millennia. Inscrutable gestures serve a desired
furtiveness. Contrastingly, the Italians have a long heritage
of trade. A comprehensible gestural style facilitates communication with foreign language speakers.
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Interactional Synchrony 

Another innate kinesic behavior is interactional synchrony: matching body postures and movements. Infants
sharpen their synchrony skills with practice during caregiver
interaction.
Rapport is reflected by interactants assuming parallel
postures and moving synchronously. Movement congruence
of a dyad in sync may be as fast as 48 beats per second. Even
groups may synchronize.
Sometimes, without even being consciously aware of it,
people speak of interactional synchrony: "out of sync," "in
tune," or "on the same wavelength."


Proximity



How close people stand while conversing is a form of nonverbal communication. Proxemics is the use of space as a
facet of nonverbal communication.
4 proxemic distances correspond to relationship types: intimate, personal, social, and public.
Intimate distance (0–0.5 meters) is so close that most people do not consider it a public propriety.
Personal distance (0.5–1.2 m) extends to arm's length.
Such space is used for interpersonal interactions with friends
and family.
Social distance (1.2–3.6 m) is used to conduct impersonal
business and interact at a social gathering.
Public distance (3.6–7.6 m) is a defensive spacing for
strangers. Its chosen distance depends upon the sense of
safety with the other party.
The specific distances that people maintain with others
depends upon various factors, including gender, culture, and
social setting. The closer the emotional relationship, the
closer physical proximity. We keep our distance from
strangers and disliked individuals.
Women in same-sex dyads are physically closer than men.
People generally approach women more closely than men.
Even though females have shorter arms than males,
women tend to interact at less than arm's length, whereas
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men generally converse at greater than arm's length distance. Since closeness is associated with more, not less, social
power, this is one arena where women are more dominant
than men.
Psychological gender is a better predictor of interpersonal
spacing than biological sex. Those in touch with their feminine side interact at closer proximity, regardless of sex.
People of similar ages maintain closer distances than
those with a wide age gap, either younger or older.
Personality matters. Extroverts tuck in while insecure
and nonsocial sorts keep their distance.
Americans are especially conscious of personal space, exhibiting unease at close quarters. Latin Americans and Arabs
typically interact in closer proximity.
The casual way that the Japanese and Indians regularly
pack themselves into public transport would make many
Americans positively claustrophobic; yet the Japanese are
acutely aware of proxemics. As a more peaceable people than
Americans, and much more homogeneous as a society, their
experience of discomfort of being close together is minimal.
Women are more complacent about crowding than men.
Men are more likely to react negatively, even violently, when
feeling crowded.


Crowds 

Walking into the crowd was like sinking into a stew – you
became an ingredient, you took on a certain flavour. ~ Canadian author Margaret Atwood

Crowding is not always a negative experience. People often choose to be part of a crowd and welcome close proximity
with strangers.
Emotive expressions in crowds can be contagious. The
arousal can be exhilarating, such as at a concert or sports
event when your team is winning. Conversely, an agitated
minority can cause rioting.
In a mass of people individuals feel anonymous. Inhibitions may slacken. Because of this, and the emotional intensity of crowds, even the meek may be emboldened.
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Release from inhibitions may be enjoyable, but it also
opens the way for manipulation. With restraints low and
emotions high, skilled orators can introduce behavioral models that would otherwise be rejected. Such is the case at political and religious rallies, which can induce changes of
attitude difficult to achieve otherwise.

Men require, and are given, more space than women. Men
tend to have larger offices, and use more space, regardless of
activity or inactivity. This also reflects power and status distinctions in male-dominated (all) societies.
Gender-role socialization during child-rearing commonly
goads boys to venture out and explore, whereas girls are encouraged to stay closer to home.
There is also gender distinction in body orientation during interaction. Women are more likely to squarely face their
partner. Direct face-to-face conversation is perceived as
warmer and more immediate. It also makes it easier for
women to pick up nonverbal cues.


Artifactual Messages



Artifactual messages are conveyed through objects and
arrangements made by human hands. These include clothing, jewelry, and decoration of space.
Clothes make the man. ~ Mark Twain
Attractiveness involves more than physical features. It
involves style of dress, manner, cleanliness, and other attributes.
It's who you look like, not who you are. ~ American musician Jackson Browne in the song "Rosie" (1977)
In the professional world, clothes are a kind of uniform:
unwritten rules prescribe standards and styles throughout a
socioeconomic hierarchy.
Clothing and jewelry indicate class. A conservative dress
style wins influence through its association with social status. Jewelry is a cultural display which also may indicate religious affiliation.
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By the appearance we cultivate, we usually attempt to enhance our physical attractiveness, for an attractive appearance
often influences people profoundly in our favor. We also use
personal appearance to help us act our social roles. ~ English
social psychologist Peter Marsh

The right style for a woman is more problematic than for
a man. Women must not look too feminine, but neither must
they appear masculine.
The influence of look through style is well-known. A man
in a dark business suit, or a woman in a sober but stylish
ensemble, is more likely to receive help from strangers.
In one experiment, a man in high-status clothes violated
the "Don't Walk" sign at a city pedestrian crossing. Others
followed. But when the same man was dressed in manual
worker's garb, followers were few.
Color choice is itself a psychologically significant statement. Though the mental resonances of color are biologically
based, the associative meanings of different colors vary
among cultures.
Somber colors suggest ambition. This link is stronger in
men, but also applies to women.

A man's own attractiveness is less important in making
an impression than the woman hanging on his arm. A man
with a physically attractive companion is generally perceived
as being of higher status, wealthier, and more intelligent
than one accompanied by an unattractive woman. If a man
who falls short in the looks department can gain the attentions of a beauty, then he must have other meaningful qualities.
Women do not make the same kind of impression through
their partner. Women are judged solely on their looks.

Choice of clothes may betray underlying personality. Men
only interested in the practical aspects of clothing tend to be
rather cautious, with low social motivation and some sense
of dissatisfaction. But women with this approach instead
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tend to be intelligent and confident, albeit reluctant to reveal
much about themselves.
Males very interested in fashion tend to be warm, helpful,
and often a bit impulsive. Fashion-oriented women are something else entirely: they tend to have fairly low academic
achievement and generally hold conservative views. Such
women also tend to be the most religious, at least in Christian cultures.
Part of a woman's dress style has to do with sexual attraction. This often involves how much is revealed rather
than covered up: particularly the breasts, to which men are
biologically compelled.
Of course, clothing is not an ideal display of personality:
what people wear reflects their social environment.


Hairstyles 

Hair on the head has been a locus of personal expression
for millennia. It provides strong gender signals. Different cultures have distinct norms for men's and women's hair.
In Western Caucasian cultures, with few exceptions, men
part their hair on the left and women on the right.
In earlier times it was normal for Western men to have
long flowing locks, or even wigs. This became an aberration
in the 20th century until the late 1960s, when long hair became a statement by young men of nonconformity and rejection of traditional values, particularly those of mainstream
corporate culture. From this time, hair returned to the forefront of tribal affiliation for men, as it had been with indigenous peoples since prehistory.
Women's hairstyles have also had trends, but nothing so
pronounced as with men. Short hair may be the exception. In
women, shorn locks were fairly exceptional until the late 20th
century, when trends in hairstyles became strong statements
of subculture.

 Facial Hair 
Facial hair is a basic gender signal: it positively signals
masculinity in a man, and negatively lack of femininity in a
woman.
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While men shave partly for fashion and social convention,
there is often a more basic reason: beards are such a strong
signal that they can carry overtones of aggression. Shaving
removes this potential message, while not erasing the gender
signal. In the late 1980s the fashion appeared for facial stubble, to accent masculinity while not stating it too loudly.
Shaven faces look more youthful. Unbearded men view
those with beards as independent and extroverted. Depending upon the style – particularly, how well-trimmed – women
perceive beards as sophisticated, and a mark of maturity.
When women want to remove facial hair, they generally
do so permanently by plucking hairs.


Tattoos 

Tattoos modify self-esteem as well as bodies. Since they make
up for something felt to be missing or inadequate, tattoos are
prosthetic. ~ American physician Kirby Farrell

A tattoo is made by inserting indelible ink into the skin to
change its pigment. Tattooing is at least 5,300 years old.
The only change with the advent of tattooing was technology, not culture nor psychology. 53,000 years ago, Neanderthals painted their bodies.
What was once considered self-mutilatory behavior and a
psychiatric problem has now become almost normative behavior. ~ American psychiatrist Reef Karim
Once considered unsavory, tattoos and body piercings
have become more prevalent among the younger generation.
The once-common opinion that a tattooed person has a rebellious streak has waned with tattoos becoming a more popular
adornment.
Tattoos may serve as an effective means to capture male attention. ~ American psychologist Vinita Mehta
Despite growing social acceptance, most men consider
women with tattoos less attractive, athletic, intelligent, honest, generous, and less religious, but more promiscuous. Men
think a tattoo on a woman is a "tramp stamp."
Men interpret women's sexual intent according to their physical appearance. ~ French psychologist Nicolas Guéguen
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The characterization of tattoos as a sexual tell is not unfounded. Both men and women with tattoos and/or body
piercings report earlier and more frequent sexual encounters
than those without. Tattoos for rebels is also fact-based. People with tattoos are less risk adverse.
Tattoos still appear to be a marker for risk-taking behavior in
adults. ~ Australian sociologist Wendy Heywood et al
Satisfaction with a tattoo decreases after a few weeks.
The boost of enhanced self-esteem wears off, particularly for
women.
Women report significantly greater social physique anxiety
three weeks after obtaining a tattoo. ~ Malaysian psychologist
Viren Swami
Tattoo remorse hovers around 20%. Women are twice as
likely to have tattoos removed than men. The typical instance
of removal is a woman tattooed at 16–23 years waiting 14
years before having her tattoo taken off. Her impetus at the
time of tattooing was to "feel unique" or "independent." The
motive for removal is typically to dissociate from the past and
improve self-identity: ironically similar to the reason for getting tattooed.
The body as bumper sticker is still considered skanky by
conservative oldsters. Many corporate employers still consider such bodily adornments a black mark on a job candidate.

Artifactual messages are statements of taste and lifestyle
from which observers infer status, attitudes, and personality,
including emotional stability, sociability, and even political
orientation. The absence of conventional objects in one's personal space, such as no television in the home, is also considered indicative.
Every interior betrays the nonverbal skills of its inhabitants.
The choice of materials, the distribution of space, the kinds of
objects that command attention have much to say about the preferred modalities of their owners. ~ American psychiatrist
Jurgen Ruesch & American writer Weldon Kees
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Silence



Well-timed silence hath more eloquence than speech. ~ English writer Martin Farquhar Tupper

Silence communicates and serves significant functions. It
allows a speaker time to think and formulate a reply while
preparing the listener.
The most profound statements are often said in silence.
~ Canadian cartoonist Lynn Johnston
Silence offers a pass in taking responsibility for wrongdoing. Silence is the sound before confessing love or firing back
during a verbal conflict. Silence may be used to preclude rejection or prevent the communication of certain messages. In
conflicts, silence is sometimes used to prevent certain subjects from arising, averting later regret. With the silent treatment, silence is a non-communication weapon, blasting with
a bullet of indifference. Silence can communicate resolve: determination to be uncooperative, even defiant.
Silence is the most perfect expression of scorn. ~ George
Bernard Shaw
Silence is often effectively employed to convey annoyance,
especially when paired with a pouting posture.
Nothing is more useful than silence. ~ Greek dramatist Menander
Silence may have strategic effect: a pause may position
what is said next for maximum impact.
A prolonged silence can be employed to give the appearance of control and superiority. People use silence strategically more with strangers than they do friends.
Silence may simply mean you have nothing to say.
Nothing is so good for an ignorant man as silence; and if he
was sensible of this he would not be ignorant. ~ Persian poet
Saadi Shirazi
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Nothing is so healing as the human touch. ~ the last words
of American chess player Bobby Fischer

Haptic communication is common to all social organisms.
In humans, tactility develops before other senses. A fetus is
invigorated by touch.
Tactile stimulation is essential for healthy infant development. In stark contrast, harsh physical contact is destructive to the psyche: a cause of behavioral problems, violence,
and mental illness later in life.
On average, American children are touched far less than
children in other cultures. Given this tidbit and its psychological implications, the ubiquitous violence in the United
States is unsurprising, with more homicides per capita than
other modern nations – Russia excepted, though its civil society is more medieval than modern.
Sometimes much more powerfully than words, touch conveys positive feelings: support, appreciation, inclusion, and
affection. Touch is the most affectionate nonverbal behavior.
Touch, space, and eye contact combine into a suite of intimacy.
Touch is strongly influential, even persuasive. Socially
acceptable touches convey positive impressions which recipients seldom attribute to tactile stimulation.
Waitresses receive larger tips when they touch patrons.
Complete strangers become more courteous to each other at
a touch.
Social rules closely regulate tactile contact, banning overbearing or overly familiar touching. How much and where on
the body people touch intimates how intimate their relationship is, and how power is distributed between them.
Superiors touch subordinates much more often than vice
versa, as subordinates seldom touch superiors in return.
But sometimes touch is used to achieve power. Ambitious
underlings may tactically use tactility to advance their status.
Sports is a special circumstance where exceptional public
touching is common. Among men especially, tactility that
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would be unacceptable in a different setting is a norm for congratulation, encouragement, and consolation during sports.

Touch is often used as part of cultural ritual in greetings
and departures. Patterns of appropriate haptic communication vary considerably by culture.
While Latin Americans generally comprise a "contact"
culture, Costa Ricans are more tactile than neighboring Panamanians and Columbians. Mexicans are effusive in their
friendly tactility.
Westerners are generally more touch-oriented in social
encounters than Asians. Though shaking hands has been accepted when dealing with Westerners, public tactility is
largely frowned upon in East Asia.
Koreans consider it disrespectful for a storekeeper to
touch a customer, even in handing back change. Koreans are
the least-positive emotively tactile Asians. Centuries of subjugation by the Chinese and Japanese imbued tremendous
reserve into the Koreans; yet the Koreans are also a physically violent people. Repression is often a smoldering fuse.

Touch avoidance is related to communication apprehension,
self-disclosure, self-esteem, and a series of cultural role variables. ~ American communication scholars Peter Andersen &
Kenneth Leibowitz

The tendency to touch relates to openness to communication. People who avoid self-disclosure also avoid touching others.
Haptic patterns indicate underlying personality. People
who like touching are more talkative, cheerful, and socially
dominant. They are also less bound to etiquette, convention,
and social image. Touchers often show an independence of
thought and are concomitantly more inquiring and skeptical.
By contrast, those uncomfortable with touch tend to be
less intelligent, and to some degree socially withdrawn and
emotionally unstable. Regardless of gender, those with negative attitudes toward touch tend to be more authoritarian
and inflexible.
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Self-touching is independently associated with anxiety
and sexual interest. Females touch themselves more than
males. In a sexual social context, self-touching by a woman,
in bringing attention to her body, is perceived as a courtship
behavior.
I don't want anybody else. When I think about you I touch
myself. ~ Australian singer Chrissy Amphlett in the song "I
Touch Myself" (1990)


Heterosexual Tactility 

Touching among and between the sexes can be touchy.
Heterosexual men avoid touching other men except while
participating in sports. Men are less hesitant about touching
women. Generally, males are more positive about oppositesex touching than females. Women avoid touching men except as an invitation to physical intimacy. Women are not so
reluctant to touch other women. Though females are touched
more often than males, there is scant evidence that men
touch women more than women touch men.
As any man who has been slapped for "making a pass" can
testify, the effect of touch is not always positive. ~ American
psychologist Jeffrey Fisher
During flirtation women tend to use brief touches,
whereas men prefer intimate touching.
Females generally view intimate sexual touch as indicative of relationship commitment; males less so. This discrepancy holds the potential for miscommunication as tactile
behavior escalates.
Males initiate tactile contact more than females in dating
relationships, whereas women initiate touch more than men
in marital relationships.
There is mutual causality in the haptic intensity of longterm relationships. One selection factor in coupling is touch
preference. Couples become more similar about touching as
the relationship develops.
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Immediacy



Immediacy is typically a mindless, spontaneous expression of
positive affection for another person that is encoded as a combination of cues. ~ Peter Anderson

Immediacy involves nonverbal intimations of warmth,
closeness, and attraction between interactants. Immediacy
behaviors signal availability for conversation and indications
to include others.
Immediacy is suggested by eye contact, close interpersonal distances, interactional synchrony, touch, smiling, and
open body postures, including leaning toward the person.
Conversely, avoiding eye contact, facing away, distancing
oneself, closed bodily positions, and averting tactile contact
demonstrate unavailability.

 Effective Communication 
It ain't what they call you, it's what you answer to. ~ American comedian W.C. Fields

Conversation takes place within contexts. A common
source of miscommunication, resulting in tedious repetition
of messages, comes from the speaker and listener operating
in different contexts. It is incumbent upon the speaker to be
clear in establishing the intended context of messages conveyed.
Effective conversation involves economy: sticking to rational reasons to speak – namely, to inform, influence, or to
entertain.
Foremost for effective conversation is empathy toward
the listener. An unreceptive audience must be first shifted
into receptivity. To influence those unreceptive, first entertain. That said, there is no reason to attempt entertaining
someone who is not interested. Deaf ears do not hear. Listening is an active activity.
Effective communication involves either adhering to the
instant context or guiding the conversation to a new terrain
that will ultimately offer a valuable perspective.
So much of what is considered "inappropriate" is communication that is out of context: making a sexual proposition to an
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employee, proposing to an already married person, laughing at
a funeral, interrupting another person mid-sentence, arriving
late for a special ceremony, or giving a person a compliment in
a sarcastic voice. ~ Peter Anderson
We have two ears and one mouth so that we can listen twice
as much as we speak. ~ Epictetus

Listening is critical to being an effective communicator,
including paying attention to nonverbal communication. Listening lets you to better understand your audience, and so
tailor your messages to make them as effective as possible.
The time to stop talking is when the other person nods his
head affirmatively but says nothing. ~ American stockbroker
Henry Haskins
Engender feedback, which informs in ways for which
there is no substitute.
Most conversations are monologues delivered in the presence of witnesses. ~ American Canadian novelist Margaret Millar
Effective conversations are dialogues: back-and-forth responsive transactions of substance. Monologues are the opposite: typically, self-serving, often critical and manipulative.
A conversation is a dialogue, not a monologue. That's why
there are so few good conversations: due to scarcity, two intelligent talkers seldom meet. ~ American author Truman Capote


Taking Turns



To reduce the likelihood of speakers talking at the same time,
people in a conversation typically obey turn-taking rules.
~ American psychologist Esther Blank Greif

Dialogue involves reciprocity. Cues indicate when a
speaker yields, or a listener would like to interject.
Listeners have 3 types of cues to help regulate a conversation: turn-requesting, turn-denying, and back-channeling.
These cues involve brief vocalizations, gestures, or postures.
A turn-requesting cue indicates the desire to address the
topic at hand. Conversely, a turn-denying cue demurs the opportunity to speak.
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A back-channeling cue provides feedback without assuming the speaker's role. Back-channeling – what the Japanese
term aizuchi – is an essential aspect of efficient communication. Aizuchi is strong in Japanese culture, with frequent
acknowledgement interjections.
People react to the end of a conversational turn by beginning their own after a gap of just ~200 milliseconds: about
the time it takes a sprinter to respond to a starting gun. This
despite the fact that it takes at least 600 ms to work out what
to say; but people plan to speak before their turn. The verbal
gun is loaded before one shoots off his mouth – the speakerin-waiting primed for the cue that indicates turnover, such
as a drop in pitch at the end of a sentence.
Conversation dynamics are similar across cultures. Gaps
as cues for turnover are consistent, with only small timing
differences.
Though the Japanese are notably polite, they have one of
the shortest gaps before starting conversational replies. In
answering "yes" or "no" to a question a Japanese may even
reply before the questioner's turn is over. This is not rudeness, but efficiency – answering quickly moves the conversation along.
The conversational detritus of "uh" and "um" by speakers
signal that they are not quite done. Men use these pause fillers more than women and tend to prefer "uh" to "um," which
women employ more often. A meaningless, drawn-out "so" to
begin a sentence serves as a substitute for "uh" or "um." Listeners use "uh-hum" and the humbler "mm-hmm" to show
that they have understood the speaker and are sympathetic.
The cross-cultural use of such cues indicates universality,
and how well people subconsciously cooperate in conversation.


Interruptions



Interruptions are common in conversation. Back-channeling may interrupt. In doing so, back-channel interruptions are typically confirming rather than disagreeing.
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Interruptions serve distinct functions. They may add information, correct the speaker, seek clarification or further
information, change the topic, or end the conversation.
As a pattern of behavior, interruptions are an assertion
of social power. Authority figures – bosses, supervisors, police, judges, interviewers – are chronic interrupters.
Genders differ in their interruption patterns. While there
is scant distinction in interruption rates between boys and
girl, men generally interrupt more often than women.
Males use specific conversational strategies to reproduce
structural relationships of power and dominance at the micro
level. ~ American psychologist Kriss Drass
More masculine people – male or female – tend to interrupt. Fathers interrupt their children more often than mothers. Both parents tend to interrupt daughters more than
sons. Women judge simultaneous talking as being an interruption more than men do.
Verbal aggressiveness is a better predictor of recognition of
interruption than gender. People who measure high in verbal
aggressiveness react less to simultaneity as being negative than
people who measure low in verbal aggressiveness. ~ American
communication scholars Mary Bresnahan & Deborah Cai


Power



Words are singularly the most powerful force available to humanity. We can choose to use this force constructively with
words of encouragement, or destructively using words of despair. Words have energy and power with the ability to help, to
heal, to hinder, to hurt, to harm, to humiliate and to humble.
~ American rabbi Yehuda Berg

Conversation is an exercise in social influence. People
communicate their self-assessment of their own power.
Powerful and powerless forms of talk are defined in terms of
the impressions they create for speakers. ~ American communication scholar Craig Johnson
Hesitations make a speaker sound uncertain. Disqualifiers signal incompetence and uncertainty. Tag questions asking for affirmation indicate dubiety. Intensifiers and frequent
superlatives sap the strength of emphasis: the very opposite
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of the speaker's intent. Self-critical statements publicize
one's own inadequacies and show lack of confidence. Slang
and vulgarity indicate low class, and hence low power – examples: "you know," "no problem," "whatever." Self-manipulations (playing with the hair or touching the face) and
leaning backwards display discomfort and damage persuasiveness. Inappropriate facial expressions and gestures damage credibility. Incongruity between verbal and nonverbal
messages show uncertainty and lack of conviction.
Powerful and powerless speech establishes and maintains
power differentials in addition to reflecting social realities.
~ Craig Johnson
Powerless speakers are viewed as less credible, less persuasive, and less attractive.
Speak clearly, if you speak at all; carve every word before you
let it fall. ~ Oliver Wendell Holmes, Sr.
The most powerful speaker is one that is at ease, conveying cogently and concisely at a modest volume, using standard language, with gestures that accent points rather than
trying to drive them home.
The ability to simplify means to eliminate the unnecessary so
that the necessary may speak. ~ German-born American
painter Hans Hofmann
Fiery, over-the-top speakers may be rousing in the moment, but their deal is less convincing.
Nothing lowers the level of conversation more than raising
the voice. ~ Stanley Horowitz
The less people know, the more they yell. ~ American author Seth Godin
Calm assertion trumps aggression, even if the fury is
muted. Passion may be momentarily persuasive but appealing to reason in transparent terms more surely affects convictions and beliefs.
The more elaborate our means of communication, the less we
communicate. ~ English theologian Joseph Priestley
In social situations, men exhibit more behavioral dominance: head shaking, closed posture positions, using closed
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questions, and directive remarks. Women show more affiliation: smiling, laughing, posing open questions, and sitting in
open postures.
Men use more powerful language forms and assertive
nonverbal communications than women. That does not make
men more effective communicators.
Words – so innocent and powerless as they are, as standing
in a dictionary, how potent for good and evil they become in
the hands of one who knows how to combine them. ~ American novelist Nathaniel Hawthorne

 Deception 
O what a tangled web we weave, when first we practice to
deceive! ~ Scottish historical novelist Walter Scott

Many organisms practice deception, either as a defensive
measure or to gain advantage. Viruses infect their hosts and
sustain themselves via wily molecular deception.
We lie if honesty won't work. ~ American communications
scholar Timothy Levine
Given human social acumen, communication faculties,
and the ability of people to cooperatively achieve feats unique
among the animal kingdom, deceit may seem utterly counterproductive. So it can be; but only sometimes.
A single lie destroys a whole reputation for integrity. ~ Spanish philosopher Baltasar Gracian
Deception is so ubiquitous among us as to be a defining
characteristic of the species. No other animal so casually and
regularly deceives; perhaps no other animal needs to.
Lying, stealing, and cheating are commonplace. ~ American
businessman and Mormon religious leader Joseph Wirthlin
Though all people loathe being lied to and misled, deception is the stuff of everyday communication. Of course, some
folks lie more than others. People who preen on self-presentation and manipulativeness are particularly prone to lying.
Despite the fact that lying can destroy friendships, marriages,
business deals, and even presidencies, lying is widespread.
~ Peter Anderson
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The foregoing withstanding, deception is a social necessity. Telling others what you really think, especially about
them, is a superb formula for alienating those you are speaking to.
Deceit makes our world go round. Without lies, marriages
would crumble, workers would be fired, egos would be shattered, governments would collapse. ~ American writer A.J. Jacobs, who experimentally tried "radical" honesty and found out
the damage it does to relationships
When it comes to deception, it's damned if you do and
damned if you don't; which is to say that deception done right
is the nuanced art of discretion.
A lie would have no sense unless the truth were felt as dangerous. ~ Alfred Adler

There are 4 strategies of deception: falsification, concealment, equivocation, and paltering. Falsification creates a fiction. Concealment hides information. Equivocation dodges
the issue. Paltering is technically telling the truth to create a
false impression. Politicians are especially adept palterers.
Politicians often palter to mislead listeners. ~ American behavioral scientist Todd Rogers


Deception Detection



People are not very effective lie detectors. ~ American communication scholars Laura Guerrero & Michael Hecht

Detecting deception is not easy. Most people are smooth
enough to pull the wool over someone's eyes. The frequent
success of deceit accounts for its continuing ubiquity.
Once someone feels they have been deceived they raise
their guard. Some are called upon professionally to detect deception; customs officials and police are exemplary. But they
are no better at it than the cut-above-average savvy person.
Deception possesses special powers. It always takes the lead
in life, while detection of deception plays catch-up. As has been
said regarding rumors, the lie is halfway around the world before the truth puts its boots on. ~ Robert Trivers
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Lying is done with words and also with silence. ~ American
poet and essayist Adrienne Rich

There are hints that indicate deception. Deceivers state
fewer facts and make more generalized and sweeping statements. Liars frequently leave gaps in their story to avoid saying something that would give them away.
Responsiveness to questions about specifics may be slow
and sound carefully couched. Lies are often delivered more
slowly and at a higher pitch than casual conversation. Speech
errors, such as hesitations or stutters, are more likely.
Liars may create a negative impression. They seem more
defensive, less cooperative, complain more, smile less, make
more negative statements, and are more likely to use offensive language.
Facial expression can be controlled, but brief moments of
facial activity – lasting less than 1/5th of a second – interrupt
the mask of deception. These micromomentary bursts take
on the angry, contemptuous, or sad face lurking beneath. Because of their fleeting duration, micromomentary expressions cannot be consciously detected; but they can make a
subliminal impact.
Most people have been in situations where they had the
strange feeling that a person does not like them despite wearing a friendly face. Similarly, we may sense positivity out of
someone who appears distant. These apparent inconsistencies arise from the subconscious perception of true regard
which leaks out in micro-moments.
In general, people smile less when lying, and are slower
with facial expression responses and other body language.
The hands are especially reliable indicators for detecting
deceit. Liars often stifle hand movements. Most people at
least subconsciously realize that the hands are expressive,
and so reduce their flow when lying so as to not reveal a deception. To curtail their hands, liars often tuck them away.
Fewer head movements are also common during deception.
When the hands are allowed to move, deceivers do more
self-touching, which is related to nervousness and arousal.
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So-called "lie detectors" work by measuring arousal during
testimony.
Liars are also prone to use a
gesture which acts as a disclaimer
for what is being said: it takes
form as a dismissive shrug or
hand wave and appears on the
tail of false information just imparted. This is a regular gesture for Donald Trump, who is
positively pathological with "alternative facts."
Postural cues are also telling. Liars may appear tense and
fidgety. Other postural cues signal insincerity, by suggesting
an emotion or attitude that only the face succeeds in masking. A closed or tense posture belies a sympathetic face when
it comes to displaying disagreement.
Similarly, showing affection or respect involves more
than tuning in an attentive face. If the body is not correspondent, the effect is spoiled.
Even the orientation of the feet act as an emotive compass. People point their feet at affiliates and away from someone of disinterest or dislike.
The eyes are particularly hard to control. Dilated pupils
and reduced blinking are cues to deception. But there is no
statistical basis for the common intuition that only talented
liars can look you in the eye while lying.

Attention to nonverbal leakage depends on mind-set.
Whereas suspicious minds are on the body lookout, those inclined toward trust tend to pay attention to the face, and so
are gulled in accepting the expressions there as genuine.
The essence of lying is in deception, not in words. ~ English
writer John Ruskin

 Fake Smiles 
Social smiles may be manufactured for appropriate reasons. But it sometimes matters to know whether a smile is
genuine or minted. There are 4 ways of telling. 1st: forced
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smiles do not extend to the eyes, which wrinkle via orbicularis oculi muscles when a smile is heartfelt. 2nd: unspontaneous smiles tend to asymmetry: stronger on the left for
right-handed people and vice versa. 3rd is timing: facsimile
smiles appear at socially inappropriate points in an interaction. 4th: the build-up and decay of a fake grin differs from a
real one: it rapidly appears, holds on a bit too long, and decays in an odd way.

Deception is sometimes so socially acceptable as to morally classify some of it as good: "white lies." Such mistruths
or omissions are commonly employed to spare others ill feelings, or from having to deal with the ill feelings of others if
they are informed. It begins with parents lying to their children, which is a universal practice of convenience.
Deception is a global cultural norm: decried while prevalently practiced. Its occurrence in different cultures varies
only by degrees. There are no "honest" societies.
People say believe half of what you see, and none of what
you hear. ~ American songwriters Norman Whitfield & Barrett
Strong in the song "I Heard It Through the Grapevine" (1966)
Deception is contagious. People are more likely to lie or
cheat if others do.
Deception and materialism go hand-in hand. The maturation of capitalism has polished the brazenness with which
deception is practiced throughout the world. Sociopathy is
practically corporate policy.
At a societal level, deception is highly corrosive. It engenders cynicism as a cultural norm. Russians are a world-class
example.
Politicians are a set of men who have interests aside from the
interests of the people and who, to say the most of them, are,
taken as a mass, at least one long step removed from honest
men. ~ American President Abraham Lincoln
Politics is an endless fountain of deception, regardless of
how politicians are spawned: via democracy or dictatorship.
Only the most naïve citizens take what political leaders say
at face value; but there are a lot of those, and they are those
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with strong belief systems (the espousal of which often lays
the foundation for hypocrisy). American conservatives are
notably gullible to the lies fed to them by their political leaders.
Lying distorts reality. ~ English jurist John Bradshaw

 Gender 
Men are afraid women will laugh at them. Women are afraid
that men will kill them. ~ Margaret Atwood

The salient differences between the human sexes include
a slight but significant sexual dimorphism, male proclivity
toward aggression, and extended maternal reproductive obligations for highly-altricial offspring. Human traits in these
regards differ from other primates only by slight degrees. As
with other hominoids, males physically dominate females,
with attendant consequences.
If we hold stereotypes or biases, our children are induced to
hold them too. Our stereotypes become their stereotypes.
~ American developmental psychologist Andrew Meltzoff
By their 3rd year toddlers learn that they belong to a specific gender. For little boys this is a momentous discovery, as
their newly found masculinity marks a dramatic break with
their mother. Many boys at this age become fascinated with
adult men: adoring puppies for their new role model.
By the age of 4 boys and girls have diverged in their play
habits and choice of playmates. Although there is considerable individual variation, boys indulge in verbal and physical
aggression. Meanwhile, girls prefer verbal interaction and
fine motor skills, and are more sensitive to the emotive cues
in themselves and others.
Human gender differences reflect modest evolutionary
adaptations that are culturally amplified. Especially with
gender roles individuality is suppressed into conformity.
Beliefs in gender distinctions create and perpetuate gender
inequality. ~ American sociologist Linda Molm
Treatment of different genders begins in infancy. From
birth, mothers have a cognitive commitment in their child as
being a certain gender. From this follows distinct maternal
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behaviors. Mothers keep their daughters closer to them,
speak to them more and touch them more often than sons. In
doing so, mothers engender passivity and dependence in
daughters, and activate independence in sons.
At 13 months girls stay closer to their mothers during
play and return to their mothers sooner and more often than
boys do. If a barrier is set up to separate child and mother,
girls are more likely to cry and motion for help; boys instead
try to climb over the barrier.
Gender lessons continue throughout childhood. Playthings and dress are gender-based. Boys are subtlety encouraged in rough-and-tumble play. A girl who does so is
admonishingly labeled a "tomboy." Sons are expected to get
dirty and be somewhat defiant, while daughters are to be
daintier and more compliant. Peer groups reinforce stereotypes.
Sexism is a systemic issue embedded in culture, and even in
everyone's psyches, men and women alike. ~ Israeli American
actress Natalie Portman
Male and female gender identities, starting with the simple fact of group membership, evolve into elaborate norms
about masculinity versus femininity.
When both internal and external forces pressure men and
women to act in disparate ways, the perceived accuracy of gender stereotypes is bolstered, despite the general similarity between men and women. ~ American psychologists Laurie
Rudman & Peter Glick
Gender affects perceptions and self-identity in fundamental ways. Children are brought up to view their own behaviors and options through the lens of gender.
Women are expected to be submissive and internalize these
messages. ~ American social psychologist Diana Sanchez et al
Upbringing perpetuates stereotypes which erect obstacles to nonconformity, and thereby function as self-fulfilling
prophecies.
Common stereotypes associate high-level intellectual ability
with men more than women. These stereotypes discourage
women's pursuit of many careers. ~ Chinese American developmental psychologist Lin Bian et al
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A Woman's Figure 

The sex appeal of rounded female buttocks and plump breasts
is both universal and unique to the human primate. ~ English
psychologist Carole Jahme

The teats of female apes, and many other mammals, swell
only to store milk. In contrast, the abiding plump bosom of
women is an anomaly: no other primate has a permanent fulsome breast. Only human females develop a pronounced bust
before menarche and retain it post-menopause. As such,
breasts do not indicate fertility. Nor is a woman's bosom indicative of lactation production: bigger breasts don't necessarily make more milk.
It is the symmetry of the bosoms that suggest fitness, not
size. Fluctuating breast asymmetry is higher in women with
larger breasts, and in women without children.
Unlike men, women first store fat in their buttocks, not
around the abdomen. Hence, the waist of a healthy fertile
woman is slimmer than her hips. Other female primates do
not deposit fat on the rump. Female gorillas are exemplary
in keeping a skinny bum while putting on abdominal girth,
as men do.
The inescapable conclusion is that the admired hourglass
figure of a woman is a product of sexual selection: a biologically based beauty.


Packaging Femininity



Foot binding for women became popular in
10th-century China for its erotic appeal to men,
as women wobbled when they attempted to
walk. It became a status symbol and cultural
mark of beauty. By the 19th century, half of
Chinese women had their feet bound; among
upper-class Han Chinese almost 100%. Attempts to ban foot binding failed until the early 20th century,
when changing social conditions led to its decline.
The selfsame concept still holds sway in high-heeled
shoes, which can deform feet and cause serious back prob-
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lems. But crippling the feet is just one of many self-alterations modern women subject themselves to for sex appeal.
From corsets – which displace internal organs – to push-up
bras, women have historically tried to tailor their bodies to
appeal to men.
Today, the pains of cosmetic surgery and body waxing are
endured to embody cultural ideals of feminine beauty. Breast
augmentation is a perennial favorite.
Women mask themselves with cosmetics while accenting
features, notably lips and eyes, which have sexual allure. The
eyes signal a range of emotions and are a focal point of attention during conversation. Their decoration augments emotional communication. As the mind integrates pleasurable
sensations, a pleasant scent, such as perfume, adds to physical attractiveness.
In Muslim cultures, sex appeal is utterly wrapped up.
Women must entirely cover their bodies to keep them from
tempting men. Beyond the message of ambivalence about
women's bodies that this conveys, it poignantly insults men
by implying that they are unable to control themselves – with
good reason. The stunning rate of sexual violence by Muslim
men strikingly shows severe self-control problems as a cultural trait.


Superiority



Human females are – in every major way except physical
strength – the superior sex.* The average edge is modest but
telling, particularly in light of how societies function from a
gender standpoint.
Women are better navigators through the streams of sociality than men. Females are more observant, perceptive,
empathic, and civil. They are also more intelligent academically.
Shown short films of a man and a woman communicating
with the sound off, women were able to suss the situation
87% of the time, while males managed a mere 42% accuracy.
* This is, of course, a statistical generality, as are the conclusory
statements that follow it. Specifically, every individual is unique.
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In communicating, women focus on achieving rapport and
avoiding social isolation. Conversely, men aim to achieve social status and avoid failure. Women communicate to build
relationships; men to build themselves up.
Women are more comfortable talking about emotions
than men: this affords both an outlet and the means for social
bonding. Pent-up negative emotions tend to trigger aggression. The priming of male upbringing – that emotions are to
be held at bay – contributes to the violence so common of that
sex. Social tolerance of male aggression means that predispositions go largely uncurbed. The public consternation that accompanies incidents of extreme violence is an utter failure to
connect cause and effect given the cultural leniency which is
common in societies throughout history.
Cooperation enabled all the achievements that embody
the ethical aspects of civilization. With men in charge, these
have been hard-won. The comity which comes naturally to
women represents a compromise to men, who easily use others: most sanguinely with those of coincident interest; otherwise, more profitably for the man in charge.
Women employ communication to involve others and
reach consensus. In contrast, men like to get to the bottom
line based upon what they themselves decided.
Social progress can be measured by the social position of the
female sex. ~ Karl Marx

 Gender & Status 
There are many consequences to ubiquitous gender segregation during upbringing, but the overriding aspect of this
reinforcement regime, overshadowing all others, is that men
retain social dominance.
Men's accommodation to roles with greater power and status
produces more dominant behavior, and women's accommodation to roles with lesser power and status produces more subordinate behavior. ~ American social psychologists Alice Eagly
& Wendy Wood
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Owing to anatomy, receptiveness is equated to being female. The notion that "receptive = submissive" is deeply ingrained in traditional views of gender.
A strong signification of gender and status is the everyday use of sexual euphemisms, such as "getting screwed" for
being taken advantage of. The person "getting screwed" is in
the metaphorical role of a woman during sex. This gendered
analogy is so pervasive that it is maintained in all-male environments.
Men in sex-segregated prisons have a gendered social hierarchy based on toughness. At the bottom are "bitches": men
too weak to fight off sexual predation. These men experience
threats more commonly faced by women: sex objects at risk
of being raped.
The pejorative use of "ladies" and "pussies" in manly organizations, such as sports and the military, equates weakness with being female.
Females have traditionally been valued for their physical
attractiveness, not what they can do. There is a decided tendency to objectify women, which even women do to each
other; though when done by men, the consequences are often
more severe.
Despite the emphasis on beauty, the more successful a
woman is occupationally, the more good looks can impede further progress. In capitalist societies this puts women in a
double bind. Ugly ducklings don't fly, and beautiful birds get
shot down.
The inferior status of women has no known origination.
With rare exceptions, women were excluded from significant
positions of political power throughout the ancient world. Patriarchy is documented not only in Islamic and Near East societies, but also in the traditional cultures of Africa, Middle
and South America, the ancient Germanic tribes, India,
China, and Japan.
In all early civilizations, women were significantly disadvantaged by comparison with men. ~ Bruce Trigger
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 Sexism 
Paternalism is old as corsets, but it has only been recently
recognized as a form of sexism, rather than merely "complimentary" to women. ~ Laurie Rudman & Peter Glick

The descent of hominins is a portrait in social stratification, beginning with gender. Male sexism is practically universal but varies by political orientation. Whereas liberals
tend toward a touch of equality, conservatives are sexists to
a fault.
Because masculinity is stereotypically associated with leadership in the US, conservatives' preference for traditional gender
roles and low tolerance for uncertainty may require women's
leadership aspirations to be tempered by strong associations
with femininity, particularly in their appearance. ~ American
psychologist Eric Hehman
The 2016 US presidential campaign is illustrative. The
Republican nominee, Donald Trump, was exposed as a sexual
predator, leading to widespread condemnation. The form of
denunciation was revealing. Whereas more liberal politicians
talked about respect of women as individuals, conservatives
construed women as objects of possession: "our wives and
daughters."
For a lot of Republican rhetoric, there is a notion that it's men
talking to men. It sends the message to women: "You don't belong here; you're maybe the subject of the talk but you aren't a
participant in it." ~ American linguist Robin Lakoff

When you're a star, they let you do it: grab them by the pussy.
You can do anything. ~ Donald Trump

Donald Trump was elected president despite his avowed
appetite for sexual predation, as well as a host of insensibilities that should have disqualified him – but he was running
against a woman, who just happened to be one of the bestqualified candidates in American history. By contrast,
Trump had no relevant experience, and his manipulative
business management practices were known to be abhorrent.
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Women run for office to do something, and men run for office
to be somebody. ~ American political scientist Debbie Walsh


Though conservatives tend to be more egregious troglodytes, sexism infects the entire political spectrum. The
United Nation has long pledged gender parity, but that's just
lip service. 90% of its senior leadership positions go to men.
No woman as ever led the UN. In 2016, 7 qualified female
candidates were rejected in favor of a man. As cartoon compensation, the United Nations announced that it would appoint the comic-book character Wonder Woman as an
"honorary ambassador" for "the empowerment of women and
girls." After concerted protests over the sexist tokenism, the
UN dropped the mascot.
The reality is that the character is a large-breasted, white
woman of impossible proportions, scantily clad in a shimmery,
thigh-baring body suit with an American flag motif and knee
high boots – the epitome of a "pin-up" girl. ~ reconsider Wonder Woman petition to the UN
More significantly, the United Nations has allowed sexual harassment and assault to flourish in its offices around
the world. Accusers are ignored and perpetrators free to act
with impunity.
If you report it, your career is pretty much over, especially if
you're a consultant. ~ UN World Food Programme consultant
There are no options to get justice, and I lost my job too.
~ UN worker who was raped by a senior UN official still at his
post
Women in politics are invariably harassed. Over 80% of
female parliamentarians around the world have been subjected to psychological and/or physical violence by men. Over
40% have been threatened with death, rape, beatings, or abduction, including threats to kidnap or kill their children.
Female politicians must constantly deal with old-school
thinking about their appearance, how they express themselves
and behave, and the role they should play. More generally, their
excessively or insufficiently feminine demeanour is a subject of
regular and widespread comment, attacks, and derision. The
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same is true of their conjugal status, emotional, sexual, and family life, imagined or real. ~ Inter-Parliamentary Union (2016)

At some point in their lives, over 80% of the world's females are sexually harassed. For attractive females the barrage is unending.
Sexual assault, even rape, is rarely reported. Women
rightly fear they will face disbelief, inaction, blame, or retaliation.
They become troublemakers – nobody wants to hire them or
work with them anymore. ~ American sociologist Jennifer Berdahl
In 1998, the US Supreme Court sanctioned sexual harassment in the workplace by allowing companies to point to
their bureaucratic procedures as an affirmative defense.
Assertive coping responses at best have little substantive impact; at worst, they increase damage to job, psychological and
health status. ~ American psychologist Mindy Bergman et al
An ironic constant is that the dominant sex is sociobiologically less qualified than those coerced into submission. If
competence were the key to managing organizations, women
would regularly run the show. Instead, men dominate every
cultural domain that is of concern to them.
Categorization based on sex is the most basic social divide.
Globally, women's gendered roles are regarded as subordinate
to men's. ~ American sociologist Cynthia Fuchs Epstein


Religion



Likewise, ye wives, be in subjection to your own husbands.
~ 1 Peter 3:1, The Bible

Religions commonly codify sexism. The Bible is replete
with blatant misogyny and barbarity toward women.*

* Biblical misogyny is found in: Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy, Samuel (1&2), Kings (1&2), Chronicles, Esther, Psalms, Proverbs, Isaiah, Ezekiel, Hosea, Nahum, Matthew,
Luke, 1 Corinthians, Ephesians, Colossians, 1 Timothy, 1 Peter,
and Revelations.
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Despite scripture, Christian praxis has glacially progressed. Though Catholics and Mormons still treat women as
lesser creatures, Christians otherwise are generally somewhat less patriarchal now than a century ago. Many denominations allow women ministers. In contrast, Islamic and
Hindu women still suffer relentless oppression.

In the exceptions where women have achieved socially
dominant positions, they have done so by appealing to masculine sensibilities – exceptions that prove the rule.
People tend to rate women as less competent across many
domains, from musical abilities to leadership. ~ American neurobiologist Jennifer Raymond
Worldwide, gender bias and discrimination are so commonplace as to be simply "the way the game is played." Sexism occurs in every sphere of social life: political, corporate,
and academic. Popular media of every type perpetuates gender bias.
Although women today have greater choices and more independence than at any time in history, they still are socialized
into narrower and more conventional roles than men. ~ Peter
Anderson
Movies illustrate the sexism of popular media. In American family films, males outnumber females onscreen 3 to 1.
In commercially successful films, on average, males get twice
the screen time and double the dialogue of females. With rare
exception, women in the media business are paid much less
than men for equivalent roles.

Some 15% of the people in the world cannot read: 2/3rds
are females. Elementary school teachers, most of them
women, believe girls are not as good in math and science,
even when their performance is equivalent to boys. Early on,
this throws females off the track of advancement in many
fields.
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A stark gender disparity remains in many science, technology, engineering, and mathematics fields. ~ American psychologist Corrine Moss-Racusin et al

American academia is biased against mothers. Universally, women work harder for less pay, and sexual harassment in the workplace is commonplace.
Women lag behind men on most employment dimensions:
their jobs offer lower salaries and fewer opportunities for advancement, but also lower job security, worse job content, less
time autonomy and worse emotional conditions. ~ Israeli sociologists Haya Stier & Meir Yaish
Sexism is so inculcated that many people do not even realize the bias at work. Men are praised for the same behaviors that women are criticized for: assertive man – bossy
woman. Whereas a man that does not help a woman is "busy,"
a woman seen as unhelpful is "selfish."
One striking feature of both sexual harassment and the misuse
of power is the lack of awareness offenders often show regarding the inappropriateness of their actions. ~ American social
psychologists John Bargh & Paula Raymond
As in education, the economic corrosion of sexism begins
with biased appraisal.
Women's successes on stereotypically masculine tasks are often construed as being due to luck or extreme effort, whereas
men's successes are more often attributed to natural talent or
skill. ~ Laurie Rudman & Peter Glick
Built-in biases explain why so few women are elected to
political office, even as over half of voters are regularly
women. The consequences are considerable. The world would
be a more peaceful place if it were run by women. Women do
not start wars.
Any woman who understands the problems of running a
home will be nearer to understanding the problems of running
a country. ~ English politician Margaret Thatcher
Societies would be more equitable and cooperative if female leadership was the norm. Hypercompetitive capitalism
might have never found its footing if the family values that
females naturally cotton to were the accepted social creed.
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Concern for future generations may have abated the pollution spewed that has cost life on the planet dearly. Female
appreciation of the value of life is intrinsic to the maternal
instinct.
Women usually enter the slog of politics out of societal
concern. Many do not bother because the deck is so stacked
against them, both in bias by the electorate and in the maledominated political machines. In stark contrast to female social concern, men more highly value their own dominance
status.


Sex Objects



Whereas the mind uses specific pattern-matching to recognize objects, more holistic cognitive processing is applied
when assessing events, situations, and people – except...
We don't break people down to their parts, except when it
comes to women. Women are perceived in the same ways that
objects are viewed. Both men and women do it. ~ American
psychologist Sarah Gervais

Images of scantily clad women are used by advertisers to
make products more attractive to men. This "sex sells" approach
is increasingly employed to promote ethical causes. Yet sexualized images can dehumanize women, which increases tolerance for unethical behaviour – specifically men's attitudes
toward sexual harassment and rape. ~ Australian psychologist
Renata Bongiorno

 Sexual Violence 
Male violence against women is sufficiently common and repetitive to constitute a social structure. ~ English sociologist
Sylvia Walby

The negative consequences of overweening male prurience are relentless, beginning with casual praxis.
Men often misinterpret women as having more sexual interest
than they really do. ~ Vinita Mehta
Whereas women are interested in relationships, where
sex may play a part, men are interested in sexual partners.
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Motivational differences mean that males often overestimate
a woman's sexual interest early on.
Men overattribute sexuality to situations that have no sexual
intent, whereas women are likely to underattribute sexuality to
situations that have sexual intent. ~ Peter Anderson
Most men do not automatically link sex to dominance.
But men who are sexual aggressors show a different pattern:
they associate sex with power and find the feeling of power
sexually arousing.
Power is the ultimate aphrodisiac. ~ American diplomat
Henry Kissinger
Sexual aggressors automatically associate hostility with
women. This leads such men to discount negative responses
from their prey. Worse, it may even be arousing, in making a
woman more of a "conquest."
I must have a sexuality, which, compared to the average man,
is more rough. ~ French politician and diplomat Dominique
Strauss-Kahn, reflecting upon his brutally sodomizing a woman
while she cried. Strauss said that she showed "unwillingness,
but she never objected."
I dare you to distinguish between a prostitute and a naked
socialite. ~ Dominique Strauss-Kahn's lawyer, defending his
client from the charge that Strauss-Kahn knew he was sodomizing a prostitute
He did it for fun. We had some lovely evenings. ~ French
businessman David Roquet on Dominique Strauss-Kahn, reminiscing over the "libertinage" sex parties they both participated
in
Men projecting their own attitudes toward male-female
relations is one reason that sexual assault is taken so lightly
by many men. Coupling this with the ready objectification of
women explains why the significance of sexual assault is disregarded, treated as a misunderstanding, or, at worst, is considered a trivial offense by so many men.
Treating women as sex objects involves exclusive focus on
physical attributes while disregarding mental qualities.
There is a fundamental alienation from the other gender that
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serves as the wellspring for sexual violence. The lack of empathic mentalizing originates with considering the opposite
sex as an out-group of lesser beings.
Rampant sexual objectification of women, an act of sexual
terrorism, can heighten women's fears of incurring physical and
sexual harm. Women bear the emotional scar tissue of a sociocultural context where rape is epidemic. ~ American psychologist Laurel Watson
Sexual violence, especially by men against women, is
rampant worldwide. It begins early. 43% of American girls
have been sexually victimized by the age of 14.
Crowded public transport across the planet offers males
easy opportunity to freely sexually assault females. They do
so with gusto.

 The Friendly Skies 
Allison Dvaladze fell asleep on an overnight Delta airlines flight on 15 April 2016. When she woke, the man sitting
next to her was fondling her crotch. Allison pushed his hand
away and "yelled 'No!'." The man did not care. He grabbed
her again.
After being overpowered and repeatedly groped, Allison
finally managed to escape to the back of the plane, where she
told the flight crew after subduing her panic. A flight attendant told Dvaladze to let the assault "roll off your back."
After the flight landed, the sexual predator merrily
walked off the plane, unconfronted. Dvaladze was offered
10,000 frequent flier miles as a "goodwill gesture."
An informal survey found that 20% of US airline flight
attendants had been told of sexual assaults during flights: a
figure representing thousands of such incidents on practically all commercial airlines. The president of the Association
of Flight Attendants had herself been groped in flight. Because sexual assault is so common, and addressing such incidents would be problematic, airlines simply normalize the
odious behavior.
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Threats to women, including sexual assault and rape,
most often come not from strangers, but from men with whom
they are familiar, particularly romantic partners. Male aggression toward women typically takes sexual form.
Rape is an unchecked epidemic throughout the world,
with notable examples being India, Pakistan, the United
States, and Britain. In most countries, a victim seeking justice is more likely to be blamed than helped.
In India, with a population of 1.2 billion, a rape occurs
every 20 minutes. Gang rape is a popular sport among young
Hindu men.
A woman living in the United States or Britain has a 1in-3 chance of being sexually assaulted. At least 20% of females living in these countries are raped sometime during
their lives.
There is practically no recourse to hold rapists to justice.
The police, who are charged with protecting the vulnerable,
are instead frequently sexual predators. Over 99% of the
rapes in the US go unpunished. College campuses routinely
ignore the rape epidemic, as do the police and public prosecutors.
Sexual harassment of students by staff members has reached
epidemic levels in British universities. Most universities have no
effective mechanism to stop staff from pressuring students into
sexual relationships, and when it happens, any sort of disciplinary action is pretty much nonexistent. ~ American attorney
and English solicitor Ann Olivarius
American female Olympic gymnasts were repeatedly sexually abused for 2 decades with no action taken. One 14-yearold was forced into various sex acts on a daily basis.
I was told to be quiet. When somebody in power is telling
you to be quiet, right when they realized you are abused, I think
that that is a threat. Their priority is their reputation, the medals
they win and the money they make off of us. ~ American gymnast Aly Raisman on the reaction by the USA Gymnastics Association when informed of sexually abusive practices by a coach
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 US Military 
Sexual harassment and sexual assault in the military are a profound betrayal of sacred oaths and sacred trusts. ~ US Defense
Secretary Chuck Hagel in 2013

Ask any officer in the US military whether he is in a disciplined force and the answer will be an enthusiastic affirmative; yet a sexual assault occurs in the US military at least
every 4 hours. Cultural acceptance by armed services officers
allows rape with impunity. A woman is far more likely to be
raped by a fellow military member than killed in action.
Military academies are training grounds for sexual violence. Sexual assaults at American military academies rose
as the 2110s ended. Most attacks go unreported because
women cadets know nothing will be done except have their
reputations tarnished.
Over 80% of women in the military are sexually harassed,
and more than 30% sexually assaulted – this may be a gross
underestimate: sexual assaults may be 15 times higher.
Only ~13% of reported military sexual assaults are investigated. Knowing what won't happen, and fearing what
might, over 80% of the assaults are not reported. The typical
investigation involves interrogation of the victim about her
sexual history in an attempt to discredit any accusation she
has or may make. Over 2/3rds of the women who file sexual
assault complaints face retaliation.
In only 8% of investigated cases is anything done about a
rape. If the rapist is a superior officer, the odds drop precipitously toward zero.
There is no accountability because the trust that any justice
will be served has been irreparably broken under the current
system, where commanders hold all the cards over whether a
case moves forward for prosecution. ~ US Senator Kirsten Gillibrand
In 2013, the colonel in charge of sexual assault prevention
for the Air Force was arrested for sexual assault. He was acquitted. The colonel's defense attorney suggested that the officer might have grazed the accusing women by accident on a
narrow sidewalk, as opposed to grabbing her buttocks and
asking her if she liked it.
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Two witnesses – female employees at the bar where the
colonel was boozing before the grazing – said they too had
been groped by him but did not press charges because they
considered it an occupational hazard. Of the accused officer,
one witness said, "he was just a drunken mess."
The violation of women continues unabated. In 2018, reported sexual assaults shot up 38% from the previous year,
despite supposed corrective measures by senior military officials. There were over 20,5000 reported incidents of sex
abuse in the US military in 2018.
The deputy director of the Air Force's office of sexual assault prevention at the Pentagon resigned for sexual harassment and creating "an intimidating and offensive working
environment." An Army prosecutor in charge of sexual assault investigations in the Southwest put a knife to the
throat of a lawyer he had been dating and raped her. An
Army sexual assault prevention officer raped a preteen girl.
The Army employs 650 full-time sexual assault response
coordinators. In 2016, 8 of them sexually assaulted women.
Military rape victims are routinely denied any medical
benefits owing to their trauma.
I thought I was strong but felt powerless. The perpetrators
abused their position of power in profound ways. Like many
victims, I felt like the system was raping me all over again.
~ US Senator Martha McSally on being raped while in the Air
Force and having no recourse

 Catholic Priest Sex Abuse 
The frequency of sexual violence is higher among human
males than all other animals (as far as we know). Awareness
of its evil apparently does nothing to dampen enthusiasm.
In many Catholic dioceses, sexual abuse of young, innocent parishioners by priests went practically unchecked for
centuries. Priests' frequent fondness for fondling boys belies
the typical trend of sexual violence visited mostly upon females, though the girls were not passed over for their share
of depredation.
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Catholicism, like Islam and fundamentalist Christian
sects, turns innate urges into demons that even the most devout succumb to, all too often to excess, as indulging a taboo
is especially stimulating. These perverse, repressive religions
exemplify the mental illness inherent in the belief systems of
the Collective.

Cultures with a greater gender equality offer little reprieve. 20% of the women in Denmark have been sexually assaulted.
Sexual assault is seldom casual. It is instead a predatory
activity. Rapists pick up on subconscious cues of vulnerability, including submissive nonverbal behaviors, revealing
clothing, and intoxication. The more in control and assertive
a woman looks, the less likely her becoming a victim of sexual
assault.

 Sex Trafficking 
Owing to the plenitude of men who pay to pleasure themselves, sexual exploitation is a thriving criminal enterprise
worldwide, worth an estimated $27.8 billion in 2010.
An estimated 21 million children and adults are trafficked for sex.* Every year, 2 million girls between the ages
of 5–15 are forced into sexual slavery. They are typically
smuggled from one country into another. The FBI estimates
over 100,000 girls – average age 11 years – are trafficked in
the United States for sex. Other than the occasional stroke of
luck from an informant, law enforcement officials make scant
effort to ferret sex trafficking.


Female Genital Mutilation



In an attempt to control female sexuality, ritual genital
mutilation is practiced in 27 African countries, Arab nations,
and in Asia. It is usually done on girls between infancy and

* Figures for sex trafficking are unreliable, providing only some
sense of scope for this ongoing atrocity.
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age 15. The impetus is to remove the pleasure of sex and so
better ensure virginity before marriage.
More than 125 million women alive today have suffered
such mutilation as an expression of male dominance. It has
no benefits, but harms in many ways.
Women know about the harms, but there is still social
pressure to conform. ~ Italian humanitarian Francesca Moneti

Constrained only by the cruelty of men, violence against
women knows no bounds. Traditional practices include foot
binding in China, witch burning in Europe and the American
colonies, and suttee in India: roasting a widow alive while cremating her dead husband. The Japanese once practiced oobasan steru: literally "throwing grandma away" by taking her
up to the hills and leaving her once she became too infirm or
troublesome to care for. Then there is honor, practiced most
primitively.


Honor Killings



An honor killing is where one family member vengefully
murders another in the belief that the victim has brought
shame upon the family. Except in India, males are seldom
subject to honor killing. Most intrafamilial slaughter is of females. Typical reasons include marital infidelity, being the
victim of rape, refusing to enter an arranged marriage, seeking a divorce, being in a family-disapproved romantic relationship, homosexuality, or dressing inappropriately.
Women are considered the property of the males in their family, irrespective of their class, ethnic, or religious group. The
owner of the property has the right to decide its fate. The concept of ownership has turned women into a commodity which
can be exchanged, bought and sold. ~ Pakistani sociologist Tahira Shahid Khan
Some 20,000 females are honor-killed worldwide each
year, usually by young boys in the family who are ordered to
do so. Methods include stoning, stabbing, beating, burning,
beheading, hanging, lethal acid attacks, shooting, strangula-
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tion, and throat slashing. The act of murder is often prolonged and exceedingly agonizing. Meantime, the boys coerced into the act learn a searing cultural lesson in cruelty.
Honor killings are generally supported by Muslim men.
Like savannah baboons, the Arab culture is a strict patriarchy.
What the men of the family, clan, or tribe seek control of in a
patrilineal society is reproductive power. Women for the tribe
were considered a factory for making men. The honour killing
is not a means to control sexual power or behavior. What's behind it is the issue of fertility, or reproductive power. ~ Israeli
sociologist Suzanne Ruggi
Hindus also practice honor killings.
According to Hindu religious law and tradition, marrying or
having sexual relations with a member of a different caste is
strictly forbidden. The vast majority of Hindu honor killings target young Indians suspected of violating one of these two commandments.
Indian Hindus murder men for honor more often than do Pakistani Muslims, and they murder for reasons mainly related to
concerns about caste purity. ~ American psychologists Phyllis
Chesler & Nathan Bloom
In India, honor may be a simple matter of money. More
than 5,000 brides are killed annually because their dowries
are too meager.


Perspective



Men's violence toward women occurs with the aim of controlling women's sexual behavior. ~ Laurie Rudman & Peter
Glick

As women are a sexual resource for men, male motivation
is for females to produce offspring for them. This only means
that violence tends to stop short of murder (if the baby-maker
is still wanted).
Biologically, a man's self-interest is enhancing his reproductive success, not only via dominance over male competitors, but also in ensuring that he invests resources only in his
own offspring, not other men's. This corresponds with numerous other simians and several mammal species.
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Uncertainty in paternity explains the strong vigilance
that men have on their mate's sexual fidelity, and the related
tendency to experience jealousy when a female mate "strays."
Sexual jealousy is an intense emotion that can stir frustration-induced rage: provoking severe, even lethal, violence toward female partners.
In contrast, women have no uncertainty about the maternity of their offspring. A woman's jealousy rises at the prospect of a mate becoming emotionally invested in another
woman, and the prospect of his diverting resources that
might otherwise go to her. Hence, women more easily tolerate
sexual forays by their partners as long as they do not
threaten their own position.
He's a hard dog to keep on the porch. ~ American politician
Hillary Clinton, referring to her husband's casual sexual infidelities, for which she declined to divorce him
Whereas men report more distress in response to imagining sexual infidelity, women are more troubled when imagining emotional infidelity. This corresponds with responses to
actual incidents.
The rates of relationship violence vary considerably
across cultures. Social structural variables – such as gender
stratification, sexist attitudes, and related ideologies (e.g.,
'honor') – affect the prevalence and levels of violence against
women. Cultural differences in gender status and power correlate strongly with relationship violence: there is more wife
abuse where women have less status, social power, and fewer
resources.
Though men trump in thumping their partners, the violence is not just one-way.
Both men and women commit a range of acts of physical aggression against their partners. ~ English psychologist John
Archer

 Relationships 
We're born alone, we live alone, we die alone. Only through
our love and friendship can we create the illusion for the moment that we're not alone. ~ American media maven Orson
Welles
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Humans bond through communication: sharing experiences and thoughts. Interpersonal relationships are emergent patterns: formed by redundant, interlocked message
cycles, continually negotiated and co-defined into a culture.
Human relationships are like a dance of interactions situated
in time and characterized by constant change, fluidity, and
movement. ~ Aubrey Fischer and & Katherine Adams
All relationships are defined by the dynamics of interpersonal sharing, giving, and taking. Emotional bonds are established and sustained through these transactions, which are
effected via communication as much as by deeds. Communication establishes the parameters which bound interpersonal
connection, especially dominance or equality.
Women get things done by building relationships. Men
build relationships while working on tasks with each other.
Without growth via new infotainment relationships grow
stale. Without interactivity relationships become dormant.
Absence may make the heart grow fonder, but it does
nothing for the vitality of a relationship. Instead, by substituting memory for interactivity, a relationship risks decay,
even as emotional commitment may stay strong.
The sharing of emotions most strongly binds people together. The more intense the shared emotional fervor, the
tighter the bond. While mutual affinity is the strongest glue,
shared pain also bonds.
Painful experiences can promote cooperation within social
groups. ~ Australian psychologist Brock Bastian et al
Those that share harrowing experiences feel a mutual
bond, regardless of personal dissimilarities that might otherwise preclude such emotional conviction. Vocationally, combat veterans, police, and fire fighters close rank owing to fear
and stress in shared experiences.
Friends may be a kind of "functional kin." ~ American sociologist and physician Nicholas Christakis & American social scientist James Fowler
Though similarities outweigh differences, males and females establish same-sex relationships of different timbre.
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Women typically establish closer, more intimate relationships than men.
The bonds between men are generally slighter, as males
are less expressive, at least in those emotions naturally associated with bonding. When males express intimacy, it often
looks more like aggression than affection: they may punch or
slap one another, or play fight, much like canine pups.
In same-sex relationships, whereas men do together,
woman are together.
From a man's perspective, there is no distinction between
emotionally expressive communication and task communication; sharing a task or activity is expressive communication.
~ Peter Anderson

First impressions are the fundamental drivers of our relationships. In a sense, it's a little like the principle of chaos theory,
where the initial conditions can have a profound impact on the
eventual outcome. ~ Frank Bernieri

How people perceive one another determines the quality
of their relationships. Once a person labels another as possessing certain traits, consistency is assumed; but this assumption of constancy is seldom so warranted. Human
behavior is heavily context dependent. People may behave
much differently depending upon the situation and those involved. The tendency to assume consistency in others is a
heuristic that affords a sense of predictability, however illfounded.


Apologies 

To err is human. To blame someone else is politics. ~ American politician Hubert Humphrey

Relationships run on comity. Greasing the wheels of comity requires the occasional apology. Some people have trouble
producing this lubrication.
Unsurprisingly, compassionate and agreeable people
have no problem forking over an apology when they feel it
appropriate. By contrast, those with low self-esteem are less
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inclined to say they are sorry, even as they may sorely feel it.
Narcissists are also reticent to make amends.
More surprisingly, those with a strong sense of justice are
reluctant to concede error – the mental legalism of confessing
to wrongdoing gets in the way.
To err is human; to forgive, divine. ~ English poet Alexander
Pope

 Sex 
Anybody who believes that the way to a man's heart is
through his stomach flunked geography. ~American author
Robert Byrne

Female roundworms always prioritize finding food over
mating. In contrast, male worms would leave off feeding for
sex, even if they would starve to death as a result. In that,
men resemble roundworms.
When a man loves a woman, he'll spend his very last dime
tryin' to hold on to what he needs. ~ American singer Percy
Sledge in the song "When a Man Loves a Woman" (1966)
Beyond social relations serving as a vehicle for connecting
with desirous objects, the sex drive has nothing to do with
sociality. Though an embedded evolutionary device, the psychic tentacles of sexual desire extend far beyond innate impetus. Sex is but one of many social activities used for selfgratification. That it can trigger intense psychophysical reactions and is an interpersonal encounter of unique intimacy,
on top of being a primal instinct, puts it in a class of its own.
The interpretive effects of sex demonstrate its psycho-symbolic power.
Sex is emotion in motion. ~ American actress and sex symbol Mae West
The perceptions around sex are a tease. Without them, no
one would bother with this messy activity fraught with lifechanging complications.
The biological byproduct of sex – offspring – is at best a
mixed blessing, as any parent can relate. Throughout history,
most children brought into the world have been unintentional.
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Sexual desire is a psychological, subjective state; experienced
as an interest in sexual objects or activities. When directed
toward a specific other person, desire is manifested as sexual
attraction. ~ American psychologists Sandra Metts, Susan
Sprecher, & Pamela Regan

Sexual desire can be about various emotional wants, including a desire for closeness, a hankering for a feeling of status or power, out of boredom, or merely a recreational habit.
To avoid oppression and scorn in times when women were
essentially chattel, women learned to seduce men, to secure
favor by taking advantage of male dependence for sexual
pleasure. Such seduction tempered brutality and gave rise to
the idealization of feminine beauty.
Writing in 2 BCE, the Roman poet Ovid offered advice to
women on how to dress, walk, conceal their physical shortcomings, and express their emotions to enhance their sex appeal. Selfsame advice pours out of contemporary women's
magazines and books on how to become a "man trap."
The seductive power of women makes men ambivalent
about them. Whereas women who sexually gratify men
within the confines of a monogamous relationship may be
well-treated by their male partners, women who flaunt their
sexuality, use it manipulatively, or demand payment for sexual services are stigmatized. Thus, women are both exalted
and condemned for their sexuality, creating a pedestal-gutter
dichotomy.
To elicit benevolent sexism, women must guise their sexual desire as romantic love or risk being labeled a "slut." People who endorse such sexism seldom sympathize with the
victim of rape if she dressed or behaved "improperly."
Women who implicitly like men implicitly like sex. Conversely, women who associate men with threats and violence
implicitly dislike men. As women's preference for men and
heterosexual sex are linked, male aggression reduces women's liking sex with men.
Whereas men who are satisfied sexually like women, men
who implicitly like sex but are sexually frustrated view
women negatively. Hence, the traditional scripts for both
genders – men's aggressive use of power (being sexually demanding) and women's passive use of power (sexual teasing
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or withholding sex) – negatively affect gender relations in diminishing liking the opposite sex.
Thus, on the sexual front, the "war between the sexes," is
based, in part, on the traditional ways in which men and women
attempt to exert power over each other, to their mutual detriment. ~ Laurie Rudman & Peter Glick
The affect aspect of sex is fleeting, but its associations,
positive or negative, can be profound. Sex as a pair-bonding
behavior can be a high point of intimacy. Conversely, unsatisfying sex radiates in various ways, affecting self-esteem
and/or attitudes toward sexual partners, and even the other
gender in general.
At the most extreme, rape is a violent violation which
may inflict long-term psychological damage upon its victim.
But rape is not sex. It is instead brutality at its most intimate.

 Mating 
Males and females follow different reproductive strategies.
~ American psychologists Douglas Kenrick & Richard Keefe

To enchant a potential mate, male vinegar flies display
an elaborate courtship dance. Females choose a partner
based upon intuition. Though the details differ, the gist of
human mating is selfsame, including the decision process.
The predominant patterns of mating attraction in humans are biological, not cultural. Further, human sexual relationships are like many other animals with monogamous
propensities. The Collective are, after all, just animals following their instinctual urges.
A woman's beauty is much more important to a man than
a man's physical attractiveness is to a woman. Worldwide,
men prefer young, nubile females. This is sheer sociobiology
at work. Besides the breeding prospect, having a physically
attractive mate is a status symbol for men.
Although having a handsome man is an attraction,
wealth and social status are much more important to a
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woman. A woman wants a good provider.* This too reflects
biological impetus, as the primary caretaker of offspring
seeks a source of support. In a world dominated by men,
where women are still 2nd-class citizens, it also makes economic sense.
The greater female preference for mates displaying cues to
high resource potential and the greater male preference for mates displaying cues to high reproductive capacity represent adaptations to sex-differentiated reproductive constraints in our
evolutionary past. ~ American psychologist David Buss
Young American men and women were asked to select
from a list of desirable attributes in a partner. In order of
importance, here is what women want in a man: 1) achievement, 2) leadership qualities, 3) skill at his job, 4) earning
potential, 5) a sense of humor, 6) intellectual acumen, 7) attentiveness, 8) common sense, 9) athletic ability, and 10) good
abstract reasoning.
The priority of qualities American men sought in their
woman: 1) physical attractiveness, 2) sexual prowess, 3)
warmth and affection, 4) social skill, 5) homemaking ability,
6) fashion sense, 7) sensitivity to others' needs, 8) good taste,
9) moral perception, and 10) artistic creativity.
There is a caveat to the mating preferences biology provides. Whereas men prefer physically attractiveness, irrespective of cultural gender equality, in cultures where women
are socially empowered, their preference to partner with a
man for material resources is lessened.
While physical attractiveness is the starting point for
many relationships, the winnowing process begins in earnest
with not having repulsive traits, such as unattractive appearance, dissimilar attitudes and belief systems, and disagreeable mannerisms. Once a potential partner has been screened
for disliked characteristics, level of attraction becomes the allure in having the relationship last.
Whereas men seek a trophy and women want a piggy
bank, they both prefer mates who are similar to themselves,
* For this reason, women still prefer strong men: a biological throwback to when physicality mattered for survival.
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at least within cultures with a decent degree of gender equality. Similarity breeds not only attraction but also understanding and mutual respect. It is therefore unsurprising
that couples in countries with greater gender equity are generally more sexually satisfied than those with low gender
equality.

Women actively engage in more grooming and captivating dress during ovulation, as their sexual motivation waxes.
The closer a woman is to ovulation the more seductive men
find her. An ovulating female's scent forms part of the subconscious allure.
More generally, males and females are partly attracted to
one another based upon body odors, which are particularly
related to immune system compatibility. Even facial attractiveness is connected to scent.
Sexual asymmetry extends beyond mating preferences.
The dynamics of relationships reflect the different communication and behavioral inclinations of the sexes.
When a wife is satisfied with the marriage, she tends to do a
lot more for her husband, which has a positive effect on his life.
Men tend to be less vocal about their relationships and their
level of marital unhappiness might not be translated to their
wives. ~ American sociologist Deborah Carr
Relationships are extended conversations with shared experiences as primary talking points. The more intimate the
relationship, the more the partnership becomes a functional
arrangement.
Cohabitation is a culmination of getting along conversationally. The need for high-quality communication in close
quarters is obvious to anyone who has ever savored or suffered through the experience.
Assumptions are the termites of relationships. ~ American
actor Henry Winkler
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Romantic Love



Love is composed of a single soul inhabiting two bodies.
~ Aristotle

Romantic love involves intense emotional attachment between two people: provoking lust, protective instincts, and a
craving for intimacy. In this people are no different than
many other animals. Zebra finches, for example, mate monogamously for life, and share the burden of parental care.
Female finches choose mates individualistically.
The best thing to hold onto in life is each other. ~ English
actress Audrey Hepburn
In romantic relationships a feeling of intimacy is related
to empathic mentalizing. The sense of similarity and selfother overlap contributes to bonding behaviors, even when
the perceived resemblance is illusory, which it often is.
People are happiest in their relationships when they believe
they have found a kindred spirit, someone who understands
them and shares their experiences. As reality may not always be
that accommodating, however, intimates may find this sense of
confidence by egocentrically assuming that their partners are
mirrors of themselves. ~ American social psychologist Sandra
Murray et al
Cultural stereotypes become so inculcated that they automatically influence perception and behavior; so too ideologies about romance, particularly gender roles in romantic
relationships.
Traditional romantic ideology involves prescriptive cultural scripts as to how love should unfold and be enacted.
These scripts are gender specific. From an early age, females
are encouraged to view their worth in terms of their ability
to attract males.
Media propagates gender stereotypes related to romance.
Novels popular with women cast men as desirable mates if
they are bold breadwinners. In contrast, ladies are luckiest
when they beautiful, friendly, and timid. While television
and movies now portray women in a variety of roles, advertising retains a heavy reliance on gender stereotypes and sexual objectification of women. When it comes to tales of
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romance, media depictions usually stick with the stereotypes
found in romantic fiction, at least for the lead characters.
Accepting romantic folkways can constrain, both in choice
and conduct, and so circumscribe the establishment of a relationship and diminish its quality. Further, role-based behaviors represent an obstacle to gender equality, as tradition
encourages the "fairer sex" to limit her personal ambitions in
exchange for professed love and paternalistic protection.
Marriage is like a deck of cards. In the beginning, all you need
is two hearts and a diamond. By the end you wish you had a
club and a spade. ~ American greeting card
The emotional residue of a romantic relationship lingers
after the sense of intimacy is gone and the bonds tattered.
Unresolved conflict leaves a bitter aftertaste. Unfulfilled desire leaves longing.
Much unhappiness has come into the world because of bewilderment and things left unsaid. ~ Russian novelist Fyodor
Dostoyevsky


History 

Modern Western romance got its start in 12th-century
France, in the court of Eleanor of Aquitaine. Inspired by the
feudal system, and first adopted in the spirit of play, knights
courted ladies of higher birth by performing services in return for tokens of affection. Knights would kneel to receive
their romantic boon; a ritual that survives in men's practice
of kneeling before a woman to propose marriage.
The folkway of men putting women "on a pedestal" dates
to the medieval origin of romance. It created a cultural romantic role that remains to this day, constraining women to
passivity.

 Families 
A family is a group who extensively practice altruism –
cooperatively sharing resources and providing emotional
support – and feel committed to maintaining the group as a
unit. Members of families are typically bonded emotionally;
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though, in dysfunctional families, relations may sour and its
members become estranged.
The term nuclear family refers to an emotively bonded
dyad and offspring. The traditional nuclear family is a married couple (husband and wife) and their brood.
Families are part of a broader social web of affinity: kinship systems, which have variable cultural forms. Kinship
systems shape the inheritance of property in society. Historically, patrilineal descent is most common but there have
been exceptions. Among native Americans, family ancestry is
traced maternally.
Jewish descent is also established along the matrilineal
lineage. One is considered Jewish if born to a Jewish mother.
This practice evolved under early Talmudic law, owing to
widespread persecution and military conquest of Jews. The
prevalence of rape of Jewish women occasionally made paternity difficult to establish. Hence, a child's religious identity
became dependent upon the mother's faith.
Nowadays, bilateral kinship systems – descent traced via
both father and mother – is common, albeit with a residual
patrilineal bias.
Around the world and throughout history, men have enjoyed
higher status than women. On the home front, only women are
expected to surrender their family name when they wed; couples value male more than female progeny; and children are
more likely to be named after their fathers than their mothers,
irrespective of their sex. ~ Laurie Rudman & Stephanie Goodwin

 Incest 
There is a ubiquitous taboo against incest. Cultures vary
in closeness of kinship for the taboo, but parent-offspring sex
or between siblings is universally condemned; though
brother-sister marriages have been practiced throughout recorded history with some regularity.
In the United States, 30% of girls and 17% of boys are
sexually abused by a family member. Almost half of child
rapes are by someone in the family.
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The consequences for the victim are life changing. Sexually abused youth are twice as likely to have criminal records, mental health problems, and commit suicide. 95% of the
teen prostitutes in the US were first raped by dad.


Marriage



Marriage is an exemplary kinship system. Marriage contracts and ceremonies in Mesopotamia date to at least 4,000
years ago. In the ancient world, marriage primarily served as
a means for preserving power, by producing an heir. Daughters were married off to forge alliances and to acquire land.
Even among the lower classes, women had little say over
whom they married.
Love and marriage were once widely regarded as incompatible. A Roman senator was expelled from the Senate in
the 2nd century BCE for kissing his wife in public: behavior
which the essayist Plutarch condemned as "disgraceful."
From the 12th century, the European aristocracy viewed
extramarital affairs as the highest form of romance, untainted by the grit of daily existence. As late as the 18th century, Montesquieu wrote that any man who was in love with
his wife was probably too dull to be loved by another woman.

In ancient Rome marriage was a civil affair, governed by
imperial law. When the empire collapsed in the 5th century
the church stepped in and elevated marriage to a holy union.
As the church's power waxed in medieval times, so did its
influence over marriage. In 1215, marriage was declared one
of the church's 7 sacraments, alongside rites like baptism and
penance. The marriage ceremony as public spectacle, performed by a priest, only became decreed in the 16th century.
As a norm in the West, marrying for love arose with industrialization. Arranged marriages – via relatives – remain
common in several Asian countries. In some such cultures,
the bride and groom may not even see each other until shortly
before they are wed. That such marriages regularly succeed
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owes to low expectations, and that coming from the same culture at the same social status provides a foundation for mutuality that may mature over time into affection.

For millennia, into the 20th century, custom and law subjugated wives to their husbands. Only from the late 19th century did the women's-rights movement erode the sexism
which had long defined marriage.
By 1970, marriage law had become gender-neutral in Western democracy. ~ American historian Marilyn Yalom

Marriage rates in the 21st century have fallen in Europe,
China, Japan, and the Americas, for both cultural and economic reasons. Young men in the lower economic classes in
many countries simply have not been able to afford a bride.
In China, there are simply too few brides to be had,
thanks to a skewed sex ratio. China's 1979–2015 one-child
policy invoked widespread female infanticide, as boys were
prized.*

In modern societies, marriage is recognized as a union of
2 individuals, most commonly a man and a woman.† In more
traditional societies, marriage may be viewed as an alliance
between kinship groups, usually of 2 extended families.

 Bonaro 
The Bonaro are an indigenous tribe in eastern New
Guinea, organized into patriarchal clans. A young woman
* Though never tallied, the scope of female infanticide in China had
to have been tremendous. With this single exception, females
have outnumbered males in populations throughout history.
† Until the 13th century, marriages between 2 men–"spiritual
brotherhoods"–were common in churches across the Mediterranean. Along with incest and sorcery, homosexual marriages were
outlawed as unchristian by Byzantine Emperor Andronikos II in
1306. That proscription has weakened in some societies only since
the 21st century.
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must give birth before she can marry, and she cannot marry
the father of her child.
Marriage is an exchange of women between exogamous
patriclans. The choice of a husband is up to a girl and her
mother. Bride-price – payment to a man for taking a wife – is
required.
The Bonaro place great faith in magic as a means for manipulating the natural and supernatural worlds. The most
important presences are the ghosts of ancestors and sundry
spirit beings.


Polygyny 

As with other animals that have strong patriarchal hierarchies, some human societies practice polygyny: a man having multiple female mates as a culturally-acceptable
arrangement. Historically, polygyny has been most common
in agrarian societies, where a large labor force is favorable.
In the United States, Mormons practiced polygyny with
church sanction until 1890, when it was prohibited by the
church, having already been outlawed under federal statute.*
Muslim men in several countries still practice polygyny.
Polygyny remains legal in Saudi Arabia, Iran, Afghanistan,
Pakistan, the Philippines, Singapore, Malaysia, and most
north African nations. In other Islamic countries polygyny is
restricted or banned, albeit still practiced illegally. Polygyny
is practiced throughout much of Africa.
Men hoarding wives leaves less-fortunate men without
mates. Unsurprisingly, polygynous societies are bloodier,
more likely to invade their neighbors, and more prone to collapse. Polygyny features in all of the 20 most unstable countries in the world.


Infidelity 

Oddly for a species of highly-altricial offspring, monogamy in humans is more social convention than it is innate.
* Lecherous Mormon church founder Joseph Smith had ~40 wives,
including marrying one who was only 14 at the time.
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Infidelity is common, more often by men than women (though
not by much).
Historically, men in dominant groups have been prone to
coerce women with few resources and scant power into sexual
relationships.
Despite laws against miscegenation – mating across racial lines – in the old South of early America, sex between
male slave owners and enslaved females was widespread.
One well-known example is "founding father" Thomas Jefferson's repeated rape of his favorite slave, thereby producing 6
illicit offspring (along with 6 by his wife Martha). Jefferson
started having sex with the enslaved Sally Hemmings when
he was 44, and she sweet 16.
Humans are like many mammals in an ostensible monogamy honored in the breach. It is a considerable contrast to
the true fidelity found in swans and several seabirds.
More significantly, despite the contribution to descendant
fitness that fathers might make, their direct input into offspring well-being is often incidental, especially in comparison
to mothers, who are far and away the primary caretaker.
This too is typical of other mammals.


Offspring



Historically, companionship and sharing resources have
seldom been the sole occupations of marriage. Folks breed.
In preindustrial times, child labor was a considerable convenience to their charges, as the little ones could help with
the chores. At the turn of the 19th century the average American family included 8 children.
With industrialization offspring increasingly became a financial burden. By the 21st century it cost over $200,000 to
rear 1 child in the United States, including college.
Economic imperatives spelled a decline in parental care
among the general population in industrialized nations. As
couples struggle for a comfortable standard of living, childrearing represents yet another time burden, on top of the financial drain. Though parents wished to spend more time
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with their young, financial considerations limited their commitment. Children who fend for themselves after school –
latchkey kids – became a common phenomenon.

 Babies 
The altricial needs of human offspring are
demanding, especially in their earliest years.
So, to encourage their keep, babies are designed
to look adorable.
An infant's head is proportionately large.
The eyes are significant saucers in the center of
a plump face. In absolute size, children have larger pupils
than adults.
Limbs are short and fat. All told, babies look like disarming cartoon characters.
Infant smiles and coos are affecting. In contrast, their
cries wrench compassion from caretakers. If not, wailing
away drives an adult to distraction, provoking action to pacify the racket-maker.
Baby babble and crying is compelling partly because it is
done in the mother tongue. Babies cry in melodic and rhythmic patterns that they have learned since womb-time.
Babies have another, most important, advertisement.
They tend to bear their father's visage more than their mother's. This is consistent with other mammals.
As dad is less inclined to care for a tyke, a baby that looks
like heritage incarnate acts as inspiration for attention from
a man who cares his legacy; further proof that evolution is
adaptive, sometimes manipulatively so.

 Groups 
It is not the similarity or dissimilarity of individuals that constitutes a group, but interdependence of fate. ~ Kurt Lewin

Human sociality is of interpersonal relationships with
varying degrees of affinity bonding. As indispensably gregarious creatures, the humanity of humans relies upon having
emotionally nourishing intimate relationships.
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A dyad is a relationship between 2 people. It offers the
greatest potential for intimacy.
A triad is a group of 3. Even the addition of a single member to a group, such as going from a dyad to a triad, alters
interaction dynamics. Hence, having the same level of intimacy as readily achieved in a dyad is difficult in a triad.
Whereas the closest relationships provide emotional support, intimacy between members drops exponentially as
group size rises. Small groups provide a sense of belonging.
In contrast, larger groups can give a person the sense of being
in a sea of people without much empathic connection.
Émile Durkheim termed the emotional discomfort of not
belonging in a group anomie. Unless explicitly warmly welcomed, newcomers to a large group often experience anomie.
Regardless of size, the interaction dynamics of sustained
groups are complex. Individuals create their social environment as well as being subject to and shaped by the social
groups they encounter.
Individuals' behaviors affect their social environments. When
you pick your friends, it matters to you and it affects both what
happens in the group and your behavior at a later time. ~ American evolutionary biologist Julia Saltz


Wilfred Bion



Group mental life is essential to the full life of the individual,
and satisfaction of this need has to be sought through membership of a group. ~ Wilfred Bion

English psychoanalyst Wilfred Bion (1897–1979) looked at
groups from a Freudian perspective. In the 1940s Bion argued that within groups were 2 intrinsic mentalities: "work
group" and "basic assumption."
Work-group functions are always pervaded by basic-assumption phenomena. ~ Wilfred Bion
The work group mentality is the reason that the group
came to be: a group's founding and ongoing purpose. The
basic-assumption mentality enfolds the underlying assumptions upon which group behavior is based.
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The term to conceptualise the prevailing state of a group's "as
if" is "basic assumption." Individuals within groups may be observed to be acting as if certain relationships existed among
themselves or between them and the group leader. Basic assumptions operate outside the explicit awareness of group
members and are useful in explaining why a group seems to act
at variance with its stated mission. ~ Wilfred Bion

Bion contended that the core creed of the basic-assumption mentality is that "the welfare of the individual is a matter of secondary consideration – the group comes first, in
flight the individual is abandoned; the paramount need is for
the group to survive." This creed has the same motivation as
an individual's fear of death.
Bion and English psychiatrist Pierre Turquet identified 4
basic assumptions: dependency, fight-flight, pairing, and
oneness.* Adoption of any of these assumptions impedes a
group from accomplishing its ostensible goal.
In dependency, a group aims to achieve security through
a single individual. Group members are beholden to its
leader. The Catholic Church, with its pope, is exemplary of a
dependency group.
In fight-flight, a group behaves as if its self-preservation
is in jeopardy. In fight mode, a group is aggressive and hostile. In flight, a group aims to avert an external threat or
snuff internal friction. Bion saw military groups as often acting in fight-flight modes.
Pairing involves a fantasy about establishing a meaningful relationship with a perceived powerful individual, or by a
subgroup emerging to deal with a perceived authority. In
Freudian fashion, Bion argued that the relationship is sexual
in nature, though the pairs need not be male/female.
With oneness, a group commits itself to a cause outside
itself to ensure its survival. Oneness is an attempt at synergy. A feeling of oneness may also psychologically help a
group deal with an unknown perceived as threatening.
Synergy is the secret desire of every group. When a group
comes together, the whole is somehow greater than the sum of
* Oneness was not one of Bion's initial basic assumptions. Oneness
was elaborated by Turquet in 1974.
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its parts. But there is regressive synergy, which is self-destructive. ~ South African group consultant Derek Hendrikz

Bion was struck by the primitiveness of many group processes, and the emotionally unbridled behavior that groups
sometimes demonstrate. Whereas a mature mind comprehends complexity by accepting existence in shades of gray, an
immature mind thinks in the extremes and opposites of black
and white: good/bad, love/hate. Bion believed that the primitive qualities of group psychology corresponded to those in
immature individuals.
Groups do not always function rationally or productively, nor
are individual members necessarily aware of the internal and
external controls they rely on to maintain the boundary between
their announced intentions and their hidden agendas. ~ Center
for the Study of Groups and Social Systems
Groups may regress into dysfunctionality the same way
that individuals do. A group may demonstrate mental illness
in demanding excessive conformity, have little tolerance for
independent thinking, or exhibit paranoia toward outgroups, including their demonization.
Other signs of group dysfunction include demoralization,
factionalization, and abuse of power by group leaders. In extremity, groups manifest corruption by disregarding the
norms and morality fundamental to group identity.
The apparent difference between group psychology and individual psychology is an illusion produced by the fact that the
group brings into prominence phenomena which appear alien
to an observer unaccustomed to the group. ~ Wilfred Bion

Sociologists define groups by the degree of affinity bonding individuals have. The spectrum runs between primary
groups and aggregates.
An aggregate is an assemblage of individuals temporarily
sharing the same physical space, but do not view themselves
as belonging together. A public crowd that does not come together for a shared purpose is an aggregate.
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Family and close friends are what American sociologist
Charles Cooley called a primary group. Referring to their importance to personal well-being, Cooley called primary
groups the "springs of life."
Groups often have rich value and belief systems, and when
we identify with groups, these provide a lens through which we
see the world. ~ Australian social psychologist Jolanda Jetten
People define themselves through 2 channels: personal
traits considered outstanding or in terms of social identity.
Social identify comes from primary groups.
When personal identity is salient, individuals focus on
how they consider themselves different from others. In contrast, when social identity is important, the identification is
of similarity with others in cherished primary groups.
Social identity is a potent means to boost self-esteem.
What matters is not whether a person is legitimately in a
group – only that a person feels to be part of a group, and that
associative identification is considered relevant to understanding oneself and one's place in the world. The self-esteem
boost comes from a sense of existential security: the comfort
of feeling to be part of something larger, with more resources,
and thereby more powerful.
The individual and their own perceived self-worth is affected
by membership in social groups in profound ways. ~ Jolanda
Jetten et al
In contrast to the closeness felt in a primary group, a secondary group is one where its members at least share an interest. Secondary groups are the building blocks of
contemporary society.
In and of themselves, secondary groups are emotionally
unfulfilling. Consequently, secondary groups tend toward
collections of primary groups, as the people within seek and
find friendships and alliances.
Controversy equalizes fools and wise men in the same way –
and the fools know it. ~ Oliver Wendell Holmes, Sr.
When controversies arise, coalitions commonly form
within secondary and even primary groups. Even triads can
have trouble coming to consensus. Comity easily falters when
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facing contestable abstractions in belief systems; so too a
sense of responsibility when people are in a group. The larger
the congregation, the less likely someone will courageously,
or even helpfully, step forward.


Diffusion of Responsibility



Group size has a significant influence on how people interact. ~ James Henslin

In 1964, 28-year-old Kitty Genovese was raped and repeatedly stabbed to death in the middle of the street in a residential neighborhood in New York City. The brutal murder
took nearly a half-hour.
38 people witnessed the killing. None attempted to intervene. Not even one even lifted a telephone to call the police.
The only thing necessary for evil to triumph is for good men
to do nothing. ~ Irish politician Edmund Burke
An American experiment in 1968 tested the willingness
of people to help someone during an emergency. If participants thought they were the only one that could help another
in distress – in other words, a dyad – all rushed to help.
If they thought they were part of a triad, only 80% responded, and more slowly than in a dyad. In 6-person groups,
only 60% were stirred to see what was wrong, and they were
even slower to respond.
The responsibility for helping was diffused among the observers; there was also diffusion of any potential blame for not taking
action. ~ American social psychologists John Darley & Bib Latané
Diffusion of responsibility is an innate inclination.
Healthy young children are naturally helpful, but they too
suffer the bystander effect when someone is in distress but
others are around.


Group Interactions



Trust is one of the most important synthetic forces within society. ~ German sociologist Georg Simmel
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Various principles are at work in determining group stability and change: pleasure, rationality, reciprocity, and fairness. Whereas pleasure and rationality are purely personal,
reciprocity and fairness reflect mores as well as satisfaction.
Following the pleasure principle, people withdraw from a
group when participation is no longer enjoyable. Under the
rationality principle, group involvement is a calculation of being better or worse off.
There is no duty more indispensable than that of returning a
kindness. All men distrust one forgetful of a benefit. ~ Cicero
The reciprocity and fairness principles are closely related.
Both are vital to continuing group interaction. No one sensibly tolerates being taken advantage of or being treated unfairly.
People's ideas about what is fair in their interactions with others often conflict with simple calculations of gain and loss. The
fact that they may come out ahead in an interaction does not
guarantee that they will feel good about it and continue the interaction. ~ William Kornblum
Communication is often critical to feelings about group
interaction. When people can freely share information about
what they are experiencing, and can trust what others say,
they feel much better about interacting.

 Affect Toward Groups 
People are motivated to reserve the 'uniquely human' essence for in-groups and to withhold it from out-groups. ~ American social psychologist Amy Cuddy et al

As with all things, people view groups in terms of affinity
or rejection. Those groups which an individual identifies with
is an in-group. Conversely, an out-group is one whose existence is considered objectionable.
An us-them mentality is unfortunately a really basic part of
our biology. ~ American social psychologist Eric Knowles
He that is not with me is against me. ~ Matthew 12:30, The
Bible
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A reference-group is one which serves as a basis for selfevaluation. Reference groups are in-groups with imagined
admirable attributes.
A reference-group may be either primary or secondary, or
even those with which one has only secondhand information
about. That reference-groups are common illustrates the universal tendency of people to question their own self-esteem
and suffer attribution biases.

When others are perceived as being like oneself, such as
when among those in an in-group, mentalizing is easier and
considered more accurate. By this, others are regarded as reliable, yielding a sense of self-comfort which internally
strengthens emotional bonding.
When perceivers assume an initial general sense of similarity
to a target, they engage in greater projection and less stereotyping. ~ American social psychologist Daniel Ames
The opposite dynamic occurs in the presence of out-group
members. Uncertainty remains unresolved, as one lacks the
assurance of predictability that ready mind perception provides. This unease may stimulate fear and animosity.
Prejudices toward in-groups and against out-groups is
universal, appearing in children by age 6. Individuals consider in-groups more positively, while out-groups are vilified.
This generalizing tendency is termed attribution bias.
Attributions of in-groups and out-groups begins early: 6month-old infants favor faces of the same race with which
they are already acquainted.
Race-based bias emerges without experience with other-race
individuals. ~ Chinese psychologist Naiqi Xio

Our minds retrieve race because it predicts alliances in our
social world. When other cues predict cooperative alliances
better, the mind reduces its reliance on racial categories.
~ Leda Cosmides

That perceptual biases of categorization lay at the root of
prejudice was recognized by Polish social psychologist Henri
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Tajfel in 1979. His insight went against the prevailing view
of psychologists at the time, who assumed that prejudice was
a byproduct of personality.
Our species is profoundly coalitional, and in most times and
places moral prescriptions apply only to one’s in-group, not to
humanity in general. I don't see any evidence that we evolved
innate, universal moral rules about how to treat all humans.
That's why history, as James Joyce said, is a nightmare. Prehistory is worse. ~ American anthropologist Don Symons

Members of out-groups can often be represented as animals,
both through spoken metaphors and through artistic depictions.
~ Nicholas Epley & Adam Waytz

Dehumanizing out-group members begins with denying
their humanity. It increases the extent to which violence
against out-group members is acceptable and justified.
In the fascist style of politics, one of the crucial elements is
distinguishing 'us' from 'them'. We are intrinsically good; they
are intrinsically bad, defective, subhuman, et cetera. ~ English
philosopher David Livingstone Smith
Attributed negative behaviors of outgroup members are thought to owe to inherent personality flaws, whereas observed positive behaviors are flukes.
Conversely, the goodness of in-group
members is taken for granted, while ob- detail of American
jectionable acts by in-group individuals World War 2 antiare overlooked or explained away as Japanese poster
misunderstanding or lapses of judgment.
An "ultimate attribution error" is proposed: (1) when prejudiced people perceive what they regard as a negative act by an
out-group member, they will attribute it dispositionally, often as
genetically determined, in comparison to the same act by an ingroup member; (2) when prejudiced people perceive what they
regard as a positive act by an out-group member, they will attribute it in comparison to the same act by an in-group member
to one or more of the following: (a) "the exceptional case," (b)
luck or special advantage, (c) high motivation and effort, and (d)
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manipulable situational context. ~ American sociologist
Thomas Pettigrew

Group affect can form a gyre of intergroup alienation,
leading to hostility. In-group interactions may exaggerate
the belief that one's own group is disliked by another. This
diminishes the likelihood of intergroup relations, increases
defensiveness once in an interaction, and thereby tends to
confirm the earlier mistaken assumption.
Typical attribution errors include misperceptions between racial groups and also between men and women.
If a White policeman shoots a Black or Latino, a White individual, given no additional information, is likely to simply assume that the victim instigated the shooting, whereas a Black
individual is more likely to assume that the policeman fired unnecessarily, perhaps because he is dispositionally predisposed
to be a racist.
A related phenomenon has been seen in men's perceptions
of women coworkers. Meticulous behavior in a man is perceived positively and is seen by the man as "thorough"; in a
woman, the exact same behavior is perceived negatively and is
considered "picky." Behavior applauded in a man as "aggressive" is condemned in a woman exhibiting the same behavior
as "pushy" or "bitchy." ~ Margaret Anderson & Howard Taylor
The male drive for dominance is particularly strong
against members of out-groups, who are viewed as competitors.

 Black Americans 
In several studies using computer simulations, white participants – role-playing police who must quickly decide
whether to "shoot" a suspect – are more trigger-happy
against black men than white ones. Other studies found
white men more likely to dole out a death sentence to black
male defendants if their facial features were "stereotypically
black" (e.g., a wider nose, darker skin).
The flagrant history of violence by whites against black
Americans in the United States is illustrative of the drive to
reduce out-group competition. Between 1877 and 1950 nearly
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4,000 black men were lynched by American white men.* During the days of Jim Crow, a black man may be murdered
simply for speaking "disrespectfully." In 1904, a crowd in
Mississippi sipped lemonade and nibbled devilled eggs as
they nonchalantly watched a black couple being mutilated
and burned alive.
Most victims were black men accused of having had sex,
or simply wanting to, with white women. In 1955, 14-yearold Emmet Till was lynched in Mississippi for simply having
whistled at a white woman on the street.
Overt racial violence abated a bit in the 21st century before Donald Trump assumed the presidency in 2017. It has
since crept back up.
Race remains a potent and often divisive force in American
society. ~ US President Barak Obama in 2017

 Jews 
The personification of the Devil as the symbol of all evil assumes the living shape of the Jew. ~ Austrian-born German political leader Adolf Hitler

In the Western world, the perennial out-group since antiquity – subject to frequent persecution and pogroms – has
been the Jews.
Jews were despised in ancient Greece and Rome: labeled
as atheists for not believing in the Greco-Roman gods. Jews
dressed strangely, ate different foods, spoke a different
tongue (besides the native one), and mostly kept to themselves. At the same time, Jews were grudgingly admired for
their love of learning, their sagacity, and some had wondrous
skills in the art of medicine.
Early Gentile converts to Christianity shared this bias
against Jews. They read several of the New Testament texts
as condemnations of Judaism, most particularly blaming
Jews for killing Jesus.†
* There still is no US federal law against lynching.
† For example, Matthew 27:25 cites Jews as responsible for killing
Jesus: "All the people answered, 'His blood is on us and on our
children!'."
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Always a cultural minority, Jews were often preyed upon
by the Christian majority. On the medieval stage, the Jew
was a stock character of mockery or hatred. During the crusades, whereas Muslims were the ostensible target, Christian mobs slaughtered Jews and pillaged their homes.
Jews were expelled from France in the early 13th century,
followed by England in 1290, after the king could extort no
more from them. Jews in Germany suffered repeated massacres in the 14th–15th centuries.
Jews were blamed for causing the Black Death in the mid14th century. Beginning in the late 15th century, Jews were
a target of the Spanish Inquisition.
During the Middle Ages, Jewish real property was repeatedly confiscated. This led them to specialize in valuables that
could be readily transported, such as jewelry. Ostracized
from labor guilds in the Middle Ages, and so unable to work
in the trades, Jews were forced to specialize in finance.
Politically, the Jews were often a convenient scapegoat,
especially as their skills and power as moneylenders made
them a convenient target.
The Jews are a nervous people. Nineteen centuries of Christian love have taken a toll. ~ English politician Benjamin Disraeli
The harsh terms insisted upon by France after the Great
War resulted in hyperinflation and economic depression in
Germany in the 1920s. Adolf Hitler's rise to power was abetted by flaying at the twin threats of communism and rapacious capitalism; in both of which well-known
Jewish names were readily identified with, owing
to the prominent Jewish role in finance.
Hitler's rants were, of course, just the beginning. In Germany and Poland, a network of 42,500 facilities
were used 1941–1945 to concentrate, confine, and exterminate
11 million people, including 6 million Jews. Nearly 500,000
Germans participated in the planning and execution of the
Holocaust: an industry in and of itself. (The image of the 6pointed star (Star of David) with "Jude" inscribed within was
the badge that Jews were forced to publicly wear in Nazi Germany to identify their heritage.)
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German Jewish émigrés had a huge effect on US innovation.
They helped improve the quality of research. ~ American economist Petra Moser

Anti-Semitism simmers in Europe today for the same
reasons as throughout history: the distinctive Jewish culture,
which emphasizes learning and diligence, and produces
skilled people who garner both admiration and resentment.
Jews are the ultimate out-group which out-competes: a perfect formula for persecution.
Given current ongoing political tensions in the Middle
East, it is noteworthy that Muslims have historically been
much more supportive of Jews than Christians. When Muslims conquered Jerusalem in 638, they allowed Jews to worship freely in the city – a stark contrast to the bans imposed
by previous Christian rulers.
While Europeans routinely carried out pogroms against
Jews, Muslims consistently offered them refuge. During the
Spanish Inquisition, Jews fled to Muslim lands to escape intolerant Christians.
In the 21st century, with anti-Semitism and anti-Muslim
sentiments simmering in Europe, the 2 besieged minorities
often work together to combat social stigmatization.

 Leadership 
A leader is someone who influences the opinions, attitudes, and behavior of others. Even a group of friends has
leaders.
Generally, people become leaders by expressing the values of the group in a way that resonates with its members.
Leaders tend to be more talkative and exude self-confidence
and determination.
Attribution biases affect choice of leadership. Taller and
better-looking people are more likely to become leaders.
Subtle subconscious influences affect leader choice. In one
experiment, groups of 5 people sat at a rectangular table: 2
on one side, 3 on the other. After discussing a topic for 5
minutes, each group chose a leader. Although only 40% of the
people sat on the 2-person side of the table, 70% of the leaders
came from that side. We tend to interact more with people
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facing us than with those to the side of us, and so have
greater confidence in the people in which we interact with in
that way.
There are 2 types of leaders: instrumental and expressive. An instrumental leader tries to keep a group working
toward its goals. An expressive leader is often not recognized
as a leader, but certainly is one by keeping up a group's morale via sympathy and good humor.
In keeping members on task, instrumental leaders sometimes prod, and so create friction. In contrast, expressive
leaders are usually more popular, as they stimulate bonding
and reduce friction.
In the 1930s, Kurt Lewin determined 3 basic leadership
styles: authoritarian, democratic, and laissez-faire. Authoritarian leaders give orders. Democratic leaders try to build
consensus. Laissez-faire leaders are permissive.
Other leadership style frameworks were later declared,
including those including transactional and transformational
leaders.
Transactional leaders focus on performance and motivation via rewards and punishments. While effective in clarifying roles and responsibilities, such leadership can be chilling,
and appear amoral. Bean-counters tend to transactional
leadership style.
Transformational leaders attempt to alter their followers'
mode of approach by challenge and inspiration, partly by creating a vision to aspire to. The charismatic self-confidence of
transformational leaders tends to stifle constructive dissent,
and so can lead groups down a path with disastrous consequences.
Beyond personal bias, the typical namby-pamby conclusion about leadership is that the best style depends upon the
group and the situation. Hindsight bias works wonders in
evaluating particular instances of leadership style. Leaders
either take the credit for group success or are blamed for failure.
What is universal about groups is that humans naturally
create social hierarchies, with certain individuals emerging
as leaders. With rare exception, people lack the ability to effectively work together without leadership.
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 Conformity 
Cynicism and tribalism are very closely related. You protect
your tribe, your way of life and thinking, and you try to annihilate anything that might call that into question. ~ American
journalist Dean Nelson

Conformity is acting in accord with prevailing social
standards, attitudes, or practices. Conformity is a universality of human behavior.
Humans conform. ~ German social psychologist Daniel
Haun & American psychologist Michael Tomasello


Types



In 1958, American social psychologist Herbert Kelman
distinguished 3 types of conformity: compliance, identification, and internalization.
Compliance happens "when an individual accepts influence because he hopes to achieve a favorable reaction from
another person or group, or avoid specific punishments or disapproval."* Belief has nothing to do with compliance.
Identification occurs "when an individual accepts influence because he wants to establish or maintain a satisfying
self-defining relationship to another person or group. The individual actually believes in the responses which he adopts
through identification, but their specific content is more or
less irrelevant. He adopts the induced behavior because it is
associated with the desired relationship. Hence, the satisfaction derived from identification is due to the act of conforming as such."
Internalization happens "when an individual accepts influence because the content (ideas and actions) of the induced
behavior is intrinsically rewarding. He adopts the induced
behavior because it is congruent with his value system. Behavior adopted in this fashion tends to be integrated with the
* In 1969, Australian psychologist Leon Mann distinguished compliance to avoid a negative reaction from conforming to make a
positive impression or gain favor, calling the brown-nosing variety ingratiational conformity.
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individual's existing values. Thus the satisfaction derived
from internalization is due to the content of the new behavior."
The 3 processes represent three qualitatively different ways
of accepting influence. ~ Herbert Kelman

It is easy in the world to live after the world's opinion; it is
easy in solitude to live after our own; but the great man is he
who in the midst of the crowd keeps with perfect sweetness the
independence of solitude. ~ Ralph Waldo Emerson

In-groups exert a tremendous conforming force upon its
members. People in individualistic cultures often like to
think that they are independently minded, immune to something as superficial as group influence. Experimental studies
demonstrate otherwise.
In 1932, American social psychologist Arthur Jenness
asked experiment participants individually how many jellybeans were in a jar. Then he put the group in a room with the
jar and asked them to provide a group estimate. Asking individuals afterwards for a bean count, their answers, with rare
exception, moved toward the group estimate.
A spot of stationary light in a dark room often appears to
be moving: a phenomenon labeled the autokinetic effect. The
illusion is so compelling that most people insist that the motionless light is moving. Turkish American social psychologist Muzafer Sherif used the
autokinetic effect in 1935 to study conformity.
He first established how much autokinetic
movement individuals perceived: typically, 2–6
inches. Then Sherif put 2 or 3 people in a room
and asked them to agree on the degree of autokinesis.
When individuals face a new and unstable situation first individually and then in a group, each establishes a range and a
norm (standard) within that range; the range and the norms tend
to converge when the subjects come into a group situation. But
the convergence is not as close as when they start with the
group situation first.
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When individuals face a new, unstable situation as members
of a group for the first time, a range (a scale) and a norm (standard) within that range are established which are peculiar to the
group, and afterwards, when they face the same situation alone
they stick to the range and norm established in the group.
~ Muzafer Sherif

In 1951, American social psychologist Solomon Asch asked student participants about simple comparisons of line lengths, with answers so
obvious that a child could feel assured about the
correct answer (see figure below). But, as the test
progressed, others in the group – who were actually confederates – began to consistently and uniformly give
wrong answers.
35% of the participants conformed to the
confederate (wrong) answers at least half the
time. 40% gave numerous wrong answers.
Only 25% stuck with correct answers, in defiance of the invisible conformity pressure.

Conformity – like other common psychological traits not
viewed altogether favorably – is more readily detected in others than in oneself. People often fail to recognize their own
susceptibility to social influence.
When hearing about classic experiments on conformity, students often marvel at how far people will go to conform, but
note that they would never act that way in the same situation.
~ Emily Pronin et al


Cascades



Many groups make their decisions through some process of
deliberation, usually with the belief that deliberation will improve judgments and predictions. But deliberating groups often
fail, in the sense that they make judgments that are false or that
fail to take advantage of the information that their members
have. ~ American behavioral economist Cass Sunstein & American behaviorist Reid Hastie
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A misinformation cascade is the cultural equivalent of a
rumor wrongly taken to be true and occurs much more commonly than it would among rational beings. A mistruth is
proposed and finds positive reception, whereupon it becomes
accepted as conventional wisdom. Those who dispute such a
"fact" risk damage to their reputation and censure.

 Fat & Heart Disease 
In the late 1940s, American doctors started
treating more patients who had heart disease.
American physiologist Ancel Keys became interested in the issue. Keys was piqued by seemingly
counterintuitive data: American business executives, presumably well-fed, had high rates of cardiovascular disease (CVD), while CVD rates were dropping in
post-war Europe, which had reduced food supplies.
Keys hypothesized a correlation between cholesterol levels and CVD. Keys compared diets and heart disease in the
US and other countries selectively.
Satisfied that his hypothesis was correct, Keys promoted
his research upon becoming a member of the American Heart
Association. He convinced the AHA to recommend a low-fat
diet to Americans.
Keys' findings were considered so important that he was
featured on the cover of Time magazine. In 1980, the US government incorporated his idea into its "food pyramid," which
it promoted throughout the country for what constituted a
healthy diet.
Soon everyone "knew" that diets rich in fats led to heart
attacks. In 1988 the Surgeon General of the United States
announced that ice cream had become a major health hazard.
Researchers who disagreed with Keys and published contradictory findings were either ignored, or the results treated
as exceptions.
Keys' cherry-picked the countries he used to draw his conclusion. If he had bothered to include all 22 countries for
which he had available data, rather than eliminating those
which did not provide the results he wanted, he would have
found no correlation between fat and heart disease.
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The problem of cardiovascular disease is more complicated than fat consumption. Lifestyle, especially exercise regularity, sugar consumption, and overall diet are significant
factors.

Those who can make you believe absurdities can make you
commit atrocities. ~ Voltaire


Obedience



The disappearance of a sense of responsibility is the most farreaching consequence of submission to authority. ~ Stanley
Milgram

Obedience to authority figures runs strong
in every society. American social psychologist
Stanley Milgram conducted experiments that
demonstrated this.
Milgram, a Jew, sought to understand how
the Holocaust was so neatly accomplished. Milgram ran experiments with American participants 1960–
1974. The participants were cajoled into administering
shocks at a level that would have been lethal (if they had actually been delivered).
Before carrying out his experiments, Milgram asked a variety of psychologists, psychiatrists, sociologists, and philosophers to guess how many subjects would be willing to deal
out deadly volts. The consensus opinion was: 1/10th of 1% (1
in 1,000 people).
Many participants were hesitant to administer severe
shocks. Some were severely stressed at the prospect. Yet the
experimenter's insistent verbal prods that "you must go on,"
resulted in a 65% success rate of participants giving lethal
jolts when they could not see the victim.
If participants could see the person being shocked writhe
and howl in pain, only 40% were willing to apply deadly voltage. When Milgram added another punishment deliverer
who refused to go along with the experiment, only 5% were
willing to go all the way.
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Ordinary people, simply doing their jobs, and without any
particular hostility on their part, can become agents in a terrible
destructive process. Moreover, even when the destructive effects of their work become patently clear, and they are asked to
carry out actions incompatible with fundamental standards of
morality, relatively few people have the resources needed to resist authority. ~ Stanley Milgram

 Adolf Eichmann 
I was just following orders. ~ Adolf Eichmann

Milgram's experiments were going on
when German soldier Adolf Eichmann, head
of the Nazi Gestapo's Jewish section, was on
trial in Israel in 1961.
Eichmann, who had fled to Austria, then
Argentina, after WWII, was abducted by Israeli agents and brought back to Israel. The
Israelis subjected Eichmann to merciless interrogations every day for 9 months before putting him on a
show trial.
The world was expecting to see a monster. They were
sorely disappointed at the scapegoat.
Eichmann was slight and mild-mannered. He insisted
that – although he was chief administrator of an organization
responsible for mass murder – he was only guilty of doing
what his superiors ordered.
Eichmann said he did not hate Jews. He had a Jewish
half-cousin whom he had hid and protected during the war.
Following fruitless appeals after conviction, Eichmann
was executed in an Israeli prison.
It is easy to ignore responsibility when one is only an intermediate link in a chain of action. ~ Stanley Milgram
Social coercion may alter mechanisms of voluntary agency,
and hence abolish the normal experience of being in control of
one's own actions. ~ Belgian psychologist Emilie Caspar et al

The human desire to conform appears inborn, as it develops at a tender age. Children's level of conformity closely
matches that of adults.
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One experiment tested the conformity inclinations of
young simians. 2-year-old children, chimps, and orangutans
dropped a ball into a box with 3 sections, one of which consistently produced a food reward. After the participants had
figured out how to get the treat on the first try, they watched
as untrained peers failed at the task.
Then the roles were reversed: the participants took another turn while being watched by their peers. The apes
stuck with their prizewinning ways. But children more often
than not dropped the ball where it would not result in reward. (They had not forgot. If no one watched, the children
went back to the winning choice.)
Children as young as 2 years of age conform to others, while
chimpanzees and orangutans instead prefer to stick with what
they know. ~ Daniel Haun

Young children quickly and strategically learn by observing adults. They tend to trust adults they view as conformists
rather than dissenters. Preschoolers often succumb to the
adult's point of view even when it conflicts with what they
know.
Young children are sensitive to information provided by
adults; strategically considering motivations, social context, and
authority. ~ Daniel Haun & Michael Tomasello

 Group Decisions 
Relying upon the power of multiple minds and memories,
groups have the potential of making better decisions than individuals. Many companies employ teams to improve decision-making. Groups that have success in decision-making
share certain characteristics: a small team with open communication and a shared mind-set that identifies with the
group and agrees on acceptable group behavior.
Jury members share more information during decisionmaking when there is greater diversity in the group; such juries are thereby in a position to make a better decision.
Interpersonal dynamics are instrumental in group decision-making. Individuals employ various tactics to influence
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others. Though the most effective techniques vary according
to the type of decision being made, the most frequent tactics
are inspirational coaxing and appeals to reason.
There are disadvantages to group decision-making. The
one most explored is groupthink: premature decisions from
group members seeking conformity out of anxiety, trying to
avert conflicts. In shunning unconventional ideas, groupthink shuts out options.
Groupthink arises in homogeneous, isolated, cohesive
groups under stress, where objective or impartial leadership
is absent. Groups within government responsible for making
foreign-policy decisions are excellent candidates for groupthink, as they are like-minded, isolated, and under pressure.
Political cliques and the military are boiling kettles of
groupthink. The onset of World War 1 was an exercise in
groupthink in each of the European powers involved. In the
20th century, groups within the US government repeatedly
indulged in groupthink, to grave consequences.

 US Military Groupthink 
In 1941, the US military had evidence that the Japanese
were preparing to attack Pearl Harbor. But they refused to
believe it and continued naval operations as usual.
The destruction of the US naval fleet on 7 December 1941
ushered the country into World War 2. What FDR declared
"a date which will live in infamy" owed to groupthink by the
US military, abetted by a President that welcomed entry into
the war that was already raging in Europe, and was just looking for a selling point.
Similar disbelief led the US to provoke its all-out war
with Vietnam in 1964. Despite evidence of the strength and
determination of the North Vietnamese military, the Pentagon refused to believe that "little, uneducated, barefoot people in pajamas" could best the US. In 1973, having been dealt
a humiliating defeat, the US tucked tail and ran.
In 2001, the Bush administration ignored repeated warnings of an impending terrorist attack. On 11 September came
another date to live in infamy, owing to groupthink complacency. The neglect was so egregious that conspiracy theorists
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readily spun a story that the Bush administration allowed
the attack to further turning the US into a militarized police
state, and give it impetus for a vendetta war in the Middle
East. The administration's subsequent conduct only fanned
conspiracy flames.
The complete lack of evidence is the surest sign that the conspiracy is working. ~ Anonymous
Just as LBJ lied to drag the US into Vietnam, so President George W. Bush lied to the country to invade Iraq. The
Bush administration claimed that it could deliver cheap oil
to the US and turn Iraq into a model democracy: a war and
nation-building that would practically pay for itself, the administration advertised early on.
Men never lie so much as after a hunt, during a war, or before
an election. ~ Prussian politician Otto von Bismarck
The Bush Jr. administration also groupthought its way
into torturing suspected terrorists, forsaking decency to debase the country's moral stature and violate the Geneva Conventions. Government officials defended torture morally as
the "the lesser of 2 evils."
Though somewhat attenuated, the Obama administration continued the Bush torture policy at the military prison
complex in Guantánamo, Cuba. Groupthink maintained its
grip.

 Columbia Space Shuttle 
On 16 January 2003, the US space shuttle Columbia
launched after 18 delays over the previous week. 82 seconds
after launch, a suitcase-sized piece of protective foam broke
off and struck the left wing of the shuttle, damaging it.
Though engineers expressed concern, management
groupthink discounted the prospect of danger. The flight director, Steve Stitch, emailed the Columbia crew:
Some debris came loose and subsequently impacted the orbiter left wing, creating a shower of smaller particles. We have
seen this same phenomenon on several other flights and there
is absolutely no concern for entry.
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On 1 February 2003, during entry into
Earth's atmosphere, the Columbia explosively
disintegrated, instantly cremating its 7 passengers. Groupthink lit the match.
NASA insiders, confronted with danger signals,
proceeded as if nothing was wrong when they were
repeatedly faced with the evidence that something
was very wrong. They in effect normalized their own
behavior, so that their actions became acceptable to
them, representing nothing out of the ordinary. This
is an example of organizational ritualism. ~ Margaret Anderson
& Howard Taylor

 Organizations 
We have created trouble for ourselves in organizations by
confusing control with order. ~ Margaret Wheatley

An organization is a structured, goal oriented, secondary
group. An organization has a sustaining existence independent of its members. Whereas informal organizations are
groups with generally agreed-upon but unwritten norms, formal organizations have explicit, written rules, roles, and
norms. There are 3 types of organizations: normative, utilitarian, and coercive.
One joins a normative organization to help pursue the organization's stated goal. The intentions of such groups range
from self-interest, fellowship, religion, and politics to environmental and societal well-being. In their participation in
voluntary associations, Americans stand out as a nation of
"joiners."
Utilitarian organizations are those that pay their members for their contributions. Corporations are utilitarian organizations, as are government agencies. Membership in a
utilitarian organization is voluntary, but those needing remunerative employment must join one.
Coercive organizations have involuntary membership.
People are forcibly committed to coercive organizations, such
as prison and mental asylums. Nation-states are coercive organizations.
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All organizations exist to eliminate deviance. ~ American organization scholar Kim Cameron


Formal organizations were relatively rare prior to industrialization, as life largely centered around personal relationships. In medieval Europe there were 3 exceptions: the
Catholic Church, the army, and guilds.
Early organizations differed from modern ones most tellingly in their intentions. Whereas modern organizations are
goal oriented, which necessarily involves change, preindustrial organizations were often tradition-oriented: determined
to maintain the status quo. Armies, in serving defensive or
offensive purposes, might be on either or both paths.
The church and the army were hierarchical bureaucracies. In contrast, guilds – which locally controlled their respective crafts – were barely bureaucratic.


Bureaucracies



A bureaucracy is a conceptual model of departmentalized
responsibilities and functions within an organization, with
the aim of efficiency. Bureaucracies are the beating hearts of
large organizations.
Max Weber outlined the characteristics of bureaucracies
which ostensibly help them reach their goals.
1) Hierarchy. Duties flow downward and accountability
flows upward. Each level assigns responsibilities to the
level beneath it and is accountable to the level above it.
2) Specialization. Tasks are distributed to an appropriate
department, which may be an individual or group. This
specialization assumes competence at the departmental
level.
3) Written rules. Bureaucracies rely upon codified procedures. Rules tend to take on a life of their own: burgeoning with growth and proliferating as time passes.
4) Written records. Records are kept of communications and
activities within the organization, and with contacts outside the organization. These records serve to distribute
information and evaluate performance.
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5) Impersonality and replaceability. An office (designated
position) is important, not the individual holding it. Every
worker is a replaceable unit. This makes everyone within
the bureaucracy a small cog in a big machine.
The dysfunctions of bureaucracies are legend. Weber was
keenly aware of the ability of bureaucracy to dehumanize the
people it supposedly served. Although formal organizations
are intended to benefit humanity, Weber presciently feared
of people becoming servants to their bureaucracy.
In a bureaucracy, a rule is a rule and red tape can be insensibly hard to break. Rather than a means to an end, rules
become an end in themselves.
Lack of communication between departments has often
been the norm in bureaucracies: the left hand not knowing
what the right hand is doing. This is typically because a department is a primary in-group for its members, whereas
other departments are other tribes. Besides poor decisions,
the morass from communication snafus alienates those
within a bureaucracy from the organization they serve.
Blame on a department can result in a siege mentality among
department members, which can counterproductively exacerbate communication inadequacy with that group.
Then there is sheer incompetence. In a tongue-in-cheek
analysis of bureaucracies, Canadian educator Laurence Peter proposed the Peter principle in 1969; that "managers rise
to the level of their incompetence."*
The ring of truth made the Peter principle famous. But, if
it was an apt generalization, then organizations would commonly flounder.†

In their actual functioning, bureaucracies are microscopically undermined by the human cogs within the machine,
* Though Peter is credited with coining the Peter principle, José
Ortega y Gasset had suggested the concept at least 15 years earlier.
† How many well-run organizations do you know through firsthand experience, as contrasted to those that seem to fumble
about? As the old saw goes, "good enough for government work."
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who are at times creative and stubborn enough to resist bureaucratic blueprints.
Informality many times amounts to cutting corners, but
it can also provide needed flexibility. Especially competent
secretaries often have far more authority, responsibility, influence, and output than their official job titles and salaries
suggest.* Informality often emanates from the top, as the
personalities of leaders shift culture and alter organizational
outcomes.
One all-too-common outcome is organization management appropriating far more than its fair share of compensation. Such corruption is the tendency of organizations toward
oligarchy, where a strongman or small clique rules over a
vast bureaucracy. Pay is not the only inequity. Bosses commonly take the kudos for the hard work of their subordinates.
The problem of oligarchy – a small class of rulers exercising
immense authority within the organization – exists within any
bureaucracy, whatever its ideology. ~ American sociologist
Frank Elwell

In their inertia, bureaucracies are self-perpetuating. In a
process called goal displacement, even after an organization
has achieved its ostensible goal and has no further reason to
continue, continue it does.

 March of Dimes 
The March of Dimes was founded in 1938 to combat polio.† At the time, the cause of the debilitating disease was a
mystery.

* A common reason for this is sex discrimination in the workplace,
and that most secretaries are effective women (else they could not
hold their job).
† President Franklin D. Roosevelt, who suffered from polio, founded
the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, which American
comedian Eddie Cantor called the March of Dimes for its fundraising activity, which solicited dimes. The name stuck. Shortly
after his death, FDR's visage was put on the dime to honor him.
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To raise money to fund finding a cure, the organization
placed posters of children on crutches near cash registers in
nearly every retail store in the US. They raised money beyond their wildest dreams.
After American virologist Jonas Salk developed a vaccine
for polio in 1955, the threat of polio was wiped out almost
overnight. But did the March of Dimes stop marching? No
way. They had jobs to protect.
So the organization targeted a new, vaguer, enemy: birth
defects. But then, in 2001, researchers had managed to map
the human genome: a breakthrough that held the possibility
of eliminating birth defects and ending the March of Dimes
raison d'être. Hence a new slogan (and mission to go with it):
"stronger, healthier babies."* There will be no end to that
campaign.

Since industrialization, organizations have become a central feature of society. As societies are defined by their institutions, people are subject to this institutionalization.
The hierarchical structuring of organizations results in the
concentration of power and influence with a few individuals at
the top. Because organizations tend to reflect patterns within the
broader society, this hierarchy, like that of society, is marked by
inequality in race, gender, and class relations. Although the concentration of power in organizations is incompatible with the
principles of a democratic society, discrimination against
women and minorities definitely still occurs. ~ Margaret Anderson & Howard Taylor
Organizations are somewhat sensitive to the social milieu
in which they operate. The more egalitarian the society in
which a firm is located, the more equitable its treatment –
and vice versa: hence, the inequities and discriminations that
are rife within American and British corporations and institutions, despite laws against such.

* As of 2016, sacrificing clarity for sheer vigor, the March of Dimes
was providing "a fighting chance for every baby," despite babies'
utter inability to fight chance (or fate, for that matter).
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Organizations have formidable advantages, and modern life
is unimaginable in their absence. They can marshal vastly
greater resources than can an individual. Organizations permit
specialization and thus the development of expertise – a critical
advantage in a world of staggering and ever-increasing complexity. They allow many different kinds of talent to be combined and directed toward some big task.
Perhaps most important, they are durable, even relentless,
where individuals are flighty and, of course, mortal. Organizations can sustain a focus for decades, if need be: watching, waiting, planning, and then seizing opportunity when the time is
right. ~ American social policy and political analyst Jacob
Hacker & American political scientist Paul Pierson

Weber theorized that modern organizations – especially
those in the Western world – practice rationalization: substituting natural human inclinations toward emotional values
and social mores for stark efficiency in meeting goals.
Weber regarded bureaucracy as the ultimate expression
of rationalization. He was not favorably impressed.
The fate of our times is characterized by rationalization and
intellectualization and, above all, by the disenchantment of the
world. Precisely the ultimate and most sublime values have retreated from public life either into the transcendental realm of
mystic life or into the brotherliness of direct and personal human relations. It is not accidental that our greatest art is intimate
and not monumental. ~ Max Weber
Rationalization does not assume better understanding or
greater knowledge. People who live in a value-rational environment typically know little about their surroundings (Nature,
technology, the economy). ~ American sociologist Joan Ferrante
The consumer buys any number of products in the grocery
without knowing how they are made or of what substances they
are made. By contrast, 'primitive' man knows infinitely more
about the conditions under which he lives, the tools he uses,
and the food he consumes. ~ French sociologist Julien Freund
Chemical corporations, for example, manufacture pesticides
and advertise them as a rational means for the quick and efficient killing of bugs in the house, in the garden, or on pets. Yet,
the millions of people who buy and use these produces have no
idea how the chemicals work, where they come from or what
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consequences they bring except that they kill bugs. Thus, on a
personal level, people deal with pesticides as if they were
magic. ~ Joan Ferrante

With its technocratic mind-set, modern capitalism is an
epitome of rationalization. A capitalist's entire existence
aims at maximizing profit. To achieve this, managers seek to
raise – though technology – the productivity of the labor they
employ.
The drive for increased productivity inheres in each capitalist
firm by virtue of its purpose as an organization for the expansion
of capital; it is moreover enforced upon laggards by the threats
of national and international competition.
In this setting, the development of technology takes the form
of a headlong rush in which social effects are largely disregarded, priorities are set only by the criteria of profitability, and
the equitable spread, reasonable assimilation, and selective appropriation of the fruits of science, considered from a social
point of view, remain the visions of helpless idealists. ~ American political economist Harry Braverman

 Hawthorne Effect 
Toward the end of the 19th century American mechanical
engineer Frederick Winslow Taylor introduced the notion of
scientific management. His work influenced the development
of assembly lines.
Inspired by Taylor, a series of efficiency studies were carried out at the Hawthorne factory of Western Electric Company in Chicago during the 1920s–1930s. Experimenters
manipulated working conditions in a number of ways in an
effort to improve productivity.
After a year or so of this, performance greatly improved.
This was attributed to the experimental manipulations (e.g.,
changing light level).
But when working conditions were returned to their original state, productivity continued to climb. At first befuddled,
the reason finally dawned on Australian psychologist Elton
Mayo, one of the experimenters.
While conducting their research, the experimenters had
continually consulted workers and paid careful attention to
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most every detail of their work. The improved work performance owed entirely to workers feeling valued: the injection
of humane concern made all the difference.
Looking back at these studies, German-born American
sociologist Henry Landsberger dubbed this dynamic the
Hawthorne effect in 1958.


Ethics



The most obvious shortfall in rationalization is a disregard of ethics. Corporations worldwide constantly provide
ample illustrations of this.
Weber called the irrationalities produced by supposed rationality the "iron cage of rationality."
Ultimately, we must ask whether the creations of these rationalized systems create an even greater number of irrationalities.
~ American sociologist George Ritzer
The problem is tunnel vision: goals are entirely contextdependent, and the goal itself becomes the context.
It is but a slight exaggeration to say that business transactions,
which govern the course of industry, are carried out with an eye
to pecuniary gain. The industrial consequences, and their bearing on the community's welfare, are incidental to the transaction of business. ~ Thorstein Veblen
In aiming to efficiently attain an end, the external environment is considered only to the extent that it facilitates the
goal or poses obstacles. The well-being of outsiders is an externality either unthought of, disregarded, or considered an
obstruction to be overcome.
More often than not, people set valued goals without first
evaluating the possible disruptive or destructive social consequences of reaching them. This failure to consider such consequences lies at the heart of the destructive side of organizations
in general, and of multinational corporations in particular.
~ Joan Ferrante
The moral vacuum of rationalization in the corporate environment creates a culture which employees emulate with
deception and fraud, either to customers or – if an employee
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feels unfairly treated by the employer – against the company
itself.
Sociological rationalization becomes psychological rationalization: unethical behavior as a benchmark. As the work
environment is commonly a major influence in workers' lives,
behaviors learned or accepted at work become a norm that
carries over into everyday life.
What is apprehended with facility and is consistent with the
process of life and knowledge is thereby apprehended as right
and good. ~ Thorstein Veblen


Trained Incapacity



What men can do easily is what they do habitually, and this
decides what they can think and know easily. A habitual line of
action constitutes a habitual line of thought, and gives the point
of view from which facts and events are apprehended and reduced to a body of knowledge. This gives the definitive ground
of knowledge as well as the conventional standard of complacency or approval in any community. ~ Thorstein Veblen

Workers are commonly trained to do their jobs in a certain way, and only under normal circumstances. They are not
prepared to respond creatively, or to anticipate unusual situations. This bureaucratization of employees leads to what
Thorstein Veblen called trained incapacity: "that state of affairs in which one's abilities function as inadequacies or blind
spots." In other words, trained incapacity is the inability to
appropriately respond to novel circumstances, or to recognize
when rules and procedures are outmoded or inapplicable.*

* Veblen's "trained incapacity" is an incomplete insight of a more
generalized categorization of individual faculty: random competence versus random incompetence. People who do well to perform
routine tasks adequately are randomly competent; alas, such individuals often blunder when trying to accomplish tasks involving
novelty, which requires on-the-spot problem-solving. Conversely,
one who is randomly incompetent is generally competent, but subject to occasional fallibility: the manner of mistake that plagues
us all, owing to human limits of attention and cognition. There is
a dash of delicious irony in this terminology, as it is facilely non-
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The more expert – or at least the more educated – a person
is, the less likely that person is to see a solution when it is not
within the framework in which he or she was taught to think.
This problem has always existed in all professions, but it tends
to be accentuated under modern conditions. ~ American systems theorist Herman Kahn

Occupational trained incapacity follows the institutionalization provided by the public education system, where students are taught what to think, not how to think.
Educated incapacity derives from the general educational and
intellectual milieu rather than from a specific education. ~ Herman Kahn


Decision-Making



Good decisions invariably involve understanding the environment in which a decision is to be carried out – decisions
being only as good as their probability of proper implementation. From an organizational standpoint, decision-making is
an epitome of power.
Weber emphasized that power in an organization is not
vested in a person, but in a position within a hierarchy. This
kind of power is familiar and clear-cut.
But power and decent decision-making is not so categorical in large organizations. The compartmentalization of bureaucracies means that understanding the environment
often requires coordinated communication. This complicates
the decision-making process and makes apt decisions less
likely. Ironically, a further obstacle to good decision-making
in institutions comes with the use of outside experts.
Decision-making in large organizations is inherently
complex because no single person provides all the input that
intuitive: random competence being easily misunderstood for general competence. (This being a rare language instance of an adjective (random) defining the nature of the noun (competence), not
merely accenting it.) To be clear, random incompetence is generalized competence, with the caveat of an error sometimes (that is,
a random incompetence); whereas random competence is fairly assured competence only for the most basic (rote) assignment; otherwise, competence is random (as not likely as not).
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goes into a decision. Rather, a decision is a shared product of
information and judgments provided by a variety of people in
different disciplines. Often the decision maker does not fully
understand the principles underlying the recommendations
and judgments provided.
When something goes wrong, finger-pointing is inevitable. Experts assert that they only give recommendations
within a provided context, and do not control the implementation of decisions. Meanwhile, managers claim they relied
upon expert advice to make decisions about processes they do
not fully comprehend.
Very often, organizations are inflexible because there is too
little communication between functions; they are too segregated. ~ English consultant Ken Robinson


Alienation



Karl Marx believed that the replacement of living in
Nature with living within the institutional constructs of
capitalism led to alienation: a state where life is unhappily
tyrannized by the forces of human invention.
In the 1887 book Community and Society German sociologist Ferdinand Tönnies sensed the alienation within societies under the sway of impersonal organizations, particularly
the increase in goal oriented relations at the expense of emotively-bonded relationships.
Family life is the general basis of life in the community. Both
village and town retain many characteristics of the family; the
village retains more, the town less. Only when the town develops into the city are these characteristics entirely lost. In the city,
and therefore where general conditions characteristic of the
state prevail, only the upper strata, the rich and the cultured, are
really active and alive.
The state is the common people's enemy. The state is an alien
and unfriendly power; although seemingly authorized by them
and embodying their own will, it is nevertheless opposed to all
their needs and desires, protecting property which they do not
possess, forcing them into military service for a country which
offers them hearth and alter only in the form of a heated room
on the upper floor, or gives them, for native soil, city streets
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where they may stare at the glitter and luxury in lighted windows forever beyond their reach!
City life and the state down the common people to decay and
death; in vain they struggle to attain power only for a revolution
if they want to free themselves from their fate. The masses become conscious of this social position through the education in
schools and through newspapers. They proceed from class consciousness to class struggle. ~ Ferdinand Tönnies

German sociologist Georg Simmel highlighted how relationships in modern society were increasingly mediated by
money in the 1907 book The Philosophy of Money.
The individual has become a mere cog in an enormous organization of things and powers which tear from his hands all
progress, spirituality, and value in order to transform them from
their subjective form into the form of a purely objective life.
~ Georg Simmel
In the 1951 book White Collar American sociologist
Wright Mills described how modern consumption-capitalism
shaped society in such a way that people had to sell their personalities as well as their skill set. This is especially true in
a service-oriented economy.
In a society of employees dominated by the marketing mentality, it is inevitable that a personality market should arise. People are required by the salesman ethic and convention to
pretend interest in others in order to manipulate them. Men are
estranged from one another as each secretly tries to make an
instrument of the other, and in time a full circle is made: one
makes an instrument of himself and is estranged from it also.
~ Wright Mills

 Culture 
A culture is not a static affair but a live process, like a river
which moves but still keeps to a recognizable form. ~ Kurt
Lewin

A culture is a system of shared abstractions, beliefs, values, folkways, and rituals. A common culture delimits a tribe.
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All cultures seek to constrain the raw selfishness of human
nature through the establishment of unwritten moral rule, to affirm an ethical code by simple habituation. ~ Francis Fukuyama

Cultural inculcation is mainly an implicit, nonverbal
transmission, learned through observation and imitation rather than explicit instruction or expression.
Culture takes tangible form through various expressions,
including personal styles of looks and clothes, artifacts, and
adopted technologies. But culture's potency is ultimately
nonmaterial.
Culture illustrates the power of abstraction in human existence. Its strongest expression is in ideology, which is a sociopolitical belief system intertwined with worldview.
Religion often forms the foundation of an ideology. Group
conflicts are commonly ideologically based.
The way of life that typifies a culture is emblematic of the
values carried within. The divergence between espoused cultural values and what is practiced depicts the hypocrisy and
corruption of a tribe.
We are so dependent upon our culture's symbols that we take them for granted. We become
keenly aware of the importance of a symbol
when someone uses it in an unconventional
way. ~ John Macionis


Cultural Perception



Cultural process can reshape the pressures facing individuals
and so favor the evolution of behavioral traits. ~ German evolutionary ecologist Charles Efferson et al

Cultural influence extends to the way in which the world
is perceived. One of the more subtle aspects of cultural perception lies in the boundaries between focal awareness and
contextual awareness. It has long been observed that Easterners and Westerners have different cognitive styles: the
analytic West and holistic East.
In a study designed by American social psychologist Richard Nisbett, American and Japanese students were shown
color animations representing scenes of swimming fish. Each
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scene featured a "focal" fish among a group of other fish. The
focal fish was bigger, brighter, moved faster, or was otherwise outstanding among the other fish.
When asked to describe a scene, the Americans pointed
out the focal fish. 70% more often, the Japanese also described the other fish, or the background rocks and plants –
that is, the overall environment.
The students were then shown objects that had been in
the scenes by themselves, in isolation. American students
readily recognized the objects, while the Japanese were better able to recognize an object when it had been in the holistic
scene.
The study measured how quickly objects were recognized:
a test of autonomic perception, beyond conscious control.
When the objects were placed against a new background, not
part of an original scene, Japanese students made mistakes.
Americans did not.

 Sea Gypsies 
The Moken tribe, sometimes called the Sea Gypsies, ply
the waters among the hundreds of small islands that dot the
coast of Myanmar and Thailand, leading out to the Andaman
Sea. The Sea Gypsies are a nomadic water tribe: learning to
swim before they can walk, living much of their lives in the
water, making their living from the sea by harvesting clams,
sea cucumbers, and other aquatic bounty.
Moken children dive to collect marine life morsels, often
to a depth or 30 feet. Learning to lower their heart rate, the
divers can stay underwater twice as long as an ordinary
swimmer of another culture.
Sunlight passing through water is refracted: the light
bent so that a normal human eye suffers a sense of object
displacement. To adjust for light conditions the pupils reflexively dilate underwater.
Swedish zoologist Anna Gislén found that Moken children
were twice as skillful in reading underwater compared to European children. The Moken learned to control both the shape
of their eye lenses and constrict their pupils underwater.
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Gislén taught Swedish children how to do it. What had
been thought a fixed, innate reflex can be controlled and
changed to a different reflex.
On 26 December 2004, a gigantic tsunami, caused by an
earthquake in the Indian Ocean, killed hundreds of thousands. The Moken perceived the early warning signs: the sea
receding strangely, dolphins heading into deeper water, elephants stampeding for higher ground, the cicadas falling silent.
Acting on holistic perception, the Sea Gypsies survived.
Local Burmese boatman, who also knew the sea, didn't see it
coming, and perished. A Moken was asked about it: "They
were not looking. They don't know how to look."

Culture is a social extension of the tendency to identify
with the familiar and reject the strange. Ethnocentrism is the
judging of another culture solely by the standards and values
of one's own culture. However natural a proclivity, ethnocentrism is the source of prejudice against other cultures.
Unless we can see ourselves as others see us, we take for
granted that our own cultural traits are natural and proper, and
that traits that differ from ours are unnatural and somehow
wrong. ~ William Kornblum
Conflicts between peoples typically begin as a clash of cultural values.

 Societies 
The sociological principle is that the type of society we live
in is the fundamental reason for why we become who we are.
Not only does society lay the broad framework for behavior, it
also influences the ways we think and feel. ~ James Henslin

A society is a system of interpersonal interaction that extends to an entire population. Societies incorporate both culture and social structure: folkways which enforce conformity.
The sociological significance of social structure is that it
guides behaviors. ~ James Henslin
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Émile Durkheim thought of societies as superorganisms.
A society's institutions act to ensure their own survival, irrespective of the constituent population.
Social organization and culture have a degree of independence from each other in a society's character. The historical "melting pot" of American society is exemplary.
Most people think of their society as correspondent with
their nation. But in several places around the globe, notably
in Africa, tribes within nations consider themselves oppressed by the state.* Failure to resolve such conflicts result
in civil war.


Evolution of Societies



Thousands of years ago, societies were small, sparsely populated, and technologically limited. In the competition for scarce
resources, larger and more technologically advanced societies
dominated smaller ones. ~ Margaret Anderson & Howard Taylor

As aforementioned, some attribute the evolution of complex societies to large-scale cooperation that arose from religion. Instead, the impetus was war, and coerced cooperation
(at least initially, until assimilation took hold).
Costly institutions that enabled large human groups to function without splitting up evolved as a result of intense competition between societies – primarily warfare. ~ Russian American
scientist Peter Turchin et al
Group conflict has likely been a constant among hominids
throughout their evolution.† Advancing technologies simultaneously amplified the rewards of cooperation and improved
the severity by which war could be waged.

* A nation is a political territory. A political state is the controlling
institutional system. In a nation-state the state is the government
of a nation.
† This statement is backed by historical accounts, by considering
current social group dynamics and social psychology, and looking
at the group behaviors of the apes most closely related to humans.
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The emergence of large societies all over the world were
primarily a consequence of conquest. The problem then became keeping it together. The only way that such geographically dispersed societies could be sustained was through the
invention and evolution of bureaucracy. Further, no empire
ever existed in a vacuum. Conflict not only created largescale societies, conflict's continuing prospect kept those societies on their toes.
At its height, the Roman Empire was still being pricked
by the Germanic tribes that the Romans never managed to
conquer. The Parthian Empire checked further expansion of
Rome's claim in the Middle East.
As the Romans demonstrated, dissolution is always possible. When it occurs, societies can take a large step backwards.
When the Roman Empire broke up, literacy effectively went
extinct, because the smaller fragment states did not need a literate bureaucracy. ~ Peter Turchin

 Types 
The earliest societies were social groups in a geographical
area which shared subsistence strategies and technologies.
Social cohesion afforded technological development, which in
turn advanced the means for securing survival resources.
Societies are usually lumped into 3 types, by technology
level: preindustrial, industrial, and post-industrial.
Preindustrial societies were of communities, sometimes
striving for the resources to survive. From 15,000 years ago
onward there was a technological transition from the hunting
and gathering groups of early humans to domestication of animals and plants. The next societal revolution came with the
invention of the plow over 4,000 years ago, affording agriculture on a scale sufficient to generate surpluses.
The onset of agriculture around the world was termed the
Neolithic Revolution by Australian archeologist Gordon
Childe in 1923. Whatever social inequality existed prior to
the plow was elevated to an altogether higher level with the
establishment of settlements and land as property.
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The first armies appeared in the wake of the Neolithic
Revolution, as did the first taxes, and the forerunners of political states. No one knows how it transpired, but females
were subjugated by men during this period.
Societies throughout history have repeatedly been rent by
conflict or deteriorated through internal corruption and incompetent governance. Less dramatically, into modern
times, societal bonds loosened, and sense of community
waned, as migration increased. Urbanization accelerated
this process.
Advances in technology and increasing intensity in energy consumption led to the development and employment of
labor-saving machines and mass production. Industrialization irrevocably altered human societies. Commercial enterprise graduated from trading to more exuberantly
exploitative capitalism.
Mass manufacture not only meant more goods. It spun a
different dynamic of strong societal division by economic
class, even as hereditary social stratification slightly weakened.
Industrialization forged men who amassed wealth from
the labors of others by virtue of their seed capital and eagerness to gamble with it. Whereas preindustrial social stratification topped out with the landed gentry (an English term of
socioeconomic status nonetheless applicable worldwide), the
cream of industrial and post-industrial societies were those
who had managed to amass mountains of money off the backs
of others' labors.
Meanwhile, polity became more brazenly plutocratic – so
much so that working men were denied the right to organize
for better working conditions and a fairer share of their labors. In the early 1900s, American workers who tried to organize were killed by private police, and even the National
Guard, a federal militia.
Among the laboring class, relative prosperity propelled
unchecked breeding, as presciently predicted by English
scholar Thomas Malthus at the end of the 18th century. Population explosions were the norm early in the industrial age.
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Population density intensified with urbanization. More
extensive land use followed with suburbanization in post-industrial societies.
The grasping materiality of preindustrial times was
small potatoes compared to what industrialization would infect human societies with: an unrelenting cancer of institutionalized inequity.
In Europe, World War 1 was catalytic in jarring social
moorings. Though it had its own landowning elite, the US
was always a plebeian society. It took a 2nd World War to
disrupt and alter the societal dynamics throughout the industrialized world.
Once goods and garbage could be generated by machines
on a massive scale, humans started becoming important
again. While industrial societies were forged in the machine
age, post-industrial societies arose as services became as economically valuable as the manufacturing sector.
The United States was the 1st nation to have over half its
workers employed in service industries. Countries in western
Europe, Japan, Australia, and New Zealand soon followed.
The labor specialization that began with industrialization
accelerated in post-industrial economies, as specialized
knowledge became the avenue for raising income.
The advent of the personal computer ushered in the information age, culminating in the Internet, which became a
worldwide data dumping ground: a sea swelling with infoflotsam, dotted with pearls of knowledge.
The Internet created the opportunity for amassing superficial social bonds of shared interests, while lessening the extent and quality of the more intimate interpersonal social
networks of earlier times. The Internet has been a profound
agent of societal change; as significant as the printing press.
Burgeoning online shopping through the Internet is now
wrenching another societal change. The decline of retail
shops is dismantling the service industry which employed the
most people. The sinking of shopping malls also spells an avenue of community intercourse closing.
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Cities are the greatest creations of humanity. ~ Polish American architect Daniel Libeskind

Up to 80,000 honeybees may live within a single, compact
hive; yet they are harmoniously productive. Overcrowding
eventuates in swarming, whereupon a sizable population of
bees migrate. But even that process is rational, not violent;
and honeybee hives are decidedly hygienic.
Ants live in colonies that may number in the hundreds of
millions, with interconnected nests, each comprising tens of
thousands of members. Ants too live peaceably among themselves, in clean conditions; so do cockroaches and their colonial cousins, termites.
Humans have nowhere near the capability of insects,
plants, or even microbes, for sanitary and amicable living in
crowded conditions. Instead, epidemics, crime, and pollution
are the inevitable outcomes of population compaction (urbanization); and those are just the outward manifestations.
City dwellers display little sense of community or common
identity, and look to others mostly as a means of advancing their
individual goals. Tönnies saw in urbanization the erosion of
close, enduring social relations in favor of the fleeting and impersonal ties typical of business. ~ John Macionis
Cities exert a profound influence on all aspects of health.
Despite the suaveness of the term urbane, much of the urban
touch is deleterious.
Like a man who has been dying for many days, a man in your
city is numb to the stench. ~ Native American tribal leader
Chief Seattle in the mid-19th century
All the stressors of society become concentrated in cities:
discrimination, inequality, pollution. Then there is the sheer
stress of incessant proximity, or, conversely, feeling isolated
in a sea of people.
Any price is worth paying to get away from the thought-destroying din and soul-killing routine of the city! ~ American author Fritz Leiber
Urban living has been linked to a 39% greater risk of
mood disorders, and a 21% added risk of anxiety disorders.
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Many people simply do not cope well with constantly being in
close quarters.
We do not look in our great cities for our best morality.
~ Jane Austen in the early 19th century
The nocuousness of cities is nothing new. In the 19th century, Ferdinand Tönnies, English social critic Charles Dickens, French writer Émile Zola, and many others chronicled
the dangers of population density. Since then, only marginal
improvements have been managed, and those largely limited
to areas where wealth concentrates. Yet the trend of urbanization continues. In 1950, 2/3rds of the population lived in
rural settlements and 1/3rd in urban areas. By 2050 that distribution will be reversed. As of 2017, over 55% of humanity
lived in cities.
As a rule, our largest cities are the worst governed. ~ American Protestant clergyman Josiah Strong in 1885


Urban Evolution 

Violent tribal interactions had a notable impact on early
urban ecology. The oldest cities were commonly situated in
defensible locations. Ancient Athens was perched on an outcropping of rock. Paris, New York City, and Mexico City were
all founded on islands.
With industrialization, economic considerations came to
dominate city siting. All major American cities were located
near rivers and natural harbors that facilitated trade.

Cities often grow, and decline, similarly. Their fate is at
the mercy of men seeking profit or plunder.
City centers begin as business districts bordered by a ring
of factories. Concentric residential zones lay outside, with
property becoming more expensive the farther it is from the
noise and pollution of a city's center.
With further growth, cities often decentralize. The core
downtown remains while satellite urban centers spring up.
Industrial parks, commercial clusters, and residential areas push away from one another. Few people want to live
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close to industrial areas, so a city becomes a mosaic of distinct
districts.
Urban decline often begins in a city's original downtown.
Businesses depart for outer districts, leaving behind those
residents lacking the means to move. Decay and impoverishment set in. This has happened in many American, British,
and European cities.
Deindustrialization may start the downhill slide, as it did
in Detroit, Michigan (Motor City) beginning in the 1950s.
Factories, and the jobs that went with them, were relocated
to places with lower costs, notably cheaper labor and land.
But urban blight can have numerous causes, including bad
governance.

 Cultural Dimensions 
Our lives are not only dominated by the inanities of our contemporaries, but also by those of men who have been dead for
generations. Each inanity gains credence and reverence with
each decade that passes after its original promulgation. Since
one cannot possibly talk back to one's ancestors, their ill-conceived constructions are commonly more difficult to get rid of
than those built in our own lifetime. ~ Peter Berger

Dutch social psychologist Geert Hofstede developed a
framework called cultural dimensions theory that characterizes major aspects of social interaction at the societal level,
and describes how a society's culture impacts its members'
behaviors.
The only way to change bias is to change culture. You have
to change what is acceptable in society. People today complain
about politically correct culture, but what that does is provide a
check on people's outward attitude, which in turn influences
how we think about ourselves internally. Everything we're exposed to gives us messages about who is good and bad. ~ Jennifer Richeson
Hofstede proposed 6 factors along which cultural values
may be analyzed by degrees: social stratification, group affinity (individualism versus collectivism), gender orientation
(male dominance), uncertainty tolerance, time horizon, and
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indulgence inclination. 1 crucial factor Hofstede left out: morality. A 2016 worldwide survey concluded the obvious: societal institutions have a corrupting influence on the
population, as Russia, China, the United States, and many
other nation-states illustrate.
Economic systems, institutions, and business cultures shape
people's ethical values, and can likewise impact individual honesty. ~ Austrian economist Simon Gächter & American economist Jonathan Schulz


Social Stratification



Social stratification is a system of structured social inequality.
~ Margaret Anderson & Howard Taylor

Status stratification is an inherent social dynamic in primates, and in other clades of animals, such as birds. Even
insects have dominance hierarchies beyond biological castes.
Burying beetles are one example of many.
Primates' status (position) typically correlates with their
power (resource control). ~ Susan Fiske
Hereditary lineage provides inheritance of social standing for many creatures. In modern human societies, this is
accompanied by material wealth.
In all societies – from those that have barely attained the
dawning of civilization, down to the most advanced – 2 classes
of people appear – a class that rules and a class that is ruled.
~ Gaetano Mosca
Italian political theorist Gaetano Mosca observed in his
1896 book The Ruling Class that societies are necessarily
governed by minorities. His cogent logic was as follows: societies require organization; organization necessitates leadership; leadership is ipso facto an inequality of power; selfish
human nature means that people in power will use their positions to reward themselves and their sycophants.
Competition between individuals of every social unit is focused upon higher position, wealth, authority, control of the
means and instruments that enable a person to direct many human activities, many human wills, as he sees fit. ~ Gaetano
Mosca
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Mosca considered the foregoing to be invariable facts of
life, with social stratification inevitably running along the
lines of power.
All human societies tend to be structured as systems of groupbased social hierarchies. Among other things, the dominant
group is characterized by its possession of a disproportionately
large share of positive social value, or all those material and
symbolic things for which people strive. ~ Felicia Pratto & Jim
Sidanius
Unlimited private property altered how social stratification is determined among humans: wealth became the paramount signifier of status. The social power of wealth is
expressed most directly by limiting the ability of others to acquire affluence.
Employment discrimination produces and maintains groupbased social hierarchy. ~ Felicia Pratto & Jim Sidanius
With rare exception, social stratification has been universal in human societies. Its enforcement is primarily, though
by no means exclusively, economic in nature.
Stratification has varied in the degree to which social mobility is tolerated. Particularly clever and socially adept individuals rise in cultures which afford social mobility.
Dumb money in and of itself does not necessarily grease
a significant social slide. The reason for this is that humans
have escaped the necessity for survival cunning beyond civil
conversation, and even such a deficiency is often overlooked.
In modern societies money talks, and insidiously controls the
conversation. In contrast, other animals face survival challenges, and so ingenuity is a valued trait, and a harbinger for
social climbing.


Stratification Systems 

Human stratification systems are broadly categorized
into estate, caste, and class systems. These generally follow
historical development.
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 Estate 
In an estate system, the ownership of property and exercise of political power is monopolized by an elite who control
societal resources. The estate system is common in agricultural societies. Feudalism was an estate system, with 3 basic
social groups: nobles, a priesthood, and commoners.
Women belonged to the estate of their husbands. Besides
sharing the hard life of their husbands, peasant women faced
the peril of rape by 'noble' men.
Estate systems continued into modern times. In the 20th
century, several Latin American countries were run as estate
systems.
So-called "communist" societies, such as Vietnam and
North Korea, have party members as an elite in what is essentially an estate system. Totalitarian regimes are typically
estate systems.
 Slavery 

Slavery represents the extremity of estate system stratification: fellow humans are treated as chattel.
Slavery has existed in many societies since prehistory.
The Old Testament lays out guidelines for how owners should
treat their slaves, as does the Koran; so much for these esteemed texts serving unblemished moral goods.
Historically, slavery had 3 originations: war, crime, and
debt. The enslavement of the vanquished through conflict
was the hoariest means for acquiring slaves. Women were the
first to be so enslaved. With the men of a defeated tribe killed,
the women were raped and brought back as slaves – valued
both for their orifices and their labor.
Within a tribe, a thief or murderer, rather than be killed,
might have been enslaved by the victim's family as compensation for their loss. In some societies, creditors would enslave those who could not pay their debts. Indentured
servitude is a variant of debt slavery.
Slavery is a Western cultural tradition. Both the ancient
Greeks and Romans had slaves. The practice continued legally into the 19th century, most notably in Britain and the
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United States, though many other countries lucratively practiced slavery.
Finding it profitable to make people slaves for life, US slave
owners developed an ideology, beliefs that justify social arrangements. Ideology leads to a perception of the world that
makes current social arrangements seem necessary and fair. The
colonists developed the view that their slaves were inferior.
Some even said that they were not fully human. ~ James Henslin
To make slavery even more profitable, American slave
states passed laws rendering slavery inheritable: babies born
to slaves were the property of slave owners. To strengthen
control, laws made it illegal for slaves to hold meetings or be
away from the master's premises without carrying a permit.
Gradually, the entire white South became an armed camp to
keep Negroes in slavery and to kill the black rebel. ~ American
sociologist W.E.B. Du Bois
Under the guise of "states' rights," the US civil war was
fought over slavery. The slave-owning agrarian South had
scant chance of prevailing over the industrialized North; and
so, 4 years (1861–1865) and over 1 million deaths later, with
the South in ruin, slavery was legally abolished.
I am not, nor ever have been, in favor of bringing about in
any way the social and political equality of the white and black
races. ~ Abraham Lincoln
Racial segregation legally continued throughout the
United States until the Supreme Court Brown v. Board of
Education decision in 1954, which barely cracked the ice. Ineffectual laws followed.
Though racial mixing in the US now occurs to a historically unprecedented extent, de facto segregation continues to
this day in numerous ways and degrees. Social and economic
discrimination remains widespread.
Separation is the first cause of inequality. ~ Iranian author
Katy Tackes
Though now ostensibly outlawed everywhere, slavery
still exists worldwide, with over 35 million – at least 0.5% of
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the world population – enslaved (not counting wage slaves
(everyday working folk)).

 Caste 
In a caste system, individuals have an ascribed status,
given at birth by virtue of one's parents. Caste systems have
a rigid social hierarchy. Occupations are part of each caste.
Apartheid in South Africa 1950–1991was an example of
a racial caste system, as was the American South before civilrights laws began a slow erosion.
 Indian Caste System 

The classic example of a traditional caste system is India.
The caste system began ~1500 BCE, with the arrival of fairskinned Aryans in India from southern Europe and northern
Asia. Disregarding local cultures, the Aryan conquered regions throughout north India.
The Aryans organized themselves into 3 groups: warriors
(Rajayana, later Kshatriya), priests (Brahmans), and workers: farmers and craftsmen (Vaishyas). At the bottom of the
heap were subdued locals, who were low-status servants.
Within a few hundred years, the caste system had been
set and ossified. Skin color was significant in determining
caste.
The Hindu religion incorporated the caste system in its
stories, with tales of wars between light-skinned Aryans and
dark demons. Deceptive seduction of Aryan men by darkskinned demon women was another common theme.
The Aryans invented reincarnation in order to justify the
caste system and prevent revolt against it. Reincarnation
explained why Brahmins were born into social privilege. It
also deflected hopes for social progress through the veiled
promise of a better next life by being virtuous this time
round.
Around the 6th century, lower castes, fed up with brutal
suppression, turned to Buddhism, which offered the prospect
of individual release. Buddha, born into the warrior caste,
was a severe critic of the caste system.
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The 19th-century British Raj ended up diminishing the
rigidity of the caste system, much to the outrage of the upper
castes. But this was well after the British used the caste
system to attain societal control by allying themselves with
the Brahmins, the alpha caste.
When India became a republic in 1947, the new government instituted laws to assist the lower castes, including a
quota system for education access and government jobs.
The Indian caste system is no longer mandated, but it
remains in effect. In 2007 the Indian Supreme Court ruled
that caste is inherited and cannot be changed.

In societies which afford achieved status via effort, status
attainment is the process by which a person manages to gain
a given position within a stratification system.

 Class 
Class determines the access different people have to resources and puts groups in different positions of privilege and
disadvantage. ~ Margaret Anderson & Howard Taylor

Whereas a caste system has an inflexible ascribed status
system, a class system offers some degree of achieved status.
Modern capitalist societies are invariably class systems.
Ostensibly, class is a level in the hierarchy of social standing within a society. But class is not just an attribute of individuals. It is instead a characterizing feature of the society in
which a class system exists.
Different classes in society not only live differently quantitatively, they live in different styles qualitatively. ~ Peter Berger
Invariably, economic well-being is a primary determinant
of class, with occupation as a telling secondary factor. Occupations are achieved statuses. Higher-status occupations can
be attained via education and social contacts.
Class social systems are by no means open-ended. Gender
and racial prejudices and discrimination remain strong in
every class-based society. Supposedly intelligent people are
just as prejudiced as the dumber ones: they're just better as
disguising it. Further, the potential for achieved statuses is
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strongly correlated with parental wealth. So-called "selfmade men" are mostly a myth perpetuated by promoters of
capitalism.
Though "freedom" is hyped, social mobility in class systems is hampered throughout the world. Only a miniscule
number of men, and even fewer women, have ever managed
to climb out of an impoverished childhood to attain high class
in adulthood. They are often celebrated as a fabled norm for
the ambitious, and so fortify the ideology behind an inherent
inequality which can never be morally justified.
A woman or a dark-skinned person in a society dominated
by light-skinned folk climbing out of poverty to attain upperclass standing is a rarity indeed.
The family background that a child in inherits at birth may
present such obstacles that he or she has little change of climbing very far – or it may provide such privileges that it makes it
almost impossible to fall down the class ladder. ~ James Henslin
Friendships are influenced by class, arising more frequently within classes than across them. In caste systems
such as India, friendships between disparate castes is unthinkable, as one in a higher caste would not risk being "polluted" by associating with an unclean creature below.
Assortative mating predominates in human societies, and
is as strong in modern class systems as it has ever been. In
the United States, the share of couples marrying who both
had college degrees doubled from 1960 to 2005: from 25% to
48%.
 The Sinking of the Titanic 

I cannot conceive of any vital disaster happening to this vessel. Modern ship building has gone beyond that. ~ Titanic Captain Edward Smith before his optimism became fatally illfounded

The RMS Titanic was an English passenger liner that
sank on its maiden voyage from Southampton to New York
City. Over 1,500 of 2,224 passengers and crew shuffled off
their mortal coils in the frigid waters of the North Atlantic
Ocean in the wee hours of 15 April 1912.
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Despite receiving 6 warnings of sea ice the day before, the
ship was near her maximum speed when she rammed into an
iceberg. Following existing maritime practice, there were far
too few lifeboats, and many were left unfilled due to a poorly
managed evacuation.
Warnings were sounded first for those holding 1st-class
tickets, with accommodations on the upper decks, where lifeboats were most available. Over 60% survived.
In contrast, only 36% of the 2nd-class passengers survived. Of the poor souls in the lower decks with 3rd-class tickets, only 24% escaped drowning.
 Britain 

Great Britain's class system retains the marks of a long feudal
past. ~ John Macionis

Britain evolved during 19th-century industrialization
into a class society largely based upon inherited wealth, the
remnant of the preceding agrarian estate system (the landed
gentry). Britain's estate system was maintained by the law
of primogeniture, by which only the eldest son inherited parental property. This law had the effect of keeping estates intact for centuries rather than being divided among multiple
offspring.
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The law of primogeniture also meant that younger sons
had to find another living. The clergy – the 2nd estate, owing
to its vast land holdings – was popular, as was the military
for boys of a sterner bent. Meanwhile, the fate of females was
always in marrying well.
The cream of England's elite – a fraction of 1% of the population – are a small number of families that have been
wealthy for many generations. These are the descendants of
estate holders from the preindustrial era of manorialism in
England. Such a long duration of standing promotes high status consistency.
A rung below the estate-based elite is the "upper class,"
with both wealth and highbrow cultural capital; some 6% of
the population.
Upper-class Englishmen are educated at elite institutions, enjoy high prestige, and have considerable power to
shape society. A woman's social status becomes that of her
husband.
The middle class comprises some 25% of the population
within. The top crust of the middle class is moderately
wealthy, and includes many professionals, such as lawyers
and doctors, and those unusually successful in business: increasingly commonly in the 21st century in the financial sector, making money with money (once the only occupational
refuge of European Jews, now sought after by greedy gentiles).
The middle of the middle class has educated professionals
in business managerial, technical, and scientific occupations.
On the bottom crust of the middle class are wage earners
who have accumulated little wealth. Most are office workers.
Status consistency is more viscous at the bottom of the
hierarchy than toward the top, and downward mobility is
more slippery.
Half of Britons are working class. Modestly educated, the
working class are wage slaves: employed as technicians, in
the service sector, employees in shops and small companies,
or manual laborers. The vast majority of ethnic minorities
are working class.
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Service workers have been a rising proportion of the
working class for the past few decades. As of 2015, ~20% of
British society were employed in the service sector. The
downing of retail shops by Internet commerce will continuously stress that sector.
The remaining quarter of Brits are precariat. Precarity is
existence without economic security or predictability.
The precariat has emerged from the liberalisation that underpinned globalisation. It consists of a multitude of insecure people, living bits-and-pieces lives, in and out of short-term jobs,
without a narrative of occupational development, including millions of frustrated educated youth who do not like what they see
before them, millions of women abused in oppressive labour,
growing numbers of criminalised tagged for life, millions being
categorised as 'disabled' and migrants in their hundreds of millions around the world. They are denizens; they have a more
restricted range of social, cultural, political and economic rights
than citizens around them. ~ English social economist Guy
Standing
Compared with Americans, Brits are very class conscious.
Like Americans, they recognize class distinctions based upon
look, the stores patronized, and car driven. But the most
striking statement of British class is dialect and education.
As these often show up in distinctive speech, accent almost
always betrays class. As soon as someone speaks, social class
is revealed, whereupon the listener treats the speaker accordingly.
Far more than in other western European countries, if you are
born poor in Britain, in a poor area, the chances are that you
will remain poor for the rest of your life. If you are born rich, in
a rich area, the likelihood is that you will find a way – or will
have ways come to you – to stay wealthy and privileged
throughout your life, and your children will do the same. Advantage is hoarded by the privileged sticking close to those who
are similarly privileged.
There is a subtle collusion shared by both left and right to
maintain the solidity of this structure, while continuing to deny
it. Tensions between the classes have been exploited mercilessly by politicians.
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Social and economic inequalities, particularly between the
south-east and the rest of the country, and between major cities
and outlying towns, have grown, and that growth been tolerated, for decades – to a point where it now threatens social and
political stability. ~ English journalist Lynsey Hanley in 2016
 The United States 

The American Dream is that dream of a land in which life
should be better and richer and fuller for everyone, with opportunity for each according to ability or achievement. ~ American
historian James Truslow Adams in 1931

American exceptionalism is the long-standing notion that
the United States is qualitatively different from other nations. It was born from the political slogans first spun during
the American Revolution (1775–1783): of individualism, laissez-faire governance (commonly called "freedom"), and egalitarianism – though only in the legal sense, and most
certainly not economically. The coinage of American exceptionalism dates to French political historian Alexis de
Tocqueville, who visited America in the early 1830s.
As one digs deeper into the national character of the Americans, one sees that they have sought the value of everything in
this world only in the answer to this single question: how much
money will it bring in? ~ Alexis de Tocqueville
The American Dream first took root in frontier life, with
the taking of native Americans lands and deforestation wherever rich soil with ample water supplies were found via easy
access. The fruition of the American Dream was small towns,
urban sprawl, and suburbs dotting the nation, with freeways
crisscrossing the country.
Socialism never took root in America because the poor see
themselves not as an exploited proletariat but as temporarily
embarrassed millionaires. ~ American novelist John Steinbeck
Not ironically, America's social stratification grew to resemble the British class system, though with a very significant ideological difference: the abiding myth of the American
Dream.
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The British appear long resigned to their social stratification as resembling a natural order. In contrast, Americans
were long religiously uppity in their insistence that prosperity in their country was merely a matter of enterprise and
diligent hard work. It was a hardy delusion that finally crumbled. That America is "the land of opportunity" had been
worn threadbare by the 21st century, as plutocratic governance entrenched economic inequality. The rich long had a
grip on political power. It was a mere matter-of-course progression for the wealthy elite to squeeze those below as economic growth slowed.
Opportunity is slipping away. ~ US Senator Elizabeth Warren in 2015
Inheritance plays as large a role in preserving the elite in
the United States as it does in England. But the British have
a much higher status-consistency, particularly among the hereditary elite.
In the US, class status is merely a matter of money.
American nouveau riche suffer less snobbery than in England; but then, America is less classy.
The US perhaps has a tad more meritocracy than Britain,
but the game is rigged from the get-go. This is a fact that
most middle-class Americans still refuse to recognize.
If you ask most Americans about their country's social class
system, you are likely to get a blank look. ~ James Henslin in
2010
The quality of education in the United States has increasingly been a matter of parental wealth, as the qualitative difference between public and private education has diverged,
owing mainly to diminishment of public schools for lack of
governmental investment. And education is the ticket to economic ascension like never before.
There is fierce competition to the best American universities, which provide the best opportunities to network with
those in the current generation who are going to matter, and
to stand out to employers who will pay top dollar. Legacy
matters in getting admitted to elite universities.
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Power Distance 

Geert Hofstede termed societal range of social stratification power distance. In cultures with high power distance, political power, social influence, and wealth are concentrated in
a tiny proportion of the population.
Historically, authoritarian political regimes have high
power distances, as strongmen rule via well-funded sycophants. Into the 21st century, power distance has widened
even in democratic countries, as money buys votes, with the
Collective conned into perpetuating a stacked-deck society in
hopes of a taste of trickle-down prosperity.
The United States is a poster-child nation for this deluded
dynamic: where corporations are treated as if they were people in desperate but well-deserved need of hand-outs,
whereas the truly desperate are treated as free-loaders.


Stratification Effects 

Social hierarchies are maintained in part because those
in dominant and subordinate groups think and behave differently. These differences are both a consequence of stratification and a proximal cause of it.
Power is perhaps the clearest determinant of social interdependence. Those in positions of power are independent of others because their own outcomes are unaffected by others'
actions, whereas those without power are inherently interdependent because their outcomes are controlled by others' actions. Independence is not an ancillary feature of social power;
it is the defining feature. ~ Nicholas Epley & Adam Waytz
As with status differences associated with gender, societal stratification has wide-ranging effects, beginning with
warping people's minds. People who feel powerful are less
likely to attend to others in conversations. Hence, they are
less able to accurately identify the interests and attitudes of
those with whom they socially interact, and less inclined to
see things from other people's perspectives: an empathy
drain via apathy.
Power shapes emotional responsiveness to other people's
suffering. ~ Dutch social psychologist Gerben van Kleef
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People who feel in a position of power are less likely to
empathize or experience compassion. They are more likely to
exploit others and treat them as mindless objects.
This lack of empathy does not go unnoticed. High-status
individuals are commonly considered insincere when their
behavior is contrite.
The expression of emotions after a transgression are perceived as less authentic and less sincere when they are made by
a high-status person. Accordingly, people are less inclined to
forgive high-status people than those with lower status. The
more senior the position, the more we are inclined to assume
that they are better at controlling their emotions and are using
emotions strategically. Because we believe that they are trying
to achieve something, we perceive them as less sincere in the
same situation. ~ Israeli social psychologist Arik Cheshin

Even thinking about money enables a feeling of independence and decreases the tendency to adopt another's perspective during a conversation.
Money brings about a self-sufficient orientation. ~ Kathleen
Vohs
It is not that people in a position of power are unable to
consider others if specifically motivated to do so. Rather, possessing a sense of independence diminishes people's tendency
to care about others. Conversely, those motivated to connect
with others are more likely to attend to their emotions and
mimic others' behaviors in social interactions.
Mind perception is critical in interdependent contexts, and
those contexts activate one's mind perception abilities. ~ Nicholas Epley & Adam Waytz
The importance of a relationship affects attentiveness.
People are more likely to seek information for mind perception when they expect to meet them in the future and are
more likely to accommodate another's perspective when effective communication is important to them.
People who feel interdependent are more likely to attribute mental states to nonhuman agents, such as pets and electronic gadgets. Overactive mentalizing is an evolutionary
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adaptive response to feeling vulnerable. The actions of those
perceived as a threat – and hence more independent from
them – are perceived as more intentional than those who are
not considered a threat.

 Out-Group Favoritism 
The most basic cultural, social, economic, and psychological
tasks of life are made more difficult for subordinates and easier
for dominants. These social conditions influence the psychological states and local social conditions of everyone in society,
causing group differences in behavior, particularly in behavior
that influences how well people do in life. ~ Felicia Pratto &
Jim Sidanius

People tend to value and favor in-groups over out-groups.
This apparent universality was labeled ethnocentrism by
German sociologist Ludwig Gumplowicz in 1879. The concept
was popularized by American sociologist William Sumner in
his 1906 book on folkways.
In strongly stratified societies, social bias can lead members in subordinate groups to prefer the dominant out-group
over their own in-group. A classic example of this out-group
favoritism was shown by black American psychologists Kenneth & Mamie Clark in a famous doll study conducted in
1947.* In the study, American black children aged 3–7 were
asked through different requests to choose between a Negroid (black) doll and Caucasian (white) doll.
It was clear that the children "identified themselves with
the colored doll" as "a reflection of ego involvement." The children also had a "clearly established knowledge of 'racial difference'" in the dolls. In other words, the children understood
the dolls as signifying black and white people.
The children were then asked about the dolls as representing races. The results were rather startling in showing
these black children as not identifying with their racial in* The study became famous because the Clarks testified as expert
witnesses in the racial discrimination case that resulted in the
1954 Brown v. Board of Education Supreme Court ruling which
decreed that race-based school segregation was inherently a social inequality.
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group in a favorable way. A majority preferred to play with
the white doll (67% to 32%), thought that the white doll was
nicer than the black doll (59% to 38%), had a nicer color (60%
to 38%), and that the black doll looked bad (59% to 17%).
Preference for the white doll over the black was more pronounced in northern children that went to integrated schools.
The southern children in segregated schools are less pronounced in their preference for the white doll, compared to the
northern children's preference for this doll. ~ Kenneth & Mamie Clark
Rather than learning to admire and identify with their
in-group, black children were developing identities and attitudes congruent with the racial inequality in American society.
A similar study by American psychologists Curtis Branch
and Nora Newcomb in 1980 found that black children whose
parents were civil-rights activists had a stronger out-group
favoritism than normal, as they were more aware of the differential status between blacks and whites.
Out-group favoritism has been uncovered in several subordinate groups, including black children in the Caribbean,
Ethiopian Jews in Israel, and Maori children in New Zealand.
The psyches of subordinates reflect not only some normal human desire for positive regard and belonging, but also their
group's inferior social position, just as the psyches of the dominants mirror their privileged position in society. These group
differences reflect people's awareness of their relative power
and status. ~ Jim Sidanius & Felica Pratto
Though children may be more susceptible to out-group favoritism than adults, this social-psychological dynamic is
common in sustaining groups which feel inferior to others.
In-group favoritism is most prevalent in groups that have
equal or greater status than the out-group. Out-group favoritism
occurs most often when the out-group has higher status and
when the social status hierarchy is perceived to be both legitimate and stable. ~ Felicia Pratto & Jim Sidanius
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Out-group favoritism is essentially a social inferiority
complex compensated for by identification with the outgroup.

 Intergroup Marriage 
Intergroup marriage is exemplary of asymmetrical attitudes toward establishing in-group/out-group bonds. Members of higher-status ethnic groups are always more opposed
to intermarriage with someone in a subordinate ethnic outgroup than the reverse. Marriage downward in the social status hierarchy is frowned upon.
Euro Americans oppose marrying Asian Americans more
than Asian Americans do marrying Euro Americans. Similarly, Asian Americans are more mortified at the prospect of
marrying black Americans than the converse.

 Subordinate Debilitating Behaviors 
The saddest effects of social stratification are behaviors
by societal subordinates that reinforce their status.
Subordinates will engage in activities that are both directly
and indirectly harmful to them at higher rates and with greater
intensity than dominants. ~ Jim Sidanius & Felica Pratto
Parenting styles are generally related to social status.
Low-status parents tend to use more physical punishment
and practice more directive, authoritarian, and punitive
child-rearing than higher-class parents.
Subordinate children also receive less mental stimulation
because their parents are less likely to read to them, expose
them to books and other reading materials, and even engage
them in conversation. Reading habits and conversational
skill are associated with academic achievement which lowstatus subordinates lack.
Children in subordinate groups are much more likely to
spend time in passive activities, such as watching TV. Black
American children watch almost twice as much TV as white
youngsters at all levels of parental education.
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Excessive television viewing has been correlated to poor
school performance. Further, extensive exposure to this paracosm readily leads to low self-esteem and out-group favoritism by reinforcing a child's neglected state.
Subordinate-group offspring are more likely to be neglected and abused. This corresponds with greater spousal
abuse in low-status groups, owing to higher levels of stress
associated with privation as well as other causal factors.
Educational achievement is the sine qua non for adult occupational opportunities. Unsurprisingly, dominant groups
outperform subordinates educationally: a generalization validated by studies in many countries worldwide.
Inferior academic performance partly owes to self-debilitating behavior: subordinates have higher rates of school truancy, are more remiss in their homework, and drop out of
school earlier.
Cultural beliefs influence behaviors in ways that influence intergroup relations. Whereas students who believe that
hard work leads to success study more, those who believe
that fate has dealt them a bad hand which cannot be overcome resign themselves to poor results.
Stereotypes also influence academic outcomes. In the US,
the stereotype that blacks are naturally intellectually inferior remains widespread. This stereotype can undermine the
school performance of blacks by making it part of the hurdle
they must overcome when being evaluated.
A similar stereotypical gender bias exists for girls studying math, science, or technology. As beliefs color the world,
stereotypes tend to be self-fulling prophecies.
One study found that black students did better on IQ
tests when they believed the tests were measuring hand-eye
coordination. Similarly, blacks performed better when they
believed that their scores were to be compared to those of
other blacks than when they thought their results would be
compared with whites.
When black students were reminded of their ethnicity, their
performance scores were significantly worse than the scores of
both white students and black students who were not reminded
of their race. ~ Felicia Pratto & Jim Sidanius
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Women's tolerance of sexism smacks of out-group favoritism, and even self-debilitating behavior. But, as with any
subordinate group, rebelling against a social system invariably bears a cost. As that cost can be incalculable compared
with acquiescence, stratification endures.


Stratification & Violence 

How a society is structured affects both stratification and
the level of violence it generates. Foraging societies exhibit
less hierarchy than agricultural ones, which have far less
stratification than industrial societies.
When societies generate wealth and incorporate it into
their value systems, male-male competition increases. War,
conquest, and colonization have been the repeated results.
The structural basis for wealth also influences male
aggressiveness. Even centuries after lifestyles change, the
values precipitating violence remain in place, culturally
transmitted through generations.

 Herding Honor 
Compared to farming cultures, those reliant upon herding were prone to male aggression. Because livestock are mobile, herders were more vulnerable to theft. Raiders cannot
rustle crops out of the ground like they can cattle.
The increased dangers herders faced motivated male vigilance to threat, including creating concern for establishing
and maintaining a reputation for toughness, along with a
concomitant propensity to seek revenge. This fostered a culture of honor based upon character.
Cultures that emphasize male honor inculcate boys to defend their reputations aggressively. This in turn leads to a
propensity for interpersonal aggression to defend the honor
of an in-group.
Cultures that valorize honor tended to a dry plains geography that lent itself to herding economies. This includes
many Mediterranean cultures – Spain, Italy, Greece – and
Arabs in the Middle East. This also applies to cultures
formed by herder immigrants, such as in Latin and South
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America, which were colonized by herders from the Iberian
peninsula.
The early waves of European immigrants to the southern
United States came mainly from the borderlands of Scotland
and Ireland. Unlike the Puritan farmers who settled the
North, Southerners were from herding societies with a culture that esteemed honor.
The US South, and western regions of the US initially settled
by Southerners, are more violent than the rest of the country.
The herding regions of the South are still the most violent.
Homicide rates for White Southern males are substantially
higher than those for White Northern males, especially in rural
areas. But only for argument-related homicides are Southern
rates higher. Southerners do not endorse violence more than do
Northerners when survey questions are expressed in general
terms, but they are more inclined to endorse violence for protection and in response to insults. ~ Richard Nisbett
Incidents of incidental aggression which male Northerners may find amusing angers Southerners, who feel insulted.
Southerners more commonly believe that a boy should handle a bully by fighting back.
State laws reflect the cultural divide of honor. In Florida
and some other southern states, a homeowner can legally kill
a home intruder without having to prove that the intruder
was an immediate threat. Until the 1970s, a man in Texas
could legally defend his honor by shooting his spouse's lover
out the saddle if caught in the act.
Culture of honor values not only provide ideological support
for male aggression, but social approval for women who "stand
by their man," remaining loyal and committed even in the face
of violence. ~ Laurie Rudman & Peter Glick
Much of the conservative streak in the South reflects endorsement of a culture of honor. Opposition to gun control is
stronger in the South than other parts of the country, as people view guns as necessary for self-protection. Southerners
show stronger support for war as a way to defend national
honor.
The mores of an honor culture bear a strong similarity to
sexist ideologies, notably benevolent sexism. Under this
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creed, men should fight to protect the honor of women, especially their intimate partners or relatives.
Honor for a female is quite different than for a male.
Whereas a woman's honor is to modesty and sexual purity, a
man's honor demands independence and toughness.
Beyond physical threat, honor culture includes protecting
a woman's reputation from insult, and her person from other
men's sexual advances. Most Southern men, asked to imagine a male friend making sexually suggestive remarks to
their girlfriend, view this as an insult to honor, deserving a
violent reaction.
Southern man, when will you pay them back? I heard screamin' and bullwhips cracking. ~ Canadian singer/songwriter Neil
Young in the song "Southern Man" (1970)
I hope Neil Young will remember, a Southern man don't need
him around anyhow. ~ Southern popular music group Lynyrd
Skynyrd in the song "Sweet Home Alabama" (1974), written in
response to Neil Young's insulting song

The effects of stratification affect every facet of living. Educational and concomitant employment opportunities for
subordinate groups are less than for dominants.
Health and social status are also aligned. The lower the
social status, the greater the prevalence of morbidity, health
problems in general, and higher mortality.
For lower-status groups, unhealthy habits, such as smoking, alcohol drinking, and drug taking are higher, and healthlinked behaviors, such as regular exercise, are lower. This
can partly be attributed to a self-debilitating lifestyle, which
is largely cultural, and befits subordination.
Along similar lines is criminal activity. Statistical analyses of crime in the US and UK suggest that ~22% of incarceration can be chalked up to discrimination in the so-called
justice system. That implies ~78% of the overrepresentation
of minorities in prisons is a function of criminal behavior
within subordinate communities.* In the US, blacks, while
* Greater criminality among subordinates has been statistically
seen for the indigenous peoples of Australia, Japan, New Zealand,
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comprising ~12% of the population, commit nearly 50% of the
violent crimes.
Subordinate groups not only perpetuate crime, but also
are the direct victims of it. American blacks are again exemplary. Most of the violence visited upon black males is by
other black males. Young black men are almost 10 times
more likely to be homicide victims than white males in the
same age range.
It has repeatedly been argued that minorities are inherently inferior. The subordinates-are-savages is nothing more
than a legitimizing justification for social stratification by
dominants. It has the ring of truth only because oppression
warps the minds and morals of those who are victims of it for
generations unending.
What is perhaps more surprising is the decency that most
in repressed subordinate groups manage to sustain. Once
again, American blacks are exemplary. As a social group,
they often display an abiding, resolute spirit to overcome the
obstacles imposed on them – the truest sense of honor.


Group Affinity



One of the putative fundamental cultural divides of societies is the degree to which core values center on the individual versus the tribe. The origination of this came from
lifestyle differences related to everyday sociality.
Psychologically, growing up in an individualistic social world
biases one toward the use of analytical reasoning, whereas exposure to more collectivistic environments favors holistic approaches. Thinking analytically means breaking things down
into their constituent parts and assigning properties to those
parts. Similarities are judged according to rule-based categories,
and current trends are expected to continue. Holistic thinking,
by contrast, focuses on relationships between objects or people
anchored in their concrete contexts. Similarity is judged overall,

US, Canada, and Finland; Arabs in Israel; Koreans in Japan; foreign immigrants in the Netherlands; Caribbean immigrants in
England; and native Algerians under French occupation (before
Algeria's independence).
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not on the basis of logical rules. Trends are expected to be cyclical. ~ American anthropologist Joseph Henrich

In those regions where rice was cultivated as the primary
grain, a collective culture grew along with the crops. Before
mechanization, growing rice took twice as many hours as
wheat. To deploy labor efficiently, especially during planting
and harvesting, rice-growing societies developed cooperative
labor exchanges.
Conversely, cultures which relied upon wheat and other
grains that could be independently grown led to cultural individualism. This is most apparent in the Fertile Crescent,
where concocted religious creeds became the brittle glue of
tribal association among its flinty peoples, who are given to
petty bickering to the present day.
Even as individualism took root, the kernel of existence
remained collective in the form of the family. The term familism is used for the value system whereby the interests of the
family trump those of its individual members.
The folkways of familism independently evolved in early
agricultural societies throughout the world. It appears a natural social order, as the family continues to this day to be the
foundation of human sociality.
Familism is the origin of loyalty, and of honor: integrity
which is a credit to one's origins. Over time, individualism
warped the term honor to refer to the individual, slighting
reference to familial association. Nonetheless, these 2 terms
are universally held in the highest esteem as moral values.
While Occidental societies evolved capitalist economies
founded on the fabled principle of individualistic enterprise,
the Orient supposedly retained its collective flavor. This was
true only to an extent. China was first unified by invasion of
wheat-growing northerners into the rice-growing provinces of
the south during the 2nd millennium BCE.
The upshot is that relatively independent-minded people
banded together for conquest. This theme of materialist
group aggression has replayed countless times throughout
history.
Colonialism altered social and economic development
wherever it landed. Western powers were simply continuing
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a well-established world tradition of conquest. The British
hegemony that began in India in the early 18th century was
simply a new twist to an old story. India was first colonized
by Muslim Central-Asian nomadic tribes in the 11th century.
The British, seriously irritated over running into the red
in trade with China, solved its debt problem militarily in the
mid-19th century. The British solution also involved taking
Chinese territories after China's defeat. Most notable was
Hong Kong being ceded to Britain in perpetuity, with political control of "leased" to the UK for 99 years. This remnant
of British imperialism was finally cast aside in 1997, only because China had become a formidable power.
Forcible entry by Americans into Yokohama harbor on
black ships in 1853 provoked the Japanese to radical societal
overhaul: abandoning their stable feudal system for a reckless joy ride into militarism and colonialism, in an imitation
of what Western powers had done for centuries.

At the societal level, individualism versus collectivism is
a charade. Individualist cultures managed their conquests
via cooperative venture, albeit involving coercion via conscription.
Collectivist cultures have been no better at providing equitable social structures than individualistic ones. The socalled collectivist countries of the far East have long had the
same social stratification problems that plagued the early
comers to capitalism under the alleged aegis of individualism. Hence, we see a practical limit to the human capacity for
cooperation and compassion, especially at the societal level.
Once again, this owes to the firmly entrenched mind-set of
predominant materialism within the men of the Collective.
Male social dominance is the primary reason for the ubiquitous deficiencies in decency. One need look no farther than
the pathetic position of right-wing politicians on social welfare, such as in the United States, to comprehend the shortsighted and curmudgeonly inclination of capitalists and their
sycophants.
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Collectivism does assist in slipping into groupthink. Consensus toward colossal misadventures is easier. The history
of China and Japan are exemplary.
Japan rebuilt itself after its modern militaristic spasm
ended in ruined defeat in 1945. By the end of the 1970s, Japan had become a wondrous economic power, though afflicted
with the same social, environmental, and economic diseases
of the West, including intense environmental degradation
and a persistent underclass. The miraculous Japanese economic engine stalled at the end of the 1980s and has not recovered, with no effective remedial collective action.
China's enthusiastic adoption of the filthiest form of "free
enterprise" from the early 1980s has generated staggering
levels of pollution, corruption, and wealth inequality. China's
totalitarian government remains, so far managing to ride the
capitalist tiger that it unleashed.
Though called "communist," Chinese political operatives
appear collective only in uniformly being like pigs at a
trough. Government officials who are not corrupt have been
the exception in China. The ascendency of Xi Jinping to Chinese leader in 2013 led to a historic stab at lessening corruption, albeit coincident with a drive by Xi to consolidate power,
thus influencing who was targeted.

Despite similarities in societal outcomes, there are interpersonal behavioral norms that differ between individualistic
and collectivistic cultures.
People from individualistic cultures are more likely to use
confrontational strategies when dealing with interpersonal problems; those with a collectivist orientation are likely to use avoidance, third-party intermediaries, or other face-saving
techniques. ~ American communication scholars Myron Lustig
& Jolene Koester
In more collectivist cultures with traditional social ties,
friendships are predetermined by the familial ties. There is
less need to put yourself out make friendships than in individualistic cultures, where affiliative relationships must be
formed via initiative.
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Small talk, flirting, and other facile communications are
more important in individualist cultures. There is a greater
emphasis on physical appearance, as first impressions can be
crucial in acquaintance encounters. Relationships tend to be
more casual and transient in individualist societies.
Styles of song and dance differ between the 2 cultures.
Collectivist cultures have a higher cohesiveness in their singing, and more synchrony in their dancing. It is no wonder
that rock and hip-hop, which emphasize "doing your own
thing," evolved in individualistic societies.
There are also worldview and orientation distinctions.
People in collective cultures tend to be environmentally holistic in viewing situations, whereas individualists are objectoriented analysts.
Concern for the group runs nominally stronger in collective cultures. While this may not influence polity outcomes
for society as a whole, it has great effect on interpersonal interactions, including nonverbal communication conventions.
Japan, which retains a strong collective streak, and its
people prone to groupthink, is notably miserly in its social
welfare system; stingier than even the United States. This is
a sorry echo of the macho feudalism that the Japanese embraced for many centuries before taking up the cudgel of modernity. The Japanese underclass are the perpetual outgroup.
Individualism has its staunchest adherents in the United
States, where a man's 'freedom' is practically a religion; but
its strength varies somewhat by region and tribe. The midAtlantic and central Midwestern states hold individualism
especially dear, while Southeasterners are the most traditionalistic and less individualistic. Whites and black Americans are more individualistic than Mexican Americans, who
emphasize group and relational solidarity.
Individualism is a wellspring for selfishness, narcissism,
sociopathy, and crime. In comparison to Western European
cultures, which also embrace individualism, the extreme example of the United States provides ample evidence for these
broad conclusions.
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Western man has created chaos by denying that part of his
self that integrates while enshrining the parts that fragment experience. ~ Edward Hall


Cultural Gender Orientation



The gender orientation of societies illustrates social evolution. In masculine cultures, positive traits include power,
assertiveness, materialism, ambition, and competitiveness.
Less valued are the feminine virtues of affection, compassion,
nurturance, and emotionality.
Masculine nations include Japan, Mexico, Venezuela,
Austria, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, Columbia, the Philippines, and England. Islamic countries are also highly masculine. Feminine countries include Sweden, Norway, the
Netherlands, Denmark, Yugoslavia, Finland, Chile, Peru,
Portugal, and Thailand.
Masculine countries have few women in the work force,
and afford females fewer civil rights, such as taking rape as
a serious crime.
Androgynous cultures result in higher levels of self-esteem, social competence, and intellectual development for
both males and females. Social harmony is improved, including greater permissiveness in consensual sexual behavior.
There is less tension between the sexes.
People live longer in egalitarian countries. Stress levels
are, on average, less. At least some of this comes from not
repressing emotions as a matter of practice, which men are
especially prone to in masculine cultures.
The contrast of gender orientation in human cultures resembles bonobo versus chimpanzee sociality. Chimps live in
male-dominated societies that are more stressful than bonobos, where females are dominant. Bonobos are more cooperative, and quite fond of sex for its bonding quality. Bonobos
lack the edgy aggressiveness of chimps.


Uncertainty Tolerance



Hofstede identified "a society's tolerance for uncertainty
and ambiguity," which reflects baseline fear, and correspondent measures to minimize social change. Countries with
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strong uncertainty anxiety maintain rigid codes of belief and
behavior and are intolerant of unorthodox behavior and
ideas. There is also less tolerance for carefree youth, with
their exuberant antics and emotional extravagance. Inconsistently, people in uncertainty-avoidant cultures are more
easily upset; hence, themselves emotionally exuberant about
violations of mores.
More generally, uncertainty-avoidant people tend to be
more emotional, as there is a constant stress underlying conformist cultures. Those not adverse to uncertainty feel more
comfortable with change and tend to be pragmatic.
In high-uncertainty-avoidant countries, rituals are created to present the illusion of certainty through conformant
behaviors. Such cultures place great importance on structured information channels, with the intent of creating the
illusion of constancy.
Muslims, Latin Americans, the French, southern and
eastern Europeans, German speakers, and the Japanese, are
uncertainty-avoidant. Chinese, Anglo, and Nordic cultures
are less anxious about uncertainty. But no culture is especially worry-free about the future. This reflects the ubiquitous incompetence of societal governance in dealing with the
wide-ranging corrosion inherent in capitalism.
Conservatives favor social control regulations to thwart
uncertainty. Liberals, more tolerant of change, also favor social controls, albeit for what they consider "the greater good"
of societal cohesion.


Time Horizon



A society's time horizon relates to its short-term versus a
long-term perspective. A long time horizon encourages persistence, flexibility, and economy. This view looks to the future. In contrast, short-term-oriented societies value the
past: emphasizing steadiness, respect for tradition, meeting
obligations, and preservation of existing social structures.
The cultures of East Asia, particularly China and Japan,
both old civilizations, tend to take a long view. In contrast,
the Anglo and Muslim countries, as well as those in Africa
and Latin America, have short time horizons.
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Indulgence Inclination



Some societies attempt to legally enforce mores, especially regarding certain sexual behaviors and ingestion of intoxicants. Others are more tolerant.

Hofstede's cultural dimensions theory paints in broad
strokes cultural characteristics of societies. Extensive survey
data corroborates aforementioned observations, but such
generalizations mask the frictions among factions that continually exist in all societies over cultural values. Cultural
dimensions do illustrate the roles that fear and empathy play
in public life.


Perspectives



Sociologists have construed 3 broad paradigmatic perspectives of human sociality, particularly social stratification: symbolic interactionism, functionalism, and conflict
theory.
Symbolic interactionism emphasizes that abstractions
are at the core of tribes and societies, and that symbols are
the basis of both comity and conflict. George Mead introduced
this perspective to American sociology in the 1920s. Among
others, Mead observed that an individual's sense of self is a
social product.
Functionalism considers society a complex, entangled
system, with groups and individuals contributing to its holistic functioning and stability. The functionalist perspective
deems institutions as the collective means to meet individual
and social needs. Functionalism's lineage runs through theories spun by Auguste Comte, Émile Durkheim, and Herbert
Spencer. American sociologist Talcott Parsons considered the
social fabric woven by a combination of socialization and social control.
Conflictism, like functionalism, views society as a social
system. But conflictism considers societies held together by
coercion from the dominant factions. Whereas functionalism
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views society cohering via consensus, conflictism sees social
dynamics as an ongoing competition for societal resources.
Conflict theorists argue that those who control the levers
of political power apportion society's resources. Derived from
Marx's considerations of class struggle, conflictism sees social stratification arising from class conflict and blocked opportunity. Stratification is itself a system of domination and
subordination in which a ruling elite exploits and controls
others (even if indirectly, such as by limiting opportunity and
thereby upward mobility).
Each of the 3 perspectives contributes pieces in understanding societal dynamics. Symbolic belief systems form the
core of the culture that creates and holds tribes together. Socialization correspondent with the dominant culture generally creates compliant social participants.
Functionalism and conflictism dispute the extent, and
hence importance, of societal control. Functionalists believe
society is more cooperative than coercive. Conflict theorists
turn that notion on its head by observing that coercion results in cooperation.
German-born American sociologist Herbert Gans illustrated the functionalist perspective with his explanation of
how poverty serves as a social good by getting society's dirty
work done. In doing so he unwittingly proved conflict theorists' point.
The existence of poverty ensures that society's "dirty work"
will be done. Every society has such work: physically dirty or
dangerous, temporary, dead-end and underpaid, undignified
and menial jobs. Society can fill these jobs by paying higher
wages than for "clean" work, or it can force people who have
no other choice to do the dirty work – and at low wages.
In America, poverty functions to provide a low-wage labor
pool that is willing – or rather, unable to be unwilling – to perform dirty work at low cost. Indeed, this function of the poor is
so important that in some Southern states, welfare payments
have been cut off during the summer months when the poor are
needed to work in the field. Poverty persists not only because it
fulfills a number of positive functions, but also because many of
the functional alternatives to poverty would be quite dysfunctional for the affluent members of society. ~ Herbert Gans
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Gans observed how poverty serves valuable social and
economic functions on the cheap; poverty as a product of exploitation built into the system – exactly what conflictism
posits.

 Social Stability 
Humans have a proclivity for norm following that is grounded
in the emotions rather than in reason, and consequently a tendency to invest mental models and the rules that flow from them
with intrinsic worth. ~ Francis Fukuyama

Life in society proceeds in an orderly manner owing to
norms. The most important mores are taboos, such as not
killing or stealing. Sadly, people in one culture may not extend the courtesy of these norms to those in another culture.
The term social control refers to the shared understanding and rules that constrain public behaviors. The wide array
of norms which permit a society to achieve relative peaceful
social control is called its normative order. The punishments
for violating norms are sanctions.
As social structures begat institutions that garnered leverage in societies, social stability became entangled with the
vigor of governance. Throughout history, polity invariably
both reflected and defined social values.
When institutions faltered societies suffered. The Roman
Empire exemplified the decay of institutions which lead to
the collapse of a civilization.
Often, societies invaded by outsiders softened themselves
up through the internal corrosion of corruption. So went
Rome before the Germanic tribes arrived en masse.
Societies have had various degrees of uniformity or diversity in their cultures. In relatively stable societies, there is a
dominant culture from which is drawn the ruling elite, with
token representation from the other major cultures within.
The United States today is an example of a mature, modern society that is a vast mixture of cultures, owing to its immigrant history. A militarized police state maintains order.
The US is a superb example of conflictism in gut-wrenching
action.
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Though a society may be a geosocial umbrella for several
cultures, those cultures share important values, or are otherwise riven in time from cultural conflict. The history of China
is exemplary: of both cultural integration and sporadic disintegration. China also illustrates the territorial conquests
that were common throughout human history in shaping societies, where cultural conflict was incidental in the impetus
of upheaval, and quest for power by cliques the driver.

 China 
Early in its history, China went through a long series of
dynasties, beginning with the Xia dynasty (~ 2100–1600 BCE)
during its Bronze Age. Each dynasty dissolved in political
turmoil, usually ending in war.
The inequity of feudal structures ensured a continuing
degree of internal instability which was corrosive. Even so,
early dynastic turnover was typically through territorial conquest by neighboring tribes.
The Shang tribe defeated the Xia clan at the legendary
Battle of Mingtiao, thus succeeding to dynastic reign (1600–
1046 BCE). The prelude was a corrupt Xia regime that engendered internal dissent, thus weakening the dynasty.
The Zhou tribe, which lived to the west of the Shang,
wrested power at the Battle of Muye in 1046. Thus began the
longest-lasting dynasty in Chinese history: 1046–~256 BCE,
though it was a legacy of fractured reigns from internal frictions.
Internal tribal conflicts and incursion from neighboring
territories eventuated in the Warring States period (476–221
BCE). Then, a strongman from the state of Qin managed to
gain power militarily; thus began the short-lived Qin dynasty
(221 TO 206 BCE). The 1st Qin emperor, Qin Shi Huang, managed to create an imperial state, with centralized political
power and a stable economy able to support a large military.
Currency, measures, and weights were standardized, and a
uniform writing system introduced. In an attempt to quell
criticism and purge the history of old dynasties, most historical books were burned, as were historians. 460 Confucian
scholars were buried alive in 210 BCE.
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While Qin Shi Huang got off to a strong start, his succession did not succeed. Internal squabbles led to the deaths of
the 2nd Qin emperor and his key advisors. Popular revolt a
few years later left a severely weakened empire, whereupon
another strongman, Liu Bang, emerged from within and
founded the Han dynasty (206 BCE–220 CE). And so on, through
20 some odd dynasties, to the one that rules today in dynastic
style: the so-called "Communists" (1949–).

 India & Pakistan 
The institutions introduced by the British in India survived their occupation, which began in the 1820s and ended
in 1947. Indian independence also spelled its division, with
the partition of Pakistan.
The India-Pakistan division represented a violent cultural divide between Hindus and Muslims. It was accompanied by panicky flight and riots between peoples of the 2
religiously based cultures. In a bloodbath of spontaneous retributive genocide by residents, ~600,000 were massacred in
the province of Punjab, which straddled India and Pakistan.


Societal Adhesion



Émile Durkheim envisioned 2 different systems of social
solidarity: mechanical and organic (aka contractual).*
With mechanical solidarity, individuals are united via
shared values and other social bonds. Society members, who
perform similar tasks, develop a shared consciousness. Mechanical solidarity is found in farming communities.
Native American tribes prior to European conquest were
bound together by mechanical solidarity. Their recent attempts to recapture this spirit of solidarity have been foiled
by superimposition interference from the institutions of their
occupiers: the dastardly white man.
Few societies are held together now via mechanical solidarity. One sterling outlier remains in the American Amish.

* The term organic was in reference to organs in a body.
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 The Amish 
No joy is complete unless it is shared. ~ Amish proverb

The Amish began with the Swiss Anabaptists who emerged in the aftermath of the
Protestant Reformation. In the years following Martin Luther's protest, some Zurich reformers called for a sharper break with the
Catholic Church. They were nicknamed Anabaptists ("re-baptizers") because they insisted
on baptizing only those adults who were willing to live a life
of obedience to biblical doctrine.
Anabaptists were persecuted by Swiss civil authorities for
refusing to take up arms, swear oaths of allegiance, or
acknowledge infant baptism, which, not coincidentally, was
used to confer citizenship, determine taxation, and demand
conscription for war.
Over the next century and a half, the Swiss Anabaptist
movement spread into northern Europe. A serious breach occurred in 1693. Jakob Ammann, a recent but fervent convert,
proposed measures to tighten church discipline.
The Amish in the United States are a sect that broke
away from the Swiss German Mennonite church at that time
and settled in Pennsylvania around 1727. A 2nd, larger wave
of Amish immigrants arrived in the early to mid-1800s.
Curiously, the Amish dissolved in Europe. Those who remained ended up joining other denominations.
Numbering ~250,000 as of 2015, the American Amish are
concentrated in 3 states: Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Indiana.*
Spurning birth control, their population had doubled since
1995.

Amish sociality emphasizes face-to-face conversation.
Apart from the extended family, the church district is the
dominant social institution. Each church district comprises
25 to 40 families who live in proximity and attend the same
* There is also a significant community of Amish in Ontario, Canada, now numbering ~5,000.
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church services, which are held in family homes rather than
a separate meetinghouse.
Each church district is governed by an Ordnung, which
serves as the blueprint for expected behavior. Containing
both prescriptions and proscriptions, the Ordnung is handed
down generationally in an oral tradition. Its provisos are reviewed and subject to revision twice a year.
Because each church district has flexibility to construct
its own Ordnung, interesting discrepancies arise between
congregations. A cluster of districts that share similar Ordnung are said to be "in fellowship," and are called an affiliation. Affiliated districts may exchange ministers, and
members may take communion at another's church. Amish
communion services include foot-washing as a symbol of commitment to interdependence.

Nearly all Amish marry. The church makes no exceptions
in disallowing marriage to outsiders. Further, parents not
only want their children to remain Amish, but to stay faithful
to their existing affiliation. It makes for a small mating pool.
The Amish commonly marry young. By age 25, over 80%
of Amish men and women are married. The percentage of unmarried Amish drops into the single digits by age 30 for both
sexes.
As a higher percentage of young men than women choose
not to be baptized and live the Amish life, there are more single Amish women than men.
Despite marrying young, Amish partnerships are characterized by respect and mutuality rather than the romantic
notions of love that are common among "the English" (nonAmish).
Divorce is essentially forbidden; if accomplished practically it carries a strong stigma. Widowhood and remarriage
much less so. Remarriage between Amish in their 70s and
80s is not unusual.
Unsurprisingly, widowers are prone to marry younger
women who have never been married, so as to breed some
more and avoid getting involved with someone else's children.
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The family – with offspring – is the cornerstone of Amish
society.
The more a child is valued, the better his values will be.
~ Amish proverb
As in other cultures, marriage creates alliances of kin networks, and the family is the primary context for the socialization of offspring; though for the Amish, it is an extended
family.
Attitudes are caught, not taught. ~ Amish proverb
Connectedness and service to others is emphasized. Socialization to gender-specific roles are engendered in the
Amish as they are generally throughout the world.
Practically every Amish woman, regardless of age or affiliation, describes the ideal wife and mother as one who is a
"keeper at home," taking care of her husband and family. The
ideal Amish husband complements his wife in being patient
and supportive.
Whereas an Amish family may look patriarchal from the
outside, the reality is a strong maternal presence. While
church leaders are all male, in the informal world of everyday
life women share power with men.
With rare exception (unbecoming incompetence by church
leaders), there is scant tolerance for spousal abuse. The
Amish are appalled by domestic violence.

Amish life is based on separation from the more secular
world; a directive derived from Jesus' Sermon on the Mount
[Matthew 5–7].
Ideally, the Amish try to live their faith, including belief
in Gelassenheit, which is a spirit of selflessness and humility
(demut, as contrasted to high-mindedness (hochmut)); hence
the plain dress, head coverings, and rejection of ostentation,
such as owning automobiles.
All Amish affiliations place a cap on formal schooling at
8th grade. This is designed to combat the sin of pride.
We pass our convictions to our children by the things we tolerate. ~ Amish proverb
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Amish moral values and mores are stringent. Those who
do not conform are shunned: limited social contact. Those
who do not repent are excommunicated.
A degree of nonconformity is tolerated in adolescents.
~90% of young adults choose to remain in the church and
community.
The best things in life are not things. ~ Amish proverb
The Amish are not only non-materialists, they are also
non-egoists. Pride is a cardinal and all-inclusive sin.
The Amish work ethic is superlative. Their adoption of
modern technologies has been limited, by choice, as superfluous. Doing so to a finite degree, such as phone or computer
use, has not changed their way of living or value system.
Kindness is a language which the deaf can hear and the blind
can see. ~ Amish proverb
Because they reject force and competition in social relations, the Amish do not file lawsuits, hold political offices, nor
serve on juries or as police or in the military.
As devout pacifists, the Amish eschew violence in all its
forms. When a non-Amish madman shot to death several
Amish girls at a school in 2006, the Amish community established charitable funds – not only for the families of the dead
children, but also for the murderer's family. The killer fatally
shot himself after his heinous act.
To return good for good is human, to return good for evil is
divine. ~ Amish proverb

The individual submits to society and this submission is the
condition of his liberation. For man, freedom consists in deliverance from blind, unthinking physical forces; he achieves this
by opposing against them the great and intelligent force of society, under whose protection he shelters. ~ Émile Durkheim

The technologies of the outside world have been a continuing temptation to the Amish. It has been one wedge issue in
the social schisms that have developed in the Amish community.
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While each affiliation considers it Ordnung to be faithful
to Anabaptist ideals, those ideals have been defined in distinctive ways. This has evolved into a divergence of cultural
and religious practices within settlements.
Let's face it, when a church splits, there's bound to be hard
feelings. ~ Amish bishop
For all the talk of aversion to pride, the schisms have resulted in status groups. The more conservative affiliations
adhere to stricter discipline and separation from the world at
large. More progressive church districts emphasize a more
personal religious experience, and have a greater tolerance
to adopting new, useful technologies.
There has also been a mixture in some districts. One affiliation is technologically progressive but doctrinally conservative. Such schisms are nothing new. They have been a
recurrent feature of Amish settlements since their founding.
Consensus and compromise are difficult for the strong willed,
even those sharing the same belief system and brought up to
be conformist.

In contrast to mechanical solidarity, organic (contractual)
solidarity is the means of societal adhesion among peoples
with differentiated lives. Division of labor begets economic
interdependence. While individuals do not rely upon each
other to have shared folkways or even values, their material
reliance creates a facile unity.
With industrialization arose societies held together solely
by contractual solidarity. Earlier task and class-differentiated societies, such as those during the age of European manorialism, retained some sense of mechanical solidarity, as
their mores were shared.
Ferdinand Tönnies analyzed the fundamental historical
shifts in societal adhesion. He termed village life, where everyone knows everyone else: gemeinshaft (intimate community). Contrastingly, the society that was emerging in
Tönnies' time was of short-term relationships, individualism,
and self-interest: gesellschaft (impersonal association). This
is one effect that industrialization has on society.
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As societies change, so do people's orientations to life.
~ James Henslin


In Money We Trust 

Norms of voluntary cooperation are difficult in a society of
strangers unless they are mediated by some institution. ~ Italian
economists Gabriele Camera, Marco Casari, & Maria Bigoni

Societies could not function without cooperative behaviors among its members. Trust is essential for cooperation.
The trust required is that cooperation yields a reward. Trust
is a bridging function between the present and the future for
a positive outcome.
Mistrust grows with social heterogeneity among individuals, and sheer group size. To productively function, a society
must establish a sufficient threshold of trust: something
which can only be accomplished by a shared, imagined enforcement against transgressors of that trust.
While the idea of a functioning justice system is necessary
for sustained cooperation, it is not sufficient. A ready medium
of trust must be established to cajole cooperation. That medium is money.
Money is an institutional mechanism. People in modern
societies cooperate economically only because they trust in
their society's political institutions to provide stability, especially with regard to money retaining its value. If trust fails,
societies splinter into tribes.


 Muslims 
Islamic fundamentalists tremble at the prospect of societal change: that male-dominated clans might be replaced
with looser social bonds and even, Allāh forbid, a measure of
gender equity. These Muslim men cringe at the prospect of
altered lifestyles and mores: most importantly, their potential loss of status.
A significant slice of Muslims supports terrorist violence
against Western societies as an expression of hate-based
frustration from the infidel sociocultural values that are per-
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ceived as an encroaching corrosive threat to Islam. Mass media – which flagrantly flouts Western decadence – has further
fueled Islamic madness.

 War 
War is the ultimate destructive force. War illustrates the
extremity of cultural clash, and the easy mass violence of
men deluded by dreams of dominance.
The sombre fact is that we are the cruellest and most ruthless
species that has ever walked the Earth. We know in our hearts
that each one of us harbours within himself those same savage
impulses which lead to murder, to torture, and to war. ~ English psychoanalyst Anthony Storr
Along with resource acquisition and revenge, mating has
been a key motivator in taking up arms. While men do not
generally associate attractive women with aggression
against other men, experimentally exposing men to pictures
of desirable women increased their professed support for
group conflict. Symbolic images, such as national flags, do
not elicit the same response.
Warlike races are prone to the love of women. ~ Aristotle
War and mating as an evolved association makes sense.
Historical analysis suggests that warriors multiply their sexual opportunities by raping the women of the enemy, or more
mundanely through tales of heroism to local females.
So that in the nature of man, we find three principal causes
of quarrel. First, competition; secondly, diffidence; thirdly,
glory. The first maketh men invade for gain; the second for
safety; and the third, for reputation. ~ Thomas Hobbes
The prospect of profit is the usual fuel that fires war,
which is typically territorial in its aim. War is otherwise an
exercise in mass madness, or, at least, derangement in the
ruling elite.
Humans will kill and die for an idea. ~ French American anthropologist Scott Atran & American psychologist Jeremy Ginges
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The US provocation of the Vietnam War in the 1960s
illustrates such insanity: a conflict over ideology, which is the
ultimate absurdity of political abstraction. America had
absolutely nothing to gain, yet committed its dignity, and
risked its economy and social fabric, to an invasion of
Vietnam: a roll of loaded dice that the aggressor was destined
to lose. The US political establishment at the time had no
conception of what was at stake. Ignorant of history and their
chosen enemy, the American political elite naïvely assumed
they could prevail – though to what end they had not
bothered to ponder.
Every gun that is made, every warship launched, every rocket
fired, signifies in the final sense a theft from those who hunger
and are not fed, those who are cold and are not clothed.
~ American general and US President Dwight Eisenhower

 The US Invasion of Afghanistan 
A similar experience to Vietnam, albeit more nuanced,
was the American invasion of Afghanistan in the 1st decade
of the 21st century. Did American political leaders think they
would root out the Muslims who held animosity to the United
States? Were they going to conquer the country, then sue for
peace?
As repeated experience had already shown, America has
no stomach for the so-called "nation building" that it touts, so
any such pretense could only indicate deep self-denial at the
highest levels of government.
In the instance of Afghanistan, a people long inured to
tribal corruption were not swayed to change their ways just
because ballot boxes appear in public places. Or, at least,
tribal leaders were not, and they were ultimately the only
votes that counted.
There appeared little consideration of the dynamic that
invasion would stir. But then, the American political elite
were never avid students of history, nor soiled by decency
beyond posturing.
That the Soviet Union failed in a similar endeavor a very
few decades earlier (with better geopolitical rationale)
illustrates the inane hubris that typifies American foreign
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policy: a cultural characteristic since the early days of the
republic.
America waging war on Afghanistan was revenge for
9/11; a 2nd act to the contrived Iraq invasion, which at least
held the chimeric hope for cheaper oil by the American
administration, as US oil companies awaited vampirishly to
feed on Iraq's oil supply.
In the finale, Pakistan was harboring Saudi Arabian terrorist Osama bin Laden, the mastermind behind the spectacle of flying airplanes into US skyscrapers. bin Laden and
family members were summarily executed by the American
soldiers as they discovered them, defenseless, in their suburban home. The US government lied in telling the world that
bin Laden had been armed and firing at them.
This wasn't an execution. ~ US government official on the
execution of Osama bin Laden
Pakistan, as full of wild-eyed anti-American Islamists as
Afghanistan, was ostensibly an ally. That, and it having nuclear weapons spared Pakistan the insult of invasion by the
Wild West nation. But then, the US could ill-afford a 3rd act
of aggressive folly, if for no other reason than voters had tired
of such expensive shenanigans. Into 2019 American political
leaders continued to squander resources on military folly in
Muslim lands, lacking even an objective.
Politics is war without bloodshed while war is politics with
bloodshed. ~ Chinese revolutionary Mao Zedong

 Morality 
A system of morality which is based on relative emotional
values is a mere illusion, a thoroughly vulgar conception which
has nothing sound in it and nothing true. ~ Socrates

Morality is a biological process that appraises the rightness or wrongness of a behavior. Ethics is the philosophic codification of morality.
The core concept of morality is fairness, which is innate
in all organisms, from microbes on up. Sociality would be im-
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possible without morality. Lacking a sense of equity, an organism would have no means to assess the quality of interactions with others.
Moral judgments are stitched into the fabric of human nature,
steering us toward cooperation and away from exploitation.
~ English social psychologist Jim Everett et al
Between 2 parties, fairness may play out as reciprocity,
based upon immediate needs. In such case, a rough accounting of equity is made through a series of exchanges.
The degree of altruism's exhibition depends upon individual constitution and cultural fostering of empathy. Irrespective of species, some individuals are more altruistic than
others.
Most men have always wanted as much as they could get;
and possession has always blunted the fine edge of their altruism. ~ American writer Katharine Gerould
Altruism and compassion are highly correlated, just as
egoism is antithetic to altruism.
In assessing the morality of someone's acts, we necessarily attempt to discern intention. An accident does not have
moral implications.
Mind perception is the essence of moral judgment. ~ Kurt
Gray et al
The ideal of justice is grounded in fairness. Restitution
has always been an abiding principle of justice systems.
A moral judgment of wrongdoing typically provokes a
strong emotional reaction. Conversely, witnessing right action is nonprovocative.
The long history of mammalian evolution has shaped us to be
sensitive to signs of suffering of others. And this constitutes a
natural foundation for morality and sensitivity to justice. ~ Jean
Decety
An innate sense of fairness coupled to sympathy forms
the foundation for compassion, an emotion humans share
with other mammals and birds, among other organisms.
Compassion is the basis of morality. ~ Arthur Schopenhauer
Honesty is another dimension of morality. Like fairness,
there are gray areas. Whereas deception for personal gain is
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clearly immoral, a "little white lie" to spare ill feelings is often
considered compassion rather than an ethical lapse. The morality of honesty is ultimately tied to advantage, and so irrevocably linked to fairness and empathy.
Moral character information determines the impressions people form of individuals. ~ American psychologist Geoffrey
Goodwin
People put great stock in their moral assessments. It is
how individuals define themselves, and the most important
criterion in adjudging others.
Moral traits are a reliable predictor for how individuals will
fare as potential partners for cooperation and affiliation. One of
the chief reasons we make distinctions among persons in the
first place is to monitor suitable social partners, and indeed, a
person’s moral character – as compared with, say, their personality or shared interests – is the ultimate dimension by which
we judge friends, business associates, and mates. ~ Nina
Strohminger & Shaun Nichols

There are 2 opposing perspectives on ethics: deontology
and teleology (also known as consequentialism). Consequentialism casts morality by its outcomes. The utilitarianism of
Jeremy Bentham and John Stuart Mill exemplify teleological
ethics.
The greatest happiness of the greatest number is the foundation of morals. ~ Jeremy Bentham
Actions are right in proportion as they tend to promote happiness, wrong as they tend to produce the reverse of happiness.
~ John Stuart Mill
By contrast, under deontology, morality is in the act, not
its outcome. Deontology is morality by rule, not result. Duty
is a deontological concept.
Nothing can be conceived which could be called good without qualification except a good will. ~ Immanuel Kant
For Kant, goodness comes from acting "out of respect for
the moral law." The extreme of deontology is moral absolutism: that certain acts are absolutely right or wrong, regardless of intention or consequence. Kant's position was
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absolutist, in that the sole determinant of morality was intent.
Intuitive and automatic judgments tend to be characteristically deontological, whereas characteristically consequentialist
judgments are often the result of slow, deliberative cognitive
processes. ~ American psychologist David Pizarro et al
People prefer empathic, cooperative partners who are
trustworthy. We gauge trustworthiness from reliability,
which is most apparent in those who have rules of right and
wrong, who view morality in terms of duties and rights.
Individuals who make deontological decisions in moral dilemmas are rated as being more empathic and having a superior
moral character compared to those who make consequentialist
decisions. ~ American psychologist Molly Crockett et al
Practically, morality is a blend of teleological and utilitarian constructs. Deontic principles may be overridden if following them is considered harmful. Focus on fairness and
justice embrace contractual moral theory with both deontological and teleological underpinnings.
Societally, morality is a social metric which may be deformed by group mores that are immoral.
Bad company ruins good morals. ~ Roman Christian evangelist Paul of Tarsus


Development of Morality



Taking his cue from Piaget, American psychologist Lawrence Kohlberg developed a model for the developmental
stages of morality, from childhood into adulthood. Kohlberg
expanded Piaget's 2-stage model into one with 6 stages at 3
different levels: preconventional, conventional, and postconventional.
Kohlberg considered moral development as occurring
throughout life, with individuals at different stages regardless of age. Some adults never progress to the highest level.
Preconventional morality is based upon obedience and
punishment in the 1st stage. In the 2nd stage, children begin
to account for how actions serve individual needs.
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Conventional morality views the morality of a behavior
by its effect on relationships. 1st-stage emphasis is on conformity and being "nice." This stage is often referred to as a
"good boy / good girl" orientation.
The next stage emphasizes social order: people consider
society as a whole when making moral judgments. The focus
is on maintaining order by following the rules, respecting authority, and doing one's duty.
The 1st stage of postconventional morality involves individual rights and the social contract. There begins consideration of differing values and beliefs. Mores remain important,
but there is the thought that they should be consensual.
Kohlberg's final stage of moral reasoning is based upon
abstraction of universal ethical precepts. At this stage people
follow internalized principles of justice which may conflict
with mores and laws.
Kohlberg's final stage of human moral development most
closely corresponds with the natural morality of other organisms, where morality is aligned with fairness and social conventions play no part. Our sociality imposes the artifice of
conformity onto morality.

Kohlberg's work has been criticized on several accounts.
His theory is about moral thinking. Discrepancies often arise
between moral reasoning and behavior.
Whereas Kohlberg identified distinct stages of moral development, individuals commonly mix their moral reasoning,
in having rationales found in different Kohlberg stages. Also,
moral thinking appears to be both situational and heuristic,
not as conceptually context dependent as Kohlberg imagined.
There is almost always a problem with theories that propose
the existence of unvarying stages. They don't seem to bear out
in real life. People can be highly sophisticated morally about
some issues (human rights, racial equality, etc.), yet completely
comfortable committing small moral infractions of rules regarding property (keeping money when a cashier mistakenly gives
them too much change, for example.) ~ American psychologist
Nancy Melucci
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Kohlberg's theory has been accused of having a narrow
worldview: being Western-centric, middle class, and with a
gender bias. His research subjects were all male, and most
under the age of 16.
Women's perception of self is so much more tenaciously embedded in relationships with others, and their moral dilemmas
hold them in a mode of judgment that is insistently contextual.
~ American psychologist Carol Gilligan
Whereas Western individualist cultures emphasize personal rights, Eastern collectivist cultures stress social harmony. Kohlberg did not account for different moral outlooks.
Finally, Kohlberg's model relies upon the abstraction of
justice, without mention of compassion, which often figures
in moral sentiment.
In sum, though contributory, Kohlberg's theory cannot be
considered comprehensive, or even well-informed from a
scholarly standpoint.

People overoptimistically predict their own future moral behavior but accurately predict the not-so-moral future behavior
of others. ~ American psychologist Jesse Graham

Morality has a strange contagion. People who witness
moral acts are more likely to perform a moral deed themselves but are also more likely to allow themselves to act immorally.

 The Evolution of Human Morality 
Human morality was not formed from scratch, but grew out
of our primate psychology. Primate psychology has ancient
roots. ~ Frans de Waal

Though simian sense of fairness is fairly uniform, the tolerance of inequality that is a major determinant of morality
depends upon sociality. Those primates with strong hierarchical social systems, such as baboons, endure considerable
inequality. Sexual infidelity is not so much a moral infraction
as an act with severe repercussion if caught out. Consequence
discourages temptation.
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Other monkeys and apes are more even-handed, in both
empathic relations and insistence on equity at the risk of ostracization. This is consistent with many other mammals and
birds, and corresponds with early human morality.
Sense of equality in human sociality has changed since
prehistory, when foragers shared and held equity as an abiding moral value.
Socially acceptable inequality took root with agriculture.
Once land had value, its ownership afforded the means to develop material surpluses and so acquire wealth.
Agrarian inequity was accepted because its origination
was ostensibly of good fortune in plot selection and hard
work. Farming sharpened the work ethic into a moral value
unto itself.
The production of surpluses begat a gyre of materialism
that became the defining characteristic of the human mindset. Bolstered by religion, inequities of every sort became accepted as corresponding with the laws of Nature. These were
perverse rationalizations.
From the hour of their birth, some are marked out for subjection, others for rule. ~ Aristotle
The socialism of hunter-gathers became a utopian fantasy. In his day Karl Marx was a wild-eyed radical in proposing that socioeconomic equity was not only technologically
possible but morally desirable.
Despite scientific evidence of a universal human tendency toward moral judgments, views on morality have changed dramatically across history. Things we now consider to be horribly
immoral were not always seen that way. ~ Lisa Cohen
Only toward the end of the 18th century did the most
egregious inequity – slavery – develop into a moral issue in
the Western world, even as its economic import peaked.
Social movements in the 20th century, such as women's
suffrage and racial civil rights, enlarged the body politic.
Only in the early 21st century did this political liberation of
subordinates eventuate in economic inequality as a nascent
social issue (but not a moral one), instigated by an increasingly struggling middle class.
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20th-century governmental efforts in the area of morality
were largely confined to preventing the poorest from outright
starving and putting a roof over the heads of a relative few.
These ineffectual political measures were instituted largely
to limit property crimes against the more affluent.
With rare exceptions, such as the Nordic nations, nothing
has been done to stem the growth of economic inequality in
capitalist states (and the Nordic measures are cosmetic).
Very few indeed view economic inequity as a moral issue.
It is more commonly recognized as an evil only to the extent
that it is a drag on economic growth, which depends upon
consumers with money to spend.
Our world hinges on moral foundations. ~ Martin Luther
King Jr.

 Capitalism 
Money, so they say, is the root of all evil today. But if you ask
for a rise it's no surprise that they're giving none away. ~ Roger
Waters in the song "Money" (1973)

Capitalism is cold and calculating, devoid of emotion. But
Socrates would not have been pleased.
What most counts is not to live, but to live aright. ~ Socrates
Humans are exploitative without regard to societal consequence (the dynamics of consequence typically being beyond ken, let alone of concern beyond personal gain or loss).
Human technology coupled to unbridled greed begat an economic system that exclusively relies upon profiteering as a
mechanism for allocating resources.
Exploitation incenses most simians: that a taker knowingly makes himself better off than his victim. At first glance,
this moral instinct seems sorely dulled in humans.
Leveraging unfairness is precisely how capitalism functions to amass capital. Inequity is an inevitable cause and
consequence of capitalism: the level of inequality produced
ranges far beyond any tally of fairness. Yet capitalism thrives
throughout the world. This owes foremost to the defective
way in which moral judgments are made.
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Determining intentionality is the first step in moral computations. ~ Jean Decety

Whether harm has been inflicted intentionally defines
the ethical salience of a situation. Coincidental causality does
not trigger moral outrage, however systemic it is.
Moral judgments are produced by reflexive mental computations that are unconscious, fast, and automatic. ~ American social psychologist Jay Van Bavel et al
Trade by barter is typically an apples-and-oranges exchange. Values are subjective, based upon respective needs.
Individual mercantile transactions fail to give an impression of unfairness because currency inserts a level of abstraction that blurs any inherent inequity. Owing to its
obviousness, price-gouging is a notable exception.
The market system is not viewed immoral because it
lacks motive beyond mere exchange. Failure to find malice
fizzles feelings of wrongdoing. Drained of emotion, indignation has no legs.
Human lives as cogs in an abstract inequity machine is
too cerebral to invoke widespread moral condemnation, except when the hangovers of its excesses become extended,
such as during the Great Depression.

As a cultural folkway capitalism provides an especial incentive to corruption, as the founding principles are utterly
amoral: pursuit of self-interested exploitation under noncompetitive conditions.
The prevailing business culture in the banking industry weakens and undermines honesty. ~ Swiss economist Alain Cohn et
al

Financial workers become more deceitful when thinking
about their work. No other occupation inspires such dishonesty. The materialist frame of mind is a surefire formula for
amoral behavior.
Capitalism warps the psychology of all that live under it.
At best, poverty lowers the self-esteem of those afflicted with
it. At worst, impoverishment provokes pathologies.
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Cash is the mother's milk of crime. ~ American criminologist
Marcus Felson

Desperation generates crime. Having a mass of people
within society struggling to live lowers the quality of life for
all. Conversely, wealth engenders sociopathy. In filling the
coffers of luxury, morality drains away.
As you move up the class ladder, you are more likely to violate the rules of the road – to lie, to cheat, to shoplift, and be
tightfisted in giving to others. Straightforward economic analyses have trouble making sense of this pattern of results.
~ Dacher Keltner
The meat of the capitalist sandwich – the middle class –
struggle as wage slaves for their entire adulthood. Employment is a continuing source of stress, and unemployment an
even greater one.
If we take a late retirement and an early death, we'll just
squeak by. ~ New Yorker magazine cartoon

 Moral Reasoning 
Moral reasoning does not cause moral judgment. ~ American social psychologist Jonathan Haidt

In contrast to innate, reflexive sense of fairness, moral
reasoning provides post hoc justification of a judgment already made.
Logic provides no impetus to moral determination. Quite
the contrary: cognition douses the flames of morality.
People can deliberately construe a wide variety of actions
through either a moral or a non-moral lens with different consequences for their evaluations. ~ Jay Van Bavel
Practicality readily overrides morality.
People may act in ways that violate their moral values when
they make decisions in terms of pragmatic concerns – dollars
and cents – rather than in a moral frame. ~ American psychologist Dominic Packer
The human moral compass is inherently shaky. People
are easily confused by ethical questions and may reverse previously held ethical beliefs with little or no new information.
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People tend to make systematically different judgments when
they face a moral dilemma in a foreign language than in their
native language. ~ Spanish psychologist Albert Costa et al

How a situation is framed makes a world of difference in
how it is ethically evaluated. Moral judgments are quick and
harsh, bound to the conviction that others should concur. In
contrast, pragmatic cogitations are slow, and conclusions
malleable.
Being steeped in morality makes no difference. Ethicists
are no better behaved than the average Joe.
It is ironic that people with easy morals are considered
reasonable, while principled people are not. That makes the
very idea of "moral reasoning" a canard.

 Cultural Morality 
Seeing oneself as part of a group readily warps morality.
The erosion of ethics emanates from the empowering effect of
feeling part of a larger force.
A group of people will often engage in actions that are contrary to the private moral standards of each individual in that
group, sweeping otherwise decent individuals into 'mobs' that
commit looting, vandalism, even physical brutality. ~ American psychologist Rebecca Saxe
The role that a person plays in a group affects their ethical decisions.
When people switch hats, they often switch moral compasses. The same person may make a completely different decision based on what hat they may be wearing at the time, often
without even realizing it. ~ American management academic
Keith Leavitt
A sense of competition dims morality. Hence cheating is
ubiquitous in professional sports, which combines competition with a compelling profit motive.
Ethics are largely erased when competition shifts from
"me versus you" to "us versus them." Individuals commonly
apply different ethical metrics depending upon their group
identity.
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 Cards & Culture 
The 1920s in the United States – the Roaring Twenties –
was a period of remarkable financial predation. It was also a
time when disrespect of the law was widely encouraged by
the emerging failure of prohibition.
More and more people drank and gambled in flagrant violation of the law. The police were seen as looking the other
way. It began to seem that only fools followed the letter of the
law.
The crash and Great Depression that followed changed
American culture in many ways. One way was in the card
games people played.
Contract bridge was first played in the US in late 1920s.
During the 1930s, bridge's popularity blossomed. By 1941,
when the Great Depression ended, contract bridge had become the most popular card game: 44% of American households played it.
Contract bridge is played by partners who must cooperate: a social game that was frequently recommended as a way
to make friends, learn social skills, or even find a beau. Contract bridge is rarely played for money.
By 2000, contract bridge in the United States was in serious decline; viewed as a game for the elderly, with few
young enthusiasts.
In contrast, poker – particularly Texas Hold 'Em – surged
in popularity in the 1st decade of the 21st century. Almost
always played for money, poker is played by individuals for
their own profit. The game encourages deception in the form
of bluffing and keeping a "poker face."
Of course, we know there may be no link between what is
taking place at the card table and what is taking place in the
economy. But if card games played by millions of people shift
the role of deception, wouldn't we be naïve simply to assume
that such shifts do not also occur in the world of commerce?
~ American economists George Akerlof & Robert Shiller
Poker's popularity peaked when the Great Recession of
2008 hit. Since then, speculation has lost favor, both at the
card table and in the world at large.
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People in the same tribe treat each other more compassionately and outsiders more coldly; hence ethical disregard
by corporations, and the inherent immorality in coteries
which feel besieged, such as the police.
The pressure of competing for a common resource can produce irrational hostility between groups. ~ Canadian psychologist Artem Kaznatcheev
Group identity is the springboard to brutality. Every
army fighting a war commits atrocities. The more righteous
the morale, the less moral the behavior of troops. This explains Islamic terrorism.


Political Morality



Politics have no relation to morals. ~ Italian historian and
politician Niccolò Machiavelli

What constitutes a moral goodness varies by political
viewpoint. Liberal-minded people rightly esteem fairness
and compassion as the core of morality.
Conservatives have moral concerns that liberals simply do
not recognize as moral concerns. ~ Jonathan Haidt & Jesse Graham
In contrast, conservatives more highly value tribal virtues: respect, loyalty, and purity (as they perceive it). Conservative reverence is to the preservation of the status quo,
based upon deep-seated psychological fear and insecurity.
The core ideology of conservatism stresses resistance to
change and justification of inequality, and is motivated by the
need to manage uncertainty and threat. ~ American psychologist John Jost et al
Conservative societies built upon strict morality are rigid
and extreme, and invariably corrupt. The Islamic world is exemplary. While tolerating inequalities, particularly subjugation of women, Muslim societies are too inflexible for
freewheeling modern capitalism, which ultimately relies
upon fluid corruption to propel it.
No latter-day Islamic nation has been a powerhouse of innovation or enterprise. The only wealthy Islamic countries
are those sitting atop fossil fuels which the rest of the world
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so wastefully consumes. But even the well-oiled have yet to
put their wealth to productive use that would benefit their
peoples beyond pacification in the form of welfare.
This is in stark contrast to the 8th-century Muslim world,
before its ossification via conservatism, when Islam was a locus of learning – scientific and medical – and a mecca for culture and trade.
The moral pose of right-wingers sends their hypocrite
quotient skyrocketing. Religious conservatives are especially
prone to sin: the repressive morality ostensibly embraced by
many Christians often flames illicit desires rather than
quenching them as intended. Christian preachers and prominent conservatives caught out for moral turpitude can frequently be found in the news.

Right-wing men are often sexist as well as licentious. A
good example is Fox News, the conservative media outlet that
has been a cesspool of misogynist culture. Its cad corpulent
chairman, Roger Ailes, resigned in 2016 when faced with a
choir of women complaining about his sexual harassment
and career retribution for not granting him lecherous gratification. His replacement came from loyalists to the old guard.
At Fox, you have a company that not only sexually harasses,
but is willing to empower its executives and use company resources to carry out ongoing harassment in the form of retaliation. ~ Andrea Tantaros, former Fox News host
The scandal at Fox News was no news to the network,
which barely made any mention to its viewers that anything
untoward occurred. This sort of omission is not at all unusual. News organizations typically give scant coverage of
their own peccadillos.
Fox is owned by right-wing Australian-born American
media mogul Rupert Murdoch, with extensive media holdings in Australia, the UK, and US. To gather gossip, Murdoch-owned media in the 2000s illegally hacked the phones
of royalty, celebrities, and people with a high public profile.
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Rupert's son James, after caught dissembling to a British
parliamentary committee, admitted he knew of the illicit
eavesdropping and did nothing to stop it. Fruit does not fall
far from the tree.

Of course, more pragmatic cultures are also corrupt and
tolerate inequalities, especially the economic variety; thus
the relentless materialism that prevails in secular capitalist
nations, including China, where economic disparities have
become as bad as the United States.
Since its wholehearted embrace of capitalism in the early
1980s, China became (again) a stellar cesspool of corruption.
The rise in malfeasance has been helped by a culture long
inured to social dominance hierarchies which engendered an
intense sense of amoral self-interest, to the point of pilfering
without remorse.
Kin relations aside, the Chinese are untrusting and untrustworthy. This owes to a consistency of corruption through
their long history; a cultural attribute not easily shaken.

There are no morals in politics; there is only expedience. A
scoundrel may be of use to us just because he is a scoundrel.
~ Russian revolutionary Vladimir Lenin

With its own history of exploitative authoritarianism,
Russia is another incurably corrupt society. So inured to cronyism, its embrace of capitalism has been fumbling at best.
Unlike the Chinese, whose mercantile instincts have been
honed for millennia, Russian society has long been a hotbed
of feudalism, often run by thuggish rulers who cast themselves as strongmen. Vladimir Putin was the early 21st century embodiment of this milieu. Understandably, Russian
cynicism is legendary.

The evolutionary heritage of morality is ancient. Moral
judgments are instantaneous and keenly felt when offended.
But our species descended with sufficient self-control to override our instincts.
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Given the facile ease in discarding morals, it is peculiar
that people define themselves, and others, in ethical terms.
This is the continuing dissonance between innate biology and
the social systems which have outrun it.
The biological sense of morality is inadequate to deal with
the complex social transactions that characterize commerce.
Throughout history, humans have failed to buttress ethics to
ensure fairness as a cultural imperative. This deficiency has
formed the corrupt foundation upon which all civilizations
have been built.
The prevalence of rule violations in a society, such as tax evasion and fraudulent politics, is detrimental to individuals' intrinsic honesty. ~ Dutch social psychologist Shaul Shalvi

 The Collective 
The best approach for the reader to take would be to put in
his mind right from the start that none of these maxims apply to
himself in particular, and that he is the sole exception, even
though they appear to be generalities. After that I guarantee that
he will be the first to endorse them and he will believe that they
do credit to the human spirit. ~ François de La Rochefoucauld

The Collective comprise the great wad of humanity, defined by their beliefs and constrained by their fears. Societies
and polities are their sizable social expressions. The fruits of
civilization are their legacy.
No sense of harmony. No sense of time. ~ Scottish musician
David Byrne in the song "Blind" (1987)
Despite its advantage in being a wellspring of understanding and joy, over 1/3rd of the Collective shy from empathy simply because they are lazy.
People just don't want to make the mental effort to feel empathy toward others, even when it involves feeling positive
emotions. There is a strong preference to avoid empathy even
when someone else is expressing joy. ~ American psychologist
Daryl Cameron
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 Celebrity 
The brightest stars don't necessarily give the most light.
~ Marty Rubin

Celebrity is a long-standing, universal cultural phenomenon. Athletes in ancient Greece were celebrities, as were actors and gladiators in ancient Rome.
Those who endure with celebrity status are those that
stay within public notice, and to whom the Collective continue to hold as admirable in some way. In modern societies,
entertainers are enduring celebrities, precisely because their
performances educe emotions in their appreciative audiences. Some celebrities remain popular despite character
traits or personal habits that their admirers would find reprehensible. It is the emotions evoked that are of value; the
conjurer is more an idol than real person in the minds of fans.
The image is one thing and the human being is another.
~ American singer Elvis Presley
Celebrity illustrates the value that the Collective place on
emotive evocation and abstractions related to objects.
Culture always tells you to look to illusions for answers.
~ English writer Guy Mankowski

Desire relentlessly drives the Collective: seeking pleasure
from titillation with no prospect of lasting peace of mind. One
in the Collective may become temporarily sated but is never
truly fulfilled.
Most people are possessed by their mind. ~ Eckhart Tolle
The Collective are preyed upon by their minds. To momentarily ease their angst, the Collective indulge in deleterious psychotropic substances of all sorts: caffeine, cigarettes,
alcohol, marijuana, amphetamines, antidepressants, opioids,
and other pharmacological wonders of the modern age. Only
a few refrain: scarce stalwarts of stately awareness, with an
infinitesimal number aiming for clarity as a value in and of
itself. These few risk leaving the Collective altogether by
finding the path to enlightenment.
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How they struggled to fill their brief life with all the passions
humankind could muster. ~ American novelist Kristen Britain

The Collective value their emotions. They embrace passion as a positive attribute.
He that trusteth in his own heart is a fool. ~ Proverbs 28:26,
The Bible
Pignorance (perspective-ignorance) cages the Collective,
its bars built of fear. The Collective worry of the future. The
specter of death shadows life. Acceptance of oblivion only
comes with the fatigue of old age.
Fools dwelling in ignorance, yet imagining themselves wise
and learned, go round and round in crooked ways, like the blind
led by the blind. ~ Katha Upanishad 2.5

Common sense is not so common. ~ Voltaire

The Collective commonly take what comes into their
minds as gospel, especially if warmed by emotion. Advertising and propaganda – which enjoy stunning success – are
founded on the power of first impression.
Reason obeys itself; and ignorance submits to whatever is dictated to it. ~ English American revolutionary Thomas Paine
While most indulge in superstition and mysticism, particularly belief in a supernatural supreme being, the Collective
are also enthusiastic empiricists, in taking what they sense
as physical existence to be an accurate account. This too is a
naïve acceptance of whatever comes to mind.
Superstition is the religion of feeble minds. ~ George Berkeley
Ersatz philosophic materialism (matterism) is matched
by the economic variety. In valuing their possessions as
prizes, the Collective believe there can be a price attached to
all before them. The Collective commonly consider competition a natural state of affairs; hence, capitalism is considered
a legitimate economic system.
Political systems labeled "socialist" and "communist"
have been fronts for authoritarian elitism that never deliv-
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ered economic equity. Slogans of equality were paid lip service as part of a ruse by the pigs at the trough of political
power. Familial communism (eusocialism) has never been attempted at the societal level.
When people aren't carefully oriented to reality, the result isn't just ignorance, it's ignorance indulged and defended. People
become addicted to their ignorance, doubling and tripling
down on it, digging in their heels, unwilling to surrender it. Our
common impulse to regard reality as fiction and fiction as reality, closing our eyes and dismissing as fictions all challenges to
ourselves and embracing the fictions that lay the burden elsewhere. ~ American psychologist Jeremy Sherman

People are cognitive misers. ~ German psychologists
Thomas Mussweiler & Fritz Strack

The great bulk of the Collective live largely unquestioning lives, believing what they are taught, adjusting as best
they can to their lot in life. Worldviews are built from belief
systems riddled with falsities and unexamined assumptions.
These are the emotional life rafts to which the Collective
cling.
Men occasionally stumble over the truth, but most of them
pick themselves up and hurry off as if nothing ever happened.
~ English politician Winston Churchill
With existence largely inscrutable and contentment out
of reach, the Collective aim for complacency. The worldwide
rise in obesity illustrates.
We have moved through the looking glass into a world where
reality is loosely tied to outcome and perception rules supreme.
~ Peter Anderson
The cooler, studious sort in the Collective place reason on
a pedestal. What they subjectively see they treat as objective
reality (naïve realism) and insist that the only knowledge arrives from the senses (naïve empiricism). Fully elaborated
into a smug methodology, this dogma is called science.
It has been said that man is a rational animal. All my life I
have been searching for evidence which could support this.
~ Bertrand Russell
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Scientists seek answers in the outside world. They are rewarded with facts, which they struggle to sew into a fabric
for understanding Nature. Their refusal to countenance the
non-empirical implications of their findings means they constantly come up short in comprehending the fundamentals.
It all looks fine to the naked eye, but it don't really happen
that way at all. ~ English musician Pete Townshend in the song
"Naked Eye" (1971)

Billions of people, just living out their lives, oblivious.
~ Agent Smith in the movie The Matrix (1999)

The Collective are terribly gullible. By definition beliefs
are fantasies with crumbles of facts sprinkled in to firm them
up. Yet the Collective place their undying faith in beliefs. Religion and social media amply illustrate.
What information consumes is rather obvious: it consumes
the attention of its recipients. A wealth of information creates a
poverty of attention. ~ American sociologist Herbert Simon in
1971

 Social Media 
Even when people should know better, they are influenced
by and rely upon inaccurate information. ~ American psychologist David Rapp

Social media is popular because of its titillation value: it
feeds the mind, which the Collective are slaves to. Rumor
(now called "fake news") is rife, readily believed, and spread.
If you wish the sympathy of the broad masses, you must tell
them the crudest and most stupid things. ~ Adolf Hitler
People seldom share on social media for information
value alone. They share because they want attention for
themselves, and for what such trivial sharing says about
them. People want recognition and respect. Social media is
an easy avenue for attention gratification.
Peer approval is important during adolescence, so they're
sharing content that they think others will find impressive.
~ American psychologist Joanna Yau
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Social media creates emotional contagion: people's moods
subconsciously sway under the content they read online.
Emotional states can be transferred to others via emotional
contagion, leading people to experience the same emotions
without their awareness. ~ American Facebook data scientist
Adam Kramer et al

Social media companies deceive their users by manipulating
their attention and directing it toward their own commercial
purposes. They deliberately engineer addiction to the services
they provide. This can be very harmful, particularly for adolescents. ~ Hungarian American business magnate George Soros

The power of social media is not be underestimated.
Americans touch their smartphones over 2,600 times a day,
and heavy-duty users easily double that. Whereas Americans
fart some 3 million times a minute, they like things on Facebook 4 million times a minute.
Society is increasingly relying on the digitized, aggregated
opinions of others to make decisions. Social influences create
herding effects. ~ Israeli social statistician Lev Muchnik et al
The emotional herding effect of social media is nothing
new: financial markets have ever been herd driven. With social media, the herd-instinct of the Collective is in full flower.
Bad actors can now manipulate large swathes of people.
~ Indian American social-media maven Chamath Palihapitiya
While humor spreads well through social media, outrage
serves as superior kindling for the attention that social-media serfs seek. Shared outrage reinforces in-group identification and out-group antipathy with a vigor that humor cannot
match.
There's too much sensationalism, misinformation, and polarization in the world today. ~ American entrepreneur Mark
Zuckerberg, CEO of Facebook
To engineer addiction, Facebook has been a continuing
conduit for sensationalism, misinformation, and polarization. The instant messaging network WhatsApp, which is
owned by Facebook, is a great tool to spread rumors that inflame the fools who readily believe whatever is presented to
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them. In India and other countries, people have been attacked and murdered after false rumors spread via
WhatsApp.
We wanted democracy but got mobocracy. ~ Egyptian Internet activist Wael Ghonim
The effect of social media is like that of gossip, except that
social media is gossip on steroids. The most profound societal
effect of social media has been to increase political polarization, which has become especially severe in the United
States.
In group polarization, an entire group may shift to a more
radical viewpoint after a discussion even though the individual
group members did not subscribe to this view prior to the discussion. This happens for a number of reasons – one is that
group members want to represent themselves in a favorable
light in the group by adopting a viewpoint slightly more extreme
than the perceived mean. In online forums, this well-known
phenomenon is made even more problematic by the fact that
discussions take place in settings where group members are fed
only the information that fits their worldview, making the discussion forum an echo chamber where group members only
hear their own voices. ~ Danish philosopher Vincent Hendricks
Social media is being used worldwide by political propogandists to play to the sympathies of gullible users. The
power of social media provides political influence at low cost,
throwing a wrench into what is otherwise a plutocratic game
in running for office. For just a few million dollars, Russia
successfully influenced the 2016 US presidential election.
We created tools that are ripping apart the social fabric of
how society works. This is a global problem, eroding the core
foundations of how people behave. ~ Chamath Palihapitiya

 Narcissism 
He wants to be the bride at every wedding, the corpse at
every funeral, and the baby at every christening. ~ Alice Roosevelt Longworth on her father: Teddy Roosevelt

A trend in recent decades in the Occident has been the
acceptance of narcissism as a norm. Self-absorption and an
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overweening sense of self-importance are products of upbringing. Narcissism is the weak-kneed version of psychopathy, or sociopathy, as the case may be.
Narcissism is associated with various interpersonal dysfunctions, including an inability to maintain healthy long-term relationships, unethical behavior and aggression. At the same time,
narcissism is shown to boost self-esteem, emotional stability,
and the tendency to emerge as a leader. ~ American psychologist Emily Grijalva
There are 2 dimensions to narcissism: admiration seeking
and rivalry. Narcissists may have one but not the other, or
they may have both.
Actors are commonly more hung up on admiration than
non-actors, but they tend to be less competitive than the average person. Narcissistic capitalists, on the other hand, feel
no especial need for admiration. They just want to dominate.
By contrast, preening politicians often both desire to be admired and relish rivalry in seeking to elevate themselves over
others. Donald Trump is a paramount example of such fullbodied narcissism.
You have to go back to Nero in Rome maybe to find someone
as self-involved and destructive as Donald Trump is. ~ American psychiatrist Allen Frances

Nuanced examples of narcissism are abundant. A few illustrate: 1) selfies: photos of oneself taken by oneself, 2)
manspreading: men who spread their legs while sitting on
public transport so as to take up 2 seats, 3) people who insistently drive slow in the fast lane.
Millennials and older generations agree that millennials are
the most narcissistic. They just disagree to the extent of the narcissism. ~ Joshua Grubbs in 2016
There is a blurred line between narcissism and inconsiderate social behaviors (socio-narcissism). Both put oneself
above others, and exhibit self-absorption as a manifestation
of cluelessness about the entangled relation between the self
and the external world.
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Compared with women, men exhibit more assertiveness and
desire for power. Women often receive harsh criticism for being
aggressive or authoritative, which creates pressure to suppress
displays of narcissistic behavior. But both genders are equally
likely to display vanity or self-absorption. ~ Emily Grijalva

 Narcissism on Tour 
Travel today is very cheap, and people think they can do
whatever they want in a globalized world. ~ English tourism
official Mark Watson

In the 2110s, tourism officials became alarmed by an epidemic of reckless behavior, as visitors try to turn vacation
hubs into personal props for selfies. Vandalism of historic
sites has become commonplace.
It used to be fine to take a picture of the Eiffel Tower or Mount
Everest, but that's not good enough anymore. Now tourists have
to put themselves in the picture. It's about "me," not about the
place that I visit. ~ American sociologist Jesse Fox

Self-absorbed idiots have got themselves mauled in trying
to get a good selfie with a dangerous animal. Falling from
heights, getting hit by trains, and drowning are the most
common deaths by selfie. The average age of those committing inadvertent selfie suicide is 23, with young men outnumbering women 3 to 1.

 Violence 
Aggression does not occur in a social vacuum. ~ American
psychologists Robert Baron & Deborah Richardson

Violence is part and parcel of the human condition. Rule
of law merely allocates permits for violence to various parties, attempting to reserve for the state, out of self-interest,
an effectively unrestrained faculty.
Social justice cannot be attained by violence. Violence kills
what it intends to create. ~ Pope John Paul II
The Collective selectively believe in violence having a positive value. Unnecessary competition in all segments of life is
accepted as natural.
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Violence, even well-intentioned, always rebounds upon oneself. ~ Chinese scholar and philosopher Lao Tzu

Social inequality and environmental destruction are the
invariable consequences of the economic violence which is the
rent imposed by the market system. Though celebrated by its
proponents, capitalism is inherently, and invariably, a societally divisive regime that generates depravation and crime.


Anger



Anger fuels the vortex of social violence. At least half of
American drivers express road rage. 90% of those on the road
feel threatened by the aggression. 56% of fatal car accidents,
which kill ~40,000 Americans each year, result from aggressive driving.
The universality of anger is shown by how readily social
media mobs rush to judgment and express outrage. Anger is
the emotion that spreads most easily on social media networks. Death threats through social media have become common.
Anger is more influential than other emotions like joy. ~ Chinese sociologist Rui Fan et al
Whereas happiness is an intimate emotion, shared only
with close friends, people are willing to share anger with
strangers.

The tribal instincts of the Collective are the tinder for
group conflict. All it takes to spark conflict is a rumor that
transforms fear into fury.
Racism and injustice and violence sweep our world, bringing
a tragic harvest of heartache and death. ~ Billy Graham
Politicians use fearmongering to prey upon their citizens.
Appeals of nationalism wins dewy-eyed hearts and minds,
and then destroys promising lives when young men are sent
to war as pawns in geopolitical games of chess.
Patriotism is when love of your own people comes first; nationalism, when hate for people other than your own comes
first. ~ French military and political leader Charles de Gaulle
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 American Terror 
On 11 September 2001, 2,996 Americans were killed by
the worst terrorist attack in that nation's history, abetted by
governmental incompetence. The US government response
was to spend well over $3 trillion dollars killing over 500,000
Muslims in their native countries, along with 5,000 US military casualties, and permanently maiming hundreds of thousands more.
Meanwhile, back in the US, gun-toting madmen slaughtering innocents – a reign of domestic terror – went unchecked. 500,000 Americans were cut down in homegrown
terror attacks 2001–2017, and many more in violent crimes
involving weapons, including from those ostensibly committed to law enforcement. This is just the terminal end of the
incivility that is rife in American society.
People heap disrespect on anyone who dares oppose them,
tap into anger and manipulate it for their own benefit, and don't
seem to see anything wrong with that. If bad behavior is contagious – as many studies have shown it is – we're in an epidemic.
~ American diplomats Lea Berman & Jeremy Bernard in 2017
With good reason Americans have little confidence in
their nation's institutions, especially the political ones.
Trust within and among countries is being driven down by
those who demonize and divide. ~ UN Secretary General
António Guterres in 2017
America rots from the inside and overreacts to threats
from outside. In 2016 the nation pseudo-elected a president
to hasten the process of societal self-destruction, abetted by
a passively enabling Congress.
America, as the leader of the Western world, presents itself,
at least temporarily, as more repulsive than attractive. What is
happening is the disintegration of the American camp. ~ German philosopher Peter Sloterdijk in 2017

 Health 
To keep the body in good health is a duty. Otherwise we shall
not be able to keep our mind strong and clear. ~ Buddha
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The mind and body require regular exercise to stay in
shape. In contrast, the gut needs as little workout as possible.
The Collective have got that timeworn wisdom going in
reverse: sitting for extended periods, watching TV, munching
away. While eating like a horse, they're not eating like a
horse: apples and carrots are far from favored fare. On the
menu instead are fried foods, milk and cheese, processed
meats, fizzy drinks and sugary snacks: everything a body
needs to go for gout and blow one's porchlight, but not before
suffering for decades with the ills of accelerated decrepitude.
There is no greater fignorance (fact-ignorance) than not
even knowing what to eat to stay healthy, nor having the discipline to do so. Yet that is the situation for at least 98% of
the population throughout the world.
Taste is the main driver of food decisions. ~ German marketing academics Robert Mai & Stefan Hoffmann
Overconsumption of refined sugars (and their chemical
substitutes) is commonly cited as a health hazard, even as
such sugars are ladled into most packaged foods and drinks
to appease the taste buds of the populace.
There is an unshifting dominance of ultra-processed and
ready-to-eat foods as major calorie contributors to US diets and
their poor nutrient profile. The highly processed foods that
households are purchasing are higher in fat, sugar, and salt, on
average, than the less-processed foods that they buy. ~ American nutritionist Jennifer Poti
One lesser-known aspect of dietary ignorance is the pronounced preference by consumers for packaged foods which
are advertised as being high in protein. It is practically impossible not to consume far too much protein, even with a
healthy diet. Excess protein intake is a tax on the bodily system to be assiduously avoided, especially animal meat.*
Then there is the issue of quantity: most everyone overeats.
Obesity is preventable. ~ World Health Organization
Over 10% of the world's people are obese. 33% of the
world's populace are merely obviously blubbery, including
* See Spokes 4: The Ecology of Humans.
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20% of children and teens. There are more obese people in
the world than underweight people. Obesity is particularly
pronounced in the lower socioeconomic strata.
China has witnessed exceptional expansion since the
early 1980s, both economically and physically. The percentage of Chinese who are obese grew 7.7 times 1980–2015.
Childhood obesity is becoming common.
In China today, people eat more and are less physically active. The traditional Chinese diet has shifted toward one that is
high in fat and calories and low in fibre. ~ Chinese physician
Ying-xiu Zhang in 2016
From 1975 the average adult has gained 1.5 kilos each
decade. Obesity doubled worldwide from 1980 to 2015 and
has become 7 times more prevalent among youngsters. The
rate continues to rise, though public health agencies don't
bother to monitor it closely, nor do anything about it.
No country has reduced overweight or obesity levels. This is
astounding given the huge health and economic costs. ~ American nutritionist Barry Popkin in 2018
There is an even more serious problem – an overfat pandemic
comprised of people who exhibit metabolic health impairments
associated with excess fat mass relative to lean body mass.
Many overfat individuals are not necessarily clinically classified
as overweight or obese. The well-documented obesity epidemic
may merely be the tip of the overfat iceberg. ~ American health
enthusiast Philip Maffetone et al
The world's biggest fast-food chain – McDonald's – tried
to improve the nutritional quality of its menu by offering side
salads, fruits, and vegetables: but they did not sell. Other
fast-food chains have had the same experience.
Only a tiny percentage of the world's population bothers
to eat parsimoniously well, exercise frequently, and get
enough sleep. For those not with the program of requisite discipline, the outcome is accelerated aging. You can see it in
the face of every politician, and even in most movie actors,
who, out of professional self-interest, should keep themselves
fit. Few athletes retain physical fitness regimes into their 40s
and 50s.
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Physical inactivity is the most important modifiable health
behaviour for chronic disease. The level of physical activity is
shockingly low. Physical inactivity in England has a large
socioeconomic gradient, with both education and household
income strongly associated with inactivity. ~ English economist
Carol Propper et al

Lack of even the most basic exercise is the norm in the
US and UK, as well as many other countries. Most adults
don't even bother to take walks on a regular basis, let alone
exert themselves physically. Public Health England found in
2016 that over 80% of middle-aged Britons weight too much,
drink too much, or do not exercise enough. 40% of Americans
were obese in 2016, 8% severely so.
Some 20% of the world's population smoke something to
modify mood. 38% of adults drink alcohol with similar intent.
Alcohol is the leading risk factor for death in males aged 15–
59.
The preservation of health is a duty. Few seem conscious that
there is such a thing as physical morality. ~ Herbert Spencer in
1896
Flagrant flab signifies self-indulgence but is more generally symptomatic of a species that has lost its way in so many
ways.
Most people who eat fast food on a regular basis have no
concept of how these foods are produced, or the food's effect
on the body. Most people are not troubled by such ignorance,
but rather remain content to let specialists or experts make corrections when something goes wrong. ~ Joan Ferrante

 Humankind in Decline 
Humans don't know what they are doing. You can say we
want everybody to be happy, or we want everyone to have long
lives and have good health, but what kind of goal is that? That's
the goal of your family dog. ~ Edward O. Wilson

Modern humans evolved through a process of self-domestication, as sociality took the forefront of desired traits. That
much of humanity has succumbed to institutionalization is
merely a continuation of a trend. Nonetheless, the effect has
been a dumbing down of the species.
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Modern humans are docile and tolerant, like domesticated
species. Our cooperative abilities and pro-social behaviour are
key features of our modern cognition. ~ Spanish linguist Cedric
Boeckx

Evolution nominally favors the savvy. Via technology and
economics humans have largely managed to overcome this
evolutionary mandate.* Hence civilization, the source of
much pride, begat an inexorable decline.


The Irony of Abstraction



A key mental aspect of human descent was a freer abstraction ability. This characteristic improved counterfactual
thinking, but at the cost of loosening the moorings of the
mind to actuality. The upshot was language sophistication,
augmented engineering skill, free subscription to fantastic
religions, and illusions of grandeur, the grandest being that
man was the most intelligent animal.
The definition of intelligence is the ability to behave appropriately. Liberating the mind to construct its own paracosms begat both the vision to create powerful technologies
and the ability to disregard risk and ignore consequences.
This ushered a collective illusion of intelligence: that humans are uniquely superior. In fact, humans are uniquely
stupid, as this super-predator species has largely lost the
wariness that comes from being bound to what is. In its place
is indulgence in whatever imagined frivolities come to mind.
The proof of foolery can be seen in absurd systems of faith,
including: modern 'scientific' naïveté (naïve empiricism and
naïve realism), despite compelling evidence to the contrary;
economies which produce society-renting inequities and
global environmental destruction; and polities – notably democracy – which deliver idiotic, divisive, and destructive governance.
* The winnowing of the dimwitted is not entirely absent. For instance, in the 2nd decade of the 21st century, nitwit American
pedestrians increasingly became roadkill: too attuned to their
handheld electronic devices to pay attention to where they are.
Internal fog also takes its toll: 34% of pedestrian deaths owes to
drunkenness and other psycho-pollutants.
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Boundless abstraction in a free-ranging mind is not a
blessing of intelligence. It is instead a subterfuge that bestows a trickery of acumen and an ignorance of reality.

Because they're stupid, that's why. That's why everybody
does everything. ~ Homer Simpson

Domestication typically leads to less-cunning creatures.
While far more sociable, dogs are no match to their wild cousins when it comes to wiles. So too with humans, who are often
naturally lazy-minded.
Humans are cognitive misers. When we approach a problem,
our natural default is to tap the least tiring cognitive process.
~ Canadian psychologist Keith Stanovich
A slow species decline picked up pace in post-industrial
times. It can be witnessed on any day, watching people waddle on the sidewalk or through shopping malls; a much different sight than even 30 years previous. The news media,
and even science magazines, are filled with vacuous fluff.
Many of the Collective in middle age – the restless energy of
youth spent – have acquired a cow-eyed look on their faces.
Meaningful sociality in young Americans is on the wane.
College students in 2010 were much less empathic than they
were in 1980, with an especially steep drop since the 21st
century began. Self-reported narcissism has also reached
new heights.
Even when a trait is hardwired, social context can exert a profound effect, changing even our most basic emotional responses. ~ American psychologist Jamil Zaki
Generally, people today are considerably dimmer than
their ancestors. This not merely a cognitive loss from less demanding circumstances, though there is that.
Americans have abandoned reading in droves. ~ Jamil Zaki
Over 450,000 Facebook users have joined a "I hate reading" group: fewer than 45,000 joined the "I love reading"
group.
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Reading long-form texts like books and magazine articles is
really important for understanding complex ideas and for developing critical thinking skills. ~ American psychologist Jean
Twenge

While the current crop of American adults are not the
avid readers of earlier generations, those growing up in the
21st-century are assuring themselves functional illiteracy
and the lowered brain wattage that goes with it. In the 1970s,
~60% of high school seniors read a book, magazine, or newspaper every day. In 2016, only 16% did.
Instead of reading, American adolescents are glued to
their social media devices. The decline in reading began in
the early 1980s (the MTV generation) and accelerated swiftly
in the mid-2000s, as 'smartphones' became widely available.
There is no such thing as an underestimate of average intelligence. ~ American historian Henry Adams
Dumbing down has spelled a further infantilization in
American society.
Visiting America in 1946, French anthropologist Claude LéviStrauss commented on the endearingly infantile traits of American culture. He especially noted adults' childish adulation of
baseball, their passionate approach to toy-like cars and the
amount of time they invested in hobbies. This "infantilist ethos"
has become less charming – and more pervasive.
Like individuals, a society can also suffer from arrested development. American cultural practices today routinely infantilize
large swaths of the population. We see it in our everyday
speech, when we refer to grown women as "girls"; in how we
treat senior citizens, when we place them in adult care centers
where they're forced to surrender their autonomy and privacy;
and in the way school personnel and parents treat teenagers,
refusing to acknowledge their intelligence and need for autonomy, restricting their freedom, and limiting their ability to enter
the workforce.
French sociologist Jacqueline Barus-Michel observes that
Americans now communicate in "flashes," rather than via
thoughtful discourse. There are similar trends in popular culture: in the shorter sentences in contemporary novels, in the
lack of sophistication in political rhetoric, and in sensationalist
news coverage.
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Social institutions and technological devices seem to erode
hallmarks of maturity: patience, empathy, solidarity, humility,
and commitment to a project greater than oneself. All are qualities that have traditionally been considered essential for both
healthy adulthood and for the proper functioning of democracy.
~ American sociologist Simon Gottschalk


The mind-body is a singular mint. The failure of much of
the population to keep themselves in good physical shape,
and to likewise exercise their minds, has spelled an inexorable decline in mental acuity as well as physical health.*
Over half of America's adult population have at least 1
chronic health problem from their lifestyle. Most of those are
plagued with multiple self-inflicted disabilities.
Insufficient physical activity is a leading risk factor for noncommunicable diseases and has a negative effect on mental
health and quality of life. ~ World Health Organization
A worldwide survey report in 2018 found that 1/4th of the
global population don't bother to exercise enough to stay
healthy, virtually assuring accelerated decrepitude. The
highest percentage of sloths were in the wealthy Western nations and Arab countries. Women were generally worse than
men in their physical inactivity (32% versus 23%).
In the United States autism doubled in the 1st decade of
the 21st century. It was much more than a change in reporting.
The lower a person's measured intelligence, the greater that
individual’s risk of living a shorter time, developing both mental
and physical ailments later in life and dying from cardiovascular
disease, suicide or an accident. More surprising still is that low
intelligence is a stronger predictor than several better-known
risk factors for illness and death, such as obesity and high blood
pressure.† ~ English psychologists Ian Dreary & Alexander
Weiss, & English epidemiologist David Batty
* Research repeatedly shows that the best mental exercise is physical exercise, especially walking in natural surroundings.
† In 1904, English psychologist Charles Spearman discovered that
a pattern emerges in testing for a wide range of mental abilities:
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This is not to say that those in reasonable physical health
put themselves beyond the reach of addiction, or other habits
and indulgences which make for mental malady. The US is
illustrative.
The toll of mental disorders in the US has grown in the past
two decades, even as other serious conditions have become
more manageable. ~ American psychiatrist Edmund Higgins in
2017
Poor parenting and a stressful social environment have
taken a severe toll on the young.
The American mental health crisis seems to be a generational
issue. Large increases in mental health issues appear almost exclusively among teens and young adults, with less change
among Americans ages 26 and over. Depression, distress, and
suicidal thoughts are much higher among those born in the midto late-1990s. ~ Jean Twenge in 2019
Similarly, 21st-century Britain has had a surge in mental
illness among youth.
There has been such a huge rise in young people reporting
long-term mental health problems. ~ English mental health social worker Tom Madders in 2018
Children and teenagers struggle to understand how they fit
into the world. They have to contend with things like intense
pressure at school, bullying, problems at home, all while navigating a complex 24/7 world with constant stimulation from social media. ~ English politician Imran Hussain in 2018
In 2017, American suicide rates were at a 30-year high.
Substance abuse, particularly opiates, is at an epidemic level.
Disability awards for mental illness have dramatically increased since 1980. From the mid-2010s American life expectancy gradually declined.
The fruits of civilization have been to bequeath the next
generation with a more inhospitable world, untenable pollution, and impending food and water shortages that would tax
subjects who do well on one type of cognitive task tend to do well
in others. Spearman called this general intelligence. Countless
studies have confirmed that generalized intelligence is a fact of
human existence.
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beings far savvier than those found in the Collective. In
short, humanity faces crises of unparalleled proportions, and,
by dint of dumbing down, which people could not be more illprepared for it.
We admit that we are like apes, but we seldom realise that
we are apes. ~ Richard Dawkins

 Science 
Scientists have a bad habit of abandoning theories, systems,
or programs prematurely, playing science as if it were a winnertake-all game. By abandoning theories and choosing a single favorite, for often unfounded reasons or reasons that may be as
much sociological as scientific, we implicitly subscribe to a monistic view of science – in which there is always one, and only
one, right answer. Not only is this probably incorrect, it is terribly limiting. Even if ultimately there is 1 correct answer, we are
nowhere near ultimately in any of our sciences.
As obviously sensible as pluralism sounds, this project is
nonetheless a very difficult one. That's because most scientists
don't realize how monistic they and their fields are. ~ American biologist Stuart Firestein

In researching Spokes, the author repeatedly came upon
salient fignorance, even denial of basic well-established facts,
by scientists reporting in major journals. One common motivation is pride: articles frequently claim to be first to discover
something already known within the field.
Beyond vanity, many researchers simply do not know
their own field very well. Further, the emphasis on specialization in pursuit of higher educational degrees practically
precludes a broad-based grounding in subject matter, which
is often essential to placing findings in proper context.
Fundamental assumptions are rarely brought into question, even as evidence presented does so. Unsubstantiated
hypotheses are instead premised as axiomatic.
The built-in biases prevalent in science are partly a product of institutionalization. Heretics are unwelcome.
Budding cosmologists that do not hold with cosmic inflation will be denied their advanced degree by professors who
do. Skeptical psychologists are not welcomed in departments
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where the mind as a figment of neural jiggery is taken for
granted: the study of cognition now ubiquitously called neuroscience – the most laughable fiction science has conceived.
This intellectual herding dynamic severely limits the discourse between contrary views, and so hinders scientific progress at its foundation: conceptualization. Long gone are the
debates common in scientific societies during the Age of Enlightenment: not because the fundamentals have been
rightly decided, but because the environment for them is no
longer conducive.
As scientists are now unswervingly matterists and naïve
empiricists, they are lost among the trees of facts, unable to
understand the forest of Nature, which hides its roots beyond
view.
Learning religion is part of human nature. Learning science is
a battle against human nature. ~ English evolutionary biologist
Dominic Johnson
Belief systems in science run as strong as they do in religious circles. As it is, science is a religion with a heavier fact
base. Inconvenient facts that do not fit the prevailing picture
are shunted aside, even shouted down if the occasion arises.
A new scientific truth does not triumph by convincing its opponents and making them see the light, but rather because its
opponents eventually die, and a new generation grows up that
is familiar with it. ~ German physicist Max Planck
Revisions in the religions of modern science are always
incremental: an accumulation of contrary findings on the
edges that eventuate to an utterly different premise. This
happened in the 1st decade of the 21st century with epigenetics, and is happening at the end of the 2nd decade, with epigenetic inheritance in evolutionary biology as the physical
correlate to adaptation, even as the dogmatic Darwinist fictions prevail, and as the fundamental question of how adaptation can even happen is ignored, as there is no possible
matterist answer.
At a more basic level, disorganization plays a part in dispersing scientific illiteracy, especially in schools. There is no
concerted effort to produce quality textbooks that encapsulate current knowledge. The content of textbooks is either
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chosen by the writer that finds favor by acceptance of a school
board, or viewpoints outright dictated by a committee. The
result is much the same, in that controversies, when presented at all, are slanted.
The mythology of science asserts that with many different scientists all asking their own questions and evaluating the answers
independently, whatever personal bias creeps into their individual answers is canceled out when the large picture is put together. This might conceivably be so if scientists were women
and men from all sorts of different cultural and social backgrounds who came to science with very different ideologies and
interests. But since, in fact, they have been predominantly university-trained white males from privileged social backgrounds,
the bias has been narrow, and the product often reveals more
about the investigator than about the subject being researched.
~ Ruth Hubbard


Public Knowledge



Intuition can be overridden but not overwritten. ~ American
psychologist Andrew Shtulman

Young children often conflate life with movement: seeing
the Sun and wind as alive, but trees and mushrooms as not.
Youngsters also see purpose everywhere: birds are "for" flying, rocks are for animals to scratch themselves on, and rain
falls so flowers can drink. In physics, children conclude that
heat flows from place to place, that the Sun moves across the
sky, that the Moon rises and sets, that heavier objects fall
faster than lighter ones, and so on.
Children cling to their naïve theories, and when they encounter new, incongruous concepts, they cling tighter. Folk
theories do get knocked back with education, but they never
go away. Scientific thinking is hard-won and easily lost, even
among scientists.
Naïve theories persist for decades beyond the acquisition of
a mutually exclusive scientific theory. The scientific literacy
needed to engage with topics of global importance may be constrained by patterns of reasoning that emerge in childhood but
persist long thereafter. ~ American psychologists Andrew
Shtulman & Kelsey Harrington
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The generation that grew up with the Internet know their
way around the Web, but they don't know to be sensibly skeptical of what they see. Sites with high production values and
links to reputable news organizations sway the impressionable young into believing what they should not.
Many people assume that because young people are fluent in
social media, they are equally perceptive about what they find
there. The opposite is true. ~ American educator Sam Wineburg in 2016

To characterize the public's grasp of science as sketchy
would be generous. Many Americans think that scientific and
engineering work is "dangerous," though science is considered more hazardous.
84% of Britons think that science is important, and we
should take an interest in it. Yet 66% of Brits say science is
a dying industry. 30% think "we depend too much on science
and not enough on faith." Over 90% of Brits who do not believe in God, but do believe in science, nevertheless believe in
supernatural forces.
Generally, over half of the public says science and technology are too specialized for most people to understand. 30%
confess they are not clever enough to understand science and
technology.

 Forces 
Here's a simple test of the most basic physics concept: can
energetic forces be transferred? Think carefully and answer
before reading further.
Forces can't be transferred. Why? Because forces aren't real.
~ American physicist Rhett Allain
The classical-physics term force refers to an energetic effect on an object. Energy does not exist: it's just a word for
the idea that immaterial "forces" act upon material objects.
If you got the answer wrong, it probably came from thinking of a force as a property of an object instead of an interaction (between objects). Confusion of concepts is the source of
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all suffering in the world. Physicists nowadays prudently
prefer interaction over force because it is more precise as to
what is going on (observable interactions), as contrasted with
implicating the result (something being forced).

The ubiquitous stupidity of the Collective is failing to appreciate concepts in their elemental form: instead, proceeding with presumption. 'Scientific' belief in matterism is an
exemplary failure. Once you know that matter is made of energy (as atrociously demonstrated by atomic bombs) and understand that energy in and of itself does not exist, then
energyism is de facto proven.* Once you comprehend energyism conceptually (in light of well-established facts), you
can see why empiricism is a ruse.
Only half of Americans see social sciences – sociology and
economics – as scientific. More view computer programming,
farming, and firefighting as scientific.
Only half of the British know that electrons are smaller
than atoms. Almost half of Americans believe that astrology
– horoscopes supposedly based upon celestial mechanics –
has a scientific basis. The same goes for the quack cure called
homeopathy (which can work, but only through the power of
belief).
26% of Americans think that the Sun revolves around the
Earth. Heliocentrism – that the Earth revolves around the
Sun – was introduced by Aristarchus of Samos in the 3rd century BCE. Declaring such was heresy for Catholics in the 16th
century, but the fact eventually caught on as irrefutable, at
least for those who cared to know.

* Matterism is the belief that the perception of physical actuality is
reality. Matterism scientifically fails for not being able to explain
the generation of most phenomena. Energyism is the comprehension that physical forces alone cannot explain all phenomena, and
that actuality is a figment of the mind. In accounting for all facets
of existence, only energyism can fully explain Nature.
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It is bad news to science museums when 4 in 10 Americans
believe humans lived with dinosaurs, and fewer than 2 in 10
understand the terms "molecule" and "DNA." ~ American author Larry Witham

41% of Americans believe that aliens visited Earth in the
ancient past. 57% believe that Atlantis and other technologically advanced ancient civilizations existed. Such myths are
learned from movies and TV shows which watchers take as
being based in fact.
Archeological finds may be twisted to racist ends. In the
early 19th century, pre-Columbian burial mounds were
found by archeologists who ascribed them to a lost "moundbuilder race" which had been wiped out by the ancestors of
native Americans. President Andrew Jackson used this fable
to justify displacing the indigenes from their lands. In a similar vein, white nationalists now cite a short-lived medieval
Viking settlement in eastern Canada to claim that white Europeans were the first Americans, and so should rule.
Over 40% of British and Americans are creationists: quite
sure that "God created the Earth and all life on it." Far fewer
feel certain that evolution is a natural dynamic.
40% of Americans believe that "humans and other living
things have existed in their present form since the beginning
of time," which was (they reckon) ~10,000 years ago. This account is especially popular with white evangelical
Protestants (64%); 50% of black Protestants concur.
46% of American Republicans grant no credence to the
concept of evolution. But then, conservatives and reactionaries are a doltish lot. Only 27% of Republicans who claim
"high" scientific knowledge believe that climate change is
causing either rising sea levels or harm to habitats and wildlife.
If the facts don't fit the theory, change the facts. ~ Albert Einstein

Online users are more likely to pay for those digital products
which provide entertainment (music) and solutions (software),
but less likely to pay for knowledge (such as an online newspaper). ~ Spanish journalism academic Manuel Goyanes
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 Synopsis 
Much of our socialization is intended to turn us into conforming members of society. ~ James Henslin

➢ Human sociality is an evolutionary adaptation. Inborn inclinations often become cultural mores which have nothing to do with efficient organization or the survival
viability of generations to come.
Cynicism and tribalism are among the gravest human temptations. They are all the more dangerous when they pose as
wisdom and righteousness. ~ American historian Molly
Worthen

➢ Fairness is an innate trait which develops in early childhood. Sense of fairness guides morality and appraisal of
others. Alas, a decent sense of morality is often warped
through socialization.
As an intensely social species, other people are the most
important part of our environment. ~ Alison Gopnik

➢ The mental constructs by which people define themselves
and their outlook on the world are not just their own doing. Beliefs, worldviews, and identities are products of socialization.
Through our interaction with others we construct reality.
~ James Henslin


Man is the cruelest animal. ~ Friedrich Nietzsche

➢ Like many other mammals, males are more prone to overt
aggression and physical violence. Aggression inclinations
by sex are furthered during childhood socialization, as encapsulated in the timeworn phrase "boys will be boys."
Civilized life depends upon the success of reason in social
intercourse, the prevalence of logic over violence in interpersonal conflict. ~ sociologist Juliana Geran Pilon
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Cooperation & Competition
➢ Humans are territorial: a trait that has made cooperation
difficult. Territoriality influences social status and stratification, and vice versa.
Because individuals are compelled to cooperate with others
for both survival and the satisfaction of the vast majority of
human needs and desires, they are bound together in "antagonistic cooperation." ~ Frank Elwell

➢ Cooperation takes advantage of shared intelligence, and
so may improve both decision-making and the quality of
decisions. Competition offers no such succor for enhanced
cognitive power. Instead, competition fosters cunning: to
take at someone else's expense. Hence, competition degrades moral integrity, as abundantly evidenced in the
world today.

Communication
That seemingly "mindless" communication occurs frequently comes as no surprise to even the casual observer of
human interaction. ~ Judee Burgoon et al

➢ Communication is the sine qua non of sociality. Communication transpires in a rich mixture of vocalizations and
bodily indications. Humans are naturally attuned this
gumbo of articulation.
Wise men talk because they have something to say; fools,
because they have to say something. ~ Plato

➢ Humans commonly practice deception. Oddly, considering how frequent deception is, people are not very good at
detecting it; hence, trust lingers where it should not.
Whoever is careless with the truth in small matters cannot
be trusted with important matters. ~ Albert Einstein
We are never deceived; we deceive ourselves. ~ Johann
Wolfgang von Goethe
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Gender
Gender is an impersonation. Becoming gendered involves
impersonating an ideal that nobody actually inhabits.
~ American philosopher Judith Butler

➢ A long-running debate in social psychology has been
whether Nature or nurture is determinant in defining
gender roles, particularly the patriarchy that predominates most societies. The answer is both. Slight innate
differences are amplified during upbringing, creating
gender roles calcified by culture.
➢ Female preference for high-status mates and male attempts to appropriate economic and political resources
are constants of the human experience. Patriarchy is
partly as an outcome of human mating strategies.
➢ Patriarchy is the wellspring for female submission and
tolerance of sexual violence, which continues to be ubiquitous.
People with more sexually conservative values, although
they claim to act accordingly, are more sexually deviant in
practice than their more sexually liberal peers. ~ American
psychologist Kodi Arfer & American sociologist Jason Jones

Society
Neither the life of an individual nor the history of a society
can be understood without understanding both. ~ American
sociologist Charles Wright Mills

➢ The core of a culture comprises folkways and a common
worldview. Shared ideology is a central element in intergroup behaviors and discrimination.
All societies are based upon imagined hierarchies, but not
necessarily on the same hierarchies. In most cases, the hierarchy originated as a result of accidental historical circumstances and was then perpetuated and refined over many
generations as different groups developed vested interests in
it. ~ Yuval Noah Harari
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➢ Most human societies contain 3 interlocking hierarchical
systems: gender, age, and group status.
Where ethnicity is not a defining feature of social hierarchy, status is typically based on economics, which is
in large part a product of tribe membership.
The deepest problems of modern life derive from the claim
of the individual to preserve the autonomy and individuality
of his existence in the face of overwhelming social forces.
~ Georg Simmel

➢ Societal stratification emanates from the economics of
private property. When a society can sustain an economic
surplus, role specialization evolves from coalition formation among men. From this arises a tribal hierarchy.
In multi-ethnic societies, stratification is primarily defined by a dominant tribe lording over subordinate tribes
that struggle against unequal resource allocation.
➢ Once established, tribal dominance systems tend to be
stable, even as the strength of the hierarchy may shift
from one historical period to the next because of crosscultural intercourse and technological change. The stability derives from institutional discrimination.
Institutional discrimination remains a very significant feature of modern "democratic" states. Most often, institutional
discrimination within states with democratic pretensions is
covert rather than overt. ~ Jim Sidanius & Felicia Pratto

➢ Culture and economic status almost always intertwine,
with value for education a salient factor, as knowledge is
power. In Western societies, this goes a long way in explaining the abiding relative success of the perpetual outgroup: Jews.
➢ The competitive demands of modern capitalism require
people to define themselves as marketable commodities.
This unnatural state of life – dominated by forces of human invention – has been a successful formula for alienation on a vast scale and serves to engender cynicism.
Society is the walls of our imprisonment in history. ~ Peter
Berger
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The Collective
Every man takes the limits of his own field of vision for the
limits of the world. ~ Arthur Schopenhauer

➢ The bulk of humanity – the Collective – are characterized
by their beliefs: cherished but empty concepts which are
reflections of emotional conclusions ballasted by unwarranted assumptions.
➢ Emotions propel the Collective through their lives. The
Collective strive for positive stimulation, and struggle to
ward off nagging negativity generated by nattermind.
➢ Fewer than 20% of the Collective navigate their way
through childhood to middle age without having at least
one episode of debilitating mental illness. This emanates
from embracing emotions as value constructs and letting
nattermind run their lives.
➢ The state of the world reflects the ignorance of the Collective.
I have found little that is "good" about human beings on the
whole. In my experience most of them are trash. ~ Sigmund
Freud


Our species' sociality has always been its greatest
advantage, but it may also be its undoing. Because we see the
world through a lens of friends and enemies, heroes and
villains, alliances and betrayals, virtue and vice, credit and
blame, we are riveted by the dramas that matter least and
apathetic to the dangers that matter most. ~ Daniel Gilbert

 Conclusion 
Humankind cannot bear very much reality. ~ T.S. Eliot

The mind is an ethereal organ, functionally bifurcated
into a problem-solving utility (willmind) and a domineering
deceiver (nattermind).
Nattermind endeavors to bind consciousness to the mindbody using the ropes of emotions and convince you that you
are nothing more than a biological beast, with no more destiny than being bound to a body subject to decay and death.
Nattermind is then delighted to compensate for this dismal
prospect with countervailing delusions of hope.
The mind is a cheat. The more pious it seems, the worse the
betrayal. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
To their abiding ignorance and sustained suffering, the
Collective endlessly indulge nattermind. Nattermind nonsense propagates through populations, spawning belief systems which ossify into ideologies and religions. People
naïvely believe what others believe. Thus, the foundation of
civilization is foolery.
What fools these mortals be! ~ William Shakespeare
Spokes of the Wheel continues with Book 6: The Fruits of
Civilization.

 Glossary 
#
3-age system: an archeological sequential periodization of human prehistory and early history, comprising the Stone Age,
Bronze Age, and Iron Age.
9/11: the aerial suicide bombing via hijacked commercial airliners by Saudi Arabians on 11 September 2001 of select US
targets, including the twin World Trade Center towers in
New York City (demolished), the Pentagon (damaged), and
the White House (unscathed).
 (3.14159…): the ratio of a circle's circumference to its diameter.

A
abacus (plural: abaci or abacuses) (aka counting frame): a mechanical calculating tool invented ~2700 BCE by the Sumerians. An abacus user is an abacist.
ablation: surgical destruction of brain tissue.
abstraction: a thought stream involving symbolic representations. Compare concept, idea.
achieved status: a social status attained by effort. Contrast ascribed status.
actor-observer bias: the tendency of people to overemphasize the
influence of situation in attributing their own behaviors
while underemphasizing personality. Contrast fundamental
attribution error.
actuality: the world experienced sensorially. Contrast reality.
actuarial science: the study of risk assessment.
Aesop's Fables: a collection of fables credited to Aesop.
aesthetics (aka esthetics): the branch of philosophy concerned
with beauty.
affect (psychology): an emotion.
affect heuristic: decision-making via affect.
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affiliation need (aka need for affiliation): the felt personal need
for belonging within a social group; based upon work by
Henry Murray (1938) and popularized by David McClelland.
Age of Enlightenment (aka Age of Reason): a cultural and intellectual movement in Western Europe during the last half of
the 17th century through the 18th century that emphasized
reason and individualism. The Scientific Revolution was engendered concomitant with Enlightenment. The reaction to
the Age of Reason and industrialization was Romanticism.
aggression: behavior that results in violence.
aizuchi (相槌): the Japanese term for frequent acknowledgement interjections during conversation, indicating that a listener is paying attention and/or understanding the speaker.
ajñāna: the Hindu term for living in pignorance. Contrast
jnāna. See ātma jnāna.
aka: "also known as."
algebra: the branch of mathematics that deals with numeric relations.
algebraic number: a number that is a root of a non-zero polynomial with rational coefficients. All integers, all roots of integers, and all rational numbers are algebraic. Real and
complex numbers which are not algebraic are termed transcendental.
algorithm: a step-by-step procedure, often employed for mathematical problems. Compare heuristic.
alienation: a state of mind in which a person's life is dominated
by forces of human invention.
Allāh: the Islamic God.
alphabet: a system of atomic symbols for vowels and consonants,
commonly conjoined to represent the sounds of oral communication. Compare syllabary.
altercasting: a feedforward request that another person consider
your message from a certain perspective.
altricial: species that are relatively immature and immobile at
birth or hatching, and so require parental care. Many mammal species are altricial. Contrast precocial.
altruism: unselfish behavior. Contrast egoism. Compare narcissism.
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Alzheimer's disease: an incurable degenerative disease leading
to dementia. Symptoms advance to confusion, irritability,
mood swings, trouble with language, and memory loss.
Amish: a Christian sect of strict morality and modesty.
amphiboly: ambiguity arising from uncertainty in grammatical
construction.
amygdala (pronounced: uh-MIG-duh-luh): a part of the vertebrate brain associated with memory and emotional reactions.
analytic geometry (aka coordinate geometry, Cartesian geometry): geometry using a coordinate system.
analytical psychology (aka Jungian psychology): the Jungian
school of psychology, emphasizing the personal quest for
wholeness.
analyze: to ascertain and separate an entity (material or abstract) into constituent parts or elements; to determine essential features. Contrast synthesize.
anchoring (psychology) (aka focalism): the cognitive bias of relying too heavily upon initial information to make a judgment or decision. See framing effect.
androgyny: being both feminine and masculine.
anger: overwhelming distress born of frustration.
anguish: excruciating distress over the past.
animal spirits: the life force vitality that differentiates living beings from inorganic matter.
animism: the doctrine that that there is no separation between
the physical and spiritual world, and that a vital energetic
force is inherent in all of Nature. Compare vitalism.
anomie: emotional discomfort from not feeling part of a group.
anthropic principle: the philosophic musing that the phenomenal universe must be compatible with the conscious life
which observes it. The term anthropic principle was coined
by Brandon Carter in 1973.
anthropoid: a monkey or ape. Compare hominid.
anthropology: the study of human cultures and societies.
anticipate: to make some preparation for an expectation.
antipode: opposite or contrary.
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antipositivism: the idea that people can only be understood via
empathic identification and insight from observation. Contrast positivism.
antisocial: someone who socially interacts with hostility.
anxiety: fearful distress.
apartheid (Afrikaans: apartness) (1950–1991): the policy of racial segregation between the ruling white minority and the
nonwhite majority by the South African government.
apophenia: the tendency to perceive connections between unrelated phenomena; coined by Klaus Conrad in 1958.
apperception: the mental process of understanding something
perceived in light of previous experience.
apprehend: to understand within a certain perspective.
archeology (archaeology): the study of past human activity, especially prehistoric times, primarily through artifacts.
archetype: a prototypic conceptual model.
archetypal psychology: an energyist post-Jungian school of psychology emphasizing positive self-definition, envisioned by
James Hillman in the early 1970s, influenced by Jungian archetypes.
Each life is formed by its unique image, an image that is the
essence of that life and calls it to a destiny. ~ James Hillman
arithmetic: numeric computation; the most elementary branch
of mathematics. See algebra.
arthropod: an invertebrate with an exoskeleton, a segmented
body, and jointed appendages. Arachnids, crustaceans, and
insects are arthropods. There are an estimated 6 million arthropod species.
artificial concept: an abstraction distinct from direct experience
(albeit often derived from experience). Contrast natural concept.
ascribed status: a social status determined at birth. Contrast
achieved status.
asleep (aka sleep): the state of consciousness where the body is
in repose. Compare dreaming. Contrast awake.
asocial: not social; someone not much interested in socializing.
Compare antisocial.
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assumption (aka axiom, postulate) (logic): a statement assumed
to be true.
astrology: the study of celestial objects, particularly their movements and relative positions, as a means to divine the future
of human and natural events.
ātma jnāna (Hinduism): realization of the true nature of reality,
particularly that ātman is identical to brahman.
ātman (Hinduism and Jainism): the true self of an individual,
beyond identification with the phenomenal; the essence of an
individual. Compare jīva.
atom: the smallest particle of a chemical element, comprising at
the simplest a proton and an electron (hydrogen).
atomism: the philosophy that Nature consists of 2 fundamental
aspects: atom and void. Atomism developed in both ancient
Indian and Greek traditions.
attachment (psychology): desirous affinity. Contrast repulsion.
attention: focused awareness upon a certain object, event, or process, whether perceived or imagined.
attitude: a categorical mental representation for an object,
event, or situation; a generalized emotive or cognitive approach to the world. Compare temperament.
attractiveness stereotype: the biased attribution of physical attractiveness to other positive traits, such as social skills and
intelligence.
attribution bias (aka attribution error): a systematic bias of
value judgments toward people or groups. See ultimate attribution error.
attribution theory: the principle that people make inferences
about the personalities of others (termed dispositional attributions) based upon group identification (in-group versus outgroup).
audition: sound perception.
autism: an intelligence system developmental disorder characterized by impaired communication and social interaction,
and restricted and repetitive behavior.
autokinetic effect (aka autokinesis): a visual illusion of seeing
movement in a small, stationary point of light.
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autopoiesis: a dynamic of self-sustaining activity; a system capable of maintaining and reproducing itself. A biological cell
sustaining itself is an example of autopoiesis. Compare homeostasis.
availability heuristic: the mental shortcut of assigning likelihood based on the ease with which a scenario comes to mind.
Compare imaginability heuristic.
awake: the state of consciousness where the body is interactively
receptive to stimuli and the mind is ecologically aware. Contrast asleep.
awareness: the quality of being conscious in the present. See
consciousness.
Axial Age (8th–3rd century BCE): the idea from Karl Jaspers that
there was a pivotal age in world history regarding philosophy
and religion.
The spiritual foundations were laid simultaneously and independently in China, India, Persia, Palestine, and Greece. ~
Karl Jaspers
axiom: an assumed self-evident truth requiring no proof. Compare postulate.
Ayurveda: a system of Hindu traditional health care.

B
Babylonia: an ancient civilization in central-southern Mesopotamia, centered in the lower Euphrates valley; beginning as
a small provincial town in the 24th century BCE, greatly expanding during the reign of Hammurabi in the 1st half of the
18th century BCE, declining and reverting to a small kingdom
for several centuries thereafter. In 539 BCE, the legendary
Persian king Cyrus the Great conquered Babylon.
bacteria: a prolific domain of single-celled prokaryotes.
Baldwin effect: the effect of learning on evolution, discovered by
Douglas Spalding in 1873; rediscovered and proposed by
James Mark Baldwin in 1896; called the Baldwin effect by
George Simpson in 1953.
base (mathematics) (aka radix): a number that is the base of a
number system. The binary system is base-2. The decimal
system is base-10.
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Bayes' theorem: a simple mathematical formula for calculating
inverse probability: the probability distribution of an unobserved variable. Named after Thomas Bayes, who never published his musings on the subject. Bayes notes were edited
and published posthumously.
BCE (acronym for Before the Common Era): a semi-secular alternative designation for the calendar scheme introduced by Dionysius Exiguus, who respectively used BC (before Christ)
and AD (anno Domini) to indicate times before and after the
life of Jesus of Nazareth. Year zero is unused in both systems.
Dates before 1 CE (common era) are indicated as BCE. CE
dates are typically not denoted.
beauty: qualities which excite pleasure.
behavior: an attributable state of action or inaction by a living
entity.
behaviorism: a matterist school of psychology that denied the
mind as a source of behavior.
Being-values (aka B-values): according to Abraham Maslow, the
affirmative value system of self-actualizing individuals as
contrasted to the deficiency-felt values of lesser beings.
Maslow listed the following B-values: wholeness, perfection,
completion, justice, aliveness, richness, simplicity, beauty,
goodness, uniqueness, effortlessness, playfulness, truth, and
self-sufficiency.
belief: a habit of the mind to axiomatically treat ideas as true;
confidence in abstractions as real.
beta movement (aka apparent motion): the optical illusion of perceiving a moving object via display of rapidly changing light
patterns. Compare phi phenomenon.
bias: a subconsciously imposed preference.
Bible, The: a collection of ancient texts held sacred in Judaism
and Christianity. The 4-century-old King James version remains canonical. In response to problems pointed out by the
Puritans, newly crowned King James commissioned a new
version in 1604. What the king cared about was clarity, simplicity, and doctrinal orthodoxy. 47 biblical scholars, all of the
Church of England, finished their work in 1611. What they
had also cared about was quality of prose. Time and again,
the language slips into iambic pentameter: the metrical line
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of traditional English poetry and verse; hence, the abiding
popularity of the King James Bible.
bioelement: a planetary ecological element. The bioelements include the atmosphere, lithosphere, hydrosphere, and biota.
biopsychology: see psychobiology.
biota: the organisms in an environment.
black (sociology): a dark-skinned person; in the US, typically a
person of African descent (owing to the country's slavery tradition). Contrast white.
Black Death: a devastating plague in Europe in the mid-14th
century caused by the airborne bacterium Yersinia pestis.
bliss: the feeling of joyful contentment. Compare happiness.
Bonaro: an indigenous tribe in Papua New Guinea.
bonobo (Pan paniscus): a peaceable ape, closely related to the
chimpanzee and hominids. Bonobos have a matriarchal society. Bonobos are notably fond of sexual behaviors.
Brahma: the Hindu god form of brahman.
brahman: an infinite, eternal, transcendent force that constitutes absolute reality according to Hindu belief. See Brahma.
bride-price (aka bride-token): payment for taking a woman as a
mate.
Bronze Age (roughly 3300–1300 BCE): the 2nd principal period
of the three-age system, noted for the metallurgical production of bronze. See Stone Age, Iron Age.
Brown v. Board of Education (1954): a US Supreme Court ruling
declaring racially segregated public schools "inherently unequal," and so unconstitutional.
brown-nose: to curry favor or behave obsequiously. A brownnoser is a toady or sycophant.
Buddhism: an offshoot religion of Hinduism, founded upon the
teachings of Buddha.
Buffon's needle: a geometric probability problem, posed by
Comte de Buffon, that pondered the probability of a short
needle, dropped on a floor with parallel strips, landing so that
needle goes across 2 strips. Buffon's needle was the first problem solved using integral geometry.
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bureaucracy: a conceptual model of departmentalized responsibilities and functions within an organization; coined by
Jacques Claude de Gournay in the mid-18th century as a pejorative. Within a century, bureaucracy was being used in a
neutral sense.
burying beetle (aka sexton beetle): a beetle in the Nicrophorus
genus which buries a small vertebrate as a larder for its larvae.
BYA: billions of years ago.
bystander effect (aka bystander apathy): a situation where observers offer no assistance to someone sorely needing it. The
probability of help is inversely related to the number of bystanders.

C
calculus: the mathematical study of change.
capitalism: an economic system based upon private ownership
of resources and their exploitation for exclusive profit.
cardinal number: a number indicating quantity. Compare ordinal number.
carpe diem: enjoying the pleasures of the moment without concern for the future.
Cartesian coordinate system: a planar coordinate system with 2
axes: one vertical, the other horizontal.
Cartesian dualism: the dualism espoused by René Descartes, of
there being 2 foundations to reality: matter/physical and
mental/spiritual. See dualism.
cascade (sociology): a mistruth gaining cultural favor.
caste: a social stratification system based upon ascribed status.
categorize (aka classify): to arrange or organize via criteria.
category: a group of related concepts.
catharsis: a purging of emotions, typically through certain artistic expressions, such as dramatic music or tragic drama.
Catholic Church (aka Roman Catholic Church): the orthodox
centralized Christian organization that coalesced in the 4th
century, dispatching rival factions in the process.
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causal reasoning: the mental ability to infer an unperceived
mechanism for a phenomenon.
causal theory: a surmise about the thought process behind a behavior.
causality (aka (noun) cause and effect, (adjective) cause-and-effect): the idea that one phenomenon provokes a succeeding
phenomenon. Contrast correlation.
cause (verb) (physics): to effect; to bring about.
cause and effect: see causality.
(acronym for Common Era): denoted years after the birth of
Jesus of Nazareth. See BCE.
central limit theorem: the statistical assumption that many independent events will be normally distributed.
central tendency (aka average): the typical value for a probability distribution.
CE

cerebellum: a region of the vertebrate brain instrumental in balance and motor control.
certainty effect: the psychological effect from reducing an event
from certain to probable; an aspect of prospect theory. People
typically feel a sense of loss when a prospect goes from certain to merely likely.
chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes): a medium-sized ape, closely related to bonobos and humans.
China: a country in East Asia with the oldest civilization and
the most people: over 1.4 billion in 2019.
chord (music): a harmony, typically of 3 or more tones.
Christianity: a religion based upon hero worship of Jesus of Nazareth as the supposed Son of God.
civilization: a culture which characterizes a society.
clade: a group of biological taxa that includes all descendants of
a common ancestor.
class (sociology): a level in the hierarchy of social standing
within a society.
classical conditioning: learning that pairs a stimulus with a conditioned response. Compare operant conditioning.
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clitoris: a female sexual organ in mammals, ostriches, and some
other animals. In humans, the clitoris is the button-like portion atop the labia minora (inner vaginal lips), above the urethra. The human clitoris is a female's most sensitive
erogenous zone, and therefore the primary physical source of
female sexual pleasure.
cocktail party effect: being able to focus auditory attention on a
specific stimulus while filtering out others.
coefficient (mathematics): a quantity before another quantity
that serves as a multiplier.
coercive organization: an organization people are forced to join.
Compare normative organization, utilitarian organization.
cognition: the process of understanding, involving both awareness and judgment. Compare conation, mentation.
cognitive dissonance: mental discomfort from simultaneously
holding contradictory ideas, values, or beliefs.
cognitive load: the instant level of mentation.
cognitive map: a topographical mental map.
cognitive psychology: a school of psychology developed in the
mid-20th century, focused on mentation that affects behavior. Incorporating elements from earlier schools, cognitive
psychology is the current mainstream view of the mind. Cognitive psychologists view the mind as analogous to a sophisticated computer operating system: a hoary mechanistic
viewpoint. As cognitive psychology and cognitive science are
aligned, cognitive psychology embraces the matterist faith
that the brain generates the mind. Cognitive psychology begat cognitive therapy.
cognitive science: the current scientific study of the mind. Many
cognitive scientists take a functionalism perspective, skirting
the issue of mind-brain emanation – though cognitive science
is essentially matterist, as neurobiology is embraced.
cognitive therapy: a form of psychotherapy developed by Aaron
Beck. Cognitive therapy is based upon the idea that
thoughts, feelings, and behavior are entangled (the cognitive
model), and so people may improvement themselves by
changing their thoughts.
coherence: the intelligent interaction behind Nature. Like Ĉonsciousness, coherence localizes.
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coherence consciousness: the 6th state of consciousness, with
awareness of the unity of Nature. Compare enlightenment,
realization.
Collective: people who follow their biological urges as natural
imperative. The Collective are slaves to their minds. The Collective believe emotions and beliefs are valuable. As believers
in matterism and in taking existence at face value, the Collective are naïve realists. The Collective comprise the bulk of
human populations.
collective unconscious: the idea that aspects of the unconscious
mind are shared among conspecifics; conjectured by Carl
Jung in 1916.
colonialism: the practice of population subjugation. Compare
imperialism.
color assimilation: (aka von Bezold spreading effect (after Wilhelm von Bezold, who noted the effect in 1874)): the tendency
of a color to insinuate itself into an adjacent or surrounding
color. Contrast simultaneous contrast.
communication: emitted ecological information by an organism.
communism: a theory advocating eliminating private ownership
of property and capital. Historically, politicians have touted
communism but never delivered, producing instead totalitarian regimes enforcing an estate system. Compare socialism.
compassion: a feeling of sympathy in witnessing misfortune, often accompanied by an emotional impulse toward helpful behaviors.
compensation: a Freudian defense mechanism, whereby one attempts to overcome frustrations in one area of life by attempting to excel in another.
complex (psychology): an intertwined (thematic) pattern of mentation involving thoughts, perceptions, memories, and emotions. The works of Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung are
redolent with the idea of psychological complexes.
composite number: a natural number that is not a prime number.
comprehend: to grasp with the mind; to understand something,
particularly, the subjective meaning or nature of something.
compulsion: a strong, often irresistible impulse to perform some
ritual activity.
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conation: a biological instinct that may seem volitional. Compare cognition, mentation.
conceal (sociology): to hide information. See falsify, equivocate.
Compare deceive.
concept (aka idea): an abstract construct involving discriminatory categorization.
conceptualize, conceptualization: mentally resolving perceptions
into a concept.
confidence interval (aka confidence coefficient): an interval
(range of values) estimate applied to a data population, expressed as a probability, typically a percentage, that a statistical event will occur. A confidence interval is an estimate of
an unknown population parameter. If the interval persists in
repetition of an experiment, the confidence coefficient becomes a confidence level. A confidence interval is commonly
used to indicate how reliable survey results are. When a survey is a subset of a population, a confidence interval suggests
how likely the results are indicative of the entire population.
Most significantly, a confidence interval is not the population
parameter, which is a numerical characterization of the sample (interval).
confidence level: the % probability that a confidence interval is
decent.
confirmation bias: the tendency to search for, interpret, and prioritize information in a way that confirms a held hypothesis
or belief.
conflictism (sociology): a sociological perspective which views a
society as an ongoing competition for societal resources and
held together via coercion by its dominant factions. Compare
symbolic interactionism, functionalism.
conformity (psychology): acting in accord with prevailing social
standards, attitudes, or practices. Compare obedience.
conjunctive event: a joint or simultaneous occurrence. Contrast
disjunctive event.
connotation: implied meaning. Contrast denotation.
conscience: an inner sense of morality.
conscious: thoughts and desires of which one is aware. Compare
subconscious, unconscious, and preconscious.
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consciousness: the platform for awareness in an individual life
constituent, such as a protein, cell, or organism. The 4 nominal states of human consciousness are awake, asleep, dreaming, and transcendence. The 3 elevated states of
consciousness are enlightenment, coherence consciousness,
and realization. A person may be in multiple states of consciousness simultaneously (enlightenment is essentially the
sustained state of transcendence while awake). Compare
Ĉonsciousness.
Ĉonsciousness: the unified field of consciousness. Like the Higgs
mechanism, Ĉonsciousness localizes into individualized consciousnesses. Compare consciousness.
conservatism (politics): views, beliefs, and principles that generally favor the status quo, with modest tinkering at most.
consider: to evaluatively focus attention on.
consonance (music) (aka consonancy): a tonal interval in a key
that sounds stable in being self-resolving (in repose), without
a felt need for another sound to produce a pleasing conclusion. In an octave of key, the 1st (tonic or dominant), 4th, 5th
(subdominant), 3rd (mediant), and 6th (submediant) notes
are consonant. Contrast dissonance.
conspecific: of the same species. Contrast interspecific.
constancy hypothesis (psychology): the contention that there is a
strict isomorphism (1-to-1 correspondence) between sensory
stimuli and sensation, proposed by Wolfgang Köhler. The
constancy hypothesis implies that the same stimulation with
produce the selfsame sensation regardless of circumstance.
Gestaltists argued against the constancy hypothesis.
construal level theory: a 1998 psychology theorem by Nira Liberman and Yaacov Trope that relates psychospace to objects
and events as concrete or abstract. Things seem closer or farther depending upon personal involvement with them (physical distance aside). People tend to think concretely about
things perceived as close, but increasingly abstractly about
things at a psychological distance. In this context, abstract
means high-level: conceptually, not specifically, whereas concrete means detailed (low-level).
constructivism (psychology): a theory of learning whereby
knowledge and meaning emanate from interaction between
experiences and ideas.
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consubstantial: of one and the same substance, essence, or nature. Matter and energy are consubstantial.
consume (economics): to engage in via sensation; to use or enjoy
something. While consumption may use something up (such
as eating food), it may simply be spending time with something, such as reading a book, or having a service performed.
contemplate: to repetitively consider.
context: a paradigmatic framework.
contextual interference: emptying short-term memory because a
new situation has arisen.
continued-influence effect: the tendency to believe previously
learned misinformation even after learning of its falsity. The
continued-influence effect is one aspect of confirmation bias.
correlation: the fact that multiple phenomena coincide. Contrast
causality.
cortisol (C21H30O5): a hormone released by the adrenal cortex
during stress.
cosmic inflation: a myth about the early cosmos, claiming that
the universe had a near-instantaneous massive inflation
3x10–36 seconds after the onset of the Big Bang, which abruptly stopped. Cosmic inflation outrageously violates physics as understood.
counterculture: a subculture that challenges the folkways and
values of the dominant culture.

counterfactual: contrary to facts.
credulity: the readiness to believe on slight or ambiguous information.
creed: a set of fundamental beliefs which guide behavior.
criterion (plural: criteria): a trait or feature for characterization
and categorization; a metric, principle, or rule for judgment.
cultural dimensions theory: a framework developed by Geert
Hofstede for factor analysis of societal cultural dimensions,
including social stratification, group affinity, gender orientation, risk tolerance, and self-restraint.
culture (biology): the transfer of knowledge among conspecifics,
and from one generation to the next.
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culture (sociology): a system of shared abstractions, beliefs, values, mores, and rituals among a tribe of humans. Culture
represents common symbolic expression in a social context.
cunning (noun): subtle mental skill; slyness.
curiosity: a desire to know more (about something).
curse of knowledge: the cognitive bias of assuming that others
know what one knows. The curse of knowledge is revealed
when someone, such as a teacher, presents inscrutable information, mistakenly presuming that the listener has the
background needed to understand what is being presented.

D
Dark Ages: the 5th–10th centuries in Europe; the early Middle
Ages, following the fall of the Roman Empire. Coined by
Francesco Petrarch in the 1330s, the term is generally disparaged by contemporary historians for its negative overtone; yet its aptness cannot be denied.
Darwinism (aka natural selection): the disproven hypothesis of
Charles Darwin that evolution transpires only over millions
of years by random rearrangements of matter that create
species which endure or are eliminated via competition with
other species ("natural selection" via "survival of the fittest").
Natural Selection almost inevitably cause much Extinction of
the less improved forms of life. ~ Charles Darwin
deceive: to present a false impression.
deception: the act of presenting a false impression. Contrast
honesty.
decision (psychology): a determination of behavioral choice.
decision theory (aka theory of choice): the study of reasoning behind choice. Compare game theory.
declarative memory (aka explicit memory): memory subject to
conscious recall. Episodic, semantic, and topological memories are declarative. Contrast procedural memory.
deduction (logic): the method of inferring a conclusion about particulars from general principles. Contrast induction.
defense mechanism: a Freudian theory about a stratagem by the
unconscious mind to distort or deny reality in an attempt to
maintain one's own sense of self-esteem. Freud identified the
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following defense mechanisms: denial, displacement, reaction formation, compensation, sublimation, rationalization,
projection, repression, fantasy, and regression.
deism: belief that god does not interfere with the world. Deism
gained prominence during the Age of Enlightenment. Compare theism.
delusion: a specific false belief. In being sweeping generalizations, all beliefs are delusions.
dementalizing: inferring that the mental qualities of another are
inferior to one's own. Compare mentalizing.
demind: the desirous part of the mind. Compare inmind,
ramind.
denial: say it ain't so; a Freudian defense mechanism.
denotation: the explicit meaning. Contrast connotation.
deontic: pertaining to moral obligations.
deontology (philosophy): measuring morality by inherent goodness, not result. See moral absolutism. Contrast teleology.
dependent variable: a variable that represents an output from a
function. Contrast independent variable.
depersonalization: detachment from sense of self.
depersonalization disorder: distress from depersonalization.
depression (psychology): a chronic emotive state involving sadness or emptiness, with attendant lack of motivation.
Depression (economics) (aka the Great Depression) (1930–1941):
a severe worldwide economic depression in the 1930s, preceding World War 2.
derealization: the sense that the external world is unreal.
descriptive ethics: the study of people's beliefs about morality.
See normative ethics.
descriptive statistics: the discipline of statistically quantifying a
sample. Contrast inferential statistics.
desire: mental want. See motivation.
determinism: belief in cause and effect, from which emanates
the doctrine that all facts and events exemplify natural laws.
See free will.
deterministic system (mathematics): s system without randomness. Contrast stochastic process.
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dialectic (aka dialectical method): logical argumentation based
upon the interaction of juxtaposed ideas, aimed at affirmation of one and refutation of the others; determination via
conceptual contrasts. The Socratic method, advocated by Socrates, is one form of dialectic.
dialogue: interactive communication between or among parties.
Contrast monologue.
Discordianism: the belief that order and disorder are self-projected illusions.
discreet: displaying prudence, tact, diplomacy.
discrimination: a decisive act based upon categorization. Compare prejudice.
disgust: specific cognized revulsion.
disjunctive event: an event with unrelated aspects. Contrast conjunctive event.
displacement (psychology): a defense mechanism identified by
Freud, whereby the mind unconsciously substitutes one desire for another.
display rule: a folkway about appropriate personal expression.
disposition: the predominant inclination of a person's bias.
dissonance (music) (aka dissonancy): a tonal interval in a key
that needs resolution to a consonance. In an octave of key,
the 2nd and 7th notes are dissonant. Contrast consonance.
distress (psychology): mental discomfort, turmoil, or pain. Anxiety is fearful distress. Excruciating distress is anguish.
divine right of kings: a doctrine originating in Europe in medieval times defending monarchical absolutism by asserting
that kings derived their authority from God and were therefore beyond accountability by any earthly authority.
divinity: the (source of) ultimate reality.
dogma: an established opinion or body of doctrines.
dorsal: the back or upper side (of an organism). Contrast ventral.
dosha (aka doṣa): 1 of the 3 bodily humors that comprise the
human constitution, according to Ayurveda. The tridosha
theory posits that health comes with balance between the 3
doshas: Vāta (wind, which affects the nervous system), Pitta
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(bile, which affects digestion), and Kapha (mucus, the carrier
of nutrients).
dream: mentally generated perception during sleep. Compare
hallucination.
dreaming: the state of sleep consciousness filled with dreams.
dualism: the metaphysical belief that reality is bifurcated between the physical and the mental (or spiritual). Contrast
monism.
dumb jock stereotype: a stereotype of someone athletic who is
primarily interested in sports and its culture, without much
interest in intellectual culture.
dyad: a group of 2; a couple. Compare triad.
dysfluency (disfluency): an irregularity in otherwise fluent
speech.

E
e (mathematics): the mathematical constant that is the base of
the natural logarithm.
earworm: a song or melody that sticks in the mind.
ecology: an interactive interface; patterns of relations among entities; as a subdiscipline of biology, patterns of interrelations
between life forms (e.g., cells, organisms) and their environment (including other organisms); more broadly, the relations between bioelements.
economic: the idea that items and altruistic behaviors are goods
and services respectively, as part of a materialist value system.
economics: the study of desirous materialism.
ectomorph: a somatype of a gracile and typically tall build. Compare mesomorph, endomorph.
ego: Sigmund Freud's term for the rational part of the psyche.
Compare id, superego. See ramind.
egocentrism (developmental psychology): the inability to differentiate between oneself and others, particularly regarding
perspectives on the world.
egoism: considering oneself most important, with little or no regard for others. Contrast altruism.
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Einstellung effect: examining a new situation or problem
through a predisposed mind-set. See mental set.
elliptic geometry: a geometry in which Euclid's parallel postulate
(of parallel lines) does not hold. See Riemannian geometry.
embarrassed: anxiously self-conscious.
emergence: the way that complexity arises from a multiplicity of
simple interactions; an idea of synergy that traces back at
least to Aristotle. Emergence also refers to actuality coming
into being on a moment-by-moment basis.
emotion: a feeling evolved by cognition into a sustained mental
state.
emotional bias: a bias emanating from affect.
emotional complex: a complex of associated emotions relating to
certain thoughts, objects, actions, events, or situations which
invoke specific mental or behavioral patterns. Compare psychological complex.
emotional intelligence: is the ability to monitor, contemplate,
and manage emotions.
emotional logic: rationalization of emotive states. Compare reason.
emotive cognition: appraisal of the ambiance of a situation based
upon one's empathic temperament and experience.
empathy: an imaginative projection of another's mental state,
either emotion or cognitive.
empathy gap: an underestimation of the influence of visceral (affective) states on preference or behavior.
empirical: originating or based upon fact.
empiricism (epistemology): the presumption that knowledge derives solely from sensory experience.
empiricism (philosophy of science): the belief that Nature may
be entirely explained by physical forces.
end-of-history illusion: the psychological illusion that one has
experienced significant personal growth to the present, but
that growth process will not continue as fruitfully into the
future.
endogamy (sociology): marriage within a specific group as required by custom or law. Contrast exogamy.
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endomorph: a somatype of a wide, rotund, and typically short
build. Compare ectomorph, mesomorph.
endonym (aka autonym): an internal name for a geographical
place, people, language, or dialect. By contrast, an exonym
(xenonym) is an external geographical name. For example,
"Germany" is an English-language exonym, whereas
"Deutschland" is the endonym for that European country.
endowment effect (aka divestiture aversion): sentimental attachment to objects beyond their economic worth.
energy (physics): the idea of an immaterial force acting upon or
producing matter. Energy is characterized relatively and by
type (how it affects matter). Energy manifests only through
its effect on matter. Though the foundational construct of existence, energy itself does not exist. As matter is made of energy, this fact tidily proves energyism.
energyism (aka (philosophical) immaterialism): the monistic
doctrine that Nature is a figment of the mind. Energyism differentiates between actuality and reality. Whereas actuality
is phenomenal, reality has a noumenal substrate, emergently
spawning a shared actuality (showtivity) via a unified Ĉonsciousness. See idealism, neutral monism. Contrast matterism.
engineering: the practical application of science. See technology.
enlightenment (aka quietude or quiet consciousness): the state of
consciousness with clarity of mind via transcendence. In enlightenment there is intrinsic contentment, accompanied by
an eminently sensible perspective on life (and death). Compare coherence consciousness, realization.
Enlightenment: see Age of Enlightenment.
entail: to transmit, confer, or assign.
entanglement (physics): distinct phenomena behaving synchronously. Entanglement defies locality.
enterovirus: a genus of single-stranded RNA viruses, so-named
because their transmission route is through the intestine (enteric being intestinal).
entertainment: stimulation from experience not wholly expected.
envirotype: the ecological influences on an organism, and typical
organism interactions with the environment.
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envy: resentment of a perceived advantage that someone else
has. Compare jealousy.
epiphenomenalism: the matterist belief that mentation is a
physiologically generated phenomenon.
episodic memory (aka flashbulb memory): an autobiographical
memory of a specific event, typically of significant emotional
import. Contrast semantic memory, topographical memory.
epistemology: the study of knowledge, including its origin, nature, methods, and limits.
equation (mathematics): an expression or model, typically algebraic, asserting equality between at least 2 quantities.
equifinality: the principle that an end state may be reached in
an open system via numerous potential avenues. In psychology, equifinality refers to how divergent experiences early in
life may lead to similar outcomes; commonly used to refer to
child trauma and abuse that leads to psychological disorders
in adulthood.
equity (sociology, politics): fairness.
equivocate: to use ambiguous expressions to prevaricate. See falsify, conceal.
esotericism (esoterism): ideas outside the mainstream of Collective thought.
estate system: an economic and political system of control of societal resources by an elite group.
ethics (aka moral philosophy): the branch of philosophy systemizing the distinction between right and wrong behavior; a
system of moral principles.
ethnocentrism: judging another culture solely by the standards
and values of one's own culture; coined by Ludwig Gumplowicz in 1879 and subsequently popularized by William
Sumner.
ethnicity: affiliation with a culture. Compare race.
ethnomethodology: the study of how people make sense of everyday life.
ethology: the study of animal behavior, especially under natural
conditions.
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Etruscan civilization (8th–4th century BCE): the powerful and
wealthy civilization in western central and northern Italy
prior to its assimilation into the Roman Republic.
Euclidian geometry: a mathematical system limited to 3D, attributed to Euclid. Euclidian geometry has a small set of axioms from which theorems can be deduced. The 5th axiom
(the parallel postulate) was found independent of the first 4
in the 19th century. Its breakage led to non-Euclidian geometry.
eugenics: the idea that the human species may be improved by
selective breeding.
eusocial: an animal that has: 1) overlapping generations, 2) cooperative care of the young, and 3) reproductive division of
labor. Contrast presocial.
event: a perceived process with an outcome.
evil: a moral wrong; wickedness.
evil eye: a curse cast by a malevolent glare, usually given to a
person unaware. Dating to antiquity, many cultures believe
the evil eye can cause misfortune. Talismans created to protect against the evil eye are also often called "evil eyes."
evolution (evolutionary biology): the process of adaptation, most
apparently seen as a distinctive change across successive
generations of a population.
evolutionary psychology: the view that innate animal psychological traits are evolved adaptations.
executive function (aka cognitive control): a mental process necessary to control behavior. Executive functions develop during childhood and change as life progresses.
existence: corporeality, including both matter and energy. See
actuality, manifestation, Nature, and phenomenon.
existential: grounded in experience; empirical.
existentialism: the philosophic opinion that individual experience is important in defining meaning, beyond the physical
sciences; popular in continental Europe from 1930 to the mid20th century. Søren Kierkegaard is generally considered the
first existentialist philosopher, though he did not use the
term. Jean-Paul Sartre was the quintessential existentialist.
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exogamy (sociology) (aka outbreeding): marriage outside a specific group as required by custom or law. Contrast endogamy.
expectation: awaiting an event or outcome considered at least
likely if not certain. See anticipate.
expected value (mathematics): the average, or mean, from a
large statistical sample or many repetitious experimental results.
experience (noun): a conceptualized event.
exponent (mathematics) (aka power): how many times to use a
number in a multiplication.
expression (mathematics) (aka function): a finite combination of
symbols within a mathematical context.
Expressionism: a modernist movement of painting and poetry
which originated in Germany at the beginning of the 20th
century. Expressionism's defining motif was to present the
world from a subjective perspective.
expressive leader (aka socioemotional leader): a leader who
keeps up morale. Contrast instrumental leader.
expressivity halo: the phenomena of judging rapport positively
because someone is emotively expressive.
externality (economics): an unintended byproduct of making
something. Waste and pollution are exemplary externalities.
extraversion (aka extroversion): the state of being with predominant interest outside one's own mental self. Contrast introversion.
extrinsic motivation: socially infused desire. Contrast intrinsic
motivation. See mimetic desire.
eye contact: 2 people looking into each other's eyes. Compare
gazing.

F
Facebook (2004–): an American online social-media service centered on sharing personal account profiles.
fact: recall of an experienced event. Secondhand accounts are
often taken as facts, thus introducing the issue of veracity,
memory fallibility aside. See personal fact, social fact.
faculty (psychology): an inborn or cultivated ability.
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faculty psychology: the view of the mind as a collection of modules, or faculties.
faith: belief in absence of fact.
fallacy: an error in reasoning.
false-consensus effect/bias: a cognitive bias where a person
thinks a certain belief, opinion, or behavior is typical.
false memory: a memory which does not conform with actuality;
remembering divergently from what actually happened.
falsifiability (aka refutability): a statement (hypothesis or theory) which may be tested for validity through observation.
The concept was introduced by Karl Popper in 1994 as a cornerstone of scientific epistemology. Statements which are not
supported by falsifiability are pseudoscience.
falsify: to convey a fiction. See conceal, equivocate.
family (sociology): a group of people who extensively practice altruism and are committed to maintaining the group as a unit.
See kinship system.
familism: a value system subordinating personal interests to
those of the family. See collectivism. Contrast individualism.
fantasy: an imagining. Freud considered fantasy a defense
mechanism.
fascination: intense interest.
fashion: a prevailing style of dress or custom in etiquette or socializing.
fast psychology: preference for immediate rewards over riskier,
but potentially more profitable, behavior.
Faustian bargain: to abandon moral principles to obtain wealth,
power, or knowledge; to make a deal with the Devil; named
after the legend of Faust (an itinerant alchemist, astrologer,
and magician) and Mephistopheles (a demon in German folklore).
fear: an emotion of anticipating distress.
feedforward: information conveyance about messages before
they are sent.
feeling: a perceptual reaction that may develop into an emotion
via emotive cognition. Compare emotion.
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feminism: advocacy of socioeconomic equality between the genders.
feudalism: a societal system prevalent in medieval Europe, with
socioeconomic hierarchy based upon land holding. Feudalism
usually emerged from decentralization or disintegration of
an empire.
field: an energy associated with a spacetime point or region.
fignorance: fact ignorance. Compare pignorance. See ignorance.
figure-ground relationship: a perceptual distinction between an
focal object and a diffuse background; a Gestalt concept.
fine-tuned universe: akin to the anthropic principle, the idea
that the physical universe was composed to support life. Suggested and forwarded by Lawrence Henderson in 1913, Robert Dicke in 1961, Fred Hoyle in 1984, and John Gribbin and
Martin Rees in 1989.
folkway: a traditional behavior that is a norm. Compare more.
fractal: a set of scale-invariant, self-similar, iterative patterns
via complex number formulas.
framework (psychology): a conceptual scheme or system.
framing (psychology): perceiving a situation within a certain
context or from a specific perspective.
framing effect: bias from the context in which a situation is considered, the bias typically involving personal gain or loss.
free will: the philosophic and theological idea that humans have
the power of choice in their behaviors. The issue arose in context of God being omniscient (if God knows all, are people really free to choose?). A prominent feature of existentialism is
the concept of free will as a curse. Jean-Paul Sartre spoke of
individuals as "condemned to be free." Free will is theologically denied by proponents of determinism.
freedom (psychology, economics): the mental state of release
from materialism. Contrast materialism.
frustration: distress from a sense of losing desired control.
frustum (geography): the volume of a solid cone or pyramid after
slicing off the top on a plane parallel to the base.
function (mathematics): a relation between a set of inputs and a
set of outputs, originally idealized as how a varying quantity
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(codomain, dependent variable) depends upon another quantity (domain, independent variable(s)).
functional fixedness: considering an object usable only a certain
way.
functionalism (psychology): the psychological philosophy that
cognition and behavior afford adaptation to circumstances.
Historically, functionalism was a response to structuralism.
functionalism (sociology): a vague sociological perspective which
sees society as a complex system. Compare symbolic interactionism, conflictism.
fundamental attribution error (aka correspondence bias, attribution effect): the tendency to put undue emphasis on the internal dynamics of personality to explain someone else's
behavior in a given situation, rather than considering circumstance. Contrast actor-observer bias.
fundamentalism (religion): strict literalism to religious dogma
and maintaining in-group and out-group distinctions.
future bias: a bias towards the sanguinity of events in the future, typically optimistic. See present bias.

G
gambler's fallacy: the tendency to see chance as self-correcting.
game theory: the study of strategic interaction between rational
decision-makers; specifically, theorization of outcomes and
dynamics in situations involving parties with conflicting interests. Modern game theory was developed in the early
1940s and further evolved in the 1950s. Compare decision
theory.
gaydar: the ability through mutual gaze for homosexuals to discern sexual preference.
gazing: one person looking at another. Compare eye contact.
gemeinshaft (intimate community): a society of interlaced interpersonal bonds, such as in village life. Contrast gesellschaft.
Compare mechanical solidarity, organic solidarity.
gender: designation of female or male; for humans, sometimes
differentiated by social or cultural roles of behavior. See sex.
generalized other (sociology): an individual's internalized impression of norms and expectations; coined by George Mead.
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gene: the idea that nucleic acids provide instructions for producing an organic molecule, typically a protein. Genes do not exist. They are merely a construal. The actuality of genetics is
more intricate than supposed by matterist geneticists, as
heritable bioproduct information is stored energetically, with
organic molecules as illusory material substrates.
general relativity: a geometric physical theory that treats gravity as a property of spacetime, based upon the mass of objects;
proposed by Albert Einstein in 1915. Gravity distorts 4D
spacetime extra-dimensionally under general relativity.
genetic epistemology: the study of knowledge acquisition during
organism development.
genetics: the study of heredity and variation in life forms at the
molecular level.
genius: extraordinary intellectual acumen.
genome: the complete set of genes within an organism. Like
genes, a genome is merely a concept, not phenomenal.
genotype: the energetic constitution of an organism, as artifactually represented by genome. The gen in genotype refers to
genesis (not genetics).
geometry: the branch of mathematics concerned with the properties of elements that remain invariant under certain transformations.
gesellschaft (impersonal association): a society of differentiated
tasks and possibly cultures, such as in industrialized nations.
Contrast gemeinshaft. Compare organic solidarity, mechanical solidarity.
gestalt: (viewing) the whole being as greater than the sum of the
parts involved; organization and organized activity with a coherence greater than can be attributed by summation of employed components.
Gestalt psychology (aka gestaltism): a school of psychology with
the central principle that the mind naturally creates a
worldview through self-organizing tendencies.
Gestalt therapy: a school of psychological treatment emphasizing personal responsibility and in living within the context of
the present moment; founded by Fritz Perls, Laura Perls,
and Paul Goodman in the 1940s.
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glia: the catchall cell type in the intelligence system for cognition and memory. Compare neuron.
Gnosticism: various ancient religions whose adherents forsook
the material world in favor of spiritualism. Christianity is
conceptually Gnostic.
go (Chinese: 围棋; Japanese: 囲碁): a strategy board game invented in China 2,500–4,000 years ago.
God: the myth of an immortal supreme being who is omniscient
and typically omnipotent, albeit often inexplicably reserved
in exercising such power in moral ways comprehensible to
mere mortals. The concept of God is object orientation run
amok: one of many delusions construed by believing in what
is conceived as contrasted to actuality, and what reasonably
may be inferred from known facts.
Goldbach's conjecture: the as-yet unproven assertion that every
even number greater than 2 can be expressed as the sum of
2 primes.
golden angle (geometry): 137.508°; derived by applying the
golden ratio () to the circumference of a circle; golden angle
(ƒ) = 1 / 2.
golden ratio (; aka golden mean, golden section): the ratio
(a+b)/a = a/b, where the ratio of the sum of 2 integers (a+b)
to the larger integer (a) is equal to the ratio of the larger integer (a) to the smaller integer (b). The golden ratio has fascinated the mathematically inclined since the time of the
ancient Greeks. In the book Elements (~300 BCE), Euclid gave
the first-recorded definition of the golden ratio.
gossip: talk about the personal affairs of others.
gracile: a slender bodily build.
grammar: the architecture of sentences, including morphology
(patterns of word formation) and syntax.
gravity: a spacetime distortion caused by mass.
greed: insensible desire.
gregarious: highly social.
group (sociology): an association of people with some degree of
affinity bonding.
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group selection: the unsubstantiated hypothesis that evolution
acts at the level of the group, not individuals; developed by
Charles Darwin. See kin selection.
groupthink: the praxis of approaching and dealing with issues
via consensus, characterized by a strong streak of conformity,
and lack of individual initiative and creativity.
grouse: a heavily built herbivorous bird that inhabits temperate
and subarctic biomes in the northern hemisphere.
guile (noun): deceitful cunning; stratagem; trick.
guilt: an emotion of self-reproach. Compare shame.
gullible: easily deceived, duped, or cheated.
guņa: a quality (thread) of being according to Hindu philosophy.
The 3 guņas are sattva (goodness, harmony, construction),
rajas (passion, activity), and tamas (chaos, discord, destruction).
guru: a realized teacher.
gyre: a conceptual framework treating a physical system as a
dynamic vortex. A gyre is characterized by its structure,
qualities, thermodynamics, and interactions.

H
habitat: the environment in which a species population lives.
hallucination: a vivid, convincing sensation in absence of external stimuli while awake. Compare dream.
happiness: a mood of well-being. Compare bliss.
harmony (music): a simultaneous combination of tones.
hate: intense negative emotional attachment to something.
Hawthorne effect (aka observer effect): a behavioral reaction to
being observed.
hedonism: the school of thought that pleasure is the only intrinsic good. Ethical hedonism is the creed that people have the
natural right to do everything in their power to get the greatest amount of pleasure possible.
heliocentrism: the theory that the Sun is the center of the solar
system around which planets orbit, including Earth.
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Hellenistic period (323–31 BCE): a period in ancient Greek history
between the death of Alexander the Great and the emergence
of the Roman Empire, signified by the Battle of Actium.
herbivore: an animal that primarily eats plant-based foods.
heuristic (psychology): a simple, efficient rule (mental shortcut)
employed to form judgments, solve problems, or make decisions. Compare algorithm. See affect heuristic.
hierarchy of needs: 5 levels of innate human needs proposed by
Abraham Maslow: physiological, safety, love/belonging, esteem, and self-actualization.
hieroglyph: a pictographic or ideographic symbol used in a written language.
Higgs field: according quantum physics' Standard Model, the
universal field that imparts mass. Quanta hypothetically
swim in the Higgs field, interacting at different strengths,
and so maintain distinct masses, or are massless if the Higgs
field fails to impress. The quantum representing the Higgs
field is the Higgs boson. See Higgs mechanism.
Higgs mechanism: the continuous process whereby gauge bosons acquire mass via spontaneous symmetry breaking. The
Higgs mechanism exemplifies the basic mechanism by which
Nature is composed: universal fields localizing, with local
fields quantizing into particulate form.
hindsight bias (aka the knew-it-all-along effect): the tendency to
see an event after it has occurred as predictable, despite little
or no objective basis to view it as such beforehand. Compare
future bias.
Hinduism: the dominant religion of India. Hinduism is based
upon a compilation of diverse texts, the earliest of which date
to the 7th century BCE, though most are later (late BCE). Hinduism is an umbrella term for numerous religious offshoots.
hippocampus: a part of the brain in vertebrates associated with
memory formation and navigation.
holism: the idea that systems and their properties should be
viewed holistically (from the perspective of being a whole),
not just as a collection of components. Contrast reductionism.
See synergy.
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Holocaust (1941–1945): the genocide of Jews (6 million) (and others (5 million)) by the German Nazi regime during the 2nd
World War.
Holy Ghost (aka Holy Spirit): the 3rd hypostasis of the Christian
Triune God: Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, where each is a
manifestation of God. The Holy Spirit is the active force (energy) of God.
Holy Trinity: the Christian doctrine that God manifests as 3 consubstantial hypostases: Father, Son, and Holy Ghost/Spirit.
homeopathy: a pseudo-medicinal treatment of drinking water
that has a specific substance diluted beyond measurement.
Homeopathy may be effective via the placebo effect.
homeostasis (biology): a regulatory process by which an organism strives for holistic health. Compare autopoiesis.
homeostasis (physics): a tendency toward stability within a system.
hominid: an ape descendant, some of which became hominin.
Compare anthropoid.
hominin: the hypothesized clade that supposedly descended into
humans (Homo sapiens).
hominoid: a primate of either hominid or anthropoid under the
now-obsolete Linnaeus system.
homophily: the tendency of people to associate and bond with
similar others.
honesty: giving a candid impression. Contrast deception.
honor: integrity in one's beliefs and actions; concern for a positive reputation about adhering to mores, notably honesty and
fairness.
hostile attributional bias: the tendency to perceive hostile intent
by others irrespective of indication.
hot-cold empathy gap: see empathy gap.
hot hand: the bias that success continues in a streak.
human (Homo sapiens): a bipedal, largely furless primate. Humans are ironically unintelligent in thinking that they are
smarter than other organisms while having proved the opposite with their self-destructive and environmentally devastating behaviors.
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humanistic psychology (aka humanism): a school of psychology
emphasizing personal drive to productive expression, developed by Abraham Maslow in the late 1950s (albeit based
upon ancient philosophic precepts). The humanist premise is
that people are inherently well intentioned. The humanistic
perspective was termed third-force psychology by Abraham
Maslow in 1962, referring to psychoanalysis and behaviorism
as the other 2 predominant contemporaneous schools of psychology.
humor: an amusing incongruity.
hylozoism: the hypothesis that all matter is in some sense alive.
hypostasis: an underlying state or substance of fundamental reality that supports all else.
hysteria: a colloquial term for unmanageable emotional distress.

I
Iberian Peninsula: the peninsula extending toward the southwest end of Europe, including Spain, Portugal, Andorra, Gibraltar, and southwest France.
id: Sigmund Freud's term for the desirous instinctual part of the
psyche. Compare ego, superego. See demind.
idea: the representation of a concept.
idealism (aka subjective idealism, empirical idealism): the monistic epistemology that all of life's experiences, and what can
be known of reality, are entirely within the mind. Compare
neutral monism. See energyism.
identity: sense of self.
ideogram (aka ideograph): a written symbol representing a concept. Compare pictogram.
ideology (politics): a doctrinal sociopolitical belief system about
an ideal social order and how to attain it.
ignorance: a state of unknowing. There are 2 types of ignorance:
fact-ignorance (fignorance) and perspective-ignorance (pignorance). Fignorance is not knowing the salient facts of a
subject. Pignorance (aka spiritual ignorance) arises from incognizance of reality.
illusion: mistaken perception; something deceptive by a false
impression.
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illusion of control: the belief that one has more control over
events than merited; named and documented by Ellen
Langer in 1975.
illusion of knowledge: someone thinking that they know more
than they do.
illusion of transparency: the belief that one's mental state is
more apparent to others than it is.
imaginability heuristic: the mental shortcut of assigning likelihood based on the ease with which a scenario can be imagined. Compare availability heuristic.
imaginary number: the square root of a negative number.
imagination: the faculty for forming counterfactual mental images and perceptions. Compare dream.
imagination inflation: a false memory of having done something
which was only imagined. See observation inflation.
imagine: to form concepts which are not adherent to sensation.
immanence (religion): the belief that there is an active divine
presence in the material world. Contrast transcendence.
Compare supremism.
immanent: operating or being within the conceptual realm considered; indwelling; intrinsic; inherent. Contrast transcendental.
immanent justice: the belief in a natural force that enforces a
moral universe. The concept of karma is exemplary.
imperialism: a state acquiring the territory of another nation.
Compare colonialism.
imprinting (psychology): an early-instilled, rapid learning process that establishes a behavior pattern based upon identification of a certain object. The best-known imprinting is the
filial devotion seen in a chick that follows its mother. Douglas
Spalding discovered imprinting in chickens in the early
1870s.
impulse: an urge driven by the subconscious.
in-group: a group generally viewed positively. Contrast outgroup. See reference-group.
incest: a sex act between a parent and an offspring or between
siblings.
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inclusive fitness: an evolutionary strategy whereby conspecifics
altruistically help one another.
independent variable: a variable that represents an input into a
function. Contrast dependent variable.
India: a country in the Indian subcontinent with the 7th-largest
land mass; the 2nd-most populous behind China, with 1.2 billion people in 2018.
indirect reciprocity: cooperation or altruism between 2 people
who may not meet again.
individuation: a method for distinguishing an object or event
from a category.
induction (logic): the method of inferring a generalized conclusion from particulars. Contrast deduction.
inertia: resistance to a change of motion.
infantile amnesia (Freudian psychoanalytic theory): repression
the earliest sexual or evil memories.
inference: the process of deriving a conclusion from premises
known or assumed true.
inferential statistics: the discipline of drawing predictive conclusions from a sample. Contrast descriptive statistics.
inferiority complex: a 1927 hypothesis by Alfred Adler that a
psychological sense of inferiority, even unconsciousness,
warps mentation and behavior to compensate. Modern parlance prefers "lack of covert self-esteem."
infinitesimal calculus (aka differential calculus): calculus of
marginal change. Descartes was especially interested in tangents to curves as an extension of analytic geometry.
infinity (∞): the idea of something unlimited. Mathematics often
treats ∞ as a special number, but that is a conceptual error.
Infinity is beyond numerics.
influence (noun): the act of producing an effect indirectly.
influence (verb): to affect or alter, typically by indirect or intangible means.
information: an esteemed apprehension of an order among concepts.
infotainment: entertaining information.
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inmind: the intuitive part of the mind. Compare demind,
ramind.
instinct: precocious knowledge.
institution: a structured behavior pattern accepted as part of a
culture (e.g., marriage); a purposeful group or organization
(e.g., the judiciary).
institutional fact: see social fact.
instrumental leader (aka task-oriented leader): a leader who
tries to keep a group working toward its goals. Contrast expressive leader.
integer: a positive or negative non-fractional number, or zero.
intelligence: an attribution for behaving appropriately; the process of gathering and analyzing information.
intelligent design: a Christian creationist argument for the existence of God by claiming that evolution is an existence proof
for a supernatural creator. The term intelligent design dates
to the term's insertion into a 1989 American high school biology textbook, but the theological argument had been in circulation at least since Thomas Aquinas' presentation in the
mid-13th century. Acceptance of evolution was not a Christian controversy until the 1920s, when a schism developed in
the Presbyterian church between a conservative fundamentalist movement and a more modernist wing. (American
Presbyterianism had been rocked by doctrinal divisiveness
twice before, in the early 1740s and in the mid-1830s.) In the
1930s, this doctrinal split infected other Protestant denominations, and the Catholic Church. By the end of the 1930s,
the modernists had prevailed. But the fundamentalists had
their say in a very public way by having the teaching of evolution effectively suspended in US public schools until the
1960s, when evolution was reintroduced. Fundamentalists
then argued to have creationism taught as an alternative
theory, but were rebuffed by the US courts, where their effort
ended up. The US Supreme Court ruled in 1987 (in Edwards
v. Aguillard) that creationism violated the Constitution's 1st
amendment against the state advancing a particular religion. Creationism found similar disapproval in Europe. Undeterred, creationists immediately took to intelligent design,
which posits evolution as prudently designed. Aware of the
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obvious blowback, proponents soft-pedal the supposed supreme being behind the curtain of intelligent design. Rather
subtle sophistry has evolved to buttress the idea of intelligent
design, including irreducible complexity, specified complexity, and a fine-tuned universe. These intelligent design theories are as decent as most scientific theories, which are
nothing more than religious dogma backed only by selective
data, aiming at an ulterior perspective (for example, neurobiologists absurdly advocating the brain as the source of
mentation).
intend (verb): to construe in a certain way.
interactional synchrony: matching body postures and movements among people engaged in interpersonal interaction.
interactional time: coordinated time for interpersonal interaction.
interest (psychology): the consumption of attention.
Internet (1983–): a global computer network which hosts the
World Wide Web.
interspecific: occurring between distinct species. Contrast conspecific.
intellectual (adjective): relating to rationality.
intimacy: a loving, empathic act within an emotionally close relationship.
intonation: the pattern of pitch (melodic) changes in speech.
intrinsic motivation: desire originating within oneself. Contrast
extrinsic motivation.
introject: to incorporate subconsciously.
introspection (aka metacognition): awareness of cognition; (the
capability of) reflectively examining one's own thoughts and
feelings. Compare mindfulness.
introversion: the state of being with predominant interest in
one's own mental self. Introversion and extraversion are conceptual poles of a continuum of personal psychology developed by Carl Jung in 1913, albeit its usage now is distinct
from his original intention. In between introversion and extraversion is ambiversion. Contrast extraversion.
intuition: direct apprehension. Contrast phenomenon.
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Ionia: an ancient region of central coastal Anatolia, now Turkey.
Ionia was the furthest eastern extent of ancient Greece.
ipso facto: by the fact itself; inherent in the very nature of the
situation.
irrational number: a real number with a decimal representation
that does not terminate nor repeat. Contrast rational number.
Iron Age (~1300–500 BCE): the last (3rd) principal period of the
3-age system, noted for widespread use of iron and the development of steel. See Stone Age, Bronze Age.
irreducible complexity: the idea that biological systems cannot
have come into being through piecemeal evolution because
their inherent complexity is entangled, and thereby necessarily irreducible; hence, evolutionary incrementalism is impossible. Introduced by Michael Behe in 1996.
Islam (religion) (aka Muhammadanism): the religious system
founded by Muhammad and informed by the Koran, with the
basic principle of absolute submission to the god Allāh.
Islam (sociology): the societies predominantly practicing Islamic
religion.
Islamic Golden Age (8th–13th century): the period in Islamic history when scientific and cultural development flourished;
brought to an end by dogmatic, reactionary clerics.
isolation effect: a bias introduced via the method of attribute decomposition in comparing alternatives.

J
Jainism: an Indian religion with central tenets of respect for all
life, non-violence, frugality, and indifference to material possessions.
jealousy: an emotional sense of rivalry.
Jesuits (aka Society of Jesus) (1539–): a male Catholic order belonging to the congregation founded by Spanish priest Ignatius of Loyola. Ignatius emerged as a religious leader during
the Counter-Reformation, where his absolute obedience to
the Pope held him in good stead with the Church.
Jew: an adherent of Judaism.
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jīva (Hinduism and Jainism): a living being – more specifically,
the soul of a living organism. Compare ātman.
jnāna (Hinduism): the epiphany of pure awareness, allowing enlightenment (ātma jnāna) and moksha. Contrast ajñāna.
Johari window: a self-awareness examination heuristic created
in 1955 by Joseph Luft and Harrington Ingham. The name
Johari is an amalgamation of their names.
Judaism: the monotheist religion of the Jews.
judge (verb) (psychology): to determine value or utility.
jumping spider: an agile spider with the best vision of all invertebrates. Jumping spiders normally move slowly and quietly,
but are capable of incredibly athletic jumps, either to snag
prey, or avoid a threat. There are 5,000 species of jumping
spiders.
jurist: a person educated in the law.

K
kami (Shinto): a spiritual essence, found throughout Nature, including the spirit plane. The deceased are kami.
karma (Hinduism, Buddhism): belief that the consequences of
moral acts are entangled in time; in other words, belief in
immanent justice.
key (music): a set of pitch intervals with a dominant (tonic) note.
kibbutz (plural: kibbutzim): an Israeli collective community, traditionally based on agriculture. A member of a kibbutz is a
kibbutznik. The first kibbutz was founded in 1909. In 2010
there were 270 kibbutzim with over 100,000 kibbutzniks.
kin selection: an evolutionary strategy whereby organisms altruistically help their relatives.
kinesics: the study/interpretation of nonlinguistic body motion.
kinship system: a social web of affinity, commonly among families.
Knobe effect: moral perception based upon framing; named after
Joshua Knobe.
know: to directly perceive, and thereupon understand; to recognize the meaning of a concept.
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knowledge: cognition of facts or principles about Nature. Compare knowlet, omniscience.
knowlet: cognition of some subject matter. Compare knowledge.
kōӓn: a paradox posited in Zen Buddhist practice to engender
abandonment of reason for intuition, and thus clear the way
to enlightenment.
kookaburra: an arboreal bird in the Dacelo genus, native to Australia, now also found in New Guinea and the Aru Islands.
Koran (aka Quran): the holy book of Islam, analogous to the
Judeo-Christian Bible. Muslims consider the Koran unique
in being directly written by Allāh through the prophet Muhammad.

L
language: a system of symbols with interrelated meanings.
law (polity): a legally codified norm or proscription against a taboo; state codification aimed at administering justice and the
affairs of the state to which the law pertains.
law of contrapositive (aka denying the consequent or modus tollens): deductive reasoning, wherein a conditional statement
determines whether a hypothesis is invalid. See law of detachment, law of syllogism.
law of detachment (aka affirming the antecedent or modus ponens): deductive reasoning, wherein a conditional statement
determines whether a hypothesis is valid. See law of contrapositive, law of syllogism.
law of effect: the theorem that the outcome of an action determines the likelihood that it will be repeated; posited by Edward Thorndike in 1905.
law of exercise: the theorem that the strength of association between a stimulus and response depends on the number of its
repetitions and the strength of their pairing; posited by Edward Thorndike in 1911.
law of large numbers: a statistical theorem which states that the
average result should come closer to the expected value with
larger sample size or greater number of repetitious experimental results.
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law of Prägnanz: the Gestalt principal that ambiguous or complex images are perceived in the simplest possible form because it requires the least cognitive effort.
law of primogeniture: a law providing statutory preference of
offspring inheritance, particularly real estate; in Britain, the
first-born son is the sole inheritor.
law of syllogism: deductive reasoning, wherein 2 premises and
are combined into a conclusion. See law of detachment, law
of contrapositive.
learning: the process of constructing a conceptual framework.
learning curve: (literally) a graphical curve plotting performance against experience; (figuratively) the challenge or rate
of learning a skill. For instance, a steep learning curve means
either requiring an immersive or extensive experience to
learn (challenge) or learning very quickly (rate of learning).
left wing: a political philosophy supporting social equality and
egalitarianism, typically opposed to social stratification. Contrast right wing.
legato (music): smooth, connected notes. Contrast staccato.
lek: a gathering of animal males for competitive courtship display.
lengyre (aka vital energy, chi (Chinese), prana (Hindu)): an organism's life-energy gyre.
lexical: relating to words or vocabulary as distinguished from
grammar.
liberalism: historically, a political philosophy advocating the
freedom of individuals, albeit with some concern for social
equality. Classical liberalism stressed liberty (libertarianism), whereas later social liberalism sought a balance between liberty and social justice.
life-history variable: a trait or aspect of an organism's existence
related to others; often viewed comparatively, as a trade-off
with other, mutually exclusive possibilities.
life space (aka psychological field): the hypothesis by Kurt Lewin
that a person's current behavior reflects the aggregation of
personal experiences.
light: electromagnetic radiation visible to the human eye, at a
wavelength between 380–740 nanometers.
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linear equation: an equation with 2 variables.
linguistic relativity hypothesis (aka Sapir-Whorf hypothesis): a
hypothesis asserting that the structure of human language
affects how native speakers conceptualize the world.
linguistics: the study of language.
logarithm: the inverse operation to exponentiation; a number's
logarithm is the exponent to which another fixed number (the
base) must be raised to produce that number.
logic: the process of chaining concepts together – from a premise
to a conclusion (inference) – in a way that the linkages may
be agreeable (especially to others, else socially considered
illogic).
Logic is invincible because in order to combat logic it is necessary to use logic. ~ French mathematician Pierre Boutroux
looking-glass self: the concept that self-identity grows from interpersonal interactions and the perceptions of others; coined
by Charles Cooley.
love: adoration of a concept.
lust: intense carnal desire.

M
macrosociology: the study of societies. Compare microsociology.
major scale (music): a musical scale comprising 7 notes in an
octave (diatonic) with only the 2nd and 7th notes as dissonant. Compare minor scale.
mammal: a class of air-breathing vertebrate animals, characterized by endothermy, hair, and females with functional mammary glands.
Mandelbrot set: a 2D graphic representation from a formula for
producing a fractal via construing each point on a plane by
counting the number of times a complex number can be
squared and added to itself before exceeding a set limit.
mania: excessive excitement or enthusiasm.
manifestation: an outward perceptible expression of Nature.
Compare phenomenon.
manorialism: an agrarian estate feudal structure.
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manspreading: a man spreading his legs while sitting on public
transport so as to take up 2 seats.
Markov chain: a stochastic process with the Markov property of
memorylessness: randomness, as shown by a state status being relative only to the previous state, with no regard to what
had gone on before.
Marxism: a worldview and method of societal analysis focused
on the dynamics, especially the conflicts, of economic classes;
conceived by Karl Marx.
mass (classical physics): a measure of inertia.
materialism (psychology, economics): a worldview valuing material consumption and possessions. Contrast freedom.
mathematics: the systematic treatment of relations between
symbolic entities.
matriarchy: a social organization where females are dominant.
Contrast patriarchy.
matterism (aka (philosophical) materialism): the monistic belief
that reality is made of matter. Matterism supposes that the
mind is a figment of something substantial. See naïve empiricism, naïve realism. Contrast energyism.
mean (statistics) (aka expected value): a measure of the central
tendency of a probability distribution.
meaning: import, purport, signification, significance; in communication meaning means intent or signification.
mechanical solidarity: societal adhesion among people with similar lives, united via shared values and social bonds. Contrast
organic solidarity. Compare gemeinshaft, gesellschaft.
median: the value in an ordered set in which an equal number
of quantities are above and below. See mean.
Medieval period: the Middle Ages. See Middle Ages.
meditation: a practice intended to achieve a state of quiet, transcendental consciousness.
melody: the tonal pattern of music. Compare rhythm.
memory: mental storage of past events; casually, memory refers
to long-term memory.
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memory conformity: the process of a person conforming to the
socially acceptable version of an event. Under private conformity, the person is brainwashed to conviction. With public
conformity, a person complies while still believing in the veracity of a divergent private recollection.
memory inflation: see imagination inflation.
menarche: the initiation of menstruation.
mental ecology: (the study of) the interfaces of internal mental
operations and interpersonal interactions.
mental model: an internal representation of contextual information.
mental set: the tendency to approach a new problem the same
way as one previously encountered.
mentalizing (aka mind perception): inferring the mental state of
another being, typically another person. Compare dementalizing.
mentation: mental activity.
mentotype: the psychological constitution of an organism, including cognitive orientations and capacities, awareness loci,
and worldview. Compare phenotype.
mesomorph: a somatype of an athletic build. Compare ectomorph, endomorph.
metacognition: knowing what one knows. See introspection.
metacommunication: a communication qualifier; indirect cues
as to how information is meant to be interpreted.
metamessage: an underlying meaning or subtext.
metaphysics: philosophy concerned with first principles, including ontology and epistemology.
method of exhaustion: an approximate mathematical method for
finding the area of a shape by inscribing within it a sequence
of polygons whose areas converge to the area of the containing shape.
methodology: a body of methods, procedures, working concepts,
postulates, and rules employed by a discipline of study. Note
that all disciplines are knowledge oriented.
microbe: a microorganism, too tiny to be seen without a microscope.
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microsociology: the study of social interactions. Compare macrosociology.
Microsoft (1975–): an American software company founded by
Paul Allen and Bill Gates. Microsoft makes the world's most
popular operating system (Windows) and general productivity software (Office).
Middle Ages (aka Medieval period) (~467–1400): the period of
European history between the 5th and 15th centuries, beginning with the collapse of the Roman Empire and the onset of
the Dark Ages.
mimetic desire: desire provoked by what someone else wants.
mind: an intangible organ for symbolic processing.
mind perception: see mentalizing.
mind pop: spontaneous involuntary recall of something from the
past, commonly somehow related to what had the subject of
recent conscious thought (even though the link may be obscure or subconsciously made).
mind-body: the mind and body as an integral life form.
mind-body problem: the unsolvable inquiry into the functional
interface between the intangible mind and the physical body.
mind-brain: the mind and animal brain as an integrated unit
for mentation.
mindfulness (aka mindfulness meditation): the practice of paying attention to the prattles of the mind, which has ignorantly been popularized as a form of meditation when it is
nothing of the sort. Compare introspection, metacognition.
mind-set: a fixed mental orientation.
minor scale (music): a musical scale loaded with dissonance potential. Compare major scale.
mixed emotion: the simultaneous experience of multiple emotions which may be incongruous.
mnemonist (derived from mnemonic): a person with the superior
innate recall.
model (mathematics): a mathematical construct.
moksha (aka mokșa, mukti): liberation from the perpetual cycle
of reincarnation (samsāra) via realization (jnāna), according
to Hindu belief.
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monism: the metaphysical doctrine that there is a singular reality, either matterism or energyism. Contrast dualism.
monochronic (culture): a culture that views time as linear and
divisible, and particularly monetary (time as money). Contrast polychronic.
monogamy: a mating system comprising a male and female pair.
Contrast polygamy.
monologue: prolonged one-way communication by an organism.
Contrast dialogue.
monotheism: the belief in a singular god. Contrast polytheism.
mood: an emotive frame of mind.
Moon: Earth's solitary satellite; the 5th-largest satellite in the
solar system.
moral: conforming to a principle of appropriate behavior based
upon respect of other life.
moral absolutism: the principle that acts are intrinsically right
or wrong. See deontology.
moral philosophy: see ethics.
moral universe: the belief that a natural morality exists.
morality: the differentiation between social right and wrong
based upon fairness. The philosophy of morality is ethics. A
moral code is a creed of morality.
more (sociology): a folkway of central importance; a strongly
held norm. See taboo.
morpheme: an atomic grammatical unit of a language.
motivated reasoning: decision-making biased by emotion.
motivation: a stimulus that causes an organism to behave in a
certain way. See desire.
Müller-Lyer illusion: an optical illusion devised by Franz Carl
Müller-Lyer in 1889 – that the mind offsets the center point
of an arrow (toward the tail).
multi-stability (perception): given sensory ambiguity, the inclination to alternately experience distinct interpretations.
muscle memory: a procedural memory of physical activity.
music: sound perceived as patterned via repetitive elements.
mutualism: regular interaction between 2 organisms that provides mutual benefits.
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millions of years ago.

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI): an introspective questionnaire intended to reveal psychological preferences which indicate personality type, based upon a theory by Carl Jung.
MBTI was developed by Katharine Briggs and her daughter,
Isabel Myers, from the early 1920s, and published in 1944.
mystical: enigmatic, in being beyond direct evidentiary discernment.
mysticism: the doctrine that knowledge of ultimate reality may
be subjectively intuited.

N
naïve empiricism: the belief that knowledge can only be gained
through empirical examination of Nature.
naïve realism (aka direct realism, commonsense realism, scientific realism): the belief that actuality as perceived is reality.
narcissism: an inordinate fascination with oneself; vanity.
NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration): the
United States government space agency.
nation: a political territory. Compare state. See nation-state.
nation-state: the government (state) of a nation; the concept of a
nation and its governance as integral.
nativism (philosophy): the epistemology that all knowledge is
innate.
nattermind: the involuntary part of the mind that acts like an
independent agent. Contrast willmind.
natural concept: an imprecise category developed via experience. Contrast artificial concept.
natural logarithm: a logarithm with e as its base.
natural number (aka counting number): a number in the set of
numbers {1, 2, 3, …}.
natural philosophy: the study of Nature from a holistic perspective; the common methodology of comprehending Nature until the 17th century, before modern science barged in with its
strictly empirical scientific method. See natural science. Contrast science.
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natural science: natural philosophy coupled to the scientific
method.
natural selection: a meaningless term acclaiming Darwinism,
popular among religious evolutionary biologists who should
know better. See Darwinism.
naturalism: the monistic matterist belief that observable actuality and reality are synonymous. Compare naïve realism.
See matterism. Contrast supernaturalism.
Nature: the exhibition of existence. See coherence.
Neolithic Revolution (aka Agricultural Revolution) (10,200 BCE–
[4500–2000] BCE): the societal transition to agriculture and
settlements. The food surpluses resulting from this ratcheted
socioeconomic inequality.
neonate: a human infant within 28 days of birth.
neural network: computer software for pattern matching using
a data tensor network that is imagined to work like neurons
in the brain.
neurobiology (aka neuroscience): the study of the nervous system. With respect to psychology, many neurobiologists idiotically claim that nerve cells manufacture the mind and
consciousness via some mystical physical network effect. See
Spokes 4.
neuron (aka nerve cell): an electrically excitable intercellular
signaling cell as part of the nervous system. Neurons provide
information to glia cells for processing.
neuron doctrine: the mistaken notion that neurons are the cells
of intelligence.
neuroscience: see neurobiology.
neurosis: abiding bothersome mental dissonance. The term is no
longer considered acceptable by many in the American psychology community. Compare psychosis.
neuroticism: chronic emotional disturbance; acceptance of the
predations of the mind associated with negative emotional
states. Chronic fear, anxiety, worry, moodiness, frustration,
and loneliness are neurotic.
neutral monism (aka neumonism): the epistemology that the essence of existence is neither material nor mental, but energetic. Compare idealism. See energyism.
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New Age: a term applied in the 1970s to eclectic spiritual beliefs
not associated with conventional religions.
nidifugous: a bird that leaves the nest shortly after hatching.
nihilism: the philosophic doctrine that there is no objectivity,
including denial of intrinsic meaning to living. Nihilism has
a convoluted history, where several nuanced meanings have
been attached to the term (an irony that denying meaning
can be so richly meaningful). Buddha (and others later) cautioned against nihilism as tempting moral rot. In modern
philosophic thought, Friedrich Nietzsche extensively pondered nihilism, and is most associated with the doctrine.
Every belief, every considering something true, is necessarily
false because there is simply no true world. Inevitably, nihilism
will expose all cherished beliefs and sacrosanct truths as symptoms of a defective mythos. ~ Friedrich Nietzsche
While the teachings of Ishi Nobu concur with Nietzsche's
above observation, Nobu emphasizes construing life as entertainment – a natural outcome of quieting nattermind and living transcendentally.
non-Euclidian geometry: a geometrical system that postulates
curved, higher-dimensional (HD) space. non-Euclidian geometry diverges from Euclidian geometry in relaxing the parallel postulate.
nonverbal leakage: body language which inadvertently reveals
instant social receptivity.
Nordic: the Germanic peoples of northern European origin, exemplified by the Scandinavians.
norepinephrine (C8H11NO3; aka noradrenaline): a hormone and
a neurotransmitter. Norepinephrine boosts heart rate and
controls the fight-or-flight response, spiking when feeling
threatened or experiencing intense emotions. In humans,
norepinephrine is associated with mental concentration.
norm: a behavioral practice conforming with culture. See folkway, more, taboo.
normal distribution (aka Gaussian distribution): a continuous
probability spread.
normative ethics: the study of ethical action. See descriptive ethics.
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normative order: the norms which permit a society to achieve
relatively peaceful social control.
normative organization (aka voluntary association): an organization people join to support its stated goal. Compare utilitarian organization, coercive organization.
nostalgia effect: the tendency of emotionally positive memories
to grow rosier over time.
note (music): the written form of a tone; casually used as a synonym for pitch.
noumenon: outside of existence; not phenomenal. A noumenon
is beyond perception, as contrasted to phenomena.
nouveau riche: those whose wealth has been acquired within
their own generation or that of their parents.
nuclear family (aka conjugal family): a family group comprising
a married couple (husband and wife) and their offspring.

O
obedience: an act of obeying an authority. Compare conformity.
object permanence: the understanding that objects continue to
exist even when they cannot be observed. Jean Piaget
brought object permanence to prominence in his study of developmental psychology.
objectification (sociology): a process of subjugation, where people
are treated as objects: means to an end.
objective: the idea of something having independence in its existence. Contrast subjective.
objectivity: the idea that Nature and reality are independent of
consciousness. Contrast showtivity.
observation inflation: a false memory of having done something
which was only witnessed. See imagination inflation.
obsession: a persistent mental construct.
obsessive-compulsive disorder: an anxiety disorder of an obsession combined with a compulsion.
Occam's razor: a problem-solving heuristic of preferring the
simplest explanation for something which relies upon the
fewest reasonable assumptions; named after William of Ockham. With its preference for simplicity, Occam's razor has
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found favor among scientists, who like its inherent falsifiability criterion. This is paradoxical (or just plain stupid), considering that Nature always exhibits a practically
inscrutable complexity which is only deceptively simple.
Occident: the West; societies of European descent, including
North America. Compare Orient.
oculesics: the study of eyes as a conduit of nonverbal communication; a subcategory of kinesics.
Oedipal complex (Freudian psychoanalytic theory): the emotions of a child in desiring to sexually possess the parent of
the opposite sex. These emotions are kept in the unconscious
by repression.
olfaction (aka oflactics): the act or sense of smell.
oligarchy: inordinate power in an organization, industry, or
state vested in a relative few persons.
omniscience: (the idea of) having comprehensive awareness and
comprehension of Nature. Compare knowledge.
ontology (philosophy): the study of the nature of reality. Compare phenomenology.
operant conditioning: a behaviorist technique of training via reinforcement or punishment. Compare classical conditioning.
opportunity cost (aka alternative cost): the cost of passing up alternatives. While opportunity cost may be considered prior to
a decision, opportunity cost is most clearly a product of hindsight bias when the decision is not as satisfying as expected.
optimism: an opinion of positivity about a certain system. Contrast pessimism.
ordinal number: a number indicating rank order (1st, 2nd, et
cetera). Compare cardinal number.
organic solidarity (aka contractual solidarity): societal adhesion
among peoples with differentiated lives, such as in industrialized nations. Contrast mechanical solidarity. Compare gesellschaft, gemeinshaft.
organitype: the paradigms which constitute an organism: the
combination of phenotype, mentotype, and genotype.
organization: a goal oriented, structured, secondary group. Organizations have a sustaining existence independent of their
members. See institution, bureaucracy.
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Orient: the East, especially East Asia; societies historically influenced by Chinese culture. Compare Occident.
out-group: a group generally viewed negatively. Contrast ingroup.
over-controlled aggressor: a person with strong internal controls
against aggression, but who have an outburst of extreme violence once sufficiently provoked. Contrast under-controlled
aggressor.
overclass: the highest social stratum in a society, having the
most prestige, influence, and wealth. Compare underclass.
overreactive aggression: the tendency toward extreme retaliation in response to even mild provocation.

P
palter: to act insincerely or deceitfully.
panpsychism: the idea that a consciousness and mind is inherent in all things. Panpsychism is one of the oldest philosophical theories and was the prevailing orthodoxy until the mid20th century, when supplanted by neopositivism. Compare
hylozoism, animism.
pantheism: the belief that Nature includes an immanent God.
Pantheism was popularized by Spinoza. Compare supremism.
parabola (algebra): a graph of a quadratic equation.
paracosm: a detailed imaginary world.
paradigm: a construed pattern, often used as a framework for
perception.
paralanguage (aka vocalics): vocal intonations of speech.
parallel postulate: Euclid's geometric 5th postulate, which
states (for 2D geometry): if a line segment intersects 2
straight lines forming 2 interior angles on the same side that
sum to less than 2 right angles, then the 2 lines, if extended
indefinitely, meet on that side on which the angles sum to
less than 2 right angles. Unlike Euclid's other 4 postulates,
the 5th postulate was not self-evident, as attested by efforts
through the centuries to prove it.
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parameter (statistics): a quantitative characteristic of a population. Compare statistic.
paranoia: an abiding sense of peril. See persecution complex.
pareidolia: imagining a visual pattern where none exists.
Parthian Empire (aka Arsacid Empire) (247 BCE–224 CE): a westAsian empire in ancient Iran and Iraq.
passion: intense emotional attachment.
pathological (psychology): a behavioral or thought pattern that
is extreme, excessive, or markedly abnormal.
patriarchy: a social organization where males are dominant.
Contrast matriarchy.
pedagogy: teaching.
peer group: a primary group of people with similar interests,
age, background, and social status. Such peers exert conformity pressure (peer pressure) on each other. See homophily.
penis envy (Freudian psychoanalytic theory): a girl's envious reaction to realizing that she lacks a penis (even as Freud considered the clitoris a female's penis). Penis envy is different
from small penis syndrome, which is a male suffering angst
by thinking that his dick is dinky, a notion explored by Otto
Fenichel.
perceive, perception: mentally integrating sensory input (sensation) using memory. Perception is a 3-stage process: 1) turn
a sensation into a symbolic representation, 2) identify sensed
symbols using memory and categorization, then 3) derive the
meaning of the identified symbols, especially regarding affinity or avoidance. See conceptualization.
persecution delusion: paranoia about someone or others.
Just because you're paranoid doesn't mean they aren't after
you. ~ Joseph Heller
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persistence of vision: the optical illusion that a visual perception
briefly lingers after its disappearance.
personal fact: a personally experienced fact. See fact. Contrast
social fact.
personality: individual patterns of behavior in an organism that
suggest a certain emotional orientation and/or worldview.
perspective-taking: mentally viewing a situation or examining a
concept from an alternative point of view.
pessimism: an opinion of negativity about a certain system. Contrast optimism.
pest: an organism deemed a nuisance.
pesticide: a biocide intended to destroy pests.
Peter principle: a 1969 tongue-in-cheek proposal by Laurence
Peter that, within bureaucracies, managers are promoted until they are incompetent at their position.
phenomenal: known through perception. Contrast intuition.
phenomenon (plural: phenomena): a perceptible event. See actuality. Contrast noumenon.
phenomenology (philosophy): the study of the nature of phenomena, experience, and consciousness. See ontology.
phenomenology (psychology): the study of subjective experience.
phenotype: the composite visible traits of an organism: physical,
physiological, and behavioral. Compare mentotype.
phi phenomenon: the optical illusion of perceiving continuous
motion when shown a rapidly presented series of still (static)
images. Moving pictures illustrate the phi phenomenon.
Compare beta movement.
philology: the study of language from written historical sources.
philosophical pessimism: a worldview that finds the unsavory
facts of the world the source of psychic suffering. Philosophical pessimism is a philosophic admission of defeat by the pignorant.
Time is a burden; the course of history is in some sense ironic;
freedom and happiness are incompatible; and human existence
is absurd. ~ Joshua Dienstag
philosophy: a set of consistent definitions pertaining to a system
which yields a hierarchical construal. The term philosophy
derives from the ancient Greek for "love of wisdom." There
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are 3 branches of philosophy: natural, moral, and metaphysical. Natural philosophy, which evolved into science, concerns
Nature. Moral philosophy deals with the principles of ethics.
Metaphysics considers first principles, such as ontology, and
is intimately connected with epistemology.
phobia: persistent fear of a specific activity, situation, or object.
phoneme: a syllable of sound.
phrenology: the pseudoscience that measurements of the skull
could reveal a person's psychology, because the brain was the
organ of the mind.
physics: the study of matter and its patterns of motion, with the
intent of understanding how the universe behaves.
physiological psychology: the empiricist view of psychology as an
adjunct to physiology. This school of belief culminated in behaviorism and contributed to the gumbo known as cognitive
psychology.
pictogram (aka pictograph): a written symbol representing an
object. Compare ideogram.
pitch (music): the frequency of a tone.
pignorance (perspective-ignorance): a wrong worldview from not
knowing the nature of existence. Compare fignorance. See ignorance, naïve realism.
placebo: a simulated medical treatment intended to deceive the
recipient and thereby provoke the placebo effect of actually
working to relieve or even cure the targeted affliction. The
term originated with an old Latin word for "I shall please."
In medieval times, a placebo opened the Catholic Vespers for
the Dead, which were sung by hired mourners for a funeral;
sycophants who wept crocodile tears on behalf of the family.
This gave placebo the odious meaning of a toady. The term
placebo was transferred to its medical context in the early
19th century. In those days, placebos were remorsefully employed. Placebos' efficacy gradually transformed their moral
worth.
placebo effect: a rejuvenation owing solely to mental invigoration via belief in a placebo (totemic treatment).
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pleasure principle: a Freudian term for the idea that people instinctually seek pleasure and avoid pain to satisfy needs.
Freud specifically thought that the pleasure principle drives
the id.
plow (noun): an implement for cutting, lifting, and turning over
soil, especially for preparing a seedbed.
pluralistic ignorance: inferring that others have different mental states from oneself despite identical behaviors.
plutocracy: political rule by the wealthy.
polar coordinate system: a 2D (planar) coordinate system in
which a point can be specified as at a distance from a fixed
point (typically the origin (0,0)) and an angle from a fixed direction (typically the horizontal axis).
polio (poliomyelitis, aka infantile paralysis): an infectious disease caused by the poliovirus, a human enterovirus.
polyandry: a mating system of 1 female and 2 or more males.
Contrast polygyny.
polychronic (culture): a socially oriented culture that considers
schedule adherence secondary to civility. Contrast monochronic.
polygamy: a mating system of having multiple contemporaneous
mates. See polyandry and polygyny. Contrast monogamy.
polygyny: a mating system 1 male and 2 or more females. Contrast polyandry.
polymath: a person of encyclopedic learning.
polynomial: an algebraic expression consisting of variables and
coefficients, where the expression is limited to addition, subtraction, multiplication, and non-negative integer powers.
polysemy: the capacity for a signification to have multiple meanings.
polytheism: belief in multiple gods. Contrast monotheism.
Ponzo illusion: a visual illusion devised by Mario Ponzo in 1911:
that 2 lines of identical length are perceived of different
lengths when bracketed by converging lines that appear to
confer linear perspective.
population (statistics): the set of objects about which information is wanted.
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population parameter (aka statistical parameter): a numerical
characteristic of a population or statistical model; a quantity
that indexes a family of probability distributions. A parameter of a population is as a statistic is to a sample.
positivism: the idea that valid knowledge (truth) is only had via
logical treatment of sensory experience. Positivism rejects introspection and intuition as sources of knowledge. Contrast
antipositivism.
postulate: an assumption used in proofs. Compare axiom.
power (mathematics) (aka exponent): how many times to use a
number in a multiplication.
power distance: Geert Hofstede's term for societal range of social
stratification.
pragmatism (philosophy): a philosophy that rejects the idea that
thought serves to comprehend reality; instead, cognition is a
tool for problem-solving and decision-making. Pragmatism
began in the United States around 1870.
precarity: existence without economic security or predictability.
precocial: animal species with relatively mature and mobile
young from the moment of birth or hatching. Many, though
not all, arthropods, fish, amphibians, and reptiles are precocial. Contrast altricial.
precocious knowledge: inborn knowledge. Precocious knowledge
is a telltale of energyism, as it cannot be explained via materiality.
preconscious: a Freudian construct of thoughts which are conceived at the unconscious, but not subject to repression, and
so are capable of becoming conscious. Compare unconscious,
conscious. See subconscious.
predeterminism (aka fatalism): the idea that events are determined in advance.
predictable (adjective): foreknowable; capable of being known in
advance or anticipated.
predictable-world bias: a tendency to see order where it does not
exist.
prejudice: a preconceived negative attitude toward members of
a social group. Compare discrimination.
premise: a proposition supportive of a conclusion.
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present bias: the preference for rewards in the near future as
contrasted to later.
presocial: An animal species that lacks 1 of the 3 following characteristics: 1) reproductive division of labor, 2) cooperative
care of the young, or 3) overlapping generations. Contrast eusocial.
prevaricate: to lie or speak misleadingly.
primary group: a group of people with high affinity, such as family or friends. Compare secondary group.
primate: a mammal order, containing prosimians (neither monkey nor ape) and simians (monkeys and apes). Humans are
primates.
prime number: a natural number greater than 1 that cannot be
formed by multiplying 2 smaller natural numbers.
priming: an implicit memory recall effect via stimulus that is
somehow related to the implicit memory.
probability: the likelihood of an event.
probability curve: a curve that describes the distribution of probability of an event based upon statistical sampling.
probability value (p-value): a statistical indication that a proposed hypothesis may be plausible.
problem: a dynamic not understood for which a solution is
sought (problem-solving). Whereas problem-solving which
shapes matter is craftwork, entirely abstract (non-material)
problem-solving is symwork (of symbolic representations).
procedural memory (aka implicit memory): memory of a learned
skill. Contrast declarative memory.
projection (psychology): an attribution of personality trait with
insufficient evidential behavioral basis; as a Freudian defense mechanism, a person unconsciously ascribes to another
one's own unacceptable attributes.
proof (mathematics): an inferential argument as a statement,
based upon axioms and postulates. Compare theorem.
propaganda: information or argument intended to help or harm
an individual, group, movement, institution, or nation.
property (economics): objects which may be owned. Ownership
of land is called real property.
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proprioception: an organism's sense of physical self, including
the relative position of various body parts and their employment, and as well the energy required for movement or other
activity.
prosimian: the suborder of primate which includes lemurs,
bushbabies, and tarsiers, among others. See simian.
prosody: the rhythm, stress, and intonation of speech.
prospect theory (psychology) (aka loss-aversion theory): a theory
of psychology concerning how people choose among alternatives which involve risk. Prospect theory assumes people are
more averse to loss than desirous of gain. Prospect theory incorporates framing effect. Prospect theory was proposed by
Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky in 1979, and further
developed in 1992.
prospective memory: a memory relating to the future. Contrast
retrospective memory.
Protestant Reformation (1517–1648): a doctrinal schism from the
Catholic Church initiated by Martin Luther.
Protestantism: the branch of Christianity that developed from
the Protestant Reformation.
proxemics: the (study of the) use of space in social interaction,
especially as a facet of nonverbal communication.
psyche: the psychological structure of an organism, especially as
a motive force.
psychiatry: the study of mental disorders, their diagnosis, and
treatment.
psychic energy (aka mental energy): the inherent energy in a psyche. Aristotle conceived of actus et potentia: dynamic potential. Henry More identified an "energy of the soul" in 1642.
In 1874 Ernst Wilhelm von Brücke described the life-energy
system (lengyre) as "psychodynamics." von Brücke supervised 1st-year medical student Sigmund Freud, who adopted
the idea. In 1928 Carl Jung published an essay on psychic
energy. Psychic energy and psychodynamics were promoted
by Alfred Adler, Melanie Klein, and Katharine Cook Briggs,
among others.
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psychoanalysis: a method of psychological therapy originated by
Sigmund Freud in the mid-1890s in which a patient freely
talks (free association) about their mental turmoil as a
means for insight. The key assumptions behind psychoanalysis are that the mind represses relevant information for a
healthy mental life, and, most saliently, that the fabrications
of the mind are not in of themselves the problem.
psychobiology (aka biological psychology, biopsychology, behavioral neuroscience): the school of thought which treats psychology as an adjunct to biology.
psychological complex: a debilitating emotional complex.
psychological distance: the mentally construed remove from an
object, person, or event.
psychological field theory: a hypothesis by Kurt Lewin that a
person's "psychological field" dynamically emerges from the
individual's "life space."
psychology: the study of the mind, leading to philosophy about
the mind. There can be no science of the mind. An individual
psychology is characterized by mental and behavioral habits.
psychometrics: the study and technique of taking psychological
measurements.
psychopath: a person without an innate sense of empathy.
psychopathy: a mental disorder characterized by impaired empathy, lack of remorse, and bold, disinhibited egotism. Lack
of empathic feelings hinders social learning. Psychopathy
has had different conceptions throughout history and remains controversial. See sociopathy.
psychophysics: the study of the relation between stimuli and the
senses with regard to physics and psychology.
psychophysical isomorphism: the hypothesis that perceptual
phenomena correspond with brain activity, not necessarily
sensory stimuli; a fundamental principle of Gestalt psychology. Compare constancy hypothesis.
psychophysiology: the study of perception – how physical events
are experienced psychologically.
psychosis: the substitution of experienced actuality with a paracosm. Compare neurosis.
psychosoma: a bodily condition psychologically provoked.
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psychospace: the mental, as contrasted to physical, spatial and
temporal environment. See psychological distance.
psychotherapy: a general term for psychological treatment via
conversation, sometimes along with other techniques.
pusillanimity: timidity, cowardliness.

Q
quantum (physics) (plural: quanta): an infinitesimal chunk of
ripple in a localized energy field that appears as a particle.
quantum mechanics (aka quantum field theory): a theoretical
framework explaining subatomic interactions from a particle
perspective.
quietude: the state of consciousness characterized by being
awake with a quiet mind (nattermind subdued). See enlightenment.

R
race (sociology): a human population unified by culture; more
particularly, of related breeding stock; alternately, a subspecies that may interbreed with other subspecies. Compare ethnicity.
radical (mathematics): the square root of a number.
radical behaviorism: a school of behaviorism founded by B.F.
Skinner which decreed that all behavior was a deterministic
physiological reaction which may be conditioned.
radical sign: √.
radicand: the number (x) of a radical (√x).
ramind: the logic processing (rational reasoning) part of the
mind. Compare demind, inmind.
random (adjective): the idea that a system lacks order.
random competence: the faculty of an individual who can generally accomplish a routine task, but struggles, and is prone to
blunder, with tasks which require on-the-spot problem-solving. Contrast random incompetence.
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random incompetence: the faculty of an individual who is generally competent (satisfactory in task completion) in being a
decent, spontaneous problem-solver, nonetheless exhibiting
the occasional mistake. Contrast random competence.
random sample (aka simple random sample): randomly picked
sample objects for examination.
rational (psychology): agreeable to reason, good sense, and
sound judgment.
rational number: a number that can be expressed exactly by a
ratio of 2 integers. Contrast irrational number.
rational therapy (aka rational emotive behavior therapy): a psychotherapy developed by Albert Ellis in the mid-1950s aimed
at helping people be happier and thereby lead more fulfilling
lives by discarding irrational thoughts that invoke negative
emotions or maladaptive behavior.
rationalism: the epistemology that knowledge is attained deductively; an epistemology that regards reason as the source and
test of knowledge. Rationalists believe that reality has an intrinsically logical structure. Hence, rationalists contend certain truths exist and the intellect can directly grasp these
truths.
rationalization (psychology): to invent a sophistic explanation
for acts, opinions, emotions, et cetera, that is not the actual
cause or reason.
rationalization (sociology): setting aside human natural human
inclinations toward emotional values and social mores for
stark efficiency in meeting goals.
reaction formation: a Freudian defense mechanism in which unacceptable or anxiety-producing emotions and urges are overcome by embracing the opposite tendency.
real number: either an integer, rational, irrational, algebraic, or
transcendental number.
reality: that which necessarily is, phenomenal or noumenonal.
Contrast actuality.
realization (aka unity consciousness): an enlightened state of
consciousness with an abiding experience of the unicity of
Nature. (Note that the term enlightenment is sometimes used
for realization. No knowledgeable distinction may be made
between enlightenment and realization by those not having
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attained unity consciousness.) Compare enlightenment, coherence consciousness.
reasoning: making sense of experience and applying logic.
reciprocal altruism: tit-for-tat altruism; an organism helping
another with the expectation that the favor may be returned
in the future.
reciprocity: mutual exchange (giving and receiving).
reductionism: the absurd idea that a complex dynamic system
can be understood by ascertaining and analyzing constituent
elements. Reductionism requires that the something can
never be more than the sum of its parts. Reductionists explain biological processes in the same way that chemists and
physicists interpret inanimate matter. In adhering to empirical cause-and-effect, reductionism is a tool of matterism. See
synergy. Contrast holism.
reference-group: a group that serves for self-evaluation. See ingroup, out-group.
reflection (psychology): contemplation involving imagination.
reflex (biology): an autonomic response to a certain stimulus.
regression (psychology): a Freudian defense mechanism involving a reversion of the ego to an earlier stage of development,
rather than dealing with unacceptable desires in a more
adult way.
regret: to be distressed over one's past act or failure to act.
reify, reification: to regard an abstraction as an actual thing.
reincarnation: the idea that souls cycle through incarnations;
common in many spiritual belief systems, though not a mainstream belief in Abrahamic religions (monotheistic religions
which include Judaism, Christianity and Islam).
reliability: the probability of success in light of the frequency of
failure.
reliability theory: a probabilistic approach to engineering quality control that emphasizes dependability in product lifecycle
management.
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religion: a shared belief system encompassing the nature of the
universe and life, commonly belied by evidence. Religions are
frequently faith-based, typically dogmatic, and usually involve supernatural agents (gods). Compare natural philosophy. Contrast science.
reminiscence theory of knowledge: a hypothesis by Plato that all
knowledge is attained by soul-searching; that all knowledge
is innate and can only be tapped through introspection.
Renaissance (14th–17th centuries): the European intellectual
and cultural movement from the mid-14th century (after the
Black Death) into the 17th century, characterized by collective nostalgia for classical antiquity, though it ended up with
skepticism toward traditional thought. The Renaissance affected the arts, religion, politics, philosophy, and science.
representativeness heuristic: a mental shortcut for judgment using probabilistic assumption of similarity based upon experience.
repression (psychology): a Freudian defense mechanism of excluding unacceptable desires from the conscious mind.
repulsion (psychology): strong dislike, distaste, aversion. Contrast attachment.
resonance (music): the vibrational quality of a tone.
restraint bias: a tendency to overestimate self-control.
retrospective memory: a memory from the past. A retrospective
memory may be explicit (declarative) or implicit (procedural).
Contrast prospective memory.
rhythm: the percussive propulsion of music. Compare melody.
Riemannian geometry (aka elliptic geometry): a non-Euclidean
geometry by Bernhard Riemann, rejecting Euclid's 5th postulate (the parallel postulate) and modifying Euclid's 2nd
postulate (that finite straight lines can be extended) to state
that all straight lines are the same length.
Rig Veda (~1500–1200 BCE): an Indo-Aryan collection of Sanskrit hymns; 1 of 4 sacred Vedic texts (the Vedas) of Hinduism. The other Vedas are Yajur, Sama, and Athar.
right triangle: a triangle with 2 sides forming a 90° angle.
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right wing: the political philosophy that certain stratified social
orders are natural, desirable, or inevitable; typically associated with conservatism and socioeconomic inequality. Contrast left wing.
risk: the idea that loss or other inconvenience may occur.
role (sociology): the behaviors, obligations, and privileges attached to a social status.
Roman Empire: the autocratic period of ancient Roman civilization following the Roman Republic. The Italy based Roman
Empire lasted 27 BCE–476 CE, while the later west Asian Roman Empire dates 330–1453.
Romanesco broccoli: the flower bud of Brassica oleracea, notable
for its fractal appearance, its relative crunchiness, and delicate, nutty flavor.
Romanticism (aka Romantic Era): the intellectual and aesthetic
movement which originated in Europe at the end of the 18th
century and was the strong intellectual current there until
1850. Romanticism emphasized the subjective emotions behind the aesthetic experiences of life. Romanticism revolted
against the aristocratic norms of the day, as well as taking a
swipe at the scientific rationalization of the natural world, in
favor of admiring the beauty and power of Nature. Romanticism weaved a complex set of effects; politically, it fostered
nationalism. See Age of Enlightenment.

S
sadness: an emotional sense of want.
sample (statistics): data about a subset of a target population.
Compare parameter.
sampling frame (statistics): the source material or method by
which a sample is selected.
samsāra: the perpetual cycle of personal reincarnation according to Hindu and Buddhist beliefs.
sanction: a bizarre word embracing antithetical opposites – an
authoritative permission or a provision for punishment for
violating a norm. In usage, the intended meaning of this polar term is conveyed contextually.
sanguine (adjective): optimistic anticipation.
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sarcasm: constructing or exposing contradictions between intended meanings.
Satan: in Abrahamic religions (Judaism, Christianity, Islam), a
demon who brings temptation and evil.
satisfaction: gratification; enjoyment of an outcome.
scale (music): a set of musical notes ordered by pitch.
scenario: an imagined set of events or dialogue.
schadenfreude: enjoying the misfortune of another.
schema (psychology) (aka scheme): an organization within
memory.
schemata (Piagetian psychology): a system for knowledge acquisition.
schizophrenia: a mental disorder characterized by short attention span, disorientation, and mistaking unreality for actuality, including hallucinations.
schizotypy: a continuum of mental illnesses characterized by dissociative and imaginative mental states (in place of perceiving actuality), of which schizophrenia is an extreme.
Scholasticism: the theological and philosophical teaching methods in Christian universities from the 12th century through
the 16th.
science: the study of Nature from a strictly empirical standpoint.
Compare natural philosophy. Contrast religion.
scientific management: a theory of management aimed at improving productivity by analyzing workflow. Scientific management was pioneered by Frederick Taylor from the 1880s.
Scientific Revolution (1543–1687): a label by historians to ascribe the era in which modern science emerged. The 1543
posthumous publication of Copernicus' essay on heliocentrism is commonly cited as the start date, and Newton's 1687
publication of Principia (Mathematical Principles of Natural
Philosophy) considered its completion.
sclera: the white of the eye. Nonhuman primates have dark,
barely visible sclera.
script (psychology): a behavior pattern based upon ecological
cues.
secondary group: a group of people with a shared interest. Compare primary group.
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sect (sociology): a group adhering to a particular religion.
selective attention: focused notice to a subset of simultaneously
presented sensory stimuli.
self (psychology): a mental construct of personal identity.
self-actualization: Abraham Maslow's term for the mental state
which both promotes and results from high creative and cognitive productivity. Maslow conceptualized self-actualization
as akin to enlightenment, albeit necessitating achievement as
a recognition factor. On this Maslow was wrong.
self-conscious: intensely aware of oneself.
self-control (aka self-discipline): the ability to regulate impulse
and suspend the urge for instant gratification.
self-disclosure: revelation of new information about oneself to
someone.
self-enhancement: the upshot of evaluating oneself in an unrealistically positive manner.
self-esteem (aka self-worth, self-regard, self-respect): individual
emotive assessment of one's own quality.
self-esteem bias (aka self-serving bias): a tendency to preserve
self-esteem.
self-image: see self.
selfie: a photograph of oneself taken by oneself.
semantic memory: memory of facts and concepts. Compare episodic memory, topographic memory.
semiotics (communication): the study of meaning.
sensate, sensation: receiving stimuli from sensory organs for collation and interpretation via perception.
sensory: pertaining to sense organ stimulation.
sentient: possessing perception and consciousness.
sentimentality: the fusion of emotional attachment to episodic
memory.
set (mathematics): a collection of symbolic representations.
set theory: a branch of mathematical logic dealing with sets.
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sex: female or male specialization in sexually reproducing organisms (or other designation in species with more than 2 sexes);
also colloquially used for the act of sexual reproduction (a
verb oddly posing in noun form, e.g., "have sex with her," not
"sex her"). Compare gender.
shame: an emotion of perceived censure. Compare guilt.
shared subjectivity: the principle that shared subjective perceptions creates an illusion of objectivity via showtivity.
Shinto: an indigenous religion in Japan which is fundamentally
animism.
showtivity: the seeming objectivity of Nature via a shared experiential platform provided by Ĉonsciousness and coherence
as an ordering principle for the perception of Nature.
side effect: an effect of action not principal to intention.
simian: the suborder of primate comprising the "higher primates": monkeys, apes, and humans. Simians tend to be
larger than prosimians ("lower primates"). See prosimian.
simple supernaturalism: the monistic belief that all of Nature is
a unicity of entangled interaction. Compare animism.
simulation heuristic: a psychological heuristic in which the likelihood of an event is adjudged upon how easy it is to imagine.
simultaneous contrast: the way 2 distinct colors affect each other
when adjacent; the perceived tendency of a color to induce its
opposite in hue, value, and intensity upon an adjacent color,
and be mutually affected in return. Contrast color assimilation.
size-weight illusion (aka Charpentier illusion, after Augustin
Charpentier, who discovered it): the perceptual illusion of
thinking that larger objects are lighter than smaller objects
when they are actually the same weight.
sleep (aka asleep): the state of consciousness where the body and
mind are in repose.
slut: a woman perceived as immoral for desiring sex without an
attendant emotional relationship (an urge for which a man is
never considered immoral).
social: interacting with others (conspecific or interspecific).
social bias: a bias in perceiving others; prejudice toward a particular social group.
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social comparison theory: the theory of self-evaluation via comparison to others; initially proposed by Leon Festinger in
1954.
social contract: the idea of there being a rightful authority of the
state over individuals by dint of reciprocity. Social contract
theory dates to ancient Greek philosophers, albeit with its
heyday from the 17th to the 19th century, when it emerged
as the primary argument for the legitimacy of the state.
social control: shared understanding and norms which constrain
public behaviors to maintain order.
social distance: the physical separation between parties during
impersonal social meetings.
social fact (aka institutional fact (John Searle)): an accepted fact
only via social consensus. Contrast personal fact.
social learning: learning in a social context, by observation, and
often involving imitation.
social mobility: the degree to which an individual may alter
standing in social stratification.
social psychology: the overarching psychology of a person with
regard to social relations; (academically) the study of human
thoughts, emotions, and behaviors in the context of sociality.
As an academic discipline, social psychology bridges the gap
between psychology and sociology in studying how people
perceive social relations.
social stratification: a system of social hierarchy in a society.
social structure: the folkways of a society, including stratification.
socialism: a doctrine advocating that wealth be shared among
the community; a societal and economic system of sharing,
typically characterized by public ownership of enterprises.
sociality (aka sociability): the state of being social; general affinity toward others, especially conspecifics. See gregarious.
socialization: the process of acclimating to social norms.
society: a system of interpersonal interactions, incorporating
both culture and social structure.
socio-narcissism: narcissism in a social context.
sociobiology: zoological study that assumes social behavior is a
product of evolution.
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sociocultural evolutionism (aka cultural evolution): an evolutionary take on social dynamics which presupposes that social systems progress.
sociocultural theory: a theory by Lev Vygotsky which emphasized childhood psychological development via cultural indoctrination.
sociology: the science of human social behaviors.
sociopathy: antisocial behavior stemming from a lack of morality
or social conscience; antisocial psychopathy.
solipsism: the irrefutable argument that only the self can be
proven to exist; universally ignored.
somatype: a tripartite taxonomy of human body types by William Sheldon, with ectomorphs (gracile), mesomorphs (midsized), and endomorphs (wide-bodied).
song sparrow (Melospiza melodia): a medium-sized American
sparrow.
sophism: a specious argument.
sophistic: plausible but fallacious. Compare specious.
sortal: a categorical object.
soul: individual consciousness; the part of an organism capable
of passively witnessing its own mentation (introspection);
more transcendentally, the perpetual essence of a life form.
Spanish Inquisition (formally: Tribunal of the Holy Office of the
Inquisition) (1478–1834): an institution established by the
Spain's monarchs Ferdinand II and Isabella I to maintain
Catholic orthodoxy in their kingdom, and, in its origination,
to replace the Medieval Inquisition, which had been under
Papal control. Jews and Muslims were ordered to convert or
leave. The most intense period of persecution was 1480–
1530. All told, about 150,000 people were charged and tortured, and ~3,000 executed. An untold number of Muslim and
Jewish subjects were exiled. The Spanish Inquisition withstanding, Spain had more political freedom than other contemporaneous European absolute monarchies.
speciation: the process of species formation.
species (biology): a distinct population of organisms.
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specified complexity: the creationist idea that when biological
complexity appears specific to a trait, it must have been intelligently designed – implying an intelligent designer in the
form of God. Introduced by Charles Thaxton in 1986, and further developed by William Dembski in the 1990s.
specious: having a false genuineness. Compare sophistic.
Spectator, The (1711–1712; 1714): a popular London daily newspaper, founded by Joseph Addison and Richard Steele. The
Spectator succeeded The Tatler, which Steele had launched
in 1709. The Spectator also had many readers in the American colonies. Its popularity owed to its sense of taste and urbanity. The brief (80 numbers) 1714 revival of The Spectator
was by Addison, without Steele's involvement. The Spectator's influence far outlasted its brief publication by establishing a vogue for such periodicals. It also helped create a
receptive public for novelists.
spider: an 8-legged arachnid that injects it prey with venom via
fangs. There are ~44,000 spider species.
spirituality: a subjective sense of existence that transcends
purely physiological experience.
spotlight effect: the tendency to overestimate the extent to which
others notice how one looks or behaves.
staccato (music): individual, disconnected notes. Contrast legato.
standard deviation (σ): the amount of variation or dispersion
from the mean.
Standard Model (quantum physics): a quantum field theory focused on theorized fundamental subatomic quanta and their
interactions. The Standard Model is known to be incomplete.
state (politics): an abiding political institution represented by a
government. Compare nation.
statistic: a quantitative characteristic of a sample.
statistical learning: the ability to discern statistical regularities
within streams of sensation.
statistics: the mathematical science of data collection, classification, analysis, and interpretation within the precepts of probability.
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status (sociology): a relative socially defined position in a group
or society. Status is a level in a social structure.
status consistency: the elasticity of social ranking with regard to
social stratification.
status function: mentally assigning a meaning or function to an
object.
stereotype: a classification for drawing inferences about people
based upon select attributes.
stochastic process (aka random process) (probability theory):
(the idea of) the evolution of random variables over time; a
mathematical object defined as a collection of random variables. Stochastic processes are employed as mathematical
models of systems imbued with randomness. Contrast deterministic system.
Stoicism: a Hellenistic philosophy emphasizing self-control as a
means for a virtuous life.
Stone Age (roughly 3.4 MYA–3300 BCE): the 1st principal period
of the 3-age system, noted for use of stone tools, prior to the
advent of metalworking. See Bronze Age, Iron Age.
stratagem: an artifice or deceptive trick aimed at a specific outcome.
stress (biology): an organism's sustained response to a stimulus,
either environmental or internally produced.
stress (psychology): a dysfunctional form of emotional memory
stored in the mind-body.
strongman: an authoritarian political leader.
structuralism: a school of psychology proposed by Edward Titchener that the components of the mind could be understood
through introspection. The conceptual and practical limitations of Titchener's structuralism rendered it a footnote in
the history of psychology. Compare functionalism.
subconscious (aka unconscious): mentation that one is not aware
of (not conscious of); below the threshold of awareness. Compare conscious.
subjective: something within personal experience. Contrast objective.
subjective idealism: the monistic doctrine that Nature is experienced solely within the mind. See idealism, solipsism.
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subjectivity: the idea that manifestation is necessarily an experience of individual consciousness. Contrast objectivity.
sublimation (psychology): according to Freud, a defense mechanism whereby one consciously turns a socially unacceptable
impulse into a socially-acceptable behavior.
subliminal: operating subconsciously.
superego: Sigmund Freud's term for the moral part of the psyche. Compare id, ego.
superiority complex: a generalized feeling of superiority to conspecifics. The term was coined by Alfred Adler in 1927. Compare inferiority complex.
supremism (religion): the belief that God actively participates in
the universe while also remaining distinct from it. Compare
pantheism.
supernaturalism: the belief that energetic forces are in play beyond the phenomenal. See simple supernaturalism, energyism. Contrast naturalism.
syllabary: a writing system of atomic symbols representing oral
syllables. Compare alphabet.
syllable: a unit of spoken language.
syllogism: a logical argument via deduction to arrive at a conclusion from 2 or more premises assumed true.
symbol: an abstraction that signifies something; a representation of a concept.
symbolic interactionism (sociology): a sociological perspective
emphasizing abstractions as driving the dynamics of social
cooperation and conflict. Compare conflictism, functionalism.
symmetry (geometry): balanced proportions; a theoretical situation for a mathematical object, where performing an operation on the object does not alter it. A circle has rotational
symmetry, in that a circle is unchanged by rotation. Physicists often see symmetry in their physical models.
sympathy: an empathic feeling of harmony with another, often
involving compassion.
synergy: an interaction of elements which, in combination, produces a total effect greater than the sum of individual contributions. Contrast reductionism.
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syntactics (communication): the study of symbolic relations in
structures.
syntax: the patterns of language; the rule set for forming grammatical sentences.
synthesize: to form (a material or abstraction) by combining parts
or elements. Contrast analyze.
system: an assemblage of interdependent or interacting constituent concepts that form a whole.

T
taboo: a behavior contrary to mores.
talent: a special aptitude.
talisman: an object with symbolic engravings intended to act as
a charm for good fortune or to avert evil.
taste (aesthetics): individual aesthetic preferences.
technology: the products of engineering.
teleology (evolutionary biology): the obvious and well-supported
theory that adaptation is goal oriented.
teleology (philosophy): the doctrine that final causes (ends or
purposes) exist. Socrates, Plato, and Kant argued in favor of
teleology.
telomere: a protective region of repetitive nucleotide sequences
at each end of a chromosome copy.
temperament (psychology): consistent individual thought and
behavior patterns which are biologically based and relatively
independent of learning and socialization.
tensor: a geometric object describing linear relations between
other geometric entities (vectors, scalars, tensors). A tensor
is a geometric entity intertwined with other tensors. Tensors
are a tautology of entanglement.
tensor network: a network of tensors.
Terminator, The (1984): an American science-fiction action film
about a cyborg assassin (played by Arnold Schwarzenegger)
sent back in time.
testosterone (C19H28O2): a steroid hormone found in reptiles,
birds, and mammals. Testosterone has a virilizing effect.
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theism: belief in a god, viewed as the creative source of Nature,
who transcends and yet is immanent in the world; more generally, belief in a god or gods. Compare deism.
theology: the study and interpretation of religious faith and
ideas.
theorem (mathematics): a proposition proved via axioms and
postulates. Compare proof.
theory: fact-based speculation about the relations between concepts.
theory of mind: the cognitive ability to attribute mental states
to oneself and others.
third-force psychology: see humanistic psychology.
threespine stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus): a fish native to
inland coastal waters north of 30° N which shows great morphological variation throughout its range and is quite tolerant of salinity changes.
time horizon: temporal orientation, whether looking to the future or the past (long-term and short-term time horizons respectively).
Titanic (RMS Titanic): an English passenger liner that sank in
the North Atlantic Ocean 15 April 1912 after ramming an
iceberg during her maiden voyage from Southampton to New
York City.
tone (music): a sound with a certain dominant pitch and resonance.
topographic memory: a memory involving spatial orientation.
Contrast episodic memory, semantic memory.
totalitarian: dictatorial; autocratic; relating to a centralized government that does not tolerate dissent and exercises control
over many aspects of life.
trained incapacity: a behavioral phenomenon in workers, characterized by the inability to appropriately respond to novel
circumstances, or the inability to recognize when rules and
procedures are outmoded or inapplicable; coined by American sociologist Thorstein Veblen in 1914. Compare random
competence.
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trait (biology): an organitypic feature of form and/or function;
from an evolutionary perspective, a distinct variant of phenotype, mentotype, or envirotype.
transcendence (consciousness): the state of consciousness where
the mind is quiet while the body is resting but receptive to
stimuli.
transcendence (religion): the belief that there is a God wholly
independent of Nature, beyond the forces of physics. Contrast
immanence. Compare supremism.
transcendental: being beyond the conceptual realm considered.
Contrast immanent.
transcendental number: a non-algebraic real or complex number
with decimal fractions which appear endless but are not a
repeating sequence. The best-known transcendental numbers are and e. Most real and complex numbers are transcendental.
transcendental schema: a procedural rule that associates a concept with a sensory impression; proposed by Immanuel Kant
in 1871.
transitive inference: a form of deductive reasoning that allows
one to derive a comparative relation between objects based
only upon indirect evidence, such as understanding a relation
between 2 people based solely upon each of the 2 persons' interactions with a 3rd person.
triad: a group of 3 people. Compare dyad.
trial and error: an iterative method of problem-solving via learning from mistakes.
tribalism: strong in-group loyalty.
tribe: a social group with a shared culture.
trigonometry: the branch of mathematics that deals with the relations of triangles.
trust (verb): to believe in.
truth: conformity with reality. Compare theory.
tunnel vision: narrow-mindedness; extremely narrow viewpoint.

U
ultimate attribution error: a group-level attribution error (bias).
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unconscious: autonomic mental processes which are not conscious; synonymous with subconscious. The term unconscious
was coined by Friedrich Schelling in 1800. Sigmund Freud's
more circumscribed definition considered the unconscious
partitioned from the conscious mind, and so not available for
introspection, even as it influences behavior. Freud's unconscious included thoughts, memory, affect, and motivation.
Freud's hypothesis of such an unconscious is unsupported.
Compare conscious, subconscious, preconscious.
under-controlled aggressor: an often-violent person with weak
internal controls against aggression; typically, prone to overreactive aggression. Contrast over-controlled aggressor.
underclass: the lowest social stratum in a society, usually comprising disadvantaged minority groups. Compare overclass.
understand: to develop a sense of contextual meaning.
United Nations (1945–): an intergovernmental organization promoting international cooperation.
universal: including all without limit or exception.
Upanishads (from the 7th century BCE): a collection of ~200 texts
which contain philosophic concepts central to Hinduism.
utilitarian organization: an organization people join to get paid.
Compare normative organization, coercive organization.
utilitarianism: a normative ethics theory, that right action is
the one that maximizes utility – either in bringing happiness
or reducing suffering. According to utilitarianism, the moral
worth of an act is solely determined by its outcome. Utilitarianism is essentially statistical hedonism. Contrast moral
absolutism.
utility (economics, psychology): the satisfaction derived from
consumption.
utility theory (economics) (aka expected utility theory): the idea
that the utility of an object or event derives from the satisfaction of its consumption. Utility theory was pioneered by
John von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern in 1944. See
utility, consume.

V
valance (psychology): relative capacity to attract.
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value (psychology): an abstract standard that defines an ideal
principle of what is desirable or morally correct.
value system: a set of preferential values that reflect morals, beliefs, and worldview.
variable (mathematics) (aka indeterminate): a symbol that represents a number (the value of a variable) which is not specified.
Vedas, The: a collection of hymns and other Sanskrit spiritual
texts written 1500–300 BCE; the earliest literary record of the
Indo-Aryan civilization. The Vedas become the canon of Hinduism.
Venn diagram (aka set diagram): a diagram showing logical relations between sets; named after its inventor, John Venn.
ventral: the belly or lower side (of an organism). Contrast dorsal.
veridical: conforming to actuality.
verificationism (aka verification principle): the epistemological
doctrine that only verifiable facts are meaningful. See empiricism, neopositivism.
vibration: a periodic oscillation about an equilibrium.
vicarious optimism: sympathetic optimism for another.
victim: an organism that suffers from an injurious agent.
violence: an interaction that leaves its victim worse off than otherwise.
virilization (aka masculinization): biological development that
defines a male body.
virus: an obligate parasite that infects all types of organisms.
visceral: felt in the inner being, without reasoning.
vitalism (biology): the doctrine that there is a vital energy specific to living organisms, distinct from chemical and physical
forces; a fact generally rejected by modern scientists.
vitalism (natural philosophy): the doctrine that life is essentially distinct from inanimate matter. Compare animism.

W
wage slave: a worker reliant upon a steady paycheck from a utilitarian organization to survive.
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Weltanschauung: see worldview.
WhatsApp (2009–): American instant messaging network, acquired by Facebook in 2014.
white (sociology): a light-skinned Caucasian. Contrast black.
whole number: a number in the set of natural numbers, albeit
including zero {0, 1, 2, 3, …}.
willmind: volitional mentation. Contrast nattermind.
wit: clever expression of keen perception. See humor.
Wizard of Oz, The (aka The Wonderful Wizard of Oz): a 1900
fantasy novel by American novelist L. Frank Baum. The Wizard is a humbug who is shamed into helping Dorothy return
to her home in Kansas. The Wizard of Oz is best known in its
1939 film adaptation, staring Judy Garland.
word: a unit of language.
World Health Organization (1948–): a United Nations agency
concerned with international public health.
worldview (aka Weltanschauung): a cognitive orientation toward life and Nature; coined by Wilhelm von Humboldt, who
considered language and worldview entangled.

Y
YA:

years ago.
Yellow Emperor's Inner Canon (Huangdi Neijing) (circa 250
BCE): an ancient Chinese medical text which was the fundamental source for Chinese medicine for over 2 millennia.
yin-yang: the traditional Chinese concept of interdependent dynamic forces composing Nature, dating to the 14th century
BCE or even earlier. Yin is the receptive principle, Yang active.
yoga: a group of mental, physical, and spiritual disciplines
which originated in India and are advocated in Hinduism,
Buddhism, and Jainism for attaining enlightenment.

Z
zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata): a common finch, native to
Australia, Indonesia, and East Timor.
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Zeigarnik effect: the phenomenon whereby people remember
more about unfinished tasks than completed ones; named after Bluma Zeigarnik.
Zen: a school of Buddhism that developed in 6th century China.
Zen was introduced into Japan during the 12th century.
Westerners are most familiar with Japanese Zen Buddhism,
with initial interest sparked by the visit of Japanese Zen
Buddhist monk Soyen Shaku to the World Parliament of Religions in 1893, held in Chicago. Zen emphasizes individual
attainment of enlightenment via intuitive insight into the
nature of reality.
zero (0): an absence of quantity; mathematical nothing. Contrast
infinity.

 People 
Aardema, Frederick: Dutch psychologist, interested in out-ofbody experiences.
Abelson, Robert P. (1928–2005): American psychologist and political scientist.
Achenwall, Gottfried (1719–1772): German philosopher, historian, economist, jurist, and statistician; a pioneer in statistics.
Acton, John Dalberg (aka Lord Acton) (1834–1902): English historian and politician.
Adams, Douglas (1952–2001): English writer, humorist, and
dramatist.
Adams, Henry (1838–1918): American historian.
Adams, James Truslow (1878–1949): American historian who
coined "the American Dream" in his 1931 book The Epic of
America.
Adams, Katherine L.: American communication scholar.
Adler, Alfred W. (1870–1937): Austrian psychotherapist and
physician.
Adler, Franz: German American sociologist.
Adler, Mortimer J. (1902–2001): American philosopher and educator.
Aesop (620–564 BCE): Ancient Greek fabulist to which a collection
of fables is credited, though his existence is uncertain. Many
of Aesop's Fables are of animals and inanimate objects with
human attributes of reasoning and speech.
Ahern, Laurie: American human rights advocate, especially
interested in welfare for disabled persons, and bettering the
deplorable conditions of orphanages worldwide.
Ailes, Roger (1940–): American media consultant and television
business executive. Founder and head of Fox News until he
resigned in July 2016 when his chronic sexual harassment of
female employees became public.
Airy, George (1801–1892): English mathematician and astronomer who, by dint of his being Astronomer Royal at the right
time, established Greenwich as the prime meridian.
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Akerlof, George A. (1940–): American economist.
Albers, Josef (1888–1976): German-born American artist and educator.
Allain, Rhett: American physics professor.
Allport, Gordon W. (1897–1967): American psychologist.
Ambady, Nalini (1959–2013): Indian social psychologist.
Ames, Daniel R.: American social psychologist.
Amiel, Henri Frédéric (1821–1881): Swiss philosopher and poet.
Ammann, Jakob (1644 to between 1712–1730): Swiss Anabaptist
leader and namesake of the Amish religious movement.
Amphlett, Chrissy (1959–2013): Australian singer and dancer,
best known as the singer in the musical group Divinyls
(1980–1996).
Amrhein, Valentin: Swiss zoologist, interested in statistics.
Anaximander of Miletus (610–547 BCE): Turkish Greek philosopher, astronomer, geographer, mathematician, and proponent of science.
Anderson, Adam K.: American cognitive scientist and psychologist.
Anderson, Craig D.: American psychologist.
Anderson, Margaret L.: American sociologist.
Andersen, Peter A.: American communication scholar.
Andrew, Megan: American sociologist.
Andronikos II Palaiologos (1259–1332): Byzantine emperor
(1282–1328) who faced persistent economic problems. Andronikos II was forced to abdicate in 1328 after losing a civil
war.
Anglicus, Bartholomeus (aka Bartholomew the Englishman,
Berthelet) (~1203–1272): French Franciscan friar.
Anselm of Canterbury (~1033–1109): French Benedictine monk,
abbot, theologian, and philosopher who held the office of
Archbishop of Canterbury from 1093 to 1109. Anselm made
an ontological argument for the existence of God in his book
Proslogion (1077–1078).
God is something which nothing greater can be conceived.
~ Anselm of Canterbury
Anthony, Robert: American psychologist.
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Antipater II (4–46 BCE): Herod's 1st-born son; Herod's only child
by his 1st wife Doris.
Aquinas, Thomas (1225–1274): Italian Dominican priest, theologian, and philosopher.
Archer, John: English psychologist.
Archie, Elizabeth A.: American ethologist.
Archimedes (of Syracuse) (287–212 BCE): Greek mathematician,
physicist, engineer, inventor, and astronomer; considered
one of the leading scientists in antiquity, and one of the
greatest mathematicians of all time.
Archimedes was killed during the Siege of Syracuse by an
impatient Roman soldier, despite explicit orders that Archimedes was not to be harmed. The solder got ticked off because Archimedes told him to wait until he finished a
problem he was working on. The soldier was executed for his
indiscretion.
Arciuli, Joanne: Australian psycholinguist.
Arendt, Johanna (Hannah) (1906–1975): German-born Jewish
American philosopher who philosophically rejected the label
philosopher as being concerned with "man in the singular,"
preferring instead "political theorist."
Arfer, Kodi B.: American psychologist and statistician,
interested in social psychology, decision-making, health, and
sexuality.
Ariely, Dan (1967–): American psychologist and behavioral economist.
Aristotle (384–322 BCE): Greek philosopher and polymath.
Arnheim, Rudolf (1904–2007): German perceptual psychologist,
author, and art theorist.
Arnsten, Amy F.T.: American cognitive scientist.
Asch, Solomon E. (1907–1996): American Gestalt psychologist
and social psychologist, best known for his study of conformity.
Asclepiades (C. 124–40 BCE): Bithynian-born Greek physician
who promoted a theory of disease based on the flow of atoms
through pores in the body. His treatments aimed at restoring
harmony through diet, exercise, and bathing.
Ashear, Janet Bare: American psychologist.
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Astington, Janet Wilde: Canadian developmental psychologist.
Athanasius of Alexandria (aka Athanasius the Great, Athanasius the Confessor) (297–373): Egyptian Christian theologian.
Atisa (980–1054): Buddhist teacher.
Atkinson, Richard C. (1929–): American psychologist.
Atran, Scott (1952–): French American anthropologist, interested in violence and religion.
Atwood, Margaret (1939–): Canadian novelist, poet, essayist,
and environmental activist.
Augustine of Hippo (354–430): Algerian Latin theologian and
prolific author. Augustine influenced the evolution of European Christian thought.
Aurobindo, Sri (born Aurobindo Ghose) (1872–1950): Indian
guru, poet, and nationalist.
Austen, Jane (1775–1817): English novelist.
Avicenna (980–1037): Persian polymath; one of the most significant physicians, astronomers, and philosophers of the Islamic Golden Age.
Bacon, Francis (1561–1626): English philosopher, scientist, and
statesman. Bacon has been called the father of empiricism.
Bacon, Roger (1214–1294): English philosopher and Franciscan
friar who advised studying Nature via empirical methods.
Baer, Markus: German sociologist, interested in innovation in
organizations.
Baillargeon, Renée (1954–): French Canadian psychologist, interested in infant cognition.
Bain, Alexander (1818–1903): Scottish philosopher who founded
the 1st journal of psychology and analytical philosophy:
Mind. Bain was an empiricist.
Baldwin, James (1924–1987): American novelist, essayist, poet,
playwright, and social critic.
Baldwin, James Mark (1861–1934): American psychologist and
philosopher, interested in psychology's import on evolution.
Ball, George W. (1909–1994): American diplomat and banker.
Bandura, Albert (1925–): Canadian American psychologist who
was influential in the transition between behaviorism and
cognitive psychology.
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Barclay, Pat: American evolutionary psychologist, interested in
cooperation.
Bargh, John A. (1955–): American social psychologist.
Barkow, Jerome H.: Canadian anthropologist, interested in evolutionary psychology.
Barnes, Julian (1946–): English writer.
Baron, Robert A.: American psychologist.
Barrett, Justin L. (1971–): American psychologist.
Barthes, Roland Gérard (1915–1980): French philosopher and
linguist.
Barton, Robert A.: English anthropologist.
Barus-Michel, Jacqueline (1955–): French sociologist.
Bastian, Brock: Australian psychologist.
Bateson, Gregory (1904–1980): English anthropologist.
Bateson, Melissa: English ethologist, interested in decisionmaking.
Batty, G. David: English epidemiologist.
Bauer, Michal: Czech economist, interested in sociology.
Baum, L. Frank (1856–1919): American author, chiefly famous
for his children's books, especially The Wonderful Wizard of
Oz (1900) and its 13 sequels. Baum penned 55 novels, 83
short stories, over 200 poems, and more than 42 scripts. In
his works Baum anticipated later technologies and social
movements, including television, wireless telephones, laptop
computers, virtual reality, the ubiquity of advertising for
clothing, and liberated women.
Baumard, Nicolas: French anthropologist.
Baumeister, Roy F. (1953–): American social psychologist.
Bayes, Thomas (1701–1761): English statistician, philosopher,
and Presbyterian minister, remembered for the theorem of
inverse probability that bears his name.
Bear, Adam: American psychologist.
Beattie, Geoffrey: English psychologist.
Beck, Aaron T. (1921–): American psychiatrist who is regarded
as the father of cognitive therapy.
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Behe, Michael (1952–): American biochemist who proposed irreducible complexity.
Belk, Russell W.: Canadian business academic.
Benard, Stephen: American sociologist.
Benedict, Ruth (1887–1948): American anthropologist and folklorist.
Benjamin, Walter (1892–1940): German philosopher.
Bennett, Arnold (1867–1931): English writer.
Bennett, Bo (1972–): American businessman.
Bentham, Jeremy (1748–1832): English philosopher, economist,
and theoretical jurist who founded utilitarianism.
Berdahl, Jennifer: American sociologist.
Berezovsky, Jesse: American physicist, interested in matter.
Berg, Yehuda: American rabbi who promotes Kabbalah.
Berger, Christopher C.: American psychologist.
Berger, Peter L. (1929–): Austrian-born American sociologist.
Bergman, Mindy E.: American psychologist.
Berkeley, George (1685–1753): Irish philosopher and Anglican
bishop. Berkeley hypothesized immaterialism (later called
subjective idealism): that materiality is only in the minds of
perceivers. As Berkeley put it: "to be is to be perceived."
Berkowitz, Leonard (1926–2016): American social psychologist,
interested in altruism and human aggression.
Berman, Lea: American diplomat.
Bernard, Jeremy: American diplomat.
Bernieri, Frank: American psychologist.
Berra, Yogi (1925–2015): American baseball player, coach, and
manager, remembered for his dry wit, pithy paradoxical
statements, and malapropisms.
Bigoni, Maria: Italian economist.
Bilalić, Merim: Bosnian psychologist.
bin Laden, Osama (1957–2011): Saudi Arabian who founded the
terrorist organization al-Qaeda.
Binet, Alfred (1857–1911): French psychologist who, in collaboration with Théodore Simon, developed the first intelligence
tests which met widespread acceptance.
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Bion, Wilfred R. (1897–1979): English psychoanalyst, interested
in groups. Bion was influenced by Melanie Klein.
Birdwhistell, Ray L. (1918–1994): American anthropologist who
founded kinesics as a discipline.
Birren, Faber (1900–1988): American color maven.
Blake, Peter R.: American psychologist.
Blanchfield, Anthony W.: English psychologist.
Blasi, Damián E.: Swiss psycholinguist.
Bloch, Maurice (1939–): English anthropologist.
Blok, Sergey: Russian American psychologist.
Bloom, Nathan: American psychologist.
Boeckx, Cedrick: Spanish linguist.
Boethius (Ancius Manlius Severinus Boëthius) (480–524): Roman philosopher and politician; his Consolation of Philosophy became one of the most popular and influential works
during the Middle Ages.
Bolton, Robert (1572–1631): English clergyman and academic.
Bolyai, János (1802–1860): Hungarian mathematician who published work on hyperbolic (non-Euclidian) geometry ~1830 –
contemporaneously, but independently, of Nikolai Ivanovich.
Bonaparte, Napoléon (1769–1821): French military and political
leader who made an indelible mark on European history in
early 19th century.
Bongiorno, Renata: Australian social psychologist.
Boorstin, Daniel J. (1914–2004): American historian.
Borjigin, Jimo: Mongolian cognitive scientist.
Boroditsky, Lera (1976–): Belarusian cognitive scientist.
Boseley, Sarah: English health writer and editor.
Boutroux, Pierre (1880–1922): French mathematician and historian of science, best known for his accounts of the history and
philosophy of mathematics.
Boyce, Chris: English psychologist.
Bradbury, Ray (1920–2012): American fantasy, horror, mystery,
and science-fiction novelist.
Bradshaw, John (1602–1659): English judge.
Bradshaw, John (1933–2016): American author and educator.
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Branch, Curtis W.: American psychologist.
Braverman, Harry (1920–1976): American political economist;
an industrial worker who became a leftist radical in the wake
of the Great Depression.
Bresnahan, Mary I.: American communication scholar.
Bridge, Donna Jo: American cognitive scientist, interested in
memory.
Briggs, Katharine Cook (1875–1968): American academic who
promoted education for women, known for the Myers-Briggs
personality type test.
Brillat-Savarin, Jean Anthelme (1755–1826): French lawyer and
politician, who gained fame as an epicure; often considered
the father of the low-carbohydrate diet.
Britain, Kristen: American novelist.
Broca, Paul (1824–1880): French physician and surgeon.
Brouwer, L.E.J. (1881–1966): Dutch mathematician and philosopher, interested in topology, set theory, and complex analyses.
Brown, Jonathon D.: American psychologist.
Browne, Jackson (1948–): American musician and songwriter.
Bruce, Vicki (1953–): English psychologist, interested in visual
perception.
Bruner, Jerome S. (1915–2016): American psychologist, interested in cognitive psychology and learning.
Buchsbaum, Bradley R.: American psychologist.
Buddha, Gautama (6th–5th century BCE): Indian guru whose
teachings became oral traditions and were finally written
down 4 centuries after he lived, becoming the foundation of
Buddhism.
Buffett, Warren E. (1930–): American billionaire investor.
Buffon, Comte de (born Georges-Louis Leclerc) (1707–1788):
French naturalist, mathematician, cosmologist, and encyclopedist. Buffon's work influenced the next 2 generations of
naturalists, including Jean-Baptiste Lamarck and Georges
Cuvier.
Burgoon, Judee K.: American communication scholar.
Burke, Edmund (1729–1797): Irish politician.
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Burton, Robert (1577–1640): English scholar and vicar.
Bush, George W. (1946–): American politician (Republican); 43rd
US President (2001–2009).
Bushman, Brad J.: American psychologist and communication
scholar, interested in human aggression and violence.
Buss, David M.: American psychologist.
Butler, Judith (1956–): American philosopher and gender theorist.
Butler, Samuel (1835–1902): English author, best known for the
utopian satire Erewhon and the semi-autobiographical novel
The Way Of All Flesh. Butler made English prose translations of Homer's Iliad and Odyssey that continue to be used
to this day.
Byrne, David (1952–): Scottish musician.
Byrne, Robert (1930–): American author.
Byrne, Ruth M.J.: Irish cognitive scientist, interested in imagination.
Cabeza, Roberto: Argentinian psychologist.
Cai, Deborah H.: American communication scholar.
Cajori, Florian (1859–1930): American mathematics historian.
Callahan, Shannon P.: American social psychologist.
Calne, Donald (1936–): Canadian neurologist.
Camera, Gabriele: Italian economist.
Cameron, C. Daryl: American psychologist, interested in empathy and moral decision-making.
Cameron, Kim S. (1946–): American organization scholar.
Campbell, Margaret C.: American marketing academic.
Campbell, Troy H.: American business scholar.
Cantlon, Jessica F.: American cognitive scientist.
Cantor, Eddie (1892–1964): American comedian, actor, dancer,
singer, and songwriter. Among his famous songs are "Makin'
Whoopee" and "Yes! We Have No Bananas."
Cantor, Georg (1845–1918): German mathematician who invented set theory.
Cantor, Joanne: American psychologist.
Capote, Truman (1924–1984): American author.
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Capra, Fritjof (1939–): Austrian-born American physicist and
systems theorist.
Cardano, Gerolamo (1501–1576): Italian mathematician, physician, astrologer, philosopher, and gambler who wrote over
200 works on various subjects. His gambling led him to formulate elementary rules of probability.
Carlin, George (1937–2008): American comedian.
Carlson, Linda E.: American physician.
Carnegie, Dale (1888–1955): American writer and lecturer.
Carr, Deborah: American sociologist.
Carroll, Jason S.: American sociologist, interested in marriage.
Carroll, Lewis (pseudonym of Charles Lutwidge Dodgson)
(1832–1898): English writer, mathematician, logician, Anglican deacon, and photographer; best known for the 1865 novel
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (commonly known as Alice
in Wonderland) and its sequel Through the Looking-Glass
(1871).
Carter, Brandon (1942–): Australian theoretical physicist, interested black holes; best known for developing the anthropic
principle in its modern form.
Cartwright, Rosalind: American psychologist.
Caruso, Charlie: Australian media entrepreneur.
Carver, George Washington (1864–1943): American botanist, scientist, inventor, and educator who promoted alternative
crops to cotton in the Reconstruction-era South, especially
going inventively nuts over peanuts. In 1941, Time magazine
dubbed Carver a "Black Leonardo."
Casari, Marco: Italian economist.
Caspar, Emilie A.: Belgian psychologist, interested in coercion
and agency.
Cassirer, Ernst (1874–1945): German philosopher.
Castel, Alan D.: American psychologist.
Cavanaugh, John C.: American psychologist, interested in adult
psychological development and aging.
Celsus, Aulus Cornelius (~25 BCE–50): Roman physician, best
known for De Medicina, an encyclopedia largely drawn from
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Greek sources that covered diseases, medicine, surgery, diet,
and exercise.
Chabris, Christopher F.: American psychologist.
Chan, Jason C.K.: American psychologist.
Charpentier, Augustin (1852–1916): French physician who discovered that people innately correlate size with expected
weight.
Chater, Nick: English psychologist, interested in cognition, language, and decision-making.
Cheng, Patricia W. (1952–): Hong Kong-born American cognitive
psychologist, interested in reasoning.
Cheshin, Arik: Israeli social psychologist.
Chesler, Phyllis: American psychologist.
Chevallier, Coralie: French social psychologist, interested in
evolutionary and environmental aspects of social cognition.
Childe, V. (Vere) Gordon (1892–1957): Australian archeologist
and philologist, interested in European prehistory.
Chin-Shan Wu: Taiwanese information analyst.
Chisholm, Shirley (1924–2005): American politician (Democrat),
educator, and author.
Chittka, Lars: English sensory and ethologist.
Chomsky, Noam (1928–): American linguist, philosopher, cognitive scientist, historian, social critic, and leftist political activist.
Christakis, Nicholas A. (1962–): American sociologist and physician.
Churchill, Winston (1874–1965): English politician (Conservative); UK Prime Minister (1940–1945, 1951–1955).
Cicero (Marcus Tullius Cicero) (106–43 BCE): Roman philosopher, political theorist, poet, orator, lawyer, politician, consul, and constitutionalist.
Almost no one dances sober unless he is insane. ~ Cicero
Clark, Christopher: American zoologist.
Clark, Kenneth B. (1914–2005) & Mamie P. (1917–1985): married
American psychologists who were active in the US civilrights movement.
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Clement of Alexandria (150–215): Greek Christian theologian,
well-versed in Hellenistic philosophy, particularly Plato and
Stoicism. Clement was also familiar with Gnosticism and
pre-Christian Jewish esotericism.
Clifford, Margaret M.: American sociologist.
Clinton, Hillary Rodham (1947–): American politician (Democrat), married to Bill Clinton (1946–), former President (19932001).
Cohen, Carl (1931–): American philosopher.
Cohen, John: English psychologist.
Cohen, Lisa J.: American psychologist.
Cohn, Alain: Swiss economist.
Cohn, Jeffrey F: American psychologist.
Coke, Edward (1552–1634): English jurist and colonial entrepreneur who wrote definitive legal texts which held sway for 300
years.
Comte, Auguste (1798–1857): French science philosopher who
founded sociology.
Confucius (born Kong Qui; posthumous title Kong Fuzi, which
was Latinized to Confucius) (551–479 BCE): Chinese moral
and political philosopher.
Do not do to others what you do not want done to yourself.
~ Confucius
Conrad, Klaus (1905–1961): German psychiatrist and neurologist, interested in neuropsychology and psychopathology.
Cooke, Deryck (1919–1976): English musicologist and musician.
Cooley, Charles H. (1864–1929): American sociologist.
Copernicus, Nicolaus (1473–1543): Prussian astronomer who developed a comprehensive heliocentric cosmology, displacing
the Earth from the center of the universe. Copernicus's work
was published posthumously, as he worried about the scorn
that his crazy idea would provoke.
Copi, Irving M. (1917–2002): American logician.
Corrigan, Roberta: American developmental psychologist.
Corriveau, Kathleen H.: American psychologist.
Cosmides, Leda (1957–): American evolutionary psychologist.
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Costello, Elvis (1954–): stage name of Irish English singer, musician, and songwriter Declan Patrick MacManus.
Courant, Richard (1888–1972): German mathematician.
Cowper, William (1731–1800): English poet.
Crockett, Molly J.: American psychologist and cognitive scientist.
Crutchfield, Richard S. (1912–1977): American psychologist.
Cuddy, Amy J.C. (1972–): American social psychologist.
Cushman, Fiery: American psychologist.
Cyrus, Miley (1992–): American singer, songwriter, and actress.
da Vinci, Leonardo (1452–1519): Italian painter, draftsman,
sculptor, architect, musician, inventor, scientist, mathematician, engineer, geologist, cartographer, anatomist, botanist,
and writer; best known for a small portrait of a drab woman
with a half-smile (Mona Lisa).
Dalai Lama (1935–):14th in a line of head monks of the Gelug
school of Tibetan Buddhism.
Damisch, Lysann: German psychologist.
Dantzig, Tobias (1884–1956): Latvian mathematician.
Darley, John M. (1938–): American social psychologist.
Dart, Thomas: American sheriff.
Darwin, Charles (1809–1882): English naturalist, famous for his
hollow hypothesis of evolution by "natural selection."
Daudet, Alphonse (1840–1897): French novelist.
Davies, Robertson (1913–1995): Canadian novelist.
Dawkins, Richard (1941–): English evolutionary biologist.
de Botton, Alain (1969–): Swiss-English writer.
de Clapiers, Luc (1715–1747): French writer following the moralist tradition of describing the moral character of humanity,
along with prescriptive maxims.
de Gaulle, Charles (1890–1970): French military and political
leader.
de Gournay, Jacques Claude Marie Vincent (1712–1759): French
economist who coined the phrase laissez faire and the term
bureaucracy.
de la Fontaine, Jean (1621–1695): French fabulist.
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de La Rochefoucauld, François (1613 –1680): French author.
De Martino, Benedetto: English cognitive scientist.
de Montaigne, Michel (1533–1592): French writer.
de Saint-Simon, Henri (1760–1825): French socialist theorist
whose writings influenced the development of positivism and
socialism.
de Tocqueville, Alex (1805–1859): French political scientist,
historian, and politician.
de Waal, Frans (1948 –): Dutch primatologist and ethologist.
Decety, Jean: French psychologist.
Dembski, William A. (1960–): American theologian, philosopher,
and mathematician who advanced the notion of specified
complexity in arguing for intelligent design.
Democritus (~460–370 BCE): Greek rationalist philosopher who
formulated an atomic theory for the cosmos and believed in
predeterminism.
Denson, Thomas F.: American social psychologist, interested in
anger and aggression.
Denton, Peggy: American developmental psychologist.
Descartes, René (1596–1650): French rationalist philosopher and
mathematician. Considering the senses unreliable, Descartes considered the only indubitable knowledge a product
of the mind.
And so something which I thought I was seeing with my eyes
is in fact grasped solely by the faculty of judgment which is in
my mind. ~ René Descartes
DeVoe, Sanford E.: American psychologist.
DeVito, Joseph A.: American psychologist.
Devi, Shakuntala (1929–2013): Indian child prodigy who became
a writer and mental calculator, popularly known as the "human computer" for her numeric acumen.
Diamond, Adele: American psychologist and cognitive scientist.
Dichter, Ernest (1907–1991): American psychologist and marketing maven.
Dicke, Robert H. (1916–1997): American physicist, interested in
astrophysics, gravity, and atomic physics.
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Dickens, Charles (1812–1870): English writer and social critic;
regarded as a literary giant of his age; well-known works include Oliver Twist (1837–1839), A Christmas Carol (1843), A
Tale of Two Cities (1859), and Great Expectations (1861).
Dienstag, Joshua Foa: American philosophical pessimist, lawyer, and author.
Dingemanse, Mark: Dutch linguist.
Diophantus (~210–~290): Alexandrian Greek mathematician
who made advances in algebra.
Disraeli, Benjamin (1804–1881): English politician (Conservative); UK Prime Minister (1868, 1874–1880).
Ditto, Peter H.: American social psychologist.
Dix, Dorothea (1802 - 1887): American activist for the mentally
ill.
Dolev, Yinnon: New Zealander zoologist.
Dostoyevsky, Fyodor (1821–1881): Russian novelist.
Douglis, Avron: American mathematician and economist.
Drass, Kriss A.: American psychologist.
Dreary, Ian J.: English psychologist.
Dreyfus, Tommy: Israeli science educator.
Drucker, Peter (1909–2005): Austrian-born American management consultant and author.
Du Bois, W.E.B. (1868–1963): American sociologist.
Duncan, Katherine: American psychologist.
Durant, Ariel (1898–1981): Ukrainian-born American historian.
Durant, William J. (Will) (1885–1981): American historian and
philosopher.
Durkheim, Émile (1858–1917): French sociologist, social psychologist, and philosopher.
Dyson, Freeman (1923–): English-born American theoretical
physicist and mathematician.
Eagly, Alice: American social psychologist.
Edelson, Micah: Israeli cognitive scientist.
Edward, Margaret J.: American psychologist, interested in cognitive development.
Efferson, Charles: German evolutionary ecologist.
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Eichmann, Otto Adolf (1906–1962): German soldier (lieutenant
colonel) during the 2nd World War.
Einhorn, Hillel J. (1947–1987): American psychologist, interested in decision-making.
Eisenberg, Theodore: Israeli mathematician.
Eisenhower, Dwight D. (1890–1969): American army general;
Supreme Commander of the Allied Forces in Europe during
World War 2; 34th US President (Republican) (1953–1961).
Einstein, Albert (1879–1955): German theoretical physicist,
known for his theories of relativity.
Eleanor of Aquitaine (1122–1204): French queen consort of
France and England; one of the most powerful and wealthiest
women in western Europe at the height of the Middle Ages.
Eliot, Mary Ann (1819–1880): English novelist who wrote under
the pseudonym George Eliot, so as to have her works taken
seriously, and to shield her private life.
Eliot, T.S. (1888–1965): American poet, essayist, playwright,
and social critic.
Elwell, Frank W.: American sociologist.
Emerson, Ralph Waldo (1803–1882): American essayist, lecturer, and poet. Emerson championed individualism.
Empedocles (490–430 BCE): eclectic Greek philosopher who originated the cosmogenic theory of the 4 classical elements:
earth, water, wind, and fire. Empedocles considered chemical
changes similar to emotional relations.
Empiricus, Sextus (160–210): Roman physician and philosopher.
Enfield, Nick J.: Dutch linguist.
Epictetus (55–135): Phrygia-born (now Turkey) Hellenistic Stoic
philosopher. Epictetus taught that negative emotions were
the product of errors in judgment, and an enlightened person
would not suffer such emotions.
Epley, Nicholas: American psychologist.
Epstein, Cynthia Fuchs: American sociologist.
Euclid of Alexandria (~300 BCE): Greek mathematician, the father of geometry. Euclid wrote the most influential mathematics book of all time: Elements, the primary textbook for
math, especially geometry, for over 2,000 years, into the early
20th century. Euclidean geometry was extended into higher
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dimensions via independent work by János Bolyai and Nikolai Lobachevsky.
Eudoxus of Cnidus (408–355 BCE): Greek astronomer, mathematician, scholar, and student of Plato.
Euler, Leonhard (1707–1783): Swiss mathematician, logician,
engineer, and physicist who introduced much modern mathematical terminology and notation; also known for his work
in mechanics, fluid dynamics, optics, astronomy, and music
theory; considered one of the greatest mathematicians of all
time.
Euripides (~480–406 BCE): Greek (Athenian) playwright (tragedian) who wrote over 90 plays.
Everett, Jim A.C.: English social psychologist and philosopher.
Exiguus, Dionysius (470–544): Christian monk and scholar.
Eyesenck, Hans J. (1916–1997): German-born psychologist who
spent his career in England; best remembered for his work
on personality and intelligence.
Faber, Louise: Australian cognitive scientist.
Fanon, Frantz (1925–1961): Martinique psychiatrist, philosopher, and revolutionary.
Farrell, Kirby: American physician.
Farroni, Teresa: Italian psychologist.
Faulkner, William (1897–1962): American writer.
Fazio, Lisa: American psychologist.
FDR: see Roosevelt, Franklin D.
Feldman, Julie: American psychology.
Felson, Marcus: American criminologist and sociologist.
Feltz, Adam: American philosopher.
Fenichel, Otto (1897–1946): Freudian 2nd-generation psychoanalyst.
Ferrante, Joan: American sociologist.
Festinger, Leon (1919–1989): American social psychologist, best
known for his theories on cognitive dissonance and social
comparison.
Feuillet, Lionel: French neurologist.
Feynman, Richard (1918–1988): American theoretical physicist.
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Fibonacci (aka Leonardo Bonacci) (1175–1250): Italian mathematician who popularized the Hindu-Arabic numeral system
with his 1202 book Liber Abaci (Book of Abacus). Fibonacci
traveled extensively in Mediterranean lands.
Fielding, Henry (1707–1754): English novelist, dramatist, and
magistrate, known for his earthy humor and satirical prowess. Fielding co-founded London's first police force: the Bow
Street Runners.
Fields, William Claude (W.C.) (1880–1946): American comedian,
actor, juggler, and writer. Fields was known for his sardonic
persona yet remained a sympathetic character despite his
snarling contempt.
Firestein, Stuart: American biologist.
Fischer, B. Aubrey: American communication scholar.
Fischer, Bobby (1943–2008): American chess player.
Fischer, Julia: German cognitive ethologist.
Fisher, Jeffrey D.: American psychologist.
Fisher, Ronald A. (1890–1962): English statistician and biologist
who crafted, via statistics, the central paradigm of modern
biology: evolution.
Fischhoff, Baruch (1946–): American psychologist, interested in
decision-making and risk assessment.
Fiske, Susan T.: American social psychologist, interested in stereotyping, prejudice, and discrimination.
Fleming, Stephen M.: English cognitive scientist.
Fleming, William: Scottish philosopher.
Flom, Ross: American developmental psychologist, interested in
the cognitive development of children in the 1st 3 years.
Flourens, Pierre (1794–1867): French physician who pioneered
experimental brain science via animal ablations.
Folks, J. Leroy: American statistician.
Forbes, Malcolm S. (1919–1990): American magazine publisher
and staunch proponent of capitalism.
Forrester, Jay Wright (1918–): American systems analyst.
Fossum, Merle A.: American psychologist.
Foster, Thomas: German physiologist.
Fowler, James A. (1970–): American social scientist.
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Fox, Jesse: American sociologist and communications scholar,
interested in social media.
Frances, Allen (1942–): American psychiatrist.
Franklin, Benjamin (1706–1790): American author, publisher,
politician, scientist, and inventor.
Freeman, Elliot D.: English cognitive scientist.
Frege, Gottlog (1848–1925): German logician, philosopher, and
mathematician; widely considered to be the father of analytic
philosophy, albeit largely ignored during his lifetime.
Freud, Anna (1895–1982): Austrian psychoanalyst.
Freud, Sigmund (1856–1939): Austrian neurologist who created
psychoanalysis.
Freund, Julien (1921–1993): French sociologist and philosopher.
Friedman, Jared P.: American psychologist.
Frost, Ram (1954–): Israeli psychologist.
Fry, Stephen (1957–): English comedian, actor, and writer.
Fukuyama, Francis (1952–): American political scientist and political economist.
Furnham, Adrian: English psychologist.
Gächter, Simon (1965–): Austrian economist, interested in economic decision-making.
Galen (Aelius Galenus or Claudius Galenus, better known as
Galen of Pergamon) (130–200): Greek physician, surgeon,
and philosopher who lived in Rome; the most prolific author
in antiquity. Galen subscribed to Hippocrates' theory of bodily humors and applied it to psychological temperaments. Galen wrote over 500 books on medicine. He was an avid
dissector, ripping through innumerable animals to study
anatomy. But dissection did not enlighten the insensible Galen, who inscrutably insisted that the bodies of pigs and monkeys were identical to those of humans. Nonetheless, Galen's
theories influenced Western medicine for nearly 1,500 years.
Galileo Galilei (1564–1642): Italian physicist, mathematician,
astronomer, and philosopher. Galileo was a seminal figure in
the 17th-century Scientific Revolution, and a scourge to the
Catholic Church for buying into Copernicus’ notion of heliocentricity.
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Gall, Franz Joseph (1758–1828): German physiologist who
founded the pseudoscience of phrenology.
Gallese, Vittorio: Italian cognitive scientist.
Galton, Francis (1822 - 1911): English polymath who believed
that Nature trumped nurture. Galton's innate biases, love of
statistics, and sloppy methodology proved him right to his
own satisfaction.
Gamow, George (1904–1968): Russian theoretical physicist and
cosmologist.
Gandhi, Mahatma (1869–1948): Indian political leader.
Gans, Herbert J. (1927–): German-born American sociologist.
Gardner, Howard (1943–): American developmental psychologist.
Gasset, José Ortega y (1883–1955): Spanish philosopher and essayist who felt that philosophy has a critical duty to question
beliefs so as to better explain reality.
Tell me to what you pay attention and I will tell you who you
are. ~ José Ortega y Gasset
Gauss, Johann Carl Friedrich (1777–1855): German mathematician who contributed significantly in many math fields, astronomy, and optics.
Gavanski, Igor (1958–2011): Canadian psychologist.
Gaye, Marvin (1939–1984): American singer-songwriter and musician.
Gerould, Katharine E.F. (1879–1944): American writer.
Gervais, Sarah J.: American psychologist, interested in prejudice and violence.
Ghiselin, Michael T.: American biologist, biology historian, and
philosopher.
Ghonim, Wael (1980–): Egyptian Internet activist and software
engineer.
Gibson, Edward: American cognitive scientist, interested in linguistics.
Gigerenzer, Gerd: German psychologist.
Gilbert, Daniel (1957–): American social psychologist.
Giles, Herbert A. (1845–1935): English diplomat and sinologist.
Gillibrand, Kirsten E. (1966–): American politician.
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Gilligan, Carol (1936–): American psychologist, ethicist, and
feminist. Gilligan was Lawrence Kohlberg's research assistant during his work related of moral development. She later
criticized his exclusion of the female perspective, whereupon
Gilligan developed her own theory of moral development
based upon the idea of distinct masculine and feminine moral
voices. The masculine voice is "logical and individualistic,"
where moral decisions are oriented toward rights and justice.
The feminine voice is a "care perspective," which focuses on
individual needs, with compassion in mind. Gilligan contends that mature morality integrates both voices.
Gilovich, Thomas D.: American psychologist, interested in decision-making and behavioral economics.
Ginges, Jeremy: American psychologist, interested in cooperation.
Girotto, Vittorio: Italian psychologist.
Gislén, Anna: Swedish zoologist, interested in vision processing.
Glick, Peter: American social psychologist.
Gödel, Kurt (1906–1978): Austrian logician mathematician, and
philosopher; considered one of the most significant logicians
in history, along with Aristotle and Gottlob Frege. Best
known for his 2 incompleteness theorems, which proved that
certain axiomatic systems cannot be proved or disproved.
Yes, there is an inherent irony to proving that proof is impossible in a self-contained symbolic system.
Godin, Seth: American author and business executive.
Goffman, Erving: Canadian American sociologist.
Goldbach, Christian (1690–1764): German mathematician who
also studied law. Best known for an incidental assertion in a
letter: Goldbach's conjecture.
Goleman, Daniel (1946–): American psychologist.
Gonzalez, Alexander (1946–): American psychologist.
Gonzalez, Esteban: American jailer.
Goodman, Paul (1911–1972): American writer and psychotherapist who co-developed Gestalt therapy with Fritz and Laura
Perls.
Goodman, Steven N.: American epidemiologist.
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Goodwin, Geoffrey P.: American psychologist, interested in morality.
Goodwin, Stephanie A.: American psychologist.
Gopnik, Alison: American psychologist and philosopher.
Gore, Al (1948–): American politician (Democrat).
Gosling, Samuel D.: American social psychologist.
Gottschalk, Simon: American sociologist.
Goyanes, Manuel: Spanish journalism academic.
Gracian, Baltasar (1601–1658): Spanish philosopher.
Graham, Billy (1918–): American Christian evangelist.
Graham, Jesse: American psychologist.
Graham, Martha (1901–1991): American dancer and choreographer who was the mother of modern dance.
Graunt, John (1620–1674): English haberdasher and one of the
first demographers.
Gray, Janice D.: Canadian social psychologist.
Gray, John N. (1948–): English philosopher.
Gray, Kurt: American social psychologist, interested in mind
perception.
Green, John (1977–): American author of young-adult fiction.
Greenaway, Katharine H.: Australian psychologist.
Greenberg, David M.: English psychologist and musician, interested in the relation between personality and musical taste.
Greene, Anthony J.: American psychologist.
Greenspan, Stanley I. (1941–2010): American psychiatrist.
Greif, Esther Blank: American psychologist.
Gribbin, John R. (1946–): English astrophysicist and science-fiction writer.
Grijalva, Emily: American psychologist.
Grubbs, Joshua B.: American psychologist.
Gualtieri, Samantha: Canadian psychologist.
Guéguen, Nicolas: French psychologist.
Guerrero, Laura K.: American communication scholar.
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Gumplowicz, Ludwig (1838–1909): German sociologist, jurist,
and political scientist who coined the term ethnocentrism in
1879.
Gurumaa, Anandmurti (1966–): Indian guru.
Gutenberg, Johannes (1398–1468): German blacksmith, goldsmith, printer, and publisher who introduced movable type
printing to Europe in 1450. The printing press was key to the
evolution of the Renaissance, Reformation, and Age of Enlightenment.
Guterres, António (1949–): Portuguese diplomat and politician
(Socialist); 9th Secretary General of the United Nations
(2017–).
Hacker, Jacob S.: American social policy and political analyst,
interested in health care and economic insecurity.
Hagel, Chuck (1946–): American politician (Republican); US Defense Secretary (2013–2015).
Haggard, Patrick: English psychologist, interested in volition,
sensation, and self-representation.
Haidt, Jonathan: American social psychologist.
Hall, Edward T. (1914–2009): American anthropologist.
Hall, Judith A.: American social psychologist.
Halley, Edmund (1656–1742): English astronomer, geophysicist,
mathematician, meteorologist, and physicist; best remembered for his namesake comet.
Hamilin, J. Kiley: American psychologist.
Hamilton, William (1788–1856): Scottish metaphysician.
Hammond, Claudia (1971–): English psychologist, author, and
media presenter.
Hand, David J.: English statistician.
Hạnh, Thích Nhất (1926–): Vietnamese Zen Buddhist monk.
Hanley, Lynsey: journalist, sociologist, and political analyst.
Hansen, Katherine: American psychologist.
Harari, Yuval Noah (1976–): Israeli historian.
Hardy, Thomas (1840–1928): English novelist and poet.
Harkness, Deborah (1955–): American scholar and novelist.
Harrington, Kelsey: American psychologist.
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Harris, Paul L.: American psychologist.
Harris, Sam: American philosopher and cognitive scientist.
Haskins, Henry S. (1875–1957): American stockbroker.
Haslam, Nick: Australian psychologist.
Hassin, Ran R.: Israeli psychologist.
Hastie, Reid: American behaviorist.
Haun, Daniel B.M.: German social psychologist, interested in
developmental and comparative psychology.
Hawking, Stephen (1942–2018): English theoretical physicist
and cosmologist, interested in general relativity, especially
black holes. Foolishly emboldened by his confidence in empirical science, Hawking asserted that "philosophy is dead."
Hawthorne, Nathaniel (1804–1864): American novelist.
Hazlitt, William (1778–1830): English writer, literary and
drama critic, painter, social commentator, and philosopher.
Hebb, Donald O. (1904–1985): Canadian neuropsychologist.
Hecht, Michael L.: American communication scholar.
Hehman, Eric: American psychologist.
Heller, Joseph (1923–1999): American author.
Hemmings, Sally (1773–1835): sex slave owned by Thomas Jefferson.
Henderson, Lawrence Joseph (1878–1942): American biochemist,
physiologist, biologist, sociologist, and philosopher; best
known for contributing to the equation used to calculate pH
as a measure of acidity.
Hendricks, Vincent F. (1970–): Danish philosopher and logician.
Hendrikz, Derek: South African group consultant.
Henry VII (1457–1509): King of England and Lord of Ireland after seizing the crown in 1485. Though fiscally prudent, Henry
VII was capricious, and instituted ruthless taxation.
Henrich, Joseph: American anthropologist.
Henslin, James (1937–): American sociologist and historian.
Hepburn, Audrey (1929–1993): English actress.
Heraclitus (535–475 BCE): Turkish Greek energyist philosopher
who believed in an ever-changing universe and a force of coherence creating a unity of existence.
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Herbart, Johann Friedrich (1776–1841): German philosopher,
psychologist, and founder of pedagogy: the theory of academic
instruction.
Hergenhahn, B.R.: American psychologist.
Hernandez, Rosalba: American public health scholar.
Hero of Alexandria (aka Heron of Alexandria) (10–70 CE): Greek
mathematician and engineer; considered the greatest experimenter of antiquity.
Herod (aka Herod the Great) (74/73–4 BCE): Roman client king of
Judea, Galilee, and Samaria.
Herodotus (~484–425 BCE): Greek historian.
Hess, Ursula: Canadian psychologist.
Heywood, Wendy: Australian sociologist.
Hiatt, John (1952–): crafty and influential American songwriter,
singer, and musician.
Higgins, Edmund S.: American psychiatrist.
Hilbert, David (1862–1943): German mathematician; one of the
most influential mathematicians of his time.
Hill, Russell A.: English anthropologist.
Hillman, James (1926–2011): American psychologist who developed archetypal psychology.
Hills, Thomas T.: American psychologist.
Hippasus (5th century BCE): Greek Pythagorean philosopher
who is sometimes credited with the discovery of irrational
numbers.
Hippocrates (~460–377 BCE): Greek physician, considered the father of Western medicine.
Hirsh, Jacob B.: Canadian psychologist.
Hirst, William: American psychologist.
Hitchcock, Alfred (1899–1980): English film director, known for
suspense movies and psychological thrillers.
Hitler, Adolf (1889–1945): Austrian-born German politician who
founded and led the Nazi party, and his country, into the disastrous madness known as World War 2.
Hobbes, Thomas (1588–1679): English philosopher, sociologist,
and empiricist.
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Hofmann, Hans (1880–1966): German-born American abstract
expressionist painter.
Hoffmann, Stefan: German marketing academic.
Hofstede, Geert (1928–): Dutch social psychologist who developed
cultural dimensions theory.
Hokusai, Katsushika (1760–1849): Japanese artist, ukioy-e
painter, and printmaker, influenced by the 15th-century Japanese ink-and-wash painter Sesshū Tōyō.
Holmberg, Diane: American psychologist, interested in relationships.
Holmes, John G.: American psychologist, interested in interpersonal relations.
Holmes, Oliver Wendell Sr., (1809–1894): American physician
and poet.
Holyoak, Keith J. (1950–): American cognitive psychologist, interested in human reasoning, learning, decision-making, and
problem-solving.
Homer (~850 BCE): legendary Greek poet and author, best known
for the epic poems Iliad and Odyssey, both about the Mycenaean civilization.
Hood, Bruce: English developmental psychologist.
Horace (65–8 BCE): Roman lyric poet.
Horden, William D.: American author, artist, and spiritualist.
Horney, Karen (1885–1952): German psychoanalyst.
Hoyle, Fred (1915–2001): English astronomer, mathematician,
and science-fiction writer. One of Hoyle's science-fiction beliefs was in a steady-state universe.
Hsu, Dennis Y.: Chinese American sociologist.
Hubbard, Elbert (1856–1915): American writer, artist and philosopher.
Hubbard, Ruth (1924–): Austrian American biologist.
Huesmann, L. Rowell: American psychologist and communication scholar.
Hulbert, Anya C.: American physicist, physiologist, cognitive
scientist, and psychologist, interested in vision processing.
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Hume, David (1711–1776): Scottish philosopher, historian, economist, and essayist; a logician known for empiricism and
skepticism. In stark contrast to rationalists, such as Descartes, Hume believed that desire, not reason, drove human
behavior.
Humphrey, Hubert H. (1911–1978): American politician (Democrat).
Hussain, Imran (1978–): English politician (Labour).
Hutcheson, Francis (1694–1746): Scottish philosopher.
Huxley, Aldous (1894–1963): English writer and philosopher.
Huygens, Christiaan (1629–1695): Dutch mathematician, astronomer, physicist, and horologist.
Ignatius of Loyola (1491–1556): Spanish priest and theologian
who founded the Society of Jesus (Jesuits).
Ingham, Harrington: American psychologist who co-developed
the Johari window with Joseph Luft.
Ioannidis, John P.A. (1965–): American epidemiologist, interested in the misuse of statistics by scientists.
Irenaeus (late 2nd century–202 CE): Gallic Christian bishop,
known for his 180 book Against Heresies, which attacked
Gnostic Christian theology.
Irvine, William B.: American philosopher.
Isiah (8th century BCE): Jewish prophet.
Itard, Jean-Marc-Gaspard (1774–1838): French physician who
helped educate the deaf, and tried to socialize Victor of Aveyron.
Jack, Anthony I.: American psychologist, philosopher, and cognitive scientist.
Jackson, Andrew (1767–1845): American soldier, politician
(founder of the Democratic Party), and statesman; 7th US
President (1829–1837).
Jackson, Joshua: American psychologist, interested in personality changes.
Jacobs, A.J.: American writer.
Jaeggi, Adrian V.: Swiss anthropologist, interested in primate
and human behavioral ecology.
Jahme, Carole: English psychologist.
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Jakubowski, Kelly: American music psychologist.
James, William (1842–1910): American physician, psychologist,
and philosopher.
Jaspers, Karl T. (1883–1969): German-Swiss psychiatrist and
philosopher, often viewed as an exponent of existentialism,
though he spurned the label.
Jefferson, Thomas (1743–1826): American farmer, slave owner,
and politician (Democratic-Republican); principal author of
the of the Declaration of Independence (1776); outspoken proponent of democracy; 3rd US President (1801–1809); consistently considered as one of the greatest US Presidents.
Jenkins, Philip (1952–): American historian and religion
scholar.
Jenness, Arthur: American social psychologist.
Jennings, David: English quantum physicist.
Jerome (347–420): Latin Christian priest, theologian, and historian.
Jervis, Robert (1940–): American political scientist, interested in
misperceptions in foreign-policy decision-making.
Jesus (of Nazareth) (aka Jesus Christ) (7–2 BCE–30–33 CE): Israeli Jewish carpenter and preacher who is regarded by
Christians to have been the awaited Messiah (or Christ) referred to in the Old Testament. Jesus was crucified by Roman
authorities for challenging societal order. (Crucifixion was
reserved for crimes against the state by the lower classes, or
for slaves who attacked their masters.) Though presumed literate, Jesus left no writings.
Jesus ben Ananias: Jewish farmer who went around Jerusalem
correctly prophesying the city's destruction 4 years before the
First Jewish-Roman War began in 66 CE. Jesus himself was
killed during the city's siege.
Jetten, Jolanda: Australian social psychologist.
Jeyaloganathan, Vithu: Sri Lankan-born Canadian writer.
John the Baptist (late 1st century BCE–~33 CE): Jewish itinerant
preacher who taught of an imminent apocalypse, fond of baptism as a ritual.
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John the Evangelist (1st century): according to legend, the
youngest apostle of Jesus and Christian evangelist, traditionally ascribed as one of the authors of the canonical New
Testament gospels.
Johnson, Amanda H.: American psychologist.
Johnson, Craig E.: American communication scholar.
Johnson, Dominic D.P.: English evolutionary biologist and political scientist.
Johnson, Dwayne (1972–): American football player, professional wrestler, and actor.
Johnson, Lyndon B. (aka LBJ) (1908–1973): American politician
(Democrat); 36th US President (1963–1969).
Johnson, Robert: American psychologist.
Johnson, Samuel (1709–1784): English writer; a distinguished
man of letters. Johnson's English dictionary (1755) was a
splendid work of scholarship with far-reaching effect.
Johnson-Laird, Philip N. (1936–): American psychologist.
Johnston, Lynn (1947–): Canadian cartoonist.
Johoda, Marie (1907–2001): Austrian British social psychologist.
Jones, Jason B.: American sociologist.
Jonson, Ben (1572–1637): English playwright and poet.
Josiah (aka Yoshiyahu) (657–609): Hebrew king (649–609) who
took the throne at age 8, after his father, King Amon, was
assassinated. The Bible describes Josiah as a very religious
king.
Jost, John T.: American psychologist.
Joyce, James (1882–1941): Irish novelist and poet.
Jung, Carl (1875–1961): Swiss psychiatrist and psychotherapist.
Kahn, Herman (1922–1983): American systems theorist, military strategist, and futurist.
Kahneman, Daniel (1934–): Israeli American psychologist, interested in decision-making and judgment.
Kail, Robert V.: American psychologist, interested in human
psychological development.
Kalish, Charles W.: American psychologist.
Kant, Immanuel (1724–1804): influential German philosopher.
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Kappes, Andreas: German psychologist.
Karim, Reef: American psychiatrist.
Kaufman, James C. (1974–): American educational psychologist.
Kaufman, James H.: American psychologist.
Kaufman, Lloyd: American psychologist.
Kazi, Faraaz (1987–): Indian author.
Kaznatcheev, Artem: Canadian psychologist and computer scientist.
Keefe, Richard C.: American psychologist.
Kees, Weldon (1914–1955): American poet, painter, novelist,
playwright, jazz pianist, and filmmaker.
Keller, Helen (1880–1968): American author who was blind and
deaf through illness at 19 months old.
Kelman, Herbert C. (1927–): American social psychologist and
ethicist.
Keltner, Dacher: American social psychologist.
Kelvin, Lord (William Thomson) (1837–1907): English mathematical physicist and engineer, best known for suggesting
that there is an absolute lower limit to temperature: whence
the Kelvin temperature scale.
Kenrick, Douglas T.: American psychologist.
Kepler, Johannes (1571–1630): German mathematician, astronomer, and astrologer; best known for his law of planetary motion.
Keynes, John Maynard (1883–1946): English economist.
Keys, Ancel B. (1904–2004): American physiologist who successfully perpetrated the myth that heart disease was a matter
of saturated-fat consumption.
Khaldun, Ibn (1332–1406): Tunisian historian who was a founding father of sociology and economics.
Khan, Tahira Shahid: Pakistani sociologist.
Kidd, Celeste: American psychologist, interested in developmental psychology.
Kierkegaard, Søren (1813–1855): Danish philosopher, theologian, poet, and social critic.
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King, Martin Luther Jr. (1929–1968): American Baptist minister, humanitarian, and civil rights leader.
Kirnberger, Johann (1721–1783): German composer.
Kissinger, Henry (1923–): American diplomat.
Klein, Melanie (1882–1960): Austrian British psychoanalyst, interested in child psychology.
Knapp, Mark L. (1938–): American communication scholar.
Knobe, Joshua: American ethicist and experimental philosopher.
Knowles, Eric: American social psychologist.
Koch, Christof (1956–): American cognitive scientist, known for
his work on the neural bases of consciousness.
Koelsch, Stefan: German psychologist.
Koester, Jolene: American communication scholar.
Koffka, Kurt (1886–1941): German Gestalt psychologist.
Kohlberg, Lawrence (1927–1987): American psychologist, interested in moral development.
Köhler, Wolfgang (1887–1967): Estonian Gestalt psychologist.
Kohn, Marek: English science scholar on evolution, biology, and
society.
Köllner, Martin G.: German psychologist.
Koontz, Dean (1945–): American author.
Kornblum, William: American sociologist, interested in urban
sociology and human ecology.
Kornell, Nate: American psychologist, interested in learning.
Kramer, Adam D.I.: American data scientist and statistician.
Krasnow, Max M.: American evolutionary psychologist.
Krauss, Stefan: German mathematician.
Kray, Laura J.: American psychologist.
Krech, David (1909–1977): American psychologist.
Kronecker, Leopold (1823–1891): German mathematician.
Krueger, Joachim I.: American social psychologist.
Kvavilashvili, Lia: Georgian psychologist.
Kwon, Diana: Korean-born Canadian cognitive scientist and science writer, interested in psychology.
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Lakoff, Robin T. (1942–): American linguist.
Lama, Dalai (1935–): Tibetan Buddhist leader.
Lambert, Alan J.: American psychologist.
Landman, Janet: American psychologist.
Landsberger, Henry A. (1927–2017): German-born American sociologist, interested in social problems.
Langer, Ellen J.: American psychologist, interested in illusion of
control, decision-making, aging, and mindfulness.
Lany, Jill: American psychologist.
Lao Tzu (aka Laozi, Lao-Tsu, Lao-Tze) (6th or 5th century BCE):
legendary Chinese scholar and philosopher. Inadvertent
founder of Daoism, which teaches reverence of Nature, the
value of patience, and a path to judicious existence. It is not
known when, or even whether, Lao Tzu lived. The consensus
opinion among 20th century scholars is that Lao Tzu's most
famous work – Tao Te Ching (Daodejing) – was a compilation
of many authors. Ursula Le Guin noted that the work has a
stylistic consistency which suggests a single primary author,
with a few subsequent additions.
Latané, Bib (1937–): American social psychologist.
Laurent, Yves Saint (1936–2008): French fashion designer.
Lavater, Johann Kaspar (1741–1801): Swiss poet.
LBJ: see Johnson, Lyndon B.
Le Guin, Ursula K. (1929–): American author, best known for
her fantasy and science-fiction novels.
L'Engle, Madeleine (1918–2007): American writer, best known
for young-adult fiction, particularly A Wrinkle in Time (1963).
Leavitt, Keith: American management academic.
Ledgerwood, Alison: American social psychologist, interested in
groups.
Lee, Daniel H.: American psychologist.
Leiber, Fritz (1910–1992): American fantasy, science-fiction, and
horror novelist; credited with being one of the originators of
sword-and-sorcery fantasy, as well as coining the term.
Leibniz, Gottfried (1646–1716): German mathematician who discovered calculus and philosopher and who believed in reincarnation.
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Leibowitz, Kenneth: American communication scholar.
Lenin, Vladimir (Vladimir Ulyanov) (1870–1924): Russian political theorist, communist revolutionary, and ruler of Soviet
Russia and the Soviet Union (1917–1924).
Lennon, John (1940–1980): English musician who co-founded
the popular music group The Beatles (1960–1970).
Lennox, Annie (1954–): Scottish singer-songwriter.
Lenoir, Brandon W.: American political scientist.
LeRoux, Kelly: American public administration academic.
Leslie, Ian (1972–): English writer.
Lévi-Strauss, Claude (1908–2009): French anthropologist and
ethologist.
Levine, Timothy R.: American communications scholar.
Levy, Benjamin J.: American psychologist.
Lewin, Kurt (1890–1947): German American psychologist who
answered the hoary question of "Nature versus nurture" by
suggesting that both interact to shape each person.
Lewis, David M.G.: American psychologist.
Liberman, Nira: Israeli psychologist, interested in cognition and
motivation.
Libeskind, Daniel (1946–): Polish American architect and artist.
Libet, Benjamin: American physiologist.
Lin Bian: Chinese American developmental psychologist.
Lincoln, Abraham (1809–1865): American politician (Republican); 16th US President (1860–1865).
Linde-Domingo, Juan: Spanish psychologist, interested in
memory.
Lindner, Isabel: German psychologist.
Linnaeus, Carl (1707–1778): Swedish botanist, physician, and
zoologist who is widely considered the father of taxonomy,
despite numerous wrong guesses, including lumping amphibians and reptiles together as a single class.
Liu Bang (256–195 BCE): Chinese warlord who founded the Han
dynasty, reigning as 1st emperor (Emperor Gaozu of Han)
(202–195 BCE).
Livio, Mario (1945–): Israeli astrophysicist and author.
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Lobachevsky, Nikolai I. (1802–1860): Russian mathematician,
early developer of non-Euclidean geometry, known primarily
for his work in hyperbolic geometry.
Locke, John (1632–1704): English philosopher and physician.
Loeb, Abraham (Avi): Israeli American astrophysicist.
Loewenstein, George (1955–): American educator and economist,
interested in behavioral economics.
Loftus, Elizabeth F.: American psychologist.
Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth (1807–1882): American poet and
educator.
Longworth, Alice Roosevelt (1884–1980): American writer and
socialite.
Lord, Charles G.: American psychologist.
Lorenz, Konrad (1903–1989): Austrian zoologist, ethologist, and
ornithologist who studied instinctive behavior in animals, especially birds.
Lovecraft, H.P. (1890–1937): American author.
Luckmann, Thomas (1927–2016): Austrian American sociologist.
Lucretius (99–55 BCE): Roman philosopher and poet.
Luft, Joseph (1916–2014): American psychologist who co-developed the Johari window with Harrington Ingram.
Luisi, Pier Luigi (1938–): Italian chemist.
Luke the Evangelist (1st century): Greek physician and Christian
evangelist, traditionally ascribed as one of the authors of the
canonical New Testament gospels. The compositional quality
of the gospel of Luke indicates the author as erudite.
Lupyan, Gary: American psychologist, interested in linguistics.
Luria, Alexander R. (1902–1977): Russian psychologist
Lustig, Myron W.: American communication scholar.
Luther, Martin (1483–1546): German friar and Catholic priest
who founded Protestantism after being excommunicated
from the Catholic Church.
Lytle, Sarah Roseberry: American psychologist, interested in
early childhood learning.
MacDonald, Angus III: American psychologist.
MacDonald, Pat (1952–): American musician.
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Mach, Ernest (1838–1916): Austrian physicist and philosopher.
Machiavelli, Niccolò (1469–1527): Italian historian, politician,
diplomat, and philosopher; one of the founders of modern political science.
Of mankind we may say in general they are fickle, hypocritical, and greedy of gain. ~ Niccolò Machiavelli
Macionis, John J.: American sociologist.
Maffetone, Philip B.: American health enthusiast.
Madders, Tom: English mental health social worker.
Maharaj, Nisargadatta (1897–1981): Indian guru.
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi (born Mahesh Prasad Varma) (1917–
2008): Indian guru who taught meditation.
Maharshi, Ramana (1879–1950) (born Venkataraman Iyer): Indian guru.
Mahavira: 9th-century Hindu mathematician.
Mai, Robert: German marketing academic.
Malamuth, Neil M.: American psychologist.
Malkiel, Burton G. (1932–): American economist.
Malle, Bertram F.: Austrian American psychologist, philosopher, and linguist, interested in social cognition.
Malinowski, Bronisław (1884–1942): Polish anthropologist.
Malloch, Douglas (1877–1938): American poet and writer.
Malthus, Thomas (1766–1834): English cleric and scholar; the
first to worry that mass prosperity would beget a population
explosion.
Maltz, Maxwell (1889–1975): American cosmetic surgeon.
Mandela, Nelson (1918–2013): South African politician.
Mandelbrot, Benoît B. (1924–2010): Polish-born French American mathematician, best known for his work on fractals.
Manis, Jean D.: American psychologist.
Mankowski, Guy (1983–): English writer.
Mann, Leon: Australian psychologist.
Mansuy, Isabelle M.: Swiss behavioral zoologist.
Mao Zedong (aka Mao Tse-tung) (1893–1976): Chinese revolutionary.
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Mark the Evangelist (1st century): Christian evangelist, traditionally ascribed as one of the authors of the canonical New
Testament gospels.
Markman, Keith D.: American psychologist, interested in counterfactual thinking, regret, and mental simulation.
Markov, Andrey (1856–1922): Russian mathematician who studied stochastic process and developed the Markov chain.
Marlowe, Christopher (1564–1593): English playwright, poet,
and translator who greatly influenced Shakespeare, who was
born in the same year.
Marno, Hanna: Hungarian psychologist.
Marsh, Peter (1946–2014): English social psychologist.
Martin, Rod A.: Canadian psychologist.
Martineau, Harriet (1802–1876): English sociologist, commonly
credited as the first woman in the occupation.
Marulić, Marko (1450–1524): Croatian humanist and poet who
coined the term psychology in 1506.
Marx, Groucho (born Julian Henry Marx) (1890–1977): American comedian.
Marx, Karl (1818–1883): Prussian German historian, sociologist,
and economist, best known as a proponent of (scientific) socialism: social ownership and cooperative economic management.
Maslow, Abraham (1908–1970): American psychologist, best
known for his proposed human hierarchy of needs.
Mason, Malia: American psychologist.
Mason, Marilyn J.: American psychologist.
Matthew the Apostle (aka Levi) (1st century): apostle of Jesus
and Christian evangelist, traditionally ascribed as one of the
authors of the canonical New Testament gospels.
Mayo, George Elton (1880–1949): Australian psychologist, industrial researcher, and organizational theorist.
McCann, Vivian: American psychologist.
McCartney, Paul (1942–): English musician who co-founded the
popular music group The Beatles (1960–1970).
McClelland, David C. (1917–1998): American psychologist, interested in motivation.
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McDonald, Michael (1952–): American singer, songwriter, keyboardist, and music producer.
McDougall, William (1871–1938): English psychologist, interested in instinct and social psychology; an opponent of behaviorism, and so outside the mainstream of thought at the time.
McFarland, Cathy: Canadian psychologist.
McGaugh, James L.: American neurobiologist.
McKenzie, Craig R.M.: American psychologist.
McSally, Martha (1966–): American politician (Republican).
Mead, George H. (1863–1931): American social psychologist and
philosopher.
Mehta, Vinita: American psychologist.
Melcher, David: American psychologist.
Meltzoff, Andrew N. (1950–): American developmental psychologist.
Melucci, Nancy J.: American psychologist.
Menander (341–290 BCE): Greek dramatist.
Mencken, H.L. (1880–1956): American journalist, satirist, cultural critic, and American English scholar; an influential
American writer in the 1st half of the 20th century.
Menzies, Allan (1845–1916): English religion scholar.
Mesterton-Gibbons, Mike: American mathematician.
Metts, Sandra: American psychologist.
Meyer, Leonard B. (1918–2007): American composer and musicologist.
Milgram, Stanley (1933–1984): influential American social psychologist.
Mill, John Stuart (1806–1873): English philosopher, political
economist, and civil servant.
Millar, Margaret (1915–1994): American Canadian novelist.
Miller, Dale T.: American social psychologist.
Miller, George A. (1920–2012): American psychologist; one of the
founders of cognitive psychology.
Mills, Charles Wright (1916–1962): American sociologist.
Milton, John (1608–1674): English polemicist, man of letters,
civil servant, and poet.
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Minai, Utako: Japanese linguist.
Minsky, Marvin (1927–2016): American cognitive scientist, interested in artificial intelligence.
Mishra, Arul: Indian psychologist, interested in marketing and
decision-making.
Mishra, Himanshu: Indian psychologist, interested in marketing and decision-making.
Mitchell, David (1969–): English novelist.
Mithen, Steven: English archeologist.
Miyata, Yo: Japanese psychologist.
Molm, Linda D.: American sociologist.
Mondrian, Piet (1872–1944): Dutch abstract painter, famous for
his linear but asymmetrical abstract works employing only
primary colors.
Moneti, Francesca: Italian humanitarian.
Montagu, Ashley (born Israel Ehrenberg) (1905–1999): English
American anthropologist, interested in race and gender.
Montesquieu (aka Charles-Louis de Secondat, Baron de La
Brède et de Montesquieu) (1689–1755): French lawyer and political philosopher.
Moon, Christine M.: American psychologist, interested in development of sound and voice perception in humans.
More, Henry (1614–1687): English Platonist philosopher and rationalist theologian. Rejecting Cartesian dualism while accepting Descartes' mechanistic view of Nature, More
embraced monism and argued that souls and an extradimensional spirit plane existed.
Morewedge, Carey K.: American social psychologist.
Morgan, John Pierpont, Sr. (1837–1913): American financier.
Morgenstern, Oskar (1902–1977): German economist who developed mathematical game theory.
Morris, Desmond (1928–): English zoologist and ethologist.
Morrison, Jim (1943–1971): American singer/songwriter in the
musical group The Doors (1965–1973).
Mosca, Gaetano (1858–1941): Italian jurist and political theorist.
Moser, Petra: American economist, interested in innovation.
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Moss-Racusin, Corrine A.: American psychologist.
Moya, Horacio Castellanos (1957–): Salvadoran novelist.
Muchnik, Lev: Israeli social statistician.
Mugford, Simon T.: English biologist.
Muhammad (570–632): Arabian religious and political leader
who founded the Islamic religion; believed by Muslims to be
the prophet of Allāh.
Müller-Lyer, Franz Carl (1857–1916): German psychologist and
sociologist.
Murdoch, Rupert (1931–): Australian media mogul.
Murray, Henry A. (1893–1988): American psychologist, interested in personality. While at Harvard University, 1959–
1962, Murray was responsible for unethical experiments on
unwitting subjects as part of the US government's research
in mind control.
Murray, Sandra L.: American social psychologist.
Mussweiler, Thomas: German psychologist.
Myers, David G.: American psychologist.
Myers, Isabel Briggs (1897–1980): American author and co-creator of the Myers-Briggs personality type test.
Naiqi (Gabriel) Xio: Chinese psychologist.
Naylor, Rebecca: American marketing professor.
Neave, Nick: English psychologist.
Neisser, Ulric (1928–2012): German-born American psychologist
who coined and popularized the term cognitive psychology.
Nelson, Dean E.: American journalist.
Nelson, Ximena: New Zealander zoologist and physiologist, interested in animal behavior.
Newby-Clark, Ian R.: Canadian psychologist.
Newcombe, Nora: American psychologist.
Newman, James R. (1907–1966): American mathematician and
mathematics historian.
Newton, Isaac (1642–1727): English physicist, astronomer, alchemist, mathematician, natural philosopher, and theologian; widely considered to be one of the greatest and most
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influential scientists. Classical mechanics are typically
termed Newtonian physics.
Neyman, Jerzy (1894–1981): Polish mathematician and statistician who introduced the confidence interval into statistics in
1937.
Nichols, Shaun: American philosopher.
Nietzsche, Friedrich (1844–1900): German philosopher,
philogist, composer, and poet that embraced existentialism
and nihilism. Existentialism embraces individual experience
as the proper path to understanding. Nihilism posits that life
is subjectively valuated.
Nin, Anaïs (1903–1977): American author.
Nisbett, Richard E. (1941–): American social psychologist.
Nixon, Richard (1913–1994): American politician (Republican);
37th US President (1969–1974).
Norenzayan, Ara: Lebanese Canadian psychologist.
North, Adrian: English music psychologist.
Obama, Barak (1961–): American politician (Democrat); 44th
US President (2009–2016).
Olivarius, Ann: American attorney and solicitor of England
Wales.
Oller, D. Kimbrough: American psycholinguist, interested in infant vocalization.
Olson, Kristina R.: American psychologist.
Omori, Yasuko: Japanese psychologist.
Orwell, George (pseudonym of Eric Arthur Blair) (1903–1950):
English novelist, best known for the allegorical novella Animal Farm (1945) and the dystopian political novel 1984
(1949). Orwell was keenly aware of social injustice, committed to democratic socialism, and opposed to totalitarianism.
Ossendrijver, Mathieu: German astroarchaeologist.
Ouspensky, P.D. (1878–1947): Russian esotericist.
Ovid (43 BCE–17 CE): Roman poet who greatly influenced Western art and literature.
Packel, Edward W.: American mathematician.
Packer, Dominic J.: American psychologist.
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Paine, Thomas (1737–1809): English American revolutionary,
writer, and corset-maker.
Palihapitiya, Chamath: Indian American social media maven
and former Facebook executive.
Parker, Gordon: Australian psychiatrist.
Parkinson, Brian: English psychologist.
Parsons, Talcott (1902–1979): American sociologist.
Pascal, Blaise (1623–1662): French Christian philosopher, physicist, mathematician, inventor, writer; a child prodigy.
Patel, Vikram (1964–): Indian psychologist.
Patterson, Richard: American social psychologist.
Patzelt, Annika: German cognitive ethologist.
Paul of Tarsus (aka Paul the Apostle, Saul of Tarsus) (5–67):
Roman Christian evangelist (not one of the original apostles).
Paul, Pope John II (born Karol Józef Wojtyla) (1920–2005): head
of the Catholic Church (1978–2005).
Pavlov, Ivan (1849–1936): Russian physiologist known for his
work in classical conditioning.
Paz-Alonso, Pedro M.: Spanish cognitive scientist.
Pearson, Joel: Australian psychologist and neurobiologist.
Perls, Fritz: German psychiatrist who co-developed Gestalt
therapy with Laura Perls and Paul Goodman.
Perls, Laura (1905–1990): German psychiatrist who co-developed Gestalt therapy with Fritz Perls and Paul Goodman.
Pert, Candace (1946–2013): American pharmacologist and cognitive scientist.
Peter, Laurence J. (1919–1990): Canadian educator, known for
the Peter principle.
Peterson, Jordan B.: Canadian psychologist.
Petrarch (Petrarca), Francesco (1304–1374): Italian poet and
scholar who coined the term Dark Ages; one of the earliest
humanists.
Pettigrew, Thomas F.: American sociologist.
Phelps, Elizabeth A.: American psychologist, interested in
memory, learning, and emotion.
Philipp, Sebastian T.: German neurobiologist.
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Piaget, Jean (1896–1980): Swiss developmental psychologist.
Pierce, Franklin (1804–1869): American politician (Democrat);
14th US President (1853–1857). Pierce was a doughface: a
Northerner with Southern sympathy toward slavery. Pierce,
widely considered one of the worst Presidents, was abandoned by his own party, and not renominated to run in the
1856 election. Pierce declared his support for the Confederacy during the Civil War.
Pierson, Paul (1959–): American political scientist.
Pieters, Rik: Dutch marketing academic.
Pilon, Juliana Geran: sociologist.
Pinker, Steven (1954–): Canadian experimental cognitive psychologist; considered by some to be one of the world's most
influential 21st-century intellectuals, which is a sad statement of how momentous misinformation can be.
Pirnot, Thomas L.: American mathematician.
Pizarro, David A.: American psychologist, interested in moral
judgment and the impact of emotions on cognition.
Planck, Max (1858–1947): German physicist who founded quantum field theory, then rejected it out of philosophic revulsion,
owing to the indeterminate nature of wave/particle duality.
Planck philosophically preferred determinism.
Plato (424–348 BCE): Greek philosopher and mathematician.
Among other things, Plato espoused knowledge as received
wisdom, and of a dichotomy between the appearance of reality and reality itself.
Plutarch (of Chaeronea) (46–120): Greek historian, essayist, and
biographer.
Poincaré, Henri (1854–1912): French mathematician, theoretical
physicist, engineer, and science philosopher.
Pollick, Frank: English psychologist.
Ponzo, Mario (1882–1960): Italian psychologist who discovered
the Ponzo illusion.
Poon, Connie S.K.: Canadian psychologist.
Pope, Alexander (1688–1744): English poet, best known for his
satirical verse, and for his translation of Homer.
Popkin, Barry (1944–): American nutritionist.
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Portman, Natalie (1981–): Israeli American actress and movie
maker.
Poti, Jennifer M.: American nutritionist, interested in public nutrition policy.
Pratto, Felicia: American social psychologist.
Presley, Elvis (1935–1977): American singer.
Preston, Jesse: American social psychologist, interested in the
conflict between science and religion.
Priestley, Joseph (1733–1804): English political theorist, Unitarian minister, and theologian.
Proffitt, Dennis R.: American psychologist.
Progoff, Ira (1921–1998): American psychotherapist, interested
in Jungian psychology. Progoff was particularly interested in
depth psychology, which supposedly takes the unconscious
into account.
Pronin, Emily: American psychologist.
Propper, Carol: English economist.
Proulx, Travis: American psychologist, interested in mental
anomalies.
Proust, Marcel (1871–1922): French writer. Proust is best remembered for the 7-volume novel In Search of Lost Time (aka
Remembrance of Things Past), thematically concerned with
involuntary memory. Proust paid for publication of the 1st
volume after it was turned down by publishers of the day.
Influential to 20th-century literature, the work ran to 1.5
million words: one of the longest novels in history.
Putin, Vladimir V. (1952–): Russian spy and politician; Russian
President (2000–2008, 2012–).
Pythagoras (570–495 BCE): Ionian Greek mathematician and
philosopher, best known for the Pythagorean theorem, which
was previously known by the Babylonians and Indians. Pythagoras believed in transmigration of the soul: reincarnation into various life forms. Pythagoras reputedly recalled 4
previous lives and heard the cry of a deceased friend in the
bark of a dog.
Qin Shi Huang (259–210 BCE): founder of the Qin dynasty and
1st emperor of a unified China, taking the name Zheng, the
King of Qin.
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Quinon, Paula: Swedish philosopher, interested in natural
numbers, social media, and the effects on computerization on
people.
Raisman, Aly (1994–): American gymnast.
Rajneesh (born Chandra Mohan Jain; aka Osho, Shree
Rajneesh, Acharya Rajneesh) (1931–1990): Indian guru.
Ramachandran, Vilayanur S. (1951–): Indian cognitive scientist, interested in behavioral neurology and visual psychophysics.
Ramsey, James B. (1937–): Canadian econometrician.
Rand, Ayn (1905–1982): Russian American novelist and philosopher; adamant proponent of laissez-faire capitalism.
Rand, David G.: American psychologist.
Rapp, David N.: American psychologist.
Ray, John (1627–1705): English naturalist, botanist, and Anglican parson.
Raymond, Jennifer: American neurobiologist and academic.
Raymond, Paula: American social psychologist.
Rees, Martin (1942–): British astrophysicist and cosmologist.
Regan, Pamela C: American psychologist.
Reid, Thomas (1710–1796): Scottish philosopher who played an
integral role in the Scottish Enlightenment.
Remland, Martin S.: American communication scholar.
Rich, Adrienne (1929–2012): American feminist, poet, and essayist.
Richardson, Deborah R.: American psychologist.
Richeson, Jennifer: American social psychologist.
Rickers-Ovsiankina, Maria (1898–1993): Russian psychologist.
Riemann, Bernhard (1826–1866): German mathematician who
contributed to number theory, differential geometry, and
analysis. Riemann's pioneering contributions to differential
geometry laid the foundations for the mathematical treatment of general relativity.
Rilke, Rainer Maria (1875–1926): Bohemian Austrian poet and
novelist.
Rindfleisch, Aric (1965–): American marketing professor.
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Ritts, Vicki: American psychologist.
Ritzer, George (1940–): American sociologist.
Robbins, Tony (1960–): American life coach.
Robinson, Daniel N.: American psychologist.
Robinson, Ken (1950–): English consultant on arts education.
Robinson, Robert J.: American psychologist.
Roddenberry, Gene (1921–1991): American television screenwriter.
Roese, Neal J.: American psychologist.
Roethke, Theodore (1908–1963): American poet.
Rogers, Todd: American behavioral scientist, interested in public policy.
Rogers, Will (1879–1935): American cowboy, actor, and humorist.
Roll, Barbara Honeyman Heath (1910–1998): American physical
anthropologist, interested in somatyping.
Romano, Angelo: Italian psychologist, interested in cooperation.
Römer, Thomas: French Bible scholar.
Roosevelt, Franklin D. (aka FDR) (1882–1945): American politician (Democrat); 32nd US President (1932–1945).
Roosevelt, Theodore Jr. (Teddy) (1858–1919): American politician (Republican), adventurer, and killer of wild animals
("naturalist" would be too kind an attribution, as Roosevelt
enjoyed slaughter much more than study); 26th US President
(1901–1909).
Rosenthal, Robert (1933–): American psychologist, interested in
self-fulfilling prophecies.
Ross, Michael: Canadian psychologist.
Roux, Joseph (1834–1905): French Catholic parish priest, poet,
and philologist.
Rowling, J.K. (1965–): pen name of Joanne "Jo" Rowling; best
known for her Harry Potter young-adult fantasy novels.
Rubin, Edgar (1886–1951): Danish psychologist. Though Rubin's
theories were influential to Gestalt psychology, he is not typically considered a cornerstone of Gestalt; nor did he consider
himself a Gestalt psychologist, as he was "skeptical of their
attempts to construct wide-ranging theories." Nonetheless,
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Kurt Koffka retained Rubin's terminology in his book: Principles of Gestalt Psychology (1935).
Rubin, Marty (1930–1994): American novelist.
Rudman, Laurie A.: American psychologist.
Ruesch, Jurgen (1910–1995): American psychiatrist.

Rui Fan: Chinese sociologist.
Russell, Bertrand (1872–1970): English philosopher, logician,
mathematician, and historian.
Russell, Eric M.: American psychologist.
Saffran, Jenny R.: American psychologist.
Sagan, Carl E. (1934–1996): American astronomer and science
writer, interested in extraterrestrial life.
Salk, Jonas (1914–1995): American medical researcher and virologist, known for developing one of the first successful polio
vaccines.
Salovey, Peter (1958–): American social psychologist.
Saltz, Julia: American evolutionary biologist.
Sanchez, Diana T.: American social psychologist.
Santayana, George (1863–1952): Spanish American philosopher.
Sapir, Edward (1884–1939): American anthropologist-linguist.
Sarabian, Cecile: French Iranian primatologist.
Sarno, John E. (1923–): American physician, interested in psychosomatic illness.
Sarnoff, David (1891–1971): Russian-born American radio and
television pioneer, leading Radio Corporation of America
(RCA) from shortly after its 1919 founding until his retirement in 1970. Sarnoff turned RCA into a telecommunications
and media empire that included RCA and NBC, becoming
one of the largest companies in the world.
Saroglou, Vassilis: Walloon psychologist, interested in religiosity.
Sartre, Jean-Paul (1905–1980): French philosopher.
Savage-Rumbaugh, E. Sue: American primatologist and psychologist.
Saxe, Rebecca: American psychologist.
Schacter, Daniel L.: American psychologist.
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Schelling, Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph von (1775–1854): German
philosopher who coined the term unconscious in 1800.
Schiller, Daniela: American cognitive scientist and psychiatrist.
Schkade, David A.: American psychologist.
Schmidt, Karen L.: American psychologist.
Schooler, Jonathan W.: American psychologist.
Schopenhauer, Arthur (1788–1860): German philosopher who
believed that humans were driven through life by a continually dissatisfied will.
Schroder, Hans S.: American psychologist.
Schultheiss, Oliver C.: German psychologist.
Schulz, Jonathan F.: American economist, interested in cultural
norms.
Schulz, Laura: American cognitive scientist, interested in early
childhood learning.
Schwarzenegger, Arnold (1947–): Austrian-born American bodybuilder, movie actor, and American politician (Republican).
Schweighofer, Nicolas: French cognitive scientist.
Schweitzer, Albert (1875–1965): French German theologian, philosopher, and physician.
Scoboria, Alan: Canadian psychologist.
Scott, Walter (1771–1832): Scottish historical novelist, playwright, and poet, many of whose works remain literary classics. Though remembered as a writer, Scott worked as a
lawyer and jurist.
Searle, John R. (1932–): American philosopher.
Seattle (an anglicization of Si'ahl) (1786–1866): Native American chief of the Suquamish and Duwamish tribes in presentday US Washington state. Seattle pursued a path of accommodation with white settlers. The city of Seattle is named
after the chief.
Segal, Mady W.: American sociologist.
Segal, Sabrina: American psychologist, interested in stress
management.
Seife, Charles: American author and journalist, interested in
science and mathematics.
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Seneca (Lucius Annaeus Seneca, aka Seneca the Younger) (4
BCE–65): Roman philosopher, statesman, dramatist, and humorist.
Seurat, Georges-Pierre (1859–1891): French painter and draftsman.
Shadmehr, Reza: Iranian cognitive scientist.
Shah, James: American psychologist.
Shakespeare, William (1564–1616): English playwright and
poet; widely regarded as the greatest writer in the English
language. Shakespeare wrote 38 plays, 2 long narrative poems, and 154 sonnets.
Shaku, Soyen (1860 –1919): Japanese Zen monk; the first Zen
Buddhist master to teach in the United States.
Shalvi, Shaul: Dutch social psychologist.
Shannon, Claude E. (1916–2001): American mathematician,
electrical engineer, and cryptographer, interested in implementing symbolic logic via machinery. Shannon founded circuit design theory (1937) and information theory (1948).
Shariff, Azim F.: Canadian psychologist.
Shaw, George Bernard (1856–1950): Irish playwright, angered
by the exploitation of the working class; an ardent socialist.
Sheldon, William H. (1898–1977): American psychologist who
hypothesized a correlation between body type (somatotype)
and personality.
Shelling, Thomas C. (1921–): American economist.
Sher, Shlomi: American psychologist.
Shereshevsky, Solomon (1886–1958): Russian journalist and
mnemonist.
Sherif, Muzafer (1906–1988): Turkish American social psychologist; a seminal founder of modern social psychology.
Sherman, Jeremy E.: American psychologist, interested in public policy.
Shiffrin, Richard M.: American cognitive scientist.
Shiller, Robert J. (1946–): American economist.
Shirazi, Saadi (1184–1291): Persian poet.
Shovelton, Heather: English psychologist.
Shtulman, Andrew: American psychologist.
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Sidanius, Jim: English psychologist.
Siegel, Bertram: American psychologist.
Signac, Paul (1863–1935): French painter and art theorist.
Silesius, Angelus (1624–1677): German Catholic priest, physician, and poet.
Silver, Roxane Cohen: American social psychologist.
Simmel, Georg (1858–1918): German sociologist.
Simon, Herbert A. (1916–2001): American political scientist, sociologist, psychologist, economist, and computer scientist. Simon was one of the most influential sociologists of the 20th
century.
Simon, Paul (1941–): American musician.
Simon, Théodore (1872–1961): French psychologist who, in collaboration with Théodore Simon, developed the first intelligence tests which met widespread acceptance.
Simons, Daniel J.: American psychologist.
Simpson, George Gaylord (1902–1984): American paleontologist,
influential in evolutionary theory.
Simpson, Homer: a character in the American cartoon TV series
(1989–) about the Simpson family, entitled The Simpsons.
1Skelton, Alice E.: English psychologist.
Skinner, B.F. (1904–1990): American behaviorist psychologist.
Sloterdijk, Peter: German philosopher.
Sloutsky, Vladimir: Russian psychologist.
Slovic, Paul (1938–): American psychologist.
Small, Albion W. (1854–1926): American sociologist.
Smith, Adam (1723–1790): Scottish moral philosopher who advocated laissez-faire capitalism.
Smith, David Livingstone: English philosopher.
Smith, Edward J. (1850–1912): English naval reserve officer
who captained the ship Titanic.
Smith, Joseph (1805–1844): American religious leader, founder
of the Mormon church (Mormonism) (aka Latter-Day Saints).
Smith, Tiffany Watt: English philosopher.
Snow, Jacqueline: American psychologist.
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Socrates (469–399 BCE): Athenian Greek philosopher.
He is richest who is content with the least, for contentment is
the wealth of Nature. ~ Socrates
Solomon, Andrew (1963–): American writer on psychology, politics, and culture.
Solzhenitsyn, Alexander (1918–2008): Russian novelist and historian.
Sommerfeld, Ralf D.: German evolutionary ecologist.
Sophocles (~497–406 BCE): Greek playwright (tragedian) who
wrote over 120 plays.
Sorel, Georges (1847–1922): French political philosopher.
Soros, George (1930–): Hungarian American business magnate
and political activist.
Spalding, Douglas (1841–1877): English biologist who discovered imprinting and the Baldwin effect in the early 1870s.
Spearman, Charles (1863–1945): English psychologist, known
for his work in statistics as a pioneer in factor analysis.
Spearman did seminal work on measuring human intelligence, notably his theory of general intelligence, which may
be gleaned through disparate cognitive test scores.
Spelke, Elizabeth S.: American psychologist.
Spencer, Herbert (1820–1903): English philosopher, biologist, anthropologist, sociologist, and liberal political theorist.
Sperry, Roger W. (1913–1994): American neuropsychologist.
Spinoza, Baruch (born Benedito de Espinosa, aka Benedict de
Spinoza) (1632–1677): Dutch philosopher who laid the
groundwork for the 18th-century Enlightenment. Spinoza
believed that personal well-being was the primary driver of
behavior, an idea that anticipated evolutionary psychology.
In viewing pain, pleasure, and desire as indicators of wellbeing, Spinoza anticipated Freud's pleasure principle. Spinoza thought that appraisal of a situation determines emotional response and that we change our emotions by changing
our thoughts, which is the basic principle of cognitive therapy.
Sprecher, Susan: American psychologist.
Spruzheim, Johann Gaspar (1766–1832): German physician who
popularized phrenology.
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Standing, Guy: English social economist.
Stanovich, Keith E.: Canadian psychologist, interested in the
psychologies of reasoning and reading.
Steinbeck, John (1902–1968): American novelist.
Steiner, Rudolf (1861–1925): Austrian philosopher, social reformer, esotericist, and architect.
Stephens, James (1800–1950): Irish novelist and poet.
Stern, William (1871–1938): German psychologist and philosopher, interested in personality and intelligence. Stern coined
the term intelligence quotient (IQ).
Sternberg, Robert J. (1949–): American psychologist.
Stier, Haya: Israeli sociologist.
Stinnett, Suzanna Beth: American author and feminist.
Storr, Anthony (1920–2001): English psychoanalyst and psychiatrist.
Stout, Martha: American psychologist.
Strack, Fritz: German psychologist.
Strauss-Kahn, Dominique (1949–): French politician and diplomat.
Streep, Meryl (1949–): American actress.
Strohminger, Nina: American psychologist.
Strong, Barrett (1941–): American singer and songwriter.
Strong, Josiah (1847–1916): American Protestant clergyman
who called for social justice.
Sullivan, J.W.N. (1886–1937): English science writer and literary journalist.
Sumner, William G. (1840–1910): American sociologist, historian, political theorist, and anthropologist. A classical liberal,
Sumner supported laissez-faire economics. An opponent of
imperialism, Sumner employed the term ethnocentrism to explain its roots. Sumner had a lasting influence on conservative thought in the United States.
Sunday, Billy (1862–1935): American athlete and evangelical
Christian preacher.
Sunstein, Cass R. (1954–): American behavioral economist and
legal scholar.
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Swaab, Dick F. (1944–): Dutch neurobiologist and physician.
Swaab, Roderick I.: Dutch communication scientist.
Swami, Viren: Malaysian psychologist.
Swartz, Luke: American software analyst.
Sylvester, James Joseph (1814–1897): English mathematician.
Symons, Donald (1942–): American anthropologist; one of the
founders of evolutionary psychology.
Synder, Charles R. (1944–2006): American psychologist.
Tajfel, Henri (1919–1982): Polish social psychologist, interested
in social judgment.
Tantaros, Andrea (1978–): American political analyst and commentator.
Tarr, Bronwyn: English psychologist and dancer.
Tart, Charles T.: American psychologist.
Taylor, Frederick Winslow (1856–1915): American mechanical
engineer who sought to improve industrial productivity. Taylor was one of the first management consultants.
Taylor, Howard F.: American sociologist.
Taylor, Shelley E. (1946–): American psychologist.
Teresa, Mother (1910–1997): Albanian Catholic sister. Though
widely admired for devoting her life to helping others,
Mother Teresa was criticized for her opposition to contraception, and for the substandard conditions of the hospices
which she was responsible for.
Terman, Lewis (1877–1956): American psychologist, interested
in intelligence tests.
Thaler, Richard H. (1945–): American economist.
Tharp, Twyla (1941–): American dancer, choreographer, and author.
Thatcher, Margaret (1925–2013): English politician (Conservative); British Prime Minister (1975–1990).
Thaxton, Charles B. (1939–): American physical chemist and creationism advocate.
Theophrastus (371–287 BCE): Greek philosopher.
Thisted, Ronald A.: American statistician.
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Thomas, Dorothy Swaine (1899–1977): American sociologist and
economist.
Thomas, William Isaac (1863–1947): American sociologist, interested in migration.
Thompson, Dorothy (1893–1961): American journalist and radio
broadcaster.
Thompson, Suzanne C.: American psychologist.
Thoreau, Henry David (1817–1862): American author, poet, philosopher, and historian.
Thorndike, Edward (1874–1949): American psychologist, interested in learning.
Thurber, James (1894–1961): American author, cartoonist,
playwright, and journalist.
Tieu, Lyn: Canadian Chinese linguist.
Tinbergen, Nikolaas (1907–1988): Dutch ethologist and ornithologist.
Titchener, Edward B. (1867–1927): English psychologist, best
known for describing the structure of the mind like a chemist
describes a chemical compound. Titchener was an autocrat,
and thoroughly sexist, as demonstrated by his ironclad ban
on women from the psychologists' association he founded
(The Experimentalists). Titchener's school of structuralism,
experimentally discerned via introspection, and held together by his own force of will, died with him. But he was
influential, by those who expanded on some of his lines of
thought, and by opponents to his notions, who founded functionalism.
Toch, Hans: American social psychologist who studied violent
people.
Todd, Rebecca M.: American psychologist, interested in
memory.
Tolle, Eckhart (1948–): German guru.
Tolstoy, Leo (1828–1910): Russian writer, philosopher, and political thinker.
Tomasello, Michael (1950–): American developmental and comparative psychologist.
Tompkins, Matt: American psychologist and magician.
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Tönnies, Ferdinand (1855–1936): German sociologist and philosopher who studied societal adhesion.
Tooby, John: American anthropologist, interested in evolutionary psychology.
Townshend, Pete (1945–): English musician who founded the
musical group The Who (1964–1983, 1989, 1996–).
Trevanian (pseudonym of Rodney William Whitaker) (1931–
2005): American novelist and film scholar.
Trigger, Bruce G. (1937–2006): Canadian anthropologist and archeologist.
Trivers, Robert L. (1943–): American evolutionary biologist and
sociobiologist.
Trope, Yaacov: Israeli psychologist, interested in judgment and
decision-making.
Trump, Donald (1946–): American real estate magnate, con artist, and plutocrat who disguised himself as a populist politician (Republican) to barely become the 45th US President
(2017–), thanks to Russian interference in the 2016 presidential election and a corrupt electoral system.
Turchin, Peter (1957–): Russian American scientist, interested
in societal evolution.
Turquet, Pierre (1913–1975): English psychiatrist and psychoanalyst, interested in group relations.
Tversky, Amos (1937–1996): Israeli American psychologist.
Twain, Mark (pseudonym of Samuel Langhorne Clemens)
(1835–1910): talented American author, prized for his satire
and wit. Best known for the novel The Adventures of Tom
Sawyer (1876) and its sequel, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
(1885).
Twenge, Jean M. (1971–): American psychologist, interested in
the psychological differences between generations of Americans.
Vaillant, George E. (1934–): American psychiatrist.
Valéry, Paul (1871–1945): French poet and philosopher.
Vallacher, Robin R.: American psychologist.
Van Bavel, Jay J.: American social psychologist, interested in
ethics and values.
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van Dyke, Henry Jackson (1852–1933): American clergyman,
diplomat, educator, and author.
Van Gogh, Vincent (1853–1890): exceptional and influential
Dutch post-impressionist painter.
van Kleef, Gerben A.: Dutch social psychologist.
Veblen, Thorstein (1857–1929): American economist and sociologist.
Venn, John (1834–1923): English logician and philosopher who
invented Venn (set) diagrams.
Ventura, Jesse (1951–): American professional wrestler, actor,
and politician.
Verduyn, Philippe: Dutch psychologist.
Victor of Aveyron: a feral French boy taken in human custody at
the age of 12 years, in 1800, and eventually adopted by JeanMarc-Gaspard Itard.
Viète, François (1540–1603): French mathematician who introduced the use of letters as symbols for variables in algebraic
equations.
Vogel, Steven (1940–2015): American biomechanist and zoologist.
Vohs, Kathleen D.: American psychologist.
Voltaire (François-Marie Arouet) (1694–1778): French writer,
historian, and philosopher, famous for his wit, for his attacks
on Christianity, and for his advocacy of separation of church
and state.
von Bezold, Wilhelm J.F. (1837–1907): German physicist and
meteorologist, interested in the physics of the atmosphere,
especially atmospheric thermodynamics, and electrical
storms.
von Bismarck, Otto (1815–1898): Prussian politician.
von Brücke, Ernst Wilhelm (1819–1892): German physician and
physiologist.
von Frisch, Karl (1886 –1982): Austrian ethologist who was interested in honeybee perception.
von Goethe, Johann Wolfgang (1749–1832): German writer and
statesman.
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von Humboldt, Wilhelm (1767–1835): Prussian philologist, linguist, and diplomat.
von Neumann, John (1903–1957): Hungarian American mathematician, physicist, computer scientist, and polymath.
von Rueden, Christopher R.: American anthropologist, interested in leadership.
Vorauer, Jacquie D.: Canadian psychologist.
Voss, Joel L.: American cognitive scientist.
Vouloumanos, Athena: American psychologist, interested in the
childhood acquisition of spoken language.
Vygotsky, Lev S. (1896–1934): Russian psychologist, interested
in how culture impacts childhood psychological development.
See sociocultural theory.
Wade, Kimberley: English cognitive psychologist, interested in
memory, especially false memories.
Wade, Lizzie: American science writer, interested in anthropology, archeology, "and all things Latin America."
Waits, Tom (1949–): American musician.
Walby, Sylvia (1953–): English sociologist.
Wallis, John (1616–1703): English mathematician.
Walpole, Horace (1717–1797): English historian.
Walsh, Debbie: American political scientist and activist.
Walster, Elaine: American sociologist.
Walton, Stuart: English cultural historian.
Ward, William Arthur (1921–1994): American writer, best
known for his inspirational maxims.
Warren, Caleb: American marketing academic.
Warren, Elizabeth A. (1949–): American politician (Democrat);
US Senator from Massachusetts (2013–).
Washington, George (1732–1799): American farmer, soldier, politician; 1st US President (1789–1797).
Wasserman, David: American philosopher.
Wasserman, Ryan: American philosopher.
Waters, Roger (1943–): English musician who co-founded the
progressive popular music group Pink Floyd (1965–1995,
2005, 2012–2014). Waters left Pink Floyd in 1985.
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Watson, Laurel: American psychologist, interested in gender
and ethnic discrimination.
Watson, Mark: English tourism official.
Waytz, Adam: American psychologist.
Weber, Elke U.: American psychologist, interested in risk-taking.
Weber, Max (1864–1920): German sociologist, political economist, jurist, and philosopher who influenced sociology theories.
Wechsler, David (1896–1981): American psychologist, interested
in intelligence tests.
Weeks, Jeffrey (1945–): Welsh sociologist and history, interested
in sexuality.
Wegner, Daniel M. (1948–2013): American social psychologist.
Weierstrass, Karl (1815–1897): German mathematician.
Weil, Simone (1909–1943): French philosopher, political activist,
and mystic.
Weiler, Edward J.: American astrophysicist and NASA space
program administrator.
Weisbuch, Max: American social psychologist.
Weiss, Alexander: English psychologist.
Welles, Orson (1915–1985): American actor, writer, director, and
producer who worked in theater, radio, and movies.
Wells, Gary L.: American psychologist.
Wells, Robert (1922–1998): American songwriter, composer, and
scriptwriter.
Wells, William D.: American psychologist.
Wert, Sarah R.: American social psychologist.
Wertheimer, Max (1880–1943): Prague-born (Austro-Hungarian)
Gestalt psychologist.
Wessel, Caspar (1745–1818): Norwegian surveyor who first represented complex numbers geometrically.
West, Mae (1893–1980): American actress and sex symbol.
I used to be Snow White, but I drifted. ~ Mae West
Wheatley, Margaret J. (Meg) (1941–): American writer and management consultant.
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Wheelan, Charles: American economist.
Whitehead, Alfred North (1861–1947): English mathematician
and philosopher.
Whitfield, Norman J. (1940–2008): American songwriter and
producer who helped create the Motown Sound in the 1960s.
Whorf, Benjamin L. (1897–1941): American linguist.
Wiesmann, Charlotte Grosse: German cognitive scientist, interested in cognitive development, neuropsychology, particle
physics, epistemology, and philosophy of science.
Wigner, Eugene P. (1902–1995): Hungarian American theoretical physicist and mathematician.
Wilcox, Rand: American psychologist and statistician.
Wilde, Oscar (1854–1900): Irish writer and poet.
William of Ockham (1287–1347): English Franciscan friar, theologian, and scholastic philosopher; best known for Occam's
razor, which is a problem-solving heuristic of preferring the
simplest explanation for something, relying upon the fewest
reasonable assumptions.
Willis, Thomas (1621–1675): English physician who pioneered
the neurological school of psychology.
Wilson, Anne E.: Canadian psychologist.
Wilson, Barbara J.: American communication scholar.
Wilson, David Sloan (1949–): American evolutionary biologist.
Wilson, Earl (1907–1987): American journalist.
Wilson, Edward O. (1929–): American zoologist, interested in
ants (myrmecology), who developed sociobiology.
Wilson, John Paul: American social psychologist.
Wilson, Robert Anton (1932–2007): American psychologist, playwright, and poet. Anton was an adherent of discordianism.
Wilson, Timothy D.: American social psychologist.
Wineburg, Sam: American educator.
Winkler, Henry (1945–): American actor.
Wirthlin, Joseph B. (1917–2008): American businessman and
Mormon religious leader.
Witham, Larry: American author and journalist.
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Wittgenstein, Ludwig (1889–1951): Austrian English philosopher, interested in the mind, language, and mathematics.
Wittman, Marc: German psychologist.
Wolman, Benjamin B.: American psychologist.
Wonder, Stevie (born Stevland Hardaway Judkins) (1950–):
American musical maven; a musical child prodigy who has
been blind since shortly after birth.
Wonder Woman (1941–): fictional superheroine appearing in
American comic books.
Woodsworth, William (1770–1850): English Romantic poet.
Worthen, Molly: American historian, interested in North American religious and intellectual history, particularly the ideas
and culture of conservative Christianity.
Wright, Steven (1955–): American comedian.
Wundt, Wilhelm (1832–1920): German physician, generally credited as one of the founders of modern psychology.
Xi Jinping (1953–): Chinese politician who became China's supreme political leader in 2013.
Yaish, Meir: Israeli sociologist.
Yalom, Marilyn (1932–): American historian and feminist.
Yau, Joanna: American psychologist.
Ying-xiu Zhang: Chinese physician.
Yorburg, Betty: American sociologist.
Zacks, Jeffrey M.: American psychologist.
Zajonc, Robert B. (1923–2008): Polish American social psychologist.
Zaki, Jamil: American psychologist.
Zeidner, Moshe: Israeli psychologist, interested in human emotions, personality, and individual differences.
Zeigarnik, Bluma (1901–1988): Lithuanian psychologist who
discovered the Zeigarnik effect.
Zeno of Elea (490–430 BCE): Greek philosopher, best known for
his paradoxes.
Zhu, Pearl: Chinese American technologist.
Zimbardo, Philip G. (1933–): American psychologist.
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Zola, Émile (1840–1902): French novelist, playwright, and journalist, best known for practicing literary naturalism: clinical
observation in the fictional portrayal of reality.
Zoroaster (aka Zarathustra): ancient Iranian prophet who may
have lived as early as the 2nd millennium BCE, but who
teachings did not jell into a religion until the 7th–6th century
BCE.
Zuckerberg, Mark (1984–): American social media entrepreneur
who co-founded Facebook.
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